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1. VIRAL ONCOLOGY AREA - THE VlRUSCANCER PROGRAM (VCP)

A. Introduction

The Viral Oncology Area is responsible for planning and conducting the
Institute's program of coordinated research on viruses as etiological agents
of cancer. Scientists within this Area not only provide the broad operation
al management for intramural and collaborative research but also conduct
investigations on oncogenic viruses and their interaction with host cells.
Any information obtained from these coordinated studies is rapidly applied
(1) to search for viruses or virus genetic information which may be etio
logically related to the initiation' .of human cancer and (2) to develop
therapeutic and preventive measuresforcontroi of human cancers when such
causative agents' arefol.lnd. This program, as it is now structured, contri
butes to six of the 'seven goal-oriented and key objectives set forth in the
National Cancer Plan, the ultimate goal of which is control of all human
cancerS.

Contract supported research is conducted within the Viral Oncology Program
under The Virus Cancer Program (VCP). The yearly budget from the inception
of this Program in 1964 to the present and the number of professional
positions are given in a separate section of this report. The Program has
succeeded in marshaling many of the nation's finest virologists, biochemists,
immunologists, molecular biologists, epidemiologists and physicians for this
strongly goal-oriented effort. From the beginning, it was clear that an
understanding of the suspected relationship between tumor viruses and hUman
neoplasia would not only require an interaction among these groups of
scientists but sound arid constructive administrative support as well.

The Research Logic for the VCP, based on the premise that a virus or viral
genetic information'persists in the host and is an indispensable element
for the induction of certain kinds of human cancer, is continually updated.
The plan is reviewed regularly by the Director, NCl; the Director, Division
of Cancer Cause and Prevention, NCI; the National Cancer Advisory Board;
NCI; the Executive Committee, NCl; and the Cause and Prevention Executive
Staff, NCl. Last year at the request of the Viral Oncology Area, the
National Cancer Advisory Board appointed an ad hoc committee to review the
research efforts of the VCP and suggest any relevant changes.

B.' Organization (Viral Oncology Area. - The Virus Cancer Program)

From its inception, the Viral Oncology Area and The Virus Cancer Program
were organized into an integrated structure which manages both intramural
and collaborative research studies. All efforts are presently coordinated
by the Office of the Associate Director with its three Offices and three
Branches, each with several sections (and units) and program segments. Each
segment is assisted by a working group with members outside the federal
government.
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Within the Office of the Associate Director 'are:

Office of Biohazards and Environmental Control, with
Biohazards Research Section
Environmental Control Section

Office of the Coor4inator for Ultrastructural Studies, with
Viral Studies Section

Office of Program Resources and Logistics

The responsibilities for program data and analysis. and for s~ientific

information exchange, forme:dy iIi the Office of . Program Analysis and Com
munications, have been transferred to the Office of Program Resources and
Logistics and the Office of t~~.A9sociate Director, respectively.

The Viral Biology Branch is composed of five research sections:

Cell Biology Section
Microbiology Section
Experimental Pathology Section
Human Tumor Studies Section
Virus and Disease Modification Section

The responsibilities of the Electron Microscopy Sectionhaveobeen trans
ferred to the Office of the Coordinator for Ultrastructural Studies within
the Office of the Associate Director.

The Viral Leukemia and Lymphoma Branch is composed of seven research
sections:

Primate Virus Section
Tumor Virus Section
Clinical Studies Section
Immunology Secti.on
Viral Pathology Section
Ge~etics Section
Viral Biochemistry Section

The Viral Carcinogenesis Branch is composed of four research sections:

Molecular Biology Section
Ecology and Epizoology Section, with

Field Studies Unit
Solid Tumor-Virus Section
Viral Genetics Section, with

Serology Unit
Trailer Unit
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The Viral Oncology Area is planning a major reorganization of its in-house
structure. Guidance is being provided by the Management Analysis Office,
Office of the Director, National Cancer Institute, to permit better planning
and coordination of both intramural and collaborative research programs.

Program Management Personnel

Science Management Team

Dr. J. B. Moloney, Associate Director-for Viral Oncology
Dr. L. R. Sibal, Deputy Associate Director fo~Viral Oncology
Dr. Elke Jordan, Coordinator for Collaborative Research, Viral Oncology
Dr. H. J. Hearn, Scientific Coordinator for Viral Oncology,

Frederick Cancer Research Center

Administrative Staff

Mr. John Miller,Administrative Officer,
Division of Cancer Cause and Prevention

Mr. N. A.Olimpio, Program Analyst,
Division of Cancer Cause and Prevention

Mr. Robert Velthuis, Administrative~Officer,

Viral Oncology
Mrs. Linda Christoferson, Administrative Assistant,

Vital· Oncology
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Contract Specialists*

Mr. John Gibbons
Mr. William Caulfield
Mr. Charles Fafard
Mr. J. Thomas Lewin

Mr. Thomas Porter
Mr. Jacques Labovitz
Mr. Sidney Jones
Mr. William Mundorf

,(,

Program Resources and Logistics Advisory Group

Dr.
Dr.

Jack.- Gruber, Chairman
David Howell, Executive

Dr. Robert Bassin
Dr. James Duff
Dr. Peter Fischinger
Dr. Maurice Guss
Dr. Robert Holdenried

Secretary
Dr. Garrett Keefer
Dr. Gary Kelloff
Dr. 'Wade, Parks
Dr. Gary Pearsall
Dr. George Vande Woude

Frederick Cancer Research Center Advisory Group'

Dr. Henry J. Hearn, Chairman
Dr. James Duff
Dr. Maurice Guss
Dr. Jack Gruber

Dr. Louis Sibal
Dr. Bernard Talbot
Mr. Robert Velthuis

Program Management Segment

Alfred Hellman
Robert Holdenried
Robert Huebner
Robert Manaker

Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

TodaroDr. George

J. B.,Moloney, Chairman
L. R. Sibal, Executive Secretary

Dr. Michael Chirigos
Dr. A. J. Dalton
Dr. James Duff
Dr. Jack Gruber

Dr.
Dr.

PROGRAM SEGMENTS

Developmental Research Segment

Dr. Robert Manaker, Chairman
Dr. Michael Chirigos, Vice Chairman
Dr. Maurice Guss, Executive Secretary

Dr. Michael Brennan, Michigan Cancer Foundation
Dr. Arthur Brown, University of Tennessee
Dr. Bernice Eddy, retired from Bureau of Biologics, NIH
Dr. Paul Gerber, DBS, NIH
Dr. David Kohne, Scripps Clinic and Research Foundation
Dr. Mathilde Krim, Sloan-Kettering Institute
Dr. William Moloney, Peter Bent Brigham Hospital
Dr. Malcolm Pike, University of Southern California
Dr. Lise Thiry, Pasteur Institut du Brabant, Brussels

I

I
I

*Members of Research Contracts Branch, Ncr
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Solid Tumor Virus Segment

Dr. Robert Huebner, Chairman
Dr. James Duff, Vice Chairman
MS. Harriet Streicher, Executive Secretary

Dr. Stuart Aaronson, NCI
Dr. Francoise Haguenau, College de France
Dr. Janet Hartley, NIAID, NIH
Dr. Jerard Hurwit~,Albert Einstein College of Medicine
Dr. Henry Kunkel,:RockefellerUniversity
Dr. Wade Parks, NCI
Dr. Paul Zamecnik, Massachusetts General Hospital

Tumor Virus Detection Segment

Dr. George Todaro, Chairman
Dr. Bernard Talbot, Vice Chairman
Dr. Bernard Talbot, Acting Executive Secretary

Dr. J. Thomas August, Albert Einstein College of Medicine
Dr. Paul Black, Massachusetts General Hospital
Dr. Dani Bolognesi, Duke University
Dr. Janet Butel, Baylor University
Dr. Peter Fischinger"NCI
Dr. Charlotte Friend, Mt. Sinai Hospital,New York
Dr. Clarence Gibbs, NINDS, NIH
Dr. Adeline Hackett, Naval Biplogical Laboratories
Dr. Gert rude Henle, Children's ·liosp:Ltal of·· Philadelphia
Dr. Robert McAllister, Children's Hospital of Los Angeles
Dr. Paul Neiman, University of Washington .
Dr. Edward Scolnick, NCI

nnmunology-Epidemiology Segment

Dr. Paul H. Levine, .Chairntan
Dr. Gary Pearson, Vice'Chairnian
Dr. Clarice Gaylord, Exeoc~tive Secretary

Dr. Laure Aurelian, Johns Hopkins University
Dr. Diane Fink,. DCC,NCI
Dr. Anthony Girardi, Wistar Institute
Dr. William Hardy, Sloan.,.Ketteringlnstitute
Dr. Eva Klein, Karolinska.Institute
Dr. M. Lieberman, Stanford University
Dr.. Richard .Morrow, .Harvard School of Public Health
Dr. Ken Takemoto, NIAID, NIH
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Biohazards Control and Containment Segment

•a'sn7 7

Dr. Jeffrey Schlom, Chairman
Dr. Wade Parks, Vice Chairman
Dr. Ernest J. Plata, Executive Secretary

Dr. Robert Bassin, NCI
Dr. Robert Gallo, NCI
Dr. Raymond Gilden, Flow Laboratories
Dr. Frank Lilly, Albert Einstein College of Medicine
Dr. Hans Meier, Jackson Memorial Laboratory
Dr. Max Myers, NCI , "
Dr~ Manuel Ochoa, Sloan-Kettering Institute
Dr. William, Rawls, ,McMaster Univer~ity, CanCida
Dr. Harold Varmus, University of California
Dr. Erwin Vollmer, NCI

Breast Cancer Virus Segment

Dr. Alfred Hellman, Chairman
Dr. Emmett Barkley, Vice Chairman
Dr. Garrett Keefer, Executive Secretary

Mr. MarkChatigny, Naval Biological Laboratories
Dr. Michael Chirigos, NCI
Dr. Peter Gerone, Tulane University
Dr. Seymour Kalter, Southwest Foundat,ion for Research and Education
Dr. Maurice Mufson, Westside VA Hospital, Chicago
Dr. William Payne, Frederick Cancer Research Center

-Dr. J. A. Schneider, University of CaIiforriia ,La Jolla
Dr. Arnold Wedum, Fort Detrick

7'

Consultants

Dr. Ronald S. Aaronson (retired from Johns Hopkins University)
Dr. J. Thomas August, Albert Einstein College of Medic.irie
Dr. L. Aurelian, Johns Hopkins University
Dr. Paul Berg, Stanford University School of Medid,n~'

Dr. DavidH. Bishop, Rutgers University
Dr. J. Michael Bishop, University of California,San'iranc.isco
Dr. Paul Black, Massachusetts Gener::alHospital
Dr. Barry Bloom, Albert Einstein Col~ege of Medicine
Dr. Dani Bolognesi, Duke University ,Medical Center
Dr. Edward S. Boyse, Sloan-KetteriI\g Instfttite
Dr. Michael Brennan, Michigan Cancer Foundation
Dr. Roy Britten, Kierckhoff Marine Labs
Dr. Arthur Brown, University of Tennessee
Dr. Ray Bryan (retired from NCI)
Dr. Janet S. Butel, Baylor University College of Medicine
Dr. Mark Chatigny, Naval Biological Laboratory
Dr. Charles Cochrane, Scripps Clinic and Research Foundation
Dr. Samuel Dales, Public Health Research Institute of City of New York
Dr. James Darnell, Columbia University
Dr. Vittorio Defendi, Wistar Institute
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Dr. Etienne de Harven, Sloan-Kettering Institute
Dr. Eugene De Sombre, University of Chicago
Dr. Robert M. Dougherty, State University of New York
Dr. Peter Duesberg, University of California, Berkeley
Dr. Donald Evans, Texas Tech University
Dr. Jack Frankel, Life Sciences Research Labs
Dr. Charlotte Friend, Mt. Sinai School of Medicine
Dr. Raymond Gilden, Flow Laboratories
Dr. Anthony Girardi, Wistar Institute
Dr. Peter Gomatos, Sloan-Kettering Institute
Dr. Adeline Hackett, University of California, Oakland
Dr. Francoise Haguenau, College de France, Paris
Dr. Hidesaburo Hanafusa, Rockefeller University
Dr. William Hardy, Sloan-Kettering Tnstitute
Dr. Gertrude Henle, Children's Hospital of Philadelphia
Dr. Werner Henle, Children's Hospital of.Phil~d~lphia

Dr. John Hewetson, Children's Hospi.tal of Philadelphia
Dr. Jerard Hurwitz,'Albert Einstein College of Medicine
Dr. Howard Igel, Children's Hospital, Akron
Dr. Oswald Jarrett, University of Glasgow, Scotland
Dr. Dan Kacian, Col~biaUniversity

Dr. Seymour Kalter;'- Southwest Foundation for Research and Education
Dr. Albert S.Kaplan,Vanderbilt Unj.vlarsity Schoell of Medicine
Dr. Henry Kaplan, Stanford' University School of Medicine
Dr. Edmund Klein, Roswell Park Memorial Hospital
Dr. David Kohne, Scripps Clinic and Research Foundation
Dr. pa.vel Koldovsky;' Children's Hospital of Philadelphia
Dr. Hilary Koprowski ,"Wista.r Institute
Dr. Mathilde Krim,Sloan-'Kettering Institute
Dr. Donald Kufe, Columbia University
Dr. Henry Kunkel, Rockefeller University
Dr. John I.a.ndon,'Litt6n__Bionetics ,.Inc.
Dr. Miriam'Liebermi:m:~ Stanford University
Dr. Frank Liliy';JAlbert Einstein College of }$edicine
Dr. Tomas Lindahl, Karolinska Institute, Sweden
Dr. Robert McAllister, University of Southern California
Dr. HeriryF. M~Farland,JohnS Hopkins University
Dr . William M~Gu'ire,Uriiversityof Texas Medical School
Dr. Reyhaldo L. MaldOna.do, University of TexCis
Dr. SamiMayyasi, .Charles Pfizer and Company
Dr. Hans Meie:r;llie Jackson Laboratory
Dr. Edward Melby, Johns' Hopkins University
Dr. Thomas Merigan, Stanford Medical Center
Professor George S.Michaelson, University of Minnesota
Dr. Richa.rd Morrow, Harvard School of Public Health
Dr. Paul'E. Neima.n; University of Washington School of Medicine
Dr. Robert NowiIlski'j University of Wisconsin
Dr. Manuel Ochoa,· Sloan'-Ketter.ing Institute
Dr. Michael Oldstone, Scripps Clinic and Research Foundation
Dr. Joseph Pagano, University of North Carolina
Dr. Theodore Piricus;Sloah....Ket'tering Institute
Dr. Keith Porter, University of Colorado
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Dr. Harvey Rabin, Litton-Bionetics, Inc.
Dr. Fred Rapp, Pennsylvania State University
Dr. William Rawls, Baylor College of Medicine
Dr. Marvin Reitz, Litton-Bionetics, Inc.
Dr. Marvin Rich, Michigan Cancer Foundation
Dr. Albert Sabin, Weizmann Institute
Dr. Robert Schwartz, Tufts University School of Medicine
Dr. Aaron Shatkin, Roche Institute
Dr. Patricia Spear, University of Chicago
Dr. Chandler Stetson, University of Florida
Dr. hise Thiry, Institut Pasteur du Braban.t, Brusse;Ls
Dr. Lewis Thomas, Sloan-Kettering Institute
Dr. Robert C. Y. Ting, Bio-Tech Research Labs, Inc.
Dr. Harold Varmus, University of California, San Francisco
Dr. Samuel Wells, Jr., Duke UniverSity
Dr. Roger Wilsnack, Huntingdon Research Center
Dr. Lauren Wolfe, Rush Presbyterian-"St.Luke's Medical Center

Administrative Structure of VCP

Segment Chairmen and Vice Chairmen. The segment .chairmell. are responsible
for planning the projects in each working group. As. senior. 9c,ientists,
they mus t review, analyze arid integrate studies which ful£i:ll):'he ob j ectives
of their working group and the totalProgr.am.

Executive Secretaries. Executive Secretaries assist the ch~irmen in man
agerial duties of contract operation. Theyareresponsiblefqr optimal
review and complete documentation ofeachproj ect witl1il1,the working group.

Project Officers. Project Officers are the direct exten~i9n of program
segment chairmen. To assure progress inaccomplishingt;hE:goals set forth
in the works cope of a proj ect,. they are called upon to a!:lYi.s~_principal

investigators on scientific matters and coordinate segment-and program
decisions.

Review Committees (Working Groups) The program segment: working groups are
the peer review units for the Program. The committe~s revil:~ individual
contracts or proposals for scientificexc:ellenceand tecl1ni.cal.competence
within a given funding level. Their. recommendations prov~de the Segment
Chairmen, Associate Director for Viral Oncology" and thE:. Director, DCCP,
'with a basis for program decisions.

Contract Specialists. Contract specialists are-responsi.bl~ f()r negotiating
research contracts. They provide valuable advice .on fiscal,.~.aIld legal
matters to the project officers, executive secretaries, segm~nt chairmen
and Associate Director. Some specialists are well conversalltwith the
scientific aspects of the Program. They are assigned.t;o Program Areas by
the Research Contracts Branch, NCI.

Contract Review. The proj ects within the totalPrograIll are reviewed at many
levels:

8
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(1) Each contract is reviewed for relevance, priority, and need to total
Program by the Program Segment Chairmen.

(2) Each contract is reviewed for scientific excellence and technical
competence by thePrpgram Segment Working Group.

(3) Each contract is continually monitored for performance by the Project
Officer.

(4) Each contra~tabove the annual funding level of $1 million and with
multifaceted workscope undergoes a third review by an ad hoc committee
a-.£pointed by the Associate Direc,torfor Viral Oncology-=---

(5) Each contract is reviewed by the Associate Director for Viral Oncology;
the Director, Divisicm of Cancer C9-use <and Prevention; the Chief, Research
Contracts Branch, NCI; and the Director, NCI.

As an aid to the review processes, key staff members receive progress
reports on all contracts on a biannual basis. Collection and distribution
of these reports is the responsibility of the Information Unit in the Office
of the Associate Director. A single comprehensive report is prepared
annually by the Associate Director.

C. .Admi.ni~rative--Hi.ghlights. For most of the fiscal year, there were
no major organizational changes in management of the Virus Cancer Program.
Under the Chairman, the Associate Director for Viral Oncology, the
following segments were maintained: Biohazard Control and Containment,
Breast -Cancer Virus, Developmental Research, Immuno-Epidemiology,Solid
Tumor Virus, and Tumor Virus Detection. Contracts were reviewed for
scientific excellence and technical competence by each of the six working
groups composed of both intramural and extramural scientists and chaired
by National Cancer Institute senior scientists.

Plans for restructuring these Working Groups are nearly complete. To meet
directives of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare, the Virus
Cancer Program has reduced the number of its review committees from six to
two. Chartered in March, 1974 and known as Virus Cancer Program Scientific
Review Committee uA" and "B", these two groups will review all individual
proposals for scientific excellence and technical merit. These groups, each
with 25 non-NCr scientists, will operate in conformance to the new rules set
forth by the Director, National Cancer Institute: no scientist within the
Viral Oncology Area will serve. as the chairman of the review group; no Viral
Oncology Staff will participate as voting members; no member may be appointed
to or serve on the group that reviews his project proposal. As a result,
many changes in the membership rosters of the committees are antici.pated
in the coming year. Henceforth, contracts under the Breast Cancer Virus
Segment, Developmental Research Segment, and Immuno-Epidemiology Segment
will be reviewed by selected members of Committee "Au; contracts under the
Solid Tumor Virus Segment and Tumor Virus Detection Segment by selected
members of Committee uB". Those contrac.ts relating to biohazard safety and
currently reviewed by the Biohazard Control and Containment Segment will be
reviewed by the Advisory Group of the Office of Program Resources and Logistics.

9
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It is ;~ticipated that a third committee--the Virus C~cerProgramAdvisory
Committee--will be chartered before the end of this fiscalyeai:. This
committee, to be composed of non-program, non-government scientists,
will provide the Chairman, Virus Cancer Program with broad directions on:
(1) allocation of resources, (2) areas(Jf~expansionor redtictionof research;
(3) development of new leads and opportunities; and (4) application of research
findings to the control of cancer inman.

Viral Oncology received a significant increase in funds for the contract
program in FY74. The regular appropriation provided an increase of
$4.5 million. In addition, court action brought about the release of
funds which had been impounded by the Administration last year. This
provided an added amount of $1.7 million for contracts for a total increase
of $6.2 million. The only increase in the in-house program was to fund
the pay raise of last October, approxima-tely $100 ,000 • The funding his tory
for VCP contracts from its inception is given below:

Funding History ~ VCP Contracts
(in thous ands)

Fiscal
Year Positions VO SVLP VCP Totals

64 30 4,926 4,926

65 90 5,433 8,723 14,156

66 95 3,064 13,556 16,620

67 138 3,137 13,505 16,642

68 140 17,241 17,241

69 157 17,985 17,985

70 167 (59)* 17,340 17,340

71 187 (68) 34,091 34,091

72 226 (79) 41,889 41,889

73 217 (83) 42,511 42,511

74 221 (84) 47,563 47,563

*Figures in parentheses represent professional staff, GS-13 and above.
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D. Scientific Activities

1. Narrative.

At a time when many investigators are making a concerted effort to determine
whether certain human cancers are virus induced, it is necessary to put into
perspective some of the major developments in the field of tumor virology.
For this reason, there is included in this report a brief history of viral
oncology with emphasis on contributions made by in-house and collaborative
scientists wor.kingwithin the Virus Cancer Program.

Although Ellerman and Bang identified the first cancer virus in 1908 in
leukemias of chickens, it was not until ,1964 that the concern of investigators
was focused on the possibility that viruses similar to those which caused
cancers in animals might also cause human cancers. Evidence suggested a
viral cause of leukemia in cattle, andNCT scientists received reports that
leukemic dairy cows were being killed by Danish farmers who feared trans
mission of the disease through milk or other dairy products. Reports on the
isolation of an RNA tumor virus from leukemic cats, on finding particles
in human leukemias and lymphomas which resembled RNA viruses known to
cause animal leukemias, and on the isolation of a DNA virus from patients
with Burkitt's lymphoma followed. Operating on a special $IOmillion
appropriation from theU. S. Congress ,the National Cancer Institute began an
intensified research program on cancer viruses. With the advice of leading
non-government scientists, the NCT dp.fined its major research objectives
and outlined the specific projects and resources necessary to accomplish the
objectives. In addition to determini~g whether viruses cause human cancers
and if suitable measures could be developed.to control virus-caused cancers,
the Institute targeted four major research areas under the program: (1) the
nature and cause of animal leukemias and their relationships to man; (2) the
hazards of working with viral agents; (3) development of animal and cell _
culture systems,quantities of viruses and other materials needed for re
search; and (4) improved treatment for the disease in humans.

Vast evidence accumulated·in the program (and in grant-supported research)
has shown that RNA viruses cause many kinds of cancer in a wide variety of
animals, e.g., in rodents, chickens, cats,: and more recently in sub-human
primates. In the extensively studied animal models (chicken, mouse, and
cat), it is clear that 'these viruses can cause natural disease; similarly,
DNA herpes~type viruses were found in association with cancers of animals
and man.

Although candidate human cancer viruses have been isolated more frequently
in recent years, none has met the rigorous criteria necessary for firm
identification as a'cause of human cancer. Research findings and the nature
of the disease in humans have led to extensive modification of the virus
program. During this period scientists continued to develop techniques and
experimental systems to identify and characterize viruses in animal model
systems and ap'ply the knowledge to the study of human cancer. They succeeded
in demonstrating that tumor viruses could be studied as viruses by virolo
gists, immunologists, and molecular biologists.

11
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Many of the early projects concentrated on developing experimental methods
and materials necessary to advance virus research. By 1967 new methods to
grow the mouse leukemia virus in large quantities necessary for definitive
study had been developed. This accomplishment led to development of tech
niques for producing other needed viruses. For example, cultured Burkitt's
lymphoma cells containing the human herpesvirus (Epstein-Barr virus) were
selected, grown in quantity, and made available to scientists. This was
the first time that a standardized culture of Epstein-Barr virus was avail
able for scientists to compare research findirigs. Until then, individual
scientists had used various virus.cultures, which made it difficult and
sometimes impossible to compare research results. Nine techniques were
developed for detecting antibody to EBV in human populations. Blood samples
were collected from patients and ngrma~contrdls around the world, coded,
and sent to contract laboratories for tests using the various techniques.
Results were compared, and three of the nine techniques were selected be
cause they were uriiformly reproducible, sensitive and least expensive for
large-scale population studies.
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The Virus Cancer Program currently supplies research materials of general
interest from six local and regional repositories. Materials, are sen't to
scientists under contract and within NCr, and as supply permits, to qualified
cancer virus investigators throughout the world. A centralized computerized
inventory lists more than 100,000 vials of blood samples from over 15,000
individuals and 3000 normal and cancerous tissue specimens from 1000
individuals. Uniformly prepared viruses, cell cultures and viral reagents
are also availah,leso that research findings may be compared. The Program
has developed necessary safety standards for laboratory workers handling
viral and chemical agents. These standards are being developed into an
offical policy on safety. The Program has designed special containment
devices necessary for the safe large-scale production of virus materials,
developed certification procedures for critical safety training courses for
scientists and laboratory assistant~. The Program has frequently advised
institutions planning new or renovated facilities for research.

Over the years, the virus program has reported several important "negative"
findings. These lengthy, often expensive, but rarely dramatic studies
enabled the program to identify research approaches and biological agents
that were unlikely to provide solutions to the problem of cancer in man. With
this negative information it was possible for the program to shift research
focus into.more productive scientific areas. This quick and flexible re
sponsiveness to a rapidly evolving science base prevented continuing expendi
tures on outmoded research approaches and ensured maximum scientific progress
for each dollar of funding. Some examples are:

(1) As the result of several studies, scientists in the program
determined that mycoplasma, an organism often found as a. contaminant
of cell cultures and human specimens, does not cause malignant trans
formation of cells.

(2) Several human adenoviruses, which cause mild respiratory disease
in humans, were found to cause tumors when inoculated into newborn
rodents. Animals bearing these tumors reacted to the virus by producing

12



antibodies to a viral T.antigen,or tumor protein. Scientists in the
program puri~ied the protein ~nd tested 6000 human blood samples for
antibodies to it. The result,S were completely negative. In addition,
other scientists, applying a technique known as molecular hybridization,
found no similarity between the mRNA of the virus and that found in
human tumors. Although,ade,noviruses subsequently were eliminated as
causative agents in human cancer, the concept developed was that tumori
genesis by DNA viruses .was accompanied by integration of the viral
genome into the cell, the viral DNA becoming a heritable cellular
component.

(3) Program scientists were able to verify the presence of viral
"particles" in CiPproximately 30 perc~nt of human leukemic samples
studied under. the electron microscope. However, they were unable to
induce leukemia in' approximately 700' sub-htiman primates inoculated
as newborns with human leukemia. specimens. Because of their complete
failure to transmit leukemia or it? "virus" to monkeys by these tech
niques, scientists in the program were co~pelled to find new ways to
detect virus and its activity in human,cells. Techniques were developed
to find antibodies to a virus qr its prqducts; cell culture tecllniques
were perfected ; and biochemical and illlIIllJ,nologic techniques were developed
for the study .. ofsub-viral components.

(4) Program scientists .confirmed the isolation in 1964 of a cat leukemia
virus. They demonstrated the ability of the virus to cause cancer in a
variety of animals including dogs, cats, and monkeys and showed that the
virus could infect human cells grown in culture. Because cats are
closely associClted with humans, a population study was begun in Cali
fornia in the late 1960's to determine whether cat owners were at higher
risk tolerikemia than the general population. The study concluded that
cat owners have no increased risk of developing leUkemia.

(5) Becauseofstlggestiveevidence that leukemia in cows might be
caused by a virus, present in ihe milk, the virus program sponsored
studies to deterIllinethe. relationship of milk "particles" to bovine
leukemia. By lQ68, one of these studies showed that the usual pasteuri
zation methods kill animal RNA and.. DNA viruses deliberately added to
cow's milk. This finding demonstrated that children and adults appear
to be at no risk to developing leukemia from milk and milk products
which have been pasteurized.

Studies on DNA viruses have concentrated on the k~own herpestype viruses--
the Epstein-Barr virus strongly associated w:ith Burkitt's lymphoma andnaso
pharYngeal cancer, and the Herpes, simplex viruses associated most often with
cancer of the uterine cervix. in women. Epidemiologic data dtveloped within
the progr~ has strengthened the r~lationsh:ip betwee~ the Epstein-Barr virus
and Burkitt's lymphoma, although no causal relationship has been established.
Immunologic techniques demonstrClted hi~h levels of antibody to the virus in
patients.with Burkitt's lympholIla and nasopharYngeal cancer and we now know
that certain immunologic responses to EBV antigens in treated Burkitt's
patients can be correlated with the prognosis of the disease. It was also
determined that the virus is the cause of infectious mononucleosis. Hereditary
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information similar to that in RNA cancer viruses also has been found in
Burkitt's lymphoma and nasopharyngeal cancers, suggesting that both types
of viruses may be factors in causing these cancers.

It has been difficult to prove that under natural conditions'herpesviruses
cause human cancer. EBV and HSV persist in large segments of the human
population for extended periods, causing various types of illnesses. Whether
these viruses, and other human herpesviruses such as cytomegalovirus, can
cause cancerous changes in humans or act in concert with other agents to
produce cancer requires additional study.

The oncogene theory, advanced in 1969 by Robert Huebner and George Todaro
and the-protovirus theory of Howard Temin provided the. imiJetus'for major
new research within the program on the' natural history, immunology and
genetics of RNA cancer viruses. These two theories postulated different
means by which the RNA viruses could infect and1:>e incorporated into the
hereditary information .of the cell to causecaIicer. For example, in the
so-called oncogene theory: (a) viral genetic material is presertt.in normal
cells, (b) it can be expressed as an infectious virus, or, if defective,
expressed only as viral antigens, without virus production, and (c) non
infectious expression of a portion of the viral genome may be!.esponsible
for cellular alteration leading to cancer. In the protovirus hypothesis,
the genetic information required for cell transformation is postulated
not to exist in the germ cell. The normal process of information transfer
is deranged to give rise to the formation of genes forneoplastic.<trans-
formation. -

Many interesting findings resulted from work generated by these theories. 
Following the discovery that thymidine analogs can activate RNAviruses in
cultured cells, program scientists learned that such ~~endogeno'Us", or
native viruses, can beact:ivated in many types of animal and human cells.
These findings indicate that many cells contai~ the structural components
of the RNA virus in an unassembled form. Evidence indicatJ.:rigthe oncogenic
activity of endogenous viruses in mouse, rat and hamster cells already exists.
However, even the limited information gained about this class of viruses
within the program helped to identify a candidate human virus as an endogenous
cat virus. Extensive efforts are underway to-isolate similar "endogenous"
viruses from human tissues.

Substantial evidence has been uncovered that, in animals, at least, type G
RNA viruses are transmitted as genes from parent to offspring. Within the
past months scientists have isolated the first native type GRNA virus from
normal baboon placental tissues. Similar virus particles have been observed
consistently in normal human placental tissues, and efforts are underway to
isolate and produce them in cell culture. Using DNA probes made-from the
baboon virus, program scientists also are attempting to detertninewhether
the human particles are related to the endogenous baboon virus'~ The findings
may show that type C virus is a normal phenomenon in the development of the
embryo. Its presence in the placental tissues possibly was triggered by a
hormonal change and could signal hereditary transmission of the type G virus
in primates.
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Since the discovery of the enzyme RNA-dependent DNA, polymerase (RDDP)
in 1970 by Drs. Temin'andBaitimore research. has accelerati:d in the
field of RNA viruses. The'Virus' Cancer Program rapidly determined that
RDDP is present in all known RNA canceJ:; viruses. This finding established
an association of the enzyme Withvirus-'induced cancers in animals and led
to the development of sensitive techniques to assay very low levels of viral
activity. While studies on "reverse transcription" of viral genomic RNA
continue,moleclliar components related to those in RNA tumor viruses have
been found in humanleukeni:ic and breast cancer cells. "The viral "footprints"
now identifiedconsisto£ two essential replicative components of RNA tumor
viruses, intact 70S, viralRNAandRDDP. These find:ingshave important '
bearing on the use.of virus-specific'tt!.olecules in human leu]{.emic cells as
diagnostic markers.

Instead of searching for the complete virus in cells, scientists now use
these new techniques" to' search for Viral hereditary information, viral
reversetranscriptases,and proteins related to known cancer virus proteins.
Using chemicals and cell culture techniques, they also attempt to induce the
appearance, of' a virus or its components in human cells,. New findings in
virus research have de1llOI1strated repeatedly the complexity of human cancer.
However,withtechniq'uesdeveloped ,within the Viius Cancer Program, scientists
can now identify the bioChemical andiImIiunologic characteristics of almost
any new virus discovered in animal or hlJIIlan cells. The major internal
proteinsartdthereversti'transcriptases ofknowilRNA tumor Viruses have been
purified and characterized, andspecific viral reagents are avai,lable. The
activities of the Virus Cancer Program established the National Cancer In
stitute as a key resource for information on cancer-causing viruses.

RNA Viruses·: Relationship to HuInaxi Cancer

Oncogenic RNA viruses"bEdongtoaclas~Of RNA viruses distinguished by having
an RNA-directed DNA polymerase (RDDP) ~>At present", two groups are recognized:
(1) type C viruses{and (2) type ,', Bviruses. "The two groups" differentiated., by
their morphology, and the-diseases,theycause,appear to show no'cross reaction
by immunologic and<nucleic'a,cid hybridization techniques. Viruses of both
groups (1) mature by budding throughthe cell membrane, (2) have a density
of 1.15-.1.19 in sucro~e gradients, (3) have 70S RNA as their genome, and
(4) contain RDDP.

TyPe C Viruses. Thesevi:mses aredis~inguished from the other groups by
their morphology, the site of matura.tion at ',the, cellmembl:'ane, and by
immunological relatedness. Type C viruses· generally fall into two classes-
leukemia and sarcoma viruses. Both oCcur in' a wide variety of species where
they cause leukemias, lymphoniasandrel'ated'neoplaS1tlS. Type Cviruses can
also be j £lduced from cells of, many" SpeCIeS by carcinogens, mutagens, nucleic
acid analogues and oncorllavirus infection (see endogenous vi:ruses, below).
Although ailleukemiaviruses-C:aninfect, replicate and mature independently,
mammalian sarcoma viruses are defective. The latter can transform cells
which they infect but" cannot replicate except in thepresemce of a helper
leukemia virus. The leukemia virussuppl:les t:hefUnctionslackingin the
sarcoma virusbutdoes'notitself·have the ability to transform cells., Many
leukemia and sarcoma stocks areprobably'phenotypic mixtures or recombinants
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of several virp.ses includingendogenotls viruses. Rece~t experiments have
demonstrated that the ,various type G <virllses,recombine readily and that RNA
from one type can be packaged in a coat of'Cln()ther type. ItCiPpears
plausible that a tranf;forming virus cou}.d..be'formedwhen; a non~ncogetdc
virus'pickS up it transforming infonnatio~Jt;,eit:her.f,rom, it~ host or from an
endogenous virus in the host genome.

Although' infection with type Cvirusesread~lyproduces ;f!ancerinanimals,
the frequency of malignancies and th~.length,of thelate~tperiod are gov.,...
erned by the genetic makeup of the host as ,well as a varietY.9fenviro~ntal
factors. The geneti~ effec,ts of the' hosth,avebeen.stlldied ,withtp,eaid of
a large array of inbred mouse strain13. "Seyeral host genes Ciffecting virus,
reproduction and tumor formation have been identified. Additionally, the
genetic makeup of the virus determines the host range of the agent.

In the past year, the isolation and characterization of the structural
proteins of RNA tumor ,viruses have beell describ~d. U~.ing :such,pro~edures
as gel filtration in guanidine hydrochlriride"polyacglam:i,degei,electro-'
phoresis, and iso-electricfocusing, majoEpr()tei.ns ;an.dpolypeptidesof
mammalian type C viruses haVe been obtained in a relatively PUl:'e'state.
These biochemically,.defined ma,ter:i.als. haye bee'Il,t1f?edt::oproduce highly,..
specific antisera and to deyelop, radioilIllllUn0assays,which. aJ::emore sensitive
than standard serologic tests. These reagellts. b,avenot 'onl;y·pr9v.envaluable
for the ana.lysis of gene expression and chal:"~cterizationof,v:iralparticles,

but they have become ,increasingly important in the search'.Jpr possible
oncogenic viruses in humanneoplasia.~

Several groups of mammalian RNA tumor viruses have been delineated on the
basis of the serologic specificity of an internal polypepticie of approxi
mately 30,000 m.w. (now often referredtoasp27"":p30) wlrlchaccounts for
about 30%, of the viri()n protein mass~ The N-term:i.nal., sequences of ,this
antigen, from several'species of mammals showiext.ensive,p,omology, suggesting
that the antigens are, coded for by a re1.<H:edgene that, has eV9lved with the
host cell genome. TIllS protein possesses b()t::h specieS77Specific and inter
species determinants and is an :i.mportant.ma.rkel:' for virus classification.
Thus, viruses frolD., mouse, cat, namstel:" rat,andhig1:J.erprima.t:e13,Can be clearly
recognized. There may be exceptions as ~s ,the case wi,th RP~1l4whi.ch arose
in a human tumor cell line after passage 'through a fetal cat. This virus
appears to be of feline origin even though it does not contain species-specific
determinants. +bus, while species-specific determinants c~,J~e t:a1,cen to
indicate the species of origin, failure to detect th~is,not a decisive
indicator. Furthermore, some differences i.n.the cross-reactive,.interspecies
determinants do occur and it has been suggested thattl1e terIllJ~gs-311 be
lIVdified or qualified. The iIllportance oft,heseresiJ.lts ,:in attempts to demon-
strate similar reactivity in"hun1?n tumor,s i::;ev,ident. '

Studies on the internal polypeptides of twoI:',ecentlydescri~eCIPrimate type C
viruses (woolly monkey, gibbon) have showna.highdegt:eeofrelatiollShip to
each other~, Despite consistent differences. ~1l theisoelect~c poillts of
these proteins :i:romtwodistantly r,elatedprimates, the high degree of
immunologic similarity offers the possibility ,that other p~tetype C
viruses may be detected by ,currently av.ailable reagents. Add,itional studies
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on purified elemeIltsof the viral envelope of certain murinetypeC viruses
have been reported-...;. the surface glycoproteins gp69 and gp7-l. Bycompetition
radioimmunoassays, these antigens have'been found to contain a spectrum of
determinants 'ranging ..•. from' interspecies .. to g:roup-specific to type-specific.
ltis evident that the antigenic properties of the viral proteins are more
complex than previously recognized. Since antiserum prepared against gp69
71 has strong neutralizing activity, it may be possible to answer some
pressing questions about which antigens are responsible for virus neutraliza
tion and possibly even tumorcell'rejection.

Another antigen, a virion polypeptidedesig1J.ated p12, was isolated from
several· type C vii-uses ofmurineo'r:i;.gin. Competition radioimmunoassays

revealed both group- and type....specific determinants on the molecule and
permitted classification of mouse ty-peC viruses into different subgro'Ups.
This antigen,aswellas p30, ia--present-atvery low levels in virus-negative
mouse cells indi.cating that at least two genes for structural polypeptides
are translated in these cells in the absence of detectable virus. The method
may be useful in detecting viral-related antigens from species in which levels
are presently below the threshold of detection. -

A protein of approXimately 70,000 m.w. present in the core of the virion
possesses theemzj1natic activities of RDDPand ribonuclease-H. Antibodies
to" partially purified ··MtiLV.;.:.RDDp·····that:·alsoinhibit its activity were used' to
demonstrate that RD])P. contains .both iIlterspecies aIld group-specific deter...;.
minants. lnterspecies determinants of MtiLV-RDDP are closely related to
those found on theRDDP ofcatsa.nd hamsters, and not related to thos~ from
avian aIld primate tyPe C viruses. A polymerase isolated from human acute
myeloblastic leukemia cells has been foundt:o be immunologically related to
the primate RDDP, in support of the theory t:hat thi.s disease is caused by a
virus.

The RNA of type G tumor viruses consists of a 70S genome, 28S and 18S RNA
which appears toberibosomal,and 4Sand 7SRNAalso of host origin. The
70S RNAcaIl be dissbciated" into smaller units of various sizes. One such
unit, a 4Smettrl.onine accepting t:RNA,'appears to be the primer for the
transcription of RNA to DNA. The actual precursors :of the viral genome
appear to be 35S RNAs •

DNA synthesis from the RNA template requires several steps.' The first
product of the reaction is short pieces of DNA complexed with RNA. Later
single-st:randed;DNA'arideventually double..lstranded DNA appear. Only after
very long periods oFincubation does DNA free of RNA a.ppear. The primer DNA
is at first covalently linked to the newly synthesized DNA. Apparently, the
polymerase destroys~the RNA template concomitantly with the release of
double....stranded DNA; RNAse-H, foUnd in the purified enzyme, is presumably
responsible. RDDP is not the only RNA ~ DNA transcribing enzyme known.
Cellular DNA polymerases can carry out this reaction, but only RDDP can
transcribe theheteropolymeric regions of vira170SirnA. This property thus
provides an extremely specific Via.yof identifying suspected viral RNA -7 DNA
polymerases in t:umortissues.

It is not clear how mature viruses are produced from the DNA copies made by
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the viral polymerase, but it is believed that DNA .synthesi,sis an obligatory
intermediate step. The DNA copies are necessary also for:i,ntegration into
the host genome. i\.gain, the mechanismisno.t kno~, b.utith~beensho:wn

that transfOrmed cells contain more viral DNA copies. than untransformed cells.
Therefore, viral genomes can become part of the host cell genome~as well as
become indep~~dent of it again.

The r.ecent impressive progress in the tlIlderstanding of the rep).ication of
type C viruses has provided a variety of new. tools. for,searchi:ngforvirus
information in human cancers. The biochemtcai methods that have been
developed fall into two categori~s. .The first is desigIled to detect virus
relate<;l. nucleic acids, RNA or PNA, in tumor cells; thesec9ndcategory is
usedto search for RNA ... DNA polymerase in tumor tissues. Both the RNA
and the polymeras.:of type C viruses have;characteI;"istics t:hatdepend on the
speci~s of origin of the virus , factor.::; of ilIl.portance whenl09king for
viral related material in humans. The isola.tion of several ,well defined
primatE: type C viruses has contributed to these studies OJ

The DNA copies of viral RNA can..be used to sear,ch for virus..,.related RNA in
cell extracts by hybridization experiments. Several methods for identifying
the resulting. hybrid molecules are available,someverysens:i.tive, some very
specific. It is important to be, aware of t1'l~iim:it:ations of:the.method·
employed. Another source of problems Ylith, these experiJIlents is! the nature
of the DNA probe. RDDP d0l:S notc:,opyall parts of the vi:rusequally well
so that probes are produced which may not contain all thev:i.ral information.
It is not known which parts of the viral g.:nome are important for oncogenesis.
DNA/RNA hybridizationexperimentshav.:be,en used to detect ~usC!her MuLV
rela.ted sequences in human leukemias, E'arcomas and .lymph9mas:and to detect
MMTV-related sequences in human mammary carcinoma.' .

Because the initial DNA product of the RDDP reaction is complexed with RNA
template, it will cosediment with the.teII1plate in sucrose. gradients. This
is the basis for a "simultaneous detection" test thatcan.detect bot;h viral
RNA and viral polymerase in tumor tissues •.The.a,ssumption is t;hat the only
newly synthesized DNA in a.cell extract that sediment;s at. 70S will be DNA
complexed to viral 70S RNA. This test. has been used to detect; vircl1 "par
ticles" in human leukemias, Burkitt's tumors, lymphomas, brai,ntumors and
in normal human milk. The "particles" in human milk synthesize DNA that is
homologous to RNA from human breast cancer tissues.

, .

RNA ~ DNA polymerases C!an be looked for directly inhu~an:cancer tissues.
Sl.!ch an enzyme has been isolated fromhwpa.~lel,lkemic lymplJ,obJ-asts~. The
enzyme has the expected template specificity arid is immu~ol()gicallymore
related t() primate viral. polymerasesthal), to MuLVpolymerase. Thethree
major, normal DNA polymerases of mammalian cells· can be clearly differentiated
from this new enzyme.

TEe B Viruses. The othermajqr group of RNA tumor viruses is the type B
wich causes. mammary adenocarcinoma •. Research on these vir~seshas been
limited by difficulties encountered in growing high titered.stocks in vitro.
Type B viruses can be transmitted vertically via the genome or horizontally
through the mother's milk. WhethE:r a mouseb.arboring tYPe B virus will'
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develop cancer depends ". on its genetic makeup, hormonal environment, and the
strain of MMTV involved. Excretion of virus in the milk is also genetically
controlled.

The only type Bvirus isolated and well characterized is MMTV. Like type C
viruses, this virus contains anRDDP which can be distinguished from the
type C enzyme immunologically a.ndbydifferent cation requirements. The
two enzymes can besepara.ted from one another chromatographically. A virus
like "particle", fotlndinnormaThuma.ncTI:dlk, contains 70S RNA and reverse
transcriptase. Previous reports of a correlation between these biochemical
particles and particles seen in the electron microscope have not been con
firmed. However ,: DNA synthesized by the human milk "particle" will hybridize
w1.th RNA extracted'· ~rdm malignant human breast tumor cells, as will DNA .
synthesizedwith:'MM'rV RNA as template. These findings stron.gly suggest a
viral etiology for :human breast cancer.

Two major· viral proteins ofMMTV ,designated gp52 and p27, have been purified
from the virus in RIll mouse milk. Both antigens.have been studied in
immunoprecipitatidri and' radioimmunoprecipitation-inhibition assays.' The
two proteins differ completely from each other and from major type C viral
polypeptides~' Of ifuportance is'the~firiding that gp52 CformerlyS-l)
expression occurs in milk of all high mammary tumor incidence strains tested;
it is regula.rlY assbciatedwithma.mma.ryadenocarc:l.nomas. In contrast to
earlier studies, this antigen, which is prbbably group-specific fbrMMTV, is
locatedon't:he surface or envelope of the virion and not within the core.
The findings suggest that either eiriestrain of MMTV is common to most high
mammary tumoriricidence strains, or that Virion surface glycoproteins may
not have unique type-specific determinants. It will be necessary to isolate
and characterize·polypeptidesfrorD. different strains of MMTV to show type
specificdifferences~ The nature of the second protein, p27 of MMTV, has
not been fully investigated~

Murine mammary tumor cells with typeB DNA in their genome can be grown in
tissue culture-and, depending on their genetic makeup, will produce low
levels of virus. DeiCamethasone significantly increases type B vir~s yields
without affecting'type C virus production. The hormone appears to stimulate
specifically the fate of transcription as mea.sured. by viral RNA synthesis.
This system is or extreme interest not only for its virus producing capability
but also for its 'potential tor the study of hormoneactiori. This is the
only known case where a hormone has been shown to stimulate preferentially
transcriptiorl.Hf a specific ··RNA.

EndogenousVirtrses. ,. Although the natural , induction of cancer by infectious
RNA virus'es does' occur, it"is unl:i.kely that most spontaneous cancers are
caused bya communfdible, infectious virus. Spontaneous ca.ncers are
probably thei-e'sUlfo'f &xpression of a viral genome that is an integral, ~
heritable componeritbf the cell. The viral genome can be present ina cell :t
in an unexpressed- state in which it does not' n-ecessari-ly ren-der the c'ell ~
resistant to superinfection by the same virus. Viruses which can exist in
an integrated sta.te within the cell' are called endogenous viruses. Endogen
ous viruses haveheen recovered"from ceTls of mice, rats, hamsters, cats,
and chickens;all'clones from apparently virus-free cultured cells of these



species can be induceq to yield c,omplete or partial ~xpre~s,iQ~s" of type C
viruses.' Sqme endogenous viruses havedif~icu1:ty inreplica1:ing.eff:icien1:ly
in the cells of the species of origin, but preferentially replicate in cells
of other animal species; thus a sub-class of endogenous viruses now called
xenotropic (x-tropic) has been recognized. The fact that ~ndogenous viruses
are at least partially expressed when thec,ell~ whic,hharborthem become,
malignant., indicates tllattheir study is important and potentia.~iy exploitable
for the study of the cause ofhumanc,ancer. Most inv~sti,ga~or~ now accept
as a working hypothesis that RNA tumor agents are of endog~nous origin.

Much of the recent evidence that RNA tumor viruses exist in unexpressed form
is, derived from studies in inb+ed molJse strains. Gen,etic ?n,c:l bioche:mical
evidence indicates that. multiple copies of, .the viral i,nfprmatiQn, areinte
grated within the DNA of the cell. Endogenous viruses are-~nduced spon
taneously during' long-term passage of cells., in tissue cultu~e,and. by c,o,...
cultivation with cells of a different species. The induction ra.tecan be
increased 1000-fold by treatment withcarcip,ogenic chemicals ..~ .x-i~adiation,
or infection by exogenous type C viruses ..1t was also found that halogenateci
thymidine analogs (IUdR, BUdR) and protein synthesis inhibitors (actinomyc,in
D) are extrem~IY,efficientinducers,increas~l1g the rate'o! expressi?nby
more than 1 million-fold. In animals"endogenouS! viruses can be induced
by passage of tumor material from one 'animal 'species into another. This is
especially true when the re~ipient.specieshasbeen.innnuno~u.pp:ressed.'. In
deed, an. example of this methpdwas the recClvery of the RD-114 virus after
injection of human sarcoma cells into the brain .ofa, fetal cat. Although
this virus had'antigens distinct fromthose?;Eknown feline 'tYPe C ~ruses,
hybridization studies reyealed that the virus was of feline()~igiri.

Several independent investigations have' yielded endogenous murine type C
viruses. Each appeared to be of mouse origin as determnedby,.t:he,antigeni
city of its major virion polypeptide, p30. At first these Vi~s i,solates
were indistinguishable from each other in serologic and host range properties.
Newer findings, however, have. shown that they differ conside1:"a;bly in their
immunologic type...specificity (p12) thus making it possible to'distinguish
different Stlbgroups of virus from the. same sp~ciesofor~gin.· Furthermore,
some grow preferentially in cell lines of another strain•. ¥or example, an
inducible virus of BALBlc cells grows tp markedly higher titer inNIH.Swiss
cells. As studies, on these inducible viruses cont:i,.nue,.itis ~ quite likely
that many subclasses of endogenous tyPe C viruses willpe df~co~ered.

The role of endogenous viral genes in naturally occurringmalign,anc,ies has
yet to be elucidated. On,e class of type C virus that is chemically inducible
from virus-negative mouse cells in tissue culture can inducel~phatic

leukemia in vivo. It is possible to speculate that at leastsoJiie<natllrally
occurring malignancies result from the expression of individual,:cnaturally
integrated and biologically distinct tumor viruses. A1though~;dogenous
cancer viruses have not yet been isolated from human tUmors ,there .. are. good
reasons for inferring their existence.

These findings raise many questions about the nature of the factors con,...
trolling viral induction. It is important to know wllether ~ral genomes are
present in human cells and how often they are expressed. Such information
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can provide the basis for a specific attack against the cancer cell by
either biochemica~ or immunological approaches. If the host immune system
were to recognizE! some components of an endogenous virus a.s foreign, anti
bodies might influence both its expression and its biological activity.

DNA Viruses: Rela.tionship to Humcln Cancer

During the last decade, various herpesviruses have emerged as proven or
suspected oncogenic agents. There is now little doubt about the causal
relationship between Marek's disease virus, Herpesvirus sylvilagus and
Herpesvirus saimiri and lymphoproliferative neoplasias in chickens, wild
cottontail rabbits arid sub-human primates ,respectively. These and other
experimental animal systems have been extensively studied to elucidate the
bas:Lc mechanisms of DNA virus-induced neoplasia .and to provide information
which may be applicable to human cancers of suspected herpesvirus etiology.

Herpesviruses inte~act with their host cells in a productive or non-productive
manner. During the productive growth cycle, the synthesis of infectious
progeny is invariably ac~ompanied by destruction of the. target cells. In
the non-productive cycle, stimulation of cellular DNA synthesis, acquisition
of virus-induced antigens, incorporation of viral nucleic acid and trans
formation of normal cells into established lines capable of indefinite
proliferation have been described. Activation of virus synthesis in non
productively infected cells by exposure to mutagens (BUdR, IUdR) or irradiation
is usually accOlnpanied by cell death. Herpesviruses, like the RNA tumor
viruses, also establish persistent covert infections. Whether latent herpes
infections are the result of low-level productive or non-productive inter
actions has not been determined. Although transmission of the genome in
non-productive cultured cells to progeny has been recorded, there is no
definitive evidence that herpesviruses are vertically transmitted in vivo as
is the case with the, RNA tumor viruses. However, horizontal transmission of
various herpesviruses'in animals, including man, readily occurs.

The mechanisms underlying herpes-induced oncogenesis remain obscure. The
close association.of these viruses with several human malignancies suggests,
but does not prove, their involvement as etiological agents. The possibility
remains that these DNA viruses are simply co-factors, passenger viruses, or
derepressed latent. agents whose expression is enhanced by the oncogenic
process.

Epstein-Barr Virus. Seroepidemiological, biochemical, and biological .studies
suggest an association between various herpesviruses and specific malignant
diseases of man. The Epstein-Barr virus is intimately associated with
Burkitt's lymphoma .(BL) of African children and, to a lesser extent, with
nasopharyngeal carcinoma (NPC). An association between EBV and Hodgkin's
disease, chronic lymphocytic leukemia, and certain other malignant and
nonmalignant diseases has been questioned by recent seroepidemiological
studies in which a proportion of patients in these categories were found to
have no antibodies to EBV. Finally, the etiological relationship ·of EBV to
nonmalignant infectious mononucleosis in young adults has been firmly
es tab lished .
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Burkitt's lymphoma is prevalent in regions of East Afri~a and New Guinea
where cases occur in time-space clusters and undergo epidemic drift
characteristic of infectious diseases. However, the incidence of BL and
NPC is extremely restricted compared to the ubiquitous nature of the virus,
thus suggesting that cofactors and/or predisposing conditions are probably
required for expression of its oncogenicity.

Seroepidemiological data associate EBV with BL and NPC. All African BL and
Chinese, African and western NPC patients examined have higher than normal
levels of antibody directed against EB viral capsid antigens (VCA). Addi
tionally, antibody levels to EBV-determined cell membrane antigens (MA) and
to the diffuse (D) and restricted (R) components of theEBV-induced early
antigen (EA) complex confirm the as~ociation of EBV wi t.h tumor. Recently,
a new EBV-related antigen has I>een described--the EBV-associated nuclear
antigen (EBNA). This antigen is detected by an anti--Clinnnunofluorescence
technique and is present in every cell containing EB viral genomes. Patients
with BL or NPC develop antibodies detectable by these various procedures,
the levels of which are of diagnostic or prognostic value. For example,
antibodies against the EA complex are predominantly directed against the
D component in 1M and Oriental NPC while antibodies to the R component
appear to be the principal response in BL and Caucasian NPC patients. The
differential responses may be a reflection of the extent of lymphatic in
volvement. Thus, the absence or decline of anti~R antibodies in BL patients
or anti-D antibody in Chinese NPC patients indicate a favorable prognosis.
Similarly, anti-Ma antibody production declines 3 to 6 months prior to
recognition of recurrent tumor during chemotherapeutically-indut.ed remission
of BL.

The search for virus particles and for capsid or early antigen producing cells
in BL tumor ciopsies has not been successful. However, the majority of cells
in most BL, but not NPC, biopsies exhibit EBV membrane antigen. Both BL
and NPC biopsies are reactive for EBNA while an EBV-determined'complement
fixing antigen, unrelated to VCA, MA or EA, has been measured in BL biopsy
extracts. Similarities between this latter CF antigen andEBNA are currently
under investigation. EBV DNA has been detected in virtually everyBLand
NPC biopsy and all tumor cell lines that have been examined. One to more
than one hundred copies of EBV DNA were found per cell. The viral DNA
appears to be present in both the epithelial and the lymphoid elements of
NPC. It appears that every BLand NPC cell carries the EBV genome but only
a small proportion of the cells contain selected EBV-related antigens. These
results indicate a cellular associationofEBV in which the viral genome is
largely repressed.

EBV has a distinct growth stimulating effect on lymphoid cells. Exposure of
peripheral lymphocytes from normal donors to EBV results in the establishment
of continuous lymphoblastoid cell lines. Adult peripheral white cells may
convert into such lines without the addition of extraneous virus,but the
derived cell lines usually carry EBV. These cells acquire a chromosomal
abnormality, a constriction of the long arm of· human chromosomelO,which
also occurs in IIlany virus-producing cells in cultures of Burkitt's lymphoma.
Several lymphoblastoid cell lines have been established by direct culturing
of the BL orNPC itself. In contrast, cultures initiated with lymphoid cells
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from donors withoutEBV-directed antibodies or from cord blood or fetal
organs failed to grow. The available data indicate thatEBV is the major,
if not the sole, factor required for establishment of lymphoblast cell
lines. Although the antigenic profile and virus productivity patterns vary
among these cell lines, EBV"""homologou.s nucleic gcid.sequences are, with
rare exceptions, always detectable. Expression of the viral genome may be
significantly increased by cultivation of the cells in arginine~deficient

media, or by exposure of the cells to x-irradiation, mitomycin C, bromo
deoxyuridine, or iododeoxyuridine. Thus, the virus genome persists in these
cells in vitro ,is ". expressed in varying degrees, and is transmitted during
cell division.

Recently, EBV propagated in human or S~m1an cells was shown to infect and
induce lymphomatousreticuloproiiferative disease or lymphoma in sub-human
primates. This represents the fir:st demonstration of the oncogenic potential
of this virus in vivo. Although these results suggest that EBV is indeed
involved in the oncogenic process, its role could·be that of an accessory
factor or passenger virus in the tumor. No' EBV DNA has yet been found in
American BL tissues even though this tumor is histopathologically similar to
African BL. RNA sequences homologous to the RNA of Rauscher murine leukemia
virus have recently been described inhuman lymphomas (including BL) sug
gesting the possible interac.tion of type C and herpesviruses in the genesis
of this disease. The viral-related RNA is complexed with RNA ~DNA polymerase
in a particle possessing a density characteristic of the RNA tumor viruses.
It is interesting that in.non"""neoplastic cells which contain EBV information,
such as in£ectiouS~mononucleosis,IloRNAparticles are found. This may
explain the involvement of EBV infection with more than one type of disease.
Should this virus prove to be a required co-factor in the induction of dis
ease, control of;:in·fection would be of paramount .importance.

Herpes Simplex Virus. An expanding body of evidence has strengthened the
causal relationsr,.ipof herpes simplex virus type 2 (HSV-2) with carcinoma of
the human uterine:cervix, the second most common malignancy in women in the
United States. Geni,taIHSV-2 infection is venereally transmitted, second
in frequency only to gonorrhea. HSV-2 infection may be more common in
males than females, since this virus can be isolated from urogenital specimens
taken from a high percentage of asymptomatic males. These observations
indicate that the incidence of genital herpes infections could account for
every reported case of cervical anaplasia; however, the epidemiological
data are too limited to determine the 'number of infected women at risk to
the development of cancer.

Women with cervical neoplasia tend to have higher titers of antibody to HSV-2 '
which are acql.liredearlier in life than normal controls. These differences
between patients "With cervical carcinoma and control groups are more impres
sive in Negrothariin Caucasian women and in the U.S. than in several foreign
countries,incll.lding Israel, Columbia, and New Zealand. Additionally,
exfoliative cytology studies have shown more evidence of herpetic cytopath
ology in patients :':"iith cervical anaplas~a than in matched controls.

Two aspects o·f the seroepidemiological studies of HSV-2 and cervical cancer
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impose limitations upon the interpretation of the data. First, the degree
of accuracy with which the present antibody systems detect past infections
with HSV-2 is not known. Herpesvirus types I and 2 share common antigens
and have one or more type-specific antigens. Infectionwitheith~rvirus
results in the production of antibodies that will cross-reactwitlt the
heterotypic virus. The immune responses to the two viruses are not inde
pendent: a prior infection with HSV-I modifies the production of antibodies
to HSV-2. Further, an infection with HSV-2 in an individual previously
infected with type I virus may stimulate an anamnestic response to the
shared antigens of the two types of virus. It is apparent that the isolation,
purification, and characterization of HSV type specific antigens is crucial
to definitive seroepidemiological studies.

HSV non-virion antigen(s) have been described in cells infected in vitro with
these viruses. Antibody to this antigen(s) has notbeenmeasure~inpatients
with active recurrent herpetic lesions, but was present in patients with
tumors of th~ mouth, lip oropharynx, nasopharynx, kidney, urinary bladder,
prostate, vulva, larynx, and cervix. These results indicate a possible
involvement of this virus in the etiology of human tumors other than cervical
carcinoma. It. is of interest that an HSV-2specific soluble antigen, AG-4,
has been prepared from human cells harvested 4 hours after viruscinfection.
Although it is not clear whether this antigen is virion,nonviiion or even a
modified cellular antigen, it appears to be specifically associated with
squamous cancer. of the human cervix. Antibody directed against AG-4 is
present in women with evidence of previous HSV-2 infection,. correlates well
with the progression ~ cervical cancer, and disappears following tumor re
moval.

Neither virus or virus-specific antigens nor herpes-induced cytoplasmic
changes have been detected in biopsied neoplastic cells. However, tumor
cells on the surface of neoplastic lesions, as well as exfoliated tumor cells,
do possess HSV-2 antigens and all of the virus-associated cytological changes
but no virus particles. Cultured cells, established from a biopsy of car
cinoma in situ, failed to show evidence of viral antigens orvir1ons unless
the cells were exposed to media. of high pH. This in vitro data suggests
that cervical cancer cells harbor the. complete HSV-2 genome in a latent or
repressed state, and virus expression occurs following exposure of· the tumor
cells to conditions of stress.

The oncogenic potential of herpes simplex virus has been demonstrated in vitro.
Cultured hamster embryo fibroblasts transformed with ultraviolet irradiated
or dye-light inactivated HSV-2 are tumorigenic in newborn hamsters. HSV-2
antigens were detected in the cytoplasm of the cells transformed in vitro
and virus-neutralizing and membrane-reactive antibodi~s appeared in the sera
of the tumor-bearing animals, suggesting the presence of geneti~ information
derived from HSV in the tumor. Weanling hamsters that were preimmunized by
injection of HSV-I or HSV-:2 did not develop transplantationimmun1ty to the
HSV-2 transformed cells. The transformed cells. metastasized· after injection
into hamsters and the number of metastases was enhanced by i~un~zationwith
HSV-I or HSV-2. Two additional human herpesviruses, HSV-I and cytomegalo
virus, have also been shown to transform cultured hamster embryo fibroblasts.
It was noted recently that Cebus monkeys develop cervical infection and
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of 50. Any procedure or drug which would accelerate the rate of
from the transformed state has obvious potential curative value.
standing of cellular controls could be exploited to yield a high
of reversion and be applied to tumors in vivo.

herpetic lesions similar to that of humans following intravaginal inoculation
of HSV-2. A large scale investigation is now in progress to determine
whether the repeated infection ofCebus monkeys with HSV-2~will produce
malignant changes of the cervix. This system would provide the first animal
model for study of ceriicalcancer.

These findings strengthen the association of HSV-2 with cervical carcinoma.
Studies to determine if this virus is an etiological agent in the induction
of this disease will be continued. If genital herpes infection can be shown
to be a factor in the development of cervical neoplasia, appropriate control
measures maybe developed to reduce the incidence of this human cancer.

Papovaviruses. Recently, several papovaviruses of thepolyoma-SV40-virus
group have been isolated from humans. These human viruses are classified
into three antigenically distinct groups which cross~react to some extent
with SV40 but not polyoma virus. Strains of virus belonging to two of the
three groups have been isolated from brains of people dying from a rare
neurological disea.se,progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy, and strains
from the third group were found in the urine of a renal transplant patient.
Broad patterns of prevalence of antibodies to these viruses have been found
in human populations; thus, human infection by certain small papovaviruses
is rather commotio Since papovaviruses are known to cause natural or experi
mental tumors and to tra.nsform cells in culture, human viruses of this group
are now .being studied as possible etiological agents of cancer in man.

Treatment and Control.

The most impressive evidence for the viral etiology and perhaps the best hope
for prevention"arid control of cancer would be "the demonstration that anti
viral agents or atiti~viral immune responses will prevent or modify the disease.
Rational approacliesto tumor therapy may be possible even without the isola
tion of a bonafide human tumor virus. There is considerable evidence that,
in animal systems, RNA tumorvirtis genomes are responsible for spontaneous
and induced cancers even when there is little or no expression of infectious
virus. As information on the biochemistry of tumor virus replication and on
tumor virus structUral and induced antigens has increased, new methods for
treatment and control of oncogenesis have become possible.

Biochemical treatment. Many compounds have been tested for their capacity
to iIihibit replication of" RNA tumor viruses • The studies are being approached
as follows:

(1) Enhancement of the process of reversion to normal state. Recently
two agents, colcemid and fluorodeoxyuridine were found to increase the re
version frequency of transformed S+L;... cells to the normal state by a )factor

[ .
revers~on

An under
frequency

(2) Inhibition-of RDDP. The systematic study of the mechanism of
action of different inhibitors of RDDP is underway. Such agents as
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streptonigrin, narcissus a1.Ka.LoJ.ds,pyran copolymer, tilorolle,rifamycins,
and poly A have potential usefulness as inhibitors of reverse.transcriptase.
Although the mechanism of inhibition is not known. for all of the inhibitors,
some combine physically with the template without affec:ting the binding of
template and enzyme. A few of the most active compounds have been tested
in mice and proved effective in increasing survival of animals in induced
remission.

(3) Interferon treatment. The graft versushostreact.ion was shown
to be highly effective in activating murine leukemia virus (MuLV) with sub
sequent development of leukemias in mice. MuLV is activated frpm recipient
lymphoid cells responding to foreign skin graft antigens in sites where
lymphoid blastogenesis is maximum.. Interfero.n. treatment prevellts this
activation of virus and current studies suggest that interf.eron may also·
prevent GVH-virus-induced leukemogenesis.

Immunological treatment. Attempts to prevent or reduce the incidence of
virus-induced neoplasms by immunological means fallin~o three. categories:

(1) Non-specific stimulation of host i_ne mechanisms. Among the
agents that stimulate the reticuloendothelial sys~em nonspe~ifically, imi
dazolethiazole, pyran copolymers, tilorone, BCGand Str. hemolyticus have
proven effective in increasing the.survival times of leukemicmi:ce. Some
compounds exhibit dual effects: (a) direct, on tumor cells s~milar to that
of conventional anti-tumor agents, and (b) indirect, through enhancement
of host immune response to virus or virus-induced, tumor specific cell
antigens.

(2) Vaccination wi th RNA tumor viruses.. It n.ow appears possible
to use virus vaccine-induced antibodies to modify natural .typeC virus
expressions and ~ither delay or prevent tumors associated with these viruses.
Early experiments established the feasibility of using formalin-killed virus
vaccine in the prevention of murine leukemias induced by the Rau.scher strain
of MuLV. Inactivated murine type C virus vaccines also produce significant
reduction in tumor incidence in mice treated with chemical carcinogens. Only
vaccines prepared from the natural (endogenous) virus of the mouse strain
were effective. Recently virus-specific antibodies which develop spontan
eously in several strains of mice have been shown to have virus-neutralizing
capacity. The development and use of viral vaccines are plausible because:
(a) specific antigens can be packaged in viral particles that c"an be repli
cated in virtually unlimited amounts; (b) high concentrations of purified
particles are available; (c) viral protein separation techniques provide
additional opportunities for isolating and concentrating thos~ tumor antigens
specifically responsible for protection; and (d) growth of· virus. in various
types of tumor and normal cells provide opportunities for ~electing a variety
of viral-coded, cellular membrane aritige~s as well as viral proteins.

Virus neutralization titers vary according to vaccine potency and immunologi
cal competence of the mouse strain. Although the humoral antibodies to
type C viruses may not represent the immunological factors most responsible
for protection, they do serve as indicators orvaccine potency. Cell
mediated response stimulated by vaccination may ~ctually provide more effective
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inununity to tumors.

(3) Virus:"'aSsisted i..miiiunologi2al stimulation. Honiogenates of tumor
cells infected wi~certain non-oncogenic viruses are more immunogenic
than extracts of non-infected cells. This, phenomenon has been studied
thorotighlyWith viJ:"al~induced tUDlOrs infected with influenza virus. Homo
genates oinon-infected, SV:"'40transforined,cells did not induce immunity in
BALB/cmice,whereas homogenates ofSV'-40' transformed cells infected with
influenza virus or'1{SVcaused'suppression or complete regression of tumor
transplants. The results stress the necessity of working with fully adapted
viruses. Viruses which seem suitable for the purpose of "virus-assisted
immunotherapy" in man have beenadapted,to human malignant'tissues and 'a
new research str~tegy, towards humanapplicat:ion now seems feasible.

2. Progress Highlights (not covered in Narrative)

Type C viruses.

The major gtycoproteinwhich'appearson lymphocytes transformed by, type C
viruses has been purified~ Thi8 protein is' found not only on the surface
of cells but also on virion surfaces, a fact which is important for an
understanding of the relationship between the host immune response and on
cogenesis.

Specific ant'ibodiest:ot:heRNA~-DNA.polymerase of murine type C viruses
have been isolated from the renal: glomeruli of both leukemic and non
leukemic AKR, mice.,' ,Thisfindingprdvides'furtherevidence for the lack of
immunologic tolerance in >the'mouse to its own endogenous ,viruses.

A highly significant and predictable association between endogenous type, C
viral expression in early life and leukemias and reticulum cell sarcomas with
advancing age has been found in mice, suggesting that these viruses are ~
major determinant o£ these diseases • " ,

Morphologic revertants of 'sarcoma Virus transformed 'non-'producer cells have
been isolated. These show normal cell morphology but still contain the
sarcoma viral gene. Both cellular and sarcoma viral mutants obtained by
this approach arebeingcharacterized'to define the viral and cellular
functions involvediri"expression ofsarcomaV:Li:Us transformation.

Genetic studies have revealed that mousegellomes contain several biologically
dist:i.nguishable endbgenousRNA viruses which can be activated independently.
Genetic factors affecting inducibility and persistence of different endogen
ous viruses have been detected and are currently being studied.

A few and highly pbtehtclass ofchemicallnducers of type C virus, protein
synthesisinhib'itors"was discoyered. These inducers are able to activate
endogenous viruses selectively from the same cell, indicating that there
exist cellular regulatory mechanisms specific for each virus.

The Kirsten sarcoma Virus was found to be a recombinant between Kirsten
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murine type C virus and sequences in rat cells. At least, part()f the rat
sequences are homologous to rat type C virus produced from NRK cells. The
results suggest that transduction of oncogenic informationocSl.1-r:red.

A new host range class of endogenous tytle C viruses hasbeen.:i..dentified
which are unable to replicate in any mouse celllinetesteti.,The.term, "S
tropic", derived from the virus sensitiyerabbit cell line SIRG"is used
to identify these agents. By host rang~ properties andb)T nucleic acid
hybridization studies, this class of virusesisdistingm~ha,blefrom,both
"N" and liB" trqpic murine type C viruses. .

DNA seq1.lences ,cqmplementary to 70S AMV-RNA can be separatedfrom~hebulk
of cellular DNA because of their high GrC content. This finding pernlitted
studies which showed that the cellular content of viral DNA increases as
early as one hour after infection of cells with AMV or RSV and that within
24 hours the viral DNA becomes covalently linked tohos,tcell.:q~A.

H3-labeled 35S AMV RNA can be exhaustively hybridized with excess ~ormal
chicken DNA leaving residual RNA which hybridizes only to leukemic chicken
DNA but not to normal chicken DNA. If confirmed, these, results indicate that
DNA from leukemic cells contains viral specificsequenc~swhi~l1' are absent
from DNA in normal cells. ' .. . .

Tumors induced in hamsters by bovine papilloma, polyoma viruses or DMBA
contain hamster lymphoma virus. Although present in amounts too low to be
detectable by EM, reverse transcriptase or gsantigen tests,thevirus was
detectable by its ability to produce visceral lymphomas, after-injection'
into newborn hamsters. Similarly, rat cells transformed by chemicals, or
polyoma virus, while free of demonstrable overt RNA virus, reyerse,tran
scriptase or gs antigen, were shown to contain significant amounts of virus
specific RNA. These findings suggest that RNA viruses may be involved as
co-agents in ,all forms of cancer.

An intriguing new finding is the discovery of RNA -:-DNApoiymerase in certain
normal cells, specifically chick embryo cells and amphibian oocytes. It is
suggested that this enzyme (and perhaps cancer virusesth~~e1ves) plays a
part in normal embryonic development.

Type C viruses have been isolated from baboon.placentas, spl~ens, lungs and
testes. The DNA product of an endogenous. reaction using,theseyiruses as
templates hybridizes to the normal baboon cell DNA and to the cellular DNA
of..other primates. Eight to twelve DNA copies .arefou~d per .. diploid genome
in all normal baboons tested. This is the first demonstration of endogenous
type G virus in primates. " ,.. "

To date'type C particles have been found in 17/20 normal human placentas
examined by electron m;Lcroscopy. PlacentasJrompatientsw:i)~:tJ.lupus, an
auto-immune disease, have been found to be particularlyrich,in,tyPe C virus
particles.

Virus-neutralizing envelope antibodies against one or more erivelope antigenic
types were found in the sera of 22-24% 9f cats with or without neoplasia but
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not in the sera of 36 veterinarians or in 33 laboratory personnel working
in two laboratories engaged·in feline leukemia research.

Terminal transferase activity has been round in 6 out of 8 cases of
childhood acute lymphoblastic leukemia but not in cases of chronic lymphatic
leukemia, lymphosarcoma, cell leukemia and acute myeloblastic leukemia. The
enzyme has also been found in a class of normal human infant thymocytes
which predominate during fetal life and may be T lymphocyte precursor cells.
These findings have important implications for diagnosis and studies of the
origin and mechanism of induction of acute forms of leukemia.

Reverse transcriptases have been purified from three cases of human acute
myelogenous leukemia. The enzymes have antigenic properties closely related
to those of the type C viruses found in woolly monkeys and gibbons. How
ever, hybridization studies indicate that the gibbon virus is not an en
dogenous primate virus but appears to be derived from rodents.

DNA produced in an endogenous reaction with particles from human acute
myeloid leukemia cells was shown to hybridize most readily with RNA from
simian sarcoma virus-I.

DBA synthesized in an endogenous· reaction with 70S RNA containing particles
from Hodgkin's and Burkitt's lymphomas was shown to hybridize with DNA
from the lymphoma cells but not with. DNA from normal cells. The unique
DNA sequences found in the lymphoma tissues are related to each other but
not to the DNA of the Epstein-Barr virus. These findings suggest that tumor
virus information may not be transmitted through the germ line and that RNA
viruses, as well as DNA viruses, may be involved in the etiology of Hodgkin's
and Burkitt's lymphomas.

Type B viruses.

MMTV viral polymerase was shown to differ from type C polymerase, immunologi
cally and biochemically. MMTV and MP-Mv reverse transcriptases prefer
Mg++ when synthetic templates are employed, as opposed to the enzymes of
type C viruses which prefer Mn++. This distinction has provided an import
ant tool for the identification and measurement of enzymes in cells which
contain both viruses.

Phospholipase C can be used to prepare cores from MMTVand from human milk
particles. Cores, unlike complete virions, band in gradients in a region
comparatively free of cellular contaminants. Using this method, assays for
particles become more sensitive and reliable.

Studies with clones of high and low expressor cells from MMTV cell lines
suggest that transcriptional regulation of the integrated MMTV genome is a
critical determinant. in MMTV expression~ In spite of 1000-fold differences
in viral expression in vivo and absolute differences in mammary tumor inci
dence in different strains of inbred mice, no differences in the number of
multiple viral copies in the cellular DNA were found.

Epidemiologic surveys showed no increased risk of breast cancer in man
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associated with breast feeding.

A DNA probe synthesized from the RNA of human milk cores hybridizes signi
ficantly with the polysomal RNA from h~man malignant breast tumors but not
to the polysomal RNA of benign breast tumors, normal breast tissue, sarcoma
tissue, leukemic cells or spleen.

Immunologic evidence for a viral involvement in human breast cancer was
demonstrated by studies which showed that the migration of leukocytes in
breast cancer patients was inhibited by mouse milk conta:ining MTV but not
by milk which does not contain MTV. Studies using cryostat: sections of
breast tumors as antigens showed that small tumors were anYigenic and patients
with small tumors were able to respond immunologically to MTV or human breast
cancer antigens. However, patients w~th advanced disease were unable to
respond to breast cancer related antigens. Similar results were obtained
with studies in mice. Of interest is the restoration of the immunological
response of patients occurring after surgery. This finding has obvious
implications for treatment of human breast cancer.

DNA Viruses.

The earliest effe~t of SV-40 infection on the host cell is a twofold drop
in cAMP concentration which occurs within three hours of infection of
contact-inhibited cells. The cAMP level gradually rises to the original
level over the following 8-10 hours. cAMP has been implicated in a number
of cellular regulatory mechanisms.

The human papovavirus, BK virus, can transform BHkZl clone 13 cells which
are then tumorigenic in adult hamsters. Similarly, BK virus will transform
specific marmoset fibroblast cell lines.

Genital infection of cebus monkeys with HSV-Z has resulted in persistent
mild to severe cervical dysplasia in 5 animals one to two and a half years
after inoculation.

Antibody to a non-virion HSV-Z antigen has been detected in the sera of
patients with advanced carcinoma of the lip, mouth, oropharynx, nasopharynx,
kidney, urinary bladder, prostate, cervix uteris and vulva. No antibody is
found in serum from normal individuals, donors with current or recurrent
HSV-l or HSV-Z infection or patients with other cancers.

Studies on the genetics of Burkitt's tumor demonstrated a high incidence
of HLA types 1 and 8 in patients with American BL; the sameHLA types have
been found in an increased frequency in patients with Hodgkin's disease.

The EBV genome was found to be linearly integrated into some, but not all,
chromosomes of infected lymphocytes. A nuclear antigen, EBNA, induced by
the virus associates with the chromatin fibrils in interphase nuclei and
with the chromosomes in metaphase. EBNA is present in most of the tumor
cells examined. It appears that only lymphocytes derived from B cells can
be infected by EBV.
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E. Projections:

The Viral Oncology Area set forth along range research plan for the identi
fication and control of virus.,.induced cancers of man. Many studies within
the following brOad categories have already been implemented and will be
expanded in the coming year:

1. Virus (or virus.,.expression).,.tumor relationships

a. Model Studies. Studies on animal, RNA and DNA, tumor viruses,
kp.OWIl to cause malignancies in several mammalian species, will
be continued. The results of these studies have already
provided important information about tumor viruses that is
applicable to the isolation and identification of human agents.
Special emphasis will .. be given to determine the characteristics
of several newly-isolated primate viruses, since these agents
may provide the best probes for detection of Type C virus
information in human cells. This work will remain an integral
part of the Program.

b. Human Studies. Efforts to identify viruses or detect virus
expression inhuman tumors have been underway for some time.
The Program will continue to increase its activities in the
search for viruses which induce malignancies of man.

(1) To identify and isolate candidate viruses or subviral
products in leukemias, lymphomas, sarcomas, and carcinomas.

(2) To identify and isolate candidate viruses or subviral
products in lung, colon, and other carcinomas.

(3) To develop ,methods for the detection of high cancer risk
groups, i. e. individual susceptibility or predisposition
to transformation by human viruses.

(4) To extend existing and develop new methods to induce tumor
virus expression in "normal" cells.

(5) To develop suitable reagents and to improve existing
immunological and biochemical methods for mass diagnostic
screening for candidate viruses.

(6) To characterize, biologically and biochemically, presumptive
human virus isolates.

(7) To. increase emphasis on understanding the relationship of
en:vironmental agents (e.g. chemical carcinogens) as co
factors in viral carcinogenesis.
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2. Molecular Studies

Major progress in the understanding of the molecular pathways of
tumor virus replication has been made within the past year. Such
advances have already provided the basis for new,extremely sensitive
methods for the detection of oncogenic viruses or vitusexpression.
It is now possible to characterize agents detected in specimens of
human cancer patients in terms of their content of high molecular
weight RNA and of RDDP.Specific hybridization procedures already
provide a method for further investigation of host~cell~virus re
lationships which have been extended into._the study of human cancers.
Preliminary results offer~trQng supportive evidence that certain
human tumor cells contain genetic information related to that found
in known oncogenic viruses.

a. Basic Studies. The program will continue to broaden its activities
for detecting, identifying,and characterizing the spectrum of
enzymes and their products required by tumor viruses for repli
cation and/or transformation.

b. Applied Studies. As knowledge of the fundamerital' molecular events
in virus-cell interaction increases, the Program will continue
to apply this information to the study of hu:riJ.an -- cancer as follows:

(1) To identify and characterize similar enzymes or enzymatic
activities within normal and malignant human cells.

(2) To develop highly sensitive methods for the detection of
virus or virus activity in human cells.

(3) To develop a rational basis for therapy or prevention by
exploring various approaches to blocking-of viral replication
and/or tumorigenesis at the cellular and subcellular levels.
The therapy could be directed at any or all of the stages of
cell transformation beginning with cell infection by a tumor
virus.

Ultimately these approaches will require an intensified program to
develop drugs, anti-enzymes, gene repressors, or inhibitors effective
at the molecular level.

3. Immunological Studies

Immunologic research has provided extremely sensitive techniques for
detection and characterization of tumor viruses, viral antigens, and
changes in surface membranes of tumor cells. These studies have also
contributed to an understanding of the role of-itnInllnological mech
anisms in host-tumor and host-viruS interactions which provide a
rational approach to the prevention-and treatment of cancer.
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a. Basic Studies. Invesfigations of selected model systems, repre
senting tumors induced by Type C, Type Band herpesviruses,
will be extended to further identify, characterize, and determine
the viruses, viral antigens, and membrane antigens of tumor cells.
The studies include development and application of improved
techniques to detect cellular alterations induced by tumor viruses
alone or as the result of interaction with other environmental
agents. Research on spontaneous or naturally occurring tumors
in model systems relevant to human cancer will be continued as a
basis for a rational approach to prevention and treatment:

(1.) To study cellular and humoral immune mechanisms and to deter
mine their relative significance in host recognition of and
response to virus-induced tumors and/or tumor viruses.

(2) To develop methods to enhance host response to virus-induced
tumors or tumor virus antigens.

b. Applied Studies. As basic research provides the framework for
identification and characterization of viruses, viral antigens,
and virus-induced cell membrane alterations inhuman cancers,
immunological methods will be applied:

(1) To relate candidate human viruses to known oncogenic agents.

(2) To identify and characterize intra- and inter-species viral
antigens which are present in known mammalian tumors, as
probes for detecting human tumor-viruses or viral antigens.

(~)To determine the presence of cross-reacting antigens implying
viral causation in various human tumors.

(,4) To launch large-scale seroepidemiological surveys which will
define ,populations at high risk to virus-induced cancers.

Clinical studies will be directed toward understanding and mani
pulationof i1IlIlltine mechanisms in human cancer as a basis for:

(~) Development of vaccines (viral or sub-viral components) from
ident{fiedand fully characterized human tumor viruses.

(.6) Determination of the role of host immune responses in virus
induced tumor recognition and rejection.

(7) Application of a. and b. in the prevention and control of
human cancer.

4. Test Systems and Resources

a. Test Systems. In vitro and in vi-o (animal) test systems will be
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carefully selected to evaluate the work outlined in the previous
research areas:

(1) To determine the oncogenic potential of candidate human
viruses;

(2) To develop bioassay systems for testing viral and viral/
chemical carcinogens;

(3) To begin viral vaccine (conventional or other) testing and
immunization programs;

(4) To begin viral therapy testing programs;

(5) To explore special animal tumor systems, especially in primate
species particularly relevant to human cancer;

(6) To develop and maintain well-characterized cell culture lines
and animal stocks (small mammalian and primate species).

Many of these systems are being developed at the National Cancer
Institute's Frederick Cancer Research Center.

b. Resources. Since research efforts undergo continual change in
emphasis and scope as new leads emerge, a variety of resources
will have to be developed, maintained, and coordinated.

(1) Human Resources-collection and storage of serum and tissue
specimens; integration of data on clinical records, storage
and distribution; computerization of specimen collection.

(2) Animal Models-maintenance of various mammalian animal colonies
for basic research and special studies;

(3) Reagent production-large scale production of animal tumor
viruses for basic research; production of standardized lots
of purified viruses; and production of high quality diagnostic
reagents;

(4) Candidate Human Virus Production-intensive developmental re
search effort to isolate and produce human viruses;

(5) Biohazards Control and Containment-controlled environment
facilities are required for research on known oncogenic viruses
and candidate human tumor viruses as well as for maintaining
animal colonies which are protected from extraneous infections.

F. Reports of Meetings Sponsored by the Virus Cancer Program:

Participation in US-USSR Agreement. Developed within the framework of the US
USSR Agreement on Health Cooperation, a Memorandum of Understanding for further
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cooperation in the study of the., tnicrobiology, the immunology, and the
molecular biology of cancer viruses was signed on November 18, 1972. The
Memorandum established, procedures fo.rjoint studies through the exchange
of information, materials, .and scientists~ A detailed account of the
first year's proceedings is given in last year's Annual Report. On
November 12, 1973, a meeting of the Joint Subcommittee on Oncology was
held inBethesda,~aryl?nd. At a Working Group Conference on Tumor Virology,
the discu13sionscente:redon: viruses. isolated "from the.six cell lines sent
to the U.S. last yea:r=_cytogeneticstudieson these cell lines; and progress
on the study of pl~s~ samples f.rom leukemic subhuman primates sent to the
U.S. by Dr. B. Lapin. The first studies have resulted in a joint US~USSR

publication which confirms the presence of virus-like particles in five
different human ce:n lines.Tl1e virus from one of the lines, a human amniotic
cell, was selected for further study by immunological and biochemical tech
niques. It was fOl,lnd to be closely' related to MP-MV, first described in
1970 in biopsy material from a rhesus monkey mammary adenocarcinoma.

In further discussio:ns, tl1e U.S~S.R.,sideagreed: to conduct collaborative
viral seroepidemiolC)gi~",studiesonethnic groups within; the U.S.S.R.; to
make available hum~n 1;llm0l:" cell cultures~not yet producing virus particles;
to provide materials from baboon and monkey leukemias induced by. inocula
tion of human leukemic materials. The U.S. side agreed to make available:
cell cultures containi~g the recently isolated type Cparticles from baboon
placentas andhumanplas-entas,.and antiserum to reverse transcriptases from
selected mammalian tumor viruses. Both sides agreed that two groups per
year of one to three young$qviet .scientistswould come ... to the U.S. for
work and study in the·,laboratori.esof the National Cancer Institute and in
collaborati:nglabora,toriel?'of the Virus. Cancer Program. Scientists will
visit selected laboratories in the U.S.S.R. for participation in seminars,
lectures, etc. The members agreed to.,prepare lists of appropriate viral
oncology meetings to'!'Vl].ich scientists of both countries could be invited to
attend and/or participate.

A U.S. delegation attended a joint Soviet-American symposium on biology of
oncogenic viruses pf aI,l.i.Inals and man-in Moscow in May, 1974. Visitswere
made to institutions actively engaged in the field of virology and immu
nology in Moscow, Kiev, Sukhumi, Ri.ga, Leningrad, and TblisL An account
of these meetings wi1;l appear in the Ilext AnnuaLReport •

During the last few yeCi:rsa nmp.berof c<;i.ses of .1eukeIllia in primates have
occurred at the. Insti.tuteof Experi.mental Pathology and Therapy at Sukhumi,
U. S. S.R. Althc;ltlgh 13qme aninlals were injected with material from human
leukemic patients, the,origin 9fthe disease in the primates is not clear.
This .year two babpons(PapiohaJIlacirya13)were, sent to the. U. S. for further
study. The-first one arrived in Janllal:"Y, 1974. After exhaustive physical
examinations, the animal was .. sacrificeci; the diagnosis. at autopsy was malig
nant lymphoma. Organs and tissue13~l1ave been sent to several collaborating
laboratories in the Program, and at"tempts to.transmit the disease' to other
primates and to isolate a virus frolll the cells,:have begun. No definitive
results are available at this time. The second animal arrived in March in
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apparent good condition. The animal is now being observed and examined
for signs. of malignancy at a local contract facility.

Under the agreement, the following U.S.S.R. virologists have made official
visits to the National Cancer Institute and collaborating laboratories
within the U.S.:

Dr. Viktor Zhdanov, Ivanovsky Institllte of Virology, and Dr. Frederick Seitz,
Petrov Research Institute of Oncology, visited with scientists at the
National Cancer Institute and attended the annual meeting of the Virus Cancer
Program at Hershey, Pennsylvania. Dr. Seitz also visitedseverallabora
tories in the San Francisco 'area.

Dr. Konstantin Ilyin, Gamaleya Institute of Epidemiology and Microbiology,
visited scientists at the NationalcCancer Institute as well as theM.D.
Anderson Hospital and Tumor Institute in Houston, Texas arid Flbw Laboratories
in Rockville, •.• Maryland.

Franco-American Exchange Program.· This program permits the exchange of U.S.
and French scientists to work'and study in laboratories of the respective
countries for periods up to three months. This year the following scientists
participated:

U.S.: Dr. Dharam Ablashi - International Agency for Research'on Cancer, Lyon
Dr. Barbara Marczynska - Hopital Saint Louis, Paris
Dr. Robert Bassin -InstitutPasteur
Dr. Victor H~ Zeve - College de France; Paris arid International Agency

. for Research on Cancer, Lyon'
Dr. Paul Levine -InternationalAgency for Research em Cancer, Lyon

France: Dr. J. C. Chermann - Viral Oncology Area, NCT
Dr. Jean-ClaudeChuat - Viral Oncology Area, NCr; Flow Laboratories,

Rockville, Md.; and University of Southern
California, Los Angeles, California

VI International Symposium on Comparative Leukemia Research

The World Committee.of the International Association fat Comparative Researc.h
on Leukemia and Related Diseases selected Nagoya-Ise-Shima, Japan, as the
site for the sixth meeting, September 16-21, 1973. Dr. Yohei Ito of the
Aichi Cancer Center waS Chairman of the Organization Cbfumitteel The meeting
brought together leading scientists from allover the world who work on the
problem of leukemia and related diseases. Discussions and origin~l scienti
fic papers were presented on comparative animal model sysEems;neoplastic
conversion of cells and tissues by leukemogenic agent~,; growth regulation
and differentiation of hematopoietic cells; in vitro viral and chemical
carcinogenesis; mechanisms of growth regulation andd:i.£ferentiationof leuke
mic cells; immunological approach;' non-human primates in the study of human
leukemia; detection and identification systems'; viroses, gEmes'and nucleic
acids; the state and function· of 'viral genome in transformed cells; the role
of immunological, virological and chemical determinants; genetic, biochemical
and immunological control; new therapeutic approaches; advances in genetic,
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biochemical and immunological,control; current trends in the management
of leukemia and lymphoma; problems and progress in the control of bio-'
hazards in experimental cancer research,.

National Conference on Virology and Immunology in Human Cancer

This American Cancer Society-National Cancer Instituteco-sponso~edmeeting
was held in New York City, November 29-December 1, 1973. Papers presented
at this conference covered the current developments in research and clinical
investigation in virology and. immunology and the assessment and implications
of this work in the prevention and treatment of human cancer.

The1974 Abraham Flexner Symposium. This two-day conference on Viral Trans
formation and Endogenous Viruses was held in Nashville, Tennessee, April 1-2,
1974.

Conference on Papovaviruses. An informal meeting at NIH on April 8, 1974
brought together a number of investigators in the field of papovaviruses
to discuss the possible role of this group of viruses in human cancer and
to develop a system of nomenclature for these viruses.

Eighth Annual Joint Working Conference-Virus Cancer Program. The annual
meeting of the Virus Cancer P.rogram was again held at Hershey, Pennsylvania
on November 4-7, 1973.' The following topics were discussed: molecular
basis of tumor virus expression; breast cancer; basic studies in the under
standing of viral oncogenesis; the biology of virus-induced cancer; cancers
associated with herpesviruses; endogenous RNA viruses; and the control and
prevention of virus-induced neoplasia.

Atlantic Coast Tumor Virus Group (ACTVIGR)

The Atlantic Coast Tumor Virus Group was formed to provide an opportunity for
investigators located in the eastern region of the country to discuss re
search activities of mutual interest. Its objectives are to promote ex
change of information on current conceptq and progress and to maintain inte
gration of the research effort within the Program. The informal atmosphere
of smaller discussion groups is conducive to active exchange among partici-
pants with special research interests. .

. . ~ .

Meetings are held under the chairmanship of Dr. Fred Rapp, who contributes
his time to make these gatherings possible at facilities offered by different
contractors. Attendance has been limited to one day, and each participant
arranges his own travel. The constraints imposed by time and space require
some limitation on attendance. Accordingly, selection of specific areas of
research involving several laboratories is required in order to best achieve
the objectives of these meetings.. The various ramifications of an area are
presented by different investigators 4rawingon their own and supporting data,
thereby providing the basis for amplification through the ensuing discussion.
Participation has not been restricte4 to scientists within the SVCP. Contri
butions from others have been invited to provide more comprehensive coverage
of current research.
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Arrangements were made by Dr. Fred Rapp to hold the firs.t ACTVIGR meeting
at Pennsylvania State University, Hershey, Pa., on March 22, 1971. The
topics discussed were of general nature reflecting the broader aspects of
Program. Dr. David Yohn arranged facilities for a meeting on June 7, 1971,
at Ohio State University, where those attending considered the current
knowledge on relationships between herpesvirus type 2 infections and carci
noma of the uterine cervix.

The first ACTVIGR meeting in 1972 was held on January 11, at the Institute
for Cancer Research, College of Physicians and Surgeons, Columbia University,
New ¥ork City. Dr. Sol Spiegelman was host for this workshop meeting to
discuss molecular approaches to viral oncogenesis.

Dr. Joseph Pagano served as host fot a meeting held at the.University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill on June 6, 1972. Participants involved in
the study of herpesviruses were invited to discuss several possible
mechanisms whereby infection by these agents might effectneopJastictrans
formation.

The fifth ACTVIGR meeting was held 'in Houston, Texas, on'January 16, 1973.
Dr. Leon Dmochowski was host for this one day workshop to discuss cellular
immune mechanisms in human neoplasia. TopicsdiscussediI:l,cluded: cell
mediated immune response to acute leukemia cells and soluble leukemia antigen;
quantitative measurement of cell and antibody mediated immune reactions of
patients to cultured sarcoma cells ; cellular hypersensitivity to autologous
breast cancer; immune responses of tumor--bearing. marmosets; immunologic
activation of oncogenic viruses; and, function of the host immune system in
the regulation of endogenous RNA tumor virus expression~

Dr. Jeno Szakacs served as host for the sixth meeting held at St. Joseph's
Hospital in Tampa, Florida, on May 14, 1973. Participants were invited to
discuss their recent findings in molecular studies in viral oncology. Dis
cussions centered about the following topics: techniques for detection and
isolation of reverse transcriptase; partial transcription by type C particles
in BALB/c mice~ proteins and low mole'cular weight polypep'tides of RNA tumor
viruses; detection of EBV DNA in malignant tissue clnd cells; and relevance
of RNA tumor viruses to human lymphomas.

The seventh meeting was held on April 26, 1974, at Emory University in
Atlanta. Dr. Andre Nahmias was host for this workshop meeting to discuss

- viral vaccines, their potential usefulness and associated problems for
prevention and therapy of neoplastic diseases in man and animals.

Pacific Coast Tumor Virus Group (PACTVIGR)

Only two PACTVIGR meetings were held during fiscal year 1974,. Each presented
preliminary findings (since published) of enormous significance in the search
for the human type C RNA tumor virus, and possible approaches to cancer pre
vention and control through viral imm'llnoprevention (vaccines) and better
understanding of the mechanisms of switch-on and suppression of oncogenesis.
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New discoveries and techniques included the visualization of type C RNA
particles in human and other primate placentas; the presence. of endogenous
type C RNA (xenotropic),viruses which could ,not grow in their respective
host cells but which. were prime candidates as causes of naturally occurring
cancer; meth~dso£ induction for uncovering the xenotropic viruses; and .
biochemical probes- ;whichprovide an extremely .sensiti.ve method for establish
ing the probablesp~ciesoforigin of the numerous viral isolates beingre
covered~ and whichw;i,:Ueventually provide the proof of the human origin of
"rescued" viral isolates.

These meetings provided a forum for establishing collaboration between
laboratories a,ndprograIDSworking in related areas to accelerate progress
and 1IIake possible a pooling of resources.

The 15th PACTV:r:.GR meeting.was held on August 29, 1973 at the University of
SouthemCalifornia-' Dr:. Murray Gardner (USC) described a long-term study
of a number of wild 'mo~ecQlonies, in which a colonyswitched-'oIi for type
C RNA tumor virus demonstrated early cancer incidence and paralysis. Ex
perimental follow-up:: .(!onfirmed the etiologic association between the type
C virus ~ tumor and paralysis. The form of' paralysis seenwasclinidilly and
pathologica.ly almost identical to amyelotrophic lateral sclerosis in humans,
and studiesarenow."QIlderway to search for an equivalentagetlt inhuinans,
and to determip.ethello.strange-.ofthe murine viral isolate.

Dr. BrianHenderson~:who :is in charge ofthe'epidemiologyprogram at the
University of· Sputp;erp.C.alifornia,. described what appeared to be an
enhanced incidence o.fl1J,p.gtumors in three areas of Los Angeles, all of
which were in high 'petroleum refitling districts. The increased incidence
appeared to be associated with residence, but the data are preliminary.
Studies are now underway to study occupational exposures, etc.

Dr. Frank Dixon,.o:t theS(!rippsClinicand Research Institute, discussed his
work on the :immunopa;thologyand bi910gical behavior of the type C virus
derived from the NZB,tnouse, which· has .. a- high. incidence of autoimmune disease
associated with the type.'C vir(ls. ,This. disease strongly, resembles lupus
erythematosus in humans. The disease in both mice and humans is strongly
genetic~ and is associated with familial cancer in humans; the mice do not
usually live l()ngenoughto develop cancer, but do develop leukemia if
treated withimmtlIl0suPP:ressantsat anearlyage~

Dr. Dixon's group descriped a new> oncornavirus surface antigen~ and was now
setting up arad:ioimm~eassayfor this. .

Dr. Karl Hellstrom.ofthe-University of Washington presented a progress re
port on cellular immunity to tumor antigens in which he described his most
recent find,ingsonthe blocking and .unblocking factors originally described
by Dr. Hellstrom; the presence of the former associated with loss of regula
tion and the cancerous state in humans and in animals. Animals with the
blocking factor would accept tumor transplant cells, whereas those with the
unblocking factor would not.
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Dr. Hellstrom described some very pronuslng preliminary studies in which
lymphocytes cytotoxic to target cancer cells could be induced in animals
lacking the blocking factor by treatment with sera from animals with the
factor.

Dr. J.Taylor, of Dr. Michael Bishop's 'laboratory at the University of
California in San Francisco, described their work on dfar,acte·rization'of
the 3' end in the 70s RNA complex, which had been fOUIidtobea4s'!li'1A
They are currently doing some work withthe Visna viruses which· lack the 4s
RNA, among other differencesfromth'etype C RNA tumor viiruses. Theyhoped
to determine whether the 3 ' 4s RNA precursor of the RNA virus ;template was
the RNA on which oncogenic behavior was coded.

Dr. Eckhart of the, Salk Institute described his most receht,fiiidirigs on the
polyoma temperature sensitive' mutants in efforts to determihe,wh:ichgene
products were important in transformation~ The ts: Amutarttwas required
for initiation of transformation, but not for maintenance of the transformed
state; ts 3 was required for maintenance of lyticcha+,atteristics of trans
formed cells. The tsA' sretainedtheir.characteristics; thets 3 did not.
Current emphasis was on whether translat:ion of a given gene was involved in
transformation of a normal celL They were alsolooking;'atalterat:ions :in'
the mechanism of uptake,ofhexoses (Deoxyglucose) and possible correlations
with transformation at permissive temperatures.

4

Dr. Henry Kaplan, Stanford University, ,described his efforts to culture
mal:ignant cells, with emphasis on Hodgk:ins'diseaseand other lymphomas.
Acknowledg:ing the d:iff:iculty :in growing Reed-Sternberg cells, he noted
that h~s group had found enough malignant cells :in thesp'leen toestabl:ish
lines. The establ:ished ·l:ines .would. be studied :intens':ivelyJin efforts to
detect and rescue a virus , particularly from theHodgk:insl:ines{ since
there was some epidemiolog:ical' and other evidence ofapos'sible viral
etiology in Hodgk:ins disease.

Dr. Robert Huebner, National Cancer Inst:itute, focused on the :importance of
the host. immune response in the development and control of t:-umors. His
group was attempt:ingenhancementof the :immune system,byproduct:ion of ant:i
bodies to the viruses involved, wh:ichwouldrequire antibody to theprec:ise
ant:igens involved in tumor induction. He described his vaccirie tr:ialsand
results leading to h:is conclus:ions.

Dr. Huebner a1.so descr:ibedtumor induction in hamster's by the bovine pap:illoma
virus which apparently had derepressed the hamster' sendogenous: typ'e C v:iral
genome, resulting in a series of tumors which continued to come up and regress
throughout the l:ifetime of the hamster. At the, time of th'e 'experiments, the

.hamster leukemia virus had not been isolated. Sera from'theafflicted animals,
tested recently, revealed high levels of HaLV antigen. In addition, inde
pendently, the endogenous HaLV had been proved oncogenic after a period of
about 18 months on test. He pointed up the necessityofriowgoing back to
tumors produced by other DNA viruses to ascertain whether they too operated
through derepress:ion of their endogenous RNA v:iruses.
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Dr. John Stephenson, NCI, described his and Dr. Stuart Aaronson's work on
genetic controls "of virus expression using temperature sensitive murine virus
mutants. It' appeared that viral inducibility (IdUandBrdU) and persistence
were dominant in some .genetic crosses. Work was "in' progress to ,try to
determine whether the genetic controls involved structural genes or regu
latory genes.

Dr. Hans Meier of The Jackson Laboratory discussed his findings which revealed
the type C Virus or viral genome; to be present in every mouse celL Viral
expression varied with respect toa number of inducible loci; and pathogenic
expression was, related to early virus expression.

-Utilizing FI and F2 backcrosses of high and low viral expression strain.s,
Dr. Meier determined that the development of tumors was associated with
gs+ mice, providing anf~pottant t6o~ for identifying high risk individuals
and groups.'

Additional experiments indic<lted the presence cfa repressor gene which regu
lated gsantig~n ~xpression in lowtumor-iIlcidence mice. Thus tumor formation
may be repressed by repression of antigen expression.

Dr. Meier's,group was also'workihg on the use 'of carcinogens transplacental1y
to induce tumors 'iIi the offspring of five different strains which were
chosen with respecttotl1eiriIl.l1elFent'ant:igen or Virus expression. The
effect of the card.nogens was foundt'obedependent on. the genetic strains
and crossesuS'ed~ with the greater hereditary influences reflected, on the
maternal side. ' Infectious virus' W<lS riot necessary forpathpgenesis or
transmissibility of carcinogenesis; offspring derived from gs arid virus
positive (high tumor) strains developed the same tumors normally seen in
the strain at a much earlier age. These strains would be used to test the
effects of vaccines used prophylactically. Dr. Meier summarized by stating
that through genetic selection one could prevent cancer, identify genes
associated with cancer, and possibly identify and make use of repressor genes.

Dr. Gilden (Flow Laboratories) described his studies on the evolution and
relationships of the type C RNA viral genome in a number of species. He
demonstrated a mannnalian viral "family tree" in which he demonstrated the
gibbon and woolly monkey viruses to be relatively closely related, the RD114
to be in a category by itself, and the hamster, rat and murine leukemia
viruses to be relatively close at the lower spectrum.

At the 16th meeting, which was held in Berkeley, California, Dr. Jay Levy
described the discovery of a "xenotropic" type C RNA mouse virus, present
in virtually all strains, which was characterized by its inability to grow
in its host cell. He described the technology used to uncover the presence
of this virus and viral genome, which could be applied to other species.
This finding was of enormous potential significance, since it provided in
sights into the natural history of the type C viral genome, its role in
natural cancer, and the technology for rescuing an analogous virus/genome
in humans.
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A major finding had been the discovery ins~veral laboratories of type C
viral particles' in human and primate pl?centas. This work. was summarized
by Dr. Kawakami of the University of Califo~a at Davis.

·rrrrT'T -

In view of the foregoing, a large segment of the meeting was devoted to a
number of approaches in several laboratories in efforts to induce andlor
rescue the humantyp¢ C virus or viral genom,e. Participants included
Drs. Walter Nelson-Rees and Adeline Hackett (Naval Biological Research
Laboratory ,Oakland), Drs •• Robert Huebner and Paul Arnstein (NCI) , Drs. John
Riggs and Linden 0' Shiro (California~tateDepartment of. Public Health), Dr.
Jay Levy (University of California Medical Center, San Francisco). and Dr.
Thomas: Kaw.akami.

p

Dr. Huebner followed with a brief summary of the evidence t:0 date of the
genetic transmission of oncoggnic .:lJiral- information,providing further
confirmation of the universal presence of an oncogene normally suppressed
under immunological controls until old age or other carcin.ogenic environ
mental influences. This pointed up the necessity to better understand the
mechanism of immuno-control. . . . ..

The meeting concluded with a discussion by Dr. Michael Bishop (University
of California Medical Center, San.Fr3:ncisco) on the use.of bioche:mica.l
probes to demonstrate the presence of.endogenousvirus and to prove homology
with given species. This was a highly sensitive method of demonstrating
homology between viraL isolates andthE!ir presumed tissues of. origin and
to rule out contaminants or agents which infected the hO$t but: were not part
of its genetic heritage.
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II. SUMMARY REPORTS·OF OFF~CES OF THE ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR

A. Frederic.k.'Canc.er:Research Center

The Viral Oncology Program (VOP) at the Frederick Cancer Research Center is
implemented through the Scientific Coordinator for Viral Oncology who is
physically located at Fort Detrick, Frederick, Maryland. Program direction
for the VOP is derived from the Associate Director for Viral Oncology with
the assistance of the FCRCViral Oncology Advisory Group. The latter
currently consists of· seven NCI staff members plus at.least three outside
consultants. The major function of the Viral Oncology Advisory Group is to
review allVO prcijects at FCRC ona continuing basis for the purpose of
~ttaining andmairitaining program excellence and to insure rapid response of
the FCRC project operations to needs related to theovera~l NCI program
objectives. The attainment of re~earch objectives is further served through
close associations between the FCRC Scientific Coordinator for Viral Oncology,
and the NCI Project Monitors, the Contractor's Project Managers, the Office
of Program Resources and Logistics, the Office of Biohazards and Environmental
Control, and otherNCI program elements.

During the secorid year of operations, Viral Oncology completely funded five
projects and partially supported three others. New this year was Project 13,
Basic.Researchin Viral Oncology, which consisted of a number of NCI
intramural sub-projects that were initiated with contractor personnel on a
collaborative basis. Also new this year was a research program in Project 6
to support the work of Dr. T. 0' Connor on the evaluation of a possible
human oncogenic virus candidate. A summary of these efforts and other VO
projects at FCRC are presented below.

Those projects that are completely funded by Viral Oncology are the
following:

Project 1, Virus Production. The objectives of this project were to attain
a production level cif Rauscher murine leukemia virus (RLV) of 150 liters per
week, to concentrate and purify this and other oncogenic or suspected
oncogenic material, to phase in the large-scale production ofa second virus
(woolly monkey fibrosarcoma virus), to produce and concentrate limited
amounts of a variety of specially requested viruses on a one-time basis, and
to distribute virus products as requested by the Office of Program Resources
and Logistics; NCI.

Project 2, Developmental Research. The objectives of this project were to
develop techniques applicable to scaling up cell culture production of
Epstein-Barr virus and mouse mammary tumor virus, involving continued studies
directed at optimizing parameters for growth, including concentrations of
amino acids, oxidation reduction potential; pH and dissolved 02 and CO2 , the
induction of viral yields with chemicals, (e.g. IdU, hormones, DMSO, cyclic
AMP), host range screening of cell cultures for infectivity and replication,
development and/or improvement of testing and assay procedures in vitro, and
the development of a mouse colony to s~pply tumors, milk and animals for
MMTV testing.
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Project 3, Viral Diagnostic and Test Reagents. The major objectives of this
program were to purify group specific antigens (p30) and viral-reverse
transcriptase (RDDP) enzyme from Rauscher leukemia virus and to prepare
specific antisera in various laboratory animals using the purified proteins
as antigens; this project also had the responsibility for the quality
control of FCRC products until the formation of a new separate. Quality
Evaluation Section in November.

Project 5, NCl Office of Biohazards and Environmental Control. Project 5
provides and maintains laboratories, animal holding and administrative space
for use by the NCl Office of Biohazards and EnvironmentalCpntrol in Building
550. ~he Project will evaluate potential hazards associated w~th research
activities in the viral oncology laboratory~ Methods Will be developed for
identifying and evaluating viral hazards. Nonhazardous model systems for
evaluating standard laboratory procedures and equipment will be developed.
Safer techniques, procedures, equipment and devices will be developed and
made available to all NCl contractors.

Project 13a, Studies on Herpesvirus. The major objective of Project l3a
during this report period has been the implementation and support of the
Herpesvirus program of Dr. Albert B. Sabin. Specific objectives included
the following: (1) preparation of nonvirion HSV antigens in guinea pig
kidney (GPK) and HEp2cultures, (2) preparation of virionan.tigen in HEp2
cultures, (3) preparation of antisera in guinea pigs to theHSV nonvirion
antigen(s) (NVA), (4) absorption ~nd preparation of human sera for comple
ment fixation (CF) testing, (5) CF testing of large numbers of human sera
from patients with a variety of cancer types.

Project l3b, Virus Disease Modification. The goal of this proiect is to
conduct a multidisciplinary approach to the detection, prevention, and/or
control of viral-induced and spontaneous neoplasias (specifically, leukemias,
sarcomas, carcinomas, and melanomas). The research efforts are concentrated
in three general areas of investigation: (1) antitumor therapy; (2) antiviral
and immunostimulation effects of drugs in vitro; and (3) biochemical
assessment of active compounds on the basis of inhibitory effects on viral
polymerases and the synthesis of protein and nucleic acids by both virus and
host cells.

Project l3c, Purification and Characterization of Virus-Associated Tumor
Antigens. The major contract objective of Project l3c is to isolate and
characterize virus-augmented tumor transplantation antigens using the
fo-llowing virus-mouse-tumor systems: (1) SV40-transformed.BALB 3T3-induced
fibrosarcoma in BALB/c mice, (2) Moloney virus-induced 'ascites lymphoma in
A/He mice, and (3) mammary tumor virus-induced Adenocarcinoma. in C3H mice.
Other objectives are to develop protocols for the use of concentrated
antigens in immunotherapy and to support the human clinical program of the
Cell Biology Section, Viral Biology Branch, NCl.
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Project 13d, Prima~~ Virus Section. The objective of this unit is to develop
and stafffacilitie~ for the study of the virology, biochemistry, immunology,
and pathology of :human and nonhuman primate oncogenic viruses. The Primate
Virus Section i~ oriented to. conduct and devote its efforts towards the role
of human andnonh~nprimate viruses in the induction of neoplasia and all
its studies have either direct or indirect relevance to the understanding
and prevention of canCer in humans. The Primate Virus Section will also
provide laboratory. facilities and training for visiting scientists from the
U.S.A. and abroad for research in the above. areas.

Those projectsthatarep~rtiallyf.unded by Viral Oncology are the following:

Project 4, Environmental ControL Control of. the total work environment to
minimize risk of ·1;:J,uman exposure to. biological agents and chemical carcinogens
used in experiments, to safeguard against accidents involving radioactive
materials, toxic chemicals or physical apparatus are the objectives of the
Environmental Control Project. The control measures that protect the
experimenter also ..protect the validity of the experiment, which could be
compromised byaccicientalcontamination or cross-contamination of cultures,
cell linesandanilIlals. Environmental Control personnel are attempting to
assessrisks,defin.eproblemsand develop solutions for the effective control
of environmental hazards. Viral Oncology supported approximately 35 percent
of this effort.

Project 6, Developmental Electronmicroscopy. The objectives of this project
are to: interface the TEM and light microscope with the automated image
analysis system to increase the capabilities of these instruments for quanti
tative and qualitative measurements; perform collaborative research within
the FCRC utilizing the image analysis system to improve efficiency and
accuracy of quantitative and qualitative measurements for quality control and
specimen evaluation; and perform co,llaborative research within the FCRC
utilizing the combined resources of the TEM and SEM.

SA-4 Project. Objectives are to develop adequate expertise for the purpose
of examining and evaluating human oncogenic candidate viruses. The first of
such candidates, introduced by Dr. Timothy O'Connor in January, 1973 is
associated with studies conducted on cultured cells (SA-4) derived from a
human liposarcoma. A major effort was made to produce large volumes of cells
and to process supernatant fluids necessary for evaluation of 60-70S complexes
in the simultaneous detection procedure. Plans were also implemented to
prepare adequate amounts of virus concentrate for nucleic acid hybridization
studies for species determination at FCRC and other laboratories collaborating
in this endeavor.

Viral Oncology supported approximately 40 percent of the total Project 6
effort which includes all of the above mentioned work.
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Project 12, Animal Farm. Project 12 provides for the production of inbred,
hybrid and outbred laboratory animals of various species and strains, free
of spontaneous diseases and of knoWn genetic background; these'animals are
to be produced in sufficient quantities to meet the needs of the FCRC and
other NCl operations as directed by the Project Officer. Viral oncology
supported approximately 25 percent of this project.

The FCRC Viral oncology Program will undergo some alteration next year. The
general scope of effort within which the Contractor will be required to
perform consists of four main segments of work: (1) Virus and Viral Reagent
Production, designated Project 1; (ii) Viral oncology Research, consisting
of ProJect 13, Basic Research in Viral oncology and Project 2, Developmental
Research on Viruses and Viral Components; (iii) Product Characterization and
Standardization, designated as Project 3; and (iv) Biohazards and Environ
mental Control, designated as Project 5.

It should be emphasized that the FCRC Viral Oncology effort is to be performed
as a total integrated activity which will allow for a high degree of flexi
bility in response to overall program needs and for broader lati:tude in
creating and pursuing critical fundamental research objectives both in-house
and on a collaborative basis with outside acknowledged experts. 'As work in
the given areas is performed, particula~researchobjectivesmay receive
changes in emphasis; new objectives may be introduced and/or previously
established ones may be postponed or eliminated.
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B. Office of Biohazards and~En'l7ironment;].lControl

The office is responsible for developing safety standards with regard to
oncogenic virusesand.chemicalcarcinogens. ·Itassistscontractor. and, where
applicable, intramural 'and grantee pro.grams ,in carrying out cancer research
safety policies. Performs research to develop effective control practices and
establishes risk assessment criteria. It conducts basic research pertaining
to thephysiolog:icaland ennronmenta:l factors that alter the host's sus
ceptibility and response to oncogenic viruses and carcinogens.

The Biohazard Sectionconducts:r.esearch to elucidate the mechanisms involved
in host immunocompetence and the consequences of endocrine imbalance on such
competence and oncogenesis. These factors are being investigated by in vivo
and in vitro as, are ,the genetic factors associated with hormonal acti:;nltion
of protein synthesis associated w±~~ tumorvi.rus expression~

In collaboration with the Southwes.t FS),Undation ·for Research and Education (a
collaborative contract laboratory) we recently observed the presence of type
C viruses innormal'QaQoonanciht.l1l!a:D.placental tissue. The significance and
function of type Gviruses in·rep,rod'\1ctive tissue. of primates as well as
rodents is being further evaluated. Conditions normally necessary for the
expression of such'particlesare also under study. We are further exploring
the nature and signif:icance of the M-c7 type C virus presumably isolated .from
baboon placental tissue.

The Environmental Control Section develops and recommends· equipment, facilities,
procedures and standards fOF.theprQper handling of potentially biohazardous
materials and disseminates this infOrmation to the scientific community
through pubJ,.ications, training Programs, site visits and consultation activi
ties. Procedures, equipment and facilities are evaluated .to identify inherent
safety deficiencies and to. provide.' basic. information for developing corrective
measures. The Section operates 1:h.eNCI Virus containment facility and proto.,
type containment laborato.ries.

The Section. conducts applied research 1:0 evaluate potential hazards associated
with research 9-ctiviJ"iesin viral and other areas of oncology and to develop
adequate protective measures. This program is performed at the Frederick
Cancer Research Center.

Minimum Standards for Biological Safety and Environmental Control have been
issued to all contr~,I;tors within the VCP. Consultation and tr.aining activities
have been expanded to' assist contr<fctors in implementing these standards.

Minimum Safety GuideJ,i,nes for ReseaJ;'ch Involving .Chemical carcinogens have
been developed by;: the Section incollc,Lboration with the NCI Cancer Research
Safety Committee. . The Section has provided technical assistance to the
Carcinogenesis Program in areas of laboratory safety and environmental
control. Studies have been undertaken to determine the impact of the
Department of Labor Carcinogen Standard On cancer research and to select
practical methods for the implementation of this Standard.
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C. Office of the Coordinator for Ultrastruc~ural Studies,

This office and the Virus ,Studies Section continue to be .involved in a number
of projects concerned' with viral replication and oncogenic virus-host cell
interactions. These projects are as follows:

1. A search for viruses in biopsies and tissue culture isolates of human
solid tumors and other human tissues.

2. The study of ultrastructural varia:tions in different on~cigenic andre
lated-viruses.

3. Electrort micrdscopic and biochemical analysis of particles found in
guinea pig leukemia artdnormal guinea' p:ig cells.

4. Ultrastructural and biochemical studies on viral RNAs.

5. Investigation of viral nucleic acid metabolism during the eclipse phase
after infection using radioautography and pulse labeling of ActinomycinD,
uridine and thymidine.

6. Ultrastructural·changes during transformation following'RSV infection.'

Search for Viruses

A total of 10 cell lines have developed from. sterile biopsies of human solid
tumors. Six of these are monolayers, 4 are suspension cultures. In addition
4 tissue cultures from placentas have been obtained" one from an ectopic
pregnancy, 2 from caesarian section and one from a term. placenta. Suspen
sion cultures as would be expected·fromprevidus work have the Epstein-'-Barr
viral genome but to date no virus has been identified in monolayer cultures.
Eighteen of the cultures presently being carried in this laboratory have been
sent to Jon Fogh at Sloan-Kettering partly for safekeeping, partly so that
Dr. Fogh can carry out studies not contempiat:ed for this laboratory. The
placenta cultures are being stimulatedwith'BUdR to deter:rn:irie whether a type
C viral genome can' be induced to replicate type C virus.

Ultrastructural Variations in Virions

Recently a comparison was made between the type C viruses :Ofi:he mouse, cat,
gibbon ape and baboon with the placental virus of the rhesus monkey, the
baboon and human. All typical type C viruses exhibit an electron lucent
space between the envelope' and the nucleoid :during the 'bud stage. The large
majority of placental virions in al1'3 specfes have no such space. This
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suggests the possibility that two type C viruses are present in placentas
and that in tissue culture of placentas, atypical type C virus has been
selected while the placental virus has not been isolated •

Viruses vs. Host Cells

Studies on the particle. associated with guinea pig leukemia have indicated
that the particle is not a type C particle but an intracisternal A particle.
This particle in practically 100% of the cases is attached to another
particle or to the membrane of the endoplasmic reticulum. It would appear
that this particle escapes from the cell only at the time of cell death
and is probably not responsible for the induction of leukemia.

Normal guinea pig.cells (guinea pig embryo cells) do not contain intra
cisternal A particles but on stimulation with BUdR produce a particle which
has most of the ultrastructural features of a mouse mammary tumor virion.
Typical intracytopl~smicA particles develop which are incorporated into
buds which in turn separate from the cell. Many of the particles ex-
hibit eccentric nucleoids and possess surface spikes.

These results indicate that if a type C genome.exists in guinea pigs, its
phenotype has yet to be demonstrated.

Viral RNAs

After many months of painstaking effort and variable results and numerous
failures, the structure of the RNA of avian myeloblastosis virus and of MC29
has been determined. These RNAs have lengths of 0.7, 1.1 and 1.9~. Under
comparable conditions the RNAs of vesicular stomatitus and Newcastle's
disease viruses exhibit lengths of 8-l0p which correspond to their molecular
weights. Thus previously described molecule lengths of some viral RNAs are
incorrect and probably represent contaminating DNA.

Radioautography Studies

Quantitative autoradiographic studies by light and electron microscopy in
dicate that following Rous sarcoma virus infection, a virus induced amplifica
tion of ribosomal cistrons in nucleolar chromatin occurs as a result of inte
gration of the viral genome and derepression of cellular (oncogenetic) DNA.
These events occur within 80 minutes of infection.

Structural Changes Dqri~g Transformation

Cells transformed by Bryan (high titer) Rous sarcoma virus develop numerous
vacuoles which apparently contain mostly water. Other Rous sarcoma virus
strain do not induce vacuole formation. The membranes bounding these
vacuoles have features different from other cellular membranes. A temperature
sensitive mutant derived from BHK21 cells deficient in cytoplasmic 28S RNA
was used to determin~ whether cells of this type could be infected with
either a hamster leukemia virus containing a murine sarcoma virus genome or
with SR RSV. Neither virus would infect.
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Preparation of sections for electron microscopy included 867 embeddings
of which 724 were sectioned.

A total of 28 t~ssue culture lines are presently being carr~edin the tissue
culture unit. Twelve of these were developed during the past fiscal year.

The photographic unit produced 5,634 prints. In addition to the work for
the staff in the Office of the Coordinator for Ultrastructural Studies,
work was done for Dr. Moloney, Dr. Ablashi, Dr. Perk, Dr. Boone, Dr. Orme,
Dr. Chirigos, Dr. Albert, Dr. Gruber, and Dr~ Pearson. These included 150
light micrographs and prints, 25 large lantern slides, 5002x2 slides,
600 4*5 copy negatives and 20 l6x20 exhibit prints.

Lecturers in the Virus Studies Section in the seminar series: Dr. C. Weichan,
Dr. K. Perk, Dr. E. de Harven, G. Schidlovsky, Dr. J. Dahlberg and Dr. G.
Weber.

Dr. Kalman Perk has been associated with the Office 6f the Coordinator
Ultrastructural Stud~es.as a visitiIl:g scientist.
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D. Office _Q:f Program Resources ,- and Logist:ics

The Office of Prpgram Resources and Logistics within the Office of the
Associate Direct~i- for Viral Oncology is responsible for the review and
scientific management of collaborative research contracts providing research
resources andlogi,~t:ical $upport to intramural investigators within Viral
Oncology andcollaborf1;ting,laboratoriespa~ticipatingin the NCr Virus
Cancer Program, and, when adequate resources are available, to the general
scientific c~IDIJ:1.lfnitY:'..The Office is also responsible for the day-to-day
general managemej'.1t and direction of resources distribution. ThisOffice
was established;iIl 1972 to centralize. the scientific admin:i.stration and
management of researchresouI:"ces and logistical functions, and to unify these
activideswith:il,lj,the Office of the Associate Division Director. Inthis
way indiyiduals respqnsible for coordinating these support activities are
able to provide,t() the entirE; Program withari awareness of the overall scope
of activities. This has avoided any special consideration to a particular
area, unnecE;ssaJ:"Y duplication of effort, and the appearance of undesirable
competition~i1:h,i;n tq.e Program. -',

Many of the resea;rch investigations carried out in the Viral Oncology Area
depend on the av;aiJability of clinical and laboratory materials of optimal
purity, viabilij:Y,.·~l:ldpotency. Comparable studies in an integrated program
of internationals.cope, as encompassed in the VCP, make more meaningful and
rapid progresp \V'hen,.adl?Huatequantities of standardized reagents, cell
cultures "and, tes'taFlimals .are avaiJ.able. The Office of Program Resources
and Logisticsprp-v;idE;sthese supportive activities through contract
operations reprep~ntiIlg fo~rgeneral areas of activities. These include:

1. Activities directed toward production and characterization of
purified viruses and viral reagents.

2. Activi.tiescc:oncerned with acquisition, collection, storage,
inventory find distribution ofnQrmal and malignant human
specim~Il ma1:~riCil.

3. Activities c:pncerned with.animaJ. resources, including production
of pathogej'.1-free.and ge~~free species of animals, breeding of
primates, maintenance of animal colonies, and containment-type
holding facilities.

4. Activities directed toward the prov~slon of specialized testing
service,sjforthe examination of experimental materials.

The overall requireIIlf2nt for research resources and the number and exteritof
requests receivE;d,-frequently exceed the availability of Program resources.
This is due, to "soIIle extent, to the high cost of producing or preparing .
certain scarce _reCl,gents, to fiscal considerations which limit the ability
to prepare every ,potentially, necessary item, clnd to a valid reluctance to
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prepare highly specialized and expensive materia.ls·whichcanbe:;,utiliZed by
only a few laboratories. Because requests do exceed availability; the
distribution,of resources is influenced by the relative value of specific
contract research in relation to overall Programgoals•. Theser~lative
values, or priorities, are determined,hy the joint Program Segment Chairmen,
the individual Segment Working Groups', .the OPR&L AdvisoryGroup:;'and 'the
VO Branch and Associate Branch Chiefs., The distributionofresOu1:ces is
patterned on the evaluations and recommendatiOns of these groups'.

During the p~st year, this Office hascoordina.ted. the distribution to NCI
intramural investigators and VCP participants of a wide variety of
biologi-eal, chemical, and materiel resources. The amount of material
processed has been enormous. To' illustrate the scope of activity, during
this year the purified and concentratedproducts from over 25,OOO'titers
of tissue culture-grown viruses, propa~atedin over 30 different cell lines,
were distributed to over 100 part;lc:Lpating laboratories thI."oughout the
world. Additionally, approximately 750 grams of a. E;ingle agent, not
propagated in tissue culture, was sent to over 80 differ~nt'investigators

in over 130 shipments. Furthermore, the Program r~posit6ries handled or
shipped out over. 50,000 items. In addition, to these activities, the Office
has coordinated the distribution to U.,S. S.R. scientists of avariety of
resources in keeping wi1;h the Memorandum of Understanding sig~edin Moscow
in 1972 covering the mutual exchange of.cancer rese~rch materials. The
materiel supplied. included purifiedandconc~ntratedvirusesof ,murine,
feline, . avian, and primate origin; specialized viral 'proteinsand antigens;
normal and infected tissue culture cell lines;.various tumor-derived cells;
a wide range of standard reagents and chemicals for tissuecti-lbire
utilization, including dried powder media, radi6isotope-label1ed chemicals
and nucleotides,and enzymes and hormones; a variety of antisera prepared
in a wide range of host animals; and various other substances.

An analysis covering a twelve-month time period of the distribution of
Program resources by type of recipient indicated the exient'towhich cancer
investigators have been supplied with research resources. N:EH intramural
investigators received 18%, collaborating VCP laboratories 71%", and
non-Program participants 11%, respectively, of the totalresources effort.
For both the colla90rating laboratories and the non-participating
investigators, approximately one-half of the total resources were distributed
to scientists affiliated with academic' institutions.

The Viral Oncology Program at the NCI-Frederick Cancer Research Center
includes aspects involving production and purification of viruses and viral
components, and preparation of selected antisera. Monitoring and evaluation
of these special efforts is conducted by OPR&L personnel, and the Office is
responsible for general management of the distribution of such materials to
FCRC intramural investigators and ,to VCP collaborating labo~~tories. During
the period February 1973 to February 1974, over 8,000 liters of virus
materials were produced and purified, and' Over 7,600 ml. ofvi'rus concentrates
were released to investigators as directed by this Office.'·All Program
requests for viruses available from FCRC have been met and approximately
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3,000 mI. of virus concentrates remain available at the FCRC virus repository
to meet any addi~~onal needs.

The OPR&Lis all?oconcerned with the preparation of an annual catalog listing
and describing the research resources available to collaborating laboratories
within the Program. Usually the information provided for each item includes
designation, origin, and .processingprocedure. This .. year, as in last year,
a revised new edition of the catalog was prepared and distributed to Program
participants. Loose-leaf binding, aq.apted last year, was retained to permit
efficient future updating of information, and the format and contents
were revised to expedite the recovery of items or. services and reflect
current research interests. Additionally, an element of the OPR&L is
concerned with the. development .of a computerized central inventory for the
sera, tumor tissue, cell out-growths, and other human specimen materials
continuously being acquired by the Prpgram. The central inventoryfacili
tates matching investigators requ~stsfor human materials with specimens
available, regardl~ss of the geographic location of the repository or
laboratory at which it is stored.

Because of the dynamic nature of the Viral Oncology Program and the
increasing and expanding responsibilities .of the Office of Program Resources
& Logistics in support of that Program, administration within the Office was
streamlined and expanded during this fiscal year. An element from the
former Office of Program Analysis & Communications, responsible for
providing data and information management in support of the Office of Program
Resources & Logistics, was transferred toOPR&L and will assist OPR&L in the
general areas of. systems analysis, analytical l?tatistics, computerized data
and information storage, and retrieval and distribution of resource material.
Because of its increasing responsibilities, it is anticipated that sections
concerned with the management of specific areas of res.Qurces will ultimately
be established. These newly designated sections would involve viral·
resources activities, and the human and animal resource activities.
Additionally, a third section compr:ised of the elements responsible for data
and information management would be appropriate. Currently the specific
activities of the Program Data and Analysis Unit within OPR&L continue to
involve the following:

Automated Inventories of VCP Resources

1. VCP Serum Collection: Maintains a computerized inventory of
150,000 sera specimens held in seven local and regional
repositories; PDAU manages the continuous input, updating,
and distribution data for ,these specimens stored for utilization
by program scientists.

2. VCPTissue Collection: ;Planned, installed, and maintains a
computerized inventory of. human tissues from 1500 donors.

3. Environmental Control Spet:imens: The NCr Office of Biohazard
and Environmental Control collects sera from research and
related activity employees of Viral Oncology supported contracts.
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Specimens are collected annually from individuals, and a-lsoat
the time of employment, termination, injury, and during
convalescence. PDAU maintaiIlsstorage, donor, and distribution
data for this collection .of specimens.

4. Local Systems: The PDAU provides cond.nued support for previously
developed and installed inventories in three laboratories
?articipating as resource repositories for the VCP:, Naval
Biomedical Research Laboratories, Hunti.ngdon Research Center,
and Simpson Memorial Institute-University of Michigan.

5. Central PDAU Inventory: The PDAUhas promoted compatible
automated systems and codes for specimens in all institutions
participating in the "liCP. This includes the capture> and
automation of complete clinical, dem:ographic, and laboratory
information on specimen donors. The goal has been a central.
specimen inventory at NIH making available for all o£VCP the
many large specimen repositories throughout the United States.
PDAU receives a tape copy semiannually of the independent
satellite repository inventories which is mergedwith·the PDAU,
system to prepare a central inventory file.

Data Services

The PDAU prepares monthly an inventory listing for each of the satellite
repositQries maintained in the VCP SerlimBankand Tissue Bank system.
Ad hoc reports are prepared when required by OPR&L.

Statistical and Systems Services

All laboratories in the VCP are offered a comprehensive statistical
service (consultation on problems of research/design, data procurement,
data management, 'and statistical analysis of survey or experimental
findings). A completely automated data processing routine directed by
experienced technicians maintains direct access to the main NIH computer.
Consultation and systems planning service is also rendered to VCP
contractors in developing, planning and installing local automation
systems for managing and processing experimental data.

Progress Reports

During the major part of the fiscal year, a system of managing semiannual
progress reports was maintained. PDAU alerted contractors.when progress
reports were due, and received and disbursed copies to appropriate
personnel (project officers, segment·cha1.rmen, contract: officers, and
Viral Oncology management). PDAU also compiled and distributed to
program scientists condensed summaries of the actual progress reports.
This function has now been assumed by the VO Information ,Unit.
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Within the Office of Program Resources & Logist~cs, principal support is
provided by three staff scientists, a computer programmer, -and a secretary
who assist in responsibilities for the management of the collaborative
contract operation and the coordination of resources distribution.

E. Scientific Information Management

The Information Unit continued to focus attention on scientific information
retrieval in theare~ of viral oncology, and its dissemination to program
scientists. Sour~es of information are scientific journals, books, and
other notifications and summaries of current research in the field. Major
~ntributionsof the Information Unit in FY 1974 were as follows:

(1) Bibliographic Servi~e: A semi-automated system is maintained for
storage, rapid search, identification, and reference print-outs
covering almost any desired topic in the published literature on
viral oncology.

(2) Cooperative Literature Searching Service: Cooperative arrangements
from this office have been established with the Information offices
of six other federal agencies whereby their literature collections
and other user services are made available to Viral Oncology program
staf£ members on request.

(3) Viral Oncology Contractor Directory: This quarterly publication
contains the names, addresses, and telephone numbers of contractors,
principal investigators, project officers, and contract specialists
within the Viral Oncology Program. Its purpose is to facilitate and
expedite communications between staff members and contractors.

(4) Compilation of Journal Instructions to Authors: This displays in one
volume the instructions~to~authors from a majority of pertinent
scientific journals. It is a reference aid for research investigators
inwrifiIlg papers and also for the secretaries who type them. The
compilation is updated and expanded periodically.

Other responsibilities of the Information Unit are: Administration of the
Viral Oncology library facility containing subscriptions to seventy scientific
journals and ~lsoa collection of 350 reference books; continuous compilation
of the VCP bibliography containing citations to all papers published by Viral
Oncology staff members and research contractors; and the preparation of special
bibliographies both manually and by· computer on request.
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III. BRANCH REPORTS

A. VIRAL BIOLOGY BRANCH
July I, 1973 - ·June 30, 1974

The Viral Biology Branch conducts research on virus arid host factors
related to carcinogenesis and the development and evaluation of
measures for cancer control in experimental systems. Investigations are
conducted to detect and identify the nature of virus activity in tumor
tissue, .study the effect on tumorigenesis of interaction between viruses
co-infecting the host, determine the biological behavior of neoplastic
cells, characterize virus and tumor specific antigens, and examine
biochemical events related to viral infection and cell transformation.
Ultrastructural studies permit detecti¢n and morphological characterization
of viruses associated with disease processes.and their effect upon the
internal organization of the cell. Selected experimental animals and
cell cultures are used to evaluate viral relationships to the carcinogenic
process and the effectiveness of combined chemotherapeutic and
immunotherapeutic measures in the control of virus activation and tumor
growth.

The Section of Cell Biology investigates malignant cell behavior and
the cell surface neoantigens associated with malignant transformation.
Methods are developed to study the cell surf~ce changes which accompany
cell transformation. Increase in host immune responsiveness to tumor
cell antigens through induced modifications of cell surface is sought
as an approach to improved immunotherapeutic control of neoplasia. The
Section of Microbiology has emphasized investigation of herpesvirus-induced
malignancies in non-human primates in conjunction with current interest in
association between members of this group of viruses and human cancers. Host
immune responses to herpesvirus-induced antigens are correlated with the
progression of disease. Similar studies related to immunological control of
RNA virus-induced neoplasia are conducted. The Section of Human Tumor
Studies combines viral, immunochemical and biochemical approaches to detect,
isolate and characterize viruses associated with human and some animal tumors.
Protein products of virus gene expression, in vitro viral protein synthesis,
and the relationship of these proteins to cellular transformation are under
investigation. The Section of Virus and Disease Modification is concerned
with the development of effective measures for the control of virally-induced
neoplasms. Combined chemotherapeutic and immunotherapeutic measures are
evaluated in terms of prolonged life and suppression or elimination of tumor
growth in animals. The Section of Electron Microscopv had devoted efforts to
the detection of viruses in biological materials, viral morphology, and the
virally induced alterations in cellular ultrastructure. The Section will be
integrated into the Office of the Coordinator for Ultrastructural Studies.
The Office of the Chief coordinates the research conducted in the Sections
with due recognition to the scientific freedom of the individual investiga
tors. The Office is responsible for establishing collaborative efforts be
tween investigators in the Branch and other laboratories at NIH or elsewhere.
The Chief serves as Chairman of the Developmental Research Segment of the
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Virus Cancer Program and is assisted in this capacity by the Vice Chairman
and Executive Secretary for the Segment. As such, the Chie£ is responsible
for the extramural research contracts contributing to the Segmerit's
mission.

Studies on the biological behavior of cultured cells indicate that
decrease in cell-substrate adhesivity is related to the malignant
properties of the cells. Non-neoplastic cells do not grow and divide on
substrates to which the cells cannot adhere, but will undergo mitosis
under these cultural conditions in the presence of low concentrations of
N6, 02'-dibutyrylX cyclic AMP. Since CAMP aids in assembly of cellular
micro tubules and microfilaments, it is postulated that these structures
promote adherence of cells to substrate. Cyclic AMP also appeared to
restore anchorage deperidence for growth of a spontaneously transformed
malig~ant cell l~ne.

A type C RNA virus has been rescued from an apparently virus-free human
mammary tumor celliine, HBT-3,by treatment with testosterone followed
by iododeoxyuridine. The virus is 85 tolOOnm in diameter with a
40 to 58 nm core and had a density of 1.15 in a sucrose gradient. The
particulates contain 28S and 70S RNA. The antigenic properties of
the agent are under investigation. Preliminary observations indicate
the presence of gs-3 interspecies antigen. Further, there is no
co-electrophoretic identity between the protein components of the viruses
from HBT-3 cells and with the major structural protein, p30, of simian
feline or murine viruses.

An agent isolated from a human cell line produces a cytopathogenic
effect on transformed or type C virus-shedding simian, bovine and murine
cells, but is without effect on normal cells or primary fibroblast
cultures on which tests have been made. A plaque assay has been developed
using Vero and monkey embryo spontaneously transformed (MEST) cells.
Purified preparations of the agent titering 109 PFU/mlare obtained using
a combination of polyethylene glycol precipitation and Renografin
equilibrium sedintentation. The agent has a density of 1.16 in Regografin
and contains DNA. The extracted DNA has a molecular weight of 10 daltons
as estimated by co-.sedimentation with HSV •DNA and a density of 1. 70 in
cesium chloride. While these biochemica.l characteristics are similar to
herpesvirus, thin sections of infected cells or negative stains have
failed to reveal any particulate forms resembling herpesvirus. Normal
human sera neutralize the agent and the reaction appears to be complement
dependent.

Plaque purified herpes simplex virus type I (HSV-l) repeatedly passaged
through JLSV9 cells retained its characteristic plaque morphology.
Simultaneously passaged HSV-l inR.auscher murine leukemia virus-infected
JLSV-9 cells altered the phenotypic expression of the virus. Plaque
morphology changed from the round cell,fohn to a giant cell syncytial
form. Syncytia were also produced on chicken embryo fibroblasts (CEF)
in contrast to the parental virus which produced no cytopathogenic
effect on these cells. The plaque-morphology was conserved on subsequent
passage in Vero and CEF. The virions produced in the doubly-infected
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cells were examined by electron microscopy. Some partic+e~ possessed.
two distinct membranes surrounding the nucleocapsid and the outer
membranes contained surface projections 85. angstroms in length. To
determine whether phenotypic co-encapsidation is responsible,
neutralization assays, immunofluorescence microscopy and ferritin
tagging experiments are in progress.

Purified, biologically active herpesvirussaimiri (HVS) is prepared
by polyethylene glycol precipitation followed by equilibrium sedimentation
or flotation in Renografin. Up to 70 percent of the biological activity
is recovered. in a single, virtually pure 1.16 density band. Following
infection with HVS, owl monkeys d"evelop antibodies to virus~induced

cell membrane antigens (MA) and late virus antigens (LA) regardless of
the presence or absence of the development of neoplasia. However,
antibodies to early virus-induced antigens (EA) are only detected in those
animals that developed leukemia and/or lymphoma following infection.
The antibodies usually appear prior to the onset of disease, indicating
the anti-EA response is diagnostic for lymphoproliferati.on.There is
no evidence that malarial infection activates HVS in the squirrel monkey,
the natural carrier of this virus.

The P3J-HRIK strain of Epstein Barr Virus (EBV) is infectious for
marmosets. Inoculated animals develop antibodies reactive.with virus
capsid antigens and splenic enlargement which eventually subsides. A
transient response to EA accompanied by cervical node ~nlargement

occurred in one of five animals. A cell line originated from bone
marrow of an infected animal is positive for EB virus-induced nuclear
antigen (EBNA). These cells lack T-cell markers and can be superinfected
by EBV.

A sarcoma virus-specific polypeptide of 57,000 daltons has been identified
by co-electrophoresis of purified feline leukemia virus (FeLV) and
murine leukemia virus (MLV) pseudotypes of the MoloneYUlurin~ sarcoma
virus (MSV) with their respective helper viruses. These studies also
confirm biological and immunological data on the 4:1 ratio of MSV
focus-forming units to FeLV replicating. units. Preliminary experiments
have shown significant differences .between the leukemia. yiruses and
the sarcoma pseudotypes in the region of the m~brane glycoproteins
(70,000 daltons).

The co-electrophoretic method that has been developed i.s in itself
a powerful tool in that the degree of relatedness between different RNA
tumor viruses is reflected in the number of the viral polypeptides
that have electrophoretic identity.

Translation products that co-electrophorese with avian my~loblastosis

virus (AMV) capsid proteins have been synthesized in vitro using AMV
messenger RNA in a protein synthesizing system derived from fetal bovine
kidneys. Autoradiographic immunodiffusion analysis of the in vitro
translation product with carrier AMV virus polypeptides, using an
antiserum prepared agianst Tween~ether disrupted AMV, gave one major
radioactive band tentatively identified as p30.
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The RNA directed DNA polymerase of a reptilian type C virus resembles
the polymeraseuf ~ in its eluti~n pattern from phospho~eilulose

but has a molecular weight of 109,000 daltonsin contrast to that of
the avian enzyme (180,000 (j,altons) .-

The mechanism of action of different: inhibitors of AMV'RNA directed DNA
polymerase was studi~d. Wl'1erE~as.streptonigrin binds to the RNA
template, an alkaioid extract of Nar2ussus tazetta L combines physically
with the template without affecting the binding of template and enzyme.
Pyran copolymer interacts with the polymerase at a region other than
the template siteaIld.inhibition is overcome only by excess enzyme.
Tilorone is an. exceptionally potent inhibitor of purified viral DNA
polymerases. :th~ d~gree of inhibition was template specific for the
templates tested. Chemically modifj,ed polyA is unable to base pair
with corresponding bases and, therefOre, cantlOt be primed to act as a
synthetic substrate for polymerase. Since the modified polyA cannot
effectively base pair with nucleic acids normally involved in cellular
processes, it has potential usefulness as an inhibitor of oncogenic
viral polymerases.

Immunity to a transplantable Moloney virus-induced lymphoma can be
transferred to mice by sera possessing high antibody titers against
mouse sarcoma tumor cell membrane antigens. Such sera are obtained
only from donor mice bearing regressing allogeneic sarcomas. Protection
is particularly effective when the serum treatment is used in combination
with drug therapy. Thus, titer of serum against tumor cell membrane
antigens provides a measure of effectiveness for the control of tumor
growth; Such sera also enhance the cytotoxic activity of 'normal lymphoid
cells for target cells carrying these membrane antigens. The enhancing
factor is cOntained in the IgG serum fraction.

The immunogenicity of tumor cell membrane antigens is increased
considerably if the tumor cells are infected by influenza or vesicular
stomatitis virus. Such virus-augmented tumor antigens also are more
effective than the noninfected tumor antigens in elicidation of a
delayed hypersensitivity reaction in tumor-immune animals. A factor
present in necrotic tumors specifically depresses cellular immunity in
mice bearing the tumor.

Evaluation of nonspecific stimulation of immunity for the cOntrol of
the growth of virus-induced neoplasms in mice was· continued. A number
of chemical and biological materials which were ineffective alone did
produce substantially increased periods of remission following
chemotherapeutic reduction of the tumor burden. The antibiotic,
streptonigrin, is quite effective at low levels in inhibiting both virus
replication and MSV-induced tumor growth. The most active inhibitors
in tests in vitro are alkaloids of the narcissus bulb, adriamycin,
tilorone and its derivatives, and methylene blue.

Other Activities of the Branch:

During this reporting period, investigators in the Branch were senior
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authors on 23 published manuscripts, on 9 papers in press, and were
collaborating authors on 33 published reports and 19 reports in press .

The Electron Microscopy Section assist.ed in.iramural investigators in
the Viral Oncology Area by providing ultrastructural studiesori
specimens submitted. The Photographic Uni.ta,ssis,tedimrestiga:!:oFs
requiring photographic records of specimens ,and byprocessiIlg electron
photomicrographs for inclusion inmanuscripfs. .

. . . - .:: ..'--; .;.. . : :-):'

Members of the Branch presented lectures by :i,-nvitation to. research groups
in this country and abroad and discussed research obs,erv'ationsaf
different scientific meetings. The Branch also hosted visitingscieritfsts
desiring training in experimental procedures. Senior members of the
Staff served as Project Officers o.n researGh contracts', and J1articipated
in site visits to different laboratories in tl1e research cdntractprogram'
of the Institute. ' ,
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B. VIRAL CARCINOGENESIS BRANCH

July 1, 1973 - June 30, 1974

Introduction

The mission of the Viral Carcinogenesis Branch is concerned with the
natural histories of tumor viruses in animals and man and their established
and suspected roles as causes of cancer; the ultimate objectives are the
isolation and chara.cterization of postulated human cancer-inducing viruses
and the prevention Of such cancers by antiviral vaccines or inhibitors.

As can be seen in the bibliographies of this and previous reports of the
Viral Carcinogenesis Branch (VCBn the research program is part of an
extensive collaborative research effort involving large numbers of
scientists working On research projects and programs located in other
Branches and Laboratories of VCP-NCI (Todaro, Scolnick, Benveniste), in
the National Institute of Allergy· and Infectious Diseases (Rowe, Hartley),
and a number of VCP....;STSresearch·contracts(see list). Much of this
collaboration had been established by Dr. Huebner prior to his appointment
as Chief of the VCB in 1968; VCB had been and continues to develop and
furnish RNA and DNA tumor virus diagnostic tissue culture systems and
sero-epidemiological'servicesto the other programs. The work of these
collaborating laboratories are so interlocking, supplementary and comple
mentary to each otherithatseparatedescriptions of their joint accomplish
ments would be quite incoherent. Thus where indicated they will be
discussed together.

Background

Since 1966 the VCB and collaborative programs have been primarily concerned
with the RNA tumor (oncorna) viruses and their subunits found in normal
as well as tumorous tissues of a number of classes of animals and cells;
the chief question ha.scontinuouslybeen, 1JWhat are they doing there?"
Since the known well-established type C and B RNA tumor viruses are
clearly tumorigeriic,it was logical· to assume that their partially expressed
naturally occurring counterparts iricellsalso carried oncogenic genes.

In order to establish this it was necessary to develop sensitive in vitro,
as well as in vivo,techriiques for isolating, assaying and characterizing
the indigenous RNA tumor vi:r:uses and the viral specific immune responses
they produced.Work.irig in close collaboration with a number of other
programs in NCI and NIAID, VCB scientists succeeded in developing a number
of critical techniques for doing precisely this. The application of
these new procedures '(complement-fixation tests for viral antigens and
antibodies, COFAL, COMUL, XC test, reversetranscriptase assay for virus
in tissue cultures,fproduction of virus specific antisera to gs (p30) and
viral envelope aritigens using CF, IFA, radioimmune assay, gel diffusion, .
neutralization tests, etc.), to RNA tumor virus research have been
described in preVious annual reports and numerous publications.
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The Viral Oncogene Hypothesis

Studies beginning in 1962 of RNA tumor virus expressions and behavior in
a number of natural mammalian species led to the Viral Oncogene Hypothesis
in 1969 which postulated that oncorna viruses have their origins in cellular
genes of most if nota.ll vertebrates. Proof of thishypothefilaswould
provide a useful unitary theory concerning a basic cellular.cause of cancer
in vertebrates. During the 4 years since 1969 the validity of this
hypothesis has gathered considerable support and although not proven in its
entirety it is now apparent that in natural species certain endogenous
type C RNA tumor viruses indeed are transmitted and regulated primarily
through genetic mechanisms although other RNA tumor virus representatives
are also in some circumstances transmitte~ 'epigeuetically and even
horizontally as will also be described below. DuringFY1974 it was finally
shown (vide supra) that a number. of apparently universally prevalent
endogenous viral genomes (mice, rats, cats, hamsters, chickens, and pheasants)
have oncogenic potential as demonstrated by (1) injection and long term
observation of susceptible experimental animals, and (2) by Mendelian
cross-breeding experiments.

In FY 1974 immunization with RNA virus vaccines led to virus specific
neutralizing antibodies in mice and rats to their own viruses; it is
anticipated that this new development should .lead to some degx:.eeof control
of virus expression and hopefully also of cancer in these and other species,
and finally hopefully in man.

The major research effects of VCB and collaborating programs have been and
still are directed towards achieving evidence concerning the following major
questions or tasks:

Task I: Are endogenous RNA tumor virus genomes transmitted as part of the
natural inheritance of host cell DNA? What experimental and natural
evidence supports this concept and how universally is it true?

Task II: What is the evidence in those vert:,ebrate species available for
testing, where the technology is adequate, that spontaneous or induced
cancers and transformed cells are caused by oncogenes of RNA tumor viruses?

Task lIT: Do endogenous and exogenous factors, including defective genes,
hormones, chemicals, radiation, and DNA tumor viruses, known to induce
various cancers also activate or derepress endogenous RNA tumor virus
genomes as endogenous basic co-carcinogens?

Task IV: Can virus specific immune responses occurring naturally or
produced by virus specific vaccines prevent or otherwise mO,dify cancer
occurring spontaneously and/or inducedin.well-studied experimental
animal systems and when human RNA tumor virus is available in man?
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Major Accomplishments Relating to Endogenous (Genetic) Origins of RNA
Tumor Viruses.

Delineation of X-tropic typeC RNA tumor viruses (Task I): In 1970 Dr. Jay
Levy of VCBsuccee~ea>'in isolating the first representative of a new class
of type C virus fr-om 'New Zealand Black (NZB) mice; this virus was unique
in that it would riot infect any mouse cells, but would replicate in rat
cells. In early 1973, Todaro, Arnstein and Huebner reported the isolation
of the AT124-type viruses from human cells (RD line) derived by culture
of these cells in the brains of antithymocy.te-treated NIH SWiss mice and
C57L/J mice. These viruses could not be grown in mouse cells but did grow
regularly in human~and rat cells. At about the same time Aaronson isolated
a rat cell tropitvirus :from. BALB/c cells which we're immunologically and
by genetic segregat'iclD. distinct from the N- and B-tropicviruses.

Subsequently, irt'late L 1973, Levy (now wbrkingat the University of California
in Berkeley) found ,that similar viruses could be isolated in his rat cell
system from NIHsW:issa.nd other "virus-free" mousestraiIls;since-these
viruses do not infect and replicate in mouse cells but do infect and
replicate in rat'a.n.d"o1;:her non-mouse cells, for these viruses Levy coined
the term"xenotropic"~:viruses(Science 182: 1151, ,1973). These viruses
were entirely similar'not: only to those described above but to the BALB/2
virus described in 1973 by Aaronson of VCB. Subsequently, but before Levy's
paper appeared,Drs •• Todaro and Benveniste of the Viral Tumor Detection
Branch described isolat{ons of similar viruses from numerous strains of mice
using rabbit cells (SIRC) and a variety of other cells • These were
independently reported as X-tropic viruses; they also could not infect
mouse cells. Shortly a.fter this, Aaronson and Stephenson of VCB reported
that sera from 14 0t 15 mouse strains, (sera t9-ken, at 2 months of age were
tested) hadhig~ iey'el neutralizing antibodies to the X-tropic viruses.
In addition toa4dinganothertechniql1e for deteCting eIldogenousvirus
expres9i()n, A8.r(Jti~op.'s'group found that all X-tropic mouse viruses were
of the s~e sera-phenotype, thus suggesting that these viruses are
rigorou1i;1ycontr6J~,edby muriJ.1e, cell. regulating genes, making it very
likely that they are wholly genetic both in their origins and transmission.

It should be emphasized that X-tropic type RNA tumor viruses are not
peculiar to mice but were demonstrated in 1972 in cats (RDl14 virus reported
by McAllister et al.), hamsters (HaLV) , rats (RaLV) and chickens (ALV
strain E)., PresllIllPtive evidence for similar X-tropic viruses have been
reportedpy VO ari~DCCP scientists for pigs, cows and baboons. It is clear
that theX-trlJPicyiruses represent a major new class of oncornaviruses,
which deserveintensi-Je study .

.~~~ t"' ".:.; ~ . . . .

Genetic (Mendeliari) studies which reveal indeperident segregations of
severalendogeIlousR:.NAftimor virus~enomes in inbred mice and the existence
of virus regulating ,'genes h;ave provided impressive additional evidence for
genetic origin and transmission of both virogenes and oncogenes (Tasks I
and II):
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Segregation. of two endogenous virus.es:

Genetic studies have revealed multiple genetic loci for RNA tumor virus
induction. in mouse cells of different strains. These bi9;10gically
distinguishable viruses have been 'activated at. di!3tinct ;io~rt,hus estab
lishing that different structural genes for.2 different yirtii3es segregate
independently in backcross andF2 progeny (Aaronson,Steph~nsonand

associates) •

Viral genomes in DNA of normal cells:

These same investigators demonstrated with Gelb and Martip.thCit virus
specific DNA is present.in the high molecular weight DNA of IDolIse cells.
Cooperative studies with Hatanaka and Gilden (Flow Laborato~ies) have
revealed similar virus specific DNA in rat, hamster and cat cells, using
rat (RaLV), hamster (HaLV), and cat (FeLV and RDl14) virus9pecific p~qbes.

Use of dominant anti-viral genes to switch off virus and Cancer:

In collabo~ation with Meier and Taylor (The Jackson Lab~ratory) and with
Gardner, Officer and Henderson (USC), overt RNA tumor virus ~nfections

occurring in 100% of female mice in.alarge wild mousedeIIl7~LakeCasitas
(LC), have been virtually eliminated in FI pr()geny ofacl:"0ss wi,th .' '.'
C57BL/lO/Sn males. Studies ofvirl.1s expr~ssion in F2 t sand_b~ckcrosses

confirmed earlier findings by Meier and Taylor (with AKRmpuse crosses)
that the C57BL/lO!Snmousecarries,homozygous dominant genes for switching
off the murine RNA tumor virus expressions" (this :includes~o1::'only the
major viral. protein, gs antigen, but the infectious virus as.well).

~

Since the wild type RNA viruses in theLC wild mice have been shown to
be responsible for high frequencies of motorneuronparalY~isal:l.dlymphoma
in these mice, . the elimination of virus e~ression by the dgriiinant genes
of the C57BL/10/Sn in .most of the progeny predicts that they will continue
to be relatively free 'of spontaneous lymphomas and expressions of paralysis
(both diseases have. been prevented by v:i.rus-specific·neutraIlzingantibody
in already completed transmission experiments) (Henderson, Gardner, Officer
and Huebner).

Multiple gene loci in regulation of endogenous virus:
··0_·· • .,_

Rowe, Hartley and their associates followed up their 1973 :Ei,ridings confirming
~hat endogenous mouse tropic RNA tumor viruses couldbepr~dictablyinduced'
in vitro in virus-free mouse cells by mutagenic agents (IdU '._ ,;BrdU).
The viruses were found to be regulated by at least twoiridep'endent loci.
More recent studies revealed three.independently. segrega~ing.virus::-inducing

loci__determined virus expressions on the high virus mousestrainC3H/Fg.
Another high virus mouse strain, C58/J,>revealed 3 or possibly 4 virus
inducing loci; the evidence suggests that these virus-inducing loci are not
allelic sites in the cell genome, but more likely represent

C

rand6m insertions
of MuLV genetic information into the genome. of the mouse.
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One or several endogenous viruses?

Virus induction and,cgenetic studies have ..revealed a very complex situation
in various strains of inbred mice. Some strains which are relatively
resistant to virus infection and ,expression reveal only one endogenous
virus--the X-tropic virus (which to date has been found to be universally
present in all laboratory strains): the NIH' Swiss and C57L/J fall into
this category. Other strainslikeAKR and C57BL/6 contain two inducible
viruses, one N or B-tropic and the other X-tropic. BALB/c mouse cells,
on the other hand, have at least 3 endogenous viruses, N-tropic, B-tropic
and X-:tropic. .Thus in. the inbred mouse geneticists now have the opportunity
to study two different bags of genes, including up to 3 phenotypically
cfi£ferent oncorna virus genotypes and at least 3 or 4 different virus
inducing loci. ···.Since cats have. ,3 host cell tropic viruses (FeLV types 1,
2 and 3), andRDll4 (an X,...tropicvirus), the problems aren't any simpler
in this species.

However, in hamsters, rats , pigs and baboons ,'only one class of type C RNA
tumor virus has so·farbeen demonstrated (Klement, Huebner, Gilden, Sarma,
Todaro). In each instance the wild type virus isolates do not infect their
host cells and therefore appear to be X-tropic.

Significance of X-tropic oncornaviruses:

The discovery of h~ghly prevalent type C RNA tumor viruses (X-tropic)
which cannotirifect cells of natural hosts (mice,' cats, rats, hamsters,
chickens and others) provided strong new evidence supporting. the concept
of naturally inherited oncogenic viral information. These new virus genomes
apparently canbespontaneously'derepressedinvivo and in vitro where they
are then continuously generated in certain cells. The viruses produced
are able to pen.etrate other host cells and carry "defective" information
(as when rat virus is linked with the defective sarcoma genome) and
presumably could integrate and produce oncogenic' effects.

Quite apart from their great potential significance ascancer-:-inducing
viruses, the' endogenous oncornavirtises oLboth mouse-tropic and X-tropic
types can be regard'eda time.bomb in normal. cells that are constantly
susceptible to being triggered by a variety of agents and factors. These
include ,besidesTIlUtagens, radiation, carcinogens, DNA tumor viruses,
graft versus host'reactions(GVHR) and simple aging in in vivo and in vitro
systems (long-term cultures) (Freeman). The presence o~knownpotential
oncogenic viruses as endogenous genomes in all cells of many mammalian
species therefore presents a po·tential problem of considerable urgency

. and dimensions.
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New evidence for induction of RNA 'tumor viruses in vitro. (Task I):

In IT 1973, Rowe, Aaronson'and Todaro, and a: number ofVCP-supported
scientists (Klement, Freeman, Price, Gilden) reported induction of en
dogenous mouse cell tropic RNA tumor viruses not only in virus resistant
inbred mouse, rat and chicken cells, but also in hamster, pig and baboon
cells. Using RT probes these induced viruses:were shown to have homologous
DNA sequences with the DNA of the cells of homologous species (Gilden,
Scolnick, Todaro).

Evidence for induction of RNA tumor viruses in conjunction with spontaneous
and induced tUmors of hamsters (Task I).:

Huebner, Lane and Hill (manuscript in preparation) found that. tumors
induced in hamsters by bovine papLJ..lonia, polyoma viruses ,and D]1BA each
contained hamster lymphoma virus (HaLV). Although present in amounts
too low to be detectable by EM, reverse transcriptase or gs antigen tests,
it was possible to detect infectious virus in cell:"'free(Molon~yprocedure)

preparations by injecting newborn hamsters. Visceral lymphomas w~re

invariably induced within 100 to 150 days; further passages of the lymphomas
when transmitted by cell-free viral preparationsyieldeG.tumorsmuch
earlier and, in some, detectable gs antigen and virus particles. These
particles apparently do not infect hamster cell cultures in vitro and
therefore are not hamster tropic; however one strain of HaLV derived by
endpoint dilution from a MSV(HaLV) pseudotype (Huebner; Gilden and Kelloff)
produced lymphomas by 21 months in 60%.of hamsters infected'as n~wborns.

Controls were essentially negative.

Evidence that wild·, type endogenous RNA tumor viruses. are oncogenic (Task II) :

It is often stated in the literature (with no good evidence one way or
another) that wild type isolates of typeC RNA tumor viruses are not
oncogenic; this claim is unsubstantiated.

(1) Direct inoculation tests of newborns: Peters, Kelloff an!i Huebner
produced lymphomas in 39% of BALB/c mice;,<:ont:rols had 10% (p~blished

IT 1973). Cell-free extracts of spontaneous BALB/c tumors were injected
into newborn BALB/c mice. Only those tissues whichcontain~~mouseB-cell
tropic virus produced tumors; N.,...tropic virus-containing pre,parat:ions did
not. Since several hundreds of mice were used, the differ~nces,were

quite significant.

(2) As described above, wild type hamster viruses were also shown to be
oncogenic (Huebner, Lane and Gilden, unpublished).

(3) Meier and Taylor demonstrated that a wild type N-tropic virus isolated
from SWR/J mice produced lymphomas and other tumors in newborn SWR/J mice
(unpublished data.)
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(4) Greenberger and Aaronson, in tests of the biological activity of
chemically activated type C virus, produced lymphatic leukemias in newborn
mice of 'a low leukemia incidence strain. Gardner, Theilen, Rickard and
Sarma produced leukemias and sarcomas by injecting newborns with wild type
cat viruses.

Finally, several investigators have reported that viruses activated in
lymphomas induced by graft versus host reactions readily induced lymphomas
when injected into newborns of the parental line.

Evidence that natural high expression of endogenous viruses are associated
with high levels of early spontaneous cancer and the evidence concerning
the influence of host genes (H2) and immune responses. (Tasks II, III, IV):

It is nearly axiomatic that mouse ~trains,havihg extremely high rates of
leukemia early in life have adequately high titers of infectious RNA tumor
viruses in their tissues; they also have a relatively short life span.
Examples of the extreme situation are AKR, C58, DBA/2 strains, and ,the
hr/hr-hairless congenic variant of ,the HRS/J strain. The latter is most
intere~ting and has been studied by Meier , Taylor and Heihiger, and
Huebner. The hr/hr homozygote develops 50-60% lymphomas within 12 months,
but the congenic hr/+ heterozygote develops only 2-7%; both categories of
mice which appear in the same litter seem to have approximately the same
amount of wi14 type infectious virus in their tissues. Further studies
of the possible effect of·. immune responses __ on the discordant tumor
incidences revealed the following: '

(1) Treatment of hr/+ and +/+ tumor-resistant mice for several months
with azothioprine, a powerful immunosuppressant, resulted in 50-60%
incidences of lymphoma in both strains; treatment of the hr/hr mice
did not increase the tumor incidence appreciably. It was concluded
that the hr/hr mice lacked immune responses present in hr/+.

(2) Quantitative st~dies of immune-responses of the hr/+ and hr/hr
mice revealed significantly lower humoral responses to tetanus toxoid
in the hr/hrmice; suggesting that the defectiveness of immune
surveillance mechanisms in hr/hr may be responsible for the high tumor
incidence (Heiniger and Meier).

Correlations of magnitude of virus expressions with.incidences of lymphoma:

In ourFY 1973 report we described a collaborative study with Meier and
Taylor of the Jackson Laboratories wherein a predictable correlation was
found between RNA virus gsantigen expressions detected shortly after birth
and the incidence of tumors which occurred much later in life. It was
possible to predict that 80-90% of thegs-positive mice would develop cancer.

A recent report by Lilly (Einstein College of Medicine) provided highly
significant data on F2's and backcross progeny from BALB/c-AKR matings
which showed a high degree of correlation between infectious RNA virus
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Total

18124 (75%)

39/75 (52%)

10/36(28%)

4/28 (-14%)

7/150 (5%)

titers and subsequent leukemias' and other cancers during the lifetime of
the mice. The virus titers were determined in quantitative, XC 'tests of
tail extracts (Klement, Rowe and Hartley technique):

LEUKEMIA INCIDENCE AMONG (BALB/c x AKR) x AKR BACKCROSS MICE,
ACCORDING TO MuLV TITER AT 6 WEEKS OF AGE

Virus Titer H_2k /H_2k H_2k /H_2d

3.3 - 3.0 11/15 (73%) 7/9 (78%)

2.9 2.0 23/27 (60%) 17/38 (45%)

-l.9 - 1.0 9/22 (41%) 1/14 ( 7%)

0.9 - 0.3 1/14 ( 7%) 3/14 (21%)

None 6/64 ( 9%) 1/86 ( 1%)

These findings plus the RNA virus-suppressing power of the homozygous
gs- gs- C57BL/10/Sn mice when used in crosses with the nearly 100% virus
positive LC wild mice (described above) which normally develop high
incidences of virus-induced lymphoma and paralysis provide a strong case
for the presence of specific oncogenes in endogenous wild type RNA tumor
viruses.

As is the case for non-oncogenic viruses of mammals, the characteristic
generic properties of the RNA tumor viruses, which in all cases that have
been properly tested are shown to be present, should not be a.ssumed to be
absent in other situations merely because a specific new isolate or strain
hasn't yet been tested properly.

Although most natural viruses of natural hosts rarely produce serious
disease, most often producing inapparent or subclinical infections, no one
doubts that poliovirus causes poliomyelitis, or that adenoviruses, para
myxoviruses or rhinoviruses cause a variety of respiratory illnesses. The
evidence for oncogenic capacity on the part of bonafide type C and B RNA
tumor viruses is just as unequivocal. While it will be necessary to
establish without question the oncogenic capability of new wild type
isolates, particularly the new xenotropic viruses, the logical assumption
must be that they do possess the properties of the generic groups to which
they belong: greater responsibility for providing proof resides with those
who would assume that oncornaviruses are not oncogenic. Prevalent viruses
natural to a species rarely show anything like a 1:1 relationship of virus
with disease; it is likely to be closer to 1:1000. Many factors, including
dosage, virulence, genetic factors, age, immune responses, etc., must
conspire together to produce overt disease. A congregation of these same
factors are required in the case of RNA tumor viruses.
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RNA tumor yiruses in in vitro transformation of cells:

(I) Rat cells treated with appropriate doses of IdU followed by appropriate
treatment of 3MC presented evidence of activation of endogenous rat type C
virus (RaLVgs antigen) simultaneously with accelerated neoplastic trans
formation (Freeman, Price, Gilden, Huebner; published).

(2) Ten BALB/c mo~se cell lines, each infected with a wild type B-tropic
BALB/c virus, b~,came transformed within 10 subcultures and when inoculated
produced tumors ~n syngeneic newborn mice (Freeman, Zimmerman, Huebner).

-{3) Rat cells transformed by chemicals or polyoma virus, while free of
demonstrable over,t RNA virus, reverse transcriptase or gs antigen, were
shown by Hatanake:t, Gilden and Rhim to contain significant amounts of
virus-specific RNA.

These findings tend to confirm studies reported earlier that rat, hamster
and mouse cells,irifected with appropriate exogenous or with switched~on

endogenous RNA tumor vir,uses unde~go greatly accelerated transformation
in some instances with, and ill: other cases without, carcinogen treatment.

,Current studies designed to determine specificity of the viral influence
on cell transformation include the use of both chemical and specific
immunological inhibitors of RNA tumor virus replication applied to the
cells at various periods prior to the expected transformation.

Attempts to prevent or reduce cancer incidence with RNA tumor virus
vaccines (Task'IV):

Studies of naturCllimmunologi,cal surveillance mechanisms of various types
show effective protection against early neoplastic disease in inbred mice
and also in rats, cats and ,humans. Si,l)lilarly, as described earlier in
this report, the use of ,immune suppressant agents are known to accelerate
the onset. of neoplasia in both humans and mice. The latter is apparent
in humans with organ transplants who are maintained onazothioprine and
other immunosuppressants. Reports by several groups describe increased
incidence pf leUkemia inNZB and hr/+ mice when given prolonged treatment
with azothioprine starting in early life (Mellors, Meier and Heiniger).
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Earlier in this report we described virus-specific neutralizing antibodies
which develop spontaneously in most strains of mice versus the so-called
X-tropic virus (Aaronson, Hartley, Huebner and Capps). Immune response
genes are known to determine high and low incidences of neoplasia and of
RNA tumor virus e~ressions. Since this information is comparatively well
defined in numerous inbred and hybrid mouse strains, VCB scientists
(Huebner, Lane, Capps and Kelloff) in collaboration with scientists at
The Jackson LahClra.tory (Meier, Taylor, Heiniger), Flow Laboratories (Gilden
cnd associates), and Microbiological Associates (Peters, Nims) developed a
systematic program to see if formalin-killed virus-specific RNA tumor virus
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vaccines could be made which would produce neutralizing antibodies capable
of preventing of modifying not only virus expression andreplieation but
also the leukemias and other cancers of inbred mice.

Earlier experiments by Rauscher, Sibal and Fink established. the feasibili.ty
of formalin-killed vaccines in prevention of the murine leukemias produced
by Rauscher virus. Our preliminary results show that it is qU1te possible
to produce virus-specific neutralizing antibodies to natural endogenous
viruses in the sera of mice and rats of a number of strains. The virus
neutralization titers produced varied according to vaccinepo't:ency and the
immunological competence of the mouse strains used. Certain strains of
mice-were "tolerant" to vaccines made from their own virus. These mice,
however, invariably produced large amounts of complete virus during
embryonic and early post-natal life and do not represent the situation
found in most natural species wherein. infectious virus expression is low
or nonexistent during early life.

Using strains. of mice having resistance to type C RNA virus expression
early in life and potent formalin-killed vir.us of the type known to be
associated with spontaneous tumors, it has been possible to Froduce high
titered neutralizing antibody responses during early life, i.e. , by
2 months of age. Antisera from vaccinated mice at dilutions of 1:20 to 1:80
have neutralized as much as 100 focus-forming units of th'elive virus tested
in tissue cultures.

The viral specificities of such antisera are critical in establishing that
the antibodies neutralize virus in specific fashion and. do. not produce
non-specific precipitation. Thus immunologically distinct viruses were
used for vaccine production. When given to weanling mice (3 to4 injections
at l4-day intervals) of those strains known to give good ~une responses,
quite respectable amounts of neutralizing antibodies were produced which
were specific. The results shown in the following table clearly indicate
that high titered virus-specific neutralizing antibodies can be produced
to endogenous mouse cell-tropic RNA tumor viruses and that these antibodies
can be produced early in life C< 70 days) at a time whenv:i.rus expressions
in resistant mice are still low or undetectable.

NEUTRALIZATION OF SPECIFIC VIRUSES

Vaccine AKR SLV WM RLV
made from 10 20 40* 10 20 40 10 20 40 10 20 40

-AKR (virus) 100** 98 75 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

SLV 0 0 0 100 99 92 NT 0 0 0

Wild
/

0 0 0 0 0 0Mouse 100 99 70 NT
-'

RLV 29 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 73 41 0

*Reciprocal of serum dilution.
**Percent foci neutralized.
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Thus it appears q~te feasible to utilize vaccine-induced antibodies to
modify natural virus expressions and in the process delay ~r probably
prevent tumors associateawith demonstrable virus later in life.

In order to reduce. the time factors in getting needed answers, careful
selection of te§t ~ystems .and of appropriate vaccines become very
critical. AlS()~ die. cos~.s of vaccine production are very high.

Current vaccine projects are being done in collaboration with Meier and
Taylor using AKRand.Grossvaccines produced by Flow Laboratories and
Electro-Nucleonics. The experiments will be performed in various mouse

-strains which will. be treated. by chemical carcinogens, and in SWR/J/AKR.
and BALB/c/AKR hybrids. The female parent will be immunized and the
young progeny as well. The incidences of tumors in these ilybrids is 100%
at 4 months of age when ENU is given at an appropriate dose on the 16th
day of pregnancy. -
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Important Specific Observations by VCB Scientists on a SectiQn Basis.

,r

Under conditions by which viruses have been induced from tissue culture
cell lines derived from several different strains of mice, NIH Swiss
mouse embryo cells were consistently virus-negative. Antigens which
immunologically cross-react with two mouse type C viral polypeptides,
p30 and p12, were partially purified from NIH Swiss cell extracts. The
type-specific antigenicities of these polypeptides were distinct from
those of known strains of virus including the two endogenous type C
viruses of BALB/c mouse cells, but were indistinguishable from the
corresponding polypeptides of a type C virus obtained by passage of
human tumor cells in immunosuppressed NIH Swiss mice. These findings
suggest that the block to expression of an endogenous virus of. NIH Swiss
cells is at a level beyond that of production of two of its structural
polypeptides.

Genetic studies have revealed the presence of multiple genetic loci for
virus induction in mouse cells of different strains. Biologically
distinguishable viruses can be activated at distinct loci. These
findings, along with findings that virus-specific DNA is present in the
high molecular weight DNA of mouse cells, indicate. that type Cviruses
are naturally integrated within the mouse cell genome. Genetic factors
affecting inducibility and persistence of different endogenous viruses
have been detected and are currently being studied.

Molecular Biology Section:

Two genetic loci for induction of RNA type C virus in BALB/cmouse embryo
cells have been shown to segregate independently in backcross embryo
cell lines. The viruses at these loci are shown to be biologically
distinguishable. The first codes for activation of a virus that grows
preferentially in NIH Swiss embryo cells. The second locus codes for
activation of the virus that grows poorly, :f.f·at all, in NIH Swiss or
BALB/e-cells, but replicates well ina rat cel~ line. These findings
suggest that the loci forvirus-indl1ction "in B'ALB/c cells represent
structural. genetic information for type C viruses.

The immunologic response of different strains of mice to the natural
expression of their endogenous type C viruses has been examined.
Hightitered neutralizing antibodies have been detected to endogenous
virus of the class that grows in rat, but not in mouse, cells. The
findings indicate the widespread occurrence of endogenous viruses of

1

this class and the ability of the mouse to immunologically respond to
a type C virus whose mode of transmission is identical to that of
cellular genes.



Morphologic revertants of sarcoma virus transformed non-producer cells
have been isolated. These show normal cell morphology buts.ti_ll contain
the sarcoma viral genome. Both cellular and sarcoma viral mutants have
been obtained by this approach. These are being characterized to define
the viral and cellular functions involved in expression of sarcoma virus
trnasformation.

MSV non-producer cells have been of particular interest because they
provide a model system with many similarities to the human tumor cell.
Non-producer cells haye been found to lackany detectable transplantation
antigens, in contrast to RNA virus"::,,producing transformed cells or DNA
transformed cells, which are highly antigenic. The non-producer cell
has~however, recently, been shown to contain an MSV-associated cell surface
antigen, which is being studied to· determine its involvement in the
transformation "process.

Ecology and Epizoology Section:

This section recently reported the induction and isolation of a virus
identical with RDl14from virus~free sublines of an established cat kidney
cell culture (Crandell). In more recent studies, evidence was obtained
to suggest that the RDl14 viral genome is widespread in apparently normal
cats. Thus, virus-free cultures of diverse cat cells derived from normal
or tumor tissues contained covert RDl14-like viruses inducible with
5-iododeoxyuridine'(IdtJ) • Infectich:1s virus was isolated from each of 16
cat cell cultures derived from 9 cats, which included 6 cultures of diverse,
normal embryonic tissues from 6 cats, one subline, CRFK, of the Crandell
cat cell line, arid 7 single cell clones we prepared from subline C-C
of the same Crandell cat cell line.

Continuous cell liries of cat origin were examined for covert endogenous
type C viruses"byinductionand cell co-cultivation techniques. Nine
cell lines examined yielded a virus similar to RDl14 virus. In addition,
four of the nine cUftures also yielded FeLV-like isolates which replicate
preferentially in human rhabdomyosarcoma cell line RD. Studies are
in progress to characterize these s~spected endogenous FeLV isolates •

. These preliminary studies suggest that cats have two completely different,
genetically transmitted endogenous type C viruses, the RDl14 virus and FeLV

Virus-neutralizing envelope antibodies against one or more envelope
antigenic types were found in the sera of 13 of 59 (22%) cats without
-neopla~ia and in 9 of 38 (23.7%) cats with neoplastic disease, but not
in the sera of 36 veterinarians or in 33 laboratory personnel working
in two laboratories engaged in feline leukemia research.
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Viral Genetics Section

Primate type C viruses (woolly and gibbon) were found to b~ highly related
to each other, immunologically, using radioimmunoassays and 125r-labelled
purified viral polypeptides. Viral antigen was detected in spontaneous
primate tumors from woolly and gibbon tissue, but not in rhesus tumor
tissue. The finding of antigen in the turil.ortissue suggestedtha.tthese
primates might be higher mammalian analogues of mice and 'cats and that
type C viral DNA transcript did not show that gibbons and woolly monkeys
carry homologous type C viral genomes. Consequently, these "primate"
type Cviruses ma.y represent an example of oncoger.ic epigenetic transmission
and/or novel natural expression of type C viruses in primates.

Murine mammary tumor viral (MMTV) systems are being, intensively studied.
Clones of high and low expressor cells from MMTV cell lines suggest that
transcriptional regulation of the integrated MMTV genume (asDN;A) is a
critical determinant in MMTV expression. All mouse strains examined
contained multiple copies of MMTV information-asDNAan<;l differences
between strains were not noted in spite of 1,QOO-fold differences in viral
expression in vivo and absolute differences in mannnary tumor incidence in
different strains of inbred mice.

MMTV viral polymerase in the milk of mice was ,shown to differ, from type C
polymerase iIi size, immunologically and biochemically. Both MMTV and
MP-MV RNA-dependent DNA polymerases prefer }ig++ as adivaleti't ,cation when
synthetic templates are employed and type C viruses;:prefer M!l4+,. This
distinction in type C and B viral enzymes has provided an iimportant means
of quantifying MMTV in tissue culture. '

'"Levels of MMTV-RNA and antigen in murine cell lines can be stimulated 10-50-
fold using dexamethasone. For the first time it is possible to detect
significant levels of MMTV specific DNA polymerase in mur~necell cultures.
This method of increasing ill vitro MMTVproduction may proyideasource of
large quantities of MMTV for biological, immunological and ,biochemical
characterization.
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Solid Tumor Virus Section

The association of herpesviruses with some human and animal tumors has been
amply documented in the literature,' Essentially all of the studies carried
out to date have attempted to directly impl'icate herpesvirusesasoncogenic
agents based on "guilt by association". Although studies within. the veB
have taken note of this association between herpesviruses and tumors,
analysis of ,theda.t'isuggests tha~ while herpesviruses may play an ancillary
role in oncogenic t!~Ilsformation, the herpesvirus genome, in itself, has
not been shown to be oncogenic ..., In order to acquire more direct evidence
concerning herpesviruses aIldf:Umors,. studies have been directed towards
elucidating the mecKanism of herpesvirus latency, with particular emphasis
on the Epstein-Barr (EB) virus in.human lymphoblastoid cells.

Evidence that the EB virus genome r~sides in human cells in a repressed
state was obtaine"d. usi.ng a producer cell line (P3HR';;:'I) made resistant to
BmiR. The 1?3HR-"-1(BU) cells carrying a repressed virus genome showed no
expression of thYmidine kinase' (dTK)" enzyine, while cells where spontaneous
virus activati:onhadoccurred did show a positive dTKpathwayof DNA
synthesis. Subs~quent studies showed that the virus genomeinnon-prodllcer
cells couldbeac~ivatedbyinco~po!ation into DNA of thymidine analogues
(IdU or BudR). Tb.ese findingssugges'teda m~ans for detailed studies
concerning the association between the'EB virus genome· and the cell genome.

When producer andnon';;:'produceJ:" cells synchronized by the double thymidine
blocking techniqtte were exposed to IdU for 6()min. intervals, it could be
shown that virus activationreq~ired'iIlcorporationof the analogue into DNA
during a criticalperi()d localized' in the cells' early S phase (S';;:'lperiod).
This suggests that EbeDNA made during ,the S';"'lperiod contains unique
sequences which· cOI1trol activation and ..,repression of the EB virus genome.
When the DNA from synchronized non~producercellswas isolated at various
times during t:heS pllaseand hybridized with virus specific cRNA, it was
shown that repl~dati()n of,the resident'repressed EBvirusgenomeoccurs
during the S-l period';whichdoi:ric~deswith'.. the critical period for virus
activation by IdU. These findings: suggest that EB virus activation is
initiated at or near the'· site' of association of the resident virus genome
with cell DNA and that the re~ident: v:trusgenome is physically associated
with early replicai::irig cell DNA•.

The findings,. thu,sfar, have particular' releva:nce to the ultimate objectives
of the VCB and theVCP .. First, this is the first direct evidence tha.t a
naturally occurring latent human herpesv:trusgenome may be associated with
specific cellular DNA., Second, the procedures developed for EBvirus
should have direct application in studies relating to latency by RNA tumor
viruses. Finally ,the;finding,s to date in conjunction with ongoing studies
may furnish direct evidence concerning the role of herpesviruses in
oncogenic transf6rm.ktion, a. role. which undou,btedly is of importance although
it probably does.not include a direct'oncogeni~ potential of the herpesvirus
genome in itself.
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The Viral Leukemiaan4 Lymphoma Branch: conclucts ,researcl:( de:s,i.giledto
elucidate the role of viruses int,he etiology of hutAAnneoplasms,
particularly leukemias, lymphomasandsarcoUl~s.,. A variety of scientific
approaches are USE;d which provide ,a bro.ad base of knowledge8cpplicable
to the identification and isolation of,human,oncogeni.cagents'and the
prevention or control of. the disease as it occurs inman. M~re
specifically, the Branch encompasses ."a, range of scientific #.s,~iplines
including molecular biology, genetics, ini:m:unology,biochemi~t'l:'y",pathology,

and cell culture techniques • In the pasty~a'l:'~the ~lIlphasis'has been away
from model systems to the more direct study of human'materials.

The Section of Viral Pathologyexertl;a mul£idisfiplinary apprqach
towards the in vivo and in vitro study of viral. oncogenesis.".,ThearE;as
of study include virology, inmlllnology, ,pat,ftogenesisa.nd t~e i.nt,~rferon

system, and are pursued emphasizing s~veralv;Lra1.,:hiduced 'a.nd,. s,pontaneous
leukemias and sarcomas. The Section of Genetics, seeks to 6b~~,in' .
comprehensive knowledge of the biology and biochemistryofsarcQ:ma and
leukemia viruses and conducts quantita.tiv~s,tudiesonthein~era.ctionof
oncogenic viruses and cells to. determine .the mechanisms of "yiral
replication and cellular transformation a:t the ~o1E~cular .i~vel:' The
Section of Primate, Viruses conducts studies, todete'l:'llline tfte,pathologic
factors of both tumor viruses and the hosts.which,they inf~ct tha.t are
involved in the oncogenic process.. Particui8.;l:' emphasis is, plafed on
herpes virus oncogenesis and' cellular "susceptibility"gen,es; particularly
those genes of man that predispose individuals to the deve1.opment of, '
cancer. The,Section of Viral Biochemistrypians and c~nd'Uct:~studies
to detect viruses and their constituents,i,nhuman tumor cells by, biological
and biochemical methods. The Section of ttinnunology~xamines",'theantigenic

nature of oncogenic viruses and the induced twnors as well"a,s the .. immune
response of the host to viral· infectipn andtllID.0l:'q.eye1.opmen:t.'';rhe
Section of Tumor' Viruses' is conce:rned with cler~.nil1g.... hi' detail the
biological and biochemical properties of tumo;, viruses in order.to under
stand how they may be applied to the,' search. for human tumor. vhuses. A
"helper" assay to "rescue" oncogenic virus informa,t,ion:i;.s cur:r~Iltlybeing
applied to human cell systems. The Section of Clinical Stud:l.es utilizes
information and laboratory techniques derived fr.om investigaticms in yiral
oncology and apP1.iesthese techniques to clinical studies on th.e etiology
and control of cancer . The Office of the, Chief coordin,ates the research
of the various sections while recognizing the'scientif:i.c freedom of the
individual investigators. The office is responsible for establishing
collaborative ef.fortswith investigators In other areas of NIH and .
elsewhere such that information derived from studies within the Branch
is constantly being applied in investigations leading to' a b'etter
understanding of the etiology .of ,human neopl,asia. ' ,. '..

C. VIRAL LEUKEMIA AND LYMPHOMA BRANCH
July 1, 1973 - June 30, 1974
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Potential RNA-containing tumor viruses have been recognized by a number
of methods based onbiolog;i.cal, biochemical, and immunologisa+ properties.
The reverse transcriptase, has provided another potentiallY,ex:tremelY
sensitive method for virus detection.

The discovery thatcerte:tinRNA t,umor viruses have an enzyme capable of
transcribing the:v.iral Irn'A back into DNA has led to the possibility
of using extremely ~,ensitive biochemical probes to search for evidence
of viral eti910gy,of ca,ncers, and especially , cancers iIJ.man. Some of
the potential applic:ationstothe etiology and control of human cancers
are:

1. -The use of sYIJ.thet::ic DNAs produced from the viral !iliA to search for
complementary RNA in ~ll,man t::umors' 'by DlfA··RNA hybridization techniql.1es.

2. The use of highly effective sYIJ.tnetic templates and optimal
enzymatic condit:i.gns to search for viral reverse transcriptase in human
tumor cells.

use of specific; antiserllm prepared against the purified viral
to identify individuals 'that have, been exposed to the viral
It isreasotlableto expect that the antibodies to viral specific
may persist. for much longer periods than the virus itself would

Each of the above approaches are being actively followed by members of the
Viral Leukemia and Lymphoma Branch.

Type G viruses have beeP isolated from baboon tissues • The first isolate
was obtained trom~bal:ioon placenta and the viruswa~ found to grow
well ina variety of heterologous cells, but especially in a dog thymus
line (FC£2Th) • Several additional"iruses were isolated from baboon
spleen, lung, and. testes. The DNA product of an endogenous reaction
hybridizes to normal baboon cell DNA and also to the cellular DNA of
other primates. Vi;a.lexpression (RNA" gsantigen) can be detected in
normal baboon sple~n;testes,andplacenta. Eight to 12 DNA copies are
found per diploid genome in all normal baboons tested. This is the
first demonstration..ofa,group .ofendogenous typeC "iruses in primates.
The finding of related genetic 'information in other primates (rhesus,
green monkey) indicates tg,at they, too, have endogenous type C virus
information•

.Following the il1;:i,.~ial isolation of a,cai: type C "irus (CCC) with
properties "erymuchl,:Lke.the RDl14 virus, several additional "iruses
have been isolC3:te4 fr'qm normal cat tissues which can be shown, to constitute
a group of "irusesclosely related to one another. There is also partial
sequence homologybet~een the ,cat (RDI14/CCC) "irus group and the primate
virus group; thegs.Ci.fr1;igens and reverse transcriptases of viruses of
these two groups share antigenic determinants with one another and their
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pseudotypes·interfere with. o~e another. The resultsiridicate a closer
evolutionary rela.tionship between these two groups of vir1lses that would
not have been expected based on the extensive genetic divergence between
the species.

A reverse transcriptase has beeripurified·from three cases of human
acute myelogenous leukemia in collaboration with Dr. Robert Gallo 's group.
The enzymes have antigenic properties closely related ,to those of the
type Cviruses found in woolly monkeys and gibbon apes. The gibbon ape
viruses, which are highly infectious for primates,doriot seem to be
endogenous primate viruses and may have at one time been derived from

--!odents. However, the enzyme in the particles in the human leukemic
cells has the properties of a ~ype C yiral enzyme, arid its reverse
transcriptase is particularly strongly inhibited by antisera to the gibbon
type C reverse transcriptase group. If further cases of leukemia show the
same characteristic enzyme, it would strongly implicate infectious, as
opposed to endogenous, type C viruses in human acute leukemia.

In 1969, it was proposed that the cells of most or all vertebrate species
contain type C RNA virus genom.es that.are vertically transmitted from
parent to offspring. Depending on the host genotype and various mod'ifying
environmental factors, either virus production or tumor formation, or both,
may develop at some time during the ii.feof these animals or in their
cells when grown in culture. The evidence for this concept was derived
both from cell culture experiments and from a variety of seroepidemiologic
studiesancl was presented as a unifying concept that would be consistent
with the facts 'as they were known at the time.

In the time that has followed, a great deal more ev{dence has accumulated
that provides strong support for the general theory. One particular
prediction that was made was that the genetic information for making an
RNA tumor virus,being present i-il a. repressed fOrlll ina.llcells, would be
potentially ill.ducibleby carcinogenic and/or mutagenic 'agents. Recent
evidence from single cell clones of mouse emb~yocells of both the high
susceptible strain, AKR, and the low susceptible strain; Balb/c, indicate
that every cell clone in culture does contain the information for producing
a type C virus. Infectious virus can be induced from clonal lines of
mouse, rat, and Chinese hamster cells, normal as well as transformed,
which provides dramatic support for the original hypothesis.

One of the major advances in the past year has been the characterization
of the endogenous viruses contained within most,and very likely all,
vertebrate cells. These viruses differ in certain of their properties
frqm the'horizontally transmitted viruses isolated from the same species.
The differences are most extremei.n the case ,of the~\at where there are
two essentially unrelated type C viruses. The first (FeLV) is a,tirus
which can ,be horizontally tran.smitted and can produce tumors. The second,
an endogenous virus, can be isolated from cell linesand primary cultures
from a variety of cat tissues such as, cat embryo cells, kidney cells,
and lung cells. The endogenous type C_virus is unable to grow in most cat
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cells, but, grows readily in primate cells. It will appear spontaneously
from continupus lines',c:if ca.t cells and the probability of appearance can
be increasedby ,tre~tingthecellswith thymidine analogs. Six independent
cat cell cultures havey;i-~lded, either spontaneously or upon induction,
a virus with propertJes indi~tinguishable£romthe prototype endogenous
cat virus, RD-114. The cat, , theIl, 'offers' a unique species in which to
test the relative contribution oferidogenousand exogenously added viruses
in the developmelltof'paturally occurring tumors in that species.

As a general rule, endogenous viruses of several species are unable to
reinfect the cells from which the virus is produced. The cat viruses
(RDI14/CCC group) dO ,not grow inmost cat celIs, but grow readily in
primate cells.Thebaboonviruses~onot infect most normal baboon cells,
but grow readily indClg':cells ~ A group of mouse viruses grow readily
in rabbit cells, butnqt in mouse cell,.s. In addition, endogenous viruses
have been, obtained, from, 'several otherspecfes; ,Chinese hamster, Syrian
hamster, rat and pig~, In all of these cases,the virus does not infect
an4 grow well in cl~lles,of the species that produce the virus. Virus
'production in., several species begins' spontaneously in long-term cell
cultures; the'probab11itY,of.virus rele~se, however, can be increased by
treating the cells ,. Vliththymidine ' analogs , 'such as' iododeoxyuridine.
The findings inth~'pastyear inmouse'c~ll lines suggest the possibility
that ,spontaneom;;ly;, 't!,~ns,formed, ~ellsinore'readily release their endogenous
virus than dountransf0rinedcells. The following table shows those species
in which it has now}een shown that complete virogene info,rmation is
present in normal somatic cells of the species •

. Sped,es Where a Com-plete Virogene is
KrioWilto be Present' iIi,Normal Cells

Chicken'
Chinese hamster*
Syrian hamster
Mouse*
Rat*
Cat*
Pig
Baboon

* Single cell clones spontaneously
pt:'od~ce virus, in.longt~rm culture

The isolation of type P viru~es, fro~ reptiles, birds, as well as mammals
would suggest that they have evolv,edcas the organism has evolved for
many millions of years ,ap,d that the,' spel:ies specific proteins will have
evolved in much the s~e waytha~ser,um alpumins, globulins, and other
proteins have evolved. ,The genetic,relatedness, of the group-specific
antigens and the reyersetraIlscriptases may well, theIl, be used as an
index of the genetic relatedness of the species from which the type C
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virus was derived. Obviously, thosecviruse~ derived from higher mammals,
and especially primates, wilLbe the most related to ,tIie, v;irusesthat
come to be obtained from man,. The VLLB . i.s concent:'rat~hg 0'n the eIldogenous
primate type C viruses, because they should have erl.oughg~netic relatedness
so that an antiserum produced to, the pu;rified polymeras'e.or the purified
group specific antige,n.should show someaj)ility torecogp:Lzetype C
viruses isolated from human tissues,' unless, of course:, •.a;.•, situation
exists in primates similar to that ill: cats where the endogenous' type C
virogene is very different from a horizontally transmitted virus also in
that species.

Jhe system involving the activation of the type C virus has obv1.ou·s
superficial similarities to the lysogenic system in bacteria. However,
in many ways virogene in4uctioIl might beconsideredmqre analogous to
the switching on,of a differentiated func.tionby vertebreite cells~ Either
spontaneously or after addition of asmalimolecule, tl1e •. cell
begins producing proteins whose genes 'eire normally repressed and assemble
a rather complex package for export from the cell.. Br~U has 'been known
to greatly affect the differentiated., state in cUltu;e and to both increase
and decrease the rate of onJ.-y partiCl.:I.expressiou· o( :~liral genetic information.
However, upon induction, new viral IDlA rapicily. appeeirs. , '. Clearly;' then,
one major control in this system is.atthe level.o.f transcript: ion.
Whether there will be additionalcont:rols at the leieJ,?f'tranf;lation
remains to be resolved. The induction of a lysogenic. prophage involves
the excision of that genetic informat'ion from theba~terial chromosome
and also the lysis of the cell. In .theinduction qf .tJiPe Gvirus, the
cells produce virus but do not die;' whether this, too; involves an
excision mechanism is not .', clear. It is possible that the system works
entirely by reading 9ff cellular .gehes.Soin a sense'"the cell lines
that produce endogenous virus'would nbt be replic3.tingthe virus, but
would, rather, be transcribing and translating information that is part of
their natural genetic makeup.

Other Research Developments in the Branch

The Kirsten sarcoma virus was found to be a recombinant between Kirsten
murine type C virus and sequences in rat cells. At least part of the
rat sequences are homologous to rat typeC virus produced from NRK cells.
The results suggest that transduction of oncogenic information has occurred.

3 ,' ..•
Employing an H~DNA copy of mouse mammary tumor virus, RNA or the Kirsten
strain of murine leukemia virus RNA, it was shown that the DNA from a
variety of mouse cells, even those. not producing virus, ," gave readily
detectable hybridization reactions'~ With' the type a,probes, the DNA
from NIH 3T3 and feral mouse cultures had lower levels·6fhybridization
than seen with DNA from RIll, Balblcor C57 Bll6mice~These differences
might represent partial homology betweenthevirai genomes present in NIH
Swiss and feral mouse cells and the Ki.rstenmuririe leukemia probes, and/or
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of cells which survive the MuLV superinfection. These effects have been
quantitated and have been compared to MuLV infection of normal and
non-producer mouse cells where no obvious changes of this- type are seen.

S+L- 3T3FL cells are equally sensitive to N- and B-tropic viruses unlike
almost all other cell lines reported to date. The presence of the S+L
MSV genome in'the~e cells is not responsible for the enhanced sensitivity;
S+L- Balb/3T3 a.ridS+L- NIH/3T3 cells sti.il retain. their original host
range restrictions. Surprisingly, untransformed 3T3FL cells also are
equally susceptible to N- and B-tropic leukemia viruses even though the
original 3T3 line from which they were derived is clearly 'type B. Cloning
experiments showed that the 3T3FL line is not a mixture of B- and N-type
eells, and thus they appear to represent a cell lin~ in which the Fv-l
gene is either missing or is not.expressed.

Mouse x human hybrid cells, uniquely segregating mouse chromosomes, have
been used to determine the influence of the human and mouse genomes on the
replication'of mouse tropic and xenotropic strains of MuLV. The complete
human genome doe.s not inhibit the replicatioll of mouse N-, B-, or NB-tropic
viruses. The Fv-l·locus exerted its viral'restrictive functions in the
hybrid cells. The replication ofaxenotropic MuLV strain, AT-124, was
completely inhibited in hybrids having a complete or nearly complete
mouse chromosome content.

Ce;tain avia.n nontransformed fib]:"osarcoma cells, which aregs+ and cellular
helper factor positive, absorbed ,.the activity of the chicken. anti-Bryan
strain Rous sarcoma virus (B-RSV) serum to the envelope antigen of B-RSV,
indicating the presence of CSA common to B-RSV-envelope antigen. This
suggests that possible human oncogenic viruses can be searched for by
examining' VEA on the. cell surface withanti-VEi\ serum.

The H_2b antigen. on EL4 c,ells and the G surface antigens of Ea\:;2 cells,
treated once W:1.thO.l% formalin and stored. at 4°C in EBSS for 3 months
were well preserved; formalin-treated tumor cells may thus provide a
stable antigen source, for ~unotherapy and prophylaxis ,without
biohazard problems.

Specific antibodies to the RNA-dependent DNA polymerase (RDDP) of murine
type C viruses have beenisola~ed from the renal glomeruli of both leukemic
and nonleukemic AKR mice. The antibodies-were shown to have sedimentation
coefficients of 26St028S and 5S to 78 ,and to be both IgM and IgG .classes •
This further proves the lack of immunologic tolerance.

The American Burkitt Lymphoma Registry has been continued and expanded.
An additional twelve patients have been added in the past six months and
a cell line has. been established from one ,of these patients. Although
sensitive biochemical assays have demonstrated that four patients with
American BL had no EBV genome in any of their tissues, specimens taken from
a more recent case of American BL contained EBV, and virus-associated
antigens were readily induced by IdU. Serological studies demonstrated
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might be related to the fact that neitherpf these cells a'['e inducible
to form a complete type C virus, and may lack an essenti~lv~ral

component necessary for complete viral expression.

The mouse cell line Balblc 3T3 and its derivatives transformed either
spontaneously or by treatment with a variety of agents including
methyJcholanthrene and X-irradiation were analyzed .for cytoplasmic RNA
complementary to DNA products from the Kirsten strain ofmuFine sarcoma
leukemia virus and from an endogenous type C virus of Balb/e 3T3. While
none of these clonal lines spontaneously release virus theya,ll contained
RNA which was partially homologous toa port~on of the35S RNA isolated
from these viruses. The parental cell line, Balblc 3T3,contained a low
level of viraT-related RNA. There was an increased amount of this RNA in
some of the transformed cells.

A new host range class of endogenous-lIlur~ne type C viruses has been
identified which are unable to replicate in any mouse cell line tested
so far, but replicate well in a variety of other mammalian cells, including
rhesus monkey, dog, mink, and rat cells. Because of the sensitivity of
the rabbit cell line, SIRC, for detecting this group of yirl1ses, they have
been called "S-tropic".viruses. By host range properties/an~ by nucleic
acid hybridization-studies, this new class of viruses ca~ be distinguished
from both "N-" and "B_" tropic murine type C viruses. The S-tropic
virus is preferentially induced by halogenated pyrimidines. from the Balbi
3T3 line, although low levels of N-tropic type C virus are also produced.
S-tropic virus has also been shown to be spontaneously. rel~ased from
certain Balb/3T3 derived cell lines. Balb/c splenocytes preferentially
release S-tropic type C virus after inducti<m and also .after .graft-versus
host or mixed splenocyte reactions. Spleens from older Balb/canimals
generally contain S-tropic virus, whereas young animals do not. Normal
weanling mice of C57BI, CBA, DBA, NZB,C58, and AKR strains have
S-tropic virus. The S-tropic viruses from Balb/c ce!llsand the S-tropic
viruses from NIH Swiss cells are related, but different.

A tissue culture system using an SV40-transformed human cell line has been
developed to study the transforming effect of various sarcom~ virus pseudo
types. This continuous line offers several advantages compared to diploid
cells; transformed foci are recognized within five days, and the system
lends itself to easy quantitation of transformation. Another
transformation system using a mink cell line has proven to be useful for
transformation assays since the S-tropic mouse viruses as well as both
groups of cat viruses arid both theirifec::t±ous and endogenous primate
viruses grow readily in these cells. Pseudo types of mouse sarcoma,
feline sarcoma, and woolly monkey sarcoma virus have been produced and
the same mink cell has been transformed by sarcoma viruses from these
three different species. Using these cells, i.t has bee~pbssible to
generate feline sarcoma transformed non-producer cells as well as mouse
sarcoma virus transformed non-producer cells. Each of these can be
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rescued by a variety of .typ.e C viruses enabling the study of pseudotypes
with sarcoma and leukemia virus information derived from_d~fferent species.

The single hit interaction ofmousece~ls with the murine sarcoma virus
results in sarcoma positive-leukemia negative (S+L-) cells which release
a noninfectious particle. The RNA of these fragile particles or nucleoids
from one S+V- line consists of several sizes. The 28S virion RNA is
interesting in that this size of RNA does contain sarcoma-leukemia virus
specific sequences, although this is smaller than the murine leukemia viral
subunit size. Additiorialdemonstration of its viral nature is the
presence of covalently linked polyadenylate sequences at the.3'-terminal.
In another S+L.... mouse cell subline apparent multimeric aggregates of
28SRNA exist, seen as 56, 68,and.80Sstructures.

Human S+L- cells have·been invest~gated.indetail. Sarcoma virus was
rescued from the human amnionS+L--cells with RDll4 virus and was used
to generate new human S+t- cells inL-132 human lung cells. These new
human lung S+L..,. cells were analogous to thehuman.amnion S+L- cells. Both
were transformed,expressed the stable gs-l marker of murine leukemia
virus and contained cryptic murine sarcoma virus rescuable by various
helper viruses. Neither human S+L- cell line had type C particles.
After induction by several chemical agents, human S+L- cells failed to
yield infectious sarcoma or helper .viruses.

The understanding of the proces~of reversion of S+L- cells to apparently
normal cells was approached in several ways. Initially, it was asked
whether there are chemical agents-which can significantly enhance reversion
frequency. Two such agents, colcemidand fluorodeoxyuridine each could
raise the reversion frequency by a factor of fifty. These revertants
were compared to spontaneous revertants in terms of sarcoma virus rescue,
agglutinability, chemical induction, saturation density, growth in soft
agar, virus susceptibility, spontaneous retransformation, and chromosomal

- makeup. All the features of chemically derived revertants were essentially
identical to properties of spontaneous revertants except that
fluorodeoxyuridine-derived revertants had a lower chromosome number than
the parental S+L-cells. An.important finding was that in rare instances
a back-transformed cell demonstrated a rescuable sarcoma virus genome,
tmplyingthat reversion from the transformed state in S+L- cells was
phenotypic. To determine which. chemical or physical agents increase the
reversion frequency, a rapid screening assay was developed for the
detection of revertants if these occurred at very low frequencies. This
was based on the fact that S+L- tIlousecells but not revertants infected
with leukemia virus underwent a.secondary~orphologicalchange accompanied
by reduced adhesion to the surface. On simple .washing of the leukemia
virus infected monolayers, only revertants were seen as colonies.

The S+L- type of MSV-transformed mouse cell responds to MuLV superinf.ection
by a characteristic morphological change and a markedly decreased
plating efficiency, followed by the eventual selection of a subpopulation
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the need for measuring all EBV-associated antibodies since a previously
IIEBV-negative" American BL serum (no VCA, EA;orMA) was shown- to have
antibody to the EBV-associated nuclear antigen (EBNA). Retesting of all
the American BL patients demonstrated that only one case is entirely
negative for antibody to all of the EBV..,..associated antigens. Antibody
to the leukemia associated nuclear antigen (LANA), which has been described
in the two EBV--negative cases of African Burkitt's lymphoma, was found in
30% of sera from AmericanBL cases and generally correlated with a poor
prognosis. Studies on the genetics o£ Burkitt1s tumor demonstrated a high
incidence ofHLA type 1 'and 8 in patients with American BL. It. is of
interest that these HLA types have a.lsobeen found in an increased
frequency in patients with Hodgkin1s disease. Skin test studies performed
in lymphoma patients using antigens prepared from EBV-containingcell lines
and control cell lines indicate that lymphoma patients show an increased
reactivity against,antigens on the surface of lymphoid lines derived from
cancer patients, but not from cell lines derived from normal individuals.
In vitro studies evaluating cell-mediatedim:munityto EBValso indicate
that there is a parallel relationship between humoral and cell-mediated
im:munity to EBV-associated antigens in lymphoma pa.tients, although the
correlation is not a complete one.

Two-hundred sera from five stages of nasopharyngeal carcinoma (NPt),
African Burkitt lymphoma (AfBL) patients, controls and patients having tumors
of the cervix, head and neck and liver when tested to four EBV antigens
(early antigen (EA}, virus capsid antigen (VCA), EBnuclearantigen (EBNA),
and soluble antigen (S» showed that antibodies to two of theseEBV
antigens were quite significant. The EA,antibody in NPC' sera· gradually
increased (from clinical stage 1 - 5) and even thoughEA titers were -higher
in AfBL, these were not as high as in NPC. All other groups have
practically no antibody titers toEA. Therefo:re,EA antibody titers suggest
a direct relationship to theprogressidri of NPC. Similarly, the titers
to S antigen in NPC sera was significantly higher in clinical stage 1
of NPC,whereas titers to EA, VCA and EBNAwere much lower. This finding
also suggests that S antigen maybe of prognostic value in,NPC.

Sera from owl and marmoset monkeys developing lymphoma and leukemia
contained Herpes virus saimiri (HVS) EA antibody which reacted with
nuclear antigen in two distinct patternss'imilar to those reported for EBV.
No EA antibody was detectable in owl monkeys which did not develop neoplasia;
however, other antibodies to HVS antigens (CFand late antigen,
neutralizing) were present. This finding suggests that antibody response
to EA may be a 'very useful marker to indicate lymphoproliferation or
cell transformation. The squirrel monkey which is the natural host of
HVS rarely contains EA antibody.

Other Activities within the Branch

In addition to their intramural research activities, several of the senior
investigators within the Branch spent a substantial portion of their
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time in support of the Viru~ Cancer Program. The members eerve as
Chairmen, Vice:-Chairmen, Work Group members and Executive~Secretaries

of segments of the Program. They pr()vide scientific guidance as Project
and Assistant Project Officers on research contracts supported by the
Virus Cancer Prog;am.

The activities of. the VCP and the direction ot' the internal research program
of the Branch are aimE!d. at the common goal of the determination of the
viral etiology of h~man cancer. It is apparent that the efforts of the
Branch membE!rs hav~. p+ayed asigll.ificant role ill the progress of the VCP
to date. Thebroadsfientific perspective developed by these investigators
in their VCP activities has also contributed significantly to the direction
of the Branch program for the attainment of research goals.

The effective functi0ll.ing of seniol:.. p~rsonnel in dual capacities, Le.,
in-house research and program administration, requires a delicate balance
of effort. It must be realized through constant monitoring, that such a
balance doesexist.ang. over-emphasis in either d.irectionwouldbe to .the
detriment of both program~. Itllas b.ecome clearer during. the past year
that an understa1l.ding CJJ t.l:le suspected relationship between tumor viruses
and human neoplas~a Fequires an interaction between, among others, highly
skilled molecular biologists,epideI!liologists, cell biologists ,and
physicians, along with sound and constructive administrative support;
the answers willcon,te from.no onedis~iplinealone.
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IV. CONTRACT PROGRAM

A. Research Logic for the VCP (See Chart.)

B. Major Program Modifications of Viral Oncology Contracts

Flexibility within a program is necessary if effective program management
is to provide responsiveness to changing program needs~ Tbis requires
constant monitoring and evaluation of each scientific project in terms
of need, priority and relevance to specific program objectives within the
framework of available funds. This task is time consuming and requires
constant attention because of the number of contracts-to be monitored,
the complexity of many 6f the contracts, and the necessity for reappraisal
of their scientific objectives as priorities, degrees of relevance, and
need, change in the light of accomplishments, failures, and newer
information.

One early accomplishment of the planning team of the Special Virus Cancer
Program was the recognition of this need for flexibility so that the
program would be responsive to changing requirements. Indeed, it is
pro.gram management of this type which -in part separates the contract
support mechanism from the grant support mechanism.

This report is a summary documentation of major modifications of contracts
within the Viral Oncology Area for the period ending June 30, 1974. The
actions include (1) termination, (2) modification of workscope, (3) change
of emphasis within existing workscope, and (4) initiation of new contracts.
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July 1, 1973 - June 30, 1974

ACTION PREDOMINANT REASONS
NO. OF CONTRACT

MODIFICATIONS

00
~

Modification of existing
works cope

Modi fi.cation ofexi sti ng
workscope

Change of emphasis works cope

Decrease acti vity of low
priority

Expansion of activity of high
priority

To exploit new informatlon,
to respond to changing
program priorities, to
provide maximum program
f1 exi bil ity

9

5

"3

)
)
) 14
)

Termination
Termination
Termination
Termination

New contract
New contract

TOTAL NUMBER OF CONTRACT MODIFICATIONS

Work successfully completed
No longer high priority
Insufficient progress
Tr~ns fer to other programs

Satisfy program needs
Provide better management of

large efforts

3
9
4
2

27
3

65

)
)
)
)

)
)

18

30

.~ J



SPECIFIC MAJOR PROGRAM MODIFICATIONS OF VIRAL ONCOLOGY CONTRACTS I

July 1. 1973 - June 30, 1974

BREAST CANCER VIRUS SEGMENT

DATE
PURPOSE CONTRACTOR CONTRACT MODIFICATIONS

INITIATED

ACTION REASON/PURPOSE

In vitro cultivation Uni vers ity of 1972 Modification of Increased effort to
of human and mouse California workscope characterize Murine

1.0 mammary tumor virus (33253) mammary tumor virus
0 in vitro---

Etiological studies of Institute for 1968 Modification of Increased effort in
breast cancer in human Medical Research works cope biochemical and immu-
milk and b~east cancers (33339) nologic characteriza-

tion of "virus-like"
particles from human
milk and tumors

Studies of primate and Mason Research 1970 Modification of Decreased emphasis oh
other mammary tumor Institute works cope rate R-35 virus studies
viruses (33358) and hormonal monitoring

of test monkeys



BREAST CANCER VIRUS SEGMENT CONT'D

PURPOSE CONTRACTOR
DATE

CONTRACT
INITIATED

MODIFICATIONS

ACTION REASON/PURPO?E

~.....

Studies on milk in high
risk breast cancer
fami Iies

Viro1oglca1. s~udies of
human and animal breast
canc~rsi .'. , ..

Studies on viral
etiology of human
mammary adenocarcinoma

Michigan Cancer
Foundation
(33347)

Pfizer, Inc.
(33239 )

Georgetown
Uni vers i ty
(50051)

1971

1967

1965

Modification of
works cope

Modification of
works cope

Termination

Increased work on
characterization of
"virus-liken parti des
associ atedwi th human '
milk and breast
tumor~derivedce11 lines

Decreased work on
development of molecu
lar hybridization
techniques

No longer high pri ori ty
within the goals of the
Virus Cancer Program



BREAST CANCER VIRUS SEGMENT CONT'D

~

MODI FICATIONSPURPOSE

Hormone effects on
in vitro vi ra1
propagation in breast
cancer

CONTRACTOR

Medi ca1 College
of Wisconsin
(81010 )

DATE
CONTRACT
INITIATED

1968

ACTION

Termination

REASON/PURPOSE

No longer high priority
within the goals of the
VirusCcincer Program

Ii
I
iE
~

~
~-=-.

Collection of sera from
br~ast ~ancer and con

~ tro1 popul ation groups

Correlation of molecular
virology studies to
diagnosis of breast
cancer

Molecular studies of
human and animal cancer
with emphasis on breast
cancer

Memorial Hospital 1971
for Cancer and
Allied Disease
(43208)

Howard University 1974
(43287)

Meloy Laboratories 1974
Inc.
(43223)

Termination

New

New

Wot;'k 'success fully com
pleted

Toexamfnedi agnosti c
non-pregnancy excretions
for detectab1einarkers
of lIoncorna-virus-likell
activity

To develop molecular
virology techniques for
studies on relationship
between viruses and
breast cancer

.. ":,:--.....f;~'II'!'~~!~!:llr~'~~~~i~;.
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BREAST CANCER VIRUS SEGMENT CONT'D

PURPOSE CONTRACTOR
DATE

CONTRACT
INITIATED

ACTION

MODIFICATIONS

REASON/PURPOSE

~

w

Study ()f the release
of RNA tumor viruses
and their genetic
control

Radiob1 0.1 ogi cal
Institute
(43328)

1974 New. To characterize the
effect of aging and
environmental factors
'on 'the .geneHccontrol
of virus expression



DEVELOPMENTAL RESEARCH SEGMENT

PURPOSE CONTRACTOR
DATE

CONTRACT
INITIATED

MODIFICATIONS

ACTION REASON/PURPOSE

Studies on viruses
related to cancer

Baylor College
of Medicine
(33257)

1963 Modification of
workscope

Termination of peri
pheral studies rela
tive to human
leukemia, gene linkage
mapping and transcrip
tion

1.0
.j::'-

Expression of the RNA
tumor virus genome in
animal ~nd human malig
nant cells

Support for National Con
ference on Virology and
Immun·o1ogYin Humantancer

Duke University
(33308)

Ameri can Cancer
Society, Inc ..
N-CP7-4152A

1973

1973

Modification of Expansion of effort to
workscope characterize proteins

of type B vi ruses.

Termination . Meeting successfully
completed ..

Application of feline virus Cornell University 1965
systems in the study of (33346)
viral relationships

Termination No longer high pri
ority within the goals
of the VCP



DEVELOPMENTAL RESEARCH SEGMENT CONT'D

DATE
PURPOSE CONTRACTOR CONTRACT MODI FICATIONS

INITIATED

ACTION REASON/PURPOSE

Aerosal transmission of Ohio State Uni- 1965 Termination No longer high
oncogenic viruses versity Research priority within the

Foundation goals of the VCP
(43217)

Studies of genetic acqui- Rutgers Uni ver- 1971 Termi nati, on No longer high
1.0 sitton of oncogenic poten- sity priority within thelJ1

tial by non-oncogenic RNA (12077) goals of the VCP
virus~s

Studies on the relation- Uni vers i ty of 1965 Termination No longer high
ships of viruses to human Texas priority with the
neoplasia (33304) goals of the VCP



DEVELOPMENTAL RESEARCH SEGMENT CONTID

PURPOSE

Sero-epidemiologic
study of Herpes type 2
in cervical cancer

~

0\ Studies on vi ruses
in relation to cancer
using non-human
primates

CONTRACTOR

Boston Hospital
for Women
(43379)

LittonBi oneti cs t

Inc..
( 12025)

DATE
CONTRACT
INITIATED

1974

1974

ACTION

New

New

MODIFICATIONS

REASON/PURPOSE

To provide informa
tion of herpes type 2
as the etiological
agent of cervical
cancer

To provide information
on host-vi rus re la
tionships established
by potentiallyonco
genic viruses



~ ,
' ~

IMMUNOLOGY-EPIDEMIOLOGY SEGMENT

PURPOSE CONTRACTOR
DATE

CONTRACT
INITIATED

ACTION

MODIFICATIONS

REASON/PURPOSE

\D
"-l

Develop coordinated
Program on gene
tics of cancer

Evaluation of un
usual epidemiolo
gical situation
relevant to
the yiral etiology
of cancer

University of California
(43211 )

Center for Disease Control
(40202)

1971

1967

Modification of
works cope

Modifi cation of
workscqpe .

Deemphasis of large
scale cell mediated
immunity studies

Termination of
nasopharyngea1
carci noma studi es

Study of immunolo
gical reactivity
of cancer patients
to tumor and viral
associated antigens

George Washington University 1972
(23251) .

Modification of
works cope

Deletion of labora
tory studies



IMMUNOLOGY-EPIDEMIOLOGY SEGMENT CONT1D

PURPOSE CONTRACTOR
DATE

CONTRACT
INITIATED

ACTION

MODIFICATIONS

REASON/PURPOSE

I
J
!

Studies of anti
tumor reactivity
in cancer patients

Johns Hopkins University
(3337)

1971 Modification of
works cope

Deemphasis of sero
logical studies

'0
(Xl

Stimulation of Immu- Mt. Sinai Hospital
nity against tumors (43225)
in animal, and human
systems' " ,

1972 , Modification of Expansion of devel-
works cope opmental research in

viral ,oncology and
human breast 'cancer

Determine relation
ships between animal
and human leukemias

University of Texas
(33301 )

1972 Modification of
works cope

Deemphasis of in
vivo human studTes- '

Immunological and Epi- Aichi Cancer Center
demio1ogical studies (33290)
on Japanese cancer
patients

1969 Termination No longer high
priority ~!

'.._-- --'-.--:...:-.;;c.::~~~ne nne'S .*'I::M'iltrtru tJ
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IMMUNOLOGY-EPIDEMIOLOGY SEGMENT CONT'D

PURPOSE CONTRACTOR
IrATE

CONTRACT
INITIATED

ACTION

MODIFICATION

REASON/PURPOSE

Studies on rela
tionship of fetal

. antfgensto the
etiology of cancer

Atomic Energy Commission
(30210)

1965 Termination Readvertisement of
effort

Epidemiologic inves- Makerere University
tigation of Burkitt's (70047)

~ LYmphoma in Uganda

Studies of immune re- University of Miami
sponses to breast (33218)
cancer

1967

1973

Termination,

Termination

Work successfully
completed

Readvertisement of
effort; relocation
of principal in
vestigator

Study of immunologi
cal reactivity of
cancer patients to
tumor speci fi c
antigens

University of Minnesota
(9206])

1969 Termination Transfer to Tumor
Immunology



IMMUNOLOGY-EPIDEMIOLOGY SEGMENT CONT'D

PURPOSE CONTRACTOR
DATI

CONTRACT
INITIATED

ACTION

MODIFICATIONS

REASON/PURPOSE

I-'
a
a

Development of vac
cines for prevention
and cure of cancer

Characterization of
tumor specifi c
antigens

!

Purification and
characterization of
viral antigens and
antibodies

Research Foundation of
State University of N.Y.
(33373)

Robert B. Brigham Hospital
(12172)

TRW Systems Group
(33252)

1971

1967

1970

Termination

Termination

Termination

Transfer to Tumor
Immunology Program

Insufficient pro
gress

Readvertisement of
effort; insuffi
ci ent .. progress

Studies on the
genetics of
cancer

Biotech Research Laboratories 1974
(43365)

New To study human g~ne

tic variation in!
susceptibility to
transformation and
to characterize high
risk cancer groups



IMMUNOLOGY-EPIDEMIOLOGY SEGMENT CONT'D

PURPOSE CONTRACTOR
DATE

CONTRACT
INITIATED

ACTION

MODIFICATIONS

REASON/PURPOSE

I-'
o
I-'

International in
vestigation on the
epidemiology of
lymphomas

Study of cellular
and humoral immune
response of cancer

Internatinnal Union
Against Cancer
(43292)

Johns Hopki ns University
(43330)

Emory Uni vers i ty
(43393)

1974

1974

1974

New

New

New

.)

Tn define the role
of vi rusesi n the
etiology of human
lymphomas .

To study a possible
etiologi pailasso
dation between
herpess implex virus
and cervical cancer

(two RFP awards)

Serological and viro- Litton Bionetics, Inc.
logical studies on (43252)
human cancers

1974 New To apply serological
techniques to ~tud

i es on the vi ra1
eti 01 ogyof human
cancer



IMMUNOLOGY-EPIDEMIOLOGY SEGMENT CONT'D

Immunological assays Litton Bionetics, Inc.
for DNA and RNA (43333)
viruses

I--'
o
N

PURPOSE

Studies of immune
responses to breast
cancer

Characterization
of vir~l antigens

CONTRACTOR

University of Miami
(43358)

University of Texas
(43370)

Medical Coll egeof
Pennsylvania
(43319)

DATE
CONTRACT
INITIATED

1974

1974

1974

1974

ACTION

New

New

New

New

MODI FICATIONS

REASON/PURPOSE

To appJy inmunologica1
techniques to studies
on the vi ra1 eti 01 ogy
of human cancer

To determine the pos
sible roJeof host
immune reactivity in
viralca:rcinogenes

(two RFP awards)

To isoJateand purify
EBV associated anti
gens and's tud~ re1a
tionship to "human
cancer

......_. - ~_._. -_._. ..-_..•..._-
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IMMUNOLOGY-EPIDEMIOLOGY SEGMENT CONT'D

. DATE MODI FICATIONS
PURPOSE CONTRACTOR CONTRACT MODI FICATIONS

INITIATED

ACTION REAsON/PURPOSE

Immunological University of Tennessee 1974 New To provide information
stu.dies on the (43325) . on themethanism of
relationship of viral oncogenesis and
embryoni c anti- on the use of fetal
gens to vi rus- antigens in the immu-
induced tumor Duke Universi ty 1974 New nologi ca1 control of

/-' antigens (43395) virus-induced tumors
0
w

University of Alabama 1974 New (thre~ RFp awards)
(43394)



SOLID TUMOR VIRUS SEGMENT

DATE
I

IPURPOSE CONTRACTOR CONTRACT MODIFICATIONS
INITIATED !

!

ACTION REASON/PURPOSE

Studies on type C Flow Laboratories, Inc. 1971 Administrative Contract 33247 was
viruses in relation (43388) divided into 3 separate
to oncogenic potential (formerly part of 33247) contracts (43387, 4338m

43389) to provide better
management

:
I-' Virus and reagent Flow Laboratories, Inc. 1971 Administrative . To provide better0
-l:- production and (43387) management

purffi ~ati on '( formerly part of 33247)

Herpesvirus studies Flqw Laboratories, Inc. 1971 Administrative To proyide better
(43389 ) management
(formerly part of 33247)

Studies of type C Microbiological .Assoc. ,Inc. 1970 Administrati ve Contract 70-2068 wa$
RNA tumor viruses (43240) divided into 2 separate

(formerly part of 70-2068) contracts to provide
better management

~ '--~-'-'-'---- ,.-
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SOLID TUMOR VIRUS SEGMENT CONT1D

PURPOSE CONTRACTOR
DATE

CONTRACT
INITIATED

MODI FICATIONS

Molecular virology
studies·

1-'. Immunol bgi c st~dy of
~. RNA (type C) .vl:rLJses

Search for genetic
material in human
cancers and studies
on the mechanism of
oncogenesis by RNA
and DNA tumor
viruses

University of Cal i forni a
(33293)

Scripps Clinic
and Research Foundation
(43375)

St. Louis University
(43359)

1971

1972

1967

ACTION

Change of em
phasis of
works cope

Change of em
phasis of
works cope

Change of em
phasis of
works cope

REASON/PURPOSE

Expansion oJ efforts on
molecular hybridization
and renovation of
faCi 1i ties

Expansion of efforts on
theisolationothuman
tumor virus

Decrease of activities
of lower priority



PURPOSE CONTRACTOR

SOLID TUMOR VIRUS SEGMENT CONT1D

DJ."rE
CONTRACT
INITIATED

ACTION

MODI FICATIONS

REASON/PURPOSE

b
0\

Studies on surface
alterations in RNA
tumor virus trans
formed cells

Growthregul~tfon

of normal and trans
formed,cells "and im
munolqgfca lapproa,ches
to tumor rejection and
prevention

Electron microscope
studies ,of tumor
virusnuc}eic acids

Princeton University
(71-2372)

Salk Institute for
Biq1ogica1 Studies
(:72.;.3207) .

Ga1tforni a Institute of
'Technology
(4~~O~1., ..•.. ,

1971

1972

. 1974

Termination

Termi nation

New

No longer high
priority within the
goals of the VCP

No longer high
prj ority with in the
goals ofthe,VCP

A new approach eto.
cancer eti ology at
the cellular level



SOLID TUMOR VIRUS SEGMENT CONT'D

DATE
PURPOSE CONTRACTOR CONTRACT MODI FICATIONS

INITIATED

ACTION REASON/PURPOSE

Isolation of human University of California 1974 New A new approach to ~

xenotropic viruses (43381) the isolation of the
putative human tumor
virus

\

I-' Genetic studies on Department of Agri cul ture 1974 New An additional model
a endogenous RNA tumor ~Beltsvil1e) .. . system to further"'-J

viruses 40214) .. study the genetic
control of RNA tumor
virus expression

Virologic, immuno- Stanford University 1974 New Intensive search for
logic and biologic (43228) the etiologic agent
characterization of of Hodgkin's disease
Hodgkin's disease



TUMOR VIRUS DETECTION SEGMENT

DATE MODIFICATIONS
PURPOSE CONTRACTOR CONTRACT

INITIATED

ACTION REASON/PURPOSE

Integrated program Atomic Energy 1972 Modifi cati on Phase-out research of
on host factors of Commission of workscope low priority
significance in (20208)
carcinogenesis

I-'
Study host restriction Albert Einstein 1974 New To elucidate the

a of" Friend Leukemia College of molecular mechanism
(X)

Vi rus Medi cine of restriction in-
(43380) duced by the FV-l

gene

Study regulatory pro- Uni vers ity of 1974 New To find out if the
teins in polyoma and Cali forni a regulatory proteins
SV40 (43298) are involved in

transformation



TUMOR VIRUS DETECTION SEGMENT CONT'D

DATE
PURPOSE CONTRACTOR CONTRACT MODIFICATIONS

INITIATED

ACTION REASON/PURPOSE

Attempt to isolate type Children's Cancer 1974 New Once a human type C
C virus from cultured Research Foundation virus is i~61ated,

human leukocyte cells (43269) its role in the
etiology of human
cancer can be studted

I-'
0

Mo1ecul~rand genetic Foundation Curie 1973 New To learn more of this~

studi es i of Rous Sa rcoma . Institut du Radium important model
Virus (43219) system

Study of relationship be- Harvard University 1974 New To identify common
tween cells transformed (43'299 ) cellular functions
by DNA and RNA tumor following transfor-
viruses mation by either DNA

or RNA tumor virus~s

Study new papovaviruses Johns Hopkins 1974 New To learn the rela-
isolated from man Uni vers i ty tionship of human

(43266) papovaviruses to
human cancer



c. TABLE I - ANALYSIS OF CONTRACTS BY SEGMENTS*
(By Type of Institution)

Viral Oncology Area, DCCP, Ncr

Profit Educational Non-Profit Other*** Total I I
Segment No. Amount** No. Amount No. Amount No. Amount No. Amount ; I

--------- ~ I !

Program Management 1 2,951,282 1 574,726 0 0 2 972 ,917 4 4,498,925 Ii
Developmental

Research 5 2,301,567 18 4,392,704 3 397,226 0 0 26 7,091,497

Solid Tumor Virus 6 4,339,524 14 6,263,135 4 1,370,968 2 217 ,500 26 12,193,127

Immunology 3 554,322 22 2,224,398 3 257,154 4 986,111 32 3,976,325 .

Resources and
Logisti cs 20 9,152,494 18 1,070,502 8 323,170 3 238,731 49 10,784,897

l-'
l-' Breast Cancer0

Viru~ 3 793,764 8 953,160 4 461 ,464 0 0 15 2,208,388

Tumor Virus
Detection 4 2,753,155 13 1,591 ,379 1 174,900 2 648,000 20 4,584,234

- - - -

TOTAL 42 22,846,108 94 17,070,004 23 2,984,882 13 3,063,259 172 45,337,393

*Chart based on FY 74 operating level
**Dollars in thousands

***Included interagency agreements
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TABLE II Analysis of Contracts by Activity

Phase I: SELECTION OF SPECIMENS AND DETECTION OF VIRUS OR VIRUS EXPRESSION
Step 1: SELECTION OF VIRUS SOURCES

Contractor

Biotech Res. Labs
Bost. Hosp. Women
Cal i fr;Uni v.of
CDC
Child. Hosp. (Phila)
Georgetown Univ.
Hebrew Univ.
Howard Univ.
IARC
Inst. for Med. Res.
Johns Hopkins Univ.
Johns Hopkins Univ.
Johns Hopkins Univ.

::: . Karolinska Inst.
~ Litton-Bionetics

Mich. Cane. Fdn.
Minn., Univ. of
S. Calif., Univ. of
Texas, Univ. of
urcc

Cont. No.

43365
43379
43211
40202
33272
50053
33342
43287
43296
33339
33345
33337
43266
33316
43249
33347
33357
53500
33304
43292

Description of Work

Genetic studies on high risk populations
Retro~pective ~ohort studyofHSV~2 in ~ervical cancer
Relationship ofHL-A type to eancer,incidence
Ep;'demiological studies of 'cancer clusters
Immunologjcal studies of EBV-associated cancers
Studies on populations at high risk to breast cancer
Epidemiologic studies of Hodgkin's Disease and other lymphomas
Studies on populations at high risk to breast cancer
Seroepidemiological study of BL and NPC in SEAsia and Africa
Studies on populations at high risk to bre~st cancer
Seroepidemiology of cervical carcinoma .
Immunological studies of leukemia/lymphom~ patients and families
Seroepidemiologicalstudy of papovaviruses in human cancer
Immunological studies of EBV-associated cancers
Study of human mil k for viral markers
Studies on populations at high risk to breast cancer
Studies of high risk groups wHh immunodeficiency diseases
Cancer surveillance and epidemiologic studies in LA County
Serological studies of certain human cancers
Epidemiological ~tudies of lymphoma

Step 2: SOURCES OF VIRUS OR SUBVIRAL MATERIAL

Baylor Un;i v.
Bast. Hosp. Women
Calif., Univ. of
CDC
Child. Canc. Res. Fdn.
Georgetown Univ.
G. Washington Univ.
Harvard Univ.

33257
43379
4321;
40202
43269
50053
23251
33390

Acquire clinical data and specimens of human neoplastic tissues
Acquire specimens from cervical cancerpati~nts and controls
Acquire clinical data and specimens of normal and neoplastic tissue
Collection of clinical data and specimens from human leukemias
Clinical data and specimens from human leukemias
Acquire clinical data and human milk and breast cancer specimens
Acquire clinical data and specimens-breast cancer and lymphoma
Virus detection in non-human primates



TABLE II Analysis of Contr~cts by Activity

Phase I: SELECTION OF SPECIMENS AND DETECTION OF VIRUS OR VIRUS EXPRESSION
Step 2: SOURCES OF VI~US OR SUBVIRAL MATERIAL (continued)

Contractor

Hebrew Univ.
Inst. for Med. Res.
IARC
Johns Hopkins Univ.
Johns Hapkins Univ.
Johns Hopkins Univ.
Johns Hopkins Univ.
Karolinska Inst.
Memorial Hasp. (NY)
Mich. Canc. Fdn.
Minnesota, Univ. of
Mt. Sinai Hasp.
N. Y. Med. Call.

. S. Ca1if., Un i v. of
~ Texas, Univ. of
N Texas, Uni v. of

Cant. No.

33342
33339
43296
33245
33337
43266
33345
33316
43208
33347
33357
43225
33398
53500
33301
33304

Description of Work

Acquire clinical data and specimens-Hodgkin's disease and lymphomas
Acquire clinical data and specimens from human breast cancer patients
Acquire clinical data and specimens from BL and NPC
Acquire clinical data and specimens from pediatric cancer patients
Acquire clinical data and specimens from leukemia patients
Acquire clinical data and specimens from brain tumor patients
Acquire clinical data and specimens from patients wlcervical carcinoma
Acquire clinical data and specimens from BL, NPC, and leukemias
Supply data and specimens for human breast cancer studies
Acquire data and specimens for human breast cancer studies
Data and specimens from patients with immunological deficiency diseases,
Clinical data and specimens from leukemia and breast cancer patients
Clinical data and specimens from breast cancer :patients
Acquire clinical data and specimens of human neoplastic tissues
Acquire clinical data and specimens from 1eDkemia patients
Acquire clinical data and tumor specimens

Step3: i DETECTION OF VIRUS OR VIRUS EXPRESSION

Aichi Cancer Center
Alabama, Univ. of
Atomi c Energy Comm.
Baylor Uni v..
Bas to Ho sp. Women
Ca1if. SDPH
Calif. Inst. Tech.
Ca1if., Uni v. of
Calif., Univ. of
Ca1if., Uni v. of
Ca1if., Uni v. of
Child. Hosp. (Phil.a)
Columbia Univ.

33290
43394
20208
33257
43379
43209
43306
33242
43211
43381
33283
33272
33258

Immunologic and epidemiologic studies on Japanese cancer patients
Immunol ogi cal detecti on of vi r.a1 and fetal antigens .
Detection using immunological, biochemical, tiss'ue culture techniques
Detection using immunological and cell culture techniques
Detection by immunologici:ll techniques
Studies on the role of,oncogenic viruses in cancer of man
EM studies of tumor virus nucleic acids
Detection techniques in comparative leukemia/sarcoma virus studies
Detection using cellular immunology techniques
Isolation of human xenotropic viruses
Detection using biochemical techniques
Immunological detection of EBV-associated antigens in human cancer
Screening human cancer specimens with biochemical techniques

.\,;~"'f l,:".,.,.~':"'.',~~/n~-'~',~-.:~"i_,



, TABLE II Analysis of Contracts by Activity

Phase I: SELECTION OF SPECIMENS AND DETECTION OF VIRUS OR VIRUS EXPRESSION
Step 3: DETECTION OF VIRUS OR VIRUS EXPRESSION (continued)

Cant. No.Contractor

Atomic Energy Comm.
Corne11 Uni v.
Duke Univ.
Emory' Univ.
Plow Laboratori es
Flow Laboratories
Georgetown Univ.
Harvard Univ.
Hazl etonTabs
Hebrew Uni v.
Hehrew Hniv.
Howa fd Uni v.
1111 noi s, Univ. of

..... IARe
~' Inst.for Med.Res.

Jackson/Labs
Johns Hopkins Univ.
Johns Hopkins Univ.
Johns Hopkins Univ.
Karol inska Inst.
Litton Bionetics
Litton Bionetics
Litton BiOneti cs
Li'tton Bioneti cs
Mass. Inst. Tech.
Med. Co11. Wi sc.
Meloy Labs
Meloy Labs
Meloy Labs

43210
33346
43395
43393
43388
43389
50053
33390
33212
33342
33310
43287
433:18
43296
33339
33255
33345
33337
43330
33316
43224
43333
43252
43249
333'48
81010
43236
43207
43223

Description of Work

Relationship of fetal antigens to tumor and virus-associated antigens
Isolation, characterization ov viruses from human cancer specimens
Immunological detection of viral and fetal antigens

.Herpes-ant; genS '; ncervical cancer patients
,'Trnnn:lYloTogfca1 studies of mammalian Type C viruses;

TmrnU'n61ogica1stuMes of -herpesvirl1ses
Biochem'icaltechniques fo~ human breast cancer detection
Virus dEltectionin non-human primates
Imrriunologi cal /bi ochemi ca Idetecti on of vi rus in animal/human tumors
Immunol'ogicaLdetecti on of virusi n Hodgki n's disease/other lymphomas
Detection using~iochemtcaltechni~ues
Biochemi cal detection of vi rus 1.n human breast' secreti ons
Detection using biochemical and ',tissue culture techniques
Immunological studies of BL, NPC
Imrnunological/biochemicalstudies on murine and human breast cancer
Genetics of suscepti btl tty to 'cancer iomice
Immunological studies on herpesvirus antigens in cervical carcinoma
Inmunological studies of human leukemia and lymphoma
Immunological studies on HSV antigens in cervical cancer
Irrununological studies ofEBV-associated human neoplasia
Sc:reeni ng of human/primateneopl ast; c ti ssue for v; rus acti vity
Detection using immunological ,techniques
Detection using virological and serological techniques
Detection using molecular techniques
Detection using biochemical techniques
Hormonal effects on virus expression
Immunological and biochemical detection of virus
Detection using EM, immunolOgical, biochemical, tissue culture tech.
Bioche~ical detection of virus in human/mammalian breast cancer



Phase I:
Step 3:

TABLE II Analysis of Contracts by Activity

SELECTION OF SPECIMENS AND DETECTION OF VIRUS OR VIRUS EXPRESSION
DETECTION OF VIRUS OR VIRUS EXPRESSION (continued)

,
,--

h

Contractor

Mich. Canc. Fdn.
Micro. Assoc.
Micro. Assoc.
Minn., Univ. of
Nether.Callc. Inst.
Oh io '. State Uni v.
Penn. StateUni v.
Pfizer, Inc.
Radiobiol. Inst.
Rockefeller Univ.
Rush-Presbyterian
Scripps Clinic
Scripps Clinic

"/::' S.Calif., Univ. of
~ Southwest Foundation

Stanford' Univ.
St. toui s Uni v.
Tel Aviv Univ.
Tennessee, Univ. of
Texas', Uni v. of
Texas, Univ. of
Washington, Univ. of
Washi nglon,'Univ. of
WisGonsin, Un'iv. of I

Wistar Inst.
'J;'

Cont. No.

33347
43240
33248
33357
33368
43217
02024
33239
43328
33306
33219
43375
33204
53500
43214
43244
43359
23237
43325 .
33304
33292
33372
33236
22022
33250

Description of Work

Virus detection in human breast cancer by biochemical techniques
Detection using immunological and cell culture techniques
Bi oassay of muri ne 1eukemi a/sarcoma vi ruses
Immunological' and virological studies of immunodeficiency diseases
Immunologi cal detecti on of natural MTV expressi on
Immunological detection of feline vi ruses in cats
Biological ,biochemical studies of human herpesviruses
Immunological/morphological detection of viruses in mammalian tissue
Genetic and environmental control 'of RNA tumor virus express i on
Development of methods for isolation of virus from human neoplasia
Immun.,biol., tissue culture studies -of primate tumor viruses
Development of new immunological techniques for detection of virus
Immunological studies of virus antigen-antibody complexes
Immunological studi es-ofhuman'fetaland tumor tissues
Selection of virus by EM and tissue culture techniques
DeVeloprnent of cell cUlture methods for human tissue
Detectibnusing tissue culture and bioch'emical techniques
Biochemical detection of tumor viruses in human breast cancer
Immunolot}ical detection of viral and.· fetal anti gens "
EM/tissueculture/imnil.Jnologica.]studi es of human neopl astlcti ssues
Immunologicalrnethodsfor detectionof human tumor antigens, antibodies
Development of i'mmunblogicai tests for acti ,:lati bnof viruses
Imm~ri'olog;ca'lstudi'es on canine:. tumb'rs
lniinunbTogica1, biochemical ,:tissue" :culture. techri;Cfues
Isiolationand characterizati onaf·Vi r:al;..i nduced tumor antigens
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'TABLE II Analysis of Contracts by Activity

Phase II-A: ESTABLISHMENT OF REPLICATION AND INITIAL CHARACTERIZATION
Step 1: ESTABLISH REPLICATION OF VIRUSES

..........
Ln

Contractor

BaylorUniv.
Biolabs, Inc.
Ca.l if. SDPH)
Calif., Univ. of
Ca1if.~ Univ. of
Cal if .,Uni v. of
Calif., Univ; of
Corne11 Un; v.
Flow Labs, Inc.
Ha rvard Un i v.
Hazleton Labs
IARC
Illinoisi Univ. of
John~ Hopkins Univ.
Karolinska Inst.
Life Sci ences
Litton-Bionetics
Li tton-Bi onetics
Med. Coll. Wisc.
Meloy Labs
Meloy Labs
Mich. Canc. Fdn.
Micro. Assoc.
Naval Biol. Res. Lab
Ohio State Univ.
Penn. State Univ.
Pfizer, Inc.
Rush-Presbyterian
S. Calif., Univ. of
Southwest Fdn.

Cont. No.

33257
22068
43209
3j237
33332
33242
33253
33346
43387
33390
33212
43296
43318
43266
33'316
.33291
43224
23294
81010
43236
43207
33347
43254
40200
43217
02024
33239
33219
53500
43214

Description of Work

Human1,eukemia transmission studies in non-human primates
Development and improvement ofi n vitro production of HSV
Isolation-and characterization of human tumor viruses
Eva.luation of 'cell cultures for. viral oncology research
Effect of hormones on virus r'epli cati on ..... '. ....
In vitro and in vivo studies of.s imi an v;rus,infectivity & rep1 i cati on
Development of methods for i n vitro. propagation of MTV
Isolati on and characteri zati on of human tumor vi ruses
Large-scale production of RNA tumor virus diagnostic reagents
Replication of primate HSV
Isolation and production of ts-mutants of RNA t!1mor' viruses
Replication of HSV in NPCand Burkitt·s lymphoma specimens
Repli ca ti on of papovavirus es . ,
Ret:Hi cati on of papova vi ruses
Growth and replication of herpes-type viruses.
Pro'duction and characterization of avian leukosisyiruses
Inoculation of primates with various virus materials
Development and improvement of techniques for virus and reagent produc.
Stimul.ation of Type C virus production in human cells by hormones
Replication of murine mammary tumor virus
Growth of mammalian Type Cviruses for tissue culture/biochem. studies
Replication of virus in cultures from human breast tumors
Characterization, transmission studies of mammalian, avian tumor virus
Studies of environmental factors influencing virus-host interactions I

Studies on factors affecting horizontal transmission"·of viruses
Herpes-type virus replication in human and animal cells
Test systems for growth of putative mammary tumor viruses'
Mammalian tumor virus infectivity in nonhuman primates
Production of mamma li an RNA tumor vi rus and candi date human agents
Replication of Type C viruses isolated from simian and human placentas



Step 2': INITIAL CHARACTERIZATION

TABLE II Analysis of Contracts by Activity

ESTABLISHMENT OF REPLICATION AND INITIAL CHARACTERIZATION
ESTABLISH REP~ICATION OF VIRUSES (continued)

L
ii

1
~

I
Ep
~
g~~

r'"

I
Ii
11

Ii
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Description of Work

In vitro cultivation of various mammalian Type C tumor viruses
Repli cati on and infectivity of vi ruses from mammary cancer
Isolation and characterization of candidate human Type C viruses

Immunological characterization of RNA tumor viruses
Comparative characterization of human Herpes-type viruses
Co~parative studies on simian l~ukemia/sarcomaviruses

Characterization of murine MTV
Immuhologi ca1s ti ssue culture characteri zati on of EBV
Biochemical characterization of mammalian Type C viruses
Inmunological characterization of feHnetumor virus isolates
Im,munological characterization of RNA tumor virus~s

Inmunological s' tissueclJlture studies of mammalian RNA viruses
Il1Tllunological s tissue culture studies of mamrna'lian DNA viruses
Characteri zatfonof ts mutants of RNA tumor vi ruses
Cha.racteri zati on of MTV and human mi 1k deri ved parti cl es
Isblationa'nd characterization of HSV in cultures of BL and NPC
Biochemical,and immunological studies ofpapovaviruse's
Inmunologicaland biochemical characterization of EBV
Isolation and characterization of,EBV-associated antigens
Biochemical characterization of mammalian Type C viruses
Imm!Jnological characterization ofmurineMTVandmamrn.alian Type C
Molecular s tudi eS'of anima]:andhumanbreastcarcinonias
Chara<;terizationOf particles from human milk and breast tumors
ImmunOlogicalcharactertzation of mamma1ian TypeC t~mor viruses
Characterization 'of MuMTV types , ,.' " ,
Biological s biochemi·cal simmunological studies of HSV transformed cells
Characterization of suspected oncogenic viruses

Cont. No.

43359
23237
33304

33311
33257
33293
33253
33272
33258
33346
33308
43388
43389
33212
33339
43296
43266
33316
43319
43207
43236
43223
33347
43254
33368
02024
33239

Phase II-A:
Step 1:

Contractor

St. Louis Univ.
Tel Aviv Univ.
TexassUniv. of

A. Einstein Med. Coll.
Baylor Univ.
Calif. s Univ. of
Ca1i f. s Uni v. of
Child. Hosp. (Phila)
Columbia Univ.
Cornell Univ.

t-I Duke Uni v.
~ Flow Labs

Flow Labs
Hazleton Labs
Inst. Med. Res.
IARC '
Johns Hopkins Univ.
Karolinska Inst.
Med. Co11. Penn.
Meloy Labs
Meloy Labs
Meloy Labs,
Mi ch. Canc,. Fdn.
Microbiol.' Assoc.
Neth. Canc~Inst.

Penn. State Univ.
Pfizer s Inc.

'" ,'i ;/,"~'iIiI'~~



Phase II-A:
Step 2:

TABLE II Analysis of Contracts by Activity

ESTABLISHMENT OF REPLICATION AND INITIAL CHARACTERIZATION
INITIAL CHARACTERI ZATI ON (conti nued)

Contractor

Rush..,Presbyterian
Scripps Cl ini c
ScrippS Clinic
S. Calif., Univ. of
Southwest Fdn.
St~LOuis ,Univ.
Texas, Univ. of
Wisconsin,Univ. of
Wistar Institute

Cont.No.

33219
43375
3~204
53500
43214
43359
33304
22022
33250

Descriptinn of Work

Characterization of HeY'pesvi ruses of nonhuman primates·
DeveJopment and improvement dfspecific viral diagnostic reagents
Isolat.ion.and immunologicp.l Gharact~ri;7,ati on of vi ra1 anti gens
Immunologi cal characterizati on .• of .. mam,malfantumor'viruses
Cha,ract~rizatiQn,of viruses is.olatedfr.omprimate placentas
Bi ophemica1 ctlafa~teY(i zatio(lo.foQcr6g~rti c RNA and DNA\;;ruses
Characterization of candidate,human Ty,pe,C oncogenic, yi rus
Isolation and characterization of subunits' of RNA tumor viruses
IsoJati onandcharacterizati on ofv;rus~i nduced tumor 'anti gens

Phase II-B: REPLICATION AND,CHARACTERICATION OF VIRAL EXPRESSION
Step 1:· INDUCE VIRALRJPUCATlON"OF WHOLE VIRUS OI(TRANSMISSION OF EXPRESSION

I-'
I-'
"-J

A.Einstein Coll. Med.
Atomic EnergyComm.
Baylor!University
Baylor University
Calff. SDPH
Calif;, Univ. of
Calif., Univ. of
Child. Cane. Res. Fdn.
Flow Labs
Harvard Univ.
Hazleton Labs
Hopi tal St. Louis
Institut du Radium
Litton-Bionetics
Mass. Gen. Hosp.
Med. toll. Wise.
Meloy Labs
Meloy Labs

43380
20208.
43355
43385
43209
33237
33332
43269
43388
43299
33212
33365
43219
43249
43222
81010
43207
43236

Host rarige restricti6n ofFLV . \ I

Indyction virus. expression by cell fusion techniques
Development of "nonsense" suppressor mutant cell lines
Regulation of gene expression in mllrine mammary cancer
Attempt to rescue .defectiveviral genome from tumors
Culture human neoplastic tissue for induction of virus replication
Effect of hormones On vi rusexpressi on .
Induction of Type C vi rus from 1eukemi c ce11 s
Cell hybridization techniques to rescue "defective" viruses
Study permi ssi vity of cell s to polyoma mutants . '.
Transmission and induction of oncogenic virus expression
Induction and transmission of oncogenic virus expression in human cells l

Viral replication in synchronized cells
Studies of virus ~xpression and tran~mission
Studies of activation of Type C viruses by immunological techniques
Co-culti vation of human breast cancer and hormone-secreti ng ce" 1i nes
Virus rescue from non-prpducer transformed cells
Effect of hormones on virus expression



Phase II -B:
Step 1:

TABLE II Analysis of Contracts by Activity

REPLICATIOn AND CHARACTERIZATION OF VIRUS EXPRESSION
INDUCE VIRAL REPLICATION OF WHOLE VIRUS OR TRANSMISSION OF EXPRESSION (continued)

I

,~

~

~.. Step 2: INITIAL CHARACTERIZATION

Contractor

Mich. Cane. Fdn.
Micro. Assoc.
Nether. Canc. Inst.
Penn. State Univ.

"Radiobiol. Inst.
Rockefeller Univ.
SalkI ns titute
S. Calif., Univ. of
S. Calif., Univ. of"
Stanford Uni v.
Tel Aviv Univ.
Texas, Unlv. of
Wisconsin~ Univ. of

A. Einst~in Coll. Med.
Atomi c Energy Comm.
Biolabs
Calif., Univ. of
Ca 1if., Uni v; of
Calif., Univ. of
Calif., Univ. of
Cal i f., Univ~of
Ctl1l.lmbijl' Univ~
Dl.Jke~ Uni V".
Flow Labs"
Ha rvard" Uni v;
Hazleton" Labs
Hopital St. Louis
Illinois, Univ. of
Inst. Med. Res.

Cant. No.

33347
43240
33368
02024
43328
33306
43243
53500
43242
43244
23237
33304
22022

33311
20208
22068
33293
43298
43212
33332
33253
33258
33308
43388
43299
33212
33365
43318
33339

Description of Work

Virus replication inhuman breast cancer cell lines
Chemical carei nogens and Type C vi,raJ genome express ion
Immunogenetic studies of breast cancer and leukemia
Induction, and maintenance of human Herpes-type virus oncogenicity
Genetic and environmental control of RNA tumor virus expression
Rescue of viruses from human tumors
Studies on the activation of Type C virus genome by polyoma virus
Studies of virus expression in human. f~taland tumor tissue
Methods for recogni,ti on and/or rescue of tumor vi rus express i on
Methods to induce, virus replic tion in human tumor cells
Infectiv,ity of particles from uman milk and breast tumors
Attempts to induce viral repli ation in human c 11 lines
Effect of chern; cal "carcinogens on virus express on

Charact~rizatton of v;ral-~pecific enzymes and other prote~ns
Bioch~mical studies on regulation of gene expression
Characte'ri zati on of HVS DNA ,"
Moleculjr~t~dies 6fiviantumbr-virus-associated enzymes
Charac;teri zepolyoma and, SV-40 muta,nts
Structure of oncog¢nfc vi ruses,an,d" charaeL of vi raJ-speci fic enzymes
Growth regula,tory m~chani smi n.normal a.hdneoplas tic ce 11 s
\Char~~,t~ri "ziiti on q,fMMrYre"p'] i,c~ti9,n in cellcultures
Bfoch~![!1~calc;haracteriz~tionof viral-§pedfic enzymes
Biochemical and immunolpgical chara,.cterizati,pn of viral proteins
Charactertzatj.onof. tumorv; fUS exp"ress i onin maminalian systems
Characteriiatfonof cell membrane changes in transformati on
Cellular ancJ subcellular alterations in viral transformation
Biochemical characterization of viral enzymes and NA
Characterization of papovavirus proteins
Characterization of particles from human milk and breast tumors
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TABLE II Analysis of Contracts by Activity

Phase II-B:
Step 2:

REPLICATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF VIRUS EXPRESSION
INITIAL CHARACTERIZATION (continued)

Contractor

Johns Hopkins Univ.
Litton-Bionetics
Li tton-Bionetic's
Mass • Gen,." Hosp~
Mass., ,lnst.· Tech.
Meloy tabs ...
Meloy Lahs
Meloy Tabs
Meloy Labs
Mi ami, Univ. of
Mich.Canc. Fdn.
Mi cro . Assoc.
Minn p tJni v~ of

~ . Nether. Can~. Inst.
~ N. Car'olina, Uni,v. of

Rockefell er Uni v.
Scripps 'Clinic
S. GaliL, U,niv. of
S. Calif:, Univ. of
St. Louis Univ.
Tel Aviv Univ.
Texas, Univ. of
Wisc., Univ. of

Cont. No.

43266
43249
3321T

~~~~~.
432Q']
22020
43236
43223
43358
33347
43240
33357
33368
33336
33306
43375
53500
43242
43359
23237
43370
22022

Description of Work

Characteri zaUon of papovavi ruses
Cha racter.i ,zation ofviral'-speci fi c 'enzymes
Characteri·zation.of'viral-sped fi cenzymes and nucleic adds
Char~cteriz,ation of:nucleicaCids,of AMV .
Bi ochemfcalcharaCte'ri,zati oW of viral-specific enzymes
Charaeteri.lzaHoh 'ofv;rus-expression and :mediatorsofrepJA cation
Cha rac,te,'rfza tion of v-trus-enhanced tumori:transplanta ti on anti gens
Charact'erization of .viraPspeci'fic enzymes .
Char~cte'rhation'ofmammary tumor viruses
Characterizat;on:ofvi rus and tumor-s peci fi c breas t cancer
Characteriiationof particles from human milk and breast tumors
Immunological identification of antigens related to known tumor viruses
Cellmemb1ranechanges following viral trans,formation
Characteri zati on dLMuMTV types '.,.
Biochemical identifi caUonof Herpes'ONA viral genome in, human cells
Cellular andsubceHlilaralterationsin malignant transformation
Immunochernical methods ,for detection of cell membrane changes
Inmun61ogicalidentification of antigens related to known tumor viruses
Methods for identification of virus-induced transformation
Characterization~oncog~nic virus expression, mediators of replication
Biochemical identification of subviral expression in breast cancer
Characterization of virus and tumor-specific breast cancer antigens
Detection of virus expression in chemically-induced tumors

Phase III-A: COMPLETE CHARACTERIZATION AND DEFINITION OF PRESUMPTIVE DISEASE RELATIONSHIPS
Step 1: PRESUMPTIVE DISEASE RELATIONSHIPS'

Alabama, Un;v. of
A. Einstein Coll. Med.
A. Einstein Col1. Med.
Atomic Energy Comm.

43394
33311
33249
20208

Re1ationsh p of fetal antigens to virus-induced tumors
Relationsh p of Type C viruses to human cancer
Genetic studies on tumor/virus susceptibility
Interaction of RNA tumor viruses and host immune mechanism



TABLE II Analysis of Contracts by Activity

Phase III-A: COMPLETE CHARACTERIZATION AND DEFINITION OF PRESUMPTIVE DISEASE RELATIONSHIPS
Step 1: PRESUMPTIVE DISEASE RELATIONSHIPS (continued)

1

I
I j

..,..
No

Contractor

Baylor Univ.
Chil d. Hosp. (Phil a)
Columbia Univ.
Delta Reg. Pri. Ctr.
Duke Univ.
Duke Univ.
Emory Univ.
Emory Uni v.
Flow Labs
Flow Labs
Georgetown.Univ.
George Wash. Unlv.
Harvard Univ.
Hebrew Uni v.
Illinois, Univ. of
IARe
Inst,'. Med. Res.
Jacksbn .Labs
Johns'Hopkins Univ.
Johns Hgpkins Univ.
Johns Hopkins Univ.
Karo1inska Inst.

. Li fe. Sci ences
U ttbn-Bi oneti cs
Li tton.,.Bi oneti cs
Li tton-Bioneti cs
Litton-Bi oneti cs
Mason ;Research Inst.
Meloy.Labs
Meloy Labs
Meloy Labs

Cont. No.

33257
33272
33258
33396
33308
43395
22301
43393
43388
43389
50053
23251
33390
33342
43318
4'3296
33339
33255
33345
43266
43330
33316
33205
33211
43249

"43224
23294
33358
43207
43236
43223

Description of Work

Studies on presumptive disease relationships of HTV
Relation~hfp ofEBV tohumanlyfuphoma
Biochemical studies on relationship of Type C and .Type B
Determination of response of natural host to Herpesvirus saimiri
Relati onshi p of Type C vi ruses to human cancer
Relationsh~ipof fetal antigens to virus induced tumors
Determination of host response to HSV in cervical cancer
Immunological studies of HSV-2 in cervical cancer
Characterization of RNA viruses/viral antigens in mammalian tumors
Characterization of DNA viruses/viral antigens in mammalian tumors
Studies on Type B particles associated with human breast cancer
Cell-mediated immunity to human cancers
HSV and oncogenic disease in primates
Epidemiological studies of Hodgkin's disease
Relationship of p'apovaviruses to h(jman ~ance.r

Serdepi demi ologi cal s tudi as· of Burkitt I s lymphoma, NPC
Studi es on Type' B"par.ti cles associ ated with human breas t cancer
Hos tgel1e'contro1 of RNA tumor vi rus express ion'
Rel ati onshi ps of HSV-2 to cervi cal cancer.
Re'lationship of.papovav,fruses to human cancer
ImmunolOgi cs tudi es of HSV-2in cervical cancer
Immunolggic studi'es on the-etiology of EBV-associated diseases
Studies on Marek's disease herpesvirus
,Ri:!l a.t,i onship of" Type C viruses to human leukemi a
ReJa ti()nship of Type'C viruses toinduction/mai ntl:!nanci:!;of oncogenesis

,Relat"i onslli p of herpes 'and other "viruses to cancer in pri mates ,
r'mmunologi ca1, biological studi esof HSV-rel ated oncogenic diseases,
Oncogeni c' potential of M-PMV.' '
Biochemical studies on' relationship of Type C viruses to human cancer
Relati onsh,ip of Type B vi ruses to breas t cancer in ani mal s and man
Studies on Type B,partic1es associated with breast cancer
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Phase I II -A:
Step 1:

TABLE II Analysis of Contracts by Activity

COMPLETE CHARACTERIZATION AND DEFINITION OF PRESUMPTIVE DISEASE REL~TIONSHIPS

PRESUMPTIVE DISEASE RELATIONSHIP (continued)

~
N,....

Contractor

Mich. Canc. Fdn.
Microbial. Assoc.
Microbial. Assoc.
MinneSota, Univ. of
Naples, Univ. of
New York Med . Call .
Ohio State Univ.
Rush-Presby. Hasp.
S.Calif., Univ. of
St. Louis Univ.
Tennesse, Univ. of
Texas, Univ. of
Texas, Univ. of
UICC '
Washington, Univ. of
Washfhgton, Univ. of
Wisconsin. Univ. of

Cant. No.

33347
43240
33248
33357
33314
33398
43217
33219
5J500
43359
43325
33292
33301
43292
33372
33236
22022

Description of Work

Studies on "viruses"in human milk and breast tumors
Evaluation of co~arcinogenic factors in viral oncogenesis
Type C virus expression in embryogenesis and spontaneous cancers
Immunologic eva1 uation of host response to human tumors
Isolation and characterization of HSV-induced antigens
Immunopathology of humarr breast cancer
Immune response to viral antigens in model systems and man
Oncogenic potential of selected Type C and herpesviruses
Possible role of animal tumor viruses. environmental cocarcinogens
Re1ationsh,ip of Type C viruses to human and animal cancer
Immunological studies on fetal antigens
Immunol ogi ca1 studi es on hos,t reaction to tumor anti gens
Reaction to murine leukemia virus antigens in human cancer patients
Epidemiological' studies of human lymphomas
Immunologi c reacti vi ty to tumor anti gensi n pati ents with cancer
Imrnunol ogi c reacti vity. to cani ne sa rcomas
Detection and quantitationof immunity to oncogenic viruses/antigens

Step 2: COMPLETE'CHARACTERIZATION

A. Einstein Med. Co11.
Duke Univ.
Flow Labs
Harvard Univ.
Hebrew Univ.
Johns Hopkins Univ.
Karo1inska Inst.
Li fe Sci ences
Mass. Gen. Hasp.
Meloy Labs
Meloy Labs

33311
33308
43388
33265
33310
43266
33316
33205
33366
43207
43236

Biochemical characterization of oncogenic viruses
Biochemical characterization of oncogenic viruses
Characterization of oncogenic viruses
Biochemical characterization of Type C avian virus proteins
Biochemical. biophysical characterization of EBV
Characterization of papovaviruses
Immunological characterization of EBV
Biological characterization of MDHV
Biochemical characterization of avian Type C virus nucleic acids
Biochemical. biophysical. immunologic characterization-Type C viruses
Biochemical, biophysical, immunologic characterization-Type B viruses



TABLE II Ana lys is of Contracts by Acti vi ty

Phase III-B: COMPLETE CHARACTERIZATION: DEMONSTRATION OF VIRUS-MEDIATED FUNCTIONS ESSENTIAL FOR
INDUCTION AND MAINTENANCE OF NEOPLASIA

Contractor

A. Einstein Coll. Med.
Baylor Coll. Med.
Calif., Univ. of
Calif. ,Univ. of
Columbia Univ.
Duke Univ.
Hebrew Uni V.
Hopital St. Louis
Johns Hopkins Univ.
Life Sciences, Inc.
Litton-Bionetics
Mass. Inst. Tech.
Melby Labs

l-' Meloy Labs
N
N Nether. Canc. Ins t.

N. Carol;n~, Univ. of
Radiobiol,' Inst.
Salk Institute
S. Calif., Univ. of
St. Louis Univ.

Cont. No.

33311
43385
33293
33283
33258
33308
33310
33365
43266
33205
33211
33348
43207
43236
33368
33336
43328
43243
53500
43359

Description of Work

Determine molecular pathways of oncogenic virus expression
Regulation of gene expression in mouse mammary cancer
Biochemical determinaUon of viral gene expression
Biochemical characterization of viral gene expression
Search for specific vi~al gene expressions in human cancer
Biochemical characterization of viral gene expression
Search for EBV gene expression in human cancer
Search for viral gene expressions in human leukemia
Molecular hybridization using papovavirus probes
Co-carcinogenic factors in the etiology of Marek's disease
Biochemical markers of Type C virus gene expressions in human cancer
Determine the nature of oncogenic viral gene expression
Molecular hybridization studi.es pn human cancers .
Molecular hybridization studies on human cancer
Immunogenetic studies on bre~st c~ncer and leukemia
Molecular hybridization studi.es of human lymphoma, cervical carcinoma
Genetic control of release of RNA tumor viruses
Viral gene expression in the fn'duction and maintenance of oncogenesis
Biological and biochemical dete'rminations of viral gene expressions
Search for specific viral gene express'ions in human cancer

Phase IV-A:
Step 1:

IMMUNOLOGICAL CONTROL
DETERMINE SUITABLE IMMUNOLOGICAL CONTROL

Atomic Energy Comm.
Flow Labs'
Inst. Med. Res.
Meloy Labs
Microbiol. Assoc.
Microbial. Assoc.
Merck and Co.

20208
43388
33339
22020
43240
33248
12059

Effect of poly(Am)i.n boosting immune re~ponse
Vaccines against natural mouse Type C viruses
Immunological studies of murine mammary cancer
Evaluation of various approaches to ill111unotherapy in model systems
Viralvaccinesjinterferons i~ pr6tection against chemical carcinogens
Immunoprevention of spontaneous neoplasms
Developmental research for virus vaccine production

,"', -"" ..-"... ,"_."""_.... " ....._._---_..,,.. _._...._------...-•._---_._-.._-- .__... , .., ,__________ :·,:.'i~
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TABLE II Analysis of Contracts by Activity

Phase IV-A: IMMUNOLOGICAL CONTROL
Step 1: DETERMINE SUITABLE IMMUNOLOGICAL CONTROL (continued)

Contractor Cont. No. Descriptio~ of Work

Mt. Sinai Hosp.
Ohio State Univ.
Radiobiol. Inst.
S .. Cal if., Uni v. of

43225
43217
43328
53500

Enhancement of tumor cell immunogenicity by neuraminidase
. Development and evaluation of Type C feline viral vaccines
Immunological studies of murine mammary cancer
Wild mouse endogenous virus vaccines and antisera

Phase IV~B: BIOCHEMICAL CONTROL
Step 1: DETERMINE SUITABLE METHODS FOR BIOCHEMICAL .CONTROL

Atomic Energy Comm.
Litton-Bionetics
St. Louis Univ.

20208
23294
43359

Poly A inhibition of viral po1ymerases
Immuno-chemotherapy for treatment/prevention of viral-induced tumors
Screening of various chemicals as inhibitors of viral polymerases

RESOURCES
J-l
N Contractor Number .~ Speciesw

California, Univ. of 33237 cell cu1 tures human, animal
California, Univ. of 72-2202 animal feline
Chicago Park District 33271 animal primate
Child Research Center 33333 service cell cultures
Colorado, Univ. of 33400 tissues human
Connecticut, Univ. of 33221 animal avian
Cornell University 02224 service feline
Dow Chemical Co. 33243 service biohazards
Duke Uni versity 33308 vi rus avian
E1ectronucleonics Labs., Inc. 23249 virus human, animal
E1ectronucleonics Labs.~ Inc. 33335 virus, cells human, animal
E1ectronucleonics Labs., Inc. 43334 vi rus human, animal
Emory University 33343 animal primate
Flow Laboratories, Inc. 33391 ani rna 1 rodent
Flow Laboratories, Inc. 33201 repository, service sera, tissues, reagents, virus



RESOURCES (Cont'd)

.....
N
.po

Contractor

Georgetown Univers i ty
Goodwin Institute
Health Research, Inc.
Hektoen Inst. Med. Res.
Hospital for Sick Children
Huntingdon Research Center
Illinois, University of
Jewish Hospital &Med. Ctr.
Johns Hopk'ns Hospital
Life Sciences, Inc.
Life Sci ences, Inc.
Litton Bionetics, Inc.
Litton Bionetics, Inc.
Louisville, University of
Meloy Laboratories
Memorial Hospital
Michigan Cancer Foundation
Michigan, University of
Microbiological Associates
Microb101ogical Associates
Minnesota, University of
MontrealChi14ren 's Hospital
Naval Biomedical Res. Lab
Naval Biomedical Res. Lab
Padua, Uni vers i ty of
Pfizer, Inc~ ,
Southwest Foundatfon Res. &Ed.
St. Joseph'sHospital
Uni vers i ty Lab'ora tori es
Wolf Research &Deve19pment

Number

33404
23261
23247
43344
23266
33223
43345
43251
33245
33210
33291
43224
43260
60902
43263
43335
43391
33224
60914
33288
43285
~3377

40201
40200
33359
33234
33340
33393
33222
43351

~

tissues
anima1
tissues
tissues
ti ss ues
antisera
tissues
tissues
tissues
ani ma 1
vi rus
animal
tissues
vi rus
virus
tissues
milk
tissues
animal
service
servi ce
ti ssues
service
service
tissues
virus
animal
tissues
virus
service

Species

human I
avian, rodent
human
human
human
animal
human
human
human
avian, murine
avian
primate
human
pri ma te
murine
human
human
human
murine
murine, feline
biohazards
human
facil i ty support
biohazards
human
animal, human
primate
human
avi an, muri ne
computer support

j-,

i
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IABLE III

ALPHABETICAL LISTING OF CONTRACTS
AND INDEX TO CONTRACT NARRATIVES

I-'
N
lJ1

CONTRACTOR

Aichi Cancer Center (33290)

Alabama, Univ. of (43394)

A. Einstein Med. Coll. (33249)

A. Einstein Med: Coll. (33311)

A. Einstein Med. Coll. (43380)

American Cancer Soc. (74152)

Atomic Energy Comm. (43210)

Atomic Energy Comm. (20208)

Baylor Coll. Med. (43355)

Baylor Univ. (43385)

Baylor Univ. (33257)

Biolabs, Inc. (22068)

Biotech Res. Labs (43365)

FUNCTIONsl!

I (2)

1,(3); III-A (1)

III-A (1)

II-A (2); II-B (2); III-A (1, 2); III-B

II-B (1)

Conference

I (3)

1(3); II-B (1,2); III-A (1); IV-A (1);
IV-B (1)

II-B (1)

II-B (1); III-B

1(2,3); II-A (1, 2); III-A (1)

II-A (1); II-B (2); Resources

I (1)

PAGE

218

NewY

294

183

New

219

341

369

New

177

343

New

1/ For description of research activities, see SVCP Convergence Chart and TABLE II.
Y No narrative provided for newly negotiated contracts.



I-'
N
0\

CONTRACTOR

Boston Hasp. Women (43379)

Calff. SDPH. (43209)

Calif. Inst. Tech. (43306)

Calif., Univ. of (33237)

Calif., Univ. of (33242)

Calif., Univ. of (33293)

Calif., Univ. of (432l2)

Ca1if., Uni v. of (43211)

Calif., Univ. of (43381)

Calif., Univ. of (43298)

Calif., Univ. of (33253)

Calif., Univ. of (33283)

Calif., Univ. of (33332)

Center for Disease Cant. (40202)

Chicago Park District (33271)

Child. Cane. Res. Fdn. (43269)

·----··------.--- M __~__ ~ ._._

TABLE III (continued)

FUNCTIONS

1(1,2,3)

I (3); II-A (1); II-B (1)

I (3)

II-A (1); II-B (1); Resources

I (3); II -A (l, 2)

II-B (2); III-B

II-B (2); III-B

1 (1, 2, 3)

I (J)

II-B (2)

II-A (1, 2); II-B (2)

I (3)'

II-A (l); II-B (1, 2)

I (1,2)

Resources

I (2); II-B (1)

--_._-------"_._------ .- ..---...~--'-- ..-..

PAGE

New

289

New

378

290

292

355

222

New

New

154

358

356

224

380

New

. -".- '-~.'--., -'''--,
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TABLE III (continued)

CONTRACTOR

Child Res. Center of Mich. (33333)

chil dren IS Hosp. of Phil a. (33272)

Colorado, Urii v. :of (33400)

'Columbi a Uni versity (33258)

Conn'ect; cut, Un; v. of (33221)

Cornell University (02224)

~ 'Cornell Universi ty·( 33346) ..
N
'-J

Delta Reg. Primate Center (33396)

DawChemical Ca. (33243)

Duke University (33308)

Duke University (43395)

Electranucleanics Labs, Inc. (33355)

Electronucleanics Labs, Inc. (23249)

Electranucleanics Labs, Inc. (43334)

EmaryUniversity (33343)

Emory University (22301)

FUNCTIONS

Resources

1 (1,' 3); II-A (2); III-A (1)

Reso'urces

I (3); II-A (2); II-B (2); III-A (1); III-B

Resources

Resources

I (3); II-A (1 , 2)

IlI-A (1:)

Res'oUrces

II-A (2); II-B (2); III-A (1, 2); III-B;
Resources

I(J); II I - A (1)

Resaurces

Resaurces

Resources

Resources

I II -A (l)

PAGE

381

226

382

178

383

384

180

261

145

182

New

385 I

386

New

387

202



230 I I,,
I

156 :r390

391 I L
i

147 I I
299 I ~
371 I III

_ .1-1
New

301

i-J
N
co

CONTRACTOR

Emory University (43393)

Flow Labs~ Inc. (33201)

Flow Labs, Inc. (33247)
'(43387)
(43388)

(43389)

Flow Labs ~ Inc. (33391)

Fort Detri ck (20207)

George Washi ngtOn Unlv. (23251),

Georgetown Un i v. (50053)

Georgetown ·Unfv. (33404)

Goodwfnlnst.for Cane. Res. (23261)

HarvardSch. Pub. Health (43218)

Harvard University (33265)

Harvard University (33390)

Harvard University (43299)

Hazleton Laboratories~ Inc. (33212)

TABLE III (continued)

FUNCTIONS

I (3); III-A (1)

Resources

Split into 43387~ 43388, 43389 at end of FY
II-A (1)
I (3); II-A (2); II-B (1, 2); III-A (1, 2);
IV-A(l )
I (3};II-A (2); III-A (1)

Resources·

Housekeeping service for 23294 (Lttton-Bionetics)

I (2) ; III -'A (1)

I (1,2~ 3); III-A (1)

Resources

Resources

Biohazard resource

III-A (2)

I (2,3); II-A (1); III-A (1)

II-B ,(1 ~ 2)

I (3); II-A (1,2); II-B (1 ~ 2)

PAGE

New

388

296

389

." . -...-~--...

;r:=:1
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CONTRACTOR

TABLE III (continued)

FUNCTIONS PAGE

l-'
N
\.0

Health Research, Inc. (43392)

Hebrew University (33342)

Hebrew University (33310)

Hoektoen Inst. Med. Res. (43344)

Hopita1 St. Louis (33365)

Hospital for Sick Children (23266)

Howard University (43287)

Huntingdon Res. Ctr. (33223)

Illinois, Univ. of (43318)

Illinois, Univ. of (43345)

Institut du Radium (43219)

Inst. for Med. Res. (33339)

Int l l. Agency for Res. on Cancer (43296)

Int. Assoc. for Camp. Res. on
Leukemi a (40047)

Jackson Laboratory (33255)

Resources

1(1,2,3); III-A (1)

I (3); III-A (2); III-B

Resources

II-B (1, 2); III-B

Resources

I (1, 3)

'. Resources

I (3); II-A (1); II-B (2); III-A (1)

Resources

II-B (1)

1(1,2.3); II-A (2); II-B (2); III-A (1)
IV-A (1)

I (1, 2, 3); II -A (1, 2); I II -A (1)

Conference

I (3); III-A (1)

392

232

345

New

185

393

New

394

360

New

344

158

234 '

303



I-'
W
o

CONTRACTOR

Jewish Hosp. &Med. Center (43251)

Johns Hopkins Univ. (43330)

Johns Hopkins Univ. (33337)

Johns Hopkins Univ. (33245)

Johns Hopkins Univ. (43266)

Johns Hopkins Univ. (33345)

Karo1inska Institute (33316)

Life Sciences (33291)

Life Sciences (33210)

Life Sciences (33205)

Litton Bionetics, Inc. (43249)

Litton Bi oneti cs, Inc. (43333)

Litton Bi oneti cs, Inc. (43252)

Litton Bionetics, Inc. (43224)

Litton Bionatics, Inc. (33211)

Litton Bionetics, Inc. (23294)

TABLE III (continued)

FUNCTIONS

Resources

I (3); III-A (1)

1(1,2,3)

I (2); Resources

1(1,2); II-A (1, 2); II-B (2); III-A (1,2);
III-B

I (1, 2, 3); II I-A (1)
",

I (1, 2, 3); I I-A (l, 2); III -A (l, 2)

Resources; II-A (1)

Resources

III-A (1, 2); ·IIL.. B

I (1, 3); II-B (1, 2); III-A (1)

I (3)

I (3)

I (3); II-A (1); III-A (1); Resources

II-B (2); III-B; III-A (1)

II.:.A (1); III (A)-l; IV-B (1)

PAGE

395

Nevi

237

396

351

187

188

398

397

190

346

New"

240

399

192

271

~

~

i
L
i:=::
~

~
I

r
I,

I:

i
L
I
!
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I (3); II-A (1, 2); II-B (1, 2); III-A (1, 2)
111-8 352

Resource for Emory Univ. (22301) 202

Resources 403

k

I--'
W
I--'

CONTRACTOR

Litton Bionetics, Inc. (43260)

Louisville, Univ. of (60902)

Mason Research Inst. (33358)

Mass. General Hasp. (33366)

Mass. General Hasp. (43222)

Mass. Inst. Tech. (33348)

Med. Co11. of Penna. (43319)

Med. Call. of Wise. (81010)

Me loy Labs, Inc. (43207)

Meloy Labs, Inc. (22020)

Meloy Labs, Inc. (43223)

Meloy Labs, Inc. (22306)

Meloy Labs, Inc. (43263)

Meloy Labs, Inc. (43236)

Memorial Hasp. (N. Y.) (43208)

Memorial Hasp. (N. Y.) (43335)

TABLE III (continued)

. FUNCTIONS

Resources

Resources

I (2)

Resources ..

.. , ..----__""-'_.•..' i

PAGE

401

402

159

194

195 '

349

New

161

372

197

168

162

405
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CONTRACTOR

Merck & Company, Inc .. (J 2059),

Mi ami, Uni!v. of,. (332l8)

Miami, Univ. frfr(43358)

Mi chigan Canc.' Fdn. (33347)

Mi chi gan Cane. Fdn. (43391)

Michigan, Univ. Of (33224)

Micro. Assoc~ Inc. (60914)

Micro. Assoc. Inc. (33248)

Mi cro. Assoc. Inc. (33288)

Micro. Assoc. Inc. (43240)

Micro. Assoc. Inc. (43254)

Minnesota, Univ. of (33357)

Minnesota, Univ. of (43285)

Montreal Child. Hosp. (33377)

Mt. Sinai Hosp. (43225)

TABLE III (continued)

FUNCTIONS

.~V-A (1)

II-A (2); II-B(2)

II-B (2)

1(1,2,3); II-A (1, 2); II-B (1,2); III-A (1)

Resources

Resources

Resources

I (3); III-A (1); JV-A (1)

Resources

I ,(3); II-A (l ,4); II-B (l, 2); III-A (1); IV-A (1)

II-A (l, 2)

I (1, 2,. 3); II-B (2); III-A (1)

Resources

Resources

1(2); IV-A (1)

PAGE

198

243

New

163

New

406

406

314

407

305

311

364

149

409

245



I-'
W
W

CONTRACTOR

Naples, Univ. of (33314)

Naval Biological Res. Labs (40200)

Naval Biomedical Res. Labs (40201)

Netherlands Cane. Inst. (33368)

N. Y. Med. Call ege (33398)

N. Carolina, Un;v. of (33336)

Ohio State Univ. (43217)

Padua, Univ. of (33359)

Penn. State Univ. (02024)

Pfi zer, Inc. 03239)

Pfi z'er, Inc. (,33234)

Rad tob i 01 ogi ca1 Ins t. (43328)

Rockefeller Univ. (33306)

Rush-Presbyterian Hasp. (33219)

~alk Institute (43243)

Scripps Clinic &Res. Fdn. (43375)

TABLE III (continued)

FUNCTIONS

III-A (1)

II -A (1), Servi ce

Service

I (3); II-A (2) j II-B (1, 2); III-B

I (2); I II -A (1)

II-B (2); III-B

I (3); II-A (1); III-A (1); IV-A (1)

Resources

I (3); II-A (1, 2); II.-B (1)

I (3); II -A (1, 2)

Resources
• I

I (3); II-B (1); III-B; IV-A (1)

1(3); II-B (1, 2)

1(3); II-A (1, 2); III-A (1)

II-B (1); III-B

I (3); II-A (2); II-B (2)

-....'_._-_.. H. me 1 ¥lIiIl 1.,1

PAGE

200

140

378

165

248

203

139

409

204

167

410

New
I

206

208

318

319



I
~
II

II

J
I

I
I

.....
lJJ
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CONTRACTOR

Scripps Clinic &Res. Fdn. (33204)

S. Calif." Univ. of (53500)

S. Calif., Univ. of (43242)

Southwest Fdn. (33340)

Southwest Fdn. (43214)

St . Joseph IS Hos p. (33393)

St. Loui's Univ. (43359)

Stanford Univ. (43228)

Stanford Univ. (43244)

Tel Aviv Univ. (23237)

Tenne$see, Univ. of (43325)

Texas,Univ. of (33304)

Texas,Univ. of (33292)

Texas, Univ. of (43370)

Texas, Univ. of (33301)

TABLE III (continued)
.- -- - - -r

FUNCTIONS

I (3); II-A (2)

1(1,2,3); II-A (1, 2); II-B (1, 2);
III-A (1); III-B; IV-A (1)

II-B (1, 2); III-B

Resources

I (3); II-A (1, 2)

Resources

I (3); II-A (1,2); II-B (2); lII-A (1);
III-B; IV-B (1)

III-A (1)

1(3); II-B (1); Resources

I (3); II-A (1); II-B (1, 2)

I (3); III-A (1)

1(1,2,3); II-A (1, 2); II-B (1, 2)

1(3); III-A (1)

II-B (2)

1(2); III-A (1); IV-A (1)

PAGE

252

325

328

413

143

412

316

New

329

169

New

210

254

New

256

i
1-'
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CONTRACTOR

University Labs, Inc. (33222)

UIce (43292)

Washington, Univ. of (33372)

Washington, Univ. of (33236)

Weizmann Institute (43241)

Wisconsin, Univ. of (22022)

Wistar Institute (33250)

Wolf' Research &Dev. (43351)

TABLE III (continued)

FUNCTIONS

Resources

III-A (1)

I (3); III-A (1)

I (3); III-A (1)

II-B (2)

I (3); II-A (2); II-B (1,2); III-A (1)

I (3); II -A (2)

Service

PAGE

414

New

330

. 263

331

367

333

416

\1
J



D. Contract Summaries>bySegments

1. ·BIoltAZARDCONTROL ANn CONTAiNMENT SEGMENT
July 1, 1973 - June 30, 1974

Dr. Alfred Hellman, OADVO·, Division of Cancer Cause and Prevention, Chairman
Dr. W. Emmett Barkley, OADVO, Division of Cancer Cause and Prevention,
Vice Chairman

The contract programs administered by the Biohazard Control and Containment
Segment are designed to identify potential biohazards which may be
associated with facilities, equipment and procedures used by virus cancer
investigators and to provide guid~nce and technical assistance to these
investigators in order to improve their capacity for performing research
with minimum hazards to the laboratory worker and the community and
maximum protection against contamination. A major contract effort with
the Dow Chemical Company has provided environmental control and laboratory
safety services to all contractors of the VCP. These services include
conducting surveys of laboratory facilities to identify potential
biohazards and to recommend practical corrective actions, designing
equipment and developing improved procedures for the safe handling
of oncogenic viruses, certifying safety equipment and assisting in the
design of laboratory facilities. The equipment certification service has
demonstrated that over 60 percent of all laminar flow biological safety
cabinets tested to date failed to meet performance specifications and
had to be modified in order to provide adequate safety for the user.

A basic safety training- course on the principles of biohazard and injury
control has been developed through a contract with the University of
Minnesota. This course is presented four times annually to laboratory
workers engaged in cancer virus research. These courses provide an
opportunity to investigators and technicians to learn the fundamentals
of laboratory safety including the correct usage of biological safety
hoods, personnel protective devices, disinfection and sterilization
techniques and the principles of biological, physical, chemical and
radiological hazard control.

An evaluation of potential aerosol exposure hazards created by biochemical
and biophysical procedures used in virus-tissue culture laboratories has
been conducted by the Naval Biological Laboratory. Tests have been
performed to quantitate the aerosol output of the blender, sonic homogenizer,
_pipetting procedures and the zonal centrifuge. Results of these tests
demonstrated that the blender, sonic homogenizer and pipetting procedures
are capable of producing detectable aerosols which can be inhaled by the
laboratory worker.

Basic research studies are in progress to: (1) evaluate the effect of a
selected stress situation on induction of viral disease or cancer in situ,
(2) investigate the immunological response of laboratory animal hosts to
oncornaviral antigens and (3) elucidate the role of endogenous virus
infection of laboratory animals. Aerosol exposure of mice to selected
environmental insecticides which mimic estrogenic activity induces the
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expression of information 'found in murine leukemia virus .". Studies
initiated at the Southwest Foundation for Research and Ecttic!ition. to
determine if oncornaviruses .coulci.pass.the.plac~ntalbCl.r:rier demonstrated
the presence of C-type viru~ particles in ~he syncytiotrophoblast. This
observation is being pursued in detail. .
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OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY (NOI:""CP-43217)

Title: Biohazard Control and Containment in Oncogenic Virus Research

Contractor's Project DirectC)r: Dr. D. Yohn

Project Officers (NCI): Dr. A. Hellman
Dr. A. K. Fowler

Objectives:

The principal objective of this program this past year has been to
cnntinue the evaluation of prophylactic vaccination of-cats against
RNA tumor virus oncogenesis. Several regimens and protocols have
been employed. For the sake ofcompleteness~this report will
summarize the results of all compfeted protocols as well as those
that are still ongoing.

As corollary objectives these studies have provided an opportunity
to evaluate the immunologic responses of kittens and adult cats to
the various vacciIiesusing several different serologic procedures.
These include fluorescent antibody (FA) tests for FOCMA antibodies~

complement fixation (CF) and complement fixation inhibition (Cn)
tests for antibodies to viral structural antigens and neutralizing
antibody (NA) tests to viral membrane antigens. A lymphocyte blast
transformation (LBT) assay has been developed to study cell mediated
immunity during immunization and oncogenesis.

The final aspect of this program ha.s included pilot studies on the
effect of various steroid hormones on infection and/C)r transformation
of various cell cultures by feline ~arcomavirus (FSV).

Maj or Findings:

Vaccination of kittens with killed virus vaccines ~t weekly intervals
for 4 weeks prior to challenge at 35 days of a.ge with a dose of GA-FSV
known "to induce tumors in 95% of uninmnmized kittens has given varying
results. Vaccines prepared in Adjuvant 65 have induced no protection
and only minimal antibody responses as measured by CFI and NA tests.
Vaccines prepared in complete Freunds adjuvant appear to be inducing
some degree of protection. Antibody studies are yet to be completed
in these animals. To date four kittens developed a persistent
neutralizing titer approximately one month after four injections.
Two others had only a single serum that was reactive. In another
litter kittens readily demonstrated neutralizing antibodies within two
weeks after the final injection of vaccine." The variability of these
responses in which at best 3/6 produced neutralizing antibodies by the
time of virus challenge is interpreted at this point as an
unfavorable level of response.
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Tests on additional kittens which have been si..mi1ar1y immunized
including those immunized with virus emulsified in Freunds comPlete
adjuvant are mlderway. Sera taken from kittens .sol1.d1y protected by
immunization with inactivated tumor extracts prior to cna11enge with
virus are also being examined for neutralizing antibodies. These tests
should be completed within the current contract year.

PEP S 1

Results of tests for neutralizing antibodies in seven adult female cats,
six of which were immunized during their pregnancy with UV irradiated
GA-FSV emulsified in adjuvant 65. These tests show that this
immunization regimen induced readily demonstrable levels of
neutraLizing antibodies in all six pregnant queens by thetim.e they
gave birth. These findings may in part account for the moderate
protection afforded· kittens to GA-FSV from these queens. Of nine
kittens from these queens, only four developed tumors which eventually
led to their death.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute:

Development of a vaccine against a type-C RNA virus in a model system
such as the cat could provide some rationale as to the. potentials for
developing such vaccines against human disease if ever a viral induced
malignancy can be identified in man.

Proposed Course:

. The presence of neutralizing antisera in cats previously immunized will
further be determined. In order to permit a greater degree of
immunological competency to develop prior to virus challenge, a feline
leukemia virus isolated by· Dr. Hardy ,will be used. This virus will
cause disease in adult ·cats, thereby permitting adequate vaccination
regimes to be developed, since other feline tumor virus to date required
inoculation into cats during the first week of life.

Date Contract Initiated: June 25, 1965

NAVAL BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY (Y01-CP4-0200)

Title: Aerosol Properties of Potentially Oncogenic Viruses

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. N•. Vedros

Project Officers (NCI): Dr. A. Hellman
Dr. A. K. Fowler
Dr. W. E. Barkley
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Obj ectives:

This project involves task-areas as well as providing hood-testing
service to certain other NCI contractors. Tne task areas are: laboratory
hazards from aerosols; environmental effects on characteristics of viral
aerosols; host-virus interactions; disinfectants.

Major Findings:

1. Aerosol Studies. Aerosols of Rauscher murine leukemia virus (RMLV)
were exposed to r~.lative humidities eRD) ranging from 10% to 90% at 26oC.
Impinger samples were t.akenat time intervals through 4 hours post
atomization, andiquantificationof recovered virus was accomplished
using the XC cell assay system. .

Survival at conditions of low relative humidity is better than at higher
relative humidities. At humidities below 30%, virus could be recovered
from aerosols exposed to environmental conditions for 4 hours. The most
substantial virus inactivation occurs during the initial drying process
leading to the equilibrium state. It appears that the slower this
initial drying process is (i.e., at high RH), the more detrimental.its
effects on the virus.

It is known that various additives (i.e. s~gars) can protect aerosolized
virus from the effects of relative humidity. All the current studies
were performed using standard tissue culture media for aerosolization
of the virus. It is also known ,that certain viruses, when d·rawn through
a vessel maintained at 100% relative humidity, immediately before
impinging, show markedly enhanced recovery from the aerosol state. Our
initial studies indicate that RMLV does not display this phenomenon.

2. Disinfection Studies. After the initial application of 0.5 ml of
each concentration of hypochlorite into 4.5 ml of unpurified poliovirus
or Rauscher Murine leukemia virus tissue culture suspension, samples
were collected at 10, 20 and 40. minute intervals. The virus samples
were rapidly diluted with Hanks Balance salt solution (to avoid the
inherent toxicity of hypochlorite for cells) and were then inoculated
into either HeLa c~ll monolayer for plaque assay for poliovirus, or
A3l mouse cell monolayer for leukemia virus assay. All experiments w.ere
carried out at .. room temperature ~

A preliminary experiment indicated that 0.2 ml of 1000 part per million
(PPM) solution of a neutralized hypochlorite (NHC) could be added to a
60 rom in "diameter tissue culture dish with 5 ml of medium without killing
the contained culture of HeLa.cells. Therefore, assay at low dilution
levels was possible.
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The residual hypochlorite was rapidly' decreased after neutralized with
KH2P04 to a pH of 7.4 and after 24 hours, only 2% of their initial'
residual was remaining in the open container~ However, the un-neutralized
hypochlorite was very stable, even in the open container.
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The results of hypochlorite experiment with unpurifiedpoliovirus in
tissue culture menstrum indicate that the poliovirus titer decreased
gradually with a neutralized hypochlorite solution of 1000 ppm and
completely inactivated within 40 minutes upon application. On the
other hand, low concentration of hypochlorite (100 ppm) has no effect
on poliovirus. However, with higher concentration of neutralized
hypochl~ite (2500 ppm) poliovirus could be completely inactivated
within the first 10 minutes upon application. Furthermore, the data
also indicated that the un-neutralized hypochlorite had more effect
on poliovirus. When 10% fetal calf serum"was added into the virus
suspension, the virucidal activity of hypochlorite was decreased.

Neutralized hypochlorite was held in either an open or closed container
and samples were withdrawn and used to inactivate poliovirus at 4, 8,
24 and 48 hours after hypochlorite was neutralized with KH2P04, to a
pH of 7.4. The data indicated that the poliovirus titer decreased
slowly from L 8 x 108 pfu/ml to L 4 x 104 pfu/ml, and from L 8 x 108 to
1.4 x 106 pfu/ml in 40 minutes with a n~utralized hypochlorite
solution of 1000 ppm of 4 and 8 hour samples, respectively. Moreover,
the poliovirus titer decreased more rapidly from 1.8 x 108 to
L 5 x 104 pfu/ml within the first 10 minutes and reduced to < 5 x lOr
in 20 minutes with a neutralized hypochlorite solution of 2500 ppm of the
8 hours sample. Howeyer, there were no virus titers changed in both
24 and 48 hour samples.

Wescodyne and Lysol were also used to inactivate poliovirus in order
to compare their virucidal activity. Neither were virucidaL

Rauscher Murine Leukemia virus (RML) was used to test the virucidal
activity of hypochlorite. Rauscher leukemia virus was rapidly
inactivated by low concentrations of neutralized hypochlorite.

Virus titer was reduced rapidly from 2 x 107 pfu/ml to 2 x 102 pfu/ ml
in 10, minutes with a neutralized hypochlorite solution of 500 ppm, and
completely inactivated in 20 and 40 minutes with 500 and 100 ppm of
neutralized hypochlorite, respectively. However, in the presence of
fetal calf serum in the leukemia virus suspension, the virus' titer
decreased gradually and infectious virus was, present in the suspension
at both the 500 and 100 ppm hypochlorite solution after 40 minutes of
inactivation.

Herpes saimiri will next be included in disinfectant tests in
preparation for studies of aerosol survival of the latter agent.
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3. Laboratory Hazards. .spray factors , useful in determining the
probable dosage involved in respiratory eXposure to incidental aerosols
produced by standard laboratory operat:i.ons,have been reported previously.

The next step under this task area was to study the extent of inclusion
of viral units in airborne particles less than O.8,um. This work has
been delayed because we have· not received the aerosol sampler
(centrifuge rotor) that is needed to collect small part:i.cles; the
unit has been on order for more than 1 year. The item is "hand-made",
must be calibrated during final balancing tests, audthe manufacturer
repeatedly assures us that after a few more tests the rotor will be
availab1.e.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute:

An understanding of the survival alid clea.rance rate for virus aerosol
will allow the development of a rational and'hopefully less expensive
means for control of cross infec.tion. Similarly development of
mathematical models will perIilitthe'more precise evaluation of
facilities, on the basis of risk.

Proposed. Course:

We propose tocontin.ue studies of specific problems in control of
laboratory biohazards generated in work with oncogenic viruses and
infected tissue cultures. We will study synergistic effects 'of selected
chemicals and viruses on oncogenic susceptibility, and the effect of
physiological stress (as related to changes in imlnune response) on
susceptibility. As' adjuncts to th:i.s work we will study survival of
selected "airborne viruses in varied environments and optimize methods
of assay.

Date Contract Initiated: March 1, 1971.

SOUTHWEST FOUNDATION FOR RESEARCH AND EDUCATION (NOl-CP4-32l4)

Title: Study of Latent Virus Infection and Transmission

Contractor's Proj edDirector: Dr. R.. L. Heberling

Project Officers (NCT): Dr. A. Hellman
Dr. J. Strickland
Dr. A. Fowler

Objectives:

It is the purpose of this contract" to study the viral flora of
placentas with special emphasis on the occurrence of.type-C viruses.
Although a number of mammalian species (including the mouse, cat, dog,
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horse and cow) are to be surveyed for the presence of t)TPe7C viral
particles, a major portion of the work will concentrateorihaboon and
human placentas and fetal tissues derived from these two primate sources.

Major Findings:

The occurrence of a relatively large number of type~Cvirus particles in
the syncytiotrophoblast of all baboon placentas, examined, . .vhile a few
particles were seen in approximately 60% of human placentas .•
Gs antigen activity and RNA-directed DNA polymerase w~re

demonstrated inbaboon placentas where particles were numerous.

With this as a background, studies d~ring the past 6 months have
concentrated on attempts to isolate a virus in cell culture in order
to carry out definitive studies ol1its.a.ntigenic·composition, enzyme
activity and pathogenic (oncogenic) potenti~l.Confirmation.ofthe
presence of virus particles in cell cultures has been prima~ily by
examination with the electron microscope. Further electron microscope
studies have centered on the examination of various placental and
fetal tissues in an attempt to define species distributiq~, the
precise locations of viral synthesis within the fetoplacental unit
and the point in the gestation period when morphologically
distinguishable type-C viral particles are first observed. Initial
attempts have also been made to detect viral activity in purifi~d

fractions of homogenized placental tissue and cell culture fluids.
Seven to 21 day embryo material has been collected and is being
processed. Type-C particles have been se~n in one 20 day embryo.
Previously a 27 day embryo was the earliest placenta studied which
was positive. It is of interest that th~ cytotrophoblast cells of
the 20 day embryo have more particles than the syncytiotrophoblast,
in opposition to what has been observed in later embryos.

Only a few fetal tissues have been examined to date, but none has
been found to contain viral particles.

To date, in excess of 100 cell cultures have been processed for
observation on the electron microscope. Approximately 80 of these
have been of adequate quality for evaluation. Fivepreparations..have
contained what appear to be type-C virus particles. Four 6f these
resulted from the cocultivation ofa placenta culture deriyedfrom
a single baboon with a chimpanzee fetal lung culture or rhesus monkey
fe.tal foreskin. One of the four cultures, a placen.t:a-chimpanzee
cocultivation, has been treated with 50 ]Jgjml IUDR. Several of the
placenta-chimps cocultivation cultures show numerous. intra-and
extracellular particles and are currently releasing. significant
quantities of type-C particles.

Pools of primate type-C viruses are being prepared for reference
materials and the preparation of appropriate antisera. Fluorescein
labelled antisera is being made available from Dr. Hellman' slaboratory.
The sera was prepared in goats and dogs against the M-7 isolate.
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Frozen sections of placental tissues are being prepared for use in
immunologic techniques such as fluorescent antibody labelling which
may allow for the localization" of ;f:'Yl'e-C virus antigens ~ as well as
others ~ within:;the placent:a. Additionally ~ sera from other baboons
are being surveyed for the presence of antibodies to these placental
antigens.

Specimens of uterus~ ovary, testis~ etc. are being collected for
examination to determine the origins of type-C viral activity.

A number of placental and fetal, tissues (approximately 30) were sent
to. the Project Off:ic,e.r for,thi~ ~ontract (Dr. A. Hellman} for testing
in his laboratory and dis,tribuf:ion by him' to other laboratories.
Studies on this material include tests for Gs anti'gens ,RNA-directed
DNA polymerase and, pUJCificatipnof",type,..C viral particles from fresh
placental tissue .Va:riouscellcult:ures were also sent for Gs arttigen
testing.' "

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Progr;;unofthe Institute:

The presence of type-C particles.in "normal" primate tissue has for the
first time been visualized and the agent isolated. The significance of
their presence can only be conjectured at this time, however, the fact
that they are present in, relatively large quc;ntities at,a time of
endocrinologicaL stimulation furthe,r adds significance to the
induction of C-particles informat:ionby hormones (Hellman and Fowler)
and may be significant for propogat:ion of the species." Finding such'
particles in "normal" tissue perm:its one now to determine whether
they really have any, direct cause. and" effect: relationship in inducing
malign.ancy in 'any,.,primate.

All efforts wilLbe directed in, this labo:ratory and that of the project
officer to determine the function that these particles have in primates
as well as the possible universal presence of such C particles at
particular stages of host development.

Date Contract ,Initiated: June,3~ 1971

THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY (N01-CP3-'"3243)

Title: Research and Development of Biohazard Control and Containment
Facilities

Contractor's Project Dire~tor: Mr. Cyril B. ,Henke

Project Officer (NCT): Dr. W. Emmett Barkley
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Objectives:

1. In collaboration with the NCI Office of Biohazard and Environm"ental
Control, the contractor performs Biological Safety and Environmental Control
surveys of VCP contractor operations to evaluate laboratory~pra.ctices,

safety equipment and facilities and to assess the effect of contractor
operations on laboratory safety and environmental quality.

2. The contractor assists the Office of Biohazard and Environmental Control
in the preparation a~d dissemination of safety equipment specifications,
facility design criteria, operation.s guidelines and safety procedures. The
contractor also preparesengineeriI:..g design drawings and specirications for
containment systems required to_ meet specific program needs.

3. The contra.ctor operates a&afety equip~ent certificatiort program to
assure safe·· operation of VCP safety and containment equipmene.

4. The contractor assists the Office of Biohazard and Environmental Control
in the review of plans: and specifications for VCPrenovatfort g:n.dnewfaci1ity
construction projects.

Major Findings:

The contractor participated in eightsitevisfts~ provided extensive
consultation support to VCP con.tractors,andhas reviewed facility design
criteria for a number of NCI contractors and-grantees. The contractor has
assisted the NCI, OB&EC in evaluatin.g laboratory safety probleIIis;identified
during the eight completed site visits. Individual site visit reports were
prepared to provide necessary guidelines to assist cohtractorsin
implementing the NCI Minimum Standards of -Biological Safety and.,Environmenta1
Control. A comprehensive survey of Building 37, NIH, was completed.
Observed deficiencies were evaluated, listed and presented in a final report
to NCI in July. The report emphasized short and long term recommendations
for correcting deficiencies and improving their safety and environmental
control prograIIl.

The contractor, in collaboration with the Division of Research Services, NIH,
has prepared two slide-cassette tape packages for distribution to VCP con
tractor laboratories and other interested investigators. The'firs;t presenta
tion entitled, "Effective Use of the Laminar Flow Biological Safety Cabinet"
con_tains 54 slides and a 16-minute tape recording. This packette has been
loaned to 167 laboratories. The second package entitled, "FormaldehYde
Decontamination of Laminar Flow Biological Safety Cabinets" contains 42 slides
and a 13-minute tape recording. So far 90 laboratories have requested and
received the second presentation. The contractor arranged a one-day seminar
on centrifuge biohazards at the Frederick Cancer Research Center,
November 8, 1973.

The equipment certification program has demonstrated that 41 percent of the
cabinets tested this past year failed to pass initla1 leak tests. - Cumulative
test results indicated an initial failure rate of 57 percent.
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Significance to Biomedical Research and the ~rogram of the Institute:

This contractcontribufesbiolcigfcalsafety and environmental contrdl
expertise to the VCP. This expertise is used to improve the quality
and safety of the cancer research laboratory environment. The contractor
functions as an integral part of the NCr Office of Biohazard and
Environmental CQ~t+ol.

Proposed Course:

The contractor w:ql .contintle to provide technical assistance to the VCP
contractors on-problems of environmental control, personnel safety and
product protection. The c0l:'ltractor will participate in approximately ten
Safety and Environmental Control--surveys. The contractor will review all
plans and specifications for renova~ion and new facility construction
projects upon request. All recommendations will be based on compliance
with accepted engineering design, biological safety and environmental
control practices. The contractor will continue to prepare the slide
cassette tape packages and provide distribution to VCP contractors.

Date Contract Initiated: June 25, 1965

HARVARD SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH (NOl-CP4-32l8)

Title: Cancer and Chronic Disease in Viroldglc Laboratory Workers

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. T. Mack

Project Officer (NCI): Dr. A. Hellman

Objectives:

1. To evaluate the costs and benefi't:s of several methods of asselllbling,
in retrospect, a roster of virologists; laboratory persons and others
with professional exposure to the virological laboratory.

2. To evaluate the feasibility of measuring the past morbidity and
mortality in such a cohort.

3. To _measure the costs of starting and maintaining an on-going
registry of· such persons.

4. To evaluate the feasibility of instituting surveillance for chronic
diseases among these-persons, in order to:

a) ProspeCti,y~lyevaluatethe occupational hazards of biological
materials in general cmd of laboraton acquired viruses in particular
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,Will have to await further development 'of 'the contract.

Significance to Biomedical Research arid the Program of the Insti.tute:

b) Most qUickly recognize unforeseen disease risks, eXClIlD:ne their
corrolates, speculate as to th~ir causes, ,and prudently act to
minimize future hazards.

".-.

to selected virology
and proposed

We are still developing a questionaire to be sent out
laboratories, until such time findings, significance
course will have to await further development.

Major Findings:

Proposed Course:

Will have to await fu~ther development of the contract.

Date Contract Initiated: July 2, '1973

THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS SOUTHWESTERN MEDICAL SCHOOL AT DALLAS (NOl-CP-12l35j

Title: Biohazards Information Gathering Cenier: Surve:tllance of
Laboratory-Acquired Infections and Accidents

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. Malcolm Pike

Project Officer (NCI): Dr. Alfred Hellman

Objectives:

(1) To gather information concerning lakoratory-acquired infections and
accidents by the use of questionnaires andpe~sonal contact; -

(2) To collate this information into a readily useable form for determining
factors which may affect the occurrenceof laqoratory acquired infection.

Major Findings:
.-, --.

No progress as yet under this contract, contractor has had difficulty in
getting program initiated.

Significance to Biomedical Research arid the Program of the Institute:

By becoming aware of the problem, as defined by past experience, it is
hoped that work with newe.r agents, particula~ly oncogeni~v1.ruses~.can
proceed with a greater chance of protecting the safety of personnel 
involved.
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Proposed Course:

The unused funds·fromthiscontract will be used to transfer all historical
laboratory acquired infection data to. data forms developed by the Center
for Disease Control. CDC will maintain in the future a national data bank
on laboratory acquired,infections.

Date Contract Initiated: May 10, 1971

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA (N01-,.CP4':"'3285)

Title: Development and Presentation of Course in Contamination and
Physical Hazard Control

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. Donald Vesley

ProjectOff:icer (NCI): Dr. W. Emmett~Bark1ey

Objectives:

The object:ive of this project is to present four courses on the principles
of biohazard and injury control in the biomedical laboratory. Course
participants are drawn from personnel from other cancer laboratories
associated w:ith the NCI contracts and grants program.

These courses·providean·opportunityto sci.entificinvestigators arid
laboratory technicians involved in cancer virus research to learn the
fundamentals of laboratory safety including the correct usage of
biological safety hoods, the a~equacy of protective clothing and other
personal protective'devices,disinfection and sterilization techniques and
the principles of biological, physical, chemical and radiological hazard
control •

. Maj or Findings:

Four courses have been presented, three at the University of Minnesota,
June 12-15, September 11-14, October 16-19, and one at the NIH from
December 11-13, 1973. Approximately 180 cancer scientists and senior
laboratory technicians attended the courses presented this past year. A
total of approximately 330 investigators and technicians have attended the
courses to date.

The contractor has developed a course manual and compiled a "handout packet"
of up-to-date reference materials. The course manual includes lecture out~

lines, references, data tables, and other supporting information for each
of the course lectures. Another section of the manual details laboratory
exercises .. and instructions for the laboratory portion of the course. A
catalog of safety aids and equipment has also been developed.
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The course has succeeded in stiinulating the participants to .thinkpositively
about laboratory safety problems. Follow through efforts by the Office
of Biohazard and Environmental Control have demonstrated..anincreased
awareness of laboratory'safety.objectives among those scientists- who have
attended ·thec()urse. Most important, however, has been an increase in
laboratory safety practices by many course participants.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Programof·the Institute:

The training program provides a most effective mechanism for disseminating
current biological safety information. Course participants benefit direct
ly by learning biological safety and environmental control methods and
techniques. This program benefits the institfite by incr~asing the general
safety awareness of the laboratory>participant and his associates.

Proposed Course:

The contractor will present four courses in 1974, two in June and one each
in September and December. Three of the courses willf()llow the same format
as the 1973 courses. Two will be presented in Minneapolis and one at NIH.
The second course scheduled for June in Davis, CaliforriiaWill be a special
session presented to campus safety officers in conjunction with the summer
meeting of the Campus Safety Association. The course material will be
altered to. accomodatethe experience and responsibility level of the
attendees'at this session.

The contractor will reevaluat~ the course content thoroughly on the basis
of evaluations received from the four 1973 courses before plans are
finalized for the new series. Handouts and refe:rencesw,iJ,.l be updated as
new materials become available. The laboratory sessions particularly will
be reviewed and revised as necessary for maximum impact.

Lecturers will be encouraged to update and revise lecture outlines and
content after each course. The lectures are peing written in a scrip.t
format for future use in the development of single subject slide-cassette
presentations.

Date Contract Initiated: December 10, 1971
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2.. BREAST CANCER VIRUS SEGMENT

JUly 1, 1973 through June 30, 1974

Radioimmune precipitation assays have been developed for the quantitation of
the mouse mammaryt'lIiJ.l?r virus, (MMTV) bY' using MMTV externally labelled with
1125. This techniqueprovi:.des a rapid, sensitive assay for intact virus,
viral antigens, and' antibodies against the. virus •. The RIA for MTV virion has
proven valuable ,for eyaluating MTV produced in culture and for antisera
titration. The 50% e~dpoint titer o~,the standard sera is 1:200,000. The
m'V-RIA can also be Used, to assay serum. from other species. We have found
that antibodies from mice and rats immunized against MTV can inhibit the
RIP ofm'V.

The structure of MMTVhas alsobeen studied. Most of the protein analysis
work was performed on sucrose density purified MTV from primary monolayer
cultures ofBALB/cfC3Htumor cells. The virion was studied in polyacrylamide
gel electrophoresis (PAGE) using internal labelling (tritiated amino acid or
glucosamine), e~ternal labelling with lactoperoxidase iodination and staining
(Coomassie blue or PAS).

Twelve polypept:i.des w:~rel:"eproduciblyre~olvedbythe combined methods. Five
major polypeptides had. estimated molecular weights of 52,000, 36,000, 28,000,
14,000 and 10,000 daltons. , Minorpol'yyeptides were observed at 70,000,,_
60 , 000., 46,000, 38,000, .30,000, 22,000 and17,000 daltons • Five of the
polypepti<ies were associated withca.rbohydrates. They had molecular weights
of 70,000,60,000,52,090,36,000 and 10,000 daltons. Three polypeptides,
32,000, 28,000 and l4~()OO were present in 1.24 subviral particle while the
28;000 and 14,000 dalton polyPeptides' were present in 1.27 subviral particle.

In vitro cultivation Of mouse mammary epithelial cells gives rise to three
dimensional structures referred to as. domes., These domes'arise within 24 to
48 hours post plat:i.ng provided 3 copditionsare fulfilled., These require- "
ments are: (1) eI>ithelial cells; (2) an initial' plating density of 106 cells
per cm2 ; (3) the presence of insulin and cortisol. Domes arise in primary
cell cultures of mouse mammary epithelial cells derived from the following
sources: tumor ,hYI>erp)..asticalyeolar outgroWths, prelactating mammary
tissue, and ductCiltissue from 'virgin females. These cells need not be
infected by the mouse mammary tumor virUs (MTV) for dome genesis to proceed.
However., there appea.I:"s ,to be some relationship between the presence of domes
and the quantity of the ,MTV extruded into. the culture medium., Because of
the relationship of domes to MTVproduction, the behavior of ' domes in
culturewasanalyzed.bymeaIll3 of sequential photography of diffraction images
and time lapse cinematography • The~presenceof the MTVin the culture fluid
seemed to parallel tgenumber of domes present in the culture, suggesting
also a cyclic releas~ of MTV. Total virus protein harvested in a 10 day
period averaged 3.6 mg.

Studies are in progress to develop quantitative infectivity and transformation
assays for Mason-Pfizer monkey virus (M-PMV) and to develop cloned isolates
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of M-PMV. The co-cultivation 'of M-PMV infected cells with' h,uman KC cells
carrying the RSV genome resulted in production of large numbers ()f syncytia.
The induction of syncytia can be neutralized by incubating the virus with
specific antisera. Clones of M-PMV have been isolated and appear to repli
cate independently of a second virus (Type C) which can also be demonstrated
in M':'PMV stocks. Transformation of monkey cells, as evidenced by colony
formation. in semisolid agar, has been demonstrated. ,M-PMVlike particles
have been regularly isolated from Rhesus monkey breast biopsies, placentas,
and fetuses.

Phospholipase C can be used for preparation of cores from the mouse mammary
tumor virus and from human milk particles." The humari., and mouse cores both
contain 60-708 RNA and reverse transcriptase. In' addition to offering
further evidence of similarity between the h1.lman milk particles and the RNA
tumor viruses, core isolation obviates certain technical difficulties.
Because of their uniquely higher densities , ", cores, unlike complete virions,
band in a region comparatively free of cellular contaminants and minimizes
the problems generated by enzyme inhibitors and by the p:resence of cellular
debris found in human miIlt. ' .

A homo-logy in nuc'leic acid sequence between the RNA in viruspart;.i,,<des from
mouse milk and RNA from mouse mammary tumors has been found. Similarly,
a homology was. reported in nucleic acidsTquences between the virus particles
from a human milk and RNA from human mammaryadenocarc~nomas. Studies were
done to determine if the %-pNA probe synthesized from human milk "cores"
is complementary to the RNA of human breast tumors as well as other ,human
tissues. The probe synthesized from the RNA of human milk, cores hybridized
significantly with the polysomal RNA from human malignant breast tumors;
no significant hybridization could be detected with poIysonial RNA of human
benign breast tumors,normal human breasttissu~, human sarcomas, leukemic
cells, or "normal" human spleen.

Mason-Pfizer monkey virus (MPMV) was isolated from a spontaneous mammary
carcinoma of a rhesus monkey.. To determine the origin ofMPMV and its
relatedness to various human rleoplastic tissues, hyb~idizationof %-DNA
product of MPMV to nucleic acids of various tissues is being studied.
Tritiated DNA is synthesized from I1P-MV 70 S RNA usin~ pu::dfied reverse
transcriptase from avian myeloblastosis virus. This 4i....DNAprobe hybridizes
to the polysomal.RNA of approximately two-thirds of human malignant breast
tumors examined as analyzed by both cesium sulfate .and hydroxyapetite. '

The simultaneous detection assay has been utilized to detec:,t particles, in
extracts of human breast adenocarcinomas, with a density of 1.16-1.19 g/ml,
that contain a 60-708 RNA in association with a reverse t:ranscriptase.
Using the detergent sterox, "cores" from these particles are generated that
have a density of 1.26-1.27 g/ml and contain a 60-708 RNAi..ri. association
with a reverse transcriptase. Further studies to characterize these
putative viral particles from human malignant breast tumors are in progress.
No such particles have been detected in experiments employing benign human
breast tumors.

Five out of fifteen human mammary tumors were shown to possess RNA sequences
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homologous to MuMTV' genome.- These:RNA sequences hybridized between 18 to
77 percent of the MuMTV' DNA probes at Crt values greater --tlian 104 • The
Crt curve analysis of these positive tumor RNA '.s showed very low amounts
of MuMTV related RNA ranging from 1 to 8. molecules per cell. Only about
5% mismatching was observed in these MuMTV' DNA-human RNA hybrids judging
from the differences in Tm.

Several hundred donors participated in the milk collection program. As in
the past, family histories of these women were obtained by interview and
will be corroborated by rigorous documentation. The detailed analysis of
these data will provide the high and low risk profiles to be used in studies
correlating breast cancer risk with oncornavirus detection.

To determine the reliability of the simultaneous test for 60-70S RNA and
reverse transcriptase and the exogenous template tests for reverse trans
criptase for the screening of human milks for RNA tumor viruses, a series of
reconstruction experiments where RLV, or AMV was added to human milk were
carried out. It was found that using existing protocols, it was difficult
to detect reverse transcriptase of the seeded virus in some milks. The
reverse transcriptase acfivity gel profiles from seeded milk tested with the
si~ultaneous test resembled those from virus samples which had RNAse
deliberately a.dded at the lysis step to destroy the RNA template.

A recent report indicated that human milks contain cells, primarily derived
from manunary epithelium that could be mafuiainedin culture. Milk cell
cultures have been tested for reverse transcriptase activity by the simul
taneous detection test. Activity was observed in bo.th the cells and in the
1.16 to 1.18 region of the supernatant fluids from such cultures fractionated
on 20-50% sucrose gradients. RNA extracted from particles derived from the
supernatants of such cultures which band in the 1.16-1.19 gms/cc region of
sucrose gradients, was analyzed by velocity sedimentation. While no
radioactivity was observed in.the 70S region of the gradient, a peak was·
found with a seqiID.entat:ion of 35S. The relationship between this and the
indication of viral activity in human milk samples is currently under
investigation.

A stable cell line of human mammary carcinoma cells has recently been
established. These cells were recovered from a pleural effusion of a
female with diagnosed malignant mammary adenocarcinoma. The line has
be!=n in .existence for more than two years. Several different criteria
have been employed to establish the human and manunary origin of these cells.
These cells were used in an attempt to demonstrate proliferation of a
candidate human tumor virus. Results of these studies can be sununarized
as follows: (a) Buoyant density = 1.7 (± 0.01) in sucrose-H20, (b) An
internal 70S RNA, (c) Reverse transcriptase (RT) which used endogenous 70S
RNA as template measured in a simultaneous detection assay, (d) Internal
cores with a p = 1.25-1.27 which contains RT activity.
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BREAST CANCER'VIRUS SEGMENT

Dr. Jeffrey Schlom, OAD, DCCP, Chairman'
Dr. Wade Parks, VC, DCCP, Vice Chairman
Dr. Ernest Plata, VLL, DCCP, Executive Secretary

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, DAVIS, CALIFORNIA (NOl-CP-3-3253)

Title: In Vitro Cultivation of Human aIldMouse Mammary Tumor Viruses

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. Robert C. Cardiff

Project Officer (NCr): Dr. Robert H. Bassin

Objectives:

1. To study the production of mouse mammary tumor virus (MrV)
in vitro in order to develop concepts, techniques, and reagents
that might be applicable to larger scale production of this virus
and of potential human breast cancer viruses,;

2. To study human breast tissue under various experimental conditions
developed from the mouse mammary model for the presence of possible
human mammary tumor viruses.

Major Findings: A radioimmune precipitation assay has been developed for
the quantitation of the mouse mammary tumor virus (MMTV) by using MMrV
externally labelled with '1125 . This technique provides a rapid, sensitive
assay for intact virus, viral antigens~and antibodies against the virus.
Following iodination and dialysis, r 12 :> labelled material was'found to
concentrate'after isopycnic centrifugation in sucrose density gradients in
the fractions where the MTV virion is usua1.ly found. These 'procedures
provided specific activities between 17,000 and 58,000 counts per.minute
per microgram of total viral protein. Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis of
intact, iodinated MTV revealed that 80-90% of the 1125 migrated in a single
peak. As little as 5.0 mllgms of llnlabelled MrV reduced the percent RIP as
compared to an uninhibited control RIP.

The specificity of the inhibition was evaluated through the addition of a
series of unlabelled antigens. Sucrose density gradient purified C type
particles from BALB/c spleen cells, AKR spleen cells and cultures infected
with Rauscher leukemia virus, and Moloney sarcoma virus did not inhibit the
precipitation of MTV. In a like manner, homogenates ofBALB/c lactating
mammary gland, defatted BALB/c milk, and fetal calf serum did not inhibit
the precipitation reaction.
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The RIA for MrV V1r10n has' proven valuable for evaluating MTV produced in
culture and for antisera titration. The ~O% end point titer of the standard
sera is 1:200,000. The MTV-RIAcan also be used to assay serum from other
species. We have found that antibodies from mice and rats immunized
against MTV can inhii:>it the RIP of MTV.

The structure of MMTV has also been studied. Most of the protein analysis
work was perform~d on sucrose density purified MTV from primary monolayer
cultures of BALB/cfC3H tumor cells. The virion was studied in
polyacrylamide gel el~ctrophoresis (PAGE)" using internal labelling
(tritiated amino acid or glucosamine), external labelling with lactoperoxi-

..dase iodination and staining (~oomassie blue or PAS).

The polypeptides were considered major if they contained 10% or more of the
total counts or label and minor if they contained less than 10% of the total.
The number of polypeptides were almost identical in all techniques used.

Twelve polypeptides were reproducibly resolved by the combined methods.
Five major polypeptides had estimated molecular weights of 52,000, 36,000,
28,000, 14,000 and 10,000 daltons. Minor polypeptides were observed at
70,000, 60,000, A6,000,38,000, 30,000; 22,000 and 17·,000 daltons. Five of
the polypeptides were associated with carbohydrates. They had molecular
weights of 70,000, 60,000, 52,000, 36,000 and 10,000 daltons.

Treatment of MTV with 1. 0% and 2.0% NP-40 gave subviral particles with
buoyant densities of 1.24 and 1.27 gms/cc in potassium tartrat~ density
gradients. These particles contained viral RNA as seen when 3H uridine
labelled MTV was treated with NP-40. Immunodiffusion tests showed no
reaction with antisera made against intact MTV. These subviral particles
have been studied using internal labelling (~ amino acids and 3H uridine)
and external labelling techniques.

In summary, twelve polypeptides were obtained when MTV grown in tumor tissue
cells was studied using SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. There were
five major polypeptides with molecul~rweightsof 52,000, 36,000, 28,000,
14,000 and 10,000 daltons. The seven minor polypeptides had molecular
weights of 70,000, 60,000, 46,000, 38,000, 30,000, 22,000 and 17,000 daltons.
Staining with PAS revealed that the 70,000, 52,000, 36,000 and 10,000
daltons polypeptides contained carbohydrate moieties, while 3H glucosamine
was found associated with the polypeptides with molecular weights of 70,000,
60,000, 52,000 and 36,000 daltons. Three polypeptides, 32,000, 28,000 and
14,000 were present in the 1.24 subviral particle while the 28,000 and
14,000 dalton polypeptides were present .in the 1.27 subviral particle.

In vitro cultivation of mouse mammary epithelial cells gives rise to three
dimensional structures referred to as domes. These domes arise within 24 to
48 hours' post plating provided 3 condition.s are fulfilled. These
re6uirementsare:(1) epithelial cells; (2) an initial plating density of
10 cells per cm2 ; (3) the presence of insulin and cortisol. Domes arise in
primary cell cultures of mouse mammary epithelial cells derived from the
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followi.ng sources: tumor, hyperplastic alveolar outgrowths ,-prelactating
mammary tissue, and ductal tissue from virgin females • These cells need
not be infected by the mouse mammary tumor virus (MTV) for dome genesis to
preceed. However, there appears to be some relationship between the
presence of domes and the quantity of theMTV extruded into:·the' culture
medium. Because of the relationship of domes to MTV production, the
behavior of domes in culture was analyzed by means of sequential
photography of diffraction images and'time lapse cinematography.

The presence of the MTVin the culture fluid seemed to parallel the number
of domes present in the culture, suggesting also a cyclic release of MTV.
The quantity of virus was monitored..on a daily or 48 hour basis by
determination of total protein by the micro-Lowry method.

Virus can be detected usually by day 4 ·or5. Peak virus production appears
be1:11een day 5 and 25 of culture, with a daily harvest yield between 3 to
25 ~g protein per 75 cm2 flask per 24 hours. Total virus protein per
75 cm2 flask per 24 hours. Total virus protein harvested ina 10 day period
averaged 3.6 mg.

Significance to 'Biomedical Research and the Program of the Irtstitute: The
knowledge and technology gainedori the invitrocultivatioriand structure
of MMTV may be directly applicable to a human breast canc.er vi-tus.

Proposed Course: The activities described will be continued at the current
contract level.

Date Contract Initiated: 01 February 1972

GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MEDICINE (NOl-CP-50053)

Title: Human Breast Cancer Virus Studies

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. William F. Feller

Project Officer (NCI): Dr. Ernest J. Plata

e>b jectives :

1. The detection of viral markers, such asrevetse ttanscriptase, in
human milk and breast tumors to define their association with
human breast cancer.

2. The possible propagation of virus-like agents in'cell cultures
infected or co-cultivated with fractions or -cells derived from
selected human milks and breast tumors.
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Major Findings: Cells of the A204 (human sarcoma) and MC-I (human milk)
established culture lines were'shown to agglutinate shortly_af~er exposure
to approximately 25% of human milk specimens in a manner reminiscent to the
agglutination produced in certain cells exposed to Mason-Pfizer virus.
Attempts to repeat the findings with a variety of other available cell
lines were not successful. Preliminary characterization showed the
agglutination factor to be soluble after centrifugation at 10,OOOx G for.,
I hour, stable at 37°C and -BO°C. It does not appear to be an antibody
of the ABD or HL-A systems. No association between the agglutination
patterns and the incidence of breast disease was detected to date.

Cell culture studies resulted in the establ±shmentand characterization of
the-MC-I cell line derived from the co....cultivation of cells obtained from
a specimen of human milk with monolayers of human foreskin cells
(Flow 7000). MC-I cells have. charac.teristics' of humanmacrophages.

This program has also<beenin operation to obtain milk ,from women with and
without family or personal history of breast 'c.ancer. Specimens were tested
by the simultaneous Idetection test .forreversetranscriptase (RT) and
60-70S RNAwhichmighVbeiridicative'of·virus-like activity. To date, no
correlation has been shown between thefindingsinhlilkand the clinical
status or history of the donors. Since human milk contains substances
which are .. inhibitory; or interfere with .the tests described, ·thisc.ontractor
developed anieth6d of'Ultracentrifugation ofclarifiedmi.lk through a
cesium chloriderlensi:tygradient solution which removed at l~ast part of
the inhibitory activity present in milk. This advance failed to resolve
the question of relationship 'of RT activity and clinical history of the
donor. -

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute: The
search for viralmarket;'s~inhumanmilkand,breasttuni()rsis important for
the definition of the s'ifghificance of the reportedbioc.hemicalmi:lk
particlesinhumanbreastcanc.er. Thedembnstration of biological activity
and/or viralcharacterd:st,ic suc.hasinfectivityahd replication of these
agents will facilitate tremendously further studies concerning the etiology
of human breast cancer.

Proposed .Course: Workdnthis laboratory and others has shown that
epidemiological studies with reverse transcriptase inhuman milk are at
best premature at this'-time. Cell culture studies of milk and human tumors
are being carried'outirl'a variety of" laboratories throughout this program.
Based on.these.considerations,thiscontractwillte.rminate on 31 August,
1974.

Date Contract Initiate.d:19November1964
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INSTITUTE FOR MEDICAL RESEARCH (NOl~CP~3-3339)

Title: Studies of Human Milk and MaunnaryTumors

Contractor r S Project Director: Dr. Dan 11. Moore

Project Officer (NCI): Dr. Ernest J. Plata

Objectives: To determine, through a multi-disciplinary program~ the
significance of virus... type particles resembling oncogenic-RNA viruses
present in some. human milks andbre8.s~tumors.

Major Findings: Five out of fifteen human mammary tumors were shown to
possess RNA sequences homologous to 11uMTV genome. These RNA sequences
hybridized between 18 to 77 percent of the MuMTV DNA probes at Crt values
greater than 104 • The Crt curve analysis9.f these positive tumor RNAs
showed very low amounts. ofMuMTVrelated RNA ranging from 1 to 8 molecules
per cell. Only about 5%mismatc.hingwas observed in these MuMIV DNA-human
RNA hybrids judging from the differences in Tm.

MTVreplication and mammary tumorigenesis were suppressed in C57BL mice
vaccinated with killed and challangl=d with live RIll MtiMTV. The immunity
shown was principally, if not wholly., ac.ellular immune .response.

A radioimmunoassay for MuMTV wi~hI125labeledwhole virions was developed.
It was sensitive for the detection of MuMIV in RIll milk at a milk
dilution of 1:6000 and an antibody dilution of 1:800.

With freeze cleaning, etching, and criticaT pointdryfugtechniques for
electron microscopy it was shown that the surface of M,TV has a coating
whichapparentl'y covers andembl=dsthe surface "spikes". This coating
although not yet chemically de£ined, consist of highly regular arrays of
subunits.

Studies to demonstrate correlation between particles observed in the EM and
reverse transcriptase (RT) activity..haveshown nocorrela:tion to date. In
general, milkscontainingthe.MS-1 particle contain RT activity. Recon~

struction experiment13 by adding.mouseRIIlvirus to human milk showed that
RT activity was inhibited.. In addition, some milks effect extensive
destruction of MMTV as seen by EM. No correlation was found between the

- loss of morphologic integrity with the loss of RT activity and infectivity.
Attempts have been made to obviate some of the problems by modifying the
assay. These techniques have. resulted in 100 to 1000 fold increase in the
sensitivity of detection of RT activity of RIll MMTV as compared with the
previous method. With the new technique, 74% of human milk specimens were
positive forRT activity. However, there is still no correlation between
RT activity and particle content in human milk or disease status of the
patient.
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It has been fo.und,~ha,ta,ppr0xiJna.tely25% of human female serum neutralize
MMTV by infectirtiyte;sts .;nmice. In this series, no correlation with the
cancer status of,t;.b.e patient was shown.
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MASON RESEARCH INS,TITUT,E (NOl-GP__3-3358)

Dr.•. Je~frey Schlom,Project Officer

Contractor's .Proje.ct ,Directors: Dr. ArthurE:•. Bogden

Objectives: To evaluate.t:he 9nc(?genic potential of two viruses isolated
from mammary adenocarcinomas, MPMV from a rhesus monkey and R-35 from a
Spraque-Dawley rat, and determine the roles of hormones, especially those
which induce mammary hyperplasia and lactation, in pathogenesis of mammary
cancer caused by these viruses.

Title: Study on the, Ro,le o( Hormonal; ,Fa,cte>rs on Induction of Breast Tumors

In the past year ,Ci te>taL of ll(fhumanbreast tumors have been explanted.
The lif.e span of llFrast t U1Ilorcells insuspension was never extended. beyond
the tenth ~onth• ,'A l;iearch .for 70S RNA and reverse transcriptase in primary
cultures and co~c:1gtures 'of breast tumors "did not give clear evidence of. an
oncogenic virJ,ls •...·O:';le ,hundred se-..renty specimens' have been searched by EM for
the presence of b~di1,iilg; virUsp~rtiC1eswithout positive findings; however,
many virus-like pa;rt:isXes.are. found in high-speed pellets of culture
su~rnatants. As~:rum"s~b,~titu1:.esupplemented with amniotic fluid and
prolactin has beeIldeve.lop'edt1J.a:t, appears to stimuLate cell multiplication
in primary cultu:res~o{·hunia.nbr~asf tuinorcells.

Significancete> Bfo1D.edi~alResearCharidthe Program ,of the Institute: This,
approach to the hnijJ:;(n breas tcancer ."irus 'problem is OIle of using technology
developed in the MMrVsystemto detetminewhether a comparable viraLagent
can be demonstrated in human breast cancer. This contractor was selected
initially becauseth~,.Pr:iIJ.cipal.Investigator. has .had long experience with,
and has contributed.significaritly to the development of the mouse model
system. EXplorate>-ry,st1;1di~son human materials led to strong evidence for
a comparablehuinan ~Fusand 'resulted'intheestablishment of this multi
disciplinary effoi:ttofoliow,:""uptheseleads~

Proposed COJ,lrse: .,':rh~ ;pot·en.ticilly·s~gnificant findings reported will be
confirmed and exti:!#.ded•. ,Iti,s of great importance that addi.tional data qe
generated to ,support the observations of possible hybridization of MuMrV
probes with RNA-of !~11man breast tumors .; The immunological studies, also
warrant consolida.tioh.· .It is eXpected that the next 'period will be
scientificallYP~o~~c1:iveandmay lead subsequently to possible applications
of prpYentechrii,q.ti~~,h; human systems.

Date Contract Initiated: :28 Jtine 196'8



Major Findings: There are presently in-house 25 femaleand~~~erhesus,

8 female cyno and 1 male bonnet inoculated n~onatally withM';"'PMV:;,and 44
mature M-PMV inoculated and control female rhesus, 12 IilatUre M.;...PMV inoculated
cyno, bonnet and owl monkeys and 1 male r,hesuspreeder. There are also
3 juvenile (1 male, 2 female) rhesus born in-house, to, M-PMV ino~ulated

mothers. The age range of the neonatallyM-PMV moculated ani.Jn.iils isfrolll
8 months to 3.5 years of age. As of this date, no evidence'bf palpable
mammary tumors has been ·found in any pr:ynate,unc,ler test•. To·wa.rrant long
term holding of the rhesus colony, a concentr,ated effort has b,een initiated
during this contract period directed at demonstrating ,M-PM;Vini~ction and I or
antigen expression in virus inoculated and un-inoculated,m()Ilkeys. In
collaboration with two other vep labQr,atoriesi.InIDJ.ulolog:Lca);~·tests for virus
antigens, reverse transcriptase determinations, D'NA and RNAprob'es for
hybridization studies, as well as a tissue culture plaque as{sayfor detecting
infectious virus, are being. performed on the blood an,d tissue.. of selected
animals from various experimental groups. Sev;eraltissuesfr6meach monkey
have been sent to the above investigators andtiie remainder.used for
histopathology and freeze preservation. '

R-35 MTV was inoculated subcutaneously.into neonatal GFRC:SPF(SD) female rats,
a Spraque-Dawley derived stock negative for. know,n rodent:'viru§·'~onta.mination,
to determine its mammary tumorigenic ac;:.tivity in the specJes of origin.
During a 20 month observation period" the" total perceIlttulnor incidence was
29.5 in the R-35 MTV inoculated population and 18.5 in the control population.
Although the incidence of benign tumors;i.n bO.th control (16.7'%) and. vir~s
inoculated populations (18.7%) was similar, the 10.8% incidence. of malignant
tumors (primarily mammary .adenocarcinqmas) 'in the~-:35 MTV inoculated ' .
population was six times greater than the .control,'{ncidence,of only 1. 8%.
Malignant tumors were first detected in the viI:'ps inoculated a.nimals between
4 and 5 months of age as compared with 9 to 13,months in the control group,
whereas the onset of benign tumors in controla:nd, virus inocglated anim~ls
were similar. Malignant tumors, 90 percent of which were ma:imIia.ry'ueoplasms
of epithelial origin, occurred earlier than the benign. , Sipnificantly, the
rate of increase in malignant tumor incidence plateaued after 250 days of
age, or at a population incidence of approximately 30 percent. No leukemias
were found over a 400 day observation period.

An attempt was made to induce a synergistic effect and a.ccelerate mammary
tumorigenesis by combining 17~-Estradiol pellet implantation with total body
X-irradiation. It was found that X:"'irradiated estradiol pellet implanted
populations had significantly fewer tumors (33% incidence than the non
estrogen treated, X-irradiated'populatfons (67% inc.iden¢~),:i,ndicatinga
tumor-inhibiting effect by estradiol that was totally unexpected. Estradiol
treated, X-irradiated populations notorily had a fewer n1iDl1:>.eroftumors over
an equivalent time span, but there was a definite lag in the onset of such
tumors as compared to non-estrogen treated populatioris~
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Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute: This
project is part oE a "program to de~ermine i,f viruses are re~at;ed to breast
cancer in other spe~:ies b~sides mic~, including monkeys and humans. Animal
studies are necessary. to deyelop methods and reagents for the search for
viruses in human cancer patients. This YTill contribute to VCP obj ectives by
providing substantial support, or lack of it, to the general idea that a type
of c;;mcer of great clinical significance in humans is caused by viruses. The
leads involved must. bei,nvestigated and evaluated as soon as possible.

Proposed Course: Compl~tionof the survey described to detect evidence of
M-PMV . infectionpriortoqr independent from tumorigenicity. This will
lead to data on which to base decision concerning continued long-terms hold
ing-and observation of these animals. Evaluation of the results obtained
with R-35 MrV as the experimental periods are completed and if warranted
extend certain conf:tJ::'JI!atorystudies in genetically and virologically defined
rats.

Date Contract Initiated: 9 June 1970

MEDICAL COLLEGE OF WISCONSIN (N01-CP8...;lOlO)

Titl.e: Hormone EffecEs on Virus' Production in Breast Cancer

Contractor's Project D:i.rector: Dr. RolandA. Pattillo

Project Officer (NCI): Dr. Ernest J. Plata

Objectives: To study the effects of human hormones on possible oncogenic
virus production in human breast cancers in vitro. The hormones to be
studied include the lactogenic hormone and biologically active estrogenic
and progestational·· ·steroids.

Major Findings: Estrogen metabolism was identified in primary human breast
cancer in short term culture and in an established long term human breast
tumor line (HBT..;...3). Conversion of 3H-estrone to 3H-estradiolwas documented
in infiltrating ductal carcinoma. Because of previous findings that
estradiol stimulates luminal secretions in the aveoli of breast tumor
lobules, it is suggested that estrone, the major estrogen in post menopausal
females may act as a biogenetic steroid precursor or pre-hormone for' the
_biologically active hormone, estradiol. Stimulation of virus production in
hormonally manipuhited tumor cultures was sought since the work of others
has shown that mammary tumor virus replication appears to be related to
insulin and hydrocortisone associated cellular organization. No evidence of
viral synthesis was detected by reverse trariscriptase assays. Fetalbreast
cell strains were established. Parabiotic cultures of primary breast cancer
with these neonatal cells monitored by reverse transcriptase assays and
sucrose density gradients demonstrated inconclusive increases in radio
activity with the synthetic template poly rA·oligodT.
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Milk from lactating mothers operated for mammary carcinoma. in the opposite
breast was inoculated on fetal br.east cells in culture. Phase microscopic
monitoring revealed lipid uptake by these cells. Contintiedobservations of
these cultures has shown no transformation, growth stimulation or other
indication of viral infection.

Breast cancers of various histologic types also have been; co-cultivated with
female and male fetal breast cells. An established cell line from an infil
trating ductal adenocarcinoma has been developed arid ispresenelybeing
characterized. No evidence of viral replication has been detected to date
by-EM or enzymatic studies.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program, of the "lnstiEute: The
understanding of the gene regulatory functions of hormones and their sub
sequent influence on virus expression is of paramount importance to oncogenic
virology. It is likely that the most important model for breast cancer in
humans is the MTV system; hormonal influence in viralexp-ression has been
clearly demonstrated in mice and that same influence is fairly clear concern
ing the growth of breast tumors in the humans. Further understanding in
these areas could be translated into improved treatment and diagnosis as well
as improved understanding of the pathogenesis of breast, cancer.

Proposed Course: The progress of this contract has been limited because of
the complexity of the systems studied and perhaps prematurity in the choice
of human systems for experimentation. This contract will terminate on
31 May 1974.

Date Contract Initiated: 19 September 1963

MEMORIAL HOSPITAL FOR CANCER AND ALLIED DISEASE (NOl~CP4~3208)

Title: Collection of Breast Cancer Specimens

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. Herbert F. Oettgen

Project Officer (NCI): Dr. Ernest J. Plata

Objectives: Procurement of serum specimens from the following defined
population groups as a part of a collaborative ef£ort to determine whether
candidate viruses isolated from human or animal sources are related
etiologically to human breast cancer.

Basic defined population: Women entering Memorial ,Hospital, New York
City, for first diagnosis of any breast
disease.

Test group: Women whose lesions prove to be malignant as determined
by biopsy.
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Control groups:

a. Women whose lesions aref6und on biopsy to be benign pro
liferative reactions or reactions suspected as being pre
neoplastic in nature.

b. Women whose lesions are considered to be unrelated to
neoplasia.

Major Findings: From May, 1972 to December, 1973 the contractor collected
over 650 blood samples. The serum was separated and stored in small
aliquots. Questionnaires pertaining to family history were completed.
Ser-UIllS were collected from 301 patients with malignant conditions of the
breast and from 330 patients with"benign conditions of the breast. Some
additional specimens are awaiting histological confirmation of diagnosis.
Specimens continue to be collected at a rate of approximately 50 per month.

Significance to Biomedical Research and. the Program of the Institute: Sinc~

viral agents suspected of causing cancer inman cannot be tested directly
in human subjects, it is necessary to establish etiological relationship
indirectly through immunoepidemiological studies. This contract is for
procuring the epidemdologically defined bank of serum specimens essential
to the determination of whether antibodies against suspect viruses occur
with high frequency, and in larger amounts, in sera of women with breast
cancer as compared with appropriate controls.

Proposed Course: Since the objectives of this contract have been largely
fulfilled, the collection phase of this effort will be concluded on 24 June
1974. The serum collection will be stored and monitored by· the Breast Cancer
Virus Segment of this program.

Date Contract Initiated: 23 June 1971

MICHIGAN CANCER FOUNDATION (N01-CP-3-3347)

Title: Studies on High Risk Breast Cancer Families

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. M. Brennan

-Proj ect Officer. (NCI) : Dr. Jeffrey Schlom

Objectives: This program, aimed at the identification and characterization
of that sub-population at high risk to breast cancer, may be divided into
two areas: 1. A determination of the presence and the biological signifi
cance of oncornaviruses in huIlU:3n milk, aimed at both elucidating an
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etiological role for these agents and the development of practical methods
for the exploitation of their presence as a correlate of ~igh risk to the
disease. 2. The development and utilization in vitro systems for the
cultivation of candidate human breast cancer viruses.

Major Findings:

1. Acquisition of milk specimens: During the firs.ti five months of this
contract year, 452 primary do~ors participat.ed in this milk collection
program. As in the past, family histories of these womenw.ere obtained by
interview and will be corroborated by rigorous documentation. The detailed
analysis of these data being conducted as part of the breast cancer
epidemological program of the Michigan.Cancer Foundation, will provide the
high and low risk profiles to be used in studies correlating breast cancer
risk with oncornavirus detection.

2. Biochemical detection of Vl.rJ..ons in milk: To determine the reliability
of the simultaneous test for 60-70S RNA and reverse transcriptase and the
exogenous template tests for reverse transcriptase for the screening of
human milks for RNA tumor viruses, a series of reconstruction experiments
where RLV, or AWl was added to human milk.were carried au)::. It was found
that using existing protocols, it was difficult. to detect reverse trans
criptase of the seeded virus in the great majority of su~h ~ilks although
occasional samples did exhibit some activity. The reverse transcriptase
activity gel profiles from seeded milk tested with the simultaneous test
resembled those from virus samples which had RNAse deliberately added at the
lysis step to destroy the RNA template'.

3. Cultivation of cells from human milk: A recent report indicated that
human milks contain cells, primarily derived from mammary epithelium, that
could be maintained in culture. The contractor has confirmed and extended
these findings.

Milk cell cultures have been tested for reverse transcriptase activity by
the simultaneous detection test of Scb,lomand Spiegelman. Activity was
observed in both the cells and in the 1.16 to 1.18 region of the supernatant
fluids'from such cultures fractionated on 20-50% sucrose gradients.

RNA extracted from particles derived from the supernatants of such cultures
which band in the 1.16-1.19 gms/cc region of sucrose gradients, was analyzed
by velocity sedimentation. While no radioactivity was observed in the 70S
region of the gradient, a peak was found with a dedimentation of 35S. The
relationshipbet~eenthis and the indication of viral activity in human milk
samples is currently under investigation.

4. Cultivation of a human mammary cell line of malignant orl.gl.n: Cell
culture studies - A stable cell line of human mammary carcinoma cells has
recently been established. These cells we~e recovered from a pleural
effusion of a female with diagnosed malignant mammary adenocarcinoma. The
line has been in existence for more than two years.
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b. An internal 70S RNA.

NETHERLANDSCANCER,·INSTlTUTE (NOl__CP-3-3368)

1.25 - 1.27 which contains RTd. Internal cores with a p
activity.

a. Buoyant density = 1.17 (;to.Ol) in sucrose-H20.

c. Reverse transcript~se (RT) which used endogenous 70S RNA
as template measured in a simultaneous detection assay.

1. Particle~ with the following biochemical and biophysical
characteristics are replicated de novo in MCF-7 cells.

Date Contract Initiated: 20 June 1911

Proposed Course:, The activities described will be continued at the current
level.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute: These
studies concern the isolation and characterization of a potential human
breast cancer virus.

These cells were used in an attempt to demonstrate proliferation of a
candidate human tumor virus. Results of these studies can he summarized
as follows:

Several different criteria have been employed to establish the human and
mammary origin of these. cells

Title: Immunogenetic. Studies on Breast Cancer and Leukemia

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. L.M. Boot

Project Officer (NCT): Dr. Walter E. Heston

Ob j ectives:
mission, as
function of
bility, and
towards the

To ~tudy the immunqgeneticsof mammary tumors and MTV trans
well a13 that of leukemia and MuLV,to determine the presence and
specific genes for transmission, MTV replication, histocompati
immune response. In addition, a small effort has been directed
search for oncornavirus in man and other animals.

Major Findings: The development of early mammary tumors in the mouse is
under control of one dominant gene. This was shown by correlating the
expression of MTV-gs and the ML antigen, a cell surface antigen induced
by MTV, in crosses of a variety of selected strains.
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Through the very sensitive radioimmunoassay, it was possible to classify
mouse strains into those which yielded strongly positive mi.lk ~GR, C3H,
BALB/c and (Balb/c x C3H)fl), negative milk (MTV:free BALB/c and Cs7Bl),
and intermediate (C3Hc). This technique permitted the study of the C3Hf
MrV genetics in normal rather than tumorous mi.ce.

Mice of congenic strains of the Cs7Bl!BO strain with different haplotypes
were foster nursed·on (C3Hc x 020)fl hYbrid female mice. Theirtumor
incidence showed remarkable differences. The haplotypes H-2b andH-2m were
highly resistant, those of H-2f , H-2d , H-:2i and H-2a were highly susceptible
with other hap10types showing intermediate susceptibility. Thus, through
recombinant experiments it appears that the D-end of the H-2 locus determines
susceptibility, the subloci 2Db and 2D~ resistance, and 2Dd and 2Df , high
susceptibility.

Virological studies showed that the oncornaviras reported by Gelerblom
et al did not cross-react with MrV or MuLV but cross-reacted with Mason
Pfi;;r MV by virtue of two common antigens (16,000 and 28,000·Daltons
respectively) found in both viruses. Additionally, virus-like particles
with type C characteristics were detected by EM in 14 out of IS cell
cultures obtained from different cattle with hyperlymphocytosis. Nine
detailed reports of these findings were submi.tted for publication during
this con~ract period.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program ofthe·lnstitute: This
type of genetic study concerning the host's susceptibility and capacity for
internal control of oncogenic virus expression and infectivity is of
crucial importance to the program of this institute. Theres1titsobtained
thus far, begin to delineate a variety of factors, in addition to the
presence of an oncogenic virus, which contribute to or modify the patho
genesis of mammary cancer of leukemia. The continued search for oncogenic
viruses that may be of human origin or that could be potentially infectious
to humans is also essential to the program. The findings described
contribute to the investigations of possible etiological agents·of human
cancer, as well as to greater understanding of the fundamental biology of
cancer.

Proposed Course: The contractor proposes to continue his st:udiesconcerning
the genetics of MTV and MuLV expression, transmi.ttability, susceptibility
and their relationship to histocompatibility and immune response. Studies
concerning possible oncornaviruses of man will continue at approximately
the same minimal level. .

Date Contract Initiated: 28 June 1972
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PFIZER, INCORPORATED (NOI~CP-3-3239)

Title: Viral Studies of Animal and Human Breast Cancer

Contractor IS Proj ect Director: Dr. Sami A. Mayyasi - Dr. Mumtez. Ahmed

Project Officer (NCI): Dr. Robert H.Bassin

Objectives: To develop quantitative infectivity and transformation assays
for Mason-PfizerIIJ.onkey ,virus (M-PMV) •.. To develop cloned isolates of M-PMV
and to assess th~-roie of any other virus present in M-PMVstudies.

Major Finding~':,The co-cultivation of M-PMV infected cells with human KC
cells carrying the, RSV genome resulted in production of large numbers of
syncytia within' 48'-96 hours. Evidently a specific interaction, syncytia, do
not form when Il8MG,ceils (control KC, cells ,free ofRSV)or when XC cells
(rat with RSV) are co-cultivated with M~PMV ccell~. A dose response is
observed with respect to the M-PMV inoculum added' to the -, test cells and the
number of syncrtia~phaqllesfprmed following ,co-cultivation with KCcells.
Syncytia will ,also form when KC cells are exp()sedto M-PMV ceillysates or
cell-free virus inocula. The induction of syncytia can be neutralized by
incubating theviius with specific antisera.

Clones of M~PMVhave been isolated and appear to replicate independently of
a second virus fe,type) which can also be, demonstrated in M';';'PMV stocks.
Transformation'of'monkc:ycells, ,as evidenced by colony formation in
semisolid agar, has been demonstrated.

M-PMV like part:i.e:les -have been regular:l.y isolated from Rhesus monkey breast
biopsies, placc:ntas, and fet;uses.

Significance to BiotIledicalResearch and theP:rogram of the Institute: A
determination of the role of M~PMV in breast carcinoma of monkeys is of
obvious sigriific~nce in'a~sessing the role of virus in the human disease~

Proposed' Course: G16ningexperiments will be completed so that ~uantitative

studies on the biological properties of M-PMVand itsrelationsh:i..p to other
virus present in:M-PMV stocks call be initiated. Syncytium formations by
M-PMV will be'r~f.~·~ed into' a single quantitative assay for this virus.
Properties o£M';';'PMvtransformed cells isolated from semisolid agar colonies
will be investigated~

Date Contract' Initiated.: 28 June 1967
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MELOY LABORATORIES, INC. (NOl-CP-4-3223)

Title: Molecular Studies of Human anciA,nimal Cancer wit1:lEmPllasis on
Mammary Adenocarcinoma

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. John Verna

Project Officer (NCI): Dr. Jeffrey Schlom

Objectives: This prqgram, is a~ed at theuse oftechniqu~Sl. inmolecular
biology to ,determine a viral involvem.ent in human mammary <:aI:'cinoma. The
murine mammary tumor virus system as well as other animal'models are
employed to help inthedeYelopmentof new technology as well as for model
systems. The program is di"ided into four major areas ofint:erest: .'
(a) EVidence, for an RNA Tumor Virus in Human Milk,' (b) Molecular. Studies
of Mason-Pfi:z:er Monkey Virus, (c) CellCult:ures Studies of,M:urine and
Human Mammary Carcinomas, (d) Biochemical Evidence, for an RNA Tumor Virus in
Human Malignant Adenocarcinomas.'

Major .Findings : Phospholipase C can, be used 'for preparation: ,<if cores from
the mouse mammary tumor virus and from human milkparticIe~.Thehuman and
mouse cores both contain 60-70S RNAand reversetran,scriptase•. In addit~on

to offering further evidence of similarity between the hUman milk particles
and the RNA, tumor viruses,coJ:'e isolation obvia~.es certa~n,ct~ecllnical

difficulties•.. ·Because of their uniquely higher densities~'cores, unlike
complete virions, band in a regioncoDlParatively ~reeof.~ellularcontami
nants. This minimized the problems gene:t;atedbyenzymeinllibitorsand by
the presence of cellular debris found inhuman milk. Under these
circ:umstances, the assays for particles .become more sensitive and certain.

A homology in nucleic acid sequence between the RNA in virus particles from
mouse milk and RNA from mousemannnary tumors; hal:ibeen f():und. Sinlilarly, a
homology was' reported in nucleic acid sequences betweenthey;irusparticles
from a human milk and RNA from human mammary adenocarcinOInas •C The contractor
has undertaken studies to determine if the 3H-D'NA probe sYnthesized from
human milk "cores" is complementary to the RNA of hU!I18-n br7ast tumor.s as
well as other human tissues. The tritium labeled DNA probe complementary to
the RNA of the hU1lL9.n milk particles is synthesized v:iaanendogeIlous
reaction using cores from the human m:i;Lk particles•. The~lI-DNA probe
synthesized from the RNA of human milk cores hybr:idizecis:l.gnificantly with
the polysomal RNA from human malignant breast tumors. No .s;i..gnificant
hybridization could be detected if the same probe was hybrid1zed to the
polysomal RNA of human benign breast tumors,,1J.0rmal human, 'Preast tissue,
human sarcomas, leukemic cells, or "normal" htlman spleen:"'·

Mason-Pfizer monkey virus (MPMV) was isolated from a spontaneous mammary
carcinoma of·a rhesus monkey. To determine the origin of MPMV and its
relatedness to various human neoplastic tissues, hybridization of 3H- DNA
product of MPMV to nucleic acids of various tissues is being studied.
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Tritiated DNA is synthesized from MP,;.,MV 70S RNA using purified reverse
transcriptase fromj~;evianmyeloblastosisvirus. This 3H-DNA probe
hybridizes to th~poly;so,tnal RNA ,of approximately two-thirds 'of human
malignant·breastpnnor,~examined as analyzed by both cesium sulfate and
hydroxyapetite.

The contractor 1:ls,sshown tha,t MPMV RNA' has a molecular weight of approxi
mately 8 x 106,wheIl.~ ana,lyzed by p.olyacrylamide gel electrophoresis • Short
term harvests ofMJ?MV.;yielda 6o":7;oSRNA which when denatured by formamide
(40%)01' by heat (,80°, 2.5') yields heterogeneous RNA spec.ies with molecular
weights ranging froml!S-3 x 106 (25...255). Longer harve~ts yield smaller
RNA subunitswhen4ena.tured.

The simultaneous detection assay· has been utilized here to detect particles,
in extracts of human. breast adenocarcinomas, with a den::;ity of 1.16-1.19
g/ml, th,at conta,in'a60-70S RNA in ~a.-ss9ciationwith a reversetranscriVtase.
Using the detergent,sterox, ,lIcoresU from these particles .are generated that
have a Q.ensityof.l~26-1.27 g/ml, alld contain a 60-705 RNA in association
with a reversetr~scriptase. FUl:'ther studies to cha.racter1.zethese puta.tive
viral ,particlesf.r9)I1,;h,u,.mp.n, malignant breast tumors are· in progress. No such
particles have been detected in experiments employing benign human 'breast
tumors.

Significance to ..Biomedical Research and the Program of. the Institute: These
studies are aimed a,tth~isolationClndcharacterization of a putative breast
cancer v:i.rus fr()mh~n,milk,an(i.malignantbreasttumors.

Proposed Course: The a~tivities described will be continued at the current
level.

Date Contract Initiated: 20 July 1973

TEL AVIV UNIVERSITY (N01-CP-2-3237)

Title: Isolation, Purification and Propagation of B type Particles from
Human Milk in Israel

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. Jafa Keydar

Project Officer (NCI): Dr. Wade Parks

Objectives: To isolate and grow possible oncorna Vlrlons from the milk of
breast cancer patients or from human adenocarcinomas in human embryonic
tissue culture cells; to develop methods for the assay and enhancement of
production of this "virus"; and to continue characterization studies of the
"virions" produced in the human cell cultures.
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Major Findings: . Niite hulIlan embryonicce~~~iites have beenestab~ished

which produce partic~es with 70S RNA and reverse transcriptase activity,
after iitfection was accomp~ished<withe.itherriri.~kfrom.'breast cancer
patients or through co-cu~tivationwith human mammary adenocarcinomas.
Although these human ce~~ ~ines are stab~e,"virus".prod\lction f~uctuates

and proceeds at yery ~ow ~eve~s•. The murine·mode~'system was studied to
establish methods of detection,. assay procedures and finally cu~ture

conditions which wou~d maximize mannnary tumor virus (MuMTV) production.
Emp~oying [3H]-uridine incorporation iitto partic~es banding at densities
of 1.~5 to 1.19 sucrose so~utions, these investigators observed that MuMTV
synthesis was enhanced iit sparse~y seeded cu~tures,atlow serum
concentrations, at relative~y high pH, and in the presence of hydrocortisone.

An established ascites ce~~ ~ine, origina~ly derived from a spontaneous
mouse mammary.carcinoma wasobserveo to'produce relatively~arge amounts
of viruses. Electron-microscopy,. isopycnic banding in ,. sucrOse, RNA directed
DNA po~ymerase"activitr, nuc~eic acid" hybridization, and ;serologica~ methods
have shown that these are most~y type Bj viruses. Some evidence suggest
that small a.mounts of type C viruspa.rtic~esare producedsimu~taneously.

Significance to Biomedica~ Research and the Program of the Institute: The
evidence of possib~e infectious virus-~ike material in human milk obtained
from breast cancer patients in this contract is veryreleva.nt to the NCI
program. This findings must be confirmed and. extended to determine whether
these "viruses" have. any association with human cancer.' The .deve~opment of
a murine cel~ line producing mostly type B virus in ~arge quantities
in vitro also serves to acce~erate other studies concerning the biology of
this type of viruses.

Proposed Course: To continue the characterization of "vf.rnses" and the
virus-producing human embryo ce~l ~iites using the procedures developed last
year in the murine mode~ systems.

Date Contract Initiated: 23 March ~972
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SUMMARY REPORT

3:.DEVELOPMENT.ALRESEARCH SEGMENT
July l~ 1973 .L June 30, 1974

The mission of the. Developmental Research Segment is the elucidation of the
association and presumed etiological relationship of RNA and DNA viruses to
human neoplasia Ieadingtothedevelopmentof measures for the prevention or
control of viral1y-i'nducedneoplasmsinman. To '~eet this objective col
laborative contract'i·esear~hprojects include studies on: seroepidemiqlogy,
screening of human neoplasms for the presence of virus or virus genetic
expression; factorswhfchinfluence virus genetic expressi.on;molecular
processes involved in virus replication'and cell transforination and humoral
and cellular host immune responses to viral and virally:",f.nducedtumor cell
antigens. .,

Collaborative contract research projects are" administered through "the, Office
of the Chief, Viral Biology Branch. ,TheChi.ei, V:BB, as Chairman of this
Segment, arrangesfofthe review of solicited and unsolicited research '
proposals pertinent to the mis,sion of the, Seguient. Reviews are conducted , '
for relevance, priority; and need within the Virus Cancer P.rogram by regular
meetings of the Program Segment Chairmen and Vice Chairmen and for scientific
merit by -'theSegIlientWorking Group. The voting members of the Working Group
include seven scientists from non-governmental institutions and two from
government laboratories other than NCI.

Projects within the 'Segment are primarily devoted to investigations bearing
upon the role ofeviriisesin the etiol'ogy of certain Dlalignancies in humans
and the prevention oro-control of such neoplasms. '" Current research projects
may be assigned to three major'areas ~f investigation: , (l),determinati.on of
the association. of viruses with, and their pres1JIllptivecausal relationship
to, human neoplas'i:a;'(2) factors influencing virus genetic expression in
cells; and ~) approaches to the development and evaluation of measures for
the prevention or control of virus-induced neoplasia. The viruses under
study include members cif the' herpesvirus group' and viruses of the RNA tumor
virus group.

Attention to the poss'ible role of heri>esviruses in oncogenesis was aroused
by the isolation of,ji Dlember of t:hisgrou.p, the E:B virus, from cells cultured
from African Burkitt's lymphoma.. ' SubsequEmtly, certain animal herpesviruses
were shown to induce>lymphoma.' or leukemia. ill a ntiDlber of different animal

- species. Serologi.calstudies on pa.tients with cervical carcinoma implicated
herpes simplex vitu~F type 2 (HSV-2)as a possible cause of this neoplasm.
Further study of HSV-2 inactivated by exposure to ultraviolet light demon
strated its capability-to cause 'malignant change 'in cultured hamster embryo
cells. Investigations initiated iri:t:hese several areas have continued in
the collaborative contract research program.

At the Karolinska Institute, the relationships between the EB virus and the
host lymphocyt~have been understudy. The virus genome was found to be
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linearly integrated into some, but not all, chromosomes of the in£ected
lymphocyte. A nuclear antigen, EBNA,iQ-9:uced bythe,v:.;i,~~-associates
exclusively with chromatin fibrils in interphase nu,cle;i."and with chromosomes
in metaphase. Lymphoblastoid cell lines containing the virus genome may be
sensitive or resistant to the superinfection by EB virus. Hybrids between
sen~itive and resistant cells showed sensitivi1;y,to be,,~p~I!~t. Theyirus
transforms.human cord blood cells iri,vitro. Ihis transformation is inhibited
by antibody. t~ EB.vi.rus-inducedcell m~IIlbraneantigen~:lilJ.patientswith
Burkitt I s lymphoma, the circulatingantigen~ilIltibodyCOl)lPJ.exe,s are due to the
releaseof material containing the membraIle. antigens and .lJ.0t to.•freev.irus.
The tumor inthe. patient containsfewcel1,9.'inwhichth.e,y:irus-;-,induced early
antj,gens and capsid ilIlti.gensaredernons trated by:imm.un9.,f+u,orescencete~ts

probably because these: cells are eiiminatedbyopsonizati,onfollowedby
phagocytosis. However , similar tests sh0l¥' the .presenc~.9f:EBNA in most of
the 'tumor cells. The presence 'of from 5 to 113 EB virus genome equivalents
per cell of 24 of 26 Burkitt's tumors from patients in Kenya was demonstrated
at the University of North Carolina. Thehighdeg.ree, pf ~ssociationof EB
virus with nasopharyngeal carcinoma tis.sue obtained froIll.#:,rican patients is
demonstrated. by . the detection, of from Sito ?S virus geIlpme" ~equivalents per
cell in 32 of 38 specimens. The Unique association. of virus with tumor cells
isev'i,denced by the absence of detectablEL:I.evels of:EB vipus DNA in the
peripheral blood leukocytes of,African.pat;i.entswithBu~kitt'l5-lymphoma. or
nasopharyngea+ carcinoma. Surprisingly, not,' one of. 4 .~ericaIl. patients with·
a diagnosis of Burkitt's lymphoma contained detectable:EBvirus DNA in tumor
tissue.

Established cultured lines of lymphocytic cells which;;w:~pe cllaracterized as
having B-lymphocyte origin contained from 5to .5l0EB v,i:r:u.~,genomespercell

wheri=as those lymphocytic Jines wi,th T,...cell ch.aracte:risti<:s did nO,t contain
virus DNA. The 'T-cell lines dp not appe.ar, to be suscep,t:iple to .in.fection by
EB virus. Investigators at the PennsylvaniaState U:n:i-ve:r:s;ity; have isolated
an in'tracelluTarinhibitor cap.:ib1e. of interfering with ,the,repl;i.cation of EB
virus. The inhibitor is not interferon.

H -

Among nonhuman primates, the marmoset hasbe,en the ,mos1:sens;itiveto tumor.
development following infection of a number of different tumor viruses.
Experiments at the Rush Presbyterian St. Lukes Medical Center in which
several EB virus containing cell lines"were inoculated.in,to marmosets, but
produced no disease contrasted with trials made with the,',~yirus-i);lfected
marmoset cell line, B9S:..a, of ShopeCiIld Mi:I.:I.er wgichdoes ·insiuce lymphoma in
this primate spec:i.es. thi.s ob~ervationraisesques,tion{3COl:1cerning possible
·straindifferences between the EB viruses , involyed or,ci1.ternatively, the
presence of, or modification by, another agent. Indeed,., stl,ld:i.es on African
Burkitt's tumor tissues conducted at Columbia'Qiliversit:y':had' shown that these
tissues contained nucleotide sequences ,With some homology w:;itll,·DNA probes
prepared froin the RNA extracted'from the Rauscher. murine leukemia virus.

To gain further understanding of the relationship between herpesvirus and
human lymphoma, studies have been underway on $imilarv;irus:'-lymp~om.asystems
in animals. The availability of a line of'spe<:ific pathogen£rE::~ (LSI.,..SPF)
chickens reared under high containment at Life Sciences, Inc., permitted
studies on the interaction between the Marek's disease herpesvirus (MDHV) and
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RNA viruses of the avian leukosis group (ALV). In contrast. to conventional
chickens~ the LSi-~l?F birds exposed to a MDHVmonocontaminated environment
for 8 weeks did not develop tumors or mortality characteristic of Marek's
disease. Enhanc~me'1lt of tumorigenesis and mortality occurred in both SPF
and conventional birds concurrently infected with ALV (RAV2) and MDHV. Two
strains of MDHV were investigated. One produces a pattern of chronic
disease with cytologic changes characteristic of Marek's disease in both
SPF and conventional line chickens. The other produces typical Marek's
disease in SPF birds characterized bya.high early mortality and a limited
gross tumor response. The acute pattern of disease is modified upon co
infection with ALV (~V2) and by co-infection with the acute and chronic
MBHV strains apparently by interference with the lethal effect produced by
acute strainMDHV•. Concurrent inoculation of the SPF line birds with ALV
(RAV1) and MDHV increased mortality to 69 percent over a 49 day period as
compared with 16 percent and 6 per~ent in chickens inoculated with MDHV or
RAVI respectively.

Investigations on .the role of herpesviruses in the cause of neoplasia in
humans are directed to: (1) demonstrate the degree to which serological
evidence of infection correlates with neoplasia; (2) demonstrate the presence
of the virus .·or virus genome within tumor cells; (3) determine oncogenic
properties of virus strains in c~ll culture systems; (4) determine oncogenic
properties in nonhumall prima~es • This pattern of research has been continued
in current research~ontracts studying the relationship of herpes simplex
virus type 1 and type 2 to carcinomas in humans.

The production at. the University of Naples of a complement-fixing (CF)~

sedimentable non-vi+ion antigen~ induced early in the cycle of infection
of guinea pig cells by HSV-l and HSV-2 permitted tests.of human sera for
the presence of specifica'+ly react;ing antibodies. The results of initial
trials' were highly suggestive of a relationship between the presence of
antibodies to the HSV-2 induced non-virion antigen and cancer of the
genital tract. 'rhese observations were repeated and verified by further
study at the Frederick Cancer Research Center. The results of the CFtests
completed on 202. serum samples from individuals without cancer and from
patients with ~ancerin.29 different areas of the body showed that only
those sera from patients with. advanced carcinoma of .-the lip ~ mouth, orophar
~, nasopharynx, kidney, urinary bladder~ prostate., cervix uteri~and vulva,
comprising 56 cases inall~ gave a positive CF reaction. No antibodies
reactive with the non-virion antigenswere·detected in serum donors without
cancer~ with current or recurrent HSV-l and HSV-2 infections or with other
cancers. None of 4 women with early neoplastic changes of the cervix uteri
gave positive reactions.. Sera from-] patients with carcinoma of the lip or
oropharynx: react.e~ only with HSV-l non-virion. antigen. Appropriate controls
were included to. demonstrate the specificity of the reaction.

With the use of antibodies to herpesvirus non-virion antigens~ complement
fixing reactivity was shown for soluble cell membrane antigens separated from
lip and cervical carcinomas but not for similar extracts of cells from normal
vaginal tissue or. intestinal carcinoma. - Human serum specimens coded and
supplied by Baylor University were tested against separated CF-reactive
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components of non-v~r~on antigens of HSV-land HSV-2.Positive CF reactions
were found in 87, 90, and 62 percent respectively of sera from~patients with
squamous cell'carcinoma of cerviX, larynx and other head and neck areas.
Only 8 percent of patients with other tumors and 6 percent of normal donors
had similarly reactive antibody whereas the titers of HSV neutralizing
antibodies were similar in patients and controls.

Similar relationships between an early HSV-2 induced antigen and CF
antibodies in the sera of ~ervical cancer patients were obserVed at Johns
Hopkins University. Sera from 91 percent of patientswithirivasive cervical
carcinoma and 9 percent of matched controls were positive. Positive reac
tions were also obtained with sera from 68 percent of cases of carcinoma in
situ-and 35 percent of cases of cervical atypia. The early antigen (AG-4)
is a soluble surface antigen made between 4 and 16 hours 'after infection of
HEp2 cells with HSV-2.

Biopsy specimens of cervical carcinoma from Taiwanese patients were examined
at the University of North Carolina for the presence of HSV-2 DNA. Recon
struction studies of DNA renaturation kinetics analysis indicated that 0.1
genome of HSV-2 per cell could be detected when 2000 llg of cellular DNA are
tested. No evidence of HSV-2 DNA at a, level of 0.1 to 0.2 genome virus
equivalents per cell was detected in any of 5 tunior specimens examined.

In tests made at the Pennsylvania State University, 18 percent of HSV-l and
52 percent of HSV-2 strains examined after inactivation with UV light were
capable of morphologically transforming hamster embryo fibrriblasts in cul
ture. A number of established cell lines grew as tumors when inoculated
into hamsters. Photodynamic inactivation of HSValso yielded transforming
virus. Preliminary results suggest conversion of humanceJ:ls held at
elevated temperature. Evidence of transforming capability has been extended
to include cytomegalovirus. The transformed cells were show to contain
Virus-specific antigens.

The cebus monkey was selectE!d as an experimental nonhuman primate for tests
to determine whether HSV-2 would induce cervical neoplasia in vivo. Of the
164 animals examined prior to genital infections by virus, two showed mild
dysplasia but were negative on re~examination. Similarly, one animal of 48
which received control preparations showed ,mild cervical dysplasia and was
also negative on re-examination. Fivecanimals which received HSV-2
genitally 1 to 2 1/2 years previously and demonstrated laboratory evidence
ofinfe~tion have shown persistent mild to severe cervical dysplasia.

Another approach to detect the presence of the HSV-2 genome in cancer cells
was initiated at Baylor University. Temperature sensitive (ts) mutants of
the virus for marker rescue prOVided suggestive evidence of the presence of
a complementing HSV-2 genome in some cloned lines of hamster cells transformed
by HSV-2.

Alteration in the biochemical composition of cells rendered neoplastic by
viruses were determined. Increased synthesis of a galactoprotein cell
component followed transformation of rat celTs by MSV. A block in the
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synthesis of complex fucosylglycosphingolipids with a concomitant build-up
of simpler ones was associated with cell transformation by·RNA sarcoma virus
and with HSV ind1.lcedma1ignancy .in hamster cells. The altered synthesis was
unrelated to virus prqduc.tion.

Demonstration of the relationship of RNA viruses to human neoplasms was
sought through attempts to isolate representative viruses from spec±mens of
selected malignancies, through studies on possible relationships of animal
viruses to human neoplasia, and through search for evidences of virus genetic
information or virus gene expression in tumor specimens.

£articular-emphasis has been placed·upon human sarcomas and leukemias as most
likely to be the result of virus.activity. Measures which have been success
fully applied -to induce production of endogenous virus in animal cells have
not stimulated release of bi.ologicallyactive virus from human sarcomas
examined at the Rockefeller University. _ Si.mi.lar studies at the University
of Texas provi.ded.suggestive evidence of viral expression. Morphological
changes which occurred in co..cultivatedcellsof human osteosarcoma and
leukemia were ·a~c~panied by the appearance of antigen reactive in immuno
fluorescence tests with osteosarcoma patients' sera previ.ously absorbed to
remove heterophile reactivity. Electron. microscopy, serological tests and
biochemical tests have repeatedly yielded suggestive evidence of the
presence of virus information in the tumor cells but virus recovery remains
elusive.

The DNA probes produced on the RNA. templates extracted from known tumor
viruses by the action of viral _reve.rse transcriptase were applied to further
study of human neoplasms at Columbia University. At least a portion of the
RNA hybridizing 1irlth the DNA probes d.e~ected in human maromary carcinoma,
leukemia, and Burkitt's lymphomaexi:i;ts as 70S RNA associated with an lrn"A
instructed DNA polymerase. The particulate elements from human leukemia
cells which contain this RNA and DNA polymerase were used to synthesize
single-stranded tritium labeled DNA probes. Such probes clearly demonstrated
the presence of DNA sequences in leukemic blood cells which were absent in
normal human blood. cells. Similar technology demonstrated that probes
prepared from particles separated from human brain tumors did not cross
hybridize with genetic material from .other human neoplasms. Probes from
canc.er of lung and colon were also unique. On the other hand, over half
of the sequences of theDNAprodtlct.of the endogenous reaction using
particulates separated from humanacu~e myeloid leukemia cells was shown
at Litton-Bionetics laboratoriest:o hybridize to simian sarcoma virus-I.
Differing patterns of hybridization to RNA of different animal leukemia
viruses substantially supported the relationship of the RNA in the leukemia
cell particulates to the simian tumor virus RNA. The long poly (A) stretches
characterizing RNA tumor viruses were shown at the Massachusetts General
Hospital to be located at the 3'-OH end of AMV 358 RNA. Poly (A) was not
covalently integrated ~ other regions of the 35S strands.

Elucidation of the molecular events in viral nucleic acid replication is
being attempted at the Albert Einstein Gollege of Medicine. Observations
on Rous sarcoma virus infection of chick cells showed that a covalent hybrid
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structure involving DNA and Rous virus .RNAis.localized. in the nuclei within
2 hours after infection. The source of the DNA in the hybri~ structures is
unknown. The nuclei of myeloblasts.infected with .AM!lcata],y?:e transcription
in vitro, yielding RNA products which hybridize with AMV DNA transcript
probes. Similar experiments were made with chromatin frominyeloblasts and
purified thymic RNA polymerase II.

Purified proteins and glycoproteins of the Rauscher leu~emia virus prepared
at the Albert Einstein College of Medicine were each shown to carry type,
group and interspecies antigenic determinants. The glycopeptides contained
a previously undescribed interspecies determinant of mammalian oncogenic
type_C RNA viruses. Similar lack of specificity for type or group deter
minants was noted in avian virus polypeptides purified at .the Duke University
Medical Center. Studies with avian viruses demonstrated that the expression
of the virus genome in various host-v.irus relationships is not uniform; not
all the polypeptides are expressed in some cases. Human malignant cells
have been examined for the possible presence of antigen components related
to the purified polypeptides of known viruses Without success. Antigenic
components specific for human chronic lymphocytic and acute myelocytic
leukemia (AML) have been isolated and their specificity for .the leukemia
has been established. Along these lines, a leukemia-asSlociated nuclear
antigen (LANA) was detected by anticomplement immunofluorescence tests
conducted at the Karolinska Institute. The <antigen is predominantly as
sociated with blast cells of AML.

At the Massachusetts General Hospital, the.graftversus host reaction
(GVHR) was shown to b~ highly effective in activatingmuJ::ineleukemia virus
(MuLV) with subsequent development of leukemias in mice. Further observa
tions have shown that MuLV is activated from recipient lymphoid cells
responding to foreign skin graft antigens .. in sites where lYlllPhoid
blastogenesis is maximum. Interferon treatment prevented this activation
of virus andcurr,ent· studies suggest that interferon may also prevent
GVH-virus-induced leukemogenesis.

The augmentation of tumor transplant antigens (TTA) by infection with
vesicular. stomatitis virus (VSV) was shown to stimulate the immune system
of animals to more intensive response against the TTA. Experiments at Meloy
Laboratories showed that the immunity induced in animals by the augmented
antigens stimulated trimor rejection. The TTA augmentation phenomenon is
dependent upon infection of tumor c:ells by VSV. However, effective
immunogenicity is retained within sub-cellular fractions and following VSV
inactivation.
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DEVELOPMENTAL RESEARCH PROGRAM SEGMENT

Dr. Robert A.Manaker,VBB, Division of Cancer Cause and Prevention,
Chairman' ,

Dr. Michael A. Chirigos, Associate Chief, VBB, Division of Cancer
Cause and Prevention, Vice Chairman

BAYLOR COLLEGE OF MEDICINE (NOI-CP3~3257)

Title: Studies on Viruses as Related to Cancer

Contractor's Project Director: _pro Joseph L. Melnick

Project Officers (NCI): Dr. Robe,rt A. Manaker
Dr. Michael A. Chirigos

Objectives: To determine the relationship of viruses to selected neoplasias
and their significance in the neoplastic process.

Major Findings: Antibodies to separated CF-reactive components of non
virion antigens of herpes simplex virus type I (HSV-I) and herpes simplex
virus type 2 (HSV-2) were found in 87, 90, and 62% respectively of sera
from patients with squamous ce:ll carcinoma, of cervix, larynx and other head
and neck areas. Orily 8% of patients with other tumors and 6% of normals
had similarly reactive antibody. Titers of neutralized antibodies to HSV
were similar in patients and ~ontrols.

Marker rescue with temperature sensitive (ts) mutants of HSV-2 suggest the
presence of acoUlp1e:ment.ing HSV-2 genome in some cloned lines of HSV-2
(UV inactivated) infected hamster cells. Antiserum to the C4a antigen, an
early non-structural polypeptide induced by HSV, is the only reagent thus
far found to react strongly by immunofluorescence with antigen in HSV
transformed hamster cells.

Alterations intheblochemical composition of cells rendered neoplastic by
viruses were dete:rmined. In normal cells, the synthesis of glucoprotein
like materials fromgaractose is predominant. This synthesis in
HSV-infected cells is replaced by increased synthesis of a galactoprotein
component. Since there was no .alteration of the nucleotide sugars,
UDP-gaiactose and UDP-glucose, as-a result of HSV infection, the site of
alteration lies somewhere between the nucleotide sugar precursor and the
finished product, perhaps at'the glucosyltransferase stage. Increased
synthesis of a galactoprotein component follows MSV transformation of rat
cells, but the biochemical basis appears different from that in HSV-infected
cells (may be due to an epimerase choke).

All oncogenic RNA virus transformed cells exhibit a block in the synthesis
of complex fucosylglycosphingolipids with a concomitant build-up of
simpler ones. The altered FSL synthesis is associated with transformation
rather than with virus production (and has been extended to include
oncogenic HSV-hamster transformed cells).
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Studies on the metabolism of 2 deo·xy-D-glucose(dglc) into theglycolipids
and glycoproteins of transformed cells were pursued to probe the surface
structure of transformed cells and to evaluate the possible use of dglc as
an inhibitor of transformation.

Dglcinhibits infectivity of HSV-l and 2. The major glycopeptide (C5) of
each of four strains of HSV-1 is shifted from 123,000 daltons to 85,000.
C5 only shifts slightly to 115,000-120,000 daltons for each of four strains
of HSV-2. In MSV transformed cells the dglc is incorporated at a greatly
reduced level into one of the two major glycolipids found in normal cells
whereas the pattern of incorporation into normal or untransformed MuLV
infectea cells is the same.

Twenty-two ts mutants of HSV-l representing 15 complementatioll groups and
eight ts mutants of HSV-2 representing s~ven complementation groups are
being characterized. twenty-five potential ts ~utants of H. saimiri were
isolated and stocks of selected stable mutants are being prepared for in
vivo study to select attenuated "vaccine" strains.

No signs of malignancy were observed in monkeys under study for possible
co-carcinogenic effect of hepatitis B antigen and N~nitrosodiethylamine

after 10-15 months observation.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute:

Serological and sero-epidemiological evidence obtained by controlled studies
on patients ~ith squamous cell carcinomas implicate genital and oral strains
of herpesvirus as factors in the genesis of these malignancies. Intensive
study of the biochemical, genetic, and immunological aspects of the
herpesviruses associated-with these neoplasms provides fundamental informa
tion which may be invaluable as the role of the herpesviruses in oncogenesis
is further developed.

Proposed Course: In order to solve the problem of the causal relationships
of herpesvirus 1 and 2 to human carcinomas, the following objectives are
being emphasized by the contractor: (a) detection of herpesvirus gene
functions in human carcinomas by complementation and marker rescue studies;
(b) search for virus specific antibodies and antigens in human tissues with
purified specific virion and nonvirion antigens of herpesviruses; (c) in~

sights into cell transformation and genetics by temperature sensitive and
UV mutants of herpesviruses; and, (d) mechanism and definition of virus
induced alterations of cell membranes and function.

Date Contract Initiated: June 27, 1963

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY (NOl-CP3~3258)

Title: Replication of Oncogenic Viruses and Its Relation to Human Cancer
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Contractor's Project Director: Dr. Sol Spiegelman

Project Officers 2(NCT): Dr. Robert A~ :Manaker
Dr. MauriceL. Guss

Objectives: This project is directed toward the elucidation of the
molecular biology of RNA tumor viruses and the mechanbms by which they
induce oncogenictransformatiori of infected cells. This knowledge is
applied to the. :determ:i.nation of the .viral etiology of human neoplasms. and
ultimately to development of effective control measures ror human cancers.

Major Findings: The initial observations detecting viral specific RNA in
human tumors by ·molecular hybridization have now been e.."'ttended to answer
the following questions: 1). How. large is the RNA being detected? 2) Is
it associated with a RNA-instructed DNA polymerase? 3) Are the two found
in a structure possessing a known physical characteristic of an RNA tumor
virus~ In order to answer these. questions anexperimen,tal procedure has
been developed that.permits the simultaneous detection of 70S RNA and
reverse transcriptase activity successfully applied to human leukemic cells,
humanbreastcarcinomas'and Burkitt's lymphomas. In each of these
malignancies,. the data obtained demonstrates that at least a.portion.ofthe
RNA found exists in the" form of 70S" RNA associated with an RNA-instructed
DNA polymerase ina particle h.aving a density betiween1.16 and 1.19 gm/ml.

The particulate elements containing.70SRNA and reverse transcriptase
identifie~in human leukemic cells have been used to synthesize_single
stranded H-DNA in endogenous reverse transcriptase reactions. This probe
was used in DNA:DNA hybridizations to detect complementary sequences in
human normal and l'euketll:ic white-blood cell nUClear DNA. The data clearly
demonstrate the presence of DNA sequences in the leukemic genome not present
in the normal genome:; suggesting that there is not an omnipresent DNA
segment coding" :formlignancy. .

DNA:DNA hybridizationtechriologies were developed to identify the natural
host of RNA tumor viruses, based on the observations- that they possess
homology to the DNA of their non-infected natural hosts. The methodology
has been applied to RD-114 virus and the data demonstrate that it is
feline, and not human, in origin.

Further si&nificant work has included a study of the biological and
molecular basis of murine mammary neoplasia as a model for human breast
cancer and the demonstration of polyadenylicacid sequences in virus
like particles in human milk.

Nucleotide sequ.ences iIi Burkitt's iymphoma and Hodgkin's di~ease tissues
were demonstrated to possess some homology with RNA from Rauscher leukemia
virus but none with RNAs from mouse mammary tumor virus or avian
myeloblastosis virus. This provides some evidence that EBV is probably riot
the sole factor in Burkitt's lymphoma. Similar studies of the Marek's
disease model system revealed the presence of type C virus information,
indicating that at least a herpesvirus and an oncornavirus may be required
for development of typical Marek's disease in chickens.
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Probe~ prepared from brain tumor particles did not cross hybridize with
genetic material of other human neoplasias .(breast cance:t:",sarc;pmas;
leukemias). In similar fashion, lung cancer and colon cancer probes were
unique. These studies may lead to a useful serological test for detection
of specific organ site tumors.

The DNA:DNA hybridization studies performed inhuman lellkemias indicating
the presence of particle-related sequences in leukemic rl.tlc;IJ~~r DNA ,not
present in normal leukocytes will bE! extended todete:rmine- .wb,ether:, I} the
leukemia-specific DNA sequences are present in all types of leukemia;
2) the leukemia-specific sequences ar,e present in< all organs of leukemic
patients; 3) the leukemia-specific sequences,are.ideIlti..cal,i..nall patients
with leukemia; and 4) leukemia.-specific,seq-i,tences arepresel:lp in long-term
remission cases. Similar teChniques will be applied. to, hyman lymphomas,
including Burkitt's disease. '

Significance tb Biomedical Research and the Program of the, Institute:

A systematic molecular biologi~al study__ is being pursuedto.d~termine the
role of viruses in the. genesis of,hUman cancer., Studies demonstrated the
presence in hUIIlan canc~rs of particulate materials pos1:lessingcharacteris
tics 4niqueto the knowuanimal RNAtumor viruses. Newappr;oaches to the
study of virus-cell relationships have been devised. The contractor has
developed data. which are highlypro:v.ocativ~and ,his .pioneering advances
provide a foundation for future investigation leadingto.an,llnderstanding
of the virus'-cell relationship as it applies to human callcer.

Proposed Course: Molecula.r probing of h~nneoplasti.<;, tissue for, evidence
of the presence of oncogenic RNA viruses wi.ll continue.Si.milar procedures
will be applied to "normal"" human· tissues~, The reverse t~Cinscriptases of
oncogenic RNA viruses and of neoplastic tissues will be p.urifiedand
characterized. The existence of RNA nucleotide sequences in particulate
fractions of human cells which a:t:"e,1:l.0mologou~.to the RNA ,of animal viruses
requires further investigation to 'determine the significance of the
observations made.

Date Contract Initiated: October 29, 1969

CORNELL UNIVERSITY (NOl-CP3-3346)

Title: ~pplication of Feline Virlls Systems in the Study of Viral
Relationships to Human Neoplasia

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. Charles Rickard

Project Officers (NCI): Dr. Michael A•. Chirigos
Dr. Robert A. Manaker
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Objectives: To investigate the possibility of natural infection of humans
by feline viruses and to recover putative human oncogenic viruses from
established tumor cell lines and tumor biopsies using feline -reagents
developed by the contractor.

Major Findings: Attempts are being made to rescue transforming virus from
human sarcoma cells by exposure of these cells in a monolayer tissue culture
to either endogenous or exogenous FeLV~ The resulting pseudotype virus
should have.a di§t:inctive human species specific antigen and a serologically
unique RDDP. Purified reagents have been prepared for this study.

Preliminary work has shown that natural .infections in cats and experimental
infections in dogs by FeLV results in serum antibody detectable in FA tests.
Since children may be more susceptible to FeLV than adults, sera of children
who may have been infected by FeLV,leukemic children, their siblings, and
close associates are being tested by IIF using unfixed feline or human cells.

Two populations .of;catshave been selected and segregated for breeaing, on
the basis of expression of endogenous tyj?e C virus, in o-rder to provide a
source of somewhat genetically defined experimental animals. Detailed
studies of thebio1.ogical and oncogenic properties of the endogenous cat
virusarebeingconcillcted!

Nine spontaneollsf.eJ,:il:l~mammarytumors have served as the source of inocula:
for 86 newborn or fet.al J.dttens. No -neoplasms have been induced in 23
kittens which havereilched ;a,ges of 4-16 IIlonths. No typeB particles haye
been observed by EM.. aJ::thpugh typical type C particles were observed in 4 of
9 spontaneous mammary tumors and appear to be conventional FeLV.

Significance.to -BioUledicalResearch.andtheProgram of the Institute:

The cat offerssev~;alfldvantagesfor the study of viral relationships to
onco;genesis. It. j,ssusceptible to horizontal infection by three sub-types
of RNA leukemia viruS, it provides a natural population for study, cat
viruses reproduce in cells of.species:ptherthan the cat, including humans,
and the cat possesses an endogenous type C virus differing from th~ cat
viruses alreadycharacteriz~d! Since the cat is a common. household pet
and its type C viru~es are infectiou~ for human. tissue, intensive study to
determine .whetheritstumoryiruses pose a threa.t to humans, particularly
young children,. is necessary • - . .

Proposed Course: The experimental systems developed in the cat will be
applied to search for and attempt recovery of human oncogenic viruses.
Studies will co.ntinu~t01>.e conducted. to determine whether any relationship
exists between the~ndogenous and the exogenous type C viruses of the cat
and neoplasia.in.cl;l,ildren. At present a mammary tumor virus is known only
in the mouse. Investigations will be made to determine whether a mammary
tumor virus can be recovered from the cat. To assist in immunological
approaches to cancer 'control, attempts will be made to obtain carcinogen
induced tumors in the. cat and to determine whether viruses are a co-factor
in genesis of such tumors.
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Date Contract Initiated: June 23, 1965

DUKE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER (NOl~CP3~3308)

Title: Expression of the RNA TumorVinis Genome in Animal and Huma.n
Malignant Cells

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. DaniP.Bolognesi'

Project Officers (NCI): Dr. Peter' Fischinger
Dr. Maurice L.'Guss

ObJectives: To characterize the structural components of animal RNA tumor
virus part'icles and develop serological probes to detect virus gene products
in animal and human malignancies.

Major Findings: The term group specific (gs) ant\gen for Some of the avian
and mammalian polypeptides is clearly a misnomer. An example illustrating
this relates to an avian polypeptide thought to be group specific (pI9),
and one thought to be type specific (gp8s). Type'determinants are also
present in pl9 while group determinknts' are present as well in gp8s.
Clearly, the terms type, group andinterspeciesare coarse approximatioIls
and as theana.lyses become more critical,' a whole spectrum of reactivities
associated with these polypeptides may be anticipated.

Analyses of patterns for the four majorpolypeptides'o£AMVhave revealed no
common peptides among these proteins within the same virUs. However, peptide
patterns of related viruses (AMV-B,PR-RSV:"'C) are quite similar. It is of
interest that for p19, distinct peptiaes can be discerned which may relate to
the type and group serological specificities exhibited by the p19 fraction.
These fragments are currently being isolatecl and analyzed in more detail.

Tryptic peptide maps of MuLV p30 and FeLVp30 clearly indicate the marked
difference between the proteins, but some similar pepticles, possibly
related to the interspecies region, maybe resolved. These are currently
being investigated in detail. Recent results with SSV~l p30 are indicative
of a protein quite distinct from p30 of MuLV and FeLV.

It is clear from studies with avian virus.est~at the expression of' the virus
genome in various host-virus relationships' isnot'uni£orm. Not all the
polypeptides are expressed in some cases. One poljpeptideappears to be
ubiquitous in the avian system (pIS) and may'represent a host protein.
Furthermore, using complex antisera which react primarily with p27 and p19,
some of the Chf chicken lines have tested positive for gs.

Studies employing humoral cytotoxicity have revealed that there is a strong
likelihood that MuLV p30 is expressed at the cell surface even in the case
where actual particles are not produced. The reaction is complement
dependent and can be abolished by absorption of the antiserum with the
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purified polypeptide. Antiserum against FeLV p30 likewise detects the
interspecies determinant of MuLV p30 on the surface of murine cells and is
also strongly cytotoxic. Furthermore, these antisera are also cytotoxic
to methylcholanthrene (MCA) induced rat tumor cells.

The salient features concerning infectivity of AMV cores are: 1) cores
are infectious for both genetically susceptible and resistant cells;
2) virus originating from core infected cells is identical to that from
which the cores were derived; 3) in contrast to viruses, infectivity of
cores is not enhanced by polycation; and 4) inactivation by temperature
of cores and virus is clearly different.

Molecules bearing antigenicities specific for human leukemia cells have
been isolated. Chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) -and-acute myelocytic
leukemia (AML) antigens have been isolated and shown to be highly specific
for the leukemia cell type from which they have been derived. They are
not present in normal leukocytes and are distinct from the various HL-A
tissue antigens. Antisera are being prepared currently and will represent
immensely powerful tools for immunodiagnosis and immunotherapy of human
leukemia.

Significance to Bio~edical Research and the Program of the Institute:

The virus genome is expressed by translation of message into protein
products. This project was initiated to characterize the major protein
antigens of selected RNA tumor viruses, prepare immune sera to identify
these antigens in infected cells, and to utilize these materials to
determine basic molecular events in the process of cellular transformation.
The knowledge gained may be used to develop sensitive methods for
detection of virus activity in human cells and to provide a basis for
therapy by blocking translational events at the sub-cellular level to
prevent cell transformation.

Proposed Course: The characterization of the structural protein components
of the mammalian RNA tumor viruses will be expanded to include B-type
particles. A bank of highly specific immune sera against theintraspecies
specific determinants of the mammalian viruses will be developed for use
in the study of translational events related to tbe process of cell trans
formation and in the search for protein products of viral activity in human
tumors.

Date Contract Initiated: April 19, 1971

ALBERT EINSTEIN COLLEGE OF MEDICINE (NOl-CP3-33ll)

Title: Research Studies of the Molecular Biology of Oncogenic Viruses and
Malignant Transformation

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. J. Thomas August
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Project Officers (NCI): Dr. Robert A. Manaker
Dr. Maurice L. Guss

Objectives: To determine the molecular events involved-~n the adsorption
and penetration of RNA tumor viruses into host cells, in viral nucleic
acid replication, and in malignant transformation of cells.

Major Findings: Two Ra~scher leukemia virus (RLV) polypeptides with
apparent molecular weights of 69,000 and 71,000 have been purified and
characterized (gp 69, 71). These polypeptides contained a previously
undescribed interspecies antigenic determinant of mammalian oncogenic type C
RNA-viruses as was demonstrated by-the reaction of the murine antigen with
anti-feline leukemia virus (FeLV) serum. Radioirmnunoassay analysis showed
that both polypeptides were precipitated by the anti-FeLV serum, indicating
that they eachcontainedcthe interspe~ies determinant or that they were
closely associated and cc)"precipitated. The gp 69, 71 interspecies antigen
was distinguished from the knownp30 inte~species antigen and the virus
reverse transcriptase (RDDP)by protein purification, physical properties,
and immunological analysis. .The new antigen was not detected by competi
tion radioimmunoassay in uninfected.mol.lse cells or mouse cells productively
infected with vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV).

The antigenic determinants of two purified protein constituents of
mammalian C-type RNA viruses, p30 and gp70 were examined by competition
radioimmunoassay. By the appropriate choice of antiserum and competing
proteins it was pos:;>ible to distinguish type-specific , group-specific
and interspecies determinants. Both of the viral constitutents were found
to contain each of these classes of antigens. The re'sults suggested that'
the majority of the determinants of the major structural protein were group'"
specific, 5% ,to 30% were interspecies, alld a small fraction were type
specific. In the case of the envelope glycopeptides, the chief determinants
were type- and group-specific, and .. a small fraction were interspecies.

Compared with sever?-l other enveloped viruses, purified virions of frog
virus 3 (FV3) contained a relatively high activity of a protein kinase which
catalyzed the phosphorylation of endogenous polypeptides or added substrate
proteins. Virions also contained a phosphoprotein phosphatase activity
which released phosphate covalently linked to proteins. It was possible to
select reaction conditions where turnover of protein phosphoesterswas
minimal, as the phosphatase required Mn2+ iqns for activity whereas the
protein kinase was active in the presence of Mg 2+ ions. Electrophoreti~

-studies in polyacrylamide gels containing SDS indicated that at least 10 of
the virion polypeptides were phosphorylated in the in vitro protein kinase
reaction. Characterization of these phosphoproteins demonstrated that the
phosphate was incorporated predominantly in a phosphoester linkage with
serine residues. The protein kinase was solublilized by disrupting
purified virions withanonionicdetergent in a high-ionic-strength buffer
and was separated from many of the virion substrate proteins by zonal
centrifugation in glycerol gradients. The partially purified protein kinase
would phosphorylate polypeptides of many different animal viruses, and
maximal activity was not dependent on added cyclic nucleotides. These
properties distinguished the virion protein kinase from a well characterized
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cyclic AMP-dependent protein kinase which phosphorylated viral proteins only
to a small extent.

The formation of covalent hybrid structures involving Rous sarcoma virus
(RSV) RNA has been detected in nuclei of infected chick cells. This hybrid
is detected within two hours postinfection and is localized to the nuclei.
The source of the DNA in covalent hybrid structures is under investigation.

In vitro transcription catalyzed by nuclei isolated from.myeloblasts of AMV
infected chicks yields RNA products which hybridize with AMV.DNAtranscript
probes. Similar experiments have been carried out with chromatin isolated
from myeloblasts and purified RNA polymerase II of thymus(cir E. coli RNA
polymerase). Thus in vitro RNA products can be obtained which should be
identical to AMV·RNA sequences.

"

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program dftheInstitute:

The knowledge gained of molecular mechanisms and products in tumor virus-cell
relationships, the factors involved in the repression and derepression of
virus gene expression, and the intracellular events associated with
malignant transformation may be used to develop sensitive methods for
detection of virus or virus activity in human cells and for devising a
basis for therapy by blocking translational events at the subcellular
level during cell transformation.

Proposed Course: Purification of the structural proteins of FLVand
Woolly monkey virus will continue. Characterization of the proteins
emphasize analysis of their antigenic properties and genetic origin.
viral coded or induced proteins will be used a's probes for viral gene
expression. The techniques developed in studies on murine and primate RNA
viruses will be used for detection and characterization of putative viral
structuralprote~ns in human malignant tissue. Studies will be initiated
to purify and analyze virion proteins of herpes simplex virus types 1 and 2
in order to provide specific viral proteins for virus detection and radio
immunoassay of human serum. Studies will continue in order to achieve a
purified in vitro reverse transcriptase system for replication of tumor
virus DNA:- For control of viral gene expression, the enzymatic mechanism
for transcription of viral DNA integrated into the host chromosome will be
characterized.

Date Contract Initiated: April 26, 1971

HOPITAL ST. LOUIS (NOl~CP3-3365)

Title: Molecular Virological Studies on Human Leukemia

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. M. Boiron
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Project Officers (NCI): Dr. George Todaro
Dr. Robert A. Manaker

.Objectives: To search for viral DNA sequences in human leukemic. cells and
for expression of the RNA expression of an integrated genome in these cells
using murine leukemia and sarcoma viruses grown in human and in mouse cells
as a source of the synthetic DNA probe.

'--------------------_._-----_.~_.-

Major Findings: Optimal conditions for the endogenous RNA-directed DNA
polymerase activity of the murine sarcoma virus (MSV-MLV), produced in the
78~ line in order to obtain a DNA product representing a complete
transcript of the 70S RNA genome, .were established. The DNA product was
analyzed by velocity and equilibriUm gradien.t centrifugation, gel electro
phoresis, hydroxyapatite chromatography and sensitivity towards single
stranded specifi§ nuclease. The extent of transcription of viral 70S RNA
was measured by. H product DNA-labeled 70S RNA hybridization. Results
indicated that the single-stranded DNA was obtained in high yield under
these conditions and represented a complete transcript of the viral genome
since a three fold excess of product DNA was sufficient to anneal the 70S
RNA completely. In contrast double~stranded DNA was not a good transcript
of the viral genome. Therefore, single-stranded DNA could be used asa
probe for the detection of virus specific sequences in various cells. The
results obtained in analyzingciouble-stranded DNA seriously brought into
question the validity of using this. DNA as a probe in reassociation kinetics
studies.

The detection of integrated viral DNA sequences in leUkemic cells was
hampered by the fact that double-strande.d DNA represented only a very
limited proportion Of the viral genome" and was considered useless in
reassociation kinetics studies. This important limitation led to the use of
single-stranded DNA as a probe for tpe detection of RNA tumor virus-
specific sequences in cell DNA. The kinetics of association of this
labeled single-stranded DNA product to unlabeled sheared and denatured cell
DNA from 78Al cellswas studied. A relatively good percentage of
single-stranded DNA (28%) could be annealed to cell DNA. This technique
required large amounts of cellular material but was specific to virus-related
DNA sequences since larger amounts of sheared and denatured salmon sperm DNA
could not anne~l to complementary viral DNA.

Murine sarcoma virus was adapted. to., growth in an heteroploid human cell line
JIll in order to get sufficient amounts of this virus (Hu-MSV) for
biochemical. studies. These will be compared to those made with MSV produced
in murine cells. The transforming component (MSV) disappeared after early
passages but the non-transforming component (MLV) was continuously produced
although its titer remained low. '.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute;

Data have been reported demonstrating the presence of nucleotide sequences
in human leukemia cells homologous to sequences in RNA tumor virus RNA.
An intensive study of human leukemia and Hodgkin's disease cells under this
project is expected to provide information expanding on these observations
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to determine the nature of the common nucleotide sequences, their
distribution in patients' cells, and the relationship between the
presence of the common sequences in virions and the species and nature
of the cells in which the virus is grown.

Proposed Course: The original and reproducible technjques developed will
be applied to the investigation of as many human leukemias as possible.

Date Contract Initiated: June 28, 1972

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY (N01-CP3~3345)

Title: Herpesvirus Antigens and Virions in Neoplastic Celis from
Cervical Carcinoma

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. Laure Aurelian

Project Officers (NCI): Dr. Gary R. Pearson
Dr. Charles W. Boone

Objectives: The immediate objective of this project is the identification
of herpes simplex virus type 2 (HSV~2) antigens and virions in neoplastic
cells. The ultimate objective is development of evidence for or against
HSV-2 as a factor in the etiology of carcinoma of the human uterine cervix.

Major Findings: A microquantitative complement fixation test has been used
to study the presence of complement fixing antibody to an early (4 hours)
HSV-2 antigen (AG-4) in sera from 61 patients with cervical 'cancer and 61
control women matched for age, race and socio econmic class. Ninety-one
percent of sera from patients with invasive cervical carcinoma are positive
for AG-4 antibody as compared to 9% dfthe controls. Similar differences
are not observed between cases and controls with respect to neutralizing
antibody to HSV-2. Antibody to AG-4 shows the progression expected for the
development of cervical carcinoma, suggesting it maybe of diagnostic
significance. Thus, of 20 women with cervical atypia, 7 (35%) had antibody
to AG-4 as compared to 13 (68%) of the 19 women with carcinoma in situ and
20 (91%) of the 22 women ~lith ;invasive carcinoma. Antibody to AG--4-
correlates with the presence and extent of the tumor suggesting it may be of
prognostic significance and reflect active tumor growth. Thus, of 24
women with treated invasive carcinoma and no evidence of recurrence 'not one
had antibody to AG-4, recurrent neoplasia was associatedin'two patients
with persistence of AG-4 antibody. Some of the properties of AG-4 antigen
were studied. Preliminary data indicate that it is 1Jlade between 4 and 16
hours after infection, it does not block the neutralizing activity of human
and rabbit anti-HSV-2 sera and is not correlated with presence of virions.
Furthermore, it is soluble and appears to differ fromthenonvirion antigen
of Sabin and Tarro. Preliminary studies by anti-complement immunofluoresence
have indicated that AG-4 is a surface antigen, contributing materially to
the interpretation of its role in oncogenesis.
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Biologic and immunologic properties of theS-1 variant of HSV,,"" 2_ isolated
from cervical tumor cells of S332 G were compared to those of the G
prototype. The observed differences further confirm the original conclusion
that S-l is a distinc~ vi~~s and did not. result from the contamination of
S332 G cells with the G virus.

Two additional cervical cancer cell cultures were established from biopsies
of invasive cervi,cal.~ancer. Staining of: the cells with human and;rabbit
·sera containing neutraliz:iIlg alltibody .toHSV-2 revealed the presence in 2%
of these cells of membrane fluorescen.ce. The staining appears to be
herpesvirus specific as it is not obtained with a human serum without
antibody to either herpesvi.rus type~Intracellularantigens are not
discerned in thesecE;lls and virus replication .. cannot be induced .by BUDR,
IUDR, diethylstilQestrol and medium ot..high pH•. Virions are not observed
by electron microscopy. Th~ study on the. persistence and expression of the
HSV-2 genome int:hese cells. is now·in·progress.

Date Contract Initiated: May 5,1971'
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Research and. the Program oithe Institute:

Contractor's Project Director: Dr~ George .Klein

KAROLINSKA INSTITUTE (NOl-CP3-33l6)

Title: Studies on the Signifi9ance of Herpes-type Viruses and RNA
Viruses in the Etiology of Some Human Cancers

Proposed Course: Further studies will be made to determine the. presence of
"early" HSV-2 antigens. in cervical tumors, .the>prevalenceof antibodies to
this antigen in patients, and the prognostic significance of these anti
bodies. Cervical tumor cell cultures will be analyzed for expression of
persisting HSV-2 genome or of a fraction of a genome. A search will be made
for. HSV-:-2 specific antigens on the surface of tumor cells,biopsied,
exfoliated, or cultured·in vitro.

Considerable datahasb~en acqu:j..red demc:mst:rating an association between
HSV-2 infection and carcinoma. of the uterine cervix. In humans, it is
extremely difficult to conclusively show that virus associated with
neoplasms is a fac.torin oncogenesis. and not simply a passenger. Studies
conducted under this project are expected .toprovide some of the data
required to reach adecis1.on regarding the role of this virus in oncogenesis.

Significance

HSV-2 isolates obtain.ed in Yugoslavia were compared to American prototypes.
The results indicate: (i) the Yugoslav variants differ from the American
ones in antigenic properties and (ii) .. one.isolate ohtainedfrom the cervix
causes giant cells, .1;1nlikethe vulvar isolates.
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Significance to Biomedical.' Research, and the Program of. the Institute:

Project Officers (NCI): Dr. Charles W. Boone
Dr. Gary R. Pearson

.. U.!lIIU,!1.L!!,

Objectives: To elucidate EB virus-ceIl-host interactions, mechanisms of
cell-mediated anti~tumor immune reactions, and regulations of type C virus
expression in defined systems.

In collaboration with other investigators, work was continued on
herpesviruses oncogenic in animals and on RNA tumor viruses in mice as
models for observations on human materials.

Studies on immunological aspects of human sarl:omas and leukemias were
continued. The peripheral lymphocytes drawn from 10 of 17 sarl:oma cases
were stimulated by autologous mitomycin;..treated tumor cells and by KCl
extracts of the tumor tissue. The reactivity of cells from lymph nodes
draining the tumor is often specifically paralyzed against autochthon.ous
tumor cells in 'patients whose peripheral nodes are reactive. Other
experiments suggest these paralyzed lymph node cells carry an al:cumulation
of tumor derived antigen.

Investigations under this project are directed to two areas of importance
to overall program. First, the recognition that certain herpesviruses
induce neoplasms in animals and that EB virus and herpes simplex virus type

MajorFindings:EBV studies showed the virus genome to be linearlyinte
grated into some, but not all, chromosomes of'the cell.. EBNA, the EBV
induced nuclear antigen; was found to assdciateexclusively with chromatin
fibriles in interphase nuclei and with chromosomes in metaphase. Hybrids
between cells sensitive and cells resistant to superinfection by EBV showed
the sensitivity to bea dominanttrait~ 'One T-cell line and two B cell
lines were found to be free of EBNAandEBV genome. Tests·fdr-EBV in
different neoplasms showed that high· titers t6EBV do not necessarily
indicate association of virus with tutnorcells ..· Antibody to EBV;..induced
MA inhibited transformation of cord blood cells. Further confirmation was
obtained of the relationship between high antibody titer to EA and a poor
prognosis in BL patients. Circulating antigen";'antibody complexes in BL
patients are·due to 'the release of MAcontaining material byEBV carrying
cells and not to release of free virus .. In the human patient, EA and VCA
positive cells are most likely eliminai:edby opsonizationfollowed by
phagocytosis. The sensitivity of target cells to killer T-cells appeared to
be a characteristic of each lirie. Sensitivity mliy depeird Ot,la "bIas'!: cell
associated" antigen since three EBV genome free lines were also killed.
This could be related to HLA rearrangements as suggested by anomalous
typing results obtained on established lymphoblastoid.lines ..

Using the anticomplement fluorescence method,aleukemia-associatednuclear
antigen (LANA) was detected, predominantly in blast cells of AML. This
antigen is not relate~ to EBNA and is demonstrated with autochthonous or
allogeneic sera tested against smears of AMLblast cells. It was not

_found in CML or CLL.

· ... l.",!,:,j:..•~,.~
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2 are associated with human"neoplasms requires intensive study to provide a
better understanding of the host-virus relationship for this group of
agents. Data acquired under this project contributes to assessment of the
role of herpesviruses in the causation of human neoplasms. Second, the
analysis of the immunological responses of the host to tumor cell surface
antigens provides basic information important in approaches to control of
tumor development. The project is strongly oriented to human neoplasia,
utilizing defined animal systems as required for progress in understanding
the fundamental mechanisms involved.

Proposed Course: This project will continue without change.

Date Contract Initiated: April 9; 1968

LIFE SCIENCES,INC. (NOl-CP3-3205)

Title: Studies on Marek's Disease as a Model for Herpesvirus
Associated Oncogenesis

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. Jack Frankel

Project Officers (NCI): Dr. GaryR. Pearson
Dr. Michael A. Chirigos

Objectives: Tb determine the exact nature of the role of the herpesvirus
associated with Marek's disease in the etiology of this disease and the
elucidation of the mechanisms of interaction between herpes and
viruses in tumorigenesis using specific pathogen free avian hosts.

Major Findings: Studies were carried out to determine whether similar
interactions between avian leukosis virus . (ALV) and Marek's disease herpes
virus (MDHV) occur in vivo as well as in vitro, and the effect on
pathogenesis. For this purpose, isolator__derived, barrier-sustained
chickens (LSI-SPF) were used since;MDHV or ALV infection of this line by
contact-exposure for eight weeks did not result in tumors or mortality
characteristic of Marek's disea13e (MD) or lymphoid leuk,osis. Enhancement
of tumorigenesis and mortality occur~ed when LSI-SPF and conventional
chickens were concurrently infected with ALV (RAV~2)and MDHV by contact
exposure.

Examination of serums~ples for MDHV neutraliZing antibody revealed that,
following incubat:Lbnwith MDHV, some of the sera significantly enhanced
focus formation in chicken kidney cell (CKC) cultures. The serum
enhancing factor .(SEF) was originally detected in four week ser.um samples
from untreated conventional and LSI.;;;.SPF chickens reared in a facility
containing similar birds and that had been previously inoculatedwithMDHV
and RAV-2. Five weeks after contact__exposure to both viruses, conventional
sera enhanced focus formation by an average of 308%. Of interest is the
fact that uninoculated c~ickens reared in the RAV-2 mo~ocontaminated
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In comparison to the RNA tumor viruses, comparatively little is known
concerning the role of herpesviruses in oncogenesis. Certain herpesviruses
have been implicated in the etiology of carcinoma, lymphoma and leukemia in
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Concurrent inoculation of LSI-SPF chickens with RAV-l and,MDHV resulted in
a marked increase in mortality during 49 days of observation. Themortality
incidence among dually-infected birds was 69% compared with 16% and 6% in
chickens inoculated with MDHV or RAV-l, respectively. MDHV neutralizing
antibodies were detected after 35 days in the group infe~tedwithMDHV
alone, but were not demonstrated at this time in birds inoculated with MDHV
+ RAV-l.

~~ ----~------------------------------------"¥'f

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute:

environment e..~hibited SEF. Following peaking of SEF bet:ween 'four and siX
weeks, neutralizing antibodies were detected or the chickens died. All
LSI-SPF chickens which were surviving at 9' and 10 weeks exhibited
neutralizing antibody.

The acute strain of MDHV did not cause the production of ~oci in chick
embryo fibroblast (CEF) cultures and produced high, early mortality with
limited gross tumor response when injected into'LSI-SPFchickens. The
chronic strain of MDHV induced cytologic changes characteristic of MDHV
in CEF cultures, and produced low mortality with a delayed, high level of
tumor involvement in LSI-SPF birds. The response was comparable to
Marek's disease as observed within 4-6 weeks after inoculation of chronic
MDHV in conventional chickens. The mortality response of LSI-SPF chickens
inoculated with-both acute and chronic viruses shows interference with the
lethal effect produced by acute MDHV-in birds initially inoculated with
chronic MDHV. At necropsy, no differences in gross tumor response were
apparent between experimental and control groups of chickens when examined
after three, four and five weeks. However, of the surviving chickens that
were necropsied at eight weeks, the group which had been inoculated with
chronic MDHV showed a high level of visceral tumor involvement, as well as
large solid tumors in several cases. The highest earlymor:tality was
observed among groups of LSI-SPF chickens in which MD-antigen was observed
less frequently in feather follicle epithelium. .

Recent studies have shown a difference in the spectrum of cell cultures in
which acute and chronic MDHV replicate. Cell-free chronicMDHVproduced
focL in CKC, chicken embryo fibroblast (CEF) , duck em,bryo fibroblast (DEF) ,
chicken embryo brain (CEB) and chicken embryo eye (CEE) cultu,res. Contrary
to expectation, acute MDHV did not produce foci in any culture except CKC.
Neither cells nor supernatant fluids from acute MDHV-inoculated CEF, DEF
or DEB cultures contained MD-antigen. Viral DNA has not been demonstrated
in CEF cultures inoculated with acute MDHV. On the other hand, MD-antigen
(immunodiffusion) and viral DNA were detected in CEF and DEF cultures

- inoculated with chronic MDHv, and CKC cultures inoculated with acute MDHV.
MDHV was rescued from CEB and CEE cells inoculated with acute MDHV by co
cultivation with susceptible CKC cultures, even though the virus-inoculated
CEB and CEE cells did not exhibit cytologic changes characteristic of MDHV
infection.
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different species of animal and other viruses of this group have been shown
to be strongly associated with neoplasia in man. This project provides
opportunity to acquire information on oneh.erpesVirtlS in relation toa
malignant disease which may aid in understanding the role of herpesviruses
in oncogenic proc~sses in man.

Proposed Course: Studies on the interaction between MDHV and other viruses
as this relates to the disease process will be continued.

Date Contract Initiated: November 1, 1968

LITTON-BIONETICS, INC. (NOI-CP3~32ll)

Title: Studies on Molecu,lar Events Leading to Transformation by
RNA Oncogenic Viruses

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. Alan Wu

Project Officers (NCI): Dr. Robert Gallo
Mr. J. T. Lewin

Objectives: To elucidate the molecular mechanisms by which RNA tumor viruses
transform norm~l cells into malignantc.ells.

Major Findings: The "virus-liken, particles contained in the particulate
fraction derived from human leukemic cells was used to sYnthesize DNA on
an RNA template using an RNA priIner. ,Over half of these. DNA sequences.
hybridize to ariiIri.al tiimor' virus RNA (SSV-l) • The pattern of hybridiz<3.tion
to RNA from different leukemia viruses leav~siittle.doubt that the
human DNA is sygthesized from an RNA related to primate ~ype C RNA tumor
virus RNA.

The virus-related,reversetranscripta.s~(RDDP) from human acute myeloblastic
and lympl10cytic l,eukemic blood cells was found to prefer RNA from dtrA over
dtdAand is immuno~ogicaily similar to the RDDP from Gibbon ape leukemia
virus and SSV--l.

The particulate fraction which contains RDDPaiso contains a ribonuc.lease H
(RNase H) activity. This is separable by ion-exchange chromatagraphy, thus
differing from the pattern observedwith AMV., The RNase H molecular
weight is estimated a,t 70,OOOda+tonsand is an e~donuclease that uses
circular hybrid polymer substrates as efficiently as the linear ones.
Additionally, the degradation products contained a higher proportion of
tetraribonucleotides.

Hybridizat±on of labeled viral RNA from Rauscher leukemia virus and SSV-l
to an excess of nuclear human DNA has failed to reveal DNA sequences present
in leukemic cells which are absent in normal cells. Cytoplasmic DNA from
leukemic cells of one patient appears to be unusually rich in viral related
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sequences; this is being ext~nded to cytoPtasmi~ DNA from other leukemic
pa~ientsand to DNA from normal cells.

DNA was identified as the only demonstrable template of theRNA';"dependent,
i. e., RNase-sensitive DNA polymerase, activity dfthehighspeedpellet of
PHA-stimulated normal human lymphocytes. Using identic~l methods the
results with human leukemic leucocytes indicate that RNA'-serves as template.

Cell lines have been established from hu:nianleukemi~ leucocytes and are
being examined for: 1) viral genetic information in the riuclearDNA;
2) viral-specific RNA; and 3) endogenous RDDP by biochemical and immunolo
gical criteria. Positive results have been obtained for two cell lines on
one or more of these tests.

The measurement of genetic relatedne.?s using viral-synthesized DNA and
viral RNA has been extended to include primate, feline, and avian viruses.
The divergence of viruses from two differentanimals .. parallEds the
divergence of the host animals. '. The results indicate that RNA tumor virus
information, or a portion of it,'originab~d from the host cell. It also
suggests that human RNA tumor virus information is related to aninial RNA
tumor virus information in the same way that humans are related to the
natural hosts of the animal RNA tumor viruses. This was verified using
the DNA synthesized endogenously by viral-like particles of human leukemic
cells.

It was demonstrated that virus induction may be enhanced by dexamethasone
in several systems. Cells producing a high titer of virus or cells
infected with a high titer of virus 'were not stimulat::edsighificantly by
dexamethasone, while cells producing a low titer of virus or infected
with a low titer of virus were stimulated 3 to' 20 fold'by dexamethas.one.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of ' the Institute:

It is known that RNA tumor virus genomesmthiri'cells maybe- 'repressed and
in some instances may be defective. M61ecuhir biological methods are
valuable to probe cells for evidences of virus express1on. Under this
project, criteria were defined to differentiate between purified tumor
virus'RnDPactivity and the activity or the purified~jdrDNApolylllerases
of normal cells •. The RDDP .ac.tivitY:LJ1 particulatefracfions.separated from
leukemic human cells was purified, characterized, and found to resemble the
virus enzyme. This work contributes to the search for evidence of viral
expression in tumor cells and provides a basis for studies .. on the inhibition
of viral function.in the neoplastic process.

Proposed Course: Studies will corttinuetofurther define the nature of the
.virus-like activity expressed in human leukemic cells.

Date Contract Initiated: September 1, 1972
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MASSACHUSETTS GENERAL HOSPITAL (NOl-CP3-3366)

Sf S 511 . '!E [ T

Title: Characterization of Nucleic Acids of the Avian My~loblastosis Virus

Contractor' sProjectDi:rector: Dr. Paul C..Zamecnik

Project Officers Dr •. George Vande-Woude
Dr. MauriceL.Guss

Objectives: The primary objective is the determination of the possible
molecular mechanisms 'by which oncogenic viruses change the metabolism of
susceptible host cells. In order to deffnethis system, long range.
biochemical studies 6n theRNAs of AMVhave been initiated and involve the
chemical charactel!ization·of the nucleotide structure of viral.RNAs and
biochemical functioIls of the viral RNA. fractions as measured by their
~ctivity'in conjunction with RT from the. virus and the ability of the 45
RNA fractions to accept .·amino acids.

Major Findings: -The· high molecular weight RNA .of the avian myeloblastosis
virus ends in an adenosine residue at the 3.1-0H terminus. It was d.etermined
that the 3' -OHencFl'bfthe 35SRNA :consisted ·of a poly adenylic acid segment
at least 30 residueslOb.g. There£ore,if there are subunits of, the 70S
RNA complex consisting of '. two or more. distinct 35S sequences ,theyall
terminate in a poly(A) sequence. No internally located poly(A) segments
were found. This is the first report. of such findings. The 3'-:OHpoly(A)
segment therefore may serve in future sequencing operations as a convenient
marker for the 3' terminus of the 35S molecule, and as a very useful site
for hydrogen bonding of a pr.imer dT segment and for constructing a DNA
complementary strand using labeled deoxynucleoside triphosphates. Such a
labeled oligodeoxynucleotide would then1)~,amenable tosequenciIlg,9perations.

At least onehalfo£ the. "70S-:associated" AWl 4S RNA is composed of transfer
RNA. The minor base constituency of this 70S-associated 48 RNA has been
determined to differ quantitatively in important particulars from the minor
base patterns of total AMV:virion tRNA, and of the mixed total tRNA's .of
chick liver and myeloblasts. The 70S-associated. 4S RNA also esterifies
certain amino acids. These observations:h~v;ehelpedlay the groundwork
for the very recent unpublished observations of others that a specific4S
RNA serves as a primer for the transcription of DNA from the 70S RNA of
Rous sarcoma virus.·

Using the sensitive. procedure for minor base detection developed by the
Randeraths evidence has been found for the presence of small amounts of
minor bases in· the-35S ,.. RNAofAMV . These observations need further., scrutiny,
however, in order to eliminate the possibility of artifacts or of continued
noIl~covalent'assoc.Hitionofsmall amounts of . tRNA to this high molecular
weight RNA fract:ion~

Progress is being;made on imp:;:-evelll.ents of the earlier¥u-Zamecnik-Gilham
periodate-amine method for sequencing RNA, which will render the procedure
more quantitative during each elimination step, and more sensitive by
virtue of using "radioactive amines. Chemical procedures have been developed
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for labeling the 3'-OH and 5'P ends of high molecular weight RNA with p32
of high specific activities.

An antigenic protein is produced by Hodgkin's disease tumor nodules after
growth in tissue culture. This antigen is not found in a variety of other
human cells in culture. A particulate component is released .:into the
medium, which can be pelleted at high centrifugal forces, banded inlsucrose
gradients at a peak between 1.15 and 1.2lsp~ g. ,andlabeled with ii-TTP
or 3H- UTP • There is no cross reaction of this component against a variety
of known, animal viral antibodies. .

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program. of the Institute:

This project was initiated intheexpectationthat,eluc:i,dation of the
nucleotide sequences of the 70S RNA of AMY and possib+y other oncogenic.., - ' ..- .' -. - ....~.- .

RNA viruses might reveal segments active in specific functions and as
binding sites of viralpolymerasesor inhibitors, thereby increasing our
knowledge of transcription processes. Elucidation of ··the differences in
t-RNA encapsulated in virions and those present in normal. and infected
cells might show how virus infection demonstrates translation processes.

Proposed Course: Studies will continue on the an:alysJ~s and the acrOlllolecu
lar sequencing of large molecular weight RNA of AMV and on the. analyses of
the minor base components of the transfer RNA of .AMV.

Date Contract Initiated: June· 29, 1971

MASSACHUSETTS GENERAL HOSPITAL (NOl-CP4~3222)

Title: Activation of Oncogenic Viruses and Induc.tion of. Cancer by
Immunologic and Non~immunologicMethods

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. PaulH. Black

Project Officers (NCI): Dr. Michael A. Chirigos
Mr. J •. I. Lewin

Objectives: To determine the relationships between chronic allogeneic
disease, immunosuppression, and interferon inducers 'on the activation of
covert infections by oncogenic RNA viruses.

Major Findings: Inte4£eron treatment prevented virus activation in the
graft versus host reaction (GVHR). As an extension of:these studies, one
half of a large group of GVH mice were treated with interferon, the other
half ROt. Although these studies are not yet completed, it is apparent that
inteferon can also prevent GVH-virus-induced oncogenesis; several animals in
the non-interferon group have developed lymphomas whereas none in the
interferon group has. - -
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Date Contract Initiated: September 15, 1971

Significance td Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute:

This project contr~butesnew information concerning immunological factors
involved in the activation of covert virus and its influence on the
development of virally-induced cancer.

In studies on the site of activation of leukemia virus following skin
transplantation, virus first became detectable in regional nodes and
spleens between 1--2 weeks after grafting. ,,' Thereafter, virus multiplied
to high titers in spleens, but was never detectable in skin graft sites,
thymuses or tail segments. These studies strongly suggest that MuLV is
activated from recipient lymphoid cells responding to foreign skin graft
antigens in sites where lymphoid blastogenesis is maximum.

Proposed Course: The present studies on the interactions of immunostimula
tion, immunosuppression, and leukemia virus activation in the murine model
systems will be extended. Studies are planned to expand these observations
to include similar situations inman.

Interferon-containing preparations have modest immunosuppressive effects in
vivo. These effects correlate well with in vitro studies demonstrating

-inhibitory effects of interferon preparations on mitogen-induced lymphocyte
blastogenesis. Since interferon preparations have only partially been
purified, it is not known whether the same molecule has both anti-viral
and immunosuppressive capability. However, studies to date suggest that the
anti-c'ellular; and anti-viral properties are inseparable, and that effects
on cell DNA synthesis increase in parallel with anti-viral effects as the
purity of the interferon preparation increases. Interferon may well be a
lymphokine that 'serves as a feedback inhibitor of lymphocyte function; it
is produced by lymphocytes undergoing blastogenic transformation, but once
present insufficient quantity, it may inhibit further cellular prolifera
tion. Since rejection of skin allografts is dependent on lymphocyte
mediated immunity, the effects of interferon are probably a result of its
lymphocytic inhibitory properties •.' Although interferon, by itself, had
only modest effects on graft rejection, in combination with other agents
it may well provetbbe a clinically useful agent. Many patients undergoing
immunosuppressive chemotherapy are extraordinarily susceptible to viral
infections, and the majority of the viral agents implicated in these
infectio~s are sensitive to the actions of interferon. An additional
potential bonus of interferon treatment in such patients is-its established
inhibitory effect against tumors not known to be associated with viruses.
Thus, interferon has three properties which suggest that in patients, such
as transplant recipients, it may be a helpful agent for adjunctive immuno
suppression. These properties are its capacities to 1) immunosuppress,
2) inhibit viruses and 3) inhibit tumor growth. In non-transplant patients
with mild autoimmUIle types of reactions, interferon by itself might be
sufficient immunosuppressive therapy.

lJ=====================:=========================================::.=-----=--===z:=:::~_.7•••'
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MELOY LABORATORIES (NOI-CP2-2020)

Title: Cell Biology Facility: Mechanisms of the Immune Response to
Squamous Cell Carcinoma, Adenocarcinoma, and Fibrosarcoma in the
Mouse and Experimental Immunotherapy

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. Kenneth Blackman
~

Project Officers (NCI): Dr. Charles W. Boone
Mr. J. T. Lewin

Objectives: To elucidate the mechanisms of specific tolerance to tumor
exhibited by the cellular immune system in a tumor-bearing animal, to
develop improved in vitro and in vivo assays for detecting tumor specific
antigens and antibodies, and to develop systems of immunotherapy.

~ Major Findings: The augmentation of tumor transplantation antigens (TTA)
by vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV) was further studied~ An homogenate of
VSV infected E4 tumor cells was inoculated into' the foot pads of mice that
had been injected two days earlier with one million tumor cells. Nine of
"25 tumors so treated regressed, whereas there were no regr~ssions in the
control groups. This experiment is encouraging in that tumor cells that
had been growing for two days underwent. regression after treatment.

Efforts are now being concentrated on using. a Molo.ney v.irus induced ascites
lymphoma of strain A mice as the basic model systemt.o study the VSV-TTA
augmentation effect. Frozen stocks of VSV infected cultured lymphoma cells
are being routinely prepared. The lymphoma system was selected because of
its potential applicability in developing models for .the treatment of human
lymphomas and leukemias.

Conclusive evidence has been obtained that the virus ~ntigen acts as a
helper antigen to stimulate the immune system to a more intensive response
against the TTA. The virus must infect the tumor cells. Simply mixing
egg-grown virus with a tumor cell homogenate does not result in augmented
immunogenicity.

~umor necrotic material from two types of tumors, E4, and LSQ, were
radioiodinated by a modification of the routine iodine monochloride method
and extensively dialyzed to remove all unreacted iodine. Asa control,
normal mouse liver was prepared in the same way. In the first group of
experiments, 125I-tumor necrotic material was injected intraperitoneally in
normal syngeneic mice and daily tail blood samples were taken to determine
rate of appearance in blood and percent of nondialyzable material. The
amount of radioactive material in the blood is maximal at 1-5 hours and
decreased to 10% of this amount in "three days. The amount of nondialyzable
material varies with the source of tumor necrotic material, but reaches
a steady maximum in approximately two days. In a second group of experi
ments, mice injected with 125I _TMN were exsanguinated at 2, 3 and 7 days
post-injection and the serum proteins studied. by Sephadex G-200 chromato~

graphy, paper and cellulose acetate elec~rophoresis, and ammonium sulfate
salt fractionation. These studies indicate that the molecular weight of
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tumor derived prote±ns varies with the source of tumor although'
electrophoretic mobilities are similar. The major molecular weight peaks
are comparable to globulins (150~000), albtimin (68,000) and small
molecules (5,000"orless); the major peak in the electrophoretic pattern
is in the albuiniriregion with a "small peak in the gamma globulin region.
Major molecularweightfract:Lons of "these Serum proteins (separated on
Sephadex G-200) have been prepared and lyophilyzed and await further study.

Significance to BiomedlcaiResearch and the Program of the Institute:

Prior infection of tumor cells with influenza virus to augment the
immunogenicityof sp~cific tumor transplantation antigens in cell-free
fractions of tumor cell homogenates provides a method whereby a patient
could be immunized without the risk associated with X-irradiated viable
cells. Research on the mechanisms -of the immune response to tumor could
provide methods for manipulation of "the immune system to benefit the
cancer patient both in <diagnosis and in therapy.

Proposed Course: The relationship of cell surface structure to host
response to tumor will be continued.

Date Contract Initiated: August 20, 1971

MERCK AND COMPANY," INC. (NOl-CPl-20.59)

Title: Research on Oncogenic and Potentially Oncogenic Viruses, Virus
Production an4Vaccine Development

Contractor's PrdjectDirector: Dr. Maurice Hilleman

Project Officers (NCIh Dr. Robert A.Manaker
Dr. Michael A. Chirigos
Mr. J. Thomas Lewin

Objectives: To conduct investigations designed to develop vaccines or other
agents for the prophylaxis and therapy for human neoplasia of suspected
viral etiology.

Major Findings: C-typ~RNA virus vaccine against the leukemia-sarcoma
virus complex of cats is being developed as a model to establish technical
guidelines for applida.tion to man at such time as human type C virus(es)
become available. Major areas of accomplishment during the current contract
report period were: i)" continued routine production of concentrated
purified feline leukemia virus (FLV), 2) formalin inactivation studies with
FLV, 3) development of a vaccine assay model system utilizing FSV in
young adult cats, 4) study of the immune response to FLV vaccine after
single and multiple doses in cats, 5) establishment of innnunological assay
procedures for detecting humoral immunity (neutralizing and cytotoxic
antibodies) and cellular immunity (lymphocytic cytotoxicity), and 6) the
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continued production of SPF cats.

Herpes simplex type 2 (HSV-2) was selected as the virus of choice for
herpesvirus vaccine development because. it has been::i.mplica:ted. as an
etiologic agent in human cervical carcinoma, it can be pr()pagated and
quantitated readily by conventional procedures and susceptible laboratory
animals are available for testing vaccine p~otective efficacy. Efforts
are being directed toward developing three types of vaccine: 1) purified
viral subunit vaccine (first priority), 2) inactivated virus vaccine by
conventional methods, and 3) live attenuated virus·vaccin.e by conventional
procedures. During the current contract report period, the major accomplish
~ents were 1) improvements in large volume virus production methodology
resulting in a 20-fold increase ,in the average yield of infectious virus,
and 2) the initiation of studies directly concerned with the development
of a glycoprotein viral subunit vaccine.

Work related to the approach of immunization with homologous or auto
chthonous tumor cell antigens administered before or during the tumor
latent period or after tumor detection but prior to overwhelming
metastases included: 1) the preparation and assay of tumor cell antigens
for protective efficacy in two animal-tumor model systems (adenovirus type
12 in hamsters and CBA mice), 2) the study of stimulation of host cell
mediated immunity with lipid conjugated antigen, and 3) the establishment
of two new animal-tumor model systems (L2C guinea pig leukemia in strain 2
guinea pigs and H. saimiri in marmosets).

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute:

If viruses are essential in the genesis of some human cancers, prophylaxis
by vaccines to prevent or minimize infection must be evaluated. Similarly,
the practical value of vaccination by tumor cell or fetal antigens must
be determined. Although greatest benefit would be expected by prevention
of viral infections transmitted horizontally, vaccines cduld be effective
in control of tumor development where vertically transmitted virus genetic
information is not expressed in the production of prdteins until later
stages in the lif~ of the host. Viruses may act as essential co-factors
in the development of neoplasms, and immunization against such secondary
agents could prevent the disease. This project provides for the evaluation
of immunological approaches to cancer control to determine feasibility for
use in humans.

Proposed Course: The contractor will continue efforts on the evaluation of
viral vaccines. Studies on immunological control of RNA virus-induced
tumors will use the feline sarcoma/leukemia system and the L2C guinea pig
system. Herpesvirus type 2, which is associated wi~h human cervical
carcinoma, and Herpesvirus saimiri, which induced lymphoma and leukemia in
lower primates, are systems selected for investigation of measures for
control of DNA virus-related oncogenesis.

Date Contract Initiated: March 1, 1971
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UNIVERSITY OF NAPLES

Title: Studies of Non';';VirionAntigens of Herpes Simplex Virus

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. Giuli.o Tarro

Project Officers (NCI):, Dr. Charles W.Boone
Dr. Michael A~ Chirigos

Objectives: The determination of the presence of non-V1r10n antigens of
herpes simplex virus 'in tumors of the' urogenital tract and of antibody to
nonvirion antigens in the sera of cancer patients. These studies should
provide more evidence concerning the association of herpesvirus type 2
with tumors of the genitourinary syst:.em.

Major Findings: The results of complement fixation tests on 202 serum
samples from individuals without cancer and from patients with cancer in
29 differ'ent areas of the body showed that' only those sera from patients
with advancedcancers'O'f the lip, mouth, oropharynx, nasopharYnx, kidney,
urinary bladder, prostate, cerviX uteri, "and vulva (56 cases ' in all) gave
a positive specific reaction with the non-virion antigens induced by the
oral strain (HSV-l}aiidthe genital strain (HSV-2) of, the DNA herpes
simplex viruses. None of 57 persons without cancer, including 10 cases
of current and 18 cases of recurrent HSV-l and HSV-2 infections, had serum
antibodies reactingwith.,thenon-virion>antigen • Negative results were
observed with sera from 81 patients with other cancers, including cancer of
the gum,tongue, tdnsil,salivary gland; accessory sinus, epiglottis, lung
bronchus, stomach, colon, breast, corpus uteri, ovary, testis, liver,
thyroid, Wilm' sembrydnalkidney ,melanoma , Hodgkin's disease, acute
lymphocytic leukemia, and acute;m.yelocyticleukemia. None of four women
with early malignant'changes,inthece:rvix uteri gave positive serological
results. Sera from seven patients with advanced cancer'of the lip or
oropharYnx reactedoiil'yewith<HSV"-l non-virion antigen. The reactivity of
sera from thirteen women with adva.ncedcer'Vica.lcarcinomaand one woman
with advanced cancer of·' the vulva. was indicative of an association with
HSV-2. Sera positiveiri tests against the herpesvirus non-virion antigens
did not react with antigens in cells harvested at different times after
infection by vaccinia virus. Furthermore, absorption of positive sera with
trypsinized, uninfected human embryonic kidney cells did not affect the
titer of the antibodiestd HSV-l and HSV-'-2nonvirionantigens.

-Of nine HSV-l strains (from lip, mouth~ throat, cornea or bra.in) only five
produced enough nonvirion antigen to be detected by complement fixation
with specially prepared, virion-absorbed, type-I guinea pig antisera, while
the remaining four strains produced only enough of the same antigen to
induce 'specific antibody in hyperimmunized guinea pigs. While the type 1
virion antiserum used reacted equally well by complement fixation with the
type 1 and type 2 strains, the type 1 nonvirion antisera failed to react
with nonvirion antigens produced by three ~ype 2 (genital) strains.
However, type 2 nonvirion antiserum reacted equally well with the three
type 2 and four type 1 nonvirion antigens that were tested. It appears,
therefore, that while HSV-l codes only for type 1 nonvirion antigen, HSV-2
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codes not only for an immuno~ogically distinct type 2 nonvirion antigen but
also for enough type 1 nonvirion antigen to stimulate antibody production
for it. HSV-2 nonvirion antigen exhibited the same properties as type 1,
i.e., its activity was lost, on storage at 4°C for 15.·day.f';" it, was
sedimented by centrifugation at 33,360Xg for one hour, and the maximum
concentration was found three hours after infection of cultured guinea
pig kidney cells, but at 24 hours in HEp2 and rabbit kidney cell culture.
Sera from patients with genital lesions caused by HSV-2, as well as from
randomly selected adults, failed to ,react with. either type 2 or type 1
nonvirion antigens. Accordingly, the basic information is now available
to permit the use of these nonvirionaIltigens to investj,.ga.te, the possible
role of the herpes simplex viruses in the etiology of certain human cancers.

With the use of antibody to herpesvirus Ilonvirion antig~ns,complement

fixing reactivity has been shown fo;r: soluble. cell meIIlbrane antigens
separated from lip and cervical carcinomas but not for similar extracts
of cells from normal vaginal tissue or, j,.ntel;tinalcarcinomfl' Neither
the serum obtained from the guinea pig before hYPE:!r:immunization with the
herpesvirus nonvirion antigen nor theantiserumofguj,.p.eapigs, immunized
with comparable uninfected cell. extractsreac.ted witht:h.es~, tumor soluble
membrane antigens. Since theab.ovesoluble membraneaIl:tigensc().uld be
specific markers f.or the presence of virusgep.ome withil1 the tum.or cells,
the findings could support an eti.ological role (If herpesviru:s in selected
human malignancies~

"

Significance to Bi.omedicalResearch andthePr.ogram .of the Institute:

"

Present evidence indicates thatthe,HSV-2gen.ome is largely repressed in
cervical carcin.oma cells. Some virus gene expression is,expected if this
virus is a necessary factor in the devel.opment of ,this neop,lasm. These
studies have sh.own that the sera frompatientswit:h cervic:alcarcinoma
c.ontained antib.odiE:!s to HSV-2 inducednonvirj,..on antig~1:l:;wh.~rea~ in cancer
free persons with HSV-2 neutralizinga~tj,.b.od:Les in the,ir,se,ra, no antib.odies
to nonviri.on antigens were detected. This suggests cont:inu:i.ng stimulation
of the cancer patient's immune system with vir!1sr-induced.u.onviri.on antigen
pr.oduced in the tumor cells, a situation apparently dif.ferent fr.om th.e
virus-cell relationship in cancer-free pers.oI).s.. Further '. studies" are
required to determine thesignificance ..of tlJ.ese .observations with respect
tothevirus-tUIIl.orrelati.onship.

Proposed Course: The inv~stigation of the immune status.of cancer and
contr.ol p.opulations with respect to the n.onviri.on antigens induced by
HSV-l and HSV-2will be expanded t.o, better define the virusr-tum.or relati.on
ship.

Date Contract Initiated: April 9 , 1971
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NINDS INCI COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH PROJECT
EMORY UNIVERSITY (NQi~NS2-236l); MELOY LABORATORIES (NOl-NS2-2306)

Title: Collaborative Project on the Oncogenic Potential of
Herpesvirus in Primates

Contractor's Project Directors: Dr. Andre Nahmias, Emory University
Dr. John Verna, Meloy Laboratories

Project .officers (NINDS): Dr. John Sever
Dr. William T. London

Proj ect Officers, (NCI) : Dr. Robert' A. MaIia.ker
Dr. Gary R.' }>earsoll

Objectives: To determine whether intravaginal infection of the Cebus
monkey by herpes simplex virus type 2 (HSV-"2) will induce neoplasia of the
uterine cervix.

Major Findings: Pap smears obtained 'from the cervix of femalE"Cebus
monkeys demonstrate similar cellular features as those observed in humans.
Of the 164 animals examined prior to inoculation with virus or control
tissue culture preparations, two have shown mild dysplasia but were negative
on re-examination. Similarly, one animal out of 48 monkeys which received
control non-virus-containing preparations showed mild cervical dysplasia
and was also negative on re-examination. Five animals which received HSV-2
geni.ta11y 1 to 2 1/2 years. previously 'and demonstrated laboratory evidence
of viral infection, have shown mild to persistent severe cervical dysplasia.

Prior histological studies of the cervix of Cebus monkeys and the prelimi
nary observations in Atlanta had revealed that'the monkey cervix differs
in several respects from the human cervix: 1) the squamous epithelium
of the monkey cervix consists ofa much thinner layer of cells (5 to 6),
as compared to that of the human cervix, which is 15-16 cell layers deep.
This means that the. -vasculature in the monkey cervix, with the hairpin
capillaries, should Jle more prominent by ,colposcopicexaridnation in monkeys
than in humans, 2) .1:hesquamous epithelium in the monkey occupies about one
third of the endocerVical canal,whereas in humans it usually extends only
to the cervical os. This suggests that if the major site of cervical
anaplasia in monkeys is similar. to what has been noted in humans, i.e. at
the junction of the.endocervix and ectocervix, it is important to look
within the cervical os of the monkey, 3) 'unlike the human cervix, which
is relatively smooFh, .the monkey cervix shows many folds of squamous
epithelium and histologically demonstrates a greater amount of subepithelial
papil1i. Colposcopic examinations have been made on 28 animals. Negative
co1poscopic findings reflect a normal appearing vasculature. Positive
co1poscopic findings denote the presence of at:~ical vasculature, which in
humans would indicate cervical cancer. However, because of the thinner
cervical squamous epithelium of the monkey, more experience is required
before such observations in monkeys cart be correlated with cancer.
Nevertheless, the correlation between results obtained with cytological and
colposcopic examinations was good. Three animals demonstrated atypical
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vasculature and cervical dysplasia on Pap examination. In one animal
colposcopy revealed a whitish epithelium covering thece;v±r,so that the
vasculature could not be observed. One animal with atyPical'vasculature
had a normal Pap examination. However, sampling errcirs:may not make it
possible, on occasion, to detect abnormal cervical cells.

Two large batches of HSV-2 strain BEN (titers 106 PFU/0.2ml) and two of
noninfected tissue culture control material have been prepared. All the
animals have been tested virologically, serologically; and cytologically
prior to and periodically after inoculation.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute:

This project utilizes an experimental lower primate to contribute data to
establish a causal relationship between a herpesvirus infecting human
genitalia and the induction of cervical carcinoma. The demonstration of an
etiological relationship to carcinoma in the primate could provide basic
information leading to control measures for humans.

Proposed Course: This project is expected to continue for at least three
years following primary infection of animals.

Date Contract Initiated: March 1, 1972

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA (NOl-CP3-3336)

Title: Molecular Studies on Herpes-type Viruses of Potential Oncogenicity

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. Joseph Pagano

Project Officers (NCI): Dr. Maurice L. Guss
Dr. Robert A. Manaker

Objectives: To define at the molecular level the virUs-cell relationships
for herpes simplex virus type 2 (HSV-2) a.nd human cervical carcinoma and
Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) and Burkitt's lymphoma (BL) and nasopharyngeal
carcinoma (NPC).

Major Findings: Several batches of HV-2 have been prepared in roller-bottle
cultures of HEp-2 cells. Following purification of virus, high molecular
weight viral DNA is extracted with pronase and SDS and purified by two
cycles of isopycnic centrifugation. The in vitro method of labelling EBV
DNA by repair synthesis with Kornberg DNApolymeraseIha.s been adapted to
HV-2 DNA., The sP5cific activities obtained in several1Jatches ra-gges from
lxl06 to 3.8 x 10 cpm/ug.

Reconstruction studies of DNA renaturation kinetics analysis indicated that
0.1 genome of HV-2 is detectable when 2000 ug of cellular DNA are tested.
No host cell (HEp-2) DNA sequences were detected in iIl. vitro labeled HV-Z
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DateContra.ct Initiated: April 25, 1972

Contractor's ProjeetDirector: Dr. Fred Rapp

204

Dr. RobertA. Manaker
Dr. MichaelA.-Chirigos

Project

Title: Studies on the OncogenicPotent::Lal of Defective Human Viruses

DNA. Five biopsy specimens from Ta.iwanese patients with cervical carcinoma
were' examined and failed to show any evidence of HV-2 DNA'at a level of
0.1 to 0.2 genome per cell o~ the average if the whole genome was
represented.'

All lymphocytic 'cell lines ,test,ed to, date which have the characterization
of B-Iymphocyte'origin andwhich ,were. established from peripheral blood
contained EBV DNA in.amountsranging-'from510 to 5 gen0m.e' equivalents'
per cell. The I-cell lymphocytic cell lines, MOLT and one estab~ished

by Moore and Mil1()wada did not contain KIWDNA. TheM9LTIine does not
appear to be sllsceptl.ble to infection with high concentration ofEBV.

PENNSYLVANIA STATEUNIVERStTY(NOI~CP()-20i4)

Proposed Course: The molecular aspe~ts of the relationship betw~en HSV-2
andcervicalcarcinciina will be>em'phasized.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute:

The studies accomplished verify the clpse r«=la.tionsnip between EB virus
and cells inBL biopsies ,The continuing re,finementby the contractor of
the molecularmethods'provideusefultools in the' stlidY,of viral associa
tions with tumor cells wh'ere repression of virus genetic expression masks
the presence of infection.

Using thecRNA~DN.Ahybridizeltion technique on membrane filters to
quantitate viral DNA in malignant tiSsue, 24 of 26 Burkitt tissues, from
Kenya were shown-to contain,l13t05 genome equiv~lents per cellon tIle
average. Both ue.gative tissues were alsonegative by the EBNA test. In
32 of 38 specimens of African NPG,85 ,to 5 genome , equivalents were
measured. , Tumort'issue' fromNPC pati«=0.tsin Taiwa,n and ,Tunis were also
shown to contain :EB'V'DNA.The homologous DNA in positive specimens bore at

-least 95% identity to viral DNA ofHRlK origin. Insituhybridization
tests are being c-onducted to determine the type oTcells which contain the
viral DNA. Peripheral blood leukocytes from African patients with BLor
NPC do not contain EBV DNA. None'of 19 tumors of American origin nor of
eight'from fburAmerican'Burkitt'slymphoma patie~ts contained detectable
EBV DNA.



..:

Objectives: To conduct a systematic studX of the oncogeIlicpotential of
defective human viruses.

Major Findings: New isolates of herpes simplex virus type 1 (HSV-l) and
type 2 (HSV-2) were screened for transforming ability; the tests revealed
that 18% of HSV-l and 52% of HSV,2 str,a.ins, ~amined wer,~<capable of
transforming hamster embryo fibroplasts (REF) after ~he v;ir!lses were
inactivated with ultrav~olet light. A number of t~e est~blishedcell lines
induced tumors when inoculated into newbOrn hamst~r's. .In:: addition,
preliminary results suggest conversion of hUDlancells 1i~*q.at elevated
temperature. The 3T3 mouse cells·i:lppearto·b~a relative~ysensitive
targ,et for transforining exper{mellts. The newer techni;que of inactivating
virus photodynaniical.ly ,has revealed Jhat some strains previ()1J.sly thought to
be nontransformingc.aumorphologicallyconvert hamster"cells under
appropriate conditions. '

Studies with cytomegalovirus (CMV)have yielded strong;i:yidence ~hat this
agent can induce host DNA synthes{sunder permissive a~dn~npermi~si~e
conditions. Cells transformed by CMV were shown to contain virus-specific
antigens, especially at the cell surface, bya variety ofimmunol,ogic
methods. They do not appear to eXhibit, tum.0r-specific ,transplantation
agents, a finding similar tOthat,previouslymade~ithHSV,transformed
cells. An additional antigen,now detectep. in some HSo\1'""traIlsformedcell
lines' is the specifiC. glycoprotein,CP-l. As this alltigl:n "elicits cross
neutralizing antibodies against H;SV-,L andHSV-2,the,:Lr OCCl.lrence in tumor
bearirtg animals is probably a response to continued synth~sis of CP-l.

Inhibitors have been isolated from the herpes transforiiiedcelis that block
replication of HSV in permissive cells. It has bei:ndemQnstrated that the
inhibitors Under scrutiny are not interferon but ,theirmoli:cular activity
is unknown. A similar inhibitor', capable of interfe:r;ing, w,ith, the replica
tion of the Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) and CMV has also; beeIlcisolated.

Additional somatic cell hybrids were developed incorporating mouse, human,
and EBV ,lines. The results with avaxietyoLhybrids' areconsistent~ith
the hypothesis that synthesis of FheEB,v,intranucleara,n:t:i.gen (EBNA) is
associated with the chromosome carrying the EBV genome and that the cell
harboring that genome controls expr:ession of selected virus, functions.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute:

This project was established to determine whether viruses producing common
diseases in man might, under appropria:J:econditions,es:1:ablisha chronic
cellular infection culminating in neoplastic transformad.on.The results
obtained withherpesviruses connnonly afflicting humans suggest that these
viruses have oncogenic properties that may be expressed in humans. The
failure to find all strains of HS\?'-1,or,HSV-2 to. possess similar transforming
properties in addition to information reported by other laboratories suggests
that strain differences among these two herpesvirusesdo exist and must be
considered in studies to determine their.. relationship to oncogenesis in man.
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Proposed Course: Studies will continue to determine the nature of the
relationship established betweenvirusand;'tlie transformed cellf3.

Date Contract Initiated: October 27, 1969

ROCKEFELLER .UNIVERSITY ··(NOI-CP3-3306)

Title: Evaluation of Methods for· Isolation of Viruses from Human Neoplasia

Contracwr's.ProjectDirector: Dr. Hidesaburo Hanafusa

Project Officers (NCI): Dr. Charles W~Boone

Dr. Robert A. Ma~aker

Obje'ctives: To apply methods used successfully to isolate viruses from
covert infections in animals in an attempt to isolate viruses from human
cancers and to characterize the viruses so recovered.

Major Findings: ,During the past year 23 solid tumors, mostly sarcomas,
have been examined for the presence of oncogenic viral agents. No
biologically active virus was demonstrated; occasionally virus-like particles
have been detected but none of them was reproducibly confirmed. Since
viral etiology of human sarcomaandletikemiahas been proposed by molecular
hybridization studies,attelIlpts .have been made. to detect viral products in
the tumor specimens usingq:he simultaneous detection method. Out of 20
samples tested·six gave 'positive results. Since the application of this
technique in combination with other techniques is important, the test will
be made in the early:phaseof examination of tuinor specimens. The positive
specimens will be given closer attention by other methods.

One of the tumor cells (T,...59)derived:from a chondrosarcoma grew relatively
well and was availa~le for various tests. Morphologically these cells are
refractile, spindle-shaped or round forms. They form colonies in soft agar,
though the development is' relatively slow. The saturation density is not
particularly high. Electron microscopically;cytoplasIllic granules contain
ing mucopolysaccharides·were observedinT-S9cells, indicating that these
cells retained theactivity'·of the original tis·sues. Further characteriza
tion concerning the phenotypic expression must be performed to determine
whether or not they are malignant cells. An attempt to produce tumors in
newhorn hamsters was not~successful.

The presence of virus-like particles in various cell lines of human origin
has been reported. The characterization of these virus particles is
important, since they could be viruses indigenous to the hUman cells and
might serve as a good helper virus for the possibly defective human tumor
viruses. Thirteen established human cell lines, four lines of human fetal
fibroblasts, and Vero cells were examined. Cultures were treated with IUDR
and were subjected to tests which included the detection of radioactive
virus in sucrose gradient and detection of, the polymerase positive particles
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in culture fluids. In contrast to published resu-l.1;s, mO$t,of the cultures
were negative for the virus particles. Radioisotope labeled virus was
found only in the culture fluid of Detroit-'98"with\and~ithoutIUDR.

Particles were also found by electron microscopy. However, t~ey were
negative in the polymerase assay. Thus these particles appear to be either
a virus other than RNA tumor 'virus or a polymerase negative virus. A
polymerase positive virus was found in cultures of JIll following treatment
with IUDR. The characterization of the product of ,the polymerase rea.ction
is being performed. Virus particles have also been seen in Ve~o cells by 
electron microscopy, but could not be demonstrated in other tests. Further
characterization is being done. Since most of these cell lines easily

-produce colonies in soft agar, ciolles of cells havebeen:made. The
possibility still remains that' some of the clones selected in the rapid
colony formation could express morev-irus-related functions. An analysis
of these clonal lines will be made.•.

Since the beginning of this proje~t79 specimens have.been examined without
a single positive. However, only a few tumors were derived from young
patients. It is conceivable that ID.0st tumor; specimells derived from older
patients may have developed slowly under circumstances where various
immunological reactions co~ld have t~ken place or treatment with various
drugs may have occurred.

The maintenance of growing tumor cells in reasonable.·numbers.is very
crucial for meaningful studies, since 'Il,ormalfibroblastic.cells can easily
overgrow the more slowly growing tumor cells. Atrial t()applyinitial
selection of tumor cells by plating cells in soft aga~ directly from tumors
has not been successful. It is very impol:"tant, therefolie,.to develop
criteria for the identification 0.£ tumor-cells. The discovery of a specific
protease in transformed cells will be useful. for this pnrpose and may be
helpful in determining survival of tumor cells on transfer.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of-the Institute:

Since virally-induced sarcomas occur in mice ,-rats, chickens, and _some
nonhuman primates, the human maybe no exception. Methods developed in
animal systems which permit recovery of RNA-tumor virus from covert
infections· are being applied ?ystematicallyto human sarcoma and leukemia
tissues in attempts to demonstrate similar viraL associations in the human
neoplasmas.

Proposed Course: The research effort will continue as planned using the
culture techniques successfully applied to maintain neoplastic cells in
continuous culture for intensiv~study.

Date Contract Initiated: April 27,- 1971
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RUSH-PRESBYTERIAN-S'r. LUKErS. MEDICAL CENTER (N01-CP3-32l9)

Title: Studies of Tumor Viruses in Small Primates

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. Friedrich Deinhardt

Project Officers (NCI): Dr. Robert A. Manaker
Dr. Michael A. Chirigos

Objectives: To study selected viruses and virus-induced neoplasia in
marmosets.

Major Findings: Cross-reacting. cell membrane antigens were identified on
marmoset cells transformed by Rous sarcdma virus, feline sarcoma virus, and
simian sarcoma virus (SSV-I). The complement-dependent serum cytotoxicity
test was used for these studies. Additionally, marmoset cells could be
transformed by the murine sarcoma. virus, the polyoma virus, and the·SV-40
virus.

SSV-I was capable of inducing brain tumors (gliomas) by intracerebral
inoculation of neonatal white-lipped marmosets.

Studies with herpesvirus ateles demonstrated that this species has a
tropism for T-c:e,llsinvivo similar to the T-cell tropism of herpesvirus
saimiri in susceptible·hosts.

Although marmosets inoculated with several Epstein-Barr virus (EBV)
transformedc:ell lines have shown no evidence of disease, the B95-8 line of
Shope and Miller induced lymphoma in marmosets. Hybridization studies with
tritiated EBV DNA indicati:. approximately 20 to 10 geriomes per B95-8 cell.

Marmosets inoculated with the Colburn strain of cytomegalovirus did not
develop pvert disease but became sero-positive.

Differences were9.bserved in lymphocytotoxicity assays against allogeneic,
cultured breast cancer c:ells and control fibroblasts between patients with
~lowly progressive disease and both those with rapidly progressive disease
and controls.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute:

Restrictions in the host range of viruses require that a primate animal
be available for stu.dy of viruses isolated from human tumors. The marmoset
has been proven to be responsive to the oncogenic activity of viruses of
lower animals and of other primates. This project has contributed
considerable information, not only on oncogenic RNA viruses, but has been
contributing substantially to understanding of the role of herpesviruses in
oncogenic processes.

Proposed Course: Emphasis. will be placed on the RNA-and herpesviruses
associated with neoplasia in nonhuman primates and viruses recovered from
human neoplasms as these became available.
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Date Contract Initiated:- March 15, 1962

RUTGERS UNIVERSITY (NOl-CPl-2077)

Title: Studies on Genetic Acquisition of Oncogenic Potential by
Nononcogenic RNA Viruses

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. Robert W. Simpson

Project Officers (NCI) : Dr. Mi<;.h~el A.Chirigos
Dr. John W. Pearson

Objectives: To determine whether .a nononcogenic RNA animal virus can acquire
tumor-producing or cell-transforming capability as a consequence of host
induced genetic modification of the viral RNA, by intracellular persistence
of incomplete but functionally active viral genetic material, or by induced
mutation.

Major Findings: Moloney MSC-M mouse tumor cells underwent marked poly
karyocytosis when infected with highly cytolytic vesicular stomatitis virus
(VSV) or mutants thereof, resulting in the formation of giant, syncytial
spherules. The phenomenon was multiplicity dependent. MSC-M cells
originally infected at nonpermissive temperature with a double conditional
lethal mutant of VSV which. is temperature-sensitive (ts) and _host-restricted
(hr) in certain cells were spared from cytopathic effects and showed no
shedding of VSVwhen shifted to permissivetemperature.- Evidence for
persistence of VSV genomes in these cells could not be demonstrated by
testing for resistance to superinfection with VSV, treatment with chemicals
capable of activating oncornaviruses, by exposure of cells to chemically~

inactivated VSV or by immunofluorescent monitoring for viral antigens.
MSC-M cells productively infected with VSV yielded viral progeny which was
strongly neutralized (0.01%) survival) by VSV antibody but not Moloney
virus antibody (Fisher rat serum) using either avian CEF or murine L cells
for the plaque assay. The failure to detect VSV pseudotypes or
phenotypically mixed virus could be due to a low potency of the Moloney
antiserum used. Infection of MSC-M cells with the arbovirus, Guaroa,
resulted in cell destruction and no apparent cha~ge in the plaque
characteristics of the infecting virus when assayed in CEF cells.

A line of guinea pig embryo (GPE) cells was established by a nonproductive
infection with the small plaque, temperature-sansitive mutant, VSV hrl/ts,
at nonpermissive temperature. Despite the fact that the GPE/hr 1 cells
showed no virus shedding when shifted to permissive temperature 19 days
after the original infection, superinfection of these cells with the VSV hr
l/ts mutant gave rise to a viral population showing wild~type phenotype for
the ts, hr and plaque size markers. These markers were stable following
single passage in normal GPE cells. After several cell generations, GPE
cells originally infected at nonpermissive temperature withWSN influenza ts
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mutants failed to show persist~nce of viral genomes based on negative
effects ofsuperiri£ection with complementing mutants (nonpermissive
temperature) or attempts .. to activate infections by treatment with appropriate
chemicals (BOOR, DMSO, 'etc.) after'shift to permissive temperatures.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute:

Comparat'ively little is known of. viral interactions or the long-term
effects of genetically-modified viruses with respect to oncogenic processes.
This project was in1tiated to acquire information in this area.

Proposed Course: This project terminated on December 31, 1973.

Date Contract Init1~ted: February 15, 1971

UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS (NOl-CP3-3304)

Title: Stud1eson the Relationship of Viruses to Human Neoplasia

Contractor's Projec.tDirector: Dr. Leon Dmochowski

Project Off1cers (NCI): Dr. Gary R. Pearson
Dr. RobertA. Manaker

Objectives: To pursue a systematic study of selected human patients with
neoplastic d1seaseto establish the association of viruses with their
cancers.

Major Findings: Spontaneous cell transformat{on has been observed in
cultures derived from six human neoplasms. The transformed cells gave
positivecytoplasmi.cand perinuclear fluorescence with sera of a majority
of patients with' dilferent types, of neoplasia. Absorption tests indicated
that 'this fluorescence'reaction was due to tumor antigens. In attempts at
induction of viruS production, ,53 co-cultures of cells derived from human
osteosarcomas, W"ithcel:ls from bone marrow or peripheral blood of patients
with different" types "of ,leukemia were" studied in short and long-term
cultures., Morphological' changes were observed in seven of '~, long...term
co-cultures, indicative of transformation resembling that induced by RNA
tumor viruses. This transformation was accompanied by the appearance of a
new antigen, as sho~by fixed immunofluorescence tests with sera from
patients with 9stE:{)sarcoma. Absorption of these sera with heterophile and
Forssman-l£ke substances, whole human embryo cells, and osteosarcoma cells
demonstrated the reaction to he due toa tumor antigen(s) present in the
transforming cells. Electron microscope examination of the transformed
cells has' failed 'to reveal type' C particles.

Transformed cells derived from a culture of human fibrosarcoma which
transformed following treatment with bone 'marrow aspirate from a patient
with acute lymphocytic leukemia grow progressively in immunosuppressed mice
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and produce high molecular "weight (HMW)RNA. The.transfo:rmed cells
following growth in immunosuppressedm:i.c:e and re-establishment in tissue

. culture have revealed the presence of>typical type C.virusparticles.
Medium from these cultures cont?in,ed68SRNA. The clallshave been found
to be of human origin by karyotype and by mixed hemadsorptiontests with
anti-human cell sera.

The simultaneous detection assay has been used to detect fas/t-sedimenting
DNA species in concentrated tissue culture fluid from spontaneously'
transformed cells from the bone marrow of a patient with acute lymphocytic
leukemia and from bone marrow cells of a patient with melanoma. Employing
the exogenous poly (rA):poly (dA) temp1.ate preference assay to test for
the presence of RT activity, particulate components in high-speed pellets
of culture fluids from 25 selected human cell cultures failed to give
positive results. In subsequent t:,ests on animal cell cultures known to be
releasing RNA tumor viruses, two of 10 cultures also failed to give positive
results when high-speed pellets were tested. However, upon partial
purification of the fluids by isopycnic centrifugation, these two cultures
gave positive results. This suggested that .certain ~ell cultures might be
releasing inhibitory substances, such as nucleases,into the medium. A
series of studies directed toward the detection and characterization of
BMW RNA species released into the culture fluid by human neoplastic cells
has been carried out~ A number of human tumor cell cultures were found to
release particulate components containing BMW RNA species with sedimentation
coefficients similar to the genomic gNA or RNA tumorviruses~. Molecular
nucleic acid hybridization tests have demonstrated that a nucleotide sequence
homology exists between the RNA genome of RD-114 and Crandell virus.

Sera of mice bearing spontaneous mammary cancer have been found to contain
antibodies to cells of their own and homologous mammary cancers, as shown
by mixed hemadsorption and immunofluorescence tests. Absorption of stich
sera with a vari"ety of materials· has.shownthat sera. ofJllice bearing
spontaneous mammary cancer contain antibodies to. a complex of viral, tumor,
and heterophile antigens of mouse mammary tumor cells. Twenty:....six percent
of sera from normal mice contained s.imilar types of .antibodies compared
with 44% of sera of mice with spontan:eousmammarycancer. Studies utilizing
theimmunoperoxidase technique have demonstrat.ed in sera of mice bearing
spontaneous mammary cancer and in sera of tumor-free", but of older age
(nine months) mice, the presence of antibodies against budding and type V
virus particles in the tumor cells, but .• not tyPe A particles, a precursor of
type V particles. Suitable absorption e~periments have shown that this
reaction is specific for mouse mammary tumor virus. Similar studies appear
to indicate the presence in .thesera of some patients with breast cancer of
antibodies labeling with peroxidase mouse mammary tumor virus particles.
These studies strongly indicate the association with.hUIllan breast cancer of
a virus antigenically related to mouse mamma;y tumor virus.

Recent studies have demonstrated in some human breast cancers the presence
of particles resembling type C particles, intracisternal type C particles,
and particles resembling type H particles originally observed in hamster
tumors and then found in some mouse mammary tumors.
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Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute:

Current program requiresi'o.tensive, systematic investigations on selected
human neoplasms to detect viral association with the disease process.

Proposed Course: This project will terminate on October 31, 1974.

Date Contract Initiated: March 19, 1965
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SUMMUY REPORl'

4.IMMUNOLOGY-:-EPIDEMIOLOGY SEGMENT

July 1, 1973 to June 30, 1974

During this fiscal year, the Immuno1ogy,..Epidemiology Segmr:Iltconcentrated
most of its efforts on developing programs related to the viral etiology and
control of human leukemia, lymphoma, breast cancer and sarcoma. Seventeen
contracts participated in these immunological and epidemiological studies
throughout the entire fiscal year; an additional four contracts were
initiated and a fifth one was transferred to the segment in the second half
of the fiscal year. Completion of workscope and/or the decreased emphasis on
tumor immunology due to the establishment of the Tumor Immunology Program in
the Division of Cancer Biology and Diagnosis led to the phasing out of four
I-E Segment contracts and the transfer of two others to the Tumor Immunology
Program.

A major emphasis on the role of herpesviruses in human lymphoma was
reflected by the participation of eleven I-E Segment contracts in this
program area. Under the supervision of the International Agency for Research
on Cancer (IARC), a prospective study continued to obtain sera from healthy
African children prior to the onset of Burkitt's lymphoma (BL). Four cases
were detected in which serum was available for study prior to the onset of
disease and subsequent to diagnosis, making it possible to study whether EBV
sero-negativity was a prerequisite to the development of BL. The role of
malaria in the etiology of BL, formerly investigated by Makerere University,
is now being studied by IARC. The seroepidemiology studies performed by IARC
are complemented by a contract at Children's Hospital of Philadelphia, where
new serological techniques [including measurement of neutralizing antibodies
to EBV and complement-dependent fluorescent antibodies to EB nuclear antigens
(EBNA)] were applied to longitudinal studies on patients with cancer and
controls in an attempt to determine which antibodies correlate with the stage
of disease. Further documentation of the relationship between high antibody
titers to the early antigen and poor prognosis was obtained in BL and
nasopharyngeal carcinoma (NPC). In addition, screening of cell lines for
EBNA demonstrated that at least one lymphoblast culture derived from a
patient with Hodgkin's disease was free of EBV. Antibody to EBNA was
routinely studied in human sera; tests indicated that this antibody appears
late in the course of infectious mononucleosis in most cases and thereafter

-appears to persist for life. The titration of EBV-associated antibodies,
therefore, may now be applied to ~pecific cases of <irtfectious mononucleosis,
and the diagnosis may be made more readily even if pre-disease sera is not
available. Attempts to purify the early antigen and other EBV-related
antigens were initiated at the Medical Colleg~ of Pennsylvania, and studies
performed by TRW on the EBV-associated soluble antigens indicated that the
"s" antigen is not identical in BL and NPC lines. Assays measuring
cell-mediated immunity to EBV-related antigens were carried o~. at George
Washington University where it was shown that lymphoma patients commonly
developed in vivo and in vitro evidence of immunity to antigens on lymphoid
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cells obtained from lymphoma patients but not on cells derived from normal
ind:i.viduals.

Epidemiological approaches to the viral etiology of Hodgkin's disease were
conducted by the National Center for Disease Control (NCDC) and Hebrew
University. At NCDC, an evaluation of infectious mononucleosis as a
premalignant disease was initiated by identifying approximately 7,000 cases
of infectious mononucleosis with matched controls at selected U.S. colleges.
Information has been collected on approximately 1,800 case-control sets at
the University of Nebraska, Georgia Tech. , and the University of California in
Santa Barbara, and data are presently being collected for an additional 2,100
cases- at the University of California at Berkeley and at Yale University.
Studies to detect inter-personal transmission of leukemia and lymphoma,
especially Hodgkin's disease, are being ,performed using Connecticut Tumor
Registry data, and involve identificat:j.on of cases of leukemia and lymphoma
among present and former teachers and students in Connecticut high schools.
Similar studies are being carried out in Israel where, in addition, evaluation
of the migration patterns in determining the age and histological subtype of
lymphoma is possible because of the availability of a complete population
registry and cancer registry for this defined geographic area. Two new
contracts emphasizing st~dies on.the viral etiology of Hodgkin's disease were
developed with the International Union against Cancer (UICC), which will
concentrate on aspects related to the early onset of Hodgkin's disease in
children'in Colombia, a.Il:d the Aichi.CancerCenter, which will investigate the
r~asons for the apparently low incidence of Hodgkin's disease in yOung adults
in Japan in comparison to the incidence in Japanese who have moved to Hawaii.

An animal model for induction of lymphoma by a naturally-occurring
horizontally transmitted herpesvirus was initiated at the Delta Regional
Primate Center, where successful chemotherapeutic immunosuppression of
squirrel monkeys made it possible to determine whether Herpesvirus saimiri
can induce tumors in a natural host.

The viral etiology of acut~ leukemia wa~ suggested by immunological studies at
Johns Hopkins University, where an antibody was identified in normal
individuals that· appeared to be cytotoxic for human lymphoblasts. In vitro
assays for cell-mediated immunity also indicated that relatives of leukemia
patients and laboratory investigators had greater immunity against
tumor-associated antigens than random cqntrols, thus providing evidence for
an environmental agent associated with the etiology of human acute leukemia.
Identification of leukemia clusters, with an emphasis on multiple case
families, was pursued by NCDC. This group provided VCP inv~stigators with
sera for identification 9f relevant antibodies and supplied lymphocytes for
HLA typing to detec.t patterns of leukemia susceptibility. Leukemia viruses,
particularly agents reported to transform donor bone marrow cells given to
irradiated leukemic transplant recipients, were sought at the University of
Washington. A canine model system was successfully developed during the past
contract year, making the study of a possible viral transformation of donor
cells a feasible one. Two contracts (Scripps Clinic and Research Foundation
and Mt. Sinai School 'of Medicine) evaluated-spontaneous leukemia in mice as a
model for humans. At Scripps, antigen-antibody complexes in the kidneys of
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leukemic mice were purified and studies were initiated to identify similar
complexes in the kidneys of humans with neoplastic disease. .' Using' kidneys
from African patients with BL as a model, the contractors successfully
isolated antigen-antibody complexes relevant to EBV, proving that the
methodology is successfully operating. The Scripps group is also studying
kidneys provided by the investigators at Mt. Sinai who are able to cure AKR
mice of spontaneous leukemia. This successful chemOinnnunotherapy, which is
able to provide an excellent model for the cure of human leukemia, is
studying the role of antiviral inununity in the successfu,lcontrol of the
disease in order to provide additional information regarding reinduction of
the disease as a possible obstacle to long- term controL Another approach to
chem.Q-immunotherapy was developed at the University of Texas, M~n. Anderson
Hospital where immunization of leukemia and solid tumor patients with a
formalinized RNA virus (Rauscher leukemia virus) demonstrated that cancer
patients were not tolerant to oricogenicviroses. Serum ':Was generated from
these studies which will now make it possible to furtheraIlalyze the
specificity of previously reported cross~reactivity between oncogenic animal
RNA viruses and human leukemic cells.

Relevant studies on the relationship of fetal and embryonic antigens present
on or within virus-induced cancer cells were pursued by the Atomic Energy
Commission. Using a variety of in vivo and in vitro techniques in hamsters,
characterization of these antigens was attempted. To date it has been
demonstrated that CMI directed against SV40 targets is present within four
weeks after initial infection of newborn hamsters with SV40. These affected
cells are coated in vitro with soluble or reversibly bound inhibitors
presumably preventing action in vivo. Studies aimed at distinguishing
between TSTA and embryonic antigens were carried out, and it was concluded
that antibody direc.ted against TSTA is not present in the course of virus
tumor induction in the hamster model.

Cellular immunity in breast cancer was intensively studied by four I~E

Segment contracts. At New York Medical College, evidence for a viral etiology
of human breast cancer was demonstrated by the migration inhibition assay,
which showed that the migration of leukocytes in breast cancer patients was
commonly inhibited by RIll mouse milk containing MrV, but not by RIII/F mouse
milk which does not contain MTV. Similar studies using cryostat sections of
breast tumors as antigens showed that small tumors were aIitigenic, and breast
cancer patients with small tumors were able to mount an immune response
against MrV and human breast cancer associated antigens, whereas patients with
advanced disease were unable to respond to breast cancer related antigens.
At George Washington University, specific fractions of breast tumors
demonstra~ed delayed hypersensitivity in breast cancer patients which
appeared to correlate with stage of disease. Studies of these extracts are
now underway to determine if these apparently tumor-specific antigens contain
viral information. Lymphocyte transformation tests were successfully applied
to longitudinal studies in mice with breast cancer at the University of Miami.
An MrV-free breast cancer system was developed using CGRL mice, and immunity
to virus-associated antigens was distinguished from immunity'to non-viral
breast cancer associated antigens. The investigators at the University of
Miami also showed that the immune response was maximal when the tumor size was
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smaJ.l, c()mparable to,thf7' findings of the !jew York Medical College gr:oup in
hUDians;;prog!:'essivedisease was associated with a fall in tumor,...sp~cific
immunity. Of interest was a rebound immunological re§ponseaftersurgery
which was present even when sham surgery was performed and the tumor was not
resected. Stimulation of the immune response to tumor- and virus-associated
antigens in mice was initiated at the Mt. Sinai Medical School. Studies are
under way to determine whether it is possible to improve the immune response
and bring about control of virus-induced breast tumors using neuraminidase
treated tumor cells, an approach that was successful for the control of
virus-induced spontaneous leukemia.

Human sarcoma studies were emphasized at a second M.D. Anderson University of
Tex~ contract where evidence for an oncogenic virus was detected in a cell
line derived from a rhabdomyosarcoma' patient. In addition to a piling up of
cells and focus formation, transfer of the focus forming principle to other
cell lines was demonstrated. Immunologic evidence for a viral etiology in
human sarcoma was obtained with the apparent demonstration of cell-mediated
immunity and serum blocking factors in the blood of normal humans that
appeared to be specifically directed against tumor cell lines. These latter
findings were supported by three other I-E Segment contracts: Johns Hopkins
University, UCLA, and Litton Bionetics.

More general studies on the identification of the precancerous state using
laboratory procedures was undertaken by four I-E Segment contracts. At lARC,
the absence of two HLA loci was associated with a predisposition to NPC, and
family studies indicated that this predisposition was inherited rather than
acquired as a part of the disease. Supportive evidence for a genetic
relationship to cancer identifiable by HLA typing was obtained by
investigators at the University of California in Los Angeles, where a full set
of HLA antigens was associated with normal old age and the absence of two HLA
antigens was associated with the early onset of cancer. The skin fibroblast
transformation test, which has been reported to detect an increase in
susceptibility to cancer in studies on Down's syndrome, Fanconi's anemia,
xeroderma pigmentosum, and familial cancer, was pursued by a new I-E Segment
contract at Biotech Laboratories.

Evidence for elevated antibodies to EBV indicating susceptibility to cancer
was provided by studies at lARC and Litton Bionetics. IARC's sero
epidemiological studies showed that normal Chinese have very high antibodies
to the EBV-associated "s" antigen. The finding of these high titers in normal
Cantonese Chinese, the group most likely to develop NPC, may be an important
link between EBV and NPC. This is particularly significant since patients
with NPC maintain high levels of antibody to the soluble CF antigen even when
their tumors are in complete remission. At Litton Bionetics, normal
individuals within multiple case cancer families were shown to have higher
antibodies to the EBV-associated viral capsid antigen and ~arly antigen. The
assays noted above (fibroblast transformation', CMI, EBV titration, and HLA
typing) will now be applied to additional studies on cancer families
identified by lARC, NCDC, UICC, and other clinical groups.
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Other activities of the Segment: Proceeding's of the Interti~tional Symposium
on Human Tumors' Associated with Herpes Viruses sponsored by-the l:-E Segment
was published in Gancer Research.
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IMMUNO~OGY-EPIDEMIOLOGY SEGMENT

Dr. Paul Levine, VL~B, DCC:P, Chairman
Dr. Gary Pear~on, vLI.B, D.c.:i::p, Vice Chairman
Dr. Clarice Gaylord, VL}-~,DGCP ,.~ecutive Secretary

AICHI CANCER CENTER RESEARCH INSTITUTE (NOl-CP3-3290)

Title: Immunologicand,Epidemiologic Studies on Cancer Patients in Japan

Contractor's. Project Dire.ctor: :Jr. Yohei Ito.

Project Officer (NCI): I)r • Tadao Apki'

Objectives: (1) To inv~sJ:igate therole··,?f herpes and type C RNA viruses as
possibleetiologicalagent(s) for certain human neoplastic diseases: (2) to
carry out comparative,StHdies on the iJmllunolog..y and epidemiology of certain
types of cancer in different areas of Asia, particularly in Japan; (3) to
apply various immunological approaches in order to .detect tumor-specific and
virus-specific antigens ipp.?-tientsWithcancer inA~ia; and (4) to continue
collection of cancer?~s.~pecimens from Orientals.

Maj or Findings: .Efforts .to culture., maintain, and procure cells. from
cancerous tissues 'of h\llIl8rn origin were continued. These include<;l cells of the
THE (Transformed .HumauE:mbl;yo) ~e;ries ,Hodgkin's cells AICHI-4, .l~C-37,
nasopharyngeaicarcino}lla,hyperplastic topsils ,and SiHa cells from .carcinoma.
of the uterus. Thesecultures.,,were suppl;i.ed to other laboratories as
instructed bytheVCP. Pr.().cure1Il~nt of human embryos and cultivation of
embryonic cells were also continued, and the number of embryos processed since
the initiation of the project was close to 100. Production of Rauscher
leukemia virus (RLV) was carried out, employing an in vitro system, and over
200 mg of RLV was produced. These materials were used for the reverse
transcriptase studies.

Immunological and seroepidemiological studies were continued both on DNA
viruses, includingh~rBes. type virus (HTV) , .and on type C RNA tumor virus
(RLV) • In the herpes area, the main project was to assay the E:BV antibody
(VCA) titer of serum specimens. collected·;·from.822., atomic.bomb..casualties in
Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Little abnormality. was observed in the distribution
pattern of the EBV antibody titer among this group as compared with normals.
IIlIIJlunological studies on the type C RNA v,iruswere.carried out to establish an
experimental model system which could hopefully be applicable to the human
system. During such studies, ,the presence of embryonic antigen(s) in the
Rauscher leukemia cells . was ,. demons trated •.

Studies on reverse trans.l:riptase (RT) wer.e continued. The isolation and
purification of RT wa.sat:temptedrE';peatedlyfromAMV and RLV. The effective
conditions for stabil,izingthe enzyme were determined. RLV~RT was purified on
DEAE-cellulose andonS~phadexG-200. The most interesting finding was the
isolation of highmolec;ular weight RT (480,OOCLdaltons) from RLV, which split
into smaller particles:,(135, 000 and 70 ,000 daltons) under certain conditions.
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Cooperative activities with'other_laboratories_was continued. The AICHI-4
cells, an established cell line from Hodgkin's disease, was 'sent to
Dr. H. Kaplan's laboratory at Stanford. Six linesof human cell cultures
established in the contractor's laboratory were sent t()Drs ~ Deinhardt and
Nonoyama through the VCP. Contact was resumed with researchers in other
Asiatic countries to faciliate the procurement of human cancerous tissues
in the, future. _

Significance to Biomedical Research and'the Progra.m.pof-thelnstitute: This
project represents a prime source of tissues and sera from a non-Caucasian
population in the Far East. These materials, along with the. contractor's
studies on immunology and epidemiology, are of considerable value in
obtaining data which are complementary to observations made: on Caucasian
populations concerning antibody distribution to viral antigens and the
possible involvement of viruses inhuman cancer. The relationship of genetics
to the viral etiology of canCer is extremely important andean best be worked
out in different racial groups at different risks for specific tumors.

Proposed Course: Collection of human neoplastic ti~sues,celll.llarmaterials,

and serum specimens from Asiatic cancer patients as well as their healthy
normal controls will be continued, particularly from Japanese. These exper
imental materials will be maintained and will be distributed through the VCP.
Studies will also be carried outemplciyingthese materials and specimens to
check for possible presence of EBVimd type C viral genomes. The search for
RT activity ~n human neoplastic tissues and studies on basic aspects of the
purified enzyme will-be contintied. Studies will be undertaken on the
immunology and epidemiology of various types of cancers • These will be
carried out in close collaboration with research workers at the NCr.

Date Contract Initiated: May 1, 1973

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION (YOl-CP4-3~lO)

Title: Studies on the Relationship of Fetal Antigens to the Etiology and
Control of Cancer

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. Joseph H. Coggin, Jr.

Project Of£icer (NCI): Dr. Gary Pearson

Objectives: The overall objective of this contract is to define the poten
tial usefulness of fetal or embryonic antigens present onvirl.ls-induced cancer
cells for cancer detection and control. The specific objectives involve
research designed: (1) to define the humoral and cellular immune responses to
fetal antigens with particular eniphasis on cytostatic factor, (2) to determine
the relationship between fetal antigens and virus-induced tumor-specific
transplantation antigens through the application-of a variety of in vitro-and
in vivo techniques, (3) to conduct pilot studies to evaluate the efficacy of
using fetal antigens to prevent spontaneous neoplasms, and (4) to evaluate
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male and female response differences to direct fetal immunization and female
antisera responses developed during pregnancy.

r~jor Findings: The character and quantity of antibodies and cellular
mediated immune reactivities to SV40 and adenovirus tumors of hamsters which
are known to exhibit fetal antigens in vivo and in vitro are being character
ized in a primary, autochthonous tumor model system. Neonatal, syngeneic ham
sters infected at birthW1.th oncornavirusesare tested throughout the course
of tumor development for antibody produced against tumor-associated surface
antigens. These include both tumor-specific transplantation antigens and fe__
tal ant~ens. Three assays are presently in use, including the in vitro assay
for cytostatic (C) immunoglobulin, antibody detected by the radioimmunoassay,
and by immunofluorescence. C antibody 'against fetal antigen, which was shown
to be IgG, is detected by two to three weeks post-infection with tumor virus,
and is present throughout the latent period of 3-6 months prior to SV40
induced tumor appearance. Several weeks prior to tumor development at the
subcutaneous site, C antibody titers fall and tumor-bearing animals never have
detectable circulating C antibody. The antibody, bound to surface antigen,
seems to be responsible for the slow development of the tumors when the tumor
cell focus contains only a restricted number of Cells (to about 2-1/2 months).
Current work centers on efforts -to establish firmly that the reactive,
cytostatic antibody is indeed directed against fetal antigens.

Cellular immunity (CMI) directed against SV40-induced fetal antigens and tumor
specific antigens is under evaluation. To date it has been demonstrated
conclusively that eMI directed against SV40 target cells in vitro is present
within four weeks after initial infection of newborn hamsters with SV40.
These effector cells are "coated" in vivo with soluble, reversibly bound
inhibitors presumably preventing their cytotoxic action in vivo. Current work
centers on defining whether these inhibitory substances represent fetal
antigen released from the growing trimor mass. Pursuant to this objective
soluble antigen materials isolated from tumors cultivated in vitro or from the
serum of pretumor and tumor~bearing and pregnant hamsters are being evaluated
for their ability (1) to neutralize. (abrogate) tumor-specific_ cytotoxicity
directed against SV40target cells:by LNG's from anilllais immunized as adults
with SV40, and (2) to abiQ'gate anti-fetal cell and anti-tumor cellcytotoxicity
by LNC's from primiparous hamsters. It is important to determine whether
the inhibiting antigens bound to sensitizedLNC are indeed embryonic antigens.
Washed exudate, LNG's or spleen cells from pretumorand tumor-bearing hamsters
which are cytotoxic to SV40 target cells in vitro, do not confer protection
passively to normal hamster recipients challenged with SV40 tumor cells. This
suggests, but_ does not prove, that a central impairment of cellular immunity
may exist.,

Studies aimed at distinguishing between TSTA's and embryonic antigens have
involved efforts to purify soluble antigens from tumor and fetus and to
monitor immune reactivity to these antigens in vivo. It has been concluded
that (1) antibody directed against TSTA is not present in the course of virus
tumor induction in the hamster model, and (2) TSTA antigen elicits GMI in the
course of SV40 tumor development, but the rAT method does not detect antibody
coordinate with this sensitization, nor is IAT antibody present (detectable)
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in animals rendered immune to SV40 oncogenesis by immunization with SV40 or
SV40 tumor cells in this system. The immunoglobulin detected by the IAT
procedure is only present in hyperimmunized recipients receiving multiple
(6-15) injections of x-irradiated SV40 tumor cells. One~way specificities
are noted when using this assay with serum from hyperimmune donors, i.e.,
adenovirus target cells used for absorption of antibody pick up cross
reactive antibody induced by SV40tumor cells, but not by the reverse.combin
ation. Hence, specificity detected and reported for this assay method in
several publications from another laboratory are not confirmed in this model
system when using autochthonous tumors. Multiple antibody.specificities are
observed by the IAT method of assay even when a single tumor cell strain is
used-as immunogen.

Initial studies show that both soluble and· fetal antigens, but not normal
adult antigens, induce high titers cf--TAT antibody which is not induced when
the antigens are membrane bound. It is hoped that the IAT procedure will be
useful for studies using "blocking" antigens and for investigating fetal
antigen induced enhancement against virus tumor formation.

Significance of Biomedical ~esearch and the Program of the Institute: Fetal
. antigens are a new class of antigens appearing .on viral-.transformed cancer
cells, and these antigens are. of significant p()tential usefulness in early
cancer detection, as an index of tumor progression, and as antigens useful
for the monitoring of cancer therapy. The activation of cryptic fetal
antigen expression as a product of viral transformation provides a
significant, exploitable "marker" of early viral transformational events and
the phenotypic expression of these events. Fetal antigens appear to be
auto-soluble in vivo and in vitro. This-makes them highly suspect as a major
contributor to tumor progression. in the face of a host immune response.
Under controlled conditions fetal antigens maybe employed to interrupt
successful virus tumor induction. Fetal antigens can be .used in immuno
therapy against tumors. Human and rodent fetal antigens have been
demonstrated to cross-react in the systems examined to date.·· Rodent fetal
antigens may thus prove useful in human cancer situations for detection and
in monitoring therapy. Basic understanding of the analogy between cancer
cell survival and fetal cell survival in the face of immunologic adversity
perpetuated by the host and the mother, respectively, is leading to the
development of a fundamental concept which may afford new avenues for cancer
control. Human cancers may only have fetal antigens. Hence, the study of
these antigens in rodents is anticipated to be invaluable in the basic
characterization of human cancer antigens.

Proposed Course: The projects described above will be brought to a close and
the work on the relationship between fetal and viral antigens will be
readvertised.

Date Contract Initiated: January 1, 1965
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA (NOI-CP4~32ll)

Title: Studies of Interrelationship of Viruses, Genetics and Immunity in the
Etiology of Htiman Cancer

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. Paul I. !erasaki

Project Officer· (NCI) ': Dr. Paul H. Levine

Objectives: (1) To detect cellular and humoral immunity in cancer patients
and to determine the specificity of these reactions; (2) to understand the
cel-lular component of the immune response to cancer and its interaction with
antibodies in terms of -resistance-o-r susceptibility to cancer; (3) to study
the strength of the immune response to different viral and viral-induced
antigens in cancer patients for its relationship to various cancers; and (4)
to examine the relationship of- genetic markers (HLA and ot~ers) for linkage
to the incidence of cancer in families.

Major Findings: Cell"'-Mediated Immunity. The specificity e>f cell-mediated
immunity tested against cultured human tumor cells is not confined to
"histologic" types of tumors. Extensive data from testing over 5,000
effector-target combinations against 4S-targets from a variety of cancers
showed that patients with other types of tumors and normal persons reacted as
well as the patient with the saIIle cancer as the target. The reactivity of
persons tested appears to reflect the ability to respond by these persons
with a strong correlation in the reactivity against all targets. Normal
healt~y persons were generally strong reactors, while cancer patients showed
a decline in reactivity with progressing disease. To resolve the controversy
over the specificities -in cell-mediated immun::ityto human cancer ,the effect
of enriched and depleted cell fractions on target cells was studied.
Granulocytes were strongly toxic to target cells, and the nonspecific effect
which was related to release of enzymes was inhibited by heparin. Monocytes
in the numbers present in the effector cell sl.lspensionhad very little effect.
For antibody-activated CMI or LDA activity, B cells were shown to be more
reactive. Because of the difficulty in determining what is a specific
reaction, the active cell in the direct GMI test is still under investigation.
Depression in the ability to respond by cancer patients was further supported
by the development of a. system specifically to immunize and assay for
cell-mediated immunity against allogeneic target cells in vitro. The test
using release of 51Cr from target cells after mixed lymphocyte-target cell
interaction in culture showed that lymphocytes from normal persons were more

- readily sensitized and caused greater 51Cr release than lymphocytes from
cancer patients.

Humoral Immunity.!£. Cancer. In testing by indirect immunofluorescence against
frozen tumor sections from kidneys, prostate glands, ovaries, and normal
tissue from the same kidneys, -14% of-the -sera were found to react positively
in comparison with 0.7% and 3.8% for normal persons and patients with
nonmalignant diseases. This provides evidence for an antibody response by
patients to a tumor-associated antigen wh~ch is unrelated to present
classifications of cancer. The specificity of this reaction requires further
examination.
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Interaction Between Humoral and Cellular Immunity. Antibodies which enhance
or activate lymphocytes to react against target cells beyond-the level of
lymphocytes alone were detected in 48.of 251.sera from cancer patients using
7 different target tumors and at least 2 different effector cells from, normal
persons. Conventional HLA reactivity has been identified and eliminated, but
low levels of activity are bei~g examined further using these sera in parallel
LDA studies with lymphocyte targets. The specificity of thi:f reaction against
cultured tumor cells is under investigation. Depressed reactivity by
lymphocytes from cancer patients employed as effector cells was also observed
in the antibody-activated cell-mediated cytotoxicity test and the LDA assay.

A ~icroassay system has been developed ,for detection of,herpes type I and II
viruses. The lysis of cultured cells by herpesvirus was assessed in the
micro test plate by counting the surviving cells after fixation and staining
by electronic image analysis. The ~ctivity of the virus p~eparation and
titration of neutralizing antiserum is me;isured rapidly and efficiently.

HLA Studies. HLA types of 320 Hodgkin's disease patients were investigated.
Age, sex, and stage greatly influence the distribution of. HLA antigen
frequency. Among 21 American patients with Burkitt's ,HLAl. and HLA8 were
high. The number of HLA specificities present in healthy ger~atricpatients

over the age of 75 was significantly increased. Nogivensp~cificitywas
significantly increased, suggesting that perhaps mere heterozygosity had led
to increased survival. Division of cancer patients into young and old
cancers indicated that young patients (under 35 years old) tended to have
fewer antigens. Computatio~ of the gene frequencies in the Hardy-Weinberg
equilibrium showed excess in homozygosity among young cancer patients.

In collaboration with Dr. Henry Lynch in Omaha, two new large families have
been typed, and to date the findings have been consistent with the idea that
HLA is linked to susceptibility.

Baseline studies on population association of HLA with cancer has been
continued on more of the rarer cancers.

Significance to Biomedical" Research and the Program of the Institute: This
study attempts to assess the role of humoral and cell-mediatedi1IlDlunity,
including interaction between the two responses, against antigens specific
for the tumor, for viruses, and fo~ cells infected with viruses, in relation
to susceptibility to cancer and to the prognosis of the disease. The ability
to respond, which is related to resistance, susceptibility, and incidence of
cancer,is being studied for linkage to histocompatibility and other genetic
markers through the study of families with high incidence of cancer. From
family studies thus far, the susceptibility to cancer appears to be linked to
HLA. If this finding could be definitely confirmed, this genetic ~rker for
susceptibility could be an extremely useful tool in the study of host
resistance factors to the etiologic agents of cancer.

Proposed Course: Studies in the'specificityof cell-mediated cytotoxic
reactions will be continued to resolve differences observed between
laboratories. The interaction between lymphocytes and antiserum for
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antagonistic and synergistic activity, and the specificity-.: ot these reactions .
will be studied. The study of cell-mediated reactions will emphasize
better-defined target' syst~, such as virus-infected cell cultures, for tests
with lymphocytes from patients with various cancers and fro~ normal people.
Viral-related antigens will be further analyzed by serological studies. In
future HLA studies emphasis will be placed on family studies, some of which
have already beenidentified .inLos Angeles. Cancer population studies on
the effect ofHLAhomozygosity and HLA associationto'cancer in the young age
groups will be continued.

-..........
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July 12, 1971

CENTER FOR DISEASE CONTROL (N01-CP4-0202)

Title: Epidemiologic. Studies of Leukemia and Related Diseases

Contractor's Project.Director: Dr. Clark Wright Heath, Jr.

Project Officer (NCI).: Dr. Adi Gazdar

Objectives: The objectives of this contract are to conduct epidemiologic
studies of leukemia .and,related.diseases pertinent to the viral etiology of
cancer: (1) ad,jhoc' field investigations concern1.ngcommunity case clusters,
multiple-case families, and animal tumor-associated cases, combining where
possible epidemiologic ~d laboratory investigations; (2) systemat{c studies
concerning case clustering, both time-space and interpersonal contact; (3)
cohort study at heterophile-positive infectious mononucleosis with respect to
subsequent cancer risk;, and (4) case-control study of nasopharyngeal cancer,
seeking both epidemiologic infOrmation and laboratory data concerning viral
antibodies,.EBvirus, and genetic histocompatibility makeup (HLA typing).

Major Findings: . Ad Hoc Field Investigatiop.s. Detailed field investigations
have been undertaken in six instances: (a) a group of 3 cases of multiple
myeloma' occurred among employees of, a single .department of a corporation in
Greenwich, Connecticut. No unusual epidemiologic features linking these
cases were·found; (b) .two cases of acute leukemia occurred in schoolmates at
a high school in Wantagh, New York, where 3 similar cases had occurred in a
2-year period several years ago. Noparticul?r connection~ between these 2
groups of cases were, found; (c) thri:e cases 0:1: Hodgkin's disease occurred in
students or former students. at a high school in Watertown, Connecticut.
Investigation 'of this cluster is not yet complete; and (d) two cases of
Burkitt's tumor occurred in young people liVing ,in Buford, Georgia.. This
investigation is; also not yet finished.

Two investigations have concerned multiple-case families. One was a large
kindred from northern Vermont in which-two cases of macroglobulinemia and 3
other lymphomas have occurred. The other involved a large family from
Tennessee containing 3 cases of Hodgkin's disease. Several other studies of
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multiple-case cancer kindreds are in various preliminary stages of
investigation. Work in all of these family situations includes lymphocyte
lILA typing and the collection of sera for seroepidemio'.1ogic: study. Eight
specimens of leukemic cells have been collected in connection with ad hoc
investigations, with efforts to establish cell lines'~·····.To<date 3 .of~hese 8
specimens have y:i,eIded permanent cell lines; 4 are not yet permanently
established.

Case-Clustering Studies. Time-space analyses have been completed for. data
concerning childhood' leukemia in London; England and San.Francis.co ,and are
in process for the state of Rhode Island. Results thus .far,show only
scattered evidence of time-space clustering and no consistent patterns. A
systematic study of the question of interpersonal contact among' c~ses of
leukemia and lymphoma, especially' Hodgkin's disease, is being performed us ing
Connecticut tumor registry data, involving identification of cases of
leukemia and lymphoma among present and former teachers and students in
Connecticut high schools. Work on this project is presently in the data
collection phase.

Infectious Mononucleosis Followup~ This project involve~.··folloWUpof
approximately 7,000 cases of infectious mononucleosis with matched controls at
selected U.S. colleges. To date 'information has been collected on
approximately 1,800 case-control sets at the University of Nebraska, Georgia
Tech, and the University of California: at Santa Barbara. Data are presently
being collected for. an additional 2,100 cases at the University of California
at Berkeley and at yale UniversitY, 'Wi.th negotiations in progress foZ" followup
of an equal number6f cases at the University of Michigan..,Aspecial analysis
of potential problems with respect to questionnaire non-response is being
conducted at the University of Nebraska.

Nasopharyngeal Cancer. Case-control data are being collected atseverai
hospitals in the metropolitan Boston area, where a total of 7 interviews have
thus far been conducted. Negotiations are being conducted· with the M.D.
Anderson Hospital to develop a similar system for collectingcase....control data
there. Plans for this phase of the study have yet.to be formalized.

Significance to Biomedical Research and. the. Program of the Institute: These
variousepideIlliologic'studies -are designed to provide cluesregard:i,ng the
potential importance of infectious agents for .the etiology of cancer. This is
being done by seeking patterns withinmulti:ple-case families., and COmmunity
c.lusters, by defining features of specific tumors (NPC) or possible
premalignant states (IM), and by assessing the potential importance of
interpersonal.contact for specific kinds of leukemia and lymphoma. Should,
objective epidemiologic evidence suggesting an etiologic', role for infectious
agents emerge in any of these settings; specific intensive,longitudinal
laboratory/epidemiologic studies would be indicated. Specimens collected in
the course of 'these epidemiologic studies provide highly :characterized
material of particular importance to laboratory workers in the Viru.s Cancer
Program.
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Proposed Course: During. the next contract year (1974-1975), it is expected
that the contract will. continue as in the past with ad hoc field
investigations, intensifying efforts for combined seroepidemiologic studies,
particularly with respect to multiple-case families. It is planned to
complete the analysis of interpersonal contact clustering in Connecticut
before the end of 1974, and hopefully to complete the infectious mononucleosis
followup study by the end of fiscal year 1975. The NPC study will likely be
a continuing project through the next contract year. More seroepidemiologic
efforts with resp~ct to the question of feline leukemia virus and its
infectiousness for humans may well be added to the contract in the next year.

Date Contract Initiated: July 1, 1967

CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL ·OF PHILADELPHIA (NOl-CP3-3272)

Title: The Propagation and Seroepidemiology of EB Virus

Contractor1s Project. Director: Dr. Gertrude Henle

Proj ect Officer (NCI): Dr. Paul H. Levine

Objectives: The major objective continues to. be the demonstration of an
etiologic relationship of EBV.to Burkitt's lymphoma and other human
malignancies. These studies entail: (1) improvement of existing and

. development of new techniques for detection of EBV-related antigens and
titration of corresponding iintibodies, as well as search for methods to
measure cell-mediated immune reactions in EBV-associated diseases and, if
successful, their application to detection of blocking (tumor enhancing)
factors; (2) determination of frequencies and titers of antibodies to various
EBV-determined .antigens in EBV-associated diseases ,with emphasis on
longitudinal study of. patients in~ffortsto detect disease-related
differences in antiQodypatterns,and .to ascertain whether changes in the
spectra and titers of various antibodies are referable to .preceding or
subsequent clinical events, thereby providing prognostic information and
support for a causal rather tha~casual relation of EBV to given human
malignancies; and (3) attempts to improye yields of infectious virus from
present .sources a~dsearch fClr. new sources in efforts toobtai.npotent. EBV
preparadons originating from vario¥sEBV-associated diseases or healthy
carriers, forcOlnparison of their antigenic and other biologic properties.

Major Findings: Sqrveys for EBV neutralizing (N) antibodies were completed
using the microtest developed in the contractor's laboratory which is based
on the abrogation of inhibition of colony formation by lymphoblasts from
non-producer lines. N antiqodiesapp~rregularly in the course of infectious
mononucleosis (IM) or after inapparent primary EBV infections and persist
thereafter, presllIllably for lite. Practically all sera with, but none without,
antibodies to EB viral capsid antigens (VCA) have N activity, explaining why
anti-VCA serves as a dependable indicator of immunity to IM. African patients
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with Burkitt's lymphoma (BL) and patients with nasopharyngeal carcinoma (NPC)
have mean N titers 5-10 times higher, and patients with Hodgkin's disease (HD)
show an overrepresentation ofhighNtiters as compared to appropriate
controls.

A micro-cytotoxicity test was developed based on 51Cr release from pre-labeled
Raji or F-265 cells after exposure to human sera and rabbit complement.
Serum surveys showed some degree of relation of the cytotoxicity test to EBV;
that is, (a) anti-VCAnegative sera were less frequently cytotoxic (~ 2 times
spontaneous release) than anti-VCA positive sera;. (b) the incidence and titers
of cytotoxic activity tended to increase with an increase in'anti-VCA titers;
and (c) sera cytotoxic for Raji or F-265 cells were, as a ru~e, non-toxic for
cells free of EBV genomes (MOLT-4). Overall, the percentages of cytotoxic
sera were, however, similar for BL, NPC, IM or HD patients. These results
have shown that the cytotoxicity test is of limited value in the study of
EBV-associated diseases.

Double. gel diffusion precipitation tests were carried Ollt, .. the .initial aim
being to relate the precipitates to known EBV-related antigens; i.e., VCA,
EBV-induced early antigens (EA) of the D or R varieties,EBV--associated
nuclear antigen (EBNA), etc. Unexpectedly, all anti-VCA negative sera
produced at least one and often two lines of precipitation w1th. concentrated
extracts of cells, not only from EBV genome-carrying producer or non-producer
lines of lymphoblasts, but also from. EBV genome-free blastoidcells (MOLT-4,
LM/DM, K-562) as well as leukocytes from cord blood or anti-VCA negative
healthy donors. Furthermore, many animal sera yielded one or both of these
two lines. The nature of these "non-specific" precipitinogens has not been
determined, except that fetal calf serum was excluded. Sera with high titers
of antibodies to VCA, D or Rand EBNAproduced additiona.l lines of
precipitation with extracts of cells from producer arid non--producer lines
(before and after superinfectionwithEBV), which probably 'were EBV-specific
but have not yet clearly been identified as one or the other known antigen.

Anti-complement immunofluorescence tests for detection ofEBNAwere employed
for two general purposes. (a) Identification of· EBV genome~carryingcells in
newly established continuous cultures was readily and ra.pidly achieved by
this method, testing lymphoblast cultures derived from HD pa.tients submitted
by Dr. Alan Epstein, Stanford University Medical Center; som.a.tic hybrid cells
obtained by fusion of lymphoblastsfrom producer· lines with cultured human
epithelioid cells and sublD.itted by Dr. Ronald Glaser, Hershey Medical School;
and emerging lymphoblasts in cultures of 1M leukocytes obtained in this
laboratory. Work on NPC biopsy cells sent by Dr. John H6(Hong Kong) is in
progress. (b) Tests for anti-EBNA in human sera were adapted to a routine
procedure. A study on the emergence of this antibody in. the course of IM has
been completed. Anti-EBNA appears, as a rule, late in this disease .(>1 month
after onset) although a few patients respond early «3 weeks). Anti-EBNA
persists thereafter, presumably for life, since no anti-VGApositive healthy
donors were found who failed to show this antibody. The late appearance and
the persistence of anti-EBNA give rise to intriguing speculations as to the
sources of the antigen (transformed cells?) for stimulation of antibody
production.
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The detection ofEBV-speci£ic~ antibodies has been hampered by considerable
technical problems ..: The techniques .reported by ScWtzand Scherer have
overcolIl~ these di+Jfculties,. Dr. Schmitz spent 4 weeks in the contractors'
laboratory to assist 'them in introducing his methods. In blind tests, early
acute phase IM sera were readily identified.

Horizon1:al.serologi.c~follQWUpof patien.tswith BL, 1'lPC, HD, renal transplants,
and other ·conditi()D.f)' .have been' cbndIiui.ng in collaboration with .various
investigators ,and'cllnicians. (1) Burkitt' slymphoma. Antibodies to the R
component of the E:A-complE7xprovide prognostic informat;ion on patients brought
to remissionbytherap;y.Those without: anti-EA or showing steady declines in
anti-R are likely to become long-term... survivors, whereas those maintaining or
developing high anti:-:-R titers ar~ prone to have many, .ultimately fatal
relapses. Confi~tion oft:hese results obtained with patients seen at tlle
KenyattaNationaLHospital, Nairobi" is being sought now with patients from
Uganda and Ghana in;'collaborationwit1:l Drs. Ziegler, Magrath and Nkrumah.
(2) NasopharyngeaLcarcinoma. Since antibodies . to VCA and the D component of
theEA complex incre,al:iein titers with the stage. of· the disease--that is, the
total tumor burden~'~heywere found, in turn,. to de~line again, especially
anti-D, aftereradi.cationof the'tumor. EBy-specificserology may thus serve
to detect an extension of the disease and to monitor the effectiveness of
therapy. Confi~tlo1jlof these' results is being sought in longitudinal,
studies of individ~l;p~tielltsincollaborationwith' Dr. John Ho (Hong Kong).
Similarst:udies of S¥C?dish and AmC?ric<'in NPCpatients are in progress with
Dr. Brian Henders()n,andDr. bndre de 9chryver. (3) Hodgkin's disease.
Studies' on HDpatients have been continuing in collaboration.with
Dr. Henry S. Kaplan {S,tanford University M:edical Center) and' Dr. Bo Johansson
(Radiumhemmet, Stockhqfm). The patients can be. divided serologically into
those who (a)have.'noc;:ant:ibodies tgEBV; (b) continuously maintain low
anti-VCA titers; (c).. cpp.tinuou,sly maintain high anti-:-VCA titers with or
without anti-:-EA responses; (d) convert.ed from low to high titers; and (e)
converted from1:ligh' t.o: low titers. Ef;forts are under way to de,terminewhethe.:
these serologic groups,' can. be related to clinical stag:ing, histologic types
of the disease or other parameters. These correlations are delayed by the'
need. +or reviellTiIlgcl~icaJ-. records.. and histologic preparations in the light
of recent modifications of. the criteria, for the various classifications. (4)
Renal transplant ,patients. +l1ese are being studied in efforts to evaluate the
effects of.immunosllppresl:iiye therapy· on persistent EBV infections. At
present it appears that therapeutic immunosuppression rarely activates latent
EBVinfections, ,;in.,c:,ontrast to the frequent reactivation of other herpesvirus
carrier states (CMV·, HSV Or,e VZ). These, results suggest that, while
immunosuppressivethercapy reduces the resistance of the patients, it at the
same time reduces:thelhabitCit: ofEBV and the cells to which it appears to be
restricted for its replication.

Efforts to detecthumQral or cell-mediated inunune responses against EBV
transformed cells have nota5 yet led to a convenient, reproducible and
clearlyinterpre,:t:able technique. Peripheral leukocytes obtained during the
acute phase ofIM:a.ndseededinsoftagar were found to 'yield a·few colonies.
The number-of colonies was often significantly reduced when the patient's own
serum was incorpora,ted·in.themedium, but not when anti-VCAnegative sera were
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used. Apart from the limiced availabilicYa.ndnumber,~ofacute phase
leukocytes ,such preparations may contain "effector .cells" which may reduce
the number of colony-forming cells. Obviously, a sYf:item must be developed
free of such handicaps. ,', '

~nificance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute: The
primary purpose is to prove the etiologic relation 'of E~V,to certain human
malignancies. Fingerprints of EBVhave'been found inn~arlyall BL and NPC
biopsies. This virus trans forms nOrmal lymphoid cells inYitro into
permanently growing lymphoblasts which have malignant ,properties .and are
indistinguishable from cultured BL cells. EBV may indtice lymphoproliferative
malignancies in severalnon~humanprimate species. Pl3.tlents withBL or NPC
generally have antibodies to EBV,..re!lated. antigens, offen at very high titers,
and changes in the spectra and titers of various and,bodies" are referable to
clinical events. EBV-relatedsero'iogy thus may serve'tod~tect advancing
disease, to provide prognostic information, and to monitor the effectiveness
of therapy. Despite the 'mounting evidence for a causal'relation of EBV to BL
and NPC, present data do not rigidly exclude'a passenger role of the virus in
these malignanc.ies. Furthermore, if the role orEBVwere'causal rather than
casual, other factors must undoubtedly" be operative to' permit this common
virus to express its evident oncogenic potent i:al. Among these factors
immunologic defects dese:rve:spe6ialconsideratJ.on. The tyPes of antibodies
studied most extensively are directed against EBV structural and EBV~induced

intracellular antigens which could not affect the tUlIior. >It'is most '
essential, therefore, to search for humoral and cell":'mediatedimmune responses
directed againstEBV-transformedcells. Ifsticcessful', methods would become
available for detection of blocking (or tumor enhancing) factors. Pertinent
studies on 1M patients may reveal how they control EBV"':transformed cells. It
then' Can be determined whether this m:echanismfails to;;;materialize on rare
occasions or becbmesinoperative under certain circ.Ulnstlmcesso that
transformed cells escape control. Such evidence would"significantly
strengthen a causal role of EBVin'hulIlan malignaricies~: and provide a firmer
basis for consideration ofEBV~specific preventive measures.

Proposed Course: (I) Further attempts"will be madeto'separ'ate EBV"'specific
from non-specific precipitinogEms, and to identify the'active components with
known antigens. (2) Further efforts will be made in cbllaborationwith Dr~ Ho
to detectEBNA in NPC biopsy cells. (3) Serial sera fromBL,-: NPC, and other
patients will be tested for anti.;...EBNAto determine whether clinical events
may be reflected in changes in titers andprov'ide another source of prognostic
information. (4) Anti.;...EBNA titers will be compared with titers of antibodies
to the soluble (S) complement fixing antigen (Raji, celT extracts),to
determine whether the two testsmeaSllre the same or different antibodies.
Conversely, efforts will be made to determine whether:S antigen preparations
contain EBNA. (5) The EBV-specific IgM test will be applied to serial sera of
BL and NPC patients to determine wh~ther relapses may be preceded by evidence
of reactivation of the persistent EBVcarrierstate. (6) Efforts will
continue to develop methods for the detection and quantitation of humoral or
cell-mediated immune responses against EBV-transformed cellS, with special
emphasis on the development of such responseS in the ,collrseof IM. If and
when a reproducible technique becomes available, a search will be made for
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blocking (tumor enliancil:lg) ,factors in sera from BL and NPC patients in r
various stagesofth~~:I.ignancies.' (71 Longitudinal studies of BL, NPC, HD
and organ transplimt patients will continue,' with the, addit;Lon' of new
serologic procedures as mentioned above, or as they become available in the
future. (8)Stud:i.~s have beeninitiate~, partly ,with sllpport from anoth,er
source, to follow the i.lftracellula1;deveJ,.opmeJ;1t of EBV-related antigens with
the'aid of a seriel? of 's~rahav:i.ngdefiIledspectraof antibodies and FITC-or
pero~dase-coIljugat~4antibodies t9l:1uman IgG for immunofluorescence and '
ultrastructural,examiIlation~.Differen1:,sollrcesof virus and va1;ious metabolic
inhibitors applied,a.t s~lected time intervals will be used. These efforts may
provide conditions fOF9ptimal' P1;9ductiqn of given antigens and possibly
suggest means for enhanced vir~s P1;oduction~

Date Contract Initiated: March 1,'1.973 (This is a continuation of
Contract PH43:-66-47T,init,iated February 2, 1966).

. : _. ':...

GEORGE WAsHINGTONUNIYERSITY (NOl-CP2:-325l)

Title: In Vivo ana In Vitro Studies of the IIIimune Response to
Virus-Associated Antige~s in Lymphoma and Breast Cancer Patients
and Controls."

Contractor' ,s Pr6j~ct' Director: Dr,. T. C. Alford,

Project Officer (NCI) : Dr. RonCildB. Herbernum

Objectives: (1)'r.9.evaluate the cellular immune response inpatients with
malign~t diseases'~y in vitro i<l,ssays, (Jeu:twcyte migration inhibition,
lymphocyte stimlllation, cytc>t:oxici.ty reactions against target, cells, and
determination of/T:'andB-celllymphocyte sub-pc>pulations) and, in vivo assays
(delayedhypersens:i.tivity reactions to 'extracts of malignant ,an~normal
tissues); and (?)to <:orr~late the in'vivo and in vitro assays with the stage
and course 6f tIie patient's malignant disease.

Major Findings: Studies., on 'patients with Breast Cancer. In vivo and in vitro
assays are being perfC>i:J;'Illedin patientsw-ith1:>reastcCincer. ,In vitro skin
tests. (primarily alJ,.ogeneic) 'for delay~cLhyPersensitivityusing 3M-KCl
extracts of priIDary'breast cancers have shown only a few positive reactions;
however, individual tumor preparations of breast cancer may be quite
antigenic. The majority of the breast: cancer ,patients have been tested in the
immediate postoperative period (5-10 days) when tumor is absent. The KCl
breast cancer extracts appear to be speciffc, since no patient with other
types of cancer have had a positive skin reaction. When 3M-KCl breast cancer
extracts are further separated in Sephadex, three peaks are identified as
measured at 230 nm. One or more of these three peaks usually gives a delayed
hypersensitivity skin response in breast cancer patients and is primarily in
the area of 50-75% of the bed volume of the gel; however, similar separations
of normal breast tissue from these breast cancer patients also are positive.
It would appear that in vitro assays using leukocyte migration inhibition are



more sensitive than the skin. tests •. The majorityoftllk~~skintest negative.
patients showed leukocyte inhibition to the KCl breast cancer extracts~ but
not to normal breast extracts;

Studies on Patients with.Lymphoma. Cellular immune responses have been
sttldiedin patients with lymphoIl1a. sill testing, lymphocyte transformation
(LBT), and direct inhibition of leu.kocytemigration (MI) hav.e beenused to
test responses to common infectious anti-gens" e.• g •. PPD, ... andt9 Epstein-Barr
virus-associated membrane antigens (VAMA). Fifteen patients have been skin
tested. Five of the fifteen were anergic. Four anergii=.p'atients had
widespread, severe diSease. Two· pa'tiemts reacted to VAMA• One of these is iIi.
remission and has had no treatment for over one year ~- The other reactive
patient has widespread disease ~d has b~en on cyclic combination
chemotherapy. Fifteen patients have been evaluated by LBT. Nine had normal
responses to phytohemagglutinin (PHA), four had·asuppressed response, and
three did not respond. Two patients responded to VAMA. Reactions to VAMA
have been studied in eleven patients with MI. Five were not affected. Three
showed inhibition; two of these had widespread disease, and the third was in
remission. Three of the eleven showed increased mi,gration •. The. significance
of this response is not known. In summary, some lymphoma: patients do react to
VAMA. Further serial studies are planned to see if this re?ction correlates
with the course of the patient's illness. .

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute: Human
tumors probably contain tumor-associated antigens. Deficiencies in cellular
immunity may be responsible for the development of- maliinancY. Some da.ta
suggest that several malignant diseases, such as Burkitt's lymphoma, breast
cancer, and squamous cell carcinoma of the head and neck, contain antigens
induced by Epstein-Barr virus or herpesvirus simplex. Thecontractor's
studies are designed to assay cellular immunity to virus~as~ociated and
tumor-associatedantigeris,and to correlate immune·responsi,venesswiththe
clinical stage and course of the patient's malign.ancy. These data may help to
clarify the relationship between immune response tospecifi2 viral and tumor
antigen, tumor load, and clinical disease. The data ~y also help clinicians
to detect early cancer, to monitor therapy, and to determine relapse or
recurrence of malignant disease.

Proposed Course: Serial studies are to be continued
cancer and lymphoma who are currently being studied.
be assayed and MTV";"associated-antigeris will/be added
antigens utilized in these studies.

Date Contract Initiated: April 13, 1972
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HEBREW UNIVERSITY--HADASSAHMEDICAL SCHOOL, JERUSALEM (N01...;.CP3-3342)

" -
Title: A MUltidisciplinary Study of Hodgki.n's Disease in Israel

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. Natan Goldblum

Project Officer (NCI): Dr. Paul H. 'Levine

Objectives: To investigate the interrelationship between environmental and
genetic factors in the etiology,"pathogenesis and spread of Hodgkin's disease
in Israel and, in particular: (1) to < evaluate clustering among social
contacts, in space and time, and to develop methods for the study of
clustering; (2) to evaluate lIodgkin' s disease in immigrant and native-born
Israelis, including studies of HLA typing, and EBV and other virus antibodies;
and (3) to review the histological sections 'of all malignant lymphomas
diagnosed throughout Israel during 1964"'".1:972 so as to provide basic
infc~rmation necessary for'the immunoepidemiologic studies.

Major Findings: An analysis of mortality from lymphoma in Israel between 1950
and 1971 is almost complete. Over the years there has been a rise in
mortality from non-Hodgkin's lymphoma and, in most population groups, from
Hodgkin's disease~ The 'rise, in mortality from non-Hodgkin's lymphoma occurred
from the age of 50 years,andlessconsistei:l.tly among children and young
adults. The increase in Hodgkin's disease mortality was apparent from the age
of 35 years. Mortality', from Hodgki.n's disease and other lymphomas was related
to the continent, of birth of, immigrants. There were no clear-cut
relationships with age at immigration or period since immigration.

Interviews with cases of Hodgldn's disease 'or with their surviving relatives,
diagnosed since 1960,chave'been ca:rried out. To date, 416 (67%) of 608
patients (or relatives) have been interViewed and mOst of the material has
already been coded. Histological information is available for most of the
patients interviewed.

Histological sectionsof·962,cases of malignant lymphomas, during the 5-year
period, 1964-1968, have been reviewed. Diagnosis of malignant lymphoma was
confirmed in 828 cases (86%), and 214 of these were classified, as 'Hodgkin's
disease. It is important to note that 31 (14%) of these cases had been
registered as lymphosarcoma or,reticultiin cell sarcoma in the Israel Cancer
Registry, and so would not have been detected had they not reviewed slides
of all malignant lymphoma. Mixed cellularity and nodular sclerosis each
accounted for 30% of cases, lymphocytic'predominance fot 17%, and lymphocytic
depletion for 18%. FOl1rpercent of Hodgkin's cases could not be further
classified for technical reasons.' Incidence rates for various population
groups are at presentbeihgcalculated.Prelim:i.nary results suggest that the
lymphocytic predominant type mayaccoUllt fora higher proportion of case,s of
Hodgki.n's disease among European:""'bornthan amongAsian- or African-born Jews.
Lymphomas diagnosed duringtheyears'1969-l972'are at present under review.

To establish the association between human histocompatibility antigens and
Hodgkin's disease, blood samples have been collected from patients with a
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histopathologically established diagnosis. Eighty-five patients are presently
undergoing HLA typing by the eontractOl::. Bloods from all new untreated cases
are shipped to Dr. T~rasaki for testing. Several thousand "sera were
collected for EBV and other viral antibody tests~ from normal individuals of
various ages~ different ethnic groups~ and from several geographic areas~

Establishment and organization of clinical centers in the major hospitals in
the country have been completed. Four such centers are operating at present,
in Jerusalem, Haifa, and in the Tel Aviv area. They draw and treat over 95%
of Hodgkin's disease cases. Over 250 patients have already been traced
through this mechanism, and are being followed up for liLA typing, collection
of sera~ and other immunoepidemiologic tests and information. The majority of
ne~ases have been entered into the study prior to treatment, and biopsy
materials have been obtained from.numerous patients. Cell suspensions are
being routinely prepared from each biopsy. A portion of .thesuspensionis
spread on slides for immunofluorescent·· and other tests;· also, 5 - 10xl06 cells
are suspended in RPMI 1640 containing 30% fetal calf serum, antibiotics, and
10% DMSO, and frozen at -700 C. Cells have been cultured from this biopsy
material (lymph nodes, spleen, and liver), including those of "controls" from
non-Hodgkin's lymphomas and normal tissues.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of· the Institute: A
comprehensive study of all cases of Hodgkin's disease arising in a large,
well-defined population, with comparable measurements of virus exposure;
immunologic status, and genetic background on a control group, is needed by
the Program to determine the relationship of environmentgl and genetic factors
in the etiology of this disease. The opportunity afforded by this
well-identified population offers an excellent possibility of determining the
cause of Hodgkin's disease. The mortality findings are consistent with the
hypothesis that environmental, probably infective, factors play a role in the
etiology of both Hodgkin's disease and other lymphomas. The reviewed and
"Rye-classified" cases of Hodgkin's disease will provideacc.urate histological
information on the cases included in the interview study. They will also
enable one to determine the incidence rates and the frequency of the various
histological types to be determined for the various population groups in
Israel.

Proposed Course: This will be a population-based study on immigrant and
native-born populations in Israel. An attempt will be made to check the
histological diagnoses of cases of Hodgkin's disease diagnosed in the earlier
period, 1960-1963, included in the interview study, and .to confirm the
diagnosis and Rye classification of all newly-diagnosed cases of Hodgkin's

-disease included in the HLA typing, in the virus antibodY$tudies; and in cell
culturing. Laboratory studies will include HLA typing and serology, initially
consisting of testing for antibodies tq EBV. Sera will be stored and will be
available for testing against other possible candidate oncogenic viruses.
Biopsy material from Hodgkin's disease patients will be grown in culture, and
a search will be made for the presence of specific antigens, EBV and others,
in the original biopsy, as well as on the cultured cells.

Date Contract Initiated: June 29, 1973
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INTERNATIONAL AGENcY FOR RESEARCH ON CANCER(N01-CP4~3296)

Title: Sero-Epidemiologic and Laboratory Studies on. Nasopharyngeal Carcinoma
and Burkitt's 'Lymphoma

,
~
I

!

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. G. Blandin de The
\ .

Project Officer (Nel): Dr. Paul H. Levine

Objectives: Tneovera1.I'objectivee>f the cOhtr~ct .• is to evaluate the role of
the Epstein-Barr virus 'C(EBV) in the etiology of Burkitt' s lymphoma (BL) and
nasopharyngealcarc~o~.(NPG). The firstspeci£:Lc objective .was to carryout
a prospective study'inach.ilcl.popula,tion 'of' 35, 000 in Uganda; the children
were to be bled once CiIld then'to be followed for at least. five years in order
to obtain pre- and post-~BLsera. The'serological study of these paired sera
should test the validity of fourhypotheses which haveb~en formulated .
regarding the etiological relationshill between EBV and BL. Two sub-objectives
were: (1) to study the role of"heavy malaria burden in the development of BL;
and (2) 'to investigate ,the epidemiological behav-i,?r ofEBV infection in the
study population by the follow-up of' randomly selected groups. The second
objective involved the investigation of the sero-epidelIliological behavior of
EBV in population~atd~ff~rent riskforEBV-associated dis~ses, 'carried out
in Hong Kong, Singapore:, cihd Uganda'. The third .objective is.the inv-estigation
of the role of' EBV in.' thE(development of NPC through theintegra,tion of field
and laboratory sbidie:s~' . ..' , ,

Major FiIidings: Wit~' re~ardtothe pro~pective study by December 31, 1973,
27 ,448 sera had beenco:U:ectedin 'the' O~5 year old population." In addition,
about 3,OOO'sera haveb~eh colle~ted' f:t:0m6-8 yearoldchildrena,nd mothers of
babies under one year. Case detection has been given high priority, and by
JanuarY 1, 1974,fourc~ses ofBL had been .detected in th~ prebJ.edllopulat:ion.
This is in 1inewitheXP,ec.tatidus. , In the firs:t; three cases.the tinle :interyal
between pre- andpost-Bi.serawas'bet~eenseven,andnineteet;l,iJ.l0nths; details
of thefoutth case a:r;e 'not'yet avai1abJ.e., Testing of these paired sera has
not yet' been started~'., As suggested by" both the NCI Review Committee and the
!ARC Tenth Scientific Council (Jantiary 1974), it is intended to wa:it until at
least five or six pre'bled'BL'cases ate OIl hand b,efore th.e testing is
commenced.' . ,

Analysis of, the initfal.phaseo£ the (~asecontrol studY'TNhich is built into
the case detection,., show~d that BLpatients mpJ:e ,often ., than ,controls have
experienced blisters ihbraround the mouth. Antibody studies directed
towards all human herpesviruses showed that BL patients have higher titers
than controls, not: on1y~o EBVhu,t also to cytomegalovirus (CMV) and
varicellalzoster and, to a lesser .extent:, to, Herw~s ,simplex. virus (HSV).
These titers were obtain~d.by the indir~c~,imm~ofluorescelltassay, and not by
complement-fixation frbm~hich nodiff~rences between BL patients and controls
were observed. The'ep:ldemiologicalstudy built intotheBL case detection
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indicates that BL cases tend to cluster along rivers and smaller water
systems; furthermore, a number of, BL c,ases wereobs~rved,9Dlongcousins.

The malaria study ,integrated int:P the,s~rvey,has ,progrJ~~,sed satisfactorily:
every child had a malaria smear 'taken, and 4,391 were.rec:llibot~.quantitatively
and qualitatively. The analysis of the available results indicates a
significant variation in the intensity of malariaiqfecFipn fro~ place to
place in the survey area. Sickle trait studies carried01.lt in October 1973 in
the groups which were rebled showed that. frequency of ~he sic~le trait varies
from between 15-30% within the study area, which is not more'than could be
expected by chance. Results from previpuscase control studies by Kafuko in
1969 revealed 15% sicklers in. ,controls 'hut none, iJJ. BLcases. , This study is
being contiriuedin, view. ofconflictiIlgi"esultsobtained1:l~.,other
investigators. , The measles study,aime~ at evaluating the'imul1,l:nological
competence of chi1drenwhohaveexperi~nceda heaYYIll{ilaf:~a burden, is '
carried out in collaboration with Dr.• :Munubeof the :E'.aa.tMI'ican Virus
Research Institute. Initialoi:)servatipns indicate, that measles antibody
response in children is nqt at all related to . measles history reported by the
mothers. The continuing BL study inthe:N0rthMara Distr~ct of Tanzania
reported a number of BLcasesin siblings. ,The V:~1:i.4ity of this finding and
its possible genetic vetsus erivironmenta1sig~ifica.nceisbeing.evaluated.

The maj or 'findings .with 'regard to the,2ndobject:Li,:e(serq-:-epidelllio10gical
study ofEBV infectioniri popUlations a~ different rif:l~ktorEBV-associated
diseases) were as follows: By December, 1973, the serum; collection in
representative populations in Singapore and Hong Kong had ,been term~nated,

with a coverage of 2,071 sera from the Toa Payoh housing estate in Singapore
(Chinese 1,041, Indians 721, and Malays309, covering .all ages), alld 949 sera
from 216 families in Sau ,Mau Ping housing, estate in Hq~g'l(ong. In Ugaridathe
EBV sero-epidemiologica1 study covered eightpopulatioIl~lusterschosenat
random in the survey area, ,each comprising~pout120;,:i.D.dividuals. Four such
clusters have now been covered. Between June and DeCember 1973, viral'capsid
antigen (VCA) antibody tests werEa performed on tb,e follpwing;sera:,. 1,010 from
Singapore, 892 from Hong Kong, and 420 from Uganda. ParE ,of .them wer,e, also
tested for complement-fiXing (CF) antibodies. , The. pat"tern'lelIlerging indicates
that the Ghinesehave a lower VCA, aritibodyresponse than,' Ind.ians but ,much
higher CF titers. (using Santigeri) •..' ,The Ugandans ten~to,be.clos,er to,' the
Chinese for VCA an~ CF titers. III additioIl, the VCAteSltingcovered 347 sera
from babies bled sequentially in Hong Kong '(Plan A), plus older children aged
2-4. Preliminary analysis of the results indicates that, in comparison ~ith
Ugandans (where. the sample size was not()f, tpe same magnitude), the prevalence
of infection at one year of age is lower in Hong Kong. The comparison will
only be valid when further 'sera from the~ame age groups.inUganda have been
tested.

With regard,to the 3rd objective, the major firidingswere as follows: The
human leukocyte antigen{HLA) patte~ observed in ChineseNPC patients'
(deficiency of HLA on the second,sublocus) is also beirig),nvestigated ;in
Tunisian NPC patients by Dr. 'Betuel in Lyon, and in Pr9fessor "Dausset' s
laboratory in Paris. In order to know if the deficiency follows Mendelian
laws, family studies have been initiated' i.ll Singapore. Preliminary results
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indicate that this. is the case, and that the deficiency is not merely a
consequence of tQ.~ dis~ase. By the end, qf19]3, when the'study was
terminated, theNPC qu~stionnaire:; from Singapore totalled 2,654 covering 517
f"milies. ,:rn,cluciedwas a 'section on,socio-economic conditions, which is now
being relatedte'the, findiD.g of serological differences. In Hong Kong the
questionnaire study ~overecl2,255 individuals among 385 families. A case
control study isbei.y.g carried out; in Hong KOllg in NPC patients, with other
cancer patients as ~6ntrols. ,Theirrespe,ctivefamilies are also included in
the comparison. 'Hythe end of 19,73, 120 NPC cases and their families and 96
controls plus" fainil:i:-es had been interviewed.

I~Lyon and coll~borating labor~t~riesthree.majorfindings were achieved:
(a) The finding ()fEB. n~clear ant~gen. (EBNA) 'in NPC biopsies from Tunisia was
confirmed. The most positive cells appeared to be the lymphocytes closely
associated witIl epitheli::l1 ,tumor cells, and which appear to belong to the 'B'
sub-group. (b) Therelevance,t? disease de,ve,lopmentand the cross correlation
of the various EBV se:rological,:reactivities has been investigated in NPC
patients at different scagesof.t.he disease «ind in various controls, all of
Chinese or:i.gin. Most of th~ EBV'reactivities [VCA, early antigen (EA), CF]
seem to be' indepen.de,nt of eac,hot;her. The NA' reactivity, however, may be '
related to CFrea.,ct"i-Yity. The two most relevant antibody reactivities to
disease d/avelopment '@ich emerged were tlleEA and CF/S. (c)' Sera from BL
cases and controls w~re.tested.forimmun.ofluorescentantibodies(IFA) aga:inst
human herpesviruses.• 'EBV ,OCMV, and varicella/zoster IFA antibody titers were
simultaneously el~vated in.BL patients, as compared with controls. Antibodies
against HSV we,reele,vated tea,lesser exten.t.

Significance'to Biomedical Resea.rch and. the Program of the Institute: The
objectives of the contract sllouldelucidate'theetiolog{cal role of EBV in two. "

human tumors"B,L and NPC. The prospective BL project is the only study in
progress aimed at finding direct proof that a human tumor is caused by a
virus. The comparative study of the behavior of EBV in populations at varying
risk for EBV-associated diseases has shown that. only acomparison.based on
representative samples of these populations is valid.. Initial testing has
shown that indeed there are significant differences among populations having
different risks of NPC. The results obtained in blood genetic typing,
together with the sero-epidemiological results, may provide the means for
detecting high risk groups among a normal population for, one human tumor,
namely NPC.

Proposed Course: 'rhernain BL survey ,will continue until 35,000 children
between 2 and 5 years of age have been bled. This target is expected to be
reached by July/August 1974, at. which time the number of personnel in the
field will be reduced to a minimum. In addition, children from 6 to 8 years,
and mothers of babies under one year of age, will be bled. The BL case
detection now has top priority in the project, and this will continue so until
30 to 35 cases have, been detected. This is expected to take another three
years. By July 19.74 it is hope,d to have the iiveto ,six cases 1:"equired to
carry out ,the. first serological testing of the. paired sera (pre- and post-BL).
This will be done w:f.th approximately'IO control sera for each patient, all the
sera being coded and tested in two or three laboratories. A proposal to this
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effect was accepted by the Ten.th Scientific CouncilofIARCiIl January 1974.
A case control study, involving ex~inatiori of matched corit~ols and their
f~ilies, will be continued simultaneously with '. the case d~t~ction., The
detailed mapping of all new cases in'thearea aIldthe'registration of
environmental data, will provide, the basis for the". confi,nuing, general
epidemiological study of BL.The faIllilialoccurrenceofBL, is being, further
investigated both in Uganda, and in. Tanzania~, The colleet:i?n of malaria slides
will continue in the main cohort study as wellas in the subs tudy , in BLcases
and their families, and in controls andtheirfaIlliiies~Inthe main study
only one-third of the slides will be eXamined for speci~s and ntimber of
parasites, but in the substudy and BL case 9-ontrol study, all smears will be
exaIllined. Malaria antibody studies willbe restfictedto ;BL cases and
controls, and to their faIllilies., The freguency ()f: 'thes ickle cell trait (AS)
will be compared in BL' patients and controls and th¢ir fClIllilies in the case
contro'l study. Measles vaccinatiCnls, and followup measleS antibody and malaria

- parasite counts will be continued. With regard to ", the sero-ellidemiology of
EBV in different populations" the proposed course is to' finish the 'testing and
analysis of results, and this should be, completed duriIlg 1974., The NPC
questionnaires will be analyzed, with the immediate aim' of comparing the
socio-economicstatus of the various, ethnic groups in' ,Singapore with their
corresponding EBV - serological reactivities. ". The coll§.borative laboratory
study of NPC will include the investigation or the, presence of EBV markers in
epithelial tumor cells and subsequent cultures, as ,welrasthe establishment
of the degree of relevance of the serological r~activities with regard to
disease development. A particular objectiveinr974~s;tOsee if, ffom the
serological results, one can determine some high risk group aIIlong the Chinese
popula~ion using both HLA and serological markers. It is intended to try to
relate the HLA pattern and EBV serological, reactivitfes'ii:l the framework of
the HLA family studies undertaken by Dr. Sim0n.s in S':i~gapore. 'A special
anthropological study will also be undertaken in Hong Kong among the high-risk
boat-people. ' .

Date Contract Initiated: June 11, 1970

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY (NOl~CP3-3337)

Title: Immunologic Reactivity Against Tumor and Possible Virus-Associated
Antigens in FaIIlilies of Leukemic Patients and·Contrd.ls

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. Paul 'Anderson

Project Officer (NCI): Dr~ Paul H~ Levine

Objectives: (1) To perform assays for cellular and humorai immunity against
tumor-associated antigens in patients with acute leuk~ia and'lymphoma; (2) to
search for common antigens in these tumors, and to look for immunological
reactivity of family members and unrelated indi.viduals to the tumor antigens;
and (3) to correlate the results of these assays with each other, with the
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clinical state of the patients, and with viral evidence and epidemiological
data in order to obtain further information relevant to the· cause and control
of these tumors.

Haj or Findings: Studies have extended the numbers of patients who demonstrate
relative anergy on first presentation with acute leukemia, as demonstrated by
skin testing. Patients in remission after chemotherapy tend to regain normal
skin reactivity. to conventional established delayed hypersensitivity antigens.

Family members of patients with acute adult leukemia have a high degree of
response to leukemic blasts in the macrophage migration inhibition assay «1IF)
and-the Slchromium release cytotoxicity cell-mediated immunity assay (CMI).
Over 80% of HLA.identicalsiblings were shown to react to leukemic blasts in
the mixed leukocyfeculture (MLC) test, presumably in response to
tumor-specific antigens. Patients in remission, and patients after bone
marrow transplaIltad.6n for leukemia, 'show a high incidence of response in MLC,
MIF, and CMI assays to autologous leukemic blasts.

The question ()f crol;s~reactivityor common antigenicity of these anti-leukemia
reactions has been. studied ina preliminary way. Using the CMI assay and the
MIF test, patients.inr¢mission )have shown broad cros!i-reactivity Of positive
responses to. leukemic blasts of the same cell type from other patients, and to
leukemic blasts of diffeI."entmorphological types. Remission patients with
acute myelogenous leukemia (AMI.), for instance, have also shoWn responses to
other 1\& cells, to'chronic myelogenous leukemia blast crisis cells (CML/BC),
to acute myelomonocyt:ic leukemia cells (AMMOL), acute monocytic leukemia cells
(AMOL), and less frequently to acute lymphoblastic leukemia cells (ALL). Two
of 4 remission pat±7nts tested showed positive MIF and CMI responses to a
tissue culture line. (Raji) of Burkitt's lymphoma cells.

In preliminary studies·of a numbeI."of Oncology ward personnel; phys:icians, and
oncology laborator-ytechnicians, extensive reactivity was found against
leukemic blasts, usingCMI and MIF testing. These reactions were very
cross-reactive, as ~escribed above, with positivitydemdnstrable toa broad
panel of leukemic cell types • Some normal individuals have been studied ,who
have had no known exppsure to. patients with neoplasia, or to tumor cells.
These individuals usually are negative ~hen tested with MIF or CMI assays
against a battery of leukemic blastsr.

The numbers of leukemic patients and their family members tested for serum
antibody to leukemi,c ..cells were extended•. Several human sera have been shown

-to have highly speci~Ac complement-dependent cytotoxicity to leukemic blasts,
particularly those of ALL. One patient (a pediatric ALL patient) demonstrated
antibody to his own tumor cells, as well as having cytotoxicity to the tumor
cells of 3 of 6 other ALL, and 1 of 2 CLL patients, but no reactivity to cells
from 3 AML and 4 normal controls. In the screening of patient leukemic cells
against the panel of cytotoxic sera, 5 of 12 with ALL and 1 of 3 with CLL were
positive with one or more sera, while cells of 11 patients with AML, 2 with
CML, 3 with aplastic anemia, 2 with lymphoma, 7 with infectious mononucleosis,
and 2 normal patients were negative with all test sera. The pattern of serum
reactivity suggests at least 2 partially overlapping specificities
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serologically .. detected on acute lymphoblastic leukemia cells. Seven
established lymphoid cell lines from no.rmaland leukemiallatients, as well as
from patients with Burkitt f S lymphoma', :were also tested, and by direct assay
Raji showed reactivity with two antileukemia sera. Three ALL derived lines
were negative.

Further studies using 3 molar KCl extracts of mouse lymphoid and sarcoma
tumor lines have been performed. Using these extracts, anti-tumor reactivity
could be correlated using skin testing and the MIF and CMI assays in these
rodent models.

Collaboration with the Laboratory of Tumor Cell Biology at the.NIH
(Dr. R.E. Gallagher, Dr. R.C. Gal~o) has been initiated. Cells from leukemic
patients are being sent for assays of RNA virus-like RNA and RNA-dependent
DNA polymerase (RDDP). Leukemic blasts from .several of the patients have
been shown to have virus-like RNA and RDDP. In the 3 cases studied thus far,
remission cells have not shown such viral evidence.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program. of .. the Institute:
Clinical, epidemiological ~nd laboratory studies suggest that acute leukemia
in man maybe a virus-induced disease. Study of inunune r:eactions to
tumor-associated antigens, and the cross-reactivity of such reactions, in
patients with leukemia, family members, and in exposed and non-exposed
unrelated controls, should be useful in evaluating the role of possible
oncogenic viruses in. human tumors, and in providing assays for monitoring
possible antiviral therapy and inununotherapy.

Proposed Course: In the coming year, it is proposed to continue to use·the
same basic technical approaches to define and expand 09servations regarding
antileukemia inunune responses. The study of serological reactions to leukemia
will be extended by absorption experiments to further define the number and
relationship of the specificities detected by the serum panel on both tumor
and cultured cells. Screening for active sera and susceptible cells will
continue, and clinical correlates will be studied where possible. CMI and
MIF reactions to leukemic cells by remission patients,fam.ily members, and
controls will be extended in an effort to describe more fully the
epidemiology of such reactions. UsingMLC and MIF reactions, KCl extracts of
human leukemic cells will be evaluated for their ability to stimulate results
comparable to those seen with whole cells, and as possible standardized'
testing reagents. Similarly, viral antigen preparations from known animal
tumor viruses may- be examined for reactivity comparable to that seen using
human tumor KCI antigen extracts •. Efforts will be expanded to provide
leukemic blasts and normal remission cells for biochemical assays for
evidence of viral nucleic acids and enzymes, and to correlate viral evidence
with inunune reactivity to leukemic cells.

Date Contract Initiated: May 1, 1971



LITTON.BIONETICS, nlC. (('(JOI.,..CP-43252)

Title : Application of Immuno.logic. Techniques to Studies on the Viral
Etiology of Human Cancer

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. Maneth Gravell

Project Officer (NCT): Dr. Paul H. Levine

Objectives: Themajor()bj ectives .of this contract are: (1) to provide
virological, immunologic~landdatamanagementsupport for other I-E Segment
contracts, (2) to IIlaintain the American Burkitt's lymphoma registry, and
(3) -to study the relationship of Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) to human lymphoma.

Major Findings: The major effort of this contract has been devoted to
providing supportive, se:rvices for qth~r I-E Segment contracts, including
those of Dr.Evan:li~rsh.andDr. Joseph Sinkovics of the M.D. Anderson
Hospital, Dr. T. Crandall Alford of George Washington University,
Dr. George Santos of. Johns Hopkins University, and Dr. George Bekesi ofMt.
Sinai Hospital. Supportive services rendered include assays for type C virus
infectivity or neutralizing antibody, EBV serology, in vitro cell-mediated
immunity assays, pr-eparation. of skin.. test antigens , propagation of lymphoid
cell lines, immunofluorescent tests to distinguish T and B lymphocytes,
storage and distribution r of samples; and. data management.

A primary support.funct·ion has been to/ coordinate the safety and potency
testing of formalin...,inactivated :Rauscher. leukemia virus (RLV) to be used in
vaccine studies.withhumancancer patients by Dr. Evan Hersh. In support of
Dr • Hersh' scontract, the contractor ha,s maintained the central serum bank
for the 20 patients .thu.s .far immu.nized, .has distributed over 300 sera to 7
collabor;:l.tinglaboratqries,. and has maintained the central data file. In
addition to coord~JlatingtheRLV testing efforts of other investigators, they
have performed tests~,q.rRLV neutralizing antibody on sera from rhesus
monkeys immunizeciwithRLV. Al.though these sera have been negative for
neutralizing antibody, they contain non-neutralizing RLV antibodies. Sera
have been distributed to collaborating laboratories to test for such
antibodies by radio~unoprecipitation.

The SlCr release c:ytotoxicj.tyassay was used to monitor the cellular immune
response of cancer patients and rhesus mOIlkeys receivingRLV. SlCr release
assays employedperipheraLblooci lYJIlphocytes from either cancer patients or
monkeys and target·c~lls t:;hat containeci RLV or RLV-associated antigens [io e.
-Raji cells infected with RLV, cells from an RLV-induced mouse lymphoma
(RBL-S), or uninfected control cells). As measured by this test, no specific
cellular immunity was developed by cancer patients or monkeys injected with
formalin-inactivated RLV. Evidence of specific cell-mediated immunity to RLV
antigens, however, has been,obtained by Dr. Hersh using skin testing and the
in vitro lymphocyte blastogenic assay.

Fifteen (15) new cases of Burkitt's lymphoma were reported to the American
Burkitt's Lymphoma Registry, bringing the total to 161 cases, 112 of which
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have been confirmed. A lymphoid cell line, designated NAB., was establish~d

from an autopsy tumor specimen of one of these cases (K.~). Cells of the
NAB line have typical blastoid appearance by histochemical staining, and have
been shown by immunofluorescence to have surface·· receptors predominantly of
the IgM type with "patch and cap" mobility. These cells contain a complement
receptor and form EAC rosettes; thus, like lymphoid cell lines established
from African Burkitt's tumors, the NAB cells resemble type B lymphocytes.
Although the NAB cells show no evidence df Epstein-Barr· viral capsid antigen
(VCA) or early antigen (EA) when tested byindirect immunofluorescence, EA
can be induced in these cells by treatment withS-iododeoxyuridine.
Dr. Gary Pearson of the National Cancer InStitute has shown the NAB cells to
contain Epstein-Barr nuclear antigen· (EBNA) by the anticomplement
immunofluorescence technique. These results suggest that at least some
American Burkitt's tumor cells contain the EBV genome.

Patients with human lymphomas otherthari Burkitt's type have·frequently been
found to have elevated EBV antibody titers. Using the lymphocyte stimulation
assay, a study was made on the ca.pacity'of peripheral blood lymphocytes from
lymphoma patients to respond to soluble antigen from a lymphoid cell line
(Raji) established from a Burkitt's tumor. PreliDiinarydata from·28 lymphoma
patients studied reveal a high correlation between EBV VCA antibody titers
and the capacity of patient's lymphocytes to respond to Raji soluble antigen.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute: The
major objective of this contract is to provide supportive services for other
I-E Segment contracts; therefore the significance of this work varies from
contract to contra.ct. As a general theme, the aim of the contract is to
obtain'information regarding the role of viruses in human cancer, and to
develop methods for the early diagnosis arid control of cancer. The
relationship of EBV to human lymphoma is not well understood, even though
elevated antibody levels have been found in a number of human neoplasms.
Studying cases of Burkitt's lymphoma in North America and Africa affords an
opportunity to determine whether the African and American diseases are the
same, and to compare and identify specific host and environmental factors
which might contribute to the disease.

Proposed Course: "Back-up" support will be provided for other I-E Segment
contracts, as well as presently-supported ones. Support functions will
include viral and immunological testing, collection, storage and distribution
of clinical or laboratory samples and data management. The research effort
will continue to determine the role 6fEBV and other viral, host or
environmental factors which might cdnttibute to human· lymphoma.

Date Contract Initiated: November 1, 1973
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MAKERERE UNIVERSITY, UGANDA (N01-CP7~0047)

Title: Epidemiological. Study of Burkitt's Lymphoma in Uganda

Contractor's ProjectD{rector: Dr. George Kafuko

Project Officer (NCI): Dr~ Paul H. Levine

Objectives: Since malaria has been considered to be a contributing factor in
the etiology of Burkitt 's lymIlh0JD.a, the major objective has been to study the
relationship betweenmala:riaand Burkitt'sl'YIllphoma·in the ,susceptible
childhood" population of .the- West Nile district. Specific objectives are:
(1) to determine the <iegree Of malaria -parasitemia and species of parasite in
an adequate subsample Qfthe 35,000 cohort, so that the statusoLthese .
factors in childr~ncan1>e elucidated before and after they develop BL; (2)
to measure serially. Ig<; imm,.unoglobulins,·malariaantibodies, and parasites by
species and counts in a ,200...300 subsample, in order to determine the immune
response. to malaria tYPi.<;al of children in. the study area; (3) to investigate
G6PD and hemoglobin tYPcaof BL patients and c0n.trols to determine factors
possibly preventing BL; (4) to determirie the measlesantib6dyresponse in a
sample of young children. or infants to be immuni~edby the West Nile
seroepidemiologyteam$ . in order to ascertain whether the response to measles
vaccination is impaired in children with heavy m8.lariainfection.

Major Findings: The malaria survey is paced with the prospective
seroepidemiologic .survey (IARC-contractnumber NOl.-CP4-3273);this contract
was terminated on September 25, 1973, but the work was continued under the
:rARC contract. Up.t().~pvenwer1973; there were 28,358mal~ria slides
collected since the survey staried,includingthose from controls and from
mothers in the main study, the suhstildy,and -case control study. Just over
half of these have be~.read, includilig" counting of parasites ~ Thefour
counties of the West Nil~district of Uganda in which· surveys were done were
Maracha,Aringa, Terego,:and Madi. . Initial blood smears -were examined from
4,785 children under 6 years of age, and· 3,819 (80%) were positive for
malarial parasites. Among 9 parishes initially surveyed the parasite rates
varied from 64% in Maracha to 80% in Madi, the overall average being 72.7%.
Only Plasmodium falciparum and !.~ malariae were seen, varying from 78.5% to
82.0% among the paris1.les,· andP.malariae'from15.0% to 21.4%. Among 624
children resurveyed, there were 374 (60~0%)positivesmears, the parasite
rates varying from 54% in Madi to 71% in Terego; !.. falciparum varied from
86.~% to 92.4%, and P. malariae from 7.6% to 13.9%. The parasite density
index varied from 2.5 to 3.0. The highest infections and highest parasite
density index in the resurveys were found in Terego. There were 5,515 .
spleens examined initially. The rates varied from 11.0% to 92.0%, the highest
being in Terego. In resurveys, 623 spleens were reexamined, the rates varying
from 5.0% in Madi to 33.0% in Terego.

Sickle cell trait, AS type hemoglobin, "and G6PD are known to ·confer relative
immunity to malaria. A second substudy in 1973 on sickle cell (AS) hemoglobin.
yielded 30.2% in Aniya, 16.9% in Terego, and 11.8% in Maracha. As in the
previous 1972 study, these percentages are'-not .morethan could be expected by
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chance. [In 1972 Kafuko had found no AS hemoglo?"in in 3?BLcases, as
compared with 9 (15%) in controls; however, this does'not..:. agree with findings
of other investigators,s:tnce P:i,kefound about.halfof.BL cases had AS
hemoglobin as compared with controls.] No conclusion can be reached until AS
hemoglobin is measured in the BL cases which occur in the West Nile district,
with carefully selected controls for comparative analysis. Comparisons
between BL and controls have yielded no differences in de;;ficiency of this
enzyme between BL cases and controls; therefore, 'tnis'investigationwi1l be
discontinued in the West Nile district.

Malaria antibody studies will be continued in 1974 6il1y, on BL cases' and
controls and their families by Dr. C.C.I:>:raI>e; at ttle Lopdon' School of
Hygiene and TropicaLMedicine;.,Blo,od is'~,oll~~tedon blotting paper, and
antibody is determined by immunofluorescenc~. In 1971 antibody tests ,all
children were found infected with malaria below two year~ of age, primarily
with P. falciparum. Little difference~as·found.j.nthe~ntibod:iesof 46 BL
patients, 39 controls, and 50 bloods from the. general population. . Dr. Munube
of the East African Virus Research Institutefpundthat25%~fthemeasles
"negatives" had antibodies ,in,d.icatingUllreliabilityof,t~elilotherJs
information; therefore, all children aged9.,montlls to 5y~ars are now being
given measles vaccine. In the §ubstudy thepostVac~inati?nantibody levels
are being followed from 6 months ... 1:0 2 years aftervacciIlation. Simultaneous
malaria parasite counts are~beingdon~,inord~r.todete:cmilie~hether or not
malaria inhibits the response to measles vaccination.

Significance to Biomedical Research.and the Programof·tlle'Institute: This
contract attempts to ascertain the relationship' betweenJ;ll8-1aria and Burkitt Js
lymphoma, and between sickle cell trait and Bur~ittJs ,1:ymphoma. In Africa,
Burkitt's lymphoma appears to be restr.ic..ted tot.he.. ma.lar.·..J..·.;·.a."., b.. :..elt.·.... The
disappearance of BL in areas where malaria is w~ll-controileci emphasizes the
importance of malaria studies in anyprograminA:fricai:rivdIving~heetiology
of BL. The major effort in Uganda of IARG contiact.n\imber NOl-CP4-3273
involves the determination of the possiblerole.of.EBV as an etiologic factor
in this disease. The present malaria studies may lead to' verification of
another potential oncogenic ,factor ?fcr:ltical imporFance, since endemic
malaria is suspect as a prerequisite for : the developmel1tOf BL in Africa.

Proposed Course: The contract with Makerere. University was terminated on
September 25, 1973. The proposed work is. described undertheIARC contract.

Date Contract Initiated: September 26, 1966

UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI (NOl-CP3-32l8)

Title: Cellular Immunity in Breas)t Can~er,Using Mouse MaIIllIlary Tumor as a
Model'

Contractor's Proj ect· Director: .' Dr. Diana M. Lopez
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Project Officer (NCI): "Dr. Paul H. Levine

Objectives: (a) To determine, define, and integrate the relevant reactants
and factors in the interaction of mammary tumors and the host, (b) to analyze
cellular immunity in reJ.ation to, clinical state and interventiveprocedures,
and (c) to compare lymphocyte responses to MTV-free and MTV-containing tumors.

Major Findings: Using BALB!cGrgl'MTV-:freemice and two transplantable
MTV-free tumors, thein, vivo "immunogenic Dl--DMBA-3 and the non-immunogenic
Dl-DMBA-2, it was d~onstrated that eXtracts of the former could evoke an
increased thymidine ~corporation (blastogenic response) in lymphocytes of
mice bearing these tum9rs", wheriaas eXtracts of the latter did not evoke such
a response in the lympl1.pcytes of mice..bearing the corresponding tumors. Hice
with Dl-DMBA-2 tumors, did not have sensitivity to the antigen from
immunogenic tumors, "and 'lymphocytes ',' from--animalsbeating ,the immunogenic tumor
did not respond to the DI-DMBA__ 2 tumor, eXtracts. Two inferences are possible:
(1) DI-DMBA-2is incapable of sensitizing lymphocytes, or is deficient in its
capacity to stimulate sensitized lymp1:locytes, and (2) the two tumors do not
share a common antigen~ With tumor progression there was a loss of the
lymphocyte response,t:0TXt:racts of the tumor antigen in the immunogenic tumor
series and to a mitogen,PHA, in both the immunogenic and non-immunogenic
series. This anergy' could be reversed by tumor removal and by sham surgery
where the tumor mas,s ,was not disturbed, suggesting that non-immunological
factors might be atplay~~n.pieliminaryexperimentsitwas found that
lymphocytes of mice Which remain tum~r-free after surgery retain reactivity
to tumor antigen, whereas lymphocytes of mice whose tumors return lose this
reactivity.

Blastogenic transfo~tionreactionswere studied in lymphocytes of
BALB/cfC3H mice b~~ingspontaneous tumors containing MTV. i>iostimulation of
thymidine uptakeW;asobs,~rvedin cultures containing mixtures of lymphocytes
from the virus-free BALB/cGrgl mice and the BALB/cfG3H, indicating that there
was no major difference in the histocompatibility antigens of two separate
lines of BALBI c mice~ The antigen extract from the spontaneous tumor
stimulated the lymphocytes of a mouse bearing a sma+l MTV-positive
spontaneous tumor, but not the lymphocytes of a BALB/cGrgl MTV-free mouse
with the transplantable DI-DMBA-3 tumor. The reciprocal combination also
failed to elicit a blastogenic response under conditions where the autologous
combination caused a signif~cantreaction. These preliminary findings
strengthen the contention that the Dl-DMBA-3 tumor is ,free of MTV, for if '
virus were present i Il this, tumor", One would have expected that the
lymphocytes of the animal with the spontaneous tumor would have reacted to
the viral antigen; however, definitive proof of this point will require
experiments employing purified MTV, and lymphocytes from mice of the two
lines.

Preliminary indications were obtained that the separation of mouse spleen
cells in Ficoll-Isopaque yielded a population of lymphocytes with distinctive
specificity of reponse to tumor antigen as opposed 'to PHA. In preparation
for cytotoxicity studies a tissue culture of the DI-DMBA-3 tumor has been
developed. The cells in passage 6 were shown to be tumorigenic by
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Date Contract Initiated: October 13, 1972

For th~ cytotoxicity study experiments
utilizing 51Crand 3H- t hymidine-Iabeled

Objectives: (a) To pursue a program of .chemoimmunotherapy inlyrnphoma
bearing AKR mice using neuraminidase-treated cells; (b) to study the

Project Officer (NCI): Dr. Paul H. Levine

Contractor's ,Project Directors: Dr. James F. Holland
Dr. Julius G. Bekesi

MOUNT SINAI SCHOOL OF MEDICINE AND HOSPITAL (NOI....CP4....3225)

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute: The
genesis, evolution and fate of mammary tumors appear to be determined by
multiple factors including viruses. Immunological reactions:can be clearly
demonstrated both in the host and through in vitro procedures.. The present
work is geared toward the collection of more information about antigens and
immunologic responses in the experimental host, with reference to clinical
stage of disease and interventive procedures. The useof MTV and its
antigens againSt the background of previous and new information with
virus-free antigens is expected to,provid~new'infClrmationaBoutthe role
of the virus, viral and virus-induced antigens in immunity a:nd in
non-responsiveness at theorganismic~nd cellular levels. The work may help
to elucidate the impact of virus infeCtion (with or withbut associated
tolerance) on specialized cellular populations of the lymphoreticular system.
The correlative approach is of direct significance tohlJlTii:m breast cancer ,
since it involves an assessment of certain immunological parameters with the
clinical course and with therapeutic interventions. The study with the
non-immunogenic; tumor is of special interest, inasmuch a.shumanbreast tumors
may also be characterized by different 'degrees or antigenic potency.

transplantation to BALB/cCrgl mice.
are being undertaken with procedures
target cells •.

-Title: Stimulation of Immunity to Virus and Tumor Antigens by Enzymatically
Treated Autologous Tumor Cells

Proposed Course: A new contract has been proposed to extend the present
studies to permit a comparison of ~umors a.nd hosts representing an MTV-free
system, a system contaminated by the.virus, and a system where tumors are
induced by the virus. The effect of the virus on host resistance will be
assessed. Relevant antigens (TSTA, viral and viral-induced) will be
separated, and their contributions to host immunity as well as their evocation
of lymphocyte response will be determined. In addition to blastogenic
reaction the tests will include cytotoxicity and migration inhibition.
Attempts will be made to separate and characterize the cells involved in the
'various functions of immunity in these systems.
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stimulation of immunity to virus--andtumor-specificantigens in successfully
treated and control mice.;(<;) to examine the efficacy of allo~eneic Gross
leukemi.aviru,s-induc,ed EZG leukemia as an immunogen; (d) to ,study the
effectivenes;s of maiIl.:tre~c~ therapy using compounds which show antiviral
activity,e.g., aden:i.Ilea.rabinoside~ Pa1ID.O-aiaC~ Virazole~ and other drug
combinations which may suppress th~ induction of clonogenic lymphoma cells in
the treated host; (e) to study the effect of Statolon and synthetic
polyanions-;interferon .tnducers OIl the relapse of lymphomainAKR mice; (f) to
determine the functioIl9:fthe spleerlin thereinduction of;secondary>lymphoma
in AKR mice: (g) in collaporationwith Dr. Oldstolle of the Scripps Clini(! alid
Research Foundation~ to _d~terminethe antibody--antigen complexing in the s,era
and kidney of animals,J"e,e;eiving chemotherapy alone and AKR mice treated with
chemothera.py"andimmuIl()the~apy;.(h) to :determine the viremia of AKR mice in
the experimental protocol (inl!ollaboration with Dr . Gravell at Litton
Bionetics, Inc.)~ in,ortier toeludidatethemechanism of action of
neuraminidase-treaied_leu~emic.•• cells in AKR mice infected' in utero with GMLV
and carrying, .lar&eaIll,Qu1tts, of ,- the. virus throughout theJr life; and (i) .in
relation to the Acute J..euk~ia Gro'upB~ to' identify and study families of
particular interest,te>. i.pvestigators<iri.the VitusCancerProgram (ident:i.cal
twins~ siblings withcanc~t, etc.) ..,

Major Findings: AKRmi~~:a.fquireGross virus prior to their birth, but the
virus remains dormant in the animals until they reach the age of 6 months,
when they develop spQntaneouslymphoma.By12 months of age, about 90% to 95%
of the mice die fromlelllceinia. Studiiis were made on the efficacy of various
carcinostatic agents with fIld without neuraminidase-modified .syngeneic or
allogeneic Gross virus~in.~uced.E2G leukemic cel:ks in this ,animal model·system
because of the si.tn1larity of the disease 'to human acute lymphocytic leukemia.
Chemotherapy followed by active immunotherapy usingneuraminidase-tr;eated AKR
lymphoma cells delayed the reappearance of viable clonogenic lymphoma cells ,',
(from day 5to 13 for spleen, and from day 12 to 21 for thymus) . Chemotherapy
alone s~stained an:i.nc~~ase in life span Of 15'0'"'300%, but only 5% of the
treated AKRmiCeSul:V:i.V~dbe10!ld100 days. Drug therapy plus immunization
with neuraminidase':"'t:reatecl spontaneous leukemicAKR cells or with Gross
virus-induced allogeneic EZG le\lkemi(:cells (administered s.c. or i.d.)
resulted in 20% to 40% of the animals surviving beyondlZO days without
evidence of disease. Longe:r obserVatioIlof .such' treated mice beyond 150 days
showed, however, that in spite of I1ce·ll·curel1 (between 150. to 260 days after
the initial diagnosis), a relapse of leukemia followed. Using the 51Cr
cytotoxicity assay \for :the in vitrd' monitoring of, immunity, the immunized mice
yielded an antibody tit.er Of 128 about 21 to 28 days after initiation .. of
active immunotherapy.

Splenectomy, par,ticularly. if performed after chemotherapy and followed by
immunotherapy,sign:i.fic:antly :1.nc.reasedthe.s1.lrVival of leukemic AKRmice·as
compared to those a.Iliinals' which received the .'. same therapeutic> regiment,. but
were only shamsplenectOl:nized. EXperiments performed in clinically diagnosed
leukemic AKRmice with Virazole showed an apparent anti-tumor effect; multiple
injections of Virazole resulted in about an 85% increase in surv:ival time of
leukemic AKR mice. In other experiments clinically diagnosed AKR mice first
received combination chemotherapy followed by anti-viral therapy. Virazole
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resulted in marked delay inthereapp~rans~ofviable clonogenic lymphoma
cells in treated AKRmice,measured' by .,~he;expl,antation...spienOtnega.lY assays, as
well as increased survival timeof.tl1.e$e.animals compared to an.imals receiving
cytoreductive therapy .• alone. A study on .AKR.mic~, haviJig,G]"oss'viru's-induced
lymphoma with or without cytoreductive therapy ari,d/or.actiyej'_riotherapy'
indicated9-a-arabino-furanosyl-adeni,ne(ara-A)'~asineff~ctive.

Statolon, which has strong effects agaiJ:lst;F:d~d J.,eui<:em:i.aviruf) . (FLV),
110loney sarcoma virus (MSV) , and Rausch.erJel.1kei;niavirlls; resulted in an
increased survival time of.200 to 260% whilm Combined wi.th. Al:iemotherapy,'
depending on the route and ,concentration ,ofsta,tolon .(chcarii0therapy alone' gave
an increased life span ,0£130%) •. The combi.Ilati.0Il~f ViriCr'l.s'tine+ Palm O-araC
+ BCNU or MCCNa followed"byinjecti9n of Statol0n. Signif:i~cintl:Y.inhibitecithe
appearance of secondary lymphoma ,(as measureli,1>Y" ,the eXpla,ntation-sp1!enomegaly
assay) and increased· the .. surviyal.t:ime. of leukenicAKRmi.eefrom170% to 380%
in another series' ofexperimeJJ.ta,l gro~ps.·,. (\1in~ristine'+~exam.ethasohe with
Statolon was ineffectual in leukemic AI,(Rmice.) Sta.tolon.n~tbnly'
significantly prolonged the. appearance o'f lymplioma in ~'m:~~;Ef, but also
substantially increased theimmunological,responsiveness'of the host when
using neuraminidase-treated leukemic cells. An eXcellen.t:. . working arrangement
was developed with Dr. Oldstone at the Scripps Clinic and Researcli Foundation
where sera and kidneys from protocol mice will. be eVClJ.l1Clte~.fo:r specific viral
antibody-antigen complex. Si.ln;i,larly, Dr • Gravell a:t~Bionet'j:cs and
Drs. George and Eva Klein at the Karolinska I~s,iitl.1te,ai:eineasuringthe
amount of viremia: in the protocolal1imals,~s;,well as t~t:iiJ.g·the sera from
AKR mice in .theimmunotherapyprotoc:oL1>Y Sytotoxic,ity,i:irimunofluorescence,
mixed hemadsorpti6n, virus neutralization, a,nd immunea<.il~erencetests. These
assays 'are also being usedtomonitop immune Feactiqns mleukeIliia patients on '
Phase I studies ofchemoimmunotherapy." '

Significance to Biomedical Research and thePl:'ogl:'aInof the. rIistitute: The
contractor has successfully explored th,e parc:mJ.eters .. of neuFaminidase incubation
of spontaneous and experimental tUlIlor cells.alld. esta.blish~d'. treatment protocol
which lead to their increased immunogenecity ••.. :':rltey. havejadsuccesswith
combined chemotherapy and immunotherapy using,'neuramiIlida13e-eteated cells in
the cure of animals with leukemia L1210~DB.A/2 hos,!:s, }16mela~omas in BALB/c
mice, and in the cure of a· substantial number of AKR micThaving Gross
virus-induced autochthonous leukeJDia. Similar results were obtained' with
Gross virus-induced allogeneicE2G leukemia in AKR (leukemic) mice. No other
data exist concerning the successful use ofch~o:iimnl.1llotherapYwith
neuraminidase-treated cells in an autochthonous system. '.Their data indicate

-substantially greater resistance to challenge than in any other reported'
experimental letikemic system using other types of immunization" (such as
chemically-modified leukemic cells, irra.'di~ted leukemic, .• ~ells,MER or BCG).
The knowledge gained from the treatment. of .... transp,lant;aqf.earidspontaneous
leukemia and mammary tumorwithVibriocholerae neuraminidase, with and
without chemotherapy,' is highlYJ:eleva.nt t.o.man sUfferiAgfrom neoplastic
disease. Information obtained duri,ng,thisc,ontJ:act i$'nowbeginning to be
applied in a clinical study of.perl:i0ns, suf;fering from neoplaStic disease.
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Proposed Course: It:cis intended to continue and further extend these studies
in AKR mice harboriJig,'lSllontaneousleukemia. A study will b.e initiated. with
C3H mammarytumoriJi C3Hmice~hich are. free ofMTVor neonatally infected
with MTV. A major attempt will be ma~e .toascertainthe host's humoral and
cellular immunity which is directed to a viral transplannatiori, and
possible "private"an1=igens in.vivo and in vitro.. Administration of various
carcinostatic agents~:qbe continued~ Special attention will be paid to the
reversible and possiply :i.:r:r~ve.rsible immunosuppressive action of these
therapeuticagents~ The.efficacyqf Statolol1:and polyanions....interferon
inducers on the relap~e(re.ind1J.ction)of.1ymphomainAKR mice and manunary'
tumor in C3H mice will be studied. The iinmunogenicdose, site, and frequency
of iinmunizationwith autochthonous, syngeneic, or a'llogeneic tumor cells, and
theClptimal conditions, for theenzymatict:r:eatment of target cells with
neuraminidase will be.established. . It is intended to quantitate the
immunologicalre.sponse. of the host by.. mixed. lymphocyte culture, 5~Cr
cytotoxicity assay, blastogenic transformation, ~lIF, ,and other cytocidal
bioassay te.chniques w9.ic,h iD.ay influence the schedules of the clinical therapy
employed. Collaborative, sbJ.die.s with. Dr. Oldstone will be continued in order
to determine ,the antipody...antigen complexing> in the sera and kidneys of AKR
mice receiving chemotherapy or chemotherapy plus immunotherapy. Collaborative
studies will be continued with Drs. Eva and George Klein at the Karolinska
Institute totest;s.era:o.btained- ,from' AKR mice in the immunotherapy protocol by
various immunological, assays, .e.g.,' cytotoxicity, immunofluorescence, virus
neutralization, andiIDmunoadher,ence tests ~ The.se·tests are expec ted to
elucidate the·. mechanisIn>of action and specificity of neuraminida.se--treated
leukemic cells in AKR mice infected in utero with 'GMLVand carrying large
amounts of Grossvirus.throughout their life. With the approval of the NCI
Clinical ResearchCommittee,.monitoringof procedures for· immune stimulation
of cancer patients will be pursued in the areas of acute myelocytic leukemia
and breast cancer.

Date Contract Initiated: August 6, 1973

NEW YORK MEDICAL COLLEGE (NOl~CP3 ...3398)

Title: Immunologic Measurements as '. a Guide to the Behavior and Viral Etiology
of Breast Cancer

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. Maurice M. Black

Project Officer (NCI): Dr. Clarice Gaylord

Obj ectives: (1) To look for a correlation between biological behavior of
breast cancerandimmunologicalrespdnses to autologous breast cancer tissue;
(2) to evaluate the antigenicity-of various tYlles of breast lesions, viz.
normotypic,precancerous.atypia, in situ carcinoma, and invasive carcinoma;
(3) to search for 'evidence of·:therole of a_mammary tumor virus in human
mammary carcinogenesis by immtinologic'procedures and molecular hybridization
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procedure's using murine MTV (MuMTV)as 'a probe (in coH:aboration with
Dr. Dan Moore); and (4) todetermine'>imIriunological responeuis of "control"
women to MuMTV and in situ breast cancer accordingto"risklt~fa.ctors,viz.
parity, exogenous estrogens" family history of breast! cancer, etc.

Major Findings: I:mmunologicalme~stirel:nentswereperformeo on 64 breast cancer
patients' and 39 controL ,women (wi:thand,' without benign,';breastlesions). The
cancer patients were tested as; follows:' skiri'window tests vs. autologous
breast cancer (35) ; leukocyte migration inhibition' (LMI) testsvs • autologous
breast cancer (39), VS. homologous <in situ breastc.ancer (1:13), vs~ homolbgous
invasivebIi"east cancer '(53)., vs.benignbreasttissues(4;4), vs. KCI extracts
of cancerous and benign breast lesibns (24), vs. common environmentalalltigens
(44), vs. RIll mouse milk containing maIlIlIl8.rytumorvirus"'(MTV) (61), vs. RlIIf
mouse milk withoutMTV (22},and vs. C57BL mouse'm±lkwithoutMTV (18). The
control women were tested with the~' LMI procedureagainsf ,the following
targets: vs. invasive breast c'ancer (19), vs. in situ 'breast cancer (87), 'vs.
berlign breast lesions (25), vs. KC1 extracts of-ca:ncerous arid benign breast
lesions (13), vs. common environinenta1:antigeris(34) ,'vs.RITlmouse mi.lk
containingMTV (35), vs. RITIf mouse milk withbut MTV (8), and' vs. C57BL
mouse milk without MTV (8).

The skin window procedure was used to test cellulal> 'hypersensitivity responses
of breastcanqer patients against cryostat sections of· autologbusbreast
cancer tissues. The immunolog,ical responses to autb'1:ogousbreast ,cancer were
also evaluated in terms of the cellular responses seen 'microscopically in
sections of 'the primary tumor (diffuse lymphbidcell 'infiltration, perivenous
lymphoid cell infiltrati(;ms) and in,regi.orial lymph'node's (sinus histiocytosis,
follicular hyperplasia) . ,M:oreover, each breast cancer was'" classified as to
nuclear grade, histologic; type, and stage. Allpatient:s. (cancer and control)
were identified as to age, family history of breast cancer and the use of
exogenous estrogens. Cellular hypersensitivity responses to skin window
tests correlated with L-RE responses in.the primary tumor and regional lymph
nodes, and both were prognostically favorable.

The leukocyte migration procedure was used as a measure of cellular
hypersensitivity responses of human leukocytes against human breast tissues.
The migration of leukocytes from controL women, w:i:thanci':without benign breast
lesions, was commonly inhibited by Varidase, but rarely inhibited by any of
the mouse milk samples or by any of the benign or malignant breast lesions.
The migration of leukocytes from breast cancer patients"was commonly inhibited
by Varidase, but was not inhibited by virus-free mouse milk samples or by
benign breast tissues. However ,migration inhib:i.,tion:' (>-.25%) was found in 31
percent of breast cancer patients tested against RIll milk, in 33 percent of
tests against homologous in situ breast cancer, 29 percent ()f tests against
autologous invasive breast cancer, and 16 percent of tests against homologous
invasive breast cancer tissues. Responsiveness to breast cancer tissues was
correlated with a high degree of cro§§,:r;;e<:ictivityagainst,Rlllmouse milk;
Conversely, leukocytes which respondedt:o RIII.milk ,cross reacted in the
majority of tests ~gainst homologou§ :in: situ breClstcancer in approximately
one-third of tests against invasive breastcan~er, but were nonresponsive to
RlIIf milk, C57BL milk, and benign breast lesions •. It appears that the
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antigenicity of human breast cancer tissue is largely a refl~c~ion of a
component which is siDiilartothat found in MuMTV-infected lactating mammary
parenchyma. Such antigenicity is more regularly found among in situ breast
cancer tissues than among invasive breast cancer tissues. - -- '

The studies of the response of humanleuko(:ytesft:o mouse, milk samples were
performed in collaboration With Dr. Dan Moore. and his associates, Institute
for MedicaIResearch~Di.Moore's group provi.ded precisely defined milk
samples for immunological studieS in Dr. Black's laboratory, while Dr. Black
supplied precisely classified, (pathologically and antigenically) breast tissue
samples to Dr. Moore's laboratory for hybridization studies aimed at the
deteetion of viral genomes. Although the data are still limited (18 breast
cancers) it appears that the hybridization of RNA derived from human breast
cancer with DNA proDes prepared from MTV RNA may be correlated with
histopathologic and antigenic characteristics of the human donor tissue.

, '

Significance to Biomedi'ca1.Research and the Program of the Institute: J'lie
data' provide additional support, fbr Black' ~ ,'. cont,ention , that immunogenicity
appears and is maximal. during the,in situ<phase of mammarY carcinogenesis.
Moreover, there appears: to be a high degree qf similarity between murine
MTV.....associated antigenicity and t,he antigenicity of human breast cancer
tissues. Further support for the participation of murine MTV in human mammary
carcinogenesis is proVided by the hybridization studies. These data are
pertinent to the phenomenon of human mammary carcinogenesis in general and the
potential for immunoprophylaxis in particular.

Proposed Course: Duringthe coming ye.arthe contractor plans ,to exploit the
leads developed to date With ~articularreference to correlations between
clinicopathologic,'immuJ?-0logic,artdbiochemical measurements: (1) more
precise definition of theantigenically similar components of MTV~containi.ng

RIll milk and human breast caitcertissue; (2) immunologic responsiveness of
"control" and breast caticerpatients to MTV-containing RIll milk and in situ
breast cancer tissues byage,family history ,of breast cancer, andprior use
of exogenous estrogens; and (3) correlation between the structural (stage,
nuclear grade) and antigenic characteristics of breast cancers ,and the
presence of viral genomes' (hybridization with DNA probes prepared from mouse
MTV). In addition to providing data. highly relevant to the viral etiology of
human breast cancer, such studies are prerequisites for defining the most
appropriate "antigens" and the optimal conditions for the development of
immunoprophylaxis of human breast cancer and approaches to tumor immunotherapy.

Date Contract Initi.ated: June 26, 1972

ROBERT B. BRIGHAM HOSPITAL (NOl~CPI-2172)

Title: Cell-Mediated Tumor Antigens as Measured by Ma:crophage Migration
Inhibition
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Contractor's Project Directors: Dr. John R•. David
Dr. W.Hallowell Churchill

Project Officer (NCI): Dr. Gary Pearson

Objectives: (1) To develop assays capable of monitoring-the cellular immune
response to human tumor; (2) to explore specifically the usefulness of
inhibition of macrophage migration or in.hibition of lel.lkocyte migration as a
measure of cell-mediated immunity to human tumqrs; and'(:3) to. study in animals
mechanisms of cellular cytotoxicity in vitro because better understanding of
the mechanism in animals should in turn lead to ~ore effective assays inman.

Major Findings: The direct leukocyte migration assay, i~itially described by
Bendixen and Soborg, and modified by Rosenberg and Da.vid,,>l1a.s been used to
search for cellular immunity to two~, soluble antigens,SK.,.,SD and PPD, and to
breast cancer antigens solubilized by the 3MKCl antigeri extraction technique.
-For the soluble antigen, a positive assay was considered to be 82% or less.
When the result of the in vitro.assayswere compared to skin tests against
SK-SD andPPD in a large series of normals, there were essentially no false
positives and 26% false 'negatives (1. e., negative in vitro assay with a
positive skin test). Normals who yielded afalsenegatiye.on one test tended
to do so on repeat ~ests. Breast cancer patients have. been tested on the day
of operation with an allogeneic 3MKCl extract, and~ost~op~~ativelywith
autologous or' allogeneic extracts. '. .

The results of the patients' in vitro assays were always compared to ,those of
normal individuals which were tested simultaneously with the same antigens.
The initial .12 patients were tested without a preincubation step. In this
group, one had been tested 5 times, 3 ,tested 3 times,. 2y~~tedtwice and the
remaining tested only once. Using 82% or less as posit~ve, 4 of these
patients had at least one positive reaction to Clbreast<;ancer antigen;
however, 2 false positives to one particularalloantigen,were observed. In
these two instances, significant inhibition of the normal cells but not the
patient' scells was observed•. Dose response curves wj.th. breast cancer
antigens did not reveal any consistent pattern, but all assays were done wi~h

antigen concentration of 200 Jlg or greater. Afterthef.:I.rst 12 patients,
technicalIIlodifications were introduced with the hope o:(6'btaining greater
sensitivity; the cells were packed in 20 lambda capillar:I.es at lower .
centrifuge force than previously. Finally, a preincubation step with antigen
was introduced prior to placing the cells in capillaries.

Erarlyin the current reporting period, the series of 7 patients tested with
the modifications noted above were completed. Four of these patients were
from a group of patients followed by Monaco and McDonough, who have also
tested these patients for skin reactivity to breast cancer antigens and
assayed for cellular immunity by the colony inhibition technique. The results
did not suggest that the technical modifications described above effected a
substantial improvement in the assay. Reactivity aga1D.stthe control antigen
in 43% of normals was negative despite known skin reactivity against the same
antigen~ There was dnly one definiteposftive reaction against an alIa-breast
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cancer antigen, and this was counterbalanced by a false positiv~ reaction in a
normal against anotherallo...,breastcancer antigen.

Mechanisms of the leukdcyte migration assay were studied by
Dr. Ross Rocklin. His'findings suggest that thereare·at least 2 distinct
migration inhibition systems that .are related to delayed hypersensitivity, and
that polymorphonucleariridicator cells from a third party may be used to
detect production of this mediator. Some.ofthe variability·of the direct
leukocyte migration assay may be the result of va.riations in indicator buffy
coat cells from donor to <donor. It is now possihle to use an indirect
leukocyte migration technique in which all supernatants, in a manner similar
to the system for detectingMIF, are tested on indicator polymorphs from one
donor;- This modification could improve leukocyte migration assay sensitivity
and reproducibility.

Significance to Biomedical Research and-.the Program of the Institute:' The
leukocyte migration. assay might be used for study of groups of patients with
vigorous cellular immunity agairistcertainsoluble'antigens, such as SK-SD and
PPD. Polymorphonuclear leukocytes,. separated from peripheral white blood
cells by sedimentation on Ficoll, may be better indicators of production of
LIF (leukocyte inhibitoryf~ctor)thanwhole buffycoat cells; however,
contrary to other reports,:the·contractor.was.not able to obtain evidence that
this assay is useful<indetecting cellular immunity to tumor antigens.

Proposed Course: This contract was terminated on October 26,1973.

Date Contract Initiated: June.28, 1971

SCRIPPS CLINIC AND RESEARCH FOUNDATION (NOl:-CP3-3204)

Title: Immunopathologic Study of Leukemia

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. Michael B.A.Oldstone

Project Officer (NCT): Dr. Tadao Aoki

Objectives: (1) To identify and quantitate the viral antigens of Gross
leukemia virus and9-ntibodies to these antigens that are found in the virus
antiviral antibody comp1ex:ofAKR mice; (2) to apply the knowledge learned
tlirough the elution, recovery, identification and quantitation of viral
antigens in the AKR model to the study of tissues from patients with leukemia
and cancer; and (3) to develop quantitative, immunospecific, and sensitive
assays for the detection ..of antiviral antibodies in the presence of antigen
excess.

Major Findings: The incidence of immune complex disease in AKR/J mice has
been studied. These mice spontaneously devel_opleukemia as a result of their
natural infection with Gross leukemia virus . and have an 84% incidence of
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immune complex disease. Among over 300 leukemic and non-leukemic 6-10 month
old individual AKR/J mice studied, 84% had significant dep~osits_of host
immunoglobulin G and complement along the renal glomerular basement membrane
and in the mesangia in a granular, lumpy-bumpy pattern. Poo1:s of kidneys from
AKR/J mice showing IgG and complement depE>sits have beenhorilogenized, the
antigen-antibody complexes eluted off by low acid, low molar buffer
treatments, and the various antigens. and .antibodiesideritified. Evidence has
been found for the presence of gs-l and gs-3 antigens, and antibodies to GSA,
other envelope viral antigens, and murine reversetranscriptase. In other
experiments, antibodies toward tumor-specific antigens have.beenfound
complexed in the kidney. In this case, mice inoculatedwith.neuroblastoma
cancer cells have been followed for development of immune complex disease.
Such mice develop immune complex disease. Elution of the antigen-antibody
complex and its subsequent recovery identifies the antibody as being specific
for the tumor membrane antigens. Stud~~s of renal tissues from patients with
African Burkitt's showed evidence of IgGand complement deposits in a granular
pattern along the glomerular basement membrane and mesangia." Elution of the
immunoglobulin and its recovery from glomeruli has identified the antibodies
as having specificity towards several EBV.antigens.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute: Over
the past several ·years, there has been intensive investigation of the
immunopathogenesis of persistent viral infections and virus-induced immune
complex disease.. Of particular importance and application to the cancer field
and to the program.'of the institute are the contractor's' observations that in
persistent viral infections in which a low antibody response is made,
viral-antiviral antibody complexes may be found in the circulation and
subsequently become trapped in the renal glomeruli. Because of antigen (virus
excess), free antibody is not found in the circulation, but can be recovered,
identified and quantitated in the renal glomeruli. The techniques used in the
Principal Investigator's laboratory for analyzing the viral antigen-antiviral
antibody complex have led to a convenient marker for identifying.the
persisting agent in the absence of detectable free antibody. This suggests
that in looking for markers to identify the cause of human'cancer,the
techniques used in animal models of persistent infection should be applicable.
Of prime importance in this regard is the observation that in spontaneous
leukemia of AKR mice, antibody to Gross virus or Gross virus cell surface
antigen can be found and recovered from the renal glomerulus where they have
been deposited in the form of antigen-antibody immune complexes. Hence,
direct immunologic'evidence has been found for identifying the etiologic
agent in spontaneous murine leukemia byimmunochemical techniques, and
possibly these procedures will be of importance in the study.of spontaneous
leukemia and cancer of man.

Proposed Course: The proposed course of this study is to.identify all' the
antigen-antibody complexes present in the immune complex of AKR mice, to
establish specific immunologic sensitive assays for identifying the antigen
and/or antibody, and to apply this technology to the study of human cancer.
In addition, the role of viral antigens on the plasma membrane, and the role
of antibodies in inducing antigenic change and formation of antigen-antibody
complexes, are also being evaluated.
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Date Contract Initiated: September 1, 1972

UNIVERSITY OFTDM:S' ~NOl"'"CP3-3292)

Title: Immrinityto Sarcoma"'"Related -Antigens in Patients and Controls

....--

Dr. Joseph G. Sinkovics

Project Officer . (NCI): ::Jr. Gary Pearson

Objectives: The overall major objective of this contract is the collection
of evidericeforhumari sarcoma-specific antigens asa means of identifying a
human sarcoma virus • 'This is being -approached through the following projects:
-(1) the establishment of human sarcoma cell cultures for immunological and
virologic.alinvestigation largely in collaboration with other contractors in
the VCP; (2) lortg-terIll evaluation of the correlation between the clinical
course.of patients with sarcomaS and immunological parameters measured in
vitro (bylymphocyte"-mediatedcytotoxicity assay, by serum factors
antagonistiC. to or synergisticwiththe'lYmphocytes, and by· specific
serological sttidiesdirectedagainst relevant animal sarcoma viruses.) and
in vivo (by skin tests utilizing sarcoma cell membrane preparations as
antigens); (3) determination of the possible role of an infectious agent in
the sensitization of, lymphocytes fromdinicallynormal, healthy individuals
to long-term cultured':sarco1llacelllines in the in vitro cytotoxicity
assay; and (4) determination of the nature of the infectious agent released
by some of thesarcomk cell·lines.

Major Findings: A:LabTek chamber/slide assay involving testing leukocytes
and sera of': patients against established cultures of tumors revealed that 54
patients with sarcomas yielded leukocytes cytotoxic to cultured sarcoma cells
in 105 of 126 tests(83~%), and to cultured carcinoma cells in. only 13 of 126
tests (10%). The. leukocytesof:13patients with carcinomas of the type
against which they ,were tested were cytotoxic to cultured carcinoma. cells in
20 of 21 tests (95%.) ,and to cultured sarcoma cells in 12 -of 21 tests (57%).
The leukocytes of patients wit:h sarcomas thus clearly distinguished between
sarcoma and carcinoma cells grown in the s.amemedium.

In the cytotoxicity assay, 2 major populations of lymphocytes could be
distinguished: (2) the population of "committed" lymphocytes interacting with
tumor cells promptly after cocultivation (early phase cytotoxicity): these
lymphocytes are cblJ,sidered to have undergonepJ;e-sensitfzationto tumor
antigens in vivo·; (b) the population of· "noncommitted" lymphocytes interacting
in a protracted fashiohwith allogeneic cells, disregarding whether these
were neoplastic ornon....neoplastic (late phase cytotoxicity); these lymphocytes
were considered'to have acquired cytotoxic potency de novo in vitro to either
normal HL-Aaritigensor' to tumor antigens or to both.
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Correlation of the in vitro assay with clinical course has 'also been
investigated. A good correlation of the assay with clinical course
constituted either: (1) tumor regression with cytotoxic lymphocytes and/or
synergistic serum factors (Group A); or (2) continuing tumor growth without
reactive lymphocytes and/or with blocking serumfactot::s:,~(Gr()tlpB). Lack of
correlation occurred when tumor growth contiIlued desp:ftecytotoxic .lymphocytes
and/or synergistic serum factors~ or in the absence of"1:>:toc~ing ,serum factors
(Group C). Unclassifiable patients awaiting further evaluation are those with
contradictory results upon repeated in ,vitro testing (GrqupD). Twenty...,.six
from Group A, 12 from Group B~ 6 from Group C~ and 9 from Group D, of 38
(Gram> A plus Group B) out of the 53 patients with sarcomas;':,'QL6%) thus
correlated well with the in vitro, assay. ' ~'

Six patients wi th sarcomas were studied for' correlati()J:1.of r"b:I;()cking ,serum
,factors and tumor growth. Disapp.earance, of blocky+g serum factors coincideq.
with· temporary tumor regression in 4c;:.ases;;;tumorgrpwth continued,until
death despite absence of blocking serum factors ,in, 2 cases. The occurrence
of blocking or unblocking serum factors corr~lat~ciwellwi;t:g.'1:he clinical
course ofa pair of identical twins :onemexnber<o,f the p~~r hadrhabdomyo
sarcoma and blocking serum factor::;, the,healthytwincircul?ted unblocking
serum factors. Treatment of thesarcoma...,b~aring,twin"wit:hplasma and '
leukocytes of the healthy twin, however,-,failed to maintainCi, chemotherapy
induced remission.

Immune reactions of patients with sarcoma::; and normal individuals were
compared in a microplate assay~ using as targetcells~stCiblisheds;a:t:'90ma and
carcinoma cell lines. Purifieci lymphocytes. of 20pati~n,tsw:i.th ::;arce>mas were
cytotoxic to cultured sarcoma cells in 21 of 44 tes,ts (4~,%) ,and to ctlltured
carcinoma cells in 6 of 21 tests (28%). Purified lymphocytes of normal
donors were cytotoxic to cultured GarcinoIlla c~lsin 8 of ,).7 tests (47%), and
to cultured sarcoma cells in 11 of 29 tests (38%). The,l)ryllphocytes of
patients with sarcomas th:us clearly,.,distinguished between,sarGpma and
carcinoma cells; the cytotoxic capacity of normallymph9cytes;,however, is
high. Some lymphocyte preparations Ciugmented the growth<aftarget cells:
carcinoma cell growth was more freq:uently enhanced by normal lymphocytes (24%
of the tests) than by lymphocytes of patients (14% of the 'tests); sarcoma
cells were stimulated to grow only occasionally, by lymphocytes. Serumfactors
antagonistic to or synergistic with cytotoxic lymphocytes occurred also in
normal sera: almost half of the tests in which normal 'sera were tested
demonstrated serum factors blocking., the cytot9xicity of,lymphocytes to a tumor
t,argetce1l line. '

Significance to Biom~dical ReseCirchand,theProgram ofthe,;!:nstitute: The
significance. of this project is" multiple: (1), 7 ,0,£ 13" (54%) of normal
individuals tested possessed circulating lymphocytes which, 'were cytotoxic to
sarcoma cells. If this finding is confirm,ed in alargernumb~rof tests, it
will strongly suggest that human sarcomas are viral-induced "the virus
spreading horizontally and having a low. clinical .. pathogenicity; .thus, the
project proposed herein may lead to the disGovery of a human sarcoma virus(es);
(2) the project may provide an in vitro assay capable of monitoring immune
reactions of patients with sarcomas to their tumors; the high incidence of
immune reactions to sarcoma cells in the normal human population pre-empts the
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use of the assay for diagnosis, but the correlations of the assay with the
clinical course of patients with sarcomas predict usefulness-of the assay in
prognostication and evaluation of investigational immunotherapy protocols;
(3) further characterization of the infectious agent released by human
sarcoma cell lines could provide important leads to the identification of a
human sarcoma virus; and (4) established human sarcoma (and other tumor) cell
lines will be available for further (biochemical, etc.) studies to
interested irivestigators.

Proposed Course: Efforts will continue to develop cell lines from primary
sarcoma cultures. Cultures of normal fibroblasts will also be initiated and
sfOred deep-frozen in the viable state. These cultures will be particularly
important in studies designed to 'determine whether the reactivity of
lymphocytes fromriormal individuals is directed against tumor-specific
antigens. This area will receive a'high priority. Particular emphasis will
be placed on identifying and characterizing the filterable agent released by
human sarcoma cell lines in collaboration with other investigators in the
VCP. Sera from sarcoma patients and controls will be tested for antibodies
cross-reactive with known animal sarcoma viruses. Immune reactions of
patients with sarcomas will be tested against autologous cultures of sarcoma
cells-and of normalifibroblasts,and against allogeneic established sarcoma
cell lines. Immune reactiVity of normal individuals will be similarly tested.
The immunologicalassayst'o be used will b.ethe lymphocyte-mediated
cytotoxicity assay measuring also serum: factors antagonistic to or synergistic
with the cytotoxic lymphocytes; a macrophage migration inhibitory assay; and
serum antibodiesirtindirect immunofluorescence (both membrane and cyto
plasmic) and in complement fixation tested against sarcoma.cells. The
immune reactions of patients with sarcomas will be correlated with responses
to skin tests with sarcoma-ceIl-membrane preparations, and with the clinical
course of the patients. Special attention will be given to those patients
whose clinical course fails to correlate with the in vitro assay. The
anti-tumor reactions of normal individuals will be investigated for tumor
specificity. The viral etiology of sarcomas will be investigated by
attempting to induce oncornaviruses in established sarcoma cell lines with
IUdR and DMSO; virion synthesis will be visually evaluated by electron
microscopy. Human cells wilL also be infected with the woolly monkey sarcoma
virus to determine if immune .reactions to this virus, or to cells harboring
this virus, are detectable in the human population.

Date Contract Initiated: April 1, 1971

UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS, 'M.D. ANDERSON HOSPITAL AND TUMOR INSTITUTE
(NOl-CP3-334Jl)

Title: Oncogenic Virus~Associated Immunity and Immune Responses in Human
Cancer
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Contractor's Project Director: Dr. Evan M. Hersh

Project Officer (NCI): Dr. Paul H. Levine

t!m.wT

The Rauscher leukemia virus preparation used in this study was grown in a
BALB/c mouse cell line. The supernatant from these cultures was collected
and the virus was separated from the culture fluid by first centrifuging
the debris at 7000 x G for 10 minutes and then double sucrose density
gradient centrifugation, first in a model K zonal centrifuge and then in a
B-29 rotor. The density zone from L 13 to 1.17 was collected. Among the 20
immunized patients, two-thirds mounted a cell-associated response as measured
by lymphocyte blastogenesis to antigen extracted from RLV-infected cells,
half of the patients mounted a cell~mediated response as measured by delayed
hypersensitivity, and half of them mounted a humoral immune response measured
by radioimmunoprecipitation. The twenty patients had been immunized with
four doses of the Rauscher leukemia virus every two weeks and were followed
according to protocol. There were no untoward side effects, and no unusual
changes in the patient's course of dis~ase. There were no changes in the PHA
or SLO responses, but ther'e was a significant increase in the lymphocyte
response to both the RLV preparation and to the JLV-V9r antigen. This was
both in terms of counts per minute and stimulation index. The response to
the lymphocyteRLV vehicle did not increase very much, but the response to
the JLS-V9c antigen (the control antigen) did increase significantly. Thus,

Major Findings: Testing and evaluation were completed on the first 20
patients selected for this study. Thirteen had solid tumors and seven had
adult acute leukemia. All patien~swere considered to have widely
disseminated disease beyond cure and to have a known limited life span. In
order to qualify for the study and before informed consent was obtained, the
patients were required to be ambulatory, to be in good general condition, to
have an estimated survival of at least three months, and to be immuno
competent according to standard in vivo and in vitro clinical tests.
Sixteen of the patients were on various types of. chemotherapy and four were
on BCG immunotherapy during the study period. Prior.to entrance into the
study, the patients underwent delayed hypersensitivity skin testing with a
battery of five skin test antigens including dermatophytin, dermatophytin-O,
candida, varidase and mumps. To enter the study,theywere required to be
skin test positive, that is, to show delayed hypersensitivity to at least two
of these antigens. In addition, prior to entrarice into the study, the
patient's peripheral blood lymphocytes were cultured and stimulated with
phytohemagglutinin (PHA). The PHA response was required to be at least
20,000 counts per minute for acceptance into the study.

Objectives: (1) To study the human immune response to the Rauscher leukemia
virus, including studies of both cell-mediated andhu:moral immunity; (2) to
generate reagents useful in studies of immunity to RLVantigens and the
possible viral etiology of human neoplasms; and (3) to develop methodology for
the possible viral immunotherapy of human cancer. This will. ultimately
involve immunization with oncogenic viruses or preparations derived from
oncogenic virus transformed cells for the treatment or prevention of
recurrence of cancer.
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while anti-viral iIIlmunity arid anti-tumor-associated immunity developed,
there was als'osome development of what is presumed to be anti-mouse
immunity.

The bulk of the response occurred duririg the first three, to four weeks after
iIIlmunization,afterwhich the response fluctuated around a given level. The
lymphocyte respunseto the RLV preparatiori was greater than that to the
JLS-V9rand.gen. . The median responses were low because five or six of the
patients fai.ledi6develop inununityto the immunization. The lymphocytes, of
14 patients'showed'an increase in their response to. the virus as determined
by counts per minute, aild15 showed sut:h an increase in 'terms of the
stimulation index~A true response to; inununization with the formalin-fixed
virus was defined" as an increase in both the counts, p'er minute and the
stimulation index. Fourteen patients showed a true response by this criterion
in terms ofih.eir in: vitro lymphocyte reactivity to the virus preparation, and
nine patients showed it'in terms of their in vitro lymphocyte response to the
JLS-V9r antigen.

The inununizations were intradermal ,ana.inununization sites were examined '; at 24
and 48 .hours. , Fiv~patientsshowed some degree of delayed hypersensitivity to
the virus on their first test, suggesting previous exposure to an antigen in
the RLV prep~ration. Thirteen patients showed a response post~immunization,

and ten patients showed a true response to immunization by changing from
negative to positive, or showing a greater than 100 percent increase in
diameter of induration. Cell~medIated immunity in terms of delayed
hyperl:;ensitivitythusdeveloped' in one-half of the patients. There was no
signifit:antdifference'between the response of patients with leukemia,
melanoma or other solid tumors, or between patients receiving chemotherapy,
chemotherapy plus BCG or BCG alone. This was determined by bO.th the chi~

square test and the Wilcoxon signed rank test. The patients with leukemia had
the highest pre-immunization values, while patients receiving BCG alone had
the highest post-inununization values.

Antibody responses were measured'by radioimmunoprecipitation by'
Dr. M.G •. Hanna, Jr. of the Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Approximately
one-:-half of the pa'tients developed antibody to the RLV as measured by
radio immunoprecip itation. No patients had antibody prior to inununization.
The maximum responses usually occurred toward the end of the immunization
period during week 6-8. This su'ggests that further immunizat ions might
further raise the antibody titer, and this may be necessary to produce
neutralizing antibody. The latter would be important in the development of
viral immunotherapy. In most, if not all, of these patients, both pre- and
post-immuniz'a.tion,. theJ;e was a significant anti-mouse antibody titer
demonstrable prior to absorption. Virus precipitating antibody was present
whichcould'be'abl:;"orbedout by exposure of the serum' in vitro with 3T3 cells,
or with JLSV....;6 cells, or more effectively by passage of the serum in vivo in
the mouse. Several of the sera containing antibodies to the Rauscher leukemia
virus were t~stedagainst the RD114 virus, and no precipitation was seen.
These sera were also examined for complement fixing activity by Dr. R. Huebner,
and for neutralizing activity both b~ Dr. R. Huebner and Dr. M.G. Hanna, Jr.
Some complement fixing activity was found; however, the high anticomplementary
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activitY of the sera. precluded their full evaluation.N~utr~lizingactivity

was not-found; also, treatment of patients with BCG. wit:ho,uti1lllll.unization did
not produce an anti-RLV antibody titer in them. There was a highly
significant correlation between the development of antibody and the
development of delayed hypersensitivity ,to the virus, an~c.bet:;weendevelopment

of an antibody and the development of ,in vitro ,lymphocyt~;e.activityinten.ns
of counts per minute to the JLV-V9r antigen. Thedelaye~b:y,per,sensitivity

responses did not correlate significantly with t,he ,blast:qgenicr-esponses. '
Since: leukemia patients had ',a ", higher pre-immunization,l.:ymphocyt:e, response to
theRLV preparation than. non-leukemia patiellt§, studies ha~e,beeninitiated
to follow serially the lymphocyte' responses' of a"group" ofncm-immunized
leukemia patients. Both new patients and patj,.ents with long::7f03tanding disease
(including remission and relapse cases) have peen selecte:d',for· this stl,1dy,
the obj ec.·tive being to determine whether there is indeed all- i.ncreased level of
spontaneous immunity to RLV in human leukemia. Ten (10) pat~el1ts have been
placed in this study" .and a total of 20 is anticipated. .. ,

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute: These
studie:s may lead to the possible development of a vaccine w:i.,th.Potellt:l.al
utility in acute leukemia. They will contribute material:tytoQur,
understanding of the ,immune reSp0nEle to oncogeni;c RNA, vi.ruses 'Cl,nd ,will have
considerable applicability ifitisd,et:ermined that an RNAv:truscauses any
form of ,human cancer.

Proposed Course: The next phase of the study will beta utili'zethe human
reagents generated in the first study and study the spe~-if:l.ci.tyoft:hehuman
leukemia antigens that have been cross-re<i,cting with. animal:,()~cogenicviruses.

Date Contract Initiated: May 25, 1972

TRW SYSTEMS G.ROUP, TRW INC. (NOI-CP3-3252)

Title: Preparation and Purification of Viral:Antige,ns ap,q. All.tiviral
Antibodies

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. Non.na~ Weliky

Project ,Officer (NCI): Dr. Vincent Hollis

Objectives: The objectives were to isolate those antige:Iisf~omE:BV__ infected
or transformed cells which react with human, sera found to be, positive for
Epstein-Barr virus by the fluorescent, antibody ,test. Bes-ause of'the low titer
of antisera and antigens currently avail,able, c.omplement::fixing positive
antigens were examined first, with the intention of isala'ti!ig
immunodiffusion-:-positive antigens and fluorescent.....positive(qr
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radioimmuno-positive) antig'ens, comparing their identity with respect to
source and re,activit'ywit.h different human sera. The purified antigens were
to he used to pr~pareani.Ina1 antisera specific for those antigens, for
standardized detection, assay and other purposes for which the' antise.ra ~ould

be used. ,Furth~r purification of'suchanimal antisera would be undertaken as
necessary.

Major Findin~s: Stf?=tingmaterials ,for the isolation and characterization of
complement fixing (CF) antigens were P3HR-l, HK-Ly....28 andRajicell line
lysates, with pelle'is removed at 2, 000 x g. These were again fractionated by
centrifugation at 44;000 x g yielding (a).a supernatant. fraction, N-44-Sand
~) a pellet designated P-44-7, after further washing with neutral buffer.
Inactivation of·CF-:.a:ntrgens during separation procedures led to investigations
of antigen stability under the chemical conditions encountered. This approach
was extended to characterize furtnerthe CF antigens. Some of the current
significant results are as follows:

(1) Soluble CF antigefts were partially purified by the use of
immunoadsorbents (With conjugated human serum), by ammonium sulfate
precipitation aria::·by precipitation.'inacid~ ~.'1ost bands whichweresteined
after.electrophore~;Lsof crude soluble antigen (~-44-S) in 7% polyacrylamide
gels, were no longer present, particularly in gels with immunoadsorbent
purified antigen.·(2)The·purifiedsolubleP3HR-l CF antigens.lost activity
upon storage for four days at .4 0 or -80 0

• (3) By comparing chemical and
physical conditions for stability and inactivation, and by selective
absorption of antisera with immunoadsorbents, the following CF antigens could
be distinguished: (a) P3HR-l soluble antigen in the N-44-S fraction is
differentin Sl.taJ>il:ity.from P3HR-l particulate antigen in the P-44":'7fraction.
(b)P3HR-l N-44,...,S solub:Le ant±gen is different in stability from Raji N-44-S
solubleantige,n. Th~ "r~ia.ti6nshipsbetween 'these antigens .and VCA,EA and
ACIF antigensrelD.ain to be investigated. (c) HK-Ly~28 N-44-S soluble antigen
is different in stability fromP3HR-l' soluble antigen. Little if any CF
antigen is present :iri'Raji P-44-7 particulate antigen, verifying reports in
the iiterature.~ ',' (4) The soluble CF antigen of theRaji cell N-.44-S fraction
is not presen~.; by'stability tests,intheP3HR-l N':"44-S fraction. Any
proposed relat.ions.hip be.tweentheant:Lgens, with respect to the steps in the
synthesis of ~~V oi'c,ell transformation would have ,to be sequential. (5) The
P3HR-l. N-44:-'S solllP1e CF antigen seems to be composed of subunits which
appear~o be. labile and/or dissociable under specific physical and chemical
conditions.

SignificancetQB~omedicalResearch and the Program of the Institute:
Epstein-Bar:r v;lroshas·be.al associated with Burkitt I s lymphoma, nasopharyngeal
cancer and,inf~ct:i6usmononucleosis. More tenuous relationships have been
proposed betweegEBV and other diseases •. Results of clinical tests, such as
fluorescen.t-la,be~ed.antibodytests oil cultured BL and NPC cells using human
seruxncorrelate,wit:h tumor development. The test sera used are from,human
patients and Il()rmalindividuals . Questions arise as to the identity of the
antibodiesandant:Lgens detected from one individual to another as used by
differentinvestigdt.ors. It is necessary to identify, distinguish between,
and correlate antibodies and antigens detected by different sera using
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different cells and detection techniques, in order (a) to be sure that
different investigators are' describing ,the same or- different antigens , (b) to
determine which antigens correlate best with the progress" of disease at its
different stages, (c) to understand the. part ,playedbyt:hese antigens in the
progress of viral infection, ,cell transformation and production, and (d) to
distinguish viral- fromcell-associat,ed antigens., It. is; expected that the
pur:Lfied antigens can be used for vaccines, and also used to prepare animal
antisera specific for those antigens, for standardized detection, assay and
other purposes. The association of EBV,with tumor development suggests the
posSibility of the development of further clinical tests for early diagnosis,
susceptibility and regression. This also might serve ,as a jnodelfor other
DNA virus-associated diseases which may be discovered.,

-.';.;.0.

Proposed Gourse: . "This contract 'was t,erminated in February, 1974.

Date Contract Initiated: June 15, ",1970

TULANE UNIVERSITY, DELTA REGIONAL PRIMATE RESEARCH CENTER '(NOl-CP3-3396)

, I

Title: Role of Humoral and Cellula:r. Immunity in D~termining the OUtcome of
Herpesvirussaimiri Infections in Squirrel Monkeys

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. William P. Allen

Project Officer (NCI): Dr. Dharam V. Ablashi

Objectives: The overall purpose is to investigate the role that immunological
factors may play ~n infections of Herpesvirussaimiri (HVS) in the squirrel'
monkey (Saim:irisciureus), its natural host. ~lucidation 6f th.-esefactors may
provide a basis for understanding resistance to the oncogenic potential of
this and other similar viruses in: their natural hosts. "Specifically the aims
are: (1) to determine what immunological factors are elic:i..tedby squirrel,
monkeysirifected with HVS; (2) to characterize the humoralan.d cellular
aspects of the immune response, and.cieter;mine wh~chplay ,a role in the outcome
of HVS in this natural host; (3) to establish hreedingc.Olonies 6f squirrel
monkeys which will provide virus and, antibody negativ.e,an£mals for these
studies; and (4) to make controlled observations on the temporal relationships'
of natural transmission of HVS and the antibody responses tCluatural infection
in developing infant squirrel monkeys.

Major Findings: Breeding ,of squirrellllonkeyswas initiated at this primate
center in late 1972. Five breeding groups with a maJ.e tOfemale ratio of 1:6
yielded a total of 29 viab1.einfants the first'year, which was a breeding
efficiency.of 35 percent. The breeding program has been' expanded. so that it
now includes apprOXimately 70, first-.-year fem.ales,90 S7~lJnd-yearfemales, and
26 males. Three subspecies are included in ,th':i..s program (Peruvian,
Ecuadorian, and Bolivian). Hand-rearing from withiri 3 hours of natural
delivery was successful with 13 of IS. babies. Eleven. of Yi:hese infants are now
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approximately 6 months old and, have been held isolated from virus-infected
adults. The seronegativestatl.ls of. these iIlfants has been maint;ained since
birth. Four infants born in July and August, 1973, have been maintained with
their mothers: 2 within,.a.breeding colony and 2 in separate cages. These
animals are being incorpprated into studies of natural transmission of HVS.
Another four infants that were handreared in isolation will be reserved to
initiate a breeding cqlony of seronegative squirrel monkeys.

All adult feral monkeys in the breeding program have antibodies to HVS.
Attempts to isolate virus from lymphocytes from these adults by
co-cultivation with VERO cell monolayers have been succes'sful for
approximately 30 percent of the animals tested. HVS was isolated from throat
swabsrrom 2 of 30 animals tested.~ooled squirrel monkey serum has been
fractionated to obtain preparations rich in IgM, IgG, or IgA. Monospecific
antisera capable of differentiating the~e immunoglobulins have been prepared
by immunization of rabbi'ts or goats. These antisera are not commercially
avai-Iableand are required in order to determine what classes of antibody are
made in response to HVS infection.

In order to determine if altering the immune capability of squirrel monkeys
will affect the outcome o~ HVS '. infection, immunosuppression experiments have
been initiated in se-ropositiv«a animals using two drug . regimens usef.U1. in
human organ transplantat~on: (1) cyclophosphamide and (2) azathioprine and
prednisolone in combination. Experiments were. designed. to determine the
maximum tolerated dosages of these drugs, and animals were monitored for
changes in hematocrit, and total white blood cell and differential counts.
During the course of treatment the animals were immunized with various
antigens, and evidence of humoral immunosuppression in the two groups has
been obtained, particularly as regards the development of mercaptoethanol
insensitive precipitating antibody. As a t'erminal phase of this experiment
the untreated controls and cyclophosphamide-treated groups have been
re-infected with HVS and will be examined serologically and
histopathologically for differences in response to the infection. Two
monkeys were immunized with Freund's complete adjuvant to utilize the
classical cellular respo~se to· tuberculin as a model to develop procedures to
be used in testing cellular immunity to viral and tumor antigens. The
response to phytohemagglutinin is also being used in this work. Attempts
have been made to detect the release of ~crophage-migration~inhibitory-factor

(MIF) from peripheral blood lymphocytes cultured with antigen. To date MIF
has not been demonstrated using rabbit or guinea pig macrophages as indicator
cells; therefore, peritoneal exudates are being induced in squirrel monkeys
in,efforts to demonstrate MIF with a. completely homologous system.

Significance to Biomedical Research. and the·Program of the Institute: The
suggestion that viruses maY induce neoplastic diseases in man as well as in
animals has loomed as one of the foremos·t biomedical research challenges in
recent years. ,A major component of the evidence supporting this suggestion
is represented by the. association, of Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) to Burkit,t' s
lymphoma and other humanlymphoproliferative diseases. There are several
well-documented similarities between the natural history of EBV in man and HVS
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in squirrel monkeys. A most pressing question on the relationship of EBV and
human disease is the role played by the immune response. The squirrel monkey
iD.fected with HVS promises to provide an excellent model system to investigate
many parameters of the immune response at both the humoral and cellular levels.
The inability of EBV to elicit oncogenesis in most human beings, and a
similar lack of tumorigenesis in squirrel monkeys infected with HVS, strongly
suggests the need for a detailed investigation of immune mechanisms. Many of
these studies can only be done in a laboratory host system. The results could
lead to greater insight on the interaction of viruses and human neoplastic
disease.

Proposed Course: Within the next six months it is anticipated that an
~fective regimen of chemical immunosuppression in the squirrel monkey will
have been established. It is -anticipated also that approximately 53 viable
infants will be born to the breeding colonies. Most of the in'Iants will be
hand-reared in isolation from the c9lony. Some will be used to determine
their response to infection withHVS, both with!and without: immunosuppressive
treatments. By this time it is anticipated that satisfactory techniques will
be available to measure parameters of cellular immunity, as well as humoral
antibodies in these animals. Determination of the classes of immunoglobulins
involved in the humoral antibody response to.HVS wilFbe completed during the
next contract year. Observations will be continued on the natural
.transmission of HVS in the breeding colony. Horizontal transmission will be
studied in infants raised with their mothers in the colony; with their
mothers in isolation; and hand-reared in isolation. The possibility of
vertical transmission will be investigated also by attempting to isolate HVS
from caesarian-delivered infants.

Date Contract Initiated: June 29, 1973

UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON (N01-CP3-3236

Project Officer (NCr): Dr. GaryPeatson

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. Rainer Storb

Objectives: This contract involves studies in dogs with lymphosarcoma and
solid tumors, with the following objectives: (1) to set up and assess the
usefulness of immunologic assays for investigation oftUIIlor-specific antigens
of canine tumors; (2) to study the relationship between genetics and
susceptibility to cancer in dogs as a model for human studies; (3) to carry
out allogeneic marrow grafts for purposes of developing a model to study the
suspected viral induction of malignancy in human donor transplant cells; (4)
to study the immune status of dogs with tumors before, during, and after
treatment; (5) to attempt to identify· oncogenic viruses in canine lympho
sarcomas and breast cancer; and (6) to supply dog tumors to other investigators.

Immunological and Transplantation Studies on Dogs with Cancer
for the Detection of an Oncogenic Virus Carrier State

Title:
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approximately 6· months old and, have been held isolated from .. virus-infected
adults. The seronegative status of these infants has been maintained since
birth. Four infants born in July and August, 197.3, have been maintained with
their mothers: 2 within a·· breeding colony and 2in separate cages. These
animals are being incorporated into st~dies.of natural transmission of HVS.
Another four infants that were handreared in isolation will be reserved to
initiate a breeding colony of seronegative squir~el monkeys.

All adult feral monkeys in the breeding program have antibodies to HVS.
Attempts to isolate virus from lymphocytes from these adults by
co-cultivation with VEROcell monolayers have. been successful for
app:roximately 30 percent of the animals tested. HVS was isolated from throat
swabs from 2 of '30 animals tested ....Poqled squirrel monkey serum has been
fractionated·to obtainpreparations.ri,.ch in IgM,IgG, or IgA. Monospecific
antisera capable of differentiating t~~se immunoglobulins have been prepared
by immunization of rabbits or goats.~heseantiseraare not commercially
available and are required in order to determine what classes of antibody are
made in response toHVS infection.

In order to determine·if altering the immune capability of squirrel monkeys
will affect the outcome of HVS infection, immunosupprel?sion experiments. have
been initiated in seropositive. animals using two drug regimens useful in
human organ transplantation: (1) cyclophosphamide and (2) az~thioprine and
prednisolone in combination.Experim~ntswere designed to determine the
maximum tolerated dosages of these drugs, andanimals.were monitored for
changes in hematocrit, and total white blood cell and differential counts.
During the course of treatment the animals were immunized with various
antigens, and evidence of humoral immunosuppression in. the two groups has
been obtained, particularly as regards the development of mercaptoethanol
insensitive precipitating antibody. As a terminal phase of this experiment
the untreated controls and cyclophosphamide-treated groups have been
re-infected with HVS and will be examined serologically and
histopathologically for differences in response to the infection. Two
monkeys were immunized with Freund's complete adjuvant to utilize the
classical cellular response to tuberculin as a model to develop procedures to
be used in testing>cellular immunity to viraL and tumor antigens. The
response to phytohemagglutinin is also being used in this work. Attempts
have been made to detect the release of macrophage-migration-inhibitory-factor
(MIF) from peripheral blood lymphocytes cultured with antigen. To date MIF
has not been demonstrated using rabbit or·guinea pig macrophagesas indicator
cells; therefore, peritoneal exudates are being induced in squirrel monkeys
in efforts to demonstrateMIFwith a completely homologous system.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute: The
suggestion that virllses may induce neoplastic diseases in man as well as in
animals has loomed as one of the foremost biomedical research challenges in
recent years. Amaj or component of the evidence supporting this suggestion
is represented by the association of Epstein-Barr virus (:EBV) to Burkitt 's
lymphoma and other human < lymphoproliferativediseases.. There are several
well-documented siniilaritiesbetween the na·tural history of EBV inman and HVS
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Immunological and Transplantation Studies on Dog$ with Cancer
for the Detection of an Oncogenic Virus Carrier State

Title:

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. Rainer Storb

Project Officer (NCI): Dr. Gary Pearson

UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON (NOl-CP3-3236

Objectives: This contract involves studies in dogs:witb lymphosarcoma and
solid tumors, with the following objectives: (1) to set up and assess, the
usefulness of immunologic assClys for investigation oJ; tumor-specific antigens
of canine tumors; (2) to study the relationship between genetics and
susceptibility to cancer in dogs as a model forbuman studies; (3) to carry
out allogeneic marrow grafts for purposes of developing a.. model to study the
suspected viral:i.nduction of malignancy in human dO:nor transplant cells; (4)
to study the immune status of dogs with tumors before,> during, and after
treatment; (5) to attempt to identify oncogenic viruses in canine lympho
sarcomas and breast cancer; and (6) to supply dog tumors to other investigators

Date Contract Initiated: June 29, 1973

Proposed Course: Within the next six months it is anticipated that an
eTfective regimen of chemical immunosuppression in the squirrel monkey will
have been establi.shed. It isaiiticipated also that approximately 53 viable
infants will be born to the breeding colonies. Most of the inrants will be
hand-reared in isolation from the colony. Some will be used to determine
their response to infection with HVS,bothwith and without iImnunosuppressive
treatments. By this time it is anticipated that satisfactory ,techniques will
be available to measure parameters of cellular immunity, as well as humoral
antibodies in these animals. Dete~ination of the classes of immunoglobulins
involved in the humoral antibody respOnse toHVS will be completed during the
next contract year. Observations will be continued on the natural
transmis sionof HVS in the breeding colony. Horizontal'.' transmission will be
studied in infants raised with their mothers in the colony; with their
mothers in isolation; and hand-reared in isolation. The possibility of
vertical transmission will be investigated also by attempting to isolate HVS
from caesarian-delivered infants.

in squirrel monkeys. A most pressing question on the relationship of EBV and
human disease is the role piayed by the immune'response. Thesquirr~l monkey
infected with HVS promises'to provide an excellent model system to investigate
many parameters of the immune'response at both the humoraland,cellular levels.
The inability of EBV to elicit oncogenesis in most human beings, 'and a
similar lack of tumorigenesis in squirrel monkeys infected w~th HVS, strongly
suggests the need for a detailed investigation of immune mechanisms. Many of
these studies can only be done in a laboratory host system. The results could
lead to greater insight on the interaction of viruses and human neoplastic
disease.
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in the VCP for virological investigation.

Maj or. Findings: ~~olqgic.Func,tion in Dogs with Spontaneously-Occurring
Malignancies. The contractor had previously demonstrated that dogs with
lymphosarcoma (LSD) have uniform histological and clinical features and are
a suitable mode,]. of sponta.neous malignancy in ,a randomly bred species. The
immune status 'of 62 u~treated LSD and":-the clinical features and immune status
of 35 dogs withspontane9usly occurring ~olid tumors (STD) have been
investigated. Studi.el:i0f humoral immunityrevea.led low IgG levels in LSD but
not in STD. Hemagglut:inintiters.folI9vri.ng sheep RBC immunization were
suppressed in LSD and normal in STD. ,,)3imilar ffndingswereobtained
following primary and secondary immunization with bacteriophage. Cellular
immunity, assesseg1:>Y first and se<:ondsetallogeneic skin graft survival,
was impaired in LSPbut, not in STD. Response to.PPD challenge folloW'ing
sensitization withBC~a.nd iIl,vitro.}_ymphpcyte blastogenesis (LB) following
stimulation by, 'phy'toheIllagglutiniIl qr all()geneic lymphocytes were deficient in
both LSD and STD. These res.ults demonStrated that LSD have a marked
deficiency of immunologic function, w~ile STD are relatively intact
immunologically.

Lymphocyte ReactivJ..:ty to Autochthonous •Tumor Cells in Dogs, with Spontaneous
Halignancies. Lympho<:yt~~p=activity.toautochthonoustumor cells W'as
determined using fr,~sh, incl,lbated ,.cryopreserved" or trypsinized tumor cells
from 29 dogs with malignant lymphoma arid 24 dogs with solid tumors.
Lymphocytes were stimulated,in vitro by autochthonous irradiated tumor cells,
and after 6 days in culture,were incubated with 3H'thymidine. InI8 of 29
lymphoma dogs and 15 of 24 solid tumor dogs, significant reactivity of
lymphocytes to autochthpnous tumorc~llswas seen. No consistent effect of
autologous serum onlylllphocytereactivity was found. It was concluded that
tumor cells from,1D.0st d9gs with spont:~l.neous malignancies have tumor
associated antigens capable,of stimulating autochthonous lymphocytes in
cuIture. .-

Macrophage MigrationIIlhibition:Assay . (MIF}.,Theleukocyte migration
inhibition assay,has beenutili.zed to demonstratetumor--specific immunity in
dogs with spont:aneouslY'::arisingneoplasms. Several dogs sensitized to BCG
and many others sensii::t.ze~to allogeneic histocompatibility antigen were
tested. .Consistent, reproducible andsp,ecific migration inhibition was
found. Inhibition was demonitratedwiththe direct test, i.e. inhibition of
migration of peripheral lymphocytes from experimental animals in the presence
of antigen in theform.pf ,disrupt,~d,lymphocytesfromsensitized animals
(autologous arid, non-&el~£ed control::;, were included). Inhibition was also
found with the fndirect'testwhere cOllcentrated supernatesfrom mixed
cultriresof sensitized celJs ,and antig~niccells were foundiilhibitoryto the
migration o.f lymphocytes fromunrelaJ:eddogs. To date lymphocytes from 22
dogs bearing sPoIltan~Ousneoplasmshavebeentested for ability to produce
migration i:ilhibitionfact,or (MIF) when ·exposedto ,thoroughly washed
autologous tumor cells. Of 19 dogs withlymphomas,6 producedMIF. In
addition, 2 of 3 sol:ldtumor--bearing dogs also had positive tests. All
clearly positive findings were made~tilizingthe indirect test, though both
tests were eJllployed routinely. It is not· clear why immunity was not
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demonstrated in more of these dogs. It seems likely, however, tha.tmany of
these dogs lack tumor specific' immunity.

Cytotoxic Cellular Immunity Test (5ICr Release)•. AttemPt's~ are be:ing made to
establish the 5ICr release assay in allog~mHc 'histocompa,tibility
combinations in which pre-existing states 'of cell-mediated innnunity are
clearly defined by other in vitrband in vivo tests. Evidence for high level
killing was obtained,indicatiligtnatth:i$test maybe appli.c.able to tumor
specific ilmnunity indbgs bearing spontaneous neoplasms.

Lymphocyte Reactivity to Soluble Tumor Extracts •. Solublb' .ttimor extracts
prepared by the KCI solubilization method of Meltzer et al.have also been
used-as stimulants for inducing bTastogenesis of a:utologbuslymphocytes in
the tumor dogs. Seven of eight' dogs'-tested '. showed posit'i've blastogenic
response to a:utochthonous tumor extract with stimulation {ridex ~ 2.0.

Delayed Hypersensitivity Cutaneous Reactions to Autologous Tumor Extracts.
Tumor extracts were prepared by the same method used for the blastogenesis
test prepared from autologous buffy coatcellstisedascontrols. 'Positive
reactions were confirmed by histology. Three of 12 tinn6r dogs tested
exhibited positive delayed hypersensitivity cutaneous reactions to autologous
tumor extract,. while none responded to autologous buffycoat· cell extract .
These data may be significant in' view of the fact that s±x:8f these twelve
dogs were anergic toPPD challenge.

Microcytotoxicity Assay. Dogs were sensitized with tissues:from unrelated
DL-Aincompatible donors and also from DL-Acompadble donors. All 3 dogs
that were immunized with whole blood from histoincompatible'd.oliors showed
strong and reproducible lymphocyte cytotoxicity to the-donor fibroblasts.
The cytotoxicity became weaker but was still significant after 3 months.
With the exception of one, all 4 dogs grafted with ,skin fr9m
histoincompatible donors showed weak but. significimt.cYto'i'bx:i.city 1:0 target
fibroblasts after the first graft and 'stronger cytotoxicity after the second
graft. Of 8 dogs that were grafted with skin from histocqnipad.ble
littermates, six showed significant cytotoxicity todonorxskihfibroblasts.
Cultured tumor cell lines Will ,be used as target cells for the-detection of
tumor specific immunity in dogs:andmanby"this test. :,',

Irradiation-Induced Plasma Particles. Previously" a pla~a. pardcle was
discovered having a density of 1.16gm/ml containing a DNA polymerase which
utilized exogenous DNA. primers. This particle appeared in the plasma of dogs
with malignant lymphosarcoma following total body irradiation;- and also iri
the plasma- of normal dogs infused with lymphosarcoma. cells prior to total
body irradiation. The particle was notpresettt in noi:mafdogs subjected to
total body irradiation, nor was it present in normal dogsfnto which
lymphosarcoma .cellshad been infused without irradiation therapy, nor in
normal dogs -which received lymphosarcoma cells folloWing total body
irradiadon. It therefore appeared to be tmnbr-'s'peci:f:i..cand induced by
irradiation. Subsequent studies, however, have failed to provide further
information on the identity of these particulates. Electron microscopy of
both plasma pellets containing particles and- of lymphosarcoma tissue biopsied
following irradiation has been negative with regard to presence of C type
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particles,. Fu:rtherml.)re,;veryiarge quantities of plasma particles collected
by multiple unitplasmaphoresis:oL the" irradiated lymphosarcoma"":bea:ring
dogs appear to hav~ either yerylow,orabsent endogenous DNA polymerase
activity. Differential template, specificities were not determinable due to
low enzyme. activity .. , It has t;:herefore:not been possible to demonstrate the
preSence of ,c:L tru~ reverse. transcriptase in these canine particles. In.
collaboration·with\DF.Werner Schaefer at the~ Planck Institute for
Virology ip, Tuebingen,Germany, studies were conducted on the plasma particle
materialforthe,pre§ence of interspecific (gs-3) mammalian C type virus
antigen. Th,~se",st~dieswere,alsQnegative; The negative results may have'
partially been dued:oin~bility to obtain the concentration of virus
particles which Dt ., §~haefer needed for these tests. Further consideration is
presently being givel1,to more sensitive assays, such as different electron
microscopic teclmiqu,es:,and the radioimmunoassay forgs antigen. At the
present time, ther,e isng,ievidencethat;the irradiation-induced plasma
particle is a C, type virus. Attempts are now being made to detect viral RNA
in thepla,sma pa,rticles,})y hyl:u:idizationwith labeled poly u, which is
reported to be a l:;;Emsitivetest for RNA tumor viruseS.

Attempts !£. Rescue Virus ,from Cu,ltured Canine Lymphosarcoma . Cell::;. Attempts
to observecultur~c.aninelymphosarcoma cells for induction' of virus
particles af·ter . expOsure ,tobromodeoxyuridine have not yet been successful.
Established canil1el,ymphqsa,rcoma cells ,have been cultivated with RDcells
following exposure of the :lymphosarcoma cells to inducing agents like
bromodeoxyuridiIle.:No type C virus was seen. Attempts were made to modify
the ability of canine.lymphosarcoma celJ:s in tissue culture to express any
associated,vir;uses ;by ,passage;pfthesecells through immunosuppressed mice ..
Ascites tumor~s:were p~odu,cedinsome instances by injecting adult
cyclopho'sph~id-e"'7t~ea,'ted'llALBlc,mic,e ,intraperitoneally wi.th up to 107

cultured canine, lymphosarcoma cells.
;~'

Attempts t"() Rescu;an EndogenousCani.ne:C.~,Virus. Because of the
apparent efficiency,,wi,th Which RDcellsrescueendogenolls viruses from a
number of, specieS ,jltteIl1Pts' w:ere,made to rescue a putative endogenous canine
type C virus'by passage of RD cells in fetal pups which were injected
in utero between the 48 and 62 day of pregnancy. The first attempt failed.
Dog placentas a,re bein,g scanned by electron microscopy for the presence of an
endogenous ,virus.

Producti.on; pf Antiser;a,Again$t Lymphoma Cell Lines. Rabbits and goats are
beingimmuni.zed.with c,ellsde:rivedfrom individual lymphoma cell lines in an
attempt toprodvcexenogene;i..c antisera against canine lymphoma-associated
antigens. Aft:erabsorptionon caninenon.,.,malignant cells, the antisera will
be tested with lymphoma cells" initially using the complement fixation assay
which isip. use in the, laboratory forhistocompatibi.litj typing purposes.
Later, immul1ofl,uor.es~ent studies are contemplated.

Treatment of Canine Mc:LlignanciesE!.'1200R Whole Body Irradiation (TBI) and
Autologous,Ma.rrowGra,:E~s,. The randoIlllybreddogWith spontaneously-occurring
malignancy isaiIlodel, -suitable for therapel)tic studies potentially applicable
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to man. Twenty~five dogs with malignantlymphbma(L). al1.d18 dogs with solid
t~mors (ST} were treatedwithsupralethal exposuretb-TBI fol-lowed by
infusion of previously aspirated autologous marrow• In "a11'25 L dogs, marked
decrease in peripheral lymphadeno_pathywasseenwithin 4S;hours of TBL
Seventeen L dogs died within1.4 days of grafting, generally of infectiOn
related to radiation-induced granulocytopenia. Seven of'8 Ldogs had partial
or complete remissions and survived 28, 48, 65, 67, 77, 144,' and 215 days.
One dog is .still alive. Survival and clinical response were' net dependent
on clinical status before TBI, marrow cell number infused;-' or' marrow
involvement with lymphoma. Three ofthe8dClgs with· remissions were .
leukemic at the time of marrow aspiration. Of the 18 STdogs ( capalate,
3 melanoma, 3 mastocytoma, 3 osteogenicsarconia, 3 Cel br~ast, :3 mi.sceilaneous
tumo,rs), 8 survived more than 14 q.ays after TBI andautolcfg6usmarrow
grafting. Two of the 8 showed no tumor response, 3 showed minimal response
and 2 (1 mastocytoma, lca breast) showed significant partial tumor responses.
One dog was given TBland autologous "marrow after excisional surgery of
recurrent ca .of the breast and is now 'alive without evidence-of di.sease > 14
months. Clearly additional therapy is needed to sustain remissions achieved
with TBI in dogs with L and to achieve useful clinical responses in dogs with
ST. Nevertheless, the remissions achieved inL dogs, even in the face of ..
malignant cells in peripheral blood, are encouraging~ Thesesttidies
represent baseline data necessary ,to. assess the therapeu·tic effectiveness of
contemplated immunotherapeutic approachesinvobTingTBI·andliiarrow grafting.

Allogeneic Marrow Grafts. Allogeneic grafts have been performed following
1200 R total body irradiation (TBI) in 14 lymphoma (L)d6gsal1.d 7 solid
tumor (ST) dogs. Of the Ldogs, 8 died within the first 10 days while 6 have
.survived > 11, 17, 28, 50 and 65 days. The dog surviving 50 days died of
unknown cause without evidence of lymphoma, c while the oflier deatns ar,e
attributable to graft-versus-host disease (GVHD). Sofar'therehas"beenno
recurrent tumor in a long term survivor of an allogeneic graft. Among the ST
dogs, 5 died in the:i,mmediate post-:""graftingperiod, a.nd2~di.edotldays 27 and
78 with progressive· tumor. Any survivors Which will have had allogeneic
grafts froID. donors of opposite sex are potential candida"tesfer demonstrating
"induction" of tumor in donor ,cells.

Significance ~ Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute: The
dog with malignant disease is of particular interest as an experimental model
for the continued study of spontaneous tumors in a randomly bred species. It
is reasonable to, suppose. that principles derived fromstlldies in such dogs"
may be more readily translated to humanneoplastic:disease than would be
possible in studies of inbred animals or with induced or transplanted tumors.
Evidence is being sought for the presence of art oncogenic virus in dogs with
lymphosarcoma and breast' carcinoma~- Such evidence would be of special
importance in understanding the relationship of tumors and virusL-one of the
major aspects of the Virus Cancer ~rogram. Similarly, the nature 'and
importance of tumor-specific antigens in malignant disease is a major 'focus
of current investigations supported by the National Cancer .Institute. It is
planned to continue to explore-a number of different asays for tumor-specific
antigens, in an attempt to establish the incidence and importance of such
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antigens in naturally occurring dog tumors. Finally, marrow transplantation
is a current therapeutic approach to the treatment of human-leukemia. One
problem enoucntered, in these clinical studies has been recurrence of leukemia
in donor-type cells, which has been attributed to viral transformation.
Similar studies are-being conducted in tumor dogs in an attempt to observe
this phenomenon in an an::i..mal model as an approach to the identification of
an infectiousag~ntin the etiology of canine malignancies.

Proposed Course: (1) Efforts will continue toward applying immunological
assays for the detection of tumor-specific antigens on canine tumors.
Particular emphasis will be given to the specificity of the immune reactions
bring detected with different types of cancer; (2) allogeneic marrow grafting
will be continued to study the question of recurrence of malignancy in donor
cells; (3) efforts will continue to identify and characterize the polymerase
containing particulate released into the plasma of lymphosarcomatous dogs
following whole-body x-irradiation using more sensitive biochemical methods;
(4) attempts to' induce·theproductionof a canine endogenous virus will
continue. The major approaches will be co-cultivation of canine tumors with
cells from other species and activation procedures; (5) DL-A typing will
continue on tumor-hearing-dogs to determine the possible relationship ,of
genetics tothesu'sceptihility to different types of cancers; (6) studies
will continue on the immune status of dogs with tumors before, during, and
after treatment; and (7) canine tumors, particularly breast cancers, will

.be supplied to other investigators in the VCP for virological investigation.

Date.-Contract Initiated: November 1, 1971
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5. PROGRAM MANAGEMENT SEGMENT

Dr. J. B. Moloney, ADVO, DCCP, NCI,' Chairman
Dr. Louis R. Sibal, OADVO, DCCP, NCI, Executive Secretary

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH DAKOTA (NOl-CP6-0008), GRAND FORKS, .'. NORTH· DAKOTA

Title: Quantitative Studies on the Transmission of Selected Herpesviruses
and Type C RNA Viruses by Arthropods.

Contractor's Proj ect Director: Dr. Robert G. Fischer

-Project· Officer (NCI) : Dr. George J. Burton

Objectives: The major objective is to determine whethel:' the following dis
eases,induced by DNA or RNA Viruses, can be transmitted from. infected
animals to healthy susceptible animals by arthropods, ,with special reference
to virus quantitation: Marek's disease, cytomegalovirus inclusion disease
(Henson), and Friend leukemia. Mechanical and biological transmission
studies will be undertaken. Specificobjectivesare/{a)to determine
oncogenic virus levels in arthropods which have ,fed on experimentally infected
donor animals of known viral blood titer (extrinsic incubation studies), and
(b) to determine infection and·transmission rates in those arthropods which
demonstrate potential biological vectorial ability. '

Major Findings: Experiments were conducted to determine how long cytomegalo~

virus (Henson) could be maintained in an active state in certain species of
insects. Viability of CMV in these insects following'a single blood meal
from CMV-infected mice was as follows: Aedes aegypti, 4 days; Anopheles
quadrimaculatus, 4 days; Culex pipiens pipiens, 1 day; and Culex pipiens
quinquefasciatus, 1 1ay. Stomoxys calcitrans flies fed on infected mice
maintained virus for 23-26 days, and those flies fed on infected salivary
gland-blood mixture maintained virus for 10 days. The virus was detected
again in the latter group of flies at between' 22 and 28 days.

Studies were initiated with stable flies (Stomoxys calcitrans) and Friend
leukemia virus to determine viability in flies fed a single blood meal
containing FLV. Maintenance of these flies was then carried out by feeding
them on normal mice rather than on human blood as was done previously.
Viability of FLV was determined at intervals of 1, 3, 7, 10, 14 and 18. days
postfeeding. The flies were randomly. selected and indiVidually ground in
a TenBroeck homogenizer in 0.5 ml P.S.S. solution, and injected into a
single recipient mouse per experiment. FLV in the flies was demonstrated
at 1, 3, and 7 days following a single infected blood meal, using in vivo
disease parameters only. Biological transmission attempts were made at 1, 2,
3, 4, 8, 9, and 11 days intervals following the initial FLV-infected blood
meal. One- to l4-day old suckling mice were exposed to the infected flies,
and then returned to the mothers. They will be observed for 3 months, and
then examined for FLV infection. Collaborative experiments with Life
Sciences Inc., St. Petersburg, Florida, are in progress on insect trans
mission of Marek's disease.
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Significance to Biomed~cal Research and the Program of the Institute:
Viruses may be transmitted biologically or mechanically by arthropod vectors.
MOsquitoes, ~iting flies, fleas, ticks, and mites may suck blood from both
man and. domestic animals (including birds) closely associated with man. It
is, therefore, importarl.t,toinvestigatewhether ohcqgenic viruses present
in infected animals are potentially transferable to man. If such a vector
is found, measures can be taken to control or prevent contact between the
vector and human hosts. These basic studies will permit one to determine
which arthropods should be further investigated in this regard.

Proposed Course: lrisecttransmissionexperiments,will he continued with
Marek's disease virus, murine cytomegalovirus (Henson strain) " and Friend
leukemia virus, using mosquitoes'; .flies, fleas, and other arthropods.
Additional specieswill.be used as test insects in transmission experiments
when availahleitistiffi~ient numbers.,;· '

Date Contract Initiated: October 27, 1965
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LITTONBIONETICS, INC. (N01-:-CN-23294),BETHESDA, MARYLAND

Title: Operation and Maintenance of the. Fredex;ick Ca:hcerResearch Center at
Frederick, Maryland

Contractor'sProjectDirector: Dr. RobertE~ Stevenson

Project Officer (NCI): Dr. William W. Payne

Objectives:

A. To develop and establish large--scale virus production and purification
capabilities to meet NCIprogramreqUirements.

B. To conduct developmental resea~chrelative to virus production of those
oncogenic or suspected oncogenic viruses forwhichnoes.tablished protocols
exist or for which existing protocols have failed to consistently provide a
suitable product.

C. To prepare special viral diagnostic and test reagents including
developmental research to either improve established techniques or improvise
new ones as necessary.

D. To perform basic research in support of existing NCI programs pertaining
to the role of virus in the etiology of human neoplasms; pursue research
objectives, determined by NCI staff, reflecting those areas of scientific
investigation that require special emphasis and/or expanded activities and
that can maximally utilize FCRC facilities.

E. To evaluate potential hazards associated with research activities in
viral oncology and chemical carcinogenesis and to develop adequate protective
measures in support of the NCI Office of Biohazards and Environmental Health.

F. To develop and implement a safety and environmental control program for
the Frederick Cancer Research Center (FCRC) and to support applied and basic
studies that will be performed by the Office of Biohazards and Environmental
Control.

G. To establish, maintain and operate an Advanced Systems Laboratory for
research in viral oncology, which shall contain the most modern equipment and
safety features available for special programs conducted by NCI and visiting
scientists.

H. To operate an animal farm for the breeding of rodents to meet the needs
of research programs at FCRC and for shipment to other NCI operations as
production permits.
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Major Findings:

Those Projects that ate completely funded by Viral Oncology are the
following:

Project 1, Virus Production. During the period 5 February 1973 to 27 January
1974, 8,840 liters· of·v·iruses were produced and 8,622 liters were concentrated
in 122 separate product lots, yielding a total of 11,031 milliliters .of
concentrated and purified virus. Of this amount, 7,608 milliliters were
released to investigators within The Virus Cancer Program, thereby fulfilling
100 percent of that amount r.equested by the Office of Program Resources and
Logistics for investigators ,and 842 millilit-ers were released within the
FeRC for productcha.racterization. Approximately 96 percent of the material
was ~uscher murine. leukemia virus (RIN). A second agent, woolly monkey
virus (SSV-l),wa.sphased into production, with current production levels at
50 liters perwee.k., Five small lot's 0.£ other viruses were produced for
Program investiga.tors~ In addition, a system for suspension culture
production of RLV was developed, and anew high-producer RLV seed lot
developed.

Project 2, Developmen,talResearch. Hightitered EBV was produced by
optimizing groWthparame~ersoftheP3HR-l cell line. The values studied
included cell g:rowthcurves, virus harvest time, purification methodology
and storage conditions~Litervolumeswere produced under these conditions
maintaining· high virus titer.

Mouse mammary tumor virus was studied in vitro; significant progress
was achieved in increased levels of MMTV antigens, DNA polymerase, and
type B particles in the absence of type C particles by hormonal treatment of
the cultures. Biochemical and biological characterization of the in vitro
product was initiated.

The·Gibbon ape virus project was. terminated during the year to concentrate
on the above projects.

The quality control activity formerly associated with this project was
transferred to a. new product evaluation group; this project continues to
provide EM services, ".however, required. for this work.

Project 3, Vira.lDiagnostic and Test Reagents. The RLV reverse transcriptase
enzyme has been purified 30-foldwith50 percent recovery by column
chromatography. The enzyme is free of cellular polymerases, RNase, DNase,
terminal trarisferase;, and RNApolymerase activity. Its,molecular weight and
activity with various synthetic. primer-templates indicate that it is the
viral enzyme. It contains RNase H but this activity can be removed by
further chromatography on affinity columns. The purified enzyme has been
injected into rabbits and guinea pigs, and the resultant IgG has been
isolated and shown to possess potent inhibitory activity.
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The RLV p30 was initially purified by isofocusing but can now be purified
s~ultaneouslywith the RDDP. This latter material shows a single protein
band on SDS gels with a molecular weight of 30,000. Antiserum.has been
prepared against the isofocused material and is currently being prepared
against the column~purifiedmaterial.

All of the product' characterization of the virus produced '., within Proj ect 1
was being performed within this project but was. transfer,red to a separate
section in November,1973.

The FCRC Viral Oncology Quality Control testing program wa13reorganized on
November 27 with the creation ofa Product Evaluation SeC.tion to provide
product characterization tests, and a Product Evaluatio~Gommittee to guide
the testing program. The reorganization was coupled with the physical
relocation of the Product Evaluat:!:,onSection so that all technical personnel
are grouped in adjacent laboratories. The net effect of these actions is
expected to provide an expanded, responsive testing program which provides
for better biological standardization.

ProjectS, Ncr Office of Biohazards and Environmental Control. A number of
applied research programs were undertaken during the year. A laminar flow
system for handling experimental animals was designed, constructed and
installed in an an~al room in the safety building. The system has been
extensively tested with a variety of animals and infectious diseases. The
system will prevent animal cross-infection and will protect.gnimal handlers.
Disinfection studies of oncogenic viruses by various chemicals is being
carried out in order to list suitable disinfectants that may be used to
inactivate oncogenic viruses.

Project l3a, Herpes Simplex Virus. The Herpesvirus (HSV).project supported
the work of Dr. Albert B. Sabin in testing 600 human sera from patients with
numerous cancer types. It was found that at least nine varieties of
advanced cancer sera specifically react in complement fixation (CF) tests'
against HSV-induced nonvirion antigen(s). Sera from persons free of cancer,
or with recurrent HSV infections, do not react in the CFtest.

Reagents produced to support the CFwork were HEp2 cultures infected for
production of stock virus and virion antigen, primary.guinea pig kidney
cultures grown in guinea pig serum for nonvirion antigen and stock virus for
immunization of guinea pigs, and guinea ~ig kidney c~lturesin fetal calf
serum for nonvirion antigen for CF testing.

Project l3b, Virus Disease Modification.' Seven compounclswere tested for
antiviral activity against Rauscher Leukemia Virus. Compounds VDS 29,
VDS 31 (Levamisole), and VDS 24 reduced splenomegaly and/or viremia, but only
at an early stage of the disease.
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In the LSTRA Leukemia tumor system a greater number of compounds have been
evaluated as supplements to BCNU chemotherapy. Those compounds which
significantly increased both the median survival time. and incidence of tumor
regression included interferon, VDS 31, analogs of VDS 31 (VDS 31A, 3lC,
3lD) VDS 52 (ti.loronehydrochloride), and analogs of VDS 52 (VDS 60, 63,
and 65).

Two in vitro assays.have been adopted for us~ in the study of host immtme
response to chemical and biological stimuli. These are the Jerne Plaque
technique (a method for detecting humoral immune response) and the Lymphocyte
Stimulation Assay (a method for quantitating cell-mediated immunity). The
latter assay can be utilized for i~unostimulationeither in mice or in
splenic lymphocytes cultured in vitro. Stimulation of splenic lymphocytes
in vitro and the humoral response in.. vivo was noted with VDS 31 using these
procedures. Analogs of both VDS 31 (VDS 3lA and 3lC) and VDS 52 (VDS 56,
62 and 63) werealso]?ositive in the Lymphocyte Stimulation Assay. An
additional substance, a Staphlococcus aureus extract, was also positive in
the J erne Plaque Assay.

Both the in vivo and '. in vitro chemotherapy sections are continuing to work
on the improvement of existing laboratory procedures as well as the develop
ment of additional techniques.

AMV virus was partially purified and subsequently utilized for purification
of the RNA-dependent DNA polymerase (reverse transcriptase). By the
modification of previously reported procedures, a method was obtained for
purification of RLVreverse transcriptase. Both of the purified
transcriptaseswere"utilized in drug inhibition studies and found to differ
in sensitivity to'streptovaricin U, theAMV reverse transcriptase being more
sensitive. Preliminary studies indicate that. the site of inhibition by
streptovaricin U is located on the polYmel:'asemolecule and not on the
template. Tilorone hydrochloride and seven o.f its analogs (VDS 57, 58, 59,
60, 62, 63 and 64) werealLfotmd to be potent inhibitors of both RLV and
AM!.Jtranscriptase with the RLV enzYme appearing to be more sensitive. The
analogs containing either dimethylaminoethosy-or piperidinobutyryl-substi
tuents were excellent inhibitors.

Project l3c, Purification and Characterization of Virus Associated Tumor
Antigens. Soluble antigens have been extracted from syngeneic SV40-transformed
BALB 3T3 tumor cells with 3M KCl. These antigens elicit a specific delayed
hypersensitivity.reaction in syngeneic tumor immune BALB/c mice. Subfractions
of the extracted antigens have been tested for tumor protection. Results
have shown that several fractions are necessary to provide this protection.
A method has been devised to determine picClgram. quantities of animesugars.
This methodwilLbe employed. in antigen characterization.

Project l3d, Primate Virus Section. The NCI Primate Virus Section has been
established at FCRC. Laboratories have been completely renovated and
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facilities for the study of human and non-human primate oncogenic viruses
are now in operation. Containment facilities for the use of moderate risk
viruses have been established and satisfyEISH-FCRC Biohazard Standards; a
radioisotope program has been approved and fa.cilities for the monitoring
and disposal of radioactive waste materials have been provided.

Various human and non-human prim.a.te cell lines are now being propagated and
experiments focusing on the role of Herpesvirus saimiri; EBV and human. cell
adapted RLV and other primate viruses in oncogenesis are presently being
conducted. The use of the facility asa center for the evaluation and
testing of reagents and sera and as a training facility for visiting
scientists, both from the U.S~ and abroad, is being contemplated.

Those Projects that are partially funded by Viral Oncology are the following:

Proj ect 4, Environmental ControL .. ·Several training programs were conducted
during the year, and support was· given the NCLOffice of Biohazards and
Environmental Control, who sponsored a seminar at FCRCoR Centrifuge
Biohazards. The various control, inspection training. programs and applied
research in the areas of biological, chemical and radiological safety were
carried out without significant difficulties. Special emphasis and effort
have been directed towards-safety in the use, handling, storage and disposal
of chemical carcinogens. This will remain an area of intense effort in the
future.

Project 6, Advanced Systems Laboratory. O'Connor SA....4Project - Studies
were initiated in March, 1973, for the purpose of evaluating this human
oncogenic candidate virus and are now in the final stage. The cells, under
two different culture systems have been evaluated for optimal induction
permitting large-scale production of the viral agent as demonstrated by
reproducible polYmerase and simultaneous detection assays. In <::iddition,
a new enzyme, an RNA-directed DNA polymerase (RDDP), has been isolated and
characterized. Polymerase is not neutralized by anti-mouse RDDP serum. The
large-scale probe material necessary for species identification is in the
initial stage of production. This material in sufficient quantity will be
used for hybridization work by Dr.E.Chan at Columbia University, New York.

Studies in Biochemistry - A serum protein, common to mice bearing over
15 tumor lines, has been identified. This protein is being purified and
characterized. A monospecific antiserum, prepared with the use of acrylamide
gel slices, is being utilized in this analysis.

Developmental Electronmicroscopy - The present objectives and research
projects of the Developmental Electronmicroscopy section are: (1) to develop
more efficient and useful methods of utilizing ·.the electron beam for
quantitative and qualitative measurements of biological specimens with the
transmission (TEM) and scanningelectronmieroscopes (SEM); (2) to develop
the appropriate techniques of specimen preparation for these measurements;
and (3) to perform independent and collaborative research using the TEM and
SEM.
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Project 12, Animal Breeding. -During calendar year 1973, the Animal-Farm
produced over 252,000 labo.ratory animals of 26 di,fferent species or strains
for use in cancer research programs. the production of F 344 rats and
B6C3Fl hybrid mice has been increased to .meet additional requirements. Rapid
expansion of the breeding colony for the nude Athymic mouse has been required
as the unique usefulness of these animals has become more widely recognized
and the realization that they can be maintained in the laboratory when
reasonable precautions are taken to preserve their health. Heavy demand for
all three strains of,<guinea pigs. has continued. Manyintricat:e manipulations
are now in progre~s;withinall production colonies, which include timed
pregnancy, issue of newbo:rn, aging and the production of large numbers of
hyhrid combinat~ons~ The initial shipment of mice.in filtered containers
was received at FCRC ~l:'omtheVRB-b.arrier colony thelas.t week in November
and these aniIDals-ar~housedinbarrier Building 1033. This shipment is the
beginning of the effort to reconstitu~eall rodent colonies at FCRC free of
all de.monstrable ...e...vid.eiic.. e _of viral con.t.aInination. Alterations to Building
1021 have b,eencqmp1eted.' A gnotobiotic capability is now possible with the
completion of the -r~novations. to Building 1030.

Significance to Biomedical ResearchandtheProgr.am of the Institute:

The Viral Oncology projects that have been initiated at Ji'CRC include an
expanded program to ~~e available a wide variety of high quality biological
resources that arenece~s~ry,forNCI prqgrams in virology, immunology,
chemotherapy, molecular biology, genetics and election microscopy. They will
also prOVide important information and safety design criteria in the area of
biological hazards; and environmental control that willllemade available. to
a large numberof .1~boFatories!ngagedin cancer research. Plans will also
include the establishment of high caliber laboratOFY facilities to be
employed for special investigations and advanced workshops involving workers
from both this co~t:ry Cinci,abroad•. Finally, the basic research effort will
augment the Cancer P~ogramby providing information on problems related to
the elucidation o~ human neoplastic di~ease re.1.ativeto detection, prevention
and controL

Proposed Course:

Although prggrams will·· be carried. out in a manner similar to those mentioned
above, effort will be directed toward an increased emphasis upon project
flexibility to utilize FCRC staff and facilities as advantageously as possible
to:reflect Program needs, and to elevCite the level, of int:egration of all
Viral Oncology FCRC activities not only with each other in-house but also
with other outside laboratories engaged in. related work.

Date Contract Initiated: June. 26, 1972
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, SUMMARY REPORT

6. SOLID TUMOR VIRUS SEGMENT CONTRACTS

July 1, 1~73 through June 30, 1974

Introduction

Emphasis in VCB-STV programs has continuously been on those problems in
cancer which appeared to be. most amenable to attack. ,111. trying to summarize
the_1974 achievements of these programs~ itbecame ob\riolls that, with some·
exceptions, the work of most of the STVJbontract and inhquseresearch
projects were so freqllentlyinterm~shedwiththose ofothers in ,,:fforts to
achieve major objectives (cited below) tllat it was f:t~qt!ently impossible
to discuss individual project accomplishments o'f one coricr,act withotit at the
same time discussing the contribution.sof two ormore otller groups. This
is reflected in the foregoing VCB, sUIIUDary:' It is alsoapparen.t in the
publications made by VCB-STV scientists during the 1974 (iscal year.

The major targets of the STV programs cart be listed as foi16~~:

A. Determination of the specificrol~s of RNA,and DNAv;iruses in the
etiology of cancer, including those transmitted end9geliduslYby g~netic
inheritance and those transmitted exogenously, either vertically or
horizontally.

B. Identification at the cellular lev~l of specific host ,gene control factors
such as regul~ting mechanisms which either predispose to ~ricreasedor

decreased RNA virus and tumor expressions~

C. Studies of the specifiC: host immune response factors~hich either pre
dispose and lor increase virus and cancer expressions inc.luding iriJmune
responses that may eventually be used to prevent cancer' of:- control its
growth.

D. Studies of exogenous carcinogenic factors present in the human eeology
of agents which precipitate virus expressions as well as,~ancerous responses.
In this area special emphasis is placed on.interactions between vital and
chemical carcinogens.

Dr. John Riggs (California State Department'of Public' Health)", in cotlabor
ationwith Dr" Paul Arnstein (NCI Project' Officer), ha'S', successfully
transplanted a number of humanma,lignant hUIilan tumors into anti--thymocyte
serum treated (ATST) mice. TWo of 13 attempts resulted in growth of the
tumor material. Among 36 previously transplanted human tumor lines, 10
"picked up" an NIH Swiss mouse type C virus; and of seven transplanted into
highly "switched off" C57/L mice~ one was positive for murine type virus.
Thus, this method adopted to recover the putative human type C virus was
successful in recovery of the murine xenotropic virus. TWo animal tumor
lines are currently being co-cultivated with human tumors in the ATST mice
in order to favor emergence of the putative xenotropic human oncorna virus.
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Studies on vaccine-induced -resistance ofATST mice to transplantation of
human tumor cellsindicatetIilit resistance is easily established and
demonstrable. These stild.ies'are providing· important methodology in the
search for the human tumor virus,~and thefeasibil:i.ty of vaccine and other
approacnesto cancer prevention and.' control. Since the neoplasms produced
in the ATST mice remain morp-hologically"human, If exPeriments can be
designed to test chemical, physical or biologic influences on human solid
tumors without the involvement of human tumors.

Dr. Thomas Kawa.katni and his associates (University ofCal:i.forn:i.a, Davis)
have isolated two:type C RN.A.virusesfrom· subhuman primates (woolly monkey
aad gibbon apevirus~s)whichappear to be associated ~th neoplasias·in
the respective species,'but do not appear.to·be the xenotropic viruses in
either case. Th'ese viru~es are being studied intensively by a number of
parameters (bidchemically,immt.lllol1:?gically, by electron mIcroscope, etc.) and
compared withisolat.'~scif other species. Immune response studies have
revealed that these.' animals develop <antibody to both the envelope and group
specific viral antigens., The methodology used to recover the.above isolates
is now being applied to the human system. The finding of two type C viruses
associated with .tumors of different primate species is evidence that the
higher ani.IImls,iIl¢I~dingman, are likely to be. among the growing number of
species harboring type'C viruses associated etiologically with cancer.

Drs. Bishop andv.arm.-u~ (University of 'California School of Med:i.cine,
San Francisco) ,have assembled a relativelycolllplete array of techniques for
the study of RNA ,tumor viruses bymolecularhybrid:i.zation. In studies on
the genetic rela:~~d.riess of type Cviruses, they have the genomes of type C
viruses from diffef~nt,host species were generally not related; i.e., an
endogenous "irus df-~hickenssharedno nUf-Ieotide seCluences With DNA from
avian species' other than chicken. This group is alsowork:i.ng on methods to
develop culturedsotirce~ of all major~variants of the mouse mammary tumor
virus (MMTV)., arid. te"desc.ribe .the ,chemical an~ humoral factors which
facilitate,growtll ofihe. virus. ,. In mo+ec~larhybr:i.dizat:i.on stooies w:i.th
nucleic acids .. fron,l nO:rIn<ll and maligilant human breas~ tissue, no detectable
hybridization bkttv~eIi MMTv DNA .andRNA.fromhuman tissues was obtained. In
addition, reactioIlsbetweeIlMMTVDNAand human DNA. were observed only if the
conditions for hy5t-idization·werenon-stringEmt. In the latter instance, the
observed reactioIl~, we:renot species-specific and were therefore of uncertain
significance. The~e.studie,s areproviaing an important insight into the
mechanism by whis~¥NA tUmor viruses bring about malignant transformation.

Dr. Frank Lilly (Einstein Medical, College), ~orkin.g on the gen,etic and
immunologic factors iIi viral leukemogenesis, has defined two new genes
governing response to the B-tropic Friend virus. He has also demonstrated a
very strong correlation between leukemia and virus titer and a much weaker
correlation between the disease and both H-2type and sex, showing that Fv""'"l,
which is ,the major facfor influencing virus titer in the cross used, was a
major factor.govern;in,g leukemia occurrence in these mice. He has also. shown
that either FV-:i ora closely linked gene governs the level of expression
of the gs-iant:i.genin tlie'(BALB/c X AKR) X AKR backcross. A very interesting
finding,was the demonstration of genetic control of chem:i.cal earcinogenesis
governing tumor response. These studi.:es are relevant to' the human cancer
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problem, since one of the basic ,facts about~~orbiology~~that.. genetic
mechanisms of the.host are known to exert major, control.oyereXpx-ession of
oncogenicity. By defining, t,he loci,and IlIa:r~ersa.ss~ciatedw!,t:1l, leukemo
genesis,it should be possible to undertake syst~tic studies" of ):he precise
immunochemical mechanism governed by individual. loci, with the objective
of encouraging or altering t,heir immunogenetic effe~ts to,p:r:CJrlde maximum
resistance against cancer.

Studies or RNA tumor viruses at Flow Laboratories, Inc. This contract
serves as the major source in the VCP of reagent:; used for,tYcP:i.ngspecies
specific. type C viruses of a. host Qfan:i.malc~teiories. Dx-.Raymond Gilden
and hia associates have done much .of th,e chaiact~rizat'ion,.of lII8:ny" of the '
subunits of themoufle, rat, hamster, cat .and priInate,~e¢V:lrllSeSusing
highly sophisticated methodology, muchQf which was dev(i!lopeda,t: ,Flow. The
expertise of the laboratory is particularly.usef:ul in chaJ:'aqt~:r;:i.zing new ,
isolates and determining their relationship to each other aAd';ih.eir
probable species of origin. ThiscoIltrac.~.alsbcafries,lnajot"responsibility
for,producing and safety testing formalin-ldl:ledvacc:f.nes from concentrated
banded mouse v.iruses,and hamster, I:'at aIldpJ:'imate viruses.

In collabora,tionwith pr~ Berge Hampar (NCI Proj.ectOfficer),; this'grQup has
been working on theD&' h~rpesviruses asw~ll as tlle type'G~ vi:ruses.
Studies with the Epstein-Barr virus have concentrated on the me~hanism of
latency and virus activation. Findings suggest.f:h.a;t sqmeas;yetund~ter

mined priIp.ingevent may be requiI:';ed before •cells'b(i!com~suscl!ptible to
drug-induced virus activation. , Further, thefindings, suggtasted t~attheDNA

synthesized during. t.he<:ells' S-l periQd .... contained un:i.que 'f3~q~ences which
controlled activation of ,the repressed Epste:i.n':'Barr viralg~C>me.. Additional
studies (in collaboration with, Dr. ~',. N'onoyama,) indicated~EhCft the, repressed
Epstein-Barr viral genome replicated dur:i.ngthe 5-1 period, a,tCl. time which
corresponded temporally to the critical.peri0cifor activat::l0ti inciuced by IdU.
This was consistent with the propositioll that: ,viral.activa,tii:m OCCUrred at
or near the site of the, repressed Viral.' genome, a:nd. that:th~rTpressed
genome might be physically assQcia.ted with. early rep:I.ica,t:iJ:lg ~e+l DNA. In
addition. to this contract.. peing the major source of., reagen~slor. typing type
C tumor viruses, the,contr<;ictor's expertise for pUfifyi,ng,vii-y,ses,and subviral
components and. for preparing antisera of kp.ownspeciIici.tyluj.~'aliowedrapid'
and reliable identification of viruses isolat7cl •. :from various species.' This is
particularly important in instances whereviruses·isolatedp.a,V:~been ohtained
from human tissu~s. 'rhecontractoris also inyolvec:iinbiological and
biomedical studies relating to the mechanism of typeCv{rus persistence in
cells and the differentiation of events leading to.. cell, transformation, and
herpesvirus studies d:irected, towards delineating th~ mech~:ism oftI:ieir
latency in human cells and determiningthereieva.n~eof herpesviruses
associated with human tumors. 'rhe vaccine studies will have direct relevance
to modifying ,the human canCer experience.

Dr. David Allen (Harvard University) is nearing completion'of. determining the
amino acid sequence of gs~b~ an ,avian leukosis group specific ant:i.gen from
avian.myeloblastosis virus (AMV) • . Thes~were-sequences with substantial new
information concerning the C",,:,terminal portipn of themole~ule. In addition,
micropeptide mapping wasut:i.li,zed toisolatepept:i.des which may splve the
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small portion of the amino acid sequence remaJ..nJ..ng to be determined. He has
also made progress in studying the antigenic sites of gs~a by fractionating
the cyanogen bromide peptides, by gel diffusion, and in determining their
antigenicity by complement fixation and immunodiffusion. The AMV is being
used as a model system prior to initiating similar studies with the inter
species antigen (gs-3) of mammalian viruses. The availability of a highly
specific and purified antibody against the interspecies antigen would
considerably aid in finding antigenic fingerprints of a potentially oncogenic
virus in human neoplastic tissue.

Dr. Robert C. Good (Hazleton Laboratories, Inc.), in collaboration with
Dr. Stuart A. Aaronson, NCI Project Officer, and several of his associates
in NCI, including Drs. John Stephenson and Steven Tronick), have had
several major findings. They have demonstrated multiple endogenous type C
viruses present in mouse cells of different strains; and that biologically
distinguishable type C viruses of one cell segregate in Mendelian fashion in
appropriate genetic crosses, indicating that the loci detected represent
virus structural information rather than regulatory genes affecting virus
e."'l:pression •.. Biochemical evidence, obtained by hybridization of cellular DNA
with type C virus DNA probes, has shown that the virus-specific DNA is
localized within the high molecular weight DNA of the mouse cell. One virus,
induced from virus-negative mouse cells, caused lymphatic leukemia in a low
leukemia incidence strain. These findings establish the oncogenicity of
naturally-integrated type C viruses. In efforts to understand the regulatory
processes involved in control of potentially malignant endogenous viral genes,
it was shown that the Fv-l genetic locus markedly influenced the expression
of certain endogenous viruses, but had little or no effect on others. Further,
a new and highly potent class of chemical inducers of type C virus, protein
synthesis inhibitors, was discovered. These inducers differed from
halogenated pyrimidines in their ability to activate distinguishable endogenous
viruses of the same cell, providing further evidence. that cellular regulatory
factors specific for each virus must exist. In attempts to define the
mechanisms involved in type C virus replication, conditional lethal mutants
of MuLV were characterized into three physiological classes, d~fective in
replication functions at the nonpermissive temperature. This group has also
developed very sensitive and specific immunological assays for type C viral
proteins. Immunoassays for type-specific determinants on the 12,000 and
30,000 M.W. polypeptides, in particular, have proven very useful as markers
for different virus strains for genetic studies and in the identification of
new virus isolates. These tests, along with biochemical methods involving
DNA-DNA and RNA-DNA hybridization, have been used to search fo~ type C virus
information in human cells.

Dr. Hans Meier, Dr. Ben Taylor and their associates (Jackson Laboratory),
have been working on the genetic mechanisms underlying regulating cancer
expression, in studies complementary to those of Dr. Lilly at Einstein. They
have found a highly significant and predictable association between endogenous
viral expression in early life and leukemias and reticulum cell sarcomas
with advancing age, establishing that the type C RNA virus was the major
determinant of these tumors. They also fDund evidence of genetic control of
the group-specific antigen of murine leukemia virus. Alleles permissive to
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gs antigen expression .were found to be dominant·· to their nonpermissive
alleles. This grorlphas developed a' highly effective model 'system for
evaluating theeffec.ts··of aft anti-viralcan.cervaccine, utilizing l-ethyl-l
nitrosourea (ENU) in defined inbred strains of mice. It was observed that
ENU, administeb~dtrans'Placeri.tallY, caused teratogenic and carc:i.nogenic
effects in offspring of·ENU':"'trea.tedmothers. The outcome of ENU-induced
effects was found tobeprimarilydepeIident uporimaternal hereditary traits
rather than the' fetal genotype; and a significant association was found
between gs antigen and in Some cases complete viral expression and chemically
induced Eumors, 'but the'rate of tumor induction and activation of infectious
or subinfectiotls viral expression l.7aS influenced by the mouse strain. In
strains with complete virus expression' the induction of tumor was accelerated;

'whereas, in strains with a largely.. uneipressedviraloncogenic m.echanism,
ENU induced tumors through a combined viral-chemical action. A consistently
high incidence and development of tumerswithin less than 10 weeks occurred
in certain Fl mce, represen.t:lng an ideal model for the simultaneous
evaluation of anti-type C viral vaccines against tumors. Another interesting
model strain was theImsIJ "hairless'" mouse for studying·the relationship
between iDmiunodeficiericyand leukelllogenesis. In studies done to date in the
HRS/J, there appeared to bea deficien.t,!'collaboration" among different
lymphoid cell types or a deficiency in the proliferative capacity of
immunocompetenEcells'in the homozygous mut:~nt resulting in an ineffective
immunosurveillanceagainstleukemogenesis. This group also developed a
promisingmicromethod'f'orculturingmouse peripheral blOod lymphocytes that
requires onl,y50 ulof'blo6d,avoids'theneed for tedious cell separations,
and obviates the lise' of heterologous sera • This method should be useful in
investigation~ of ·Elle :;functi6nof peripheral lymphocytes and allow for. study
of the genetic control governing responses to phytohemagglutinin or other
antigens. In addition toprovidingbasicin.formation on the genetic
mechanisms·unde.rlyi.rig'oncogene.sis and'its regulation, this contractor has
developed a number of highly relevant systems for studying the effects of
viralinhibitorsandvaccine.s.

The Microbiological Associates, Inc. (Bethesda) contract, which includes a
subcontract with theCliildren's Hospital'of.Akron, embraces four major tasks.
Maj or findings were as follows:"

Task A: Studies' related to a search for human type C· virus. Dr. Lee Vernon
has seen type C particles ...• in 17/20 norml human· placentas examined by
electron microscopy to date~ EXtensive efforts are in process in the
laboratories of DE Johng Rhim, Drs. Paul Price and Ila.n.Shif and Dr.
Aaron Freeman (Chilare.n'sHospital of Akron), to isolate type C particles
from human placentas and/or human tissue using co-cultivation, various
culture techIii.quesB,lld chemical'treatment. TypeC part:icles were also
readily found in the placenta' of a rhesus monkey, and studies in other
subhuman prim3.tes ai'e' planned, the latter purely for purposes of comparative
morphology and implications for human studies. Dr. Vernon has.also engaged
in electron microscopic studies of the human paralytic disease, amyotrophic
lateral scleros:is(ALS). This is of particular interest because of the
discovery of aw'ild·mouse typeC virus which produces an,analogous disease
in mice. The la:tterpantropic virus conceivably could be implicated in
human ALS,in v:iewof the huIlla.n exposure to mouse viruses through grain and
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grain products. Replication' of Ki-MSV inh~n,celllines of normal and
neoplastic origin are in process to att:empt to isolate, h~n'..nonproducer·
(NP) cells. Such isolates may be usefulinturningon,a human type C virus.

Task B: Studies related to the pt;'evention and treatment of tumors.
Drs. Price and Shif have shown i.n vitro that the.antibioti~ streptonigrin at
nontoxic levels protected· Fischer rateJ;llbryo cells;, from, transformation by
3-methylcholanthrene, 7, l2-dimethylbenzanthracene or benzypyrene, and that
the same dose which inhibited chemical transformation also inhibited IdU
induction of the endogenous rat type C viru.s. Drs. Whit,mire, and Kouri
completed studies to dectermine the effect of tissuecultllre-derived
interferon on MCA tumor induction inthr,ee Sltrains of mice. It was found
that ,at 4 months interferon significi3,ntly reduced tumor incidence in all
groups except CF-l neonates; "however, at 10 months the reduction in tumor
incidence was less significant. Since earlier studies had demonstrated
that interferon reduced MCA tumor induction in CF.-:l neonates using mouse
sera' interferon, one more series of·, studie:s will be undertaken to compare the
two sources (sera and tissue culture) under like conditions. Studies' on the
effects of rifampicin against MCA carcinogenesis did not reveal any
significant reduction in tumors with rifampicin treatment.

TaskC: . Carcinogen assays and cellrepqsitory. Utilizing the well-tested
Fischer ratemhryocelltransfprmationsystem to testt:hecarcinogenic
potential-of coded fraction,s of SUlOg con(:lensate,scollected at different
locations in the Los Angeles Area, Drs. Rhim, .~;rice and ,Shi~. found four of
the five unknowns were carcinogenic; .three knQWU contro+sdone blindly
behaved as expected. Additio!1-al systems for assaying effects of suspected
environmental carcinqgens are beingdevelQped in vitro and in vivo to
provide greater efficacy and optiIllal accurac;y•.This task also. embodies .a
cell culture.repository. Ninety-:six cultures were ~harac,terized and shipped
to 16 different groups during the last 6 months. In addition, .. three. type C
viruses were isolated from human tumor cells passi3.ged.throughimmunosuppressed
rats and mice and characterized as genetically transmitted xenotropic rat and
mouse viruses. Drs. Kouri and Whitmire are;·(llso. studyi.ng the effect of
expression of the endogenous RNA viral£ genoni¢ oILcb.einical }iarcinogenesisin
a number of inbred mouse strains arid the backc.ro$sClnd·~ntercrossanimals
derived from the parental strains, with particular emphasis on the
relationship between AHH ind.ucibility ,and tumor induction. .. Of 251
inducible mice treated with MCA, 202 d.eveloped tumors with an average latency
of 131 days; of 85noninducible animals treated with MCA, n,ine developed
tumors with an average latency of 195 days. Thes,e dati3. suggest a close
relationship between AHH inducibility and.MCA tumorigenesis.

Task D: Diagnostic and testing functions. During ,the past 6 months,
approximately 5 ;,600 serodiagnostic tests wereperfong.ed by Dr. Jack Parker
and his group on 3,900 specimens. Over 90% ofthe,sP.lac~enswere wild or
colony mouse sera tested for antibodiesto;Sendai, polyoma or lymphocytic
choriomeningitis. Theremai.ning specimens tested included antigens. and
antisera for determination of <:lIlticomplementary.activity,<commercial rat
colony sera for Sendai and polyoma antibodies and various mouse s,era for
the presence of antibodies tollIIiurine viruses. Dr. Lee Vernon's group
has examined, by electron microscopy,atotalo:f 429 specimens for the presence
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of viral particles. Tissues examined were derived. from Tasks A through D,
Contract NOl-CP4-3254 (Microbiological Associates), and the Poolesville
facility of the 'viral Carcinogenesis Branch. Dr. IlanShif performed
over 1,900 reversetra~f:lcriptase (RT) assays for a number of groups within
the Program. Dr. Sllif developed a method for optimizing the conditions
for the RT tests, ~~creasing sensitivity and eliminating false positives.
Preliminary studies1.n the development of a sensitive neutralization test
using the RT assay has .. shown this procedure to be possible and potentially
useful in evaluating sera in vaccine studies. The test is now being
correlated with other test systems such as XC and focus reduction.

Subcontract, Children's Hospital of Akron, Ohio: Drs. Freeman and Igel,
have succeeded in establishing several chemically transformed human cell
lines, a placental line and several lines derived from human warts in
culture. Experiments are now underway utilizing these lines in co-cultivation
and induction experime~ts in attempts to isolate a human type C virus.

This contract p:rograIll-isa Fore part of a coordinated, comprehensive,
targeted research program to define the role of the type C RNA genome as a
determinant of oncogenesis, to develop diagnostic systems for screening
carcinogens and candidatematerfals for cancer prevention and control
in vitro and in vivo. The in vitro tissue culture systems"for assaying
environmentalcarciIlogeIlsmake possible large scale, rapid screening of
environmentalpoll'Utants, food additives, drugs, etc., at a fraction of the
cost of equivalent tests invivo. In .view of the screening burden posed
by literally thousands ofriew compoutids each year, the tissue culture
approach represents the only feasible hope of recognizing possibly dangerous
carcinogens quickly. , 'rhe systems developed under this contract are also
important for attemp;s to rescue human cancer viruses, and for testing
anti-cancer compounds.

Drs. Damodar DeShmUkh and Nirmal Mishra, Microbiological Associates, Inc.,
and Dr. Padman Sa~,NCI, have initiated a collaborative effort on.the
isolation and characterization of type.C RNA tumor viruses from various
avian and maDlIll.8.lianspecies, including man. Evidence was obtained to suggest
that the RD 114.viralge~ome is widespread in apparently normal cats. A
survey of cats andllumans for prevalence of feline leukemia-sarcoma virus
neutralizing seruma.ntib9dies sh()wed that virus neutralizing antibodies were
found in the sera of cats without neoplasia, as well as in cats with
neoplastic disease; buj::.not in. the sera· of. 36 veterinarians or in 33
laboratory personnel~orking in two labor~to:ries engaged in feline leukemia
research. Additional~studies established the importance of viral envelope
antigens of feline leukemia and sarcoma viruses in permitting or restricting
infection across species barriers. Po~sible implications .of these findings
in natural spread of virus to other mammalian species remains to be verified.

Drs. Robert Nims and Robert Peters, Microbiological Associates, Inc.
(Walkersville), C!-nd Dr. Gary Kelloff ,~CI, c.ontinued in their collaborative
study on the immun9pr~ventionof spontaneously occurring neoplasms.
Immunoprevention studiel:l to date have included a determination of the optimal
means of virus production and characterization and the optimal fixation and
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storage of viruses. These studies ,.led to a s,tandardization.of the vaccine
preparation so that each vaccine lot can be adequately evaluated. The
optimal dose of virus, route and schedule of iImnunization oEmice with
banded virus has been evaluated as meal;lured by the footpad assay, the
lymphoblast transformation assay, by neutralization tests and ultimately
by the hosts ability to resist challenge by live murine leukemia viruses.
Also, the importance of the immunogenicity of typeC virus in cellular
vaccines is being examined.

There is substantial data linking DNA viruses with certain animal and human
~lignancies. The biochemical methodology for detect~ng DNA tumor virus
sequences with highly radioactiv~ viral DNA. is. an extreIllely sensitive probe
for viral DNA sequences in hUlilantumors. Because these tests can yield
decisive answers, it is important Cl,t this time to prove or exclude the
presence of adenovirus a,ndherpesvirus DNA sequences in, certain human cancers.
Dr. Maurice Green and co-workers at the Saint Louis University School of
Medicine have begun a systematic an~lysis of human tlJmors for adenovirus
2, 7 and 12 information by utilization of highly radioactive Land H
strands utilizing reagents and pro~cedures developed previously. In addition,
they are developing the procedure to detect single herpesvirus gene copies
in certain human. tumors by use of herpesvirus DNA preparations made highly
radioactive by the nic,k-translation technique of Berg and co-workers. Data
on the analysis of human cancers for nucleic acid sequences specific for RNA
tumor viruses remains inconclusive. "The future direction, of this effort will
be to screen human tumors for DNA polym~raseactivities capable of' responding ,
to a template developed by Dr. Gerard--poly 2' O-methylcytidylate:oligo dG '
which appears at this time to be amoresensitiv~,temp+atethan the widely
used poly re:oligo dG. S~reening tumors ,with a sensitive assay will permit
selection of those which can then be tested for activities templated by
endogenous RNA.

Dr. Walter Eckhart, Salk Institute, is attempting to determine whether
infection with a DNA virus induced the appearance of RNA tumor virus RNA in
infected cells. If it is possible to und.erstand the factors that govern
expression of RNA virus genes in the mouse system, much of that information
should be applicable to human cells. Dr. Eckhart reported that polyoma
infected BALB/3T3 cells do not produce RNA tumor viruses assayed by reverse
transcriptase in the. medium of infected cells. Aneridbgen.ous type C virus
from JLS-V9 cells (derived from a BALBmouse) was induced and a radioactive
DNA probe to use in searching for RNA syn.thesis in polyoma-infected cells
was prepared. Of two lines of rat cells infected with polyoma, one of the
cultures has undergone morphological transformation. The size classes of
RNA present in JLS-V9 cells was examined by assaying for protection of
the R-MLV probe. The 35S and 20S species were found but no 70S.was observed.

)
The Scripps Clinic and Research Foundation, under the direction of
Drs. Frank Dixon, Richard Lerner and Ralph Reisfeld,is concentrating its
efforts on the immunologic aspects of virus-caused cancer arid autoimmune
disease using the New Zealand' mouse as a_.model. The Scripps Leukemia virus
(SLV), derived from lymphoblast cell lines of the NZ mouse, proved highly
oncogenic in all murine strains except NZBxW, NZ~xBandC57BL/6. However,
the way in which the NZ hybrids and the C57BL/6 handled SLV appeared to be
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· quite different, since in the former there was little elevation of serum,
while in the latter there was a marked elevation. While all -three strains
developed anti-nuclear antibodies (ANA) when infected with SLV, only theNZ
hybrids also developed glomerulonephritis within the first 6 months of life.
Thus, it seems possible that in developing a means of controlling the
oncogenic effect of SLV, the NZ hybrids develop immunologic disease.
The SLV,although apparently endogenous to the NZ mouse, is not the xenotropic
NZ virus. This group has also successfully isolated and purified the major
glycoprotein which appears on lymphocytes transformed by oncorna viruses.
These results, similar to those recently reported by Dr. T. August, indicate
that this protein is one of the major targets of neutralizing antibody and
as such is ideal to illustrate the relationship between vertically inherited
viral genes and naturally occurring"late life diseases. This protein was
found to be available not only on the surface of the cell, but also on
virion surfaces, a fact which is impor~ant for an understanding of the
relationship between the host immune response and oncogenesis. This group
is continuing to refine methods forquantitation of the number of plasma.
membrane associated immunoglobulin.molecules per cell and has succeeded in
isolating and characterizing the structure o·f these molecules. The results,
since confirmed in other laboratories,suggest that plasma membrane
associated immunoglobulin may have a .unique structure which may be important
for its role as a receptor molecule, and it should be possible to determine
whether the amount or structure of plasma.membrane associated. immunoglobulin
is altered in the neoplastic state. Because of the association between
immunodeficiency and the neoplastic state, and th~ finding of type C particles
in human placentas, this group has acquired a number of placentas from
patients with lupus and have found these to be particularly rich in
particles. They have succeeded in establishing several placenta lines,
from-which they are attempting to isolate and grow thev:irus. Present
evidence indicates a universality of the typeC virus or viral genome with
apparent oncogenic potential in all species. Expression of this potential,
however, is dependent on the immunologic responses of the host.
Characterization of the viruses, viral antigens and host cell responses
should provide important insights into the etiological role of the type C
viruses under-varying immunologic conditions,' and the means of detecting
and interfering with the oncogenic properties through the use of viral
vaccines or manipulation of the host immune system.

Drs. Murray Gardner, Robert McAllister, Brian Henderson and associates
at the University of Southern California School of Medicine-have continued
their comprehensive field and laboratory research program on the etiology
and epidemiology of human cancer. The Cancer Surveillance Program which is
a mechanism for rapid reporting of all cancer cases in Los Angeles now has
the cooperation cif'al~ major hospitals (165 in number). Approxima1;ely
22,000 incident cases annually are made available for epidemiologic,
immunologic and virologic studies. Epidemiologic surveys designed to obtain
evidence of a milk transmitted human breast cancer virus showed no evidence
of an increased risk of breast cancer associated with being breast fed,
regardle"ss of the age at diagnosis, and excess familial risk of breast
cancer occurred equally in both maternal and paternal lines. Virus
particles were not found by EM in milk specimens, and there was no
correlatipn between detection of reversetranscriptase activity in milk
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samples and family history of breast cancer. These results fail to support
the possibility of a milk agent as an etiologic factor in human breast
cancer.

A group of young wild mice trapped in Southern California were found to
be remarkably prone to spontaneous lymphoma and/or lower limb paralysis.
Transmission and neutralization studies have established unequivocally the
indigenous typeC viruses as etiologic agents of both diseases. The type C
virus is spread epigeneticallyviamilkand transplacentally. Several of
the viral isolates can be grown in vitro in human cell cultures. Thus,
type C RNA. viruses must be considered as potential etiologic factors in

numans, as well as mice, not only for cancer· and possibly immunologic
disorders, but also for unexplained neurologic diseases.

The isolation of temperature-sensitive mutants of avian sarcoma viruses was
continued by Dr. Peter Vogt, University of· Southern California School'of
Medicine. These class T mutants (viruses whic.h cannot 'induce nor maintain
transformation at 41°) are being used primarily in complementation studies
to see how manyyiral genes are involved in the transformation process.
It was found that two early coordinate mutants, ts335 and ts337, have a
temperature-sensitive reversetranscriptase. Genetic revertants of ts335
and ts337 to wild type and to recombinants with wild type virus showed
a correlation between virion heat lability and temperature-sensitivity
of replication and transformation, indicating that a virion component,
presumably the reversetranscriptase was responsible for the temperature
sensitivity of infection.

Dr. Leonard Hayflick,Stanford University, developed a unique method for
enucleating mass populations of cultured and malignant cells derived from
hUIl1Sns and animals. Of the several important questions that can be asked
of this system are those involving the control of malignant properties and
the cellular sites responsible for these' properties. Until now the hopes
that hybridization of fusion studies would unequivocally answer these
q':!estions has not been forthcoming. The interpretation of. such studies has been
confounded by the presence of all or a part of the.genome·of one of the
two parental cells. The ability·to enucleate mass cultures of· cells now
circumvent this serious limitation or interpretation. of. hybridization studies.

Drs. Karl and Ingegerd HellstrBm,University of Washington, demonstrated
'that lymphocyte mediated cytotoxic reactions to Rous.sarc.oma cells in
Japanese quails can be. blocked by the tumor-bearers' serum. Evidence was
obtained indicating that antigen (in the absence of detectable antibody)
can also block cytotoxicity and that antibodies can facilitate the formation
of blocking complexes by releasing antigen from the tumor cells.. The. data
are compatible with the hypotnesisthatthe most eff.icient.bloc,kers are
antigen~antibody complexes. Other studies showed that sera from certain
tumor patients can increase the specific cytotoxic effect on tumor cells of
lymphocytes from the respective patients (and from other patients with the
same tumor) and can often bestow a tumo~ cytotoxic effect on lymphocytes
from control donors.
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Dr. Sachs, We~zmann Institute of Science, in continuing studies of the
mobility ofsurface'memb:ranelectirisites on normal and transformed cells,
reported thatthecal:'bc::ihydr:,ate-:-con.taining structures on the 'cells that
bind Con Aarem.obi1:e. These expe:rimen.tshave>provided direct'evidence
that in cells t.hatare iri:suspensioniri vivo, malignant transformation is
associated with reduct±on iIimobility-ofthesesites and that in cells
that form a solid tissue, mali.gnant tratisfOim.a.tionisassociated with an
increase in mobility 'of these sites. Additional studies have shown that
the amount of cholesterol present iIi the cell surface membrane may playa
significant roleinmal;ignancy, that: there is a reversed cyclic change in
the mobi.lity of specific surfacemembra.ne sites in normal and transformed
cells, and that there, is a correlation ,between surface membraneglycopeptides
and """tumor formation.

Dr. Girardi; TheWistar Institute oiAna-tomy and Biology, in further stud;i.es
on the mechanisms of virus-induced tr~nsformation found that the SV40
genome appears to be speci~ically integrated on the human chromosome C7 as
indicatedby'eXpression of T'antigen; TSTA antigen and rescuable infectious
SV40 virions. Loss of the C7 chromosome is accompanied'byloss of the
above mentioned activities. These studies are being expanded in attempts to
localize the EBV genome, the Rous sarcoma genome 'and the murine sarcoma.
genome inhuman cells'which were transformed by these agents, but which are
now producer cells. '

Two new contractsiwereinitiatedfhfsyear:' Dr. Norman Davidson of the
California Institute;,6fTechnology,~i~la.pply'physica1methods, especially
electron microscopy,< to":invesfigate 'tlie sequences and structure present
in the nucleic a.cid'ni()leculesofRNA~tum()rvirusesandin the integrated
DNA viral genomes"()f tiansformedcells • These studies could provide
important information on the mechanism of viral transformation of cells
resulting in cancer. In addition, it could lead to a new means of detecting
the presence of the cancer virus genome in cells and could influence
approaches to cancer prevention and/or therapy at the cellular level.

A second new contract was initiated with Dr. Henry Kaplan at Stanford
University on Hodgkin's disease and other human malignant lymphomas.
Preliminary studies had been conducted by Dr. Kaplan the previous year under
Contract NOI-CP4-3244. Cell lines have been established in vitro from the
tumor cells of two patients with histiocytic lymphomas. Certain distinctive
markers clearly identify the cells growing in vitro as identical with the
tumor cells from the original patients. In-addition, it has been established
that the proportion of T-Iymphocytes in the peripheral blood of patients with
Hodgkin's disease is normal. Thus, the i1lDIlune deficit in these patients is
not attributable to a quantitative deficiency in numbers of T cells, and
some more subtle form of functional impairment must be involved. It is
anticipated that this contract will provide a source of Hodgkin's and other
human tumor materials for cultivation and for virus isolations. If antigens
specific for the Hodgkin's cells (Reed-Sternberg) can be detected, this
would have major implication not only for etiology but also for diagnosis,
and perhaps even for the immunotherapy of Hodgkin's disease.
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The Segment has under'consideration a proposeq,studyoIl,htIllliri. xenotropic
viruses by Dr. Jay Levy , the. Universityo,f. Californic:l.c School of Med:tcine ..
This group has been actively engageq in ,type C vir:Uf? res',e,arch, p~rticu1arly

in the. ,murine system. Using methods similar ,to ,t,hose employed for the
recognition of' the murine xenotropic viru,ses"they pl,a'Q,tobegin to test
human tissues for the possible presence of"a xenotropic":"type virus. It has
become apparent that type C virusesqo exist whic,h can be produced 'actively
by the' host but cannot be propagated in other host cel1,s. Thisobserva.tion
may explain the failure, thusfal:"' atisolatingahump.ntype Cyirus:tn
pure culture. Once accomplished,.this hllIllanvirus:will,!:>g·most inlportant
in looking not only at its pathology in other, hosts"but also as an
j,pnnunologic tool for detecting other potential human type,C.virusesin
human tumors and tissues. Moreover, only after cultivation in vitro can
a, virus be available for studying .. its possible role in -normar-cell physiology
and human malignancy, itself. ..

,

At present, two,models of the genetic cont~ol of~A tum0:t",Virus expression
are being explored in mice: (1) murine Ipammary tumor :v:i.rusE:nCpression, and·
(2) murine leukemia virus expression.. It isiII,lportaIltto·use another
system to broaden,the base of observfitio,ns todete;:mine j ..f the mechanisms
observed are of a general nature orpecul:i,ar,to those;syst:ems $n Which
they have been described. The avian system is particularly appropriate,
since it represents an entirely different class and species, and because
of its intrinsic, importance to public nutrition and the-,ec,onomy. In
further support of its work on theinhe:r:~tance and. oncogenicity of endogenous,
RNA tumor viruses, the Segment is cons,icierillg a.n+nte~agenc,yAgreementwith
Dr. Lyman Crittenden, U.S. Department o.f Agri.culture'31:i.m~d,atdefining

the genetic control of resistance to and expression9f endogenous avian
type C viruses.
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SOLID TUMOR VIRUS PROGRAM SEGMENT

Dr. Robert J. ~uebner, VCB, Division of Cancer Cause and Prevention,
Chaiiman

,Dr. JamesT. Duii, VCB, Division of Ca:iicer Cause and Prevention, Vice
Chairman

CALIFORNIA STATEDEPAR'IMENTOF PUBLIC HEALTH (NOl...:cp4-3209)

Title: Studies on the Possible Role of Oncogenic Viruses in the Causation
~f Caric~r in;'Mari

., ,..I.

contractor's Project Directo1;s: 'Dr. Edwin H. Lennette
D>l:"~ John, Riggs

Project Officer (NC!):Dr.PaulAmstein'

Objectives: T9 apply the b.ewer knoliledge of the nature of RNA viruses to
the study ofne9pla~~ of anim~ls arldman.

Major findings;, Malignant·.·.. human tumors'which had' been surgically removed
were implanted"irito anti-thymocyte serum treated (ATST) mice. Two of," 13
attempts,:r:es,ultefiingrowth of the tumor material.. Among newly acquired
established cell cultures transplanted to the·ATSTmice" two were rated
"benign" monolayers and failed toinciucettimors;fivewere ratedlIialignant
and produced progressive tumors; two were rated borderline and produced
regressivetumo:r-nodules.

Among 36 previQusly transplanted human tumor lines, 10 have "picked up" an
NIH Swisstypec;f'irus by.transplantintoATST mice.

Seven htimauttimor"lines .have b~,entransplanted tohigh1.y "switched off"
CS7/L.eaden mice/'and one transplant tumor pool is pos:itive for murine type C
virus. This is ehe fip:it type C viralisolat'e from "Leaden" mice.

Two animal tumor lines are being co-cultivated With human tumors in the
ATST mice in order to favor emergence of theoretically xenotropic human
oncornavirus. Mixed karyotypes are observed in the tumors, produced; virus
detection is in progress.

Studies on vaccine-induced resistance of ATST mice to transplantation of
human tumor cells indicate that resistance is easily established and
demonstrable. The phenomenon seems to be non-specific; all <lntigenic
inoculations, whether viral or non-viral, seem to protect.

Tumor material from eight laryngeal papillomas and. four genital warts were
processed in the laboratory between September 1, 1973,and.Februaryl,1974.
Cell cultures of papillomas at various passage levels are being carried in
the laboratory. Immunofluorescentstairiing of cells·of these cultures,
using pat,ientsserum ,and, also antibody against SV40T antigen, has failed
to show anyreacti0J;1 to date. .
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The D 17 dog cell line was utilized in a study to determine its
susceptibility to different type G viruses. Antisera to thegs-l
component of many d.ifferent type C viruses was tested by indirect
immunofluorescence once infection with the different, oncorna viruses had
been established in this cell system.

A study of ATST C57/L mice revealed that in addition to the presence of
virus in newborn mice, type .Cviru,s was also present.~nthe .bone marrow of
37 day old ATST mice bearing RD cell transplant t:umors'~

Three of 56 laryngeal papillomas examined thus far contained papova-like
viruses while one of 11 genital warts contained papova-like virus.

Significance to Biomedical Res~arch and the Program of th~ Institute: The
immunosuppression of mice with ATS'and their subsequent tolerant state
presents unique opportunities as an experimental system, not afforded in
other methods of studying human cancers. One obvious advantage lsthe
availability of a solid tumor, in which the human ne9plast:i.c tumor cells
comprise the entire' "malignant" compollent •.... These neoplasm's are produced
in the mice in 10-30 days and resemble architecturally well-known clinical
tum()r types. Thus, experiments can be designed to tesf::ch~mical,physical

or biologic influences on human s.91id.tumors without th~ involvement of
human subjects. The solid tumors..mightrespond in.amaIlrier more closely
resembling spontaneous human neoplasms than tumor cells in the IIlore
restrictive in vitro culture environment.

Proposed Course: (1) Growth of human tumor cells in ATS"'treated mice for
the purpose of (a) verifying that they are tumor cell lines instead of
the usual fibroblasts and (b) trying to "switch-on" hmnan type C virus
by in vivo passage similar to the switch-on which occurred:in RD cells on
passage through a cat; (2) utilization of 'the ATS-treated m.ouse system for
the study of viral vaccines; ap,d(3) utilization of the flu,orescemt
antibody (FA) procedure to look for gs-l antigensinlluman tumors and
tumor cell cultures and also utilization of the indire~~ FA procedure to
look for antibodies in human cancer patients or laboratory personnel
working with candidate human typeC viruses.

Date Contract Initiated: June 24,1968

CALIFORNIA, UNIVERSITY OF (NOI-CP3-3242)

Title: Comparative Leukemia and Sarcoma Viral Studies

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. Thomas K.:lwakanii

Project Officer (NCI): Dr. Wade P. Parks

Objectives: To continue studies of the in vitrochatacterization of the
woolly, gibbon and other simian type C viruses, especially by antigenic
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and biochemical characterization; to continue studies of the pathogenicity
of the simian viruses; to evaluat~thenaturalhistory of the gibbon. type C
virus in specimens from Thailand and San Francisco Zoo populations; to
employ serologic· studies to detect shared antigenic components between the
simian viruses and putative human type C viruses; to isolate or identify
viruses or viral antigens inspotltaneous human tumors as well as in
nonhuman primate tumors using a wide variety of in vitro techniques.

Major Findings: Virus detecti.on, isolation and characterization from
nonhuman primates and human tissue continued to be emphasized utilizing
establish~d·in 'vitro techniques. Since September two nonhuman primate
and 24 human-eumorswere or are being evaluated for type C virus by
electron microscopy, DNA polymerase· assay, 3H-uridine incorporation and
serologic tests.· Additional·rhesus'monkey tissues examined· for type C
viruses proved to be negative; ho~ever, seven additional gibbon type C
viruses were·· :l.solatedfromperiphe~al blood cells of clinically normal
gibbons. The viruses isolated from the gibbons were found to share
antigenic dete~inantson the envelope, 30,000 dalton virus protein, and
viral-DNA polymerase with known primate type C virus. The relatedness of
the virus was established by IFA, neutralization, immunodiffusion and
polymerase immunoinhibition tests. Biochemical studies on the primate
type C viruses were continued to study the conditions for optimal activity
and differentiation of the viral and host cell enzymes. Viral polymerases
from different animal viruses showed similar preference for synthetic
templates under identical conditions with the exception of the avian
myeloblastosis virus. Avian virus differed in showing a much higher
utilization of oligo dG'poly rC compared to simian and feline viruses.
Examination of human tumors and placentas by electron microscopy, culture
initiation and co-cultivation, and other viral activation and detection
methods has yielded presumptive evidence of RNA virus in only a few
instances. Human tumor with evidence of virus-like particles lacked DNA
polymerase and showed no·evidenceofbeing infectious to other cell cultures.
Human placenta with evidence of type C virus by electron microscopy showed
low DNA polymerase activity in tissue culture fluid, but the cells could
not be propagated. Placenta cells co-cultivated with heterospecies cell
cultures showed increased polymerase activity but the infection could not
be maintained.

Studies on gibbon and woolly monkey immune response to type C virus after
infection with the homologous primate virus showed that these animals
developed antibody to both the envelope and group specific viral antigen.
Antibodies to the envelope antigen of the primate type C virus in gibbons
and woolly monkey sera were detected by indirect immunofluorescence and
radioimmune assay,'while antibodies to the group specific antigen were
detected by complement fixation artd immunodiffusion tests. Gibbons viremic
with type C virus were found to lack antibody reactive to the virus. All
gibbons are being monitored for clinical changes and for type C virus antigen
and antibody.

Significance·to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute: The
finding at this laboratory of two type C viruses associated with tumors of
different primate species is evidence that the higher animals, including
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man, are likely to be among the growing number of speci~s harboring
type C viruses. Since monkeys and man are, closely related, phylogenetically,
the proposed studies, which are oriented toward characterization of the
primate viruses and seeking possible relationwi~hhuman tum/in:,s, are, of
direct relevance in establishing the etiology of human c;a,ncer.

Proposed Course: (1) Efforts will continue to detect, isolate and
characterize viral agents from spontaneous nonhuman primate and human
tumors, utilizing various rescue or viral activation methods;
(2) characterization of recently isolated type GprinJate viruses and human
virus-like particles in tumors and placentas willbecontin.u!=d. Cotllparison
studies with known typeCviruses will be included; (3) epidemiologic
studies on primate viruses for evidence of· infection in.hUma.nand animal
species associated with gibbons will be continued; and (4) .,further
pathogenesis studies will. be continued to establish the oncogenicity of
SLV, SMV, and other type C primate viruses. These studies will involve
monitoring the animals for clinical changes,including.:i.mmune response to
type C viruses.

Date Contract Initiated: November 1, 1969

CALIFORNIA, UNIVERSITY OF (NOl-CP3-3293)

Title: Studies on the Role of Virion-Associated DNA Polymerases in
Malignant Transformation by Tumor Viruses

Contractor's Project Directors: Dr. J. Michael Bishop
Dr. Warren Levinson
Dr. Leon Levintow

Project Officer (NCI): Dr. Edward M. Scolnick

Objectives: Conduct investigation on the molecular biology of the avian
and other RNA tumor viruses, particularly (a) the virion-associated DNA
polymerase and (b) the virus-specific DNA and RNA in normal and transformed
cells.

Major Findings: (1) Initiation of DNA synthesis in vitro.with 70S RNA as
template for RNA-directed DNA polymerase. A series of ,avian viruses has
been surveyed. In every instance, nascent DNA initiates ~th pdA covalently
joined to 3'terminal rA of a 4S RNA.. In visna virus,initiation joins
pdG to rA. The 4S RNA primer on the 70S RNA of RSV has been purified. It
can be aminoacylated with methionine (and only methionine) and has many
structural hallmarks of tRNA. However, rT is absent. This feature suggests
th~t primer may be an initiator met-tRNA, but other aspects of the
nucleotide sequence and the results of column chromatography do not conform
to this view.

(2) The nucleotide sequence at the 5'-terminus of nascent DNA. All (>90%)
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DNA. transcribed directly frcimthe 70S RNAofSR-'-RSV, B77-RSV, Prague-RSV
and RAV-Z initiciites'with the oetadeoxynucleotide d (A-A-T-G-A-A-G-:-C) • A
homogeneous 5'-terminal oligodeoxynucleotide (>7 residues)-has also been
found wfth visnav'frus, but its nu_cleotide sequence is not known. The
occurrence of sequences of these lengths cannot be explained asa randoJll
event, and t:hehomcigeneity of the sequences implies the existence of
conunon andredterated' initiation sites'" on the template RNAs.

(3) Molecular hy~idization and RNA tumor viruses. A relatively complete
array of techniques 'for the study of RNA tumor, viruses by molecular
hybridization has' been assembled. This report sununarizes the contractor's
experiencewitn-'t:hese techniques.. Two specialized reagents are in
-preparation: single-stranded DNA which uniformly represents the entire
genome of RSV and 'single"";stranded DNA. which specifically represents ,part
or all oftheti-ansforminggenes of RSV. The utility of potassium iodide
as solute in equilibrium centrifugation for detectioIl of RNA-DNA
hybridization was documented. Use of this solute (ratherthanCsZS04)
avoids precipitation of RNA and the consequent trapping of DNA.

(4) Genetic relatedness of type C viruses. Thegenomes of type C viruses
from different species of host are generally not related when tested by
molecular hybridization. Even single species (e.g., cat) can harbor two
unrela.ted classes of type Cviruses. An endogenous virus of chickens
(RAV-O) shares 'rio nucleotide seque.nces With DNA. from avian species other
than chicken. These observations do-riot conform to the view that
endogenous (art'dexogenous) RNAt1.lmor viruses evolved from aco1IlID.on
progenitoranci-:augur 'l'0orly for the useof nonhuman reagents in the
analysis 'of·hlimanne.oplasiaby molecular hybridization. However, this
seriesofana:iys~:imaynot be sufficiently extensive to exclude the
possibility of important exceptions to the rUle.

(5) Mouse manun~rY tumor virus. The production of MMrV by a variety of
cultured cells isbEdng measured with a sensitive and specific assay based
on molecular h!bridization~ The objectives are to develop cultured sources
of all ID<ljor"ariaIlts'of MMrV andto'describe the cheinicaland humoral
factors whichfacilitategrowtn of the virus.

Several inbredstrairts of mice which differ considerably in their
incidence of spontaneous manunary carcinoma and production of MMTV, and
two colonies of feral mice all harbor approxiniatelyequivalent amounts of
MMTV-specific DNA in their tissues. All mouse tissues examined also
contain detectable MMTV RNA, irrespective of whether the tissues are
producing virus, and irrespective of the incidence of spontaneous mammary
carcinoma and virus production. These observations leave open the possibil
ity that differences in either structural or regulatory genes (or'
differences in both) account for variations among mouse strains with
respect tothepres'ence, transmission and onc.ogenic potential, ofMMTV .'

(6) Molecular hybridization with nucleic acids from normal and malignant
human~ breast tissue. No detectable hybridization between MMTV DNA and RNA
from human tissues has been obtai.ned. 'Tn addition, reactionsbetween'MMTV
DNA and human DNA have been observed only if the conditions for hybridization
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are non-strigent., The observed reactions in this latter instance are
not species-specific,and are 'therefore of uncertain significance.

Significance to Biomedical Researchandtlie Program of"th.e Institute:
These studies are providing animpo~tanti.nsight intot:peIll,~chanismby which
RNA tumor viruses bring aboutmalignanttransformation,..,aIla.,.perhaps will
lead to significant advances in the understanding of the causation and
control of human neoplastic disease.

Proposed Course: (1) The nature of 4S RNA primer on 70S RNA. Studies of
the nucleotide· composition and sequence will 1::le·continl1ed,alolig with
efforts to characterize and locate the.bind:i:ng sites fo:r.pr:i.lner on 70S RNA.

(2) Reagents for molecular hybridization! Prepare thefo~lowing

radioactive. DNAs: a) nucleoticie sequences sp~cif:ic for,ta:',ansforming genes
of RSV, and b) nucleoti,de sequences Y.1hic,puniformly reI>re,s.ent the entire
RSV and MMTV genomes. .'

(3) The genetic relatedness of endogenous viruses. Carry out an extended
series of molecularhY1::lridizationsto .determine the extent of relatedness
among viruses endogenous .to various species including priIilCltes.

(4) Mouse mammary tumor virus~s. a) Use molecular hybrid:iz3.tion to
compare the MMTV genes present in var:io~s. strains. of m.i~eand to analyze
the extent of relatedness among the.. several,· varian,tsofthe virus.
b) Use molecular hybridization to search .forbiologica,llXiIlapparent
infection of rodents other than mice. Attempt to infee,t.' the "germ line
of mice and othe~ rodents with GR virus"resultin~ in t.he.establishment
of genetic transmission of the viral. genome! These infectionfJ may be
biologically inapparent. If establisheq." theY can be used todi.ssect the
nature of the controls which limit the expression of MMTV genes in
genetically infested mice. c) Analyze the distribution of integration
sites for MMTV. genomes in the. DNA of different,mouse.stra;i.nsi.ll order to
ascertain whether the site of. integration is a determin?nt ()f gene
expression. d) Molecular hybridiz~tion,withhuman material~.. ,Further
efforts will be made to detect hybridizationbetweenMMTV-~pecificnucleic
acids and both RNA and DNA from various human tissues and attempt to
characterize the putative type B particles found in human milk.

Date Contract Initiated: June 2, 197:1-

EINSTEIN MEDICAL ,COLLEGE (NOl-CP3-3249)

Title: Genetic and Immunological Factors ,in Viral Le~k:emOgenesis

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. Frank Lilly

Project Officer (NCI): Dr. Robert J. Huebner
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Obj ectives: To gain ~ better understanding of the genetic events and
underlying mechanisms that play a role in the oncogenic process.

Major Findings: .(1) New genes governing response to B-tropic Friend virus.
Preliminary evidence was obtained from experiments in the BALB/c X DBA/2
cross for the existence of two new' genes (temporarily referred to.as
Fv-3 and Fv-4) governing susceptibility to B-tropic FV but with no
apparent influence on response to N-tropic virus. Fv-3 has a dominant
gene for resistance in DBA/2; Fv-4 has a recessive gene for resistance
in DBA/2.

-i2) Fv-l and spontaneous leukemogenesis. In a large group of (BALBJc X AKR)
X AKR mice, observationshave been made on the occurrence of leukemia in
relation to (a) the titer of MuLVin tail biopsies taken at 6 weeks of
age, (b) H-2 type and (c) sex. Results to date show a very strong
correlation between the disease and virus titer and a much weaker
correlation between the disease and both H-2 type and sex. These data
show that Fv-l, which is the major factor influencing virus titer in this
cross, is a major factor governing leukemia occurrence in these mice.

(3) Fv-land gs antigen expression. EitherFv-l or a gene closely linked
to it governs the level of expression of the. gs-l antigen in the
(BALB/c X AKR) XAKR backcross. Fv-ln homozygotesof this cross show a
high level of antigen expression, whereas Fv-ln/Fv-lb heterozygotes show
a low level of the antigen.

(4) Studies with cultured FV tumor cells. A transplantable tumor from the
spJ,een of a BALB/c mouse withFV leukemia was obtained, and subsequently
the cells were adapted for growth in vitro. The cells produced moderate
levels of infectious FV (SFFV plus helper) in early passage generations,
but later they became nonproducers by all criteria examined. The cells
have a transplantation antigen which eauses dose-dependent rejection when
inoculated in vivo; and the sera of regressor mice contain virus-neutralizing
antibodies but not cytotoxic antibodies. FV can be recovered from the
nonproducers cells by Ca) cO-'-cultivation with MolLV-infected fibroblast·s
and (b) serial passage of the· tumor cells in normal BALB/c mice. FMR
antigen has not. been detected on the surfaces of these tumor cells.

(5) Genetic control of chemical carcinogenesis. BALB/c mice painted with
MeA develop skin tumors and not leukemia; DBA/2 mice develop leukemia and
no skin tumors. Also,Fl hybridsc,show the DBA/2 type of response.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute: One
of the basic facts about' tumor biology is that genetic mechanisms of the
host exert major control' over the expression of'oncogenicity. By defining
the loci an.d markers associated with leukemogenesis, it should be possible
to undertake systematic studies of the p:t:'ecise immunochemical mechanisms
governed by individual loci, with the objective eventually of encouraging
or altering their immunogenetic effects to provide maximum resistance
against cancer.
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Proposed. Course: (1) Continu~d studies of the new genes governing response
to B-tropic FV, (2) studies of geneticcciontrol of the gp 69--:-71 component
of MuLV, (3) studies of'virus expression in cultural celtls'of'BALB!c and
:BALB.B FV-induced tumors, (4) studies of the mechanism of the effect of
H-2 antibodies on FVsusceptibility, (5) continued studies of FMR antigen:
chemical nature and relation to virus.

Date Contract Initiated: May 13, 1965

FLOW LABORATORIES, INC. (NOI-CP3-3247)

Title: Studies of Type C Viruses and Herpesviruses in Relation to
Oncogenic Potential

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. RaymondV. Gilden

Project Officer (NCI): Dr. RobertJ. Huebner

Objectives: To conduct immunological and serological studies of oncogenic
type C RNA viruses and herpesviruses associated with neoplasia. To
develop immunologic, biologic, and biochemical reagents and techniques
for identification of type C viruses·and their gene products. To delineate
the mechanism of herpesvirus latency and to determine the, relevance of
herpesviruses associated with human tumors.

Major Findings: (1) Type C viruses. DNA complementary toRD 114. viral
RNA was found to hybridize with cellular RNA and DNA from each ofa small
series of cat tissues, obtained directly at autopsy, a~d tissue culture
cell li:nes. With the exception of RDl14 producing h1J!118.nce1ls, non-cat
tissues, including the virus-free RD cells, did.not contain detectable

, RD 114 virus-specific nucleic acid sequences. Induction of RD 114-like
viruses from "virus-free" cat cells was demonstrated ina.greement with
earlier results of Sarma and Todaro. Conventio,nal feline type C viruses
(FeLV) cross-hybridize extensively among each other but show less than
5% cross-hybridization with RD 114, especially if FeLV probes are prepared
fr~m virus grown in human cells. All of the internal,virion an.tigens,
inc1udiIlg reverse transcriptase, of, FeLV and'RD 114 can .bedistinguished
by appropriate serological reagents; the maj or proteins of ,.. 30,000 molecular
weight (gs antigens) show -~O%sequence homology based on comparison of 25
residues at the amino terminal. Collective evidence suggests that RD 114
is more distantly related to conventionaLFeLV than the. known sub-primate
viruses are related to each other. Ease of detection ,6fFeLV gs antigens
in cat tumors and embryonic tissue contrasts with general negative findings
with RD 114 despite widespread presence of RD 114 RNA, in cat tissues.
Thus, the viruses exhibit markedly different patterns in spite of both
being represented in cellular DNA.

Type C viruses of rat origin (RaLV) also-appear to be represented in
cellular DNA. These viruses show <5% cross-hybridization with mouse viruses
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allowing the demonstration thatM-MSV(RaLV) presumed to have been
generated by in vivo rescue of M~MSVby RaLVindeed contains nucleic acid
sequences homologous toRaLV and M-MSV. The specificity of M-MSV is
retained since. current probes distinguish readily among mouse virus
strains. .

Among the large variety of inter-species hybridizations performed, the two
primateviruses,.woollymonkey and gibbon ape, were unique in showing
extensive cross-reaction - at a level comparable to that se'en between
mouse strains. The gs antigens of the two viruses appear to be -98% related
based on quantitative complement-fixation analyses - again a degree of
relatedness only seen in assays.with st1:'ains Within a species. The
diversity of thesuspectedspec:i,es of origin and the close relationship
of gibbon and man suggestedth;a.tsimilar material should be present in
humans. However, attempt~ to detect common nucleic acid sequences were
negative with human tissue and most. strikingly, were negative with gibbon
and woolly tissues as well. (in collaboration with Dr. David Kolme,
Scripps Clinic and Research Foundation, and in agreement with independent
results of Dr. E. Scolnick). The origin of these viruses and pattern of
spread is thus an open question.

Amino terminal sequence analysis of gs proteins from several virus families
has been carried out. In agreement with results of quantitative CF tests
and peptide mapping, several mouse strains show single differences (out of
25 residues; Le., -10% of the molecule), whereas, at least five
differences were seen in comparison of rat and cat viruses with mouse.
This initial region is characterized by a common initial tripeptide,
prolyl-leucyl-arginyl~a region of hypervariability (positions 4-10),
and a region of extensive homology (positions 11-30). To maintain this
homology; a gap is needed in the RD 114 sequence at position 5, and 6-7
residues must be inserted in the hypervariable region of the gibbon. The
long region of homology contains two tyrosines, of obvious significance
for synthesis of potential highly cross-reactive determinants useful for
radioimmunoassay. Enzym;a.tic.';leavage of the major gs protein has also
revealed fragments with retained antigenicity. These studies have shown
that multiple reactivities fall under the previous designations: gs-l,
species-specific; and gs-3, cross-reactive among mammalian viruses.

Attempts to detectgs-3 antibodies inhUman sera by radioimmunoassay were
negative. The survey included cancer piitient and laboratory workers with
extensiye experience with type C viruses.

Nonproducer mouse cells isolated after transformation by Ki-MSV were
treated briefly: BrdU and cloned .variants were selected. These were
evaluated for viral markers, chromosome complement, and in vivo
transplantability. The presence of replicating virus did not appear to
corre.late with transplantability in vivo.

Sarcoma virus transformed cells exhibit multiple differences in transport
of certain sugars. A differential effe<;.t of the mold metabolite,
cytochalasin B, on transport of 3-0~methylglucosewasdemonstrated. These
findings continue to suggest the possibility that transport sites might be
important targets for control of malignant properties.
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Transformation of mouse embryo' cells by M-MSV(RLV) wasinhibit_ed by
non-toxic concentrations of cordycepin (3'-:-deoxyadenosine). The inhibitory
effect was maximal between 30':"90 'minutes post infectioriand ,.".,asreversible
by adenosine. The site of action of this drug on the transformation
process is being investigated.

The DNA cellulose binding method was used to evaluate diffeiencesbetween
control and virus transformed cells. Synthesis of several DNA "binding
proteins which are present in normal growing cells but not in c.rowded or
serum deprived cells are still fully expressed in sarcoma. virus transformed
nonproducer cells. under the lat~er conditi<:>ns. Further characterization
of these proteins by functicmal and immundlogicprocedures is under way.
An azauridine resistant mouse cell' selected in other experiments was
found to produce syncytia when infected with M-MSV(RLV):but not RLV. This
effect was neutralized by anti-RLV serum,and'yields from such'c.ells produced
only typical,foci on untreated mouse cells. This raises the possibility of
analysis of a specific sarcoma virus product independent of helper function.

Virus and reagent production for the type C viruses is ;a:ciontinuing effort.
Large amounts of banded virus have been inactivated withformal,in and
utilized for vaccine and immunization experiments. Certain MuLV
preparations have proven useful. 'in eliciting type-speci.fic.neutralizing
responses in mice. Goat antisera to purified gs antigens have been
prepared and have proven most useful as specific and sensifivereagents
in gel diffusion and,to a lesser degree ,in complement""-fixationtests.
Methods of Quality Control for virus production have been established
including quantitative particle counting and determination ofgs antigen
content by radial gel diffusion. . .

In collaborative studies with Drs. W. P. Parks and E. Scolnick
and as part of a U.S.S.R.-U.S.A. scientific'- interchange; human
with viral particles were evalu~ted (derived in theU.S.S~R.. ).
these, which lacked reactivity withtype,C reagents, was found
indistinguishable from the Mason-Pfizer monkey virus.

(NCI) ,
cultures

One of
to be

(2) Herpesviruses. Studies with the Epstein-Barr virus in collaboration
with Dr. Berge Hampar, NCI, VCB, have concentra.ted on the mechanism of
latency and virus activation. Evidence obtained with producer (EB-3) and
nonproducer (Raji) cells synchronized by the double thjmidineblocking
technique-indicated that virus activation induced by,thethYmidine analogue,
5-iododeoxyuridine required incorporation of the drug into DNA during the
cells' early· Sphase (S-l period) (Hampar et. al., Nature New BioI., 244:
214-217, 1973). Additional studies using DNA inhibitors (ara--C, hydroxyurea,
or excess thymidine) indicated that inhibition of DNA synthesis during the
8-1 period could result in enhanced virus" activation in cell populations
already undergoing spontaneous virus activation. The findirigswith DNA
inhibitors and thymidine analogues suggest that some as yet 'undetermined
priming event may be required before cel~s beco~e susceptible to drug
induced virus activation. Further", the findings suggest that the DNA
synthesized during the cells~ S-l period conta.ins unique sequences which
control activation of the repressed EB viral genome.
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Additiollal studies using sytlchronized Rajicells indicate that the
repressed :r:esidellt E;Bviralgenomereplicates during the S-l period, at
a time which corresponds" temporally to the, critical period' for activation
induced by IdU (in collaboration with Dr • M~ Nonoyama) • Th:isis
consistent with the proposition ,that, EB virus ,activation. occurs at or
near the sit,e of th~" repr~ssed' viral genome and suggests that the repressed
viral genome may be physically associatedw:ith early replicating cell DNA.

. - . . .

SignificancetoB~Ollle(fical Research and the Program of the Institute: The
contract is the,~~jor source of reagents for typ:ing type C tumor viruses.
The expert~se deve~01>edby the contract for purifying viruses and, subviral
components and for preparing antisera of known specifi.cityhas allowed
rapid and reliable identification of viruses isolated from various species.
These reageIlts,are especially i,mportant in instances where virus isolates
have been obtain~d'fromhuman tissues. Since the human type C v:irus has
yet to be isolateaandchar~cteri~ed,,it is important,' to have reagents
available fort7sting isolates" to exclude contamination by nonhuman
viruses. The '. contr~ctorts.also involved in biological, and biomedical
studiesrel~ting',to'themech.anism of typeCvirus persistence in cells ,and
the differentiation-of events lea'dingtocell transformation. The existing
expertise of the contractor and iheprogramspresently under development
will prove useful in attempts to develop vaccines for immunoprevention and
innnunotherapyof hwnan ~~ors., Theherpesvirus studies are airected
towards d7lineating the m~chanism,of latencyin human' cells and d'eterm:ining
the relevance, if any, of herpesviruses associated with human tumors.

Proposed, Course; "Continuation of s,t~dies sunnnarized above with emphasis on
developmeIlE,orhighly specific~well~characterizedreagents, both of
innnunologicalcmiinucleic acidtype'~ Continuation of attempts to define
and control~the-t±ansfOrinedstate;e.g'~, DNA binding pr~teins, transport
sites ••' Perforlnance, of surveys utilizing ilmriunological and molecular
biologicalteclliliqueson relevantmateria.ls. Attempts to describe the
natural hisEoryof DNA c,opiesofviral genomes in species related to those
from which viruses ar'eavailable: Continued studies on the mechanism of
EB virus latertcj.

Date Contract Initiated: February 1, 1971

HARVARD UNIVERSITY (N01.~CP3-3265)

Title: Prima:rySfiuct'ure arid Sinthesis'ofAvian Leukosis Virus Proteins

Contractor·s Project Director: Dr. David W. Allen

Project Officer (NCI): Dr. Padman Sarma

Objectives: (1) To complete the determination of the primary structure
of the gs-a and gs-b antigens of avian~yeloblastosisvirus (AMV),
(2) to isolate and sequence additional group-specific (gs) antigens from
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AMV, (3) to compare the structure of these Flntigens With those 6f other
avian leukosis viruses,,(4} to study the distribution of avian leukosis
gs antigens in I'leukosi~:-free." chick einbryos.

, '

The information obtained from, these studies on thedetaiJ.e.d chemica1
structure of the, antigens, wilithenbe u,seddirectly in 'two further areas:
(5) the chemical synthesis of gs antigens 'and of selected peptides
representing specific regions of their primary sequences" and (6) the use
of these synthetiC. peptides i.n a detailed' study of the:Lmmuno.l,ogical
properties of the antigens, ,and in the, development. of se~sitive and
specific radioimm~noassays for th:e detect:ion of antigen "in ,enibryonic
tissues, aIld in the cour~e of onccigenesis~ - . '

Maj or 'Findin~:, The, ,amino acid sequence of gs-b (p-I5), an avian leukosis
group-specific (gs) antigen from avi?-n myeloblastosip v:iru13 has been nearly
completed. Progress has resulted frpmarepeatedstaphylo~occalprotease

digest and fractionation in which six homogeno~speptid~swe5e found.
These were sequences with substanticl1new in~o~tionconcerningthe
C-terminal portion ,ofthemolecu.le. In addit'ion, micro,pepti:demapping
is being u,tilized to isolate pePct.:i,des which may' so.l,ve the' small portion
of the amino acid sequence remaining to be determined.

Pragresshas been made in studying the antigenic sites of gs-.-?-by
fractionating the cyanogen bromidepeptfde~, by gel diffusion', anci
determining their antigenicity by compiement fixation and immunodiffusion.

Significance to Biomedical Researcha~<.itheProgram.ofthetnstitute: The
determination of ,the primary structure o;,thegs-a,andgs'"-1iantigeIls of
AMVare a prerequisite tot.he chemicaJ. sYnthesis (:l:fone (gs-b) or both
of these antigens. The avian :m.yeloblastosis virus,is>beingllsed as a
model system prior to initiatingsiinilar studies with the ii:iterspecies
antigen (gs-3) of mammalian viruses. ,The availability of a highly specific
and purified antibody against th.e' interspecies, antigen would, cpnsiderably
aid in finding antigenic fingerprints of a potentially oncogenic virus iIi
human neoplastic tissue.

Proposed Course: (1) Determine if the N-terminal portiono:f gs-a, CNBr-3,
a 23 amino acid peptide, is antigenic, after isolating it by a gel diffusion
column. (2) Synthesize the N-terminal portion of group-specific protein
(p-30) from murine leukemia virus, and determine if this portion of the
molecule has species or interspecies antigenic act:i.:v:ity, and is a, suitable
antigen for use as a serologic reagent. Such' synthetic material would be
unlikE7ly to have the same antigenic contaminants as protei,ns ,from viruses
isolated from animals or cell culture.

Date Contract Initiated: September 18, 1972
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HAZLETON LABORATORIES, INC.- (NOl-CP3-32l2)

Title: The Role of 'Viruses in Exper1mental Oncogenesis and Human Cancer

Contractor's Project'Director: Dr. Robert C. Good

Proj ect Officer!:.(NCI) : Dr. StuartA. Aaronson

Objectives: The goals of this contract are to develop an understanding of
the mechanisms'ofaction of oncogenic viruses and to provide evidence for
a viral etiology to human cancer. Work in exper1mental. systems nth RNA
t:llmor viruses, including murine '.' sarcoma .' (MSV) and murine leukemia virus
(MuLV) and with the DNA tumor vi~us, SV40,has led to important findings
concerning the 'oncogenic actions ofth,ese viruses and their effects on
normal growth. Amultidisciplinar¥approach involving cell biology,
virology,' biochemistry and immunology is aimed at the eventual development
of rational approaches to the prevention and treatment of human tumors.

Major Findings: Studies to determine the role of type C RNA viruses in
naturally-occurring tumors have led to several major findings during the
past report period. Multiple endogenous type C viruses have been shown to
be presentinIllousece11s ofdirferent strains. The findings that
biologically distinguishable type C viruses of one cell segregate in
mende1ian fashion inappropriate genetic crosses indicate that the loci
detected represelitvirusstructural information rather than regulatory
genes affecting virus, expression. Biochemical evidence, obtained by
hybridization·of cel1ular'DNA with type Cvirus DNA probes, has shown-that
the virus-specific DNA is 10ca1ized·within the high molecular weight DNA
of the mouse cell. One virus, induced from virus-negative mouse cells in
tissue culture, has been shown to cause lymphatic leukemia in a low
leukemia incidence strain. These findings establish the oncogenicity
of natura11y--integrated type C viruses.

In efforts to develop an understanding of the regulatory processes involved
in control of potentially malignant endogenous viral genes, it has been
shown that one genetic. locus, Fv;..1,marked1y influences the expression of
certain endogenous'iriruses but has little or no effect on others. Further,
a new and highly potent class of chemical inducers of type C virus, protein
synthesis inhibitors, has been discovered. These inducers differ from
halogenated pyr1midines in their ability to activate distinguishable
endogenous viruses of the same cell, providing further evidence that

. cellular regulatory factors specific.for·each virus, must exist. In
BALB/cce11s, regUlation of the spontaneous activation of two endogenous
viruses has also been .' shown' todiffer. One virus is spontaneously
activated at a very low frequency'of around 10-6 , a level which is at
least 50-fold higher than that of the other. The induced virus fails to
persistbecau.se.of"its inability to propagate in normal mouse cells. That
activation ··of this virus also occurs in vivo has been demonstrated by the
detection of very high.... titerednatura1Iy-occurringneutralizingantibodies
to it in seraofBALB/c mice. Similar ~ntibodies have been shown to be
present in a large number of other strains as well, providing evidence
for the widespread occurrence of this virus class.
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In attempts to define the mechanisms involved in type C virus replication,
conditional lethal mutants·of MuLV have been characterized into three
physiological classes, defective inrepl~cation functions at the
nonpermissive temperature. Further, one group ·ofmutantshas been shown to
lack helper functions necessary for fixation of murine sarcoma virus
transfo'rmation. In studies of the genetic functions of.niurinesarcoma
virus, a selection technique has been devised that allows isolation of
large numbers of morphological revertant clones from a..line of
nonproductively transformed cells. These revertants possess normal
in vitro and ;in vivo growth properties yet cOllta;i.n the.MSV genome. One
class of revertants has been shown to contain transformation-defective
sarcoma viral mutants and should be useful in com.plem,entation studies
to determine the number of sarcoma viral genetic functiolls involved in
transformation. A sarcoma virus isolate from a tumor of.a woolly monkey
has been shown to produce transformation of cells in.· a manner distinguish
able from that of known strains of, murine sarcoma viruses. However, this
new sarcoma isolate, like murine sarcoma virus, is unable\to replicate as
an infectious virus.

Very sensitive and specific immuDol.ogical assays have. been developed for
type C viral proteins, including the12,000 and 30,OOOM~W. polypeptides of
type Cvirus of several different·, species. In particular, immunoassays
for type-specific determinants on these polypeptides-have proven very
useful as markers for different virus strains for genet::ic;studies and
in the identification of new virus isolates. These tests, along with
biochemical methods involving DNA-DNA andRNA:--DNA hybric:i~Cition, have been
used to search for type Cvirusinformation, in human cells. Continuous
lines of neoplastic cells from a variety of human tumors have also been
developed for use in these studies and as resources for the Viral

_Oncology Program.

Significance to Biomedical Researchandthe.Programofthe Institute: In
order to develop rational approaches to the preventiona.p.d treatment of
human neoplasia, a detailed understanding of the mechanisms involved in
malignant transformation is extremely important. Tumor viruses in
mammalian systems provide excellent models for studying the processes.
The knowledge gained from these studies can be directlY applied to the
search for similar viruses etiologically involved inhUIllaIl<cancer.

Proposed Course: Investigations will continue into the mechanisms of
viral oncogenesis utilizing model systems developed ill this program. There
will be expanded emphasis on genetic and biochemical ..studies to elucidate
the mechanisms\ by which the normal cell regulates expression of its
potentially malignant naturally-integrated type C viru'ses. In vivo studies
will be continued to further determine the spectrumo£ diseases associated
with endogenous type C viruses. The mechanismsoftypeC viral.trans
formation and replication willcontin1.le to be worked out, utilizing already
isolated and partially characterized conditional lethal mutants of mouse
leukemia and sarcoma viruses and absolute transformation.,..defective sarcoma
virus mutants. Emphasis will be placed upon application of developed
biological,' immunological, and biochemical techniques to the search for and
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study ,of virusespotentia1:lyinvolved in hpman cancer. , As new techniquE!s
become availab;tE:; ,,1;lir?ug~ W9t:~,inmo~el systems, they will 'be rapidly ,
applied to invest{~ations pf hjima.n n~op1a,sia.

Date Contract Initiated: "Septelll-l>er1, 1972

. ... .-. .

JACKSON LABORATORY". (NOl.-C:P3-32S.51 .

-Title: Natural Occurrence of RNA Tumor Viruses (Genomes) and Host Gene
Control of Their E~pressions

Contractqr 'sProjec t Director: ,Dr . ,Hans Meier

Proj ectOfficer (NCI) : Dr. RpbE!rt: J. Hue!>ner

Objectives: The primaryobJ'ective of this contract is to achieve, an
understanding pf ,the mechanisms un,derlying the; genet:ic determina,tion of
susceptibility and ref;1..stanceto cancer,. and the RNA tumor viruses. The
Jackson Laboratory is a. unique source of highly inbred mouse strains.
These areuseg. to <iefine s~ecific getle influences on type C RNA virus/
genome/t~or eXPEessionsundernatur~i,COnditions, and theinfluencepf
environmental·, and> other fac:tors (carcinogens, aging) on host gene controls
of oncogene alld ,yiruse.xpressi5>ns. . '. '

Major Fi~dings:, (1) Host:.,.,Gene Control of Type C RNA Twnor yirus Expression
and TumorigeIlesil3 ,in Jnbred Mic,e.We found a highly significa.nt a.nd
predictaple a~s()ciation between'en~ogenousviraleJg>ressionin early life
and leukemias, and ,reti,culum ceil sarcop1S,$ with ,advancing age. Thus, type
CRNA tumorv:i::rusis the maj.prde.terminant of these tumors.

(2) Genetic Control of the Group-Specific Antigen (gs-Af;) of Murine
Leukemia Vi:rtts .,(lo:1uLV). In cro$sel3of ~/J and C57L/J mice. it .was found
that alleles pet:1D:issive,to ,gs.,.,AG eipressionwere dpminant to their
nonpermissive alleles. A,se~ond ~ample of single ge.ne,control of gs-AG
expressioniri inbred mice was found: presence of gs.....AG is recessive to
absence, and unaccompanied by complete replicating MuLV.

(3) TransplCicentalLEffectsof 1::-Ethyl-1-Nitrosourea (ENU) in I,nbred Strains
of Mice. .It, was observed t:hat poth theENU-caused teratogenic and
carcinog~niceffec,t:sare9train,:""~ependentbutinverl3e1y related toone
another. ,The "outcome of ENU-inducedmalformationsand tumors in straiI:l
crosses is, ,pr¥Ja.r;~lydependentupon llIaternal hereditary traits rat:ller, than
the fetal gen()type. In offspring from,ENU-treated mothers, a significant
association exists between gS-AG, and in some cases, complete viral
expression and chemically-induced tumors" but the rate?f tumor. induct.ion
andacti,v'ation •.or irifectious0J:' subirifec~ious virCiI expression if; influenced
bythes.trainofmo1,lse~ In strains with complete virus expres;siont:tI:e
induction of tumors was acc.::elerated, whereas in strains nth a largely
unexpressed, viral oncogenic mechaIlism, ENU induced tumors through a
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c01D.binedviral~chemical action•..... A .consistentlyhi~h incidence and
development of tumor~Within less than ,10 weeks9cct1:rre4in~ertainFI
mice representing an ideal model forthc!Simultaneous,eta.lu~;tionof
anti-type C viral vaccines against both mesenchimaland'epithelial tumors.

(4) HRS/J: Hereditary Immunodeficiency and LetikemogEkes'is.' Relative
functional defects in the immune system occur in mutants giving rise to
a higher incidence of leukemias than in non-mutant mice. Apparently,
a deficient "collaboration" among different lymphoid cell types or a
deficiency in the proliferative capacity qf,immunocompetentcells occurs
in mutants resulting in an ineffective immtinosurveillartceagainst
leukemogenesis •.

(S) Elevated Sterol Synthesis in LYmpha.tic Leukemia Cellsfrolll.<tW'o Inbred
Strains of Mice. The de novo synthe~is of digitonin-precipi~ablesterols
in leukemic cells from-m./J mice is at least 10-fold,greaterthanthat
of normal cells, and associated with a correspondingly ~ncreased activity
of the rate-limiting enzyme, 3-hydroxy~3-methyl-glutarylcoenzyme A
reductase. Synthesis of fatty acids andpro~uc;tion ofG02 are little or
not at all affected. An accelerated st~rol synthesis in;tumor cells or
tissues may reflect their. rapid growthartd division~(two processes' that
require cholesterol as major ceil ~trUctural elements.; .

(6) In Vivo Induction of Hepatoc~rcinoinawithFetal;Mouse'LivetCells
Spo~taneously Transformed in Culture and Acti""ation of Type' G RNA Tumor
Virus from Carcinoma. Cells. A hepatic cell linefrotil-CS7:BL/6J efubryos
underwent spontaneous transformation after'long-term in vitro'cuit:ivation.
It produced rapidly gr,owingcarcinomaswhen in~culatedi.Ilto CS7BL/6J
newborns. Reestablishment of tumor cell.g:in .culture caused ,a, conversion
ofgs-AG negativity togs-AG poSitivity,andbrolllodla{J~ridinereadily
activated.complete infectious type CRNA,tumor viruses. ' Early passages
yielded B-trop virus and late passages a N-'trop virtisihdicatingthe
presence in CS7BL/6j tissue of geneticinfot1'Ii.ationforatTeasttwo types
of biologically distinguishable viruses.

(7) Ly-4, ,a.New Locus DeterminingaO Lymphocyte Cell Surface Ant'l.gen in Mice.
A new locus was found determining a cell surfaceallo'antigeri of bone
marrow-derived (b) lymphocytes. A number of positive and negative strains
have been identified.

(8) A Micromethod for Lymphoblastic Transformation of Mouse Lymphocytes
from Peripheral Blood. A reliable method was developed for' cUlturing
mouse peripheral,hlood lymphocytes' th~t 'requiresoniy SO ulofblood,
avoids the need for tedious cell separ~tioIis,and'excludes the use of
heterologous sera., This method shouldbe:useful in investigations of the
function of peripheral lymphocytes and allow for study of the genetic'
control governing,responses to phytohemagglutinin or otherantiigens.

Sigp.ificance to,Biomedical Research and the.Prog:ram of the Institu~e:
This program has contributedmuch,of·thebq~icdata concerning the genetic
determinants of oncogenesis and the naturalexpressi6ns of the endogenous
type C virus. It has pointed up the ove.rwhelming influence·· of genetic
predisposition in the development of natural cancefand susceptibility to
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environmental carcinogens. The contractor has deve~oped.sophisticated

systems for defining 'and.locating the genes alldloci involved in murine
oncogenesis~ and virus and antigen expression~ and has rescued complete
virus through gene complementation by hybridization of two virus-free
mouse strains.

Proposed, Course: (l)Further development, characterization~ and uses
of recombin3.nfinbredlines. (2)Study'Of;geneticcontrolofendogenous
murine leukemia virus. (3) Study of association of'theviral group,...specific
antigen w~thtum:or development.(4) Genetic analysis of·a dominant gene
inhibiting 'expression of· thegr6up-specific -ant:igen. (5) Mapping of viral
structural genes'by'use of defective sarcoma virus mutants: complementation
cTasses. (6)-Additionalmarkerstudiesfor lDapping structural genes of
viral components." (7):Induction'ofCcomplete Or partial virus synthesis by
drugs. (8) Chemical co:.....carcinogenesisstudies. (9) Marker studies
(immuttogeneticandbiochemical).(lO)Study of genetic·control of
embryonicandpost..,n.atal, normal and abnormal cell proliferation.
(11) Study oftlie';ef~fectJs');of .hormonal stimulationof·f RNA metabolism in
dwarfmice~and{I;2)hostgenetic rescue of murine leukemia virus.

Date Contract Initiated:' May 2, 1967

MICROBIOLOGICAL -. ASSOCIATES,
(NOlo;.;cp4.23240) c,

.. CHILDREN'S ... HOSPITAL OF AKRON

Title: The Role-soof Viruses and Chemicals in the Etiology of Cancer and
its Prevention

Con.tractor's Pro~·ect'Directors: Dr. >ltlley Housewright (Tech. Manager)
Dr • MinaLee '. Vernon
Dr. Paul Price
Dr. Ilan Shif
Dr. Johng S. Rhim
Dr. KiyoshiHiguchi
Dr~ Carrie Whitmire
Dr. Richard E. Kouri
Dr. John C.Parker
Dr. Aaron E.Freeman (Children's Hospital

'of Akron)
Dr. Howard Igel (Children' s Hospital

of Akron)

Project Officer '(Ncr):: Dr. Robert: J. Huebner

Objectives: Primtiry emphasis is placed on the following major tasks:
Task A:Stud':tei;related toa search for h'liman type C virus. TaskB:
Studies relat'ed'totlie preventi()nand treatment of tumors. Task C:
Carcinogen assays and- cell repos:itory • "Task D: Diagnostic and Testing
Functions.
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Within the framework of certain of these. tasks, the c~Jntractor provides
extensive service and collaborative research functionst;o other contracts
and NCl supported scientists.

Major Findings: Task A. (1) Type C particles have been seen in 17/20
normal human placentas examined by electron microscopy to date, although
there is no definitive. evidence' of typeG particles' in the few· tissue
cul.turesexamined so far ..ExteJ;lsive effor~s are in process to isolate
the type C particles from human placentasandlor human tissue.using
co-cultivation, various cuituretechniques and chemical treatlJlent. Near
term placentas from ,three strains of:mice(DBA/2., C57BL/6Cumand AKR/J)

. were examined in the hope ,of finding a readily available model system
~th which to work. These murine placentashaveshowu'pnlyintracisternal
A particles in 13 placentas e:xaDiined. TypeCparticles were readily found
in one of two blocks of placenta from rhesus :lD.onkeys. ':rhe'materi~il in
these blocks was not suitable for detailed studies. Exandnationof ,tissue
from baboon placentas is planned fori the near future. The 'only interest
in the subhuman pri:m.ates ,is one of comparative IIlOrpholdgyand implications
for continuing human studies. (2) Electron microscopic studies of the
human paralytic disease, Guamanian amyotropic lateral sclerosis (ALS),
have required modifications of fixation and transport Procedures to
assure getting suitable tissue for ultrastructural s1:ud:y~These

difficulties seem to be under control now and the studies will continue.
The purpose is to explore the possibility that pantropic wild mouse viruses
which cause an ALS-like disease in mice may be involved. (3) Virus
isolation from human tumors (ATS-'treatedNlH Swiss'mice:passaged tumors,
Dr. Paul Arnstein, Berkeley, Calif.) and human lymphoid. "cells (Sloan:""
Kettering lnst.) was attempted by co-cultivation with human cells, lymphoid
cells or cells of heterologous origin and by chemical treatment. No
positive results were obtained and no further work of the type is planned.
(4) Replication of Ki-MSV in human cell lines of normal and neoplastic
origin are in process·attelIlpting to isolate human nonprOducer (NP) cells.
Such isolates may be usefuLinturn:4lg on a human tyPe C V:lrus.

Task B. (1) In vitro studies >have showuthat the antibiotic streptonigrin
(SN) at nontoxic levels cCinprotectFischer rat embryo cells from
transformation by 3-methylcholanthrene, ],12-dimethylbenzanthracene or
benzpyrene. Themechanism'IIluststil,l be defined. The same dose of SN
which inhibits chemical transformation al,so inhibits 5'-ldU-induction of
the endogenous rat type C'vi:!:,us'by oyer 80%. The conditions for in vitro
activation have; been optimized. (2) Electron microscopic studiesC)"f
serially transplanted BALB/cf/eD mammary tumors have continued through
Passage 12. Particlecount.s have\confirmed our earlier impression·that
the production of type B particles was gradually decreasing in numbers
with passage. Intracytoplasmic type A particles increased in numbers
through several passages, but may :be beginning todecre;;lsein numbers at
the 12th passage. These studies will continue throughanestiinated 20
passages. The purpose is to s.:lect tumo,rswith high nUtnb.:rs of B particles
for anti~mammary cancer viral vaccines •. (~) Studies to determine the
effect of tissue culture derived interferqn onMCA tumor. induction in
neonatal CF-l, G57BL/6,NIH Swiss and weaiiling CF-;l miceweJ:'e completed.
The MCA dose level used was one giving 50% tUmor incidence in 4 months.
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Interferon treatment was initiated 3 days prior to MCA and continued for
4 months. At 4 months'interferon significantly reduced tumor-incidence
in all groups except the CF"'1 neonates; however, at lO'months the reduction
in tumor incidence was, less significant. Since earlier studies demonstrating,
that interferon reduced MCAtumor induction in CF-l neonates were done with
mouse sera interferon and these b.st studies were with mouse tissue culture
interferon, one-more series of studies will be undertaken to compare the
two sources of inter:Eeron under the same conditions. (4)Twoderivatives
of the aritibioticrifampicin have been"'studied against MCA carcinogenesis
in vivo. PreliminarY'evidence suggested that treatment with o-n'-octyloxine
could decrease MCA tumor incidence in NIH Swiss mice while demethylrifampicin
dea.vatives had only a small e:Efect on latency. Additional studies in
NIH Swiss and C.57BLI6Ctim mice were. undertaken using several treatment
schedules and two dose levels. 'The results from these studies indicate
MCA-induced carcinogenesis could not.. be altered by rifampicin treatment.
(5) Recent studieso:E the effects of 'type C RNA viral vaccines on MCA
carcinogenesis have failed to demonstrate satisfactory.developmentof CF
antibody due to t:hepoor qu.ality of the vaccine. Insufficient envelope
antigens were available to elicite an adequate immune response. Initial
tumor'developmentwasdelayed with citrate controls, normal muscle controls
and viral vaccines with adjuvants. In some instances AKR'viral vaccines
given with FCA both delayed tumor induction and reduced the incidence.
(6) Seventeen days after RLV infection of BALB/c mice, the mice were
treated subcutaneously with either 150 llg MCA or ISO llg DMBA and observed
for 6 months. MeA induced 83% sarcomas while DMBAinduced 43% and the
latency period was, longer forDMBAtumor induction. Mice receiving MCA
and RLV (10-2) developed 14% sarcoma, 39% leukemia and 43% both leukemia
and sarcoma. When less RLV (l0-3) was, given, 34% developed sarcoma,
21% leukemia and 31% both leukemia and sarcoma. Mice receiving DMBAand
RLV (10-2) died earlywfth leukemia. Only one mouse had both leukemia and
sarcoma. When lessRLV (10-3) was given, 9% developed sarcomas alone,
28% leukemia alone, and 15% both leukemia and sarcoma. Although there was
no reduction :hCincidenc.e of leukemia in this group (RLV 10-3 + DMBA) there
was a reduction in the total incidence of sarCOtl1aS from, 43% to 24%. This
reduction in tumor inc.idence may either be due to the early death from
leukemia thereby reducing the'miceat risk to sarcoma induction or to some
protective 'effects to sarcoma induction by the RLV infection as was seen
earlier with RadLV.

Task C. (1) Utilized ,the well-tested Fischer rat embryo cell transformation
system to test the carcinogeniC. potential of coded fractions of smog
condensates collected at different locations in the Los Angeles Area. Four
of the five unknowns were carcinogenic; three known controls done blindly
behaved as expected~ (2) Isolated, characterized, stored and shipped cell
cultures and viruses of special interest to the VCP. Ninety-six cultures
were shipped to 16 'different groups during the last 6 months. Three type C
viruses were isolated from human tumor cells which had been passed through
immunosuppressed rats and mice and chara.cterized as genetically transmitted
xenotropic rat and'mouse viruses. (3);two possible in vitro transformation
assay systems for studying the effects of-chemical carcinogens on human
cells have been developed and are being studied further. Several animal
cell transformation systems were screened in an attempt to develop a more
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rapid and more quantitative ,system for identifying chemical carcinogens
and for studying the role of endogenous as well as exogenous type C RNA.
viruses in chemical carcinogenesis. (4) Transformation of hamster fetal
tissue culture cells treated with l-B-D~arabinofuranoxYl~ylosine(ara-C)
appears to occur during the S-phase of cell growth. It maY be that what
is considered induction of transformation by ara~C i~ purely a selective
process since the number of transformed foci does .not increase in kinetic
studies, rather there is a reduction in the number of normal,colonies.
Transformation was observed only in hamster fetal, cells which express a
certain level of spontaneous transformation. Certain.ofthe transformed
cells derived from theseara-C st~dies release low levels of type C RNA.
viruses as demonstrated byEM,H3-uridine incorporation, ba~ding at 1.16,
low levels of reverse transcript.;ise, activity and gs antigen and BrdU
pretreatment enhances the levels of all these parameters ~.' . This study was
undertaken in an effort to develop ,a more sensitive in vitro assay' system
but is not sufficiently promising for further work for this purpose al
though the system maY,beuseful in other respects and the h~ter virus
will be more fully ,characterized. (5) The effect of expression of the
endogenous RNA viral genome on chemical carcinogenesis is ,'being evaluated
in DBA/2 (D2) and C57BL/6 (B6) mouse strains and the backcross and inter
cross animals'derived from these parental strains. The B6~ce have little
gs antigen expression, the D2 mice are 100% positive for gs antigen and
the Fl, F2 and B6XFl mice have intermediate levels of gsantigen expression
suggesting the presence of at least two genes regulating expression in
this cross. MCA tumor induction was randomly distributed between the gs+
and gs- animals. Infectivity was not determined. The alleles regulating
AHH inducibility also segregate in this cross. Of 251 inducible mice
treated with MCA, 202 developed tumors with an average latency of 131 days.
Of 85 noninducible animals treated with MCA, nine develop~d tumors with an
average latency of 195 days. These data suggest a close. relationship
between .AHH inducibility and MCA tumorigenesis. (6) Studies on an RNA
type C virus from tumors resulting from.transplant:atioll of ..rat kidney cells
transformed by DMBA are in progress. The.tumor cells were. found to contain
rat leukemia virus gs antigen. The sera of tumor-bearing rats developed
antibodies reactive with -a rat leukemia virus pseudotype. '(7) Hepatic
adenocarcinoma was produced in C57BL/6J mice inoculated with liver cells
spontaneously transformed in culture. The isolate was BALB. tropic. This
work is being terminated. (8) A number of Mason-Pfizer monkey virus
(M-PMV) infected human and simian lines were established. The RNA
dependent DNA polymerase assay was found to be a sensitive method for ..
the detection of M-PMV replication. This work is being ,terminated.

Task D. (1) During the past 6 months, approximately 5,600 serodiagnostic
tests were performed on 3,900 specimens. Over 90% of the specimens were
wild or colony mouse sera tested for antibodies to Sendai,polyoma or
lymphocytic choriomeningitis. The remaining specimens tested included
antigens and antisera for determination of anticomplementcgyactivity,
commercial rat colony sera for Sendai and polyoma antibodies and various
mouse sera for the presence of antibodies to 11 indigenous murine viruses.
The following two studies were performed in collaborat.ion with.Contract '
NOI-CP3-3288 (Mi~robiological Assoc., Inc.). (2) Using this laboratory's
isolate of Casitas disease virus, in vivo and in vitro neutralization tests
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were attempted using anti.-Gross and anti~AKR. serum. Neutralizati.onwas not
demonstrated. EXperiments were undertaken to study the host....range suscepti
bility af Casitas virus wi.th respect to N-type. and B-typestrains of mice.
Paralytic disease was induced in N-type NIH Swi.ss mice. No paralytic
disease was observed in the other N- or B;.;.type mouse strains. Further
experiments wereiniti.ated to clarify theN-tropic behavi.or of, the isolate.
(3) As a result of a major Sendai epizootic at the animalfaci.li.ty of an
NIH contractor, involving mostly geriatric mice, several parameters of
Sendai virus infection have been studied. Four inbred mouse strains were
compared to determine if the genetics of'the mouse influences resistance or
susceptibility. Their suscepti.bility (determined from in£ectivi.ty based on
s~logic response) was similar and the mortality rates were not significantly
different. To study the effect 0.£ age on susceptibility to Sendai infection,
100 mice are being held i.n germ-free isolators unti.lthey are 18 months old.
At that time 'their susceptibility to Sendai virus wi.llbe compared to that
of younger mice. AnexperimentstudYi.ng·the effect of Sendai virus infection
on 3 MC tumors in three strains of weanling mice was terminated when controls
,being held at NIH became infected with Sendai. (4) Host range studies of
Ki-MSV indicate a wider host range than hitherto believed. NP clonal lines
of guinea pig embryo (GPE) cells isolated from transformed foci. induced by
Ki-MSV produced neither virus nor viral antigens. However, the sarcoma virus
genome was rescuea'intheseNP cells by co-cultivation wi.th "helper" murine
leukemia vi.rus releasing GPE cells. Par'ticles resembling guinea pig
leukemia virus were activated from guinea pi.g NP cell following chemical
treatment. These particles, approximately 100 mll in the mature form,
possessed a densi.ty of 1.16';"1.17 g/ml and contained reverse transcri.ptase
activity. There were also numerous intracytoplasmic type A particles
rather than the intracisternal A parti.cles previ.ously associated with guinea
pig leukemia. These particles are,more similar to type B parti.cles than to
type C, but are not truly typical of either. Banding materials from BrdU
treated guinea pig NPcells were inoculated into newborn guinea pi.gs and are
under obsertation for induction of leukemia and tumors. (5) A total of 429
specimens have been exam±ned by electron microscopy for the presence of
viral parti.cles. These tissues were derived from the following Tasks or
Groups: Task A (23.1%) ,Task B (6.~1%), Task C (3.5%), Task D (1. 0%), .
Task E (14.9%), Contract NOI-CP3-3248, Microbiological Assoc., Inc. (4.9%),
Contract NOI-CP4';"3254, Microbiological Assoc., Inc. (20.3%) and the
Poolesville facili.ty or any di.rect referral of the Project Offi.cer (28.2%).
Many of the observations are contained in other secti.ons of thi.s report.
(6) Performed over 1,900 reversetranscriptase (RT) assays for other
groups withiIl the Program. Optimized the conditions for the, in vitro
activation of an endogenous rat virus and detection of the activated virus
by the viral RNA instructed DNA polymerase assay. (7) Preliminary studies
in the development of ' a sensitive neutralization test using the reverse
transcriptase as'say has shown this procedure' to be possi.ble and may be
useful in evaluating sera in vaccine studies. The test must now be
correlated with other test systems such as XC tests and focus reduction.

Subcontract, Children's Hospital of Akron, Ohio: (I) In collaboration
with Dr. ZiimnernianbfMA, this'group studied the possibility that type C
viruses might be slow transforming agents. Six pairs of cultures derived
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from BALB/c embryos were used;- one served as a control and the other was
inoculated with aB-tropic virus. Around P 20-30, the.foursurviving
control cultures became heteroploid but were contact inhibited and did
not produce tumors in animals. The five surviving virus-i:Ilfected cultures
converted to wild, disoriented, non-contact inhibi~ed hereroploid
fibroblasts interdispersed with multinucleated giant cells. and produced
tumors in mice. It was concluded that the B-tropic .virus enchances
malignant transformation of BALB/c embryo cells. The possible tumorigenicity
of the heteroploid cell lines at high passage.and the possible implications
of a sarcoma genome are under study. ..

(2* Two-AKR negative clones obtained from Dr. Hartley consistently grew
as contact inhibited fibroblasts-passage after passage; did not produce
transformed foci and did not produce virus when kept as log.phase cultures,
but could be activated to produce infectious virus after, BrdU treatment.
However, if untreated cultures were allowed to stand after becoming
confluent, macroscopically visible areas of morphological alteration
appeared. These foci, consisting of non-contact inhi'Rf.ted, criss-cross
fibroblasts, had a higher plating efficiency than the .surrounding cells
which were considered normal. The transformed cells produced transplantable
tumors in AKR mice; the normal cells did not., All cell lines were hetero
ploid. The transformed cells often produced murine gs-l antigen and
infectious virus. Seventeen transformed and 14 normalc,olorlies picked from
cultures maintained in a confluent co~tact inhibited state were subsequently
kept in log phase with frequent subdivision. After 24 doublings, three
transformed and one normal colony becamegs positive and two ~ransformed

and one nontransformed cell line contained infectiolls virus by XC test.
Thus, it would seem that activation of virus is neither a .necessary
prerequisite nor an absolute result of transformation. The triggering
mechanism is being studied.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the.Institute: This
contract is a core part of a coordina~ed, comprehensive, targeted research
program to define the role of the type CRNA genome as determinant of
oncogenesis, to develop diagnostic systems for s~reening c.~rcinogens, and
most importantly to continue studies with vaccines, interferon, and 'other
potential candidates for cancer prevention and control. This program has
contributed profoundly to the development of new approa~hes and concepts,
which in turn have provided new insights into the nature of the oncogene,
and mechanisms of viral and chemical carcinogenesis~ Specifically, the
in vitro tissue culture systems for assaying environmental carcinogens
make possible large scale, rapid screening of environmental compounds,
drugs, food additives, etc., at a fraction of the cost of equivalent tests
in vivo. In view of the screening burden posed by literally thousands of
new compounds each year, the newly developed tissue culture systems
represent the only feasible hope of recognizing possibly dangerous
carc~nogens before the public has been harmed.

The development of viral vaccines capable of immunizing against chemical
carcinogenesis, and optimistic resultswi-th.mouse interfe:r:dn'against
chemically induced tumors in animals, have important implications for
cancer prevention and control in the near future. The initial tests have



eatabli~hedthat vaCC:l.nes whi..ch confer'greatest protection are·those
der$veq. ...froiIL "natural"typeC-virusea, le.ading. to the; conclusion that
immuIrl.tYisantigen-speci.::fic., ·'Th.e.s.e results are particularly encouraging
with. the advent of new Diethods. for inaucinghuman type C viruses. The
finding of type Cvirusesinhum.anplacentashas added considerable
impetus to the search for. otherhumatitype. a·virus candidates.

Proposed Course: Work. Wi.l1;be continued-on (1) the development, evaluation
and standardization' of"-'iu'vivo and in vitro systems for studying the
effects of knownandstu;pected environmental carcinogens; (2) development
and applicat:fonof;Sl~Ii~itivein vitro assay systems for studying the
natural history of type'CtUmor virus infection and its relationship to
carcinogenesis in a variety of mamIllaliarisystems with major emphasis on
the isolation and characterization'of type a viruses from human material;
(3) development and,testing of typeC virus vaccines ;and interferon to
evaluate their efficacy in prevetition"of spontaneous and chemically-induced
tumors in genetically;defined mouse strains; and (4) electron microscopic
studies, serological s'tudies and reverse transcriptase assays in support
of the above aI1drelatedprojectswithin the VCP.

Date Contract Ilrltiated: February 1, 1970-

MICROBIOLOGICAL ASSOCThTES, 'INC. (NOI-CP4-3254)'

Title: studies of Type C RNA-TtIIIlorViruses

Contractor's Project Di.rector's': . Dr .-·Damodar Deshmukh
Dr. NirnialMishra

Proj ectOf£lcer .'. (Ncr): Dr~PadmanSarma

Obj ectives:. This p~djec:t'is concerned with. basic studies on the isolation
and characterization .0£ type CSRNA tumor viruses from various avian and
mammalian spe.cies,includingman•. kTarge :portionof the effort, is
directed towards thedevelopment and use of sensitive in vitro sjstemsfor
studyingtheprev~lence,and behavior of overt as well a:; covert type C
viruses. , Various approaches ?rebe.ing intensively applied to animal and
human tumor systems haVing co~ert<"s,witched,off tt

) viral genomes in 'efforts
to "turn on" or resclle Qvertexpressionsof th.e viral genomes.

Major Findings: (1) Studies on the prevalence of endogenous type C virus
RD 114 in cats: ,Previous. ,reports from thi~ laboratory discussed the
induction and isolatio:n of a virus identical 'with RD 114 from virus-free
sublines of anestabli:shedcat kidney ceH: culture (Crandell). In more
recent studies, eVideicewas obtained tosugge.st that theRD 114 viral
genome is widesprea.(ih'apparent:ly normal dits. Thus, virus-free' cultures
of diverse cat cells"deri.vedfrom norinalor tumor tissues contained convert
RD 114-likeviruses 'lriducibiewith 5-i6dodeoxyUr:i.dineCtdU). Infectious
virus was isolated frbmeachof 16 cat"-'cell" cultures deri-v:edfromnine cats,
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which included six cultures of diverse, normal embryonic,ti~sue!i1 from six
cats, cultures of tumor (ost'eosarcoma),oftwo,adult cats"one subline
CRFK of Crandell cat cell line andsevensi.ngle cellc:i;ones, preparedfro.m
subline C';"C of the same Crandell cat cell line. It was found that RD 114
virus occurs in an infectious form in certain fetal.cat q.ssues. Thus,
RD 114 virus as well as feline leukemia vi.:rus (Fer.V) Werejrecovered from
the spleen and bone marrow of cat XC l14B through which MCAllister eta ala
passed RD cells immediately prior to the originaidiscov~ry'ofthe RD 114
virus. RD l14-like virus was also isolated :i:l:'om:ath~u~;of a cat fetus.
In addition, cat lymphosarcoma specime:gsexaminecico~!-=a:ittedFer.V,butnone
of these specimens contained infectiousRD 114. These studies provide
conclusive evidence on the original.mode of infection of RD cell~ with
au-114 and suggest the widespread prevalence.of an inducible RDl14 virus
genome in the cat, population.' .

(2) A_survey of cats and humans for",prevalence, of feline leukemia-sarcoma
virus neutralizing serum. antibodies: Sera of adult dOlAestic' cats and
humans (veterinarians and laboratory workers) were surveyed fO:r the presence
of virus neutralizing antibodies against feline leukemia7':sal:'coma viruses
of subgroups A, Band C. A focus neutralization test was" used based on the
neutralization of feline cell transforming effects of approximately 100
focus forming units of feline leukemia pseudotypes of Harvey strain of
murine sarcoma virus (Harvey strain of murine sarcoma. virus with the viral
envelopes of the described serotypes of feline leukemia virus). Virus
neutralizing envelope antibodies against one ormore,eqyelope antigenic
types were found in the sera of 13 of 59 (22%)cats'wlf:hout neoplasia
and in 9 of 38 (23.7%) cats with neoplas,tic diseasebutIlotin the se,ra of
36 veterinarians or in 33 laboratory personnel worIdng'in two laboratories
engaged in feline leukemia virus research. , These 'fil;ldiIlgs ,on the prevalence
of virus neutralizing antibodies,against feline type C vi:ruses 'confirms the
suspected widespread distribution of these viruses in domestic cats,
evidenced by the regular occurrence of ,lymphosarcoma. and .,other neoplastic
diseases in a proportion of cats and the obserVations of the prevalence
of demonstrable levels of thegroup..,.specific antigen ofF'eLV ina proportion
of apparently normal adult and fetal cat,. tissues (Sa~, P. S., Gardner, M.,
Parks, W.P~, and Huebner, R.J., unpublished observations);. Also, it was
found that cats seldom contain serum antibodies aga~!i11:-'the gs-l antigen
of FeLV, presumably as a consequence of immunological tolerance to this
antigen resulting from prenatal exposure t()thisa~tigen. Thus, these
studies suggest that cats with neoplasia as well ,as cats 'rltllout, discernible
neoplastic disease are cal'able, of respondiIlg immunoJ,.pgically tc?" the viral'
envelope antigens of FeLV and is in agreement with'similar findings made in
other laboratories.

(3) t~vitro host range of feline leukemia virus: Viral enyelope antigens
play-;l'nimport-antrole in permitting avian leukosis ~d sarc,oma to infect
cells of avian and certain mammali,aJ:l species. Cellular,susceptibility or
resistance to the .avian viruses i,s a, genetically d~termlned property of the
avian cells and is believed tq be' governed by the presence or absence of
cell receptor sites which permit the entry of a 'particular alltigenic type of
virus. It was found that cat cells from diverse sources are uniformly
susceptible to the three known antigenic types of feline leukemia arid
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sarcoma viruses. However, it was found that cells of other mammalian
species showadifferentia,1. pattern of! suscept:i.bility or resistance to
the three antigenic=. types of felilJ.e leukemia: v:i.ruses. Results of three
consecutive exper:i:mentsgave similar results. FeLV of subgroup A showed
the narrowest host range; v:i.rus derived from ilJ.fected felilJ.e cultures
established productivetinfection of felilJ.e andcanilJ.ecells. MAH .. (Sarma)
strain of FeLVderived from a naturally occurring feline lymphoma after
serial propagatfoninvitroin FEFcul.ture fa:i.led to infect human cultures.
However, FeLV present intheorigfnal MAHcat tumor was able to infect
human cell line RD. FeLV ofsubgroupB showed the w.idesthost range. The
virus was able to establish productive infect:i.on of a wide ~ariety of
mammalian cells including human, monkey, canilJ.e, bov:i.ne~ porcine, and
hamster cells. The subgroup,C vi:russhowed an intermediate host range.
The virus causedproductiv-e infection of fel:i.ne, can:i.ne and human cells.
In addition, this virus was able to .infectguinea pig cells which were
nonsusceptible to both A arid 'B subgroup viruses. Heterologous host cells
productively ilJ.fected with FeLV contilJ.uously released infectious FeLV
capable of establishing productive infection of homologous host cells (FEF).
The virus reisolated in FEF cultures was ident:i.cal w:i.~h the original FeLV
by viral interference tests. The dog cells were not highl.y susceptible to
infection with the A and C subgroup viruses as reveal.ed by the fact that
gs-l antigens of FeLV were only detectable by CF test 6 weeks after virus
infection. Preliminary asaayS of 'subgroup BFeLV in human embryo, vero,
bovine embryo, porcilJ.eembryo, and feline embryo cul.tures and subgroup C
FeLV in guineapigenibryoand feline embryoculturesbave shown that the
heterologous cultures are as susceptible as homologous felilJ.e embryo cultures
to productive infection with these strailJ.sofFeLV. In other studies it
was shown that the selective resistance of human, pig and bovine cells to '
the A subgroup virus can be used to practical advantage for the "purification"
of the B component' 'of virus mixtures of A and B viruses including the cell
transforming felines~rc01Daviruses • Hardy, Jarrett and their associates
found that FeI.Vhas a capacity to undergo horizontal. tranSmission tounin
fected cats under 1.1.aturalandexperimen'tal conditions. The current studies,
and the recent' simiJ.ar st1.1ciies of Jarrett on A and Band Csubgroup FeLV
in human"and dog cells, establish the important r~le of viral envelope
antigens of felineleu~em.ia and sarcoma viruses in permitting or restricting
infection across species barrier. Possibleimplicat:i.ons of these findings
in natural spread of virus to other mammalian species reIllailJ.s to be verified.

(4) Studies on the etiologic agent of naturally occurring turkey leukosis:
In collaborative stuaieswith Dr .Prem Paul and Dr. Benjami,n Pomeroy of
the University of Minn,esota, it wasshmvn' that naturally occurring turkey
leukeosis (two outbreaks') can be exPerimentally transmitted' to turkey poults
with cell free filtrates of turkey tumors. The inoculated turkeys develop
reticuloendotheliosis with:i.n 20 days and eventually succumb to the disease.
A type C virus was .isola,tedfrom turkey, chick and duck cell ,cultures. The
virus is not a member of, the avian leukosis group but does contain RNA
d~pendent DNA polymerase. Ih preliminary studies, ,it-was possible to
transmit the diseasetottirkey poults utilizing virus derived- from clarified
culture fluids of infected cU1.tures. These studies suggest that the type C
viruses isolated,fJ:"0lIltwo turkey lEmkeois outbreaks may be'closely related
to the reticuloertdotheliosis virus (RE virus, T virus) originally isolated
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by Twiehausfrom a turkey with leukosis-like lesions. ~n~addition, these
studies demonstrate, for the first time, the prevalence and etiological
role ,played by the reticuloendotheliosis or turkeys.

Significance.to Biomedical Research. and the Program ofthe ..Institute: It is
becoming increasingly apparent that many, vertebrates~includingman, carry
information in their genomes for complete RNA tumor virus expression,
including oncogenic potential. These studies provide further information
on the natural occurrence and spread of oncogenic type C viruses in
homologous and heterologous species, including man.

Proposed. Course: (1) Demonstra:tion, isolation and characterization of
endogenous type C viruses of rat', cat, turkeys, and man will be continued;
(2) the natural history of turkey.;reticuloendotheliosis virus will be
studied; and (3) attempt to isolate and characterize bovine type C virus.

Date Contract Initiated: October 23, 1973

MICROBIOLOGICAL ASSOCIATES, INC. (NOl~CP3-3248)

Title: Immunopreventionof Spontaneously Occurring Neoplasms

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. Robert .M. NilIlS

Project Officer (NCI) : Dr. Gary J. Ke1.loff

Objectives: The primary objective is to study immunoprevention of
spontaneously occurring tumors ,in laboratory mice.by.the use, of viral and
cellular vaccines. The contractor has extensively studied the parameters
involved in spontaneous neoplasia, including the incidence, progression
and histological types of neoplasms in several" strains of mice. , Additionally,
the relationship of the occurrence of the neoplastic'state to the host's
indigenous type C virus expression has been well def,~:ne.d. The important
parameter remaining, the host's cellular and humoral..:i.Imnune response to
its neoplasms and type C virus, has been under study in the past contract
year. The additional methodologies required to pursu,ethese objectives
have been developed. These include a footpad assay for measurement of
delayed type hypersensitivity in the mOuse, techniques for lymphocyte
culture and the development of a lymphoblast transf6rniat:ion assay for type C
viruses and tumor cells.

Major Findings: Immunoprevention studies to date hayein~luded a
determination of the optimal means of virus productfonal1dcharacterization
and the optimal fixation and storage of viruses. ThETse'l,reparations have
been evaluated by the XC test, protein determinations, 'CF, titer, polymerase
assay, ability to induce neutralizing aI}tibodiesand most importantly
SPAT assay to rule out residual infectivity in the vaccine. These studies
are completed and have led to a standardization of the vaccine preparation
so that each vaccine lot can be adequately evaluated. The optimal dose,
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route and schedule of immunization of theBALB/cCR mouse with banded
type Cvirus has been evaluated bythehost'sresponse.asm~asuredby the
footpad assay, the lymphoblast transformation assay, by neutralization
tests, and ultimately by the host's ability to resist challenge by live
murine leukemia viruses. The sensitivity and specificity of the footpad
assay and the lYmphoblast transformation assay have been worked out. Both
assays can distinguish type C viruses varying in the envelope sub-type
(e.g., RLV and AKR-LV) and show no reactivity with the host cells that
the viral·immunpgenshave beeng~oWIJ. ·in. The development of these
immunological,tests:wil;L perll1it the· contractor to more satisfactorily
design and monitor experiments whose ultimate objectives will be the
prevention of spontaneous neoplasms. Shorter term experiments involving
viral vaccine immunization and challenge with exogenous virus or tumor
cell lines carrying virus or twriQrtransplant lines are in progress. These
experiments will also provide important information in designing
experimeIlts, tq preyellt spontaneous ~neoplasms. The tumor dose kinetics
of a highly. malignant transformedBALB/cC~cell line containing B/C--LV
has been dete:pnin~d,and tllis l·iIlewill be used to challenge B/C mice
immunizedwithAKR.-LV. vaccine. This cell line has been used to prepare
cellular yaccinesby'bothformalinfixationand by X-ray inactivation.
These cellular vaccines have been shown to confer immunity against
challenge with homologous live tumor cells, and it appears that
preparatioIlsof·thesecell vaccines can be used in the footpad and the
lymphoblasttI::ansfol:'mationassays,.to sestablishtheimmune status of these
animals. I>rimary ~Ildsec;o~darytransplantsofspontaneous 'tumors', of
various histologic types (e.g., sarComas, carcinomas, leukemia, and
Hodg~in's d.iseas~)·_are being prepared for use as cellular vaccines to
determine the impQrtance,of theirhistologicspecificitTas.:well as- the
importanceof1;h~i:t>elldogenous type C virus expression.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute:
This contract has contributed significantly to (1) experimental findings
fromwhic;h theollcogene hypothesis: was Jformulated, (2) demonstrating the
prevalence of th~·type,Cyiral ,genome during normaL embryogenesis, and
(3)toanunderstanci;i:n.gof the endctgenous type Cvirus relationship
with its host ancl~t_s genetic and.epigenet.ic relationship to the host's
naturallyocc.ul:'l:'ingn.eop],.t;lsm. 'the curreIit studies on immunoprevention
of spon1;aneouslyoccurring .,' tumors ,', are ,designed .to answer the question
of whetherneopl1:isticdiseasecan,be<prevented or treated by classical
virological vaccine or cellular vaccine techniques.

Proposed Course; (I) Completion. of studies designed to develop usable
techniques,fql:' monitoring Jhost cellular immunity inc.luding the footpad
assay, the lymphoblast" transformation assay, and a c.ell-mediated and
humoral cytotQx~cityassay.- (2) Immunopr evention .studies'with vira.1
vaccinel:;willinclude challenge with exogenous leukemia viruses; challenge
with tumor cell and tumor transplant lines, and holding animals for
prevention of spontaneous tumors. (3) Immunoprevention studies with
cellulal:'yaccineswillinclude challengewi.th exogenous leukemia viruses;
challenge,with,tumor;cell ..and tumor transplant lines and holding animals
for prevention of spontaneous tumors. Tne importance of the immUIlogenicity
of typeC virus in cellular vaccines will:beexamined.
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Date Contract Initiated: November 15, '1961

ST. LOUIS UNIVERSITY (NOl-CP4-3359:)

Title: Search for Viral-Specific Genetic Material in Human Gancers and
Studies 'on the Mechanism of Oncogenesis by RNA and: DNA Ttimor'Viruses

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. Maurice Green

Project Officer (NCI): Dr. Robert J. Huebner

Objectives: This research program is aimed" at understanding in detail the
mechanism of cell transformation by RNA and DNA 'tumor viruses{applying
new information on viral carcinogenesis and 'on the molecular biology of
human cells directly to the problems of human cancer, and searching for
inhibitors of", polymerase that may control theiexpress'fon of,',caricer
specific genetic information.

Major Findings: Poly 2'-O-methylcytidylate""'oligodeoxyguanylate is a highly
sensitive and specific template for the "detection ·ofRNA...;directedDNA
polymerase in RNA tumor virus particles o,f,avian; ,murine~ feline, and
primate origin and transformed'murine>cells in which 'four distinct 'DNA
polymerases have been detected, as showu'bystudies designed 'to evaluate
the potential of poly (2...;0...;methylribonucleotides) as templates arid
inhibitors. Based on these findings, weare now, developing the methodology
to detect the possible presence of RNA-directed DNA polymerase in human
neoplastic tissues.

The single (ex) and, two subunit (ex 13) forms ,of RNA-directed DNA polymerase
from AMV haveRNaseH activity with different modes of,;action. 'Both
enzymes have eXoribonuclease activity which degraaes tneRNA,of an RNA-DNA
hybrid in both the5'+3'and 3'+5'directions,butexl3 RNase'H is a
processive exoribOnucleasewhich digests a polynucleotide"chain to
completion before attacking ,a second chain; \qhile, u 'RNase His a random
exoribonuclease which releases the polynucleotide substrate'after each
chain scission.

The polyhomoadenylate andadjacentD.ucleotides at the 3'':''teiininus.of,30-40S
RNA in the genome ofMSV(MLV). Adenosine is themajor'3''':'OH,termirial
nucleoside of the 60-70S RNAgenomeof,mtirine sarcoma+letIlkemiavirus
[MSV(MLV)J., its 30-40S RNA subunits, ,and the poly(A) segmerits:derived from:
60-70S or30-40S RNA by RNase A + Tl'treatment. The3'-'teminal nucleotide
sequence of the, 30..,.40S RNA subunits is ...;G(C,U)AlOO-OH.

Free and membrane bound polyribosomesof the MSV(MLV)..,.producing, transformed
rat cell line, 78Al, contain virtis-specific35SRNA while>membrane'-bound
polyribosomes contain, in addition, virus'..,.specific 20S'RNA~ ,,' Nonvirus-'
producing MSV transformed mouse cells contain a single'virus,..,.specific RNA
species sedimenting at 26-275 which could be the product of a restricted
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transcripti()nof th.~; =!-;tlt;.e.grate~..viral. genome or could represent a smaller
subunit specific fO:r,the MSV. genoIll~. The, protein product of in vitro
translation by preloaded free artdmembrane~bound polyribosomeS-was
partially characterized.

The induction of viru~ fn 'MEV transformed, nonproducer cells was
optimized withregardt6tim~.andtrel3.fmentwith halogenated pyrimidine
derivatives.'.rhe~ctiv~tionoft.he MSV gen9mefollowing infection with
MLV was followed by measurements of cell agglutination, and interpreted
in ,terms of an independent effect. of specific sarcoma virus genes' on the
cell surface. ' --.'' , , . ' .

The early. events duringfhe 'rapid tran.sformation of murine cells by MSV
was analyzed.Byltybr,:i.'4:i.zatio~;parental RNA was detected on, polyribo
somes at 2 hours~fter iIlf,ection,:; hYfnllibition studies, a requirement
for protein syqthes:i,.swl3.sdemonstratedat;.2-4.hours for maximal virus
replication; by autoradiography and biochemical analysis, the s~thesis
of virus~specific DNA was detected in the cytoplasm at 3-4 hours post
infection; bycytqlogicalhybriqizat;:i,.clU,.virus-specific DNA was detected,
in the nucleuSand.onchr0ll!-0sonfes bY~:5~ours after infection.

Rifamycin ,SVderivative.wi~h3~sUbstitutedside-chains are specific
inhibitors of nucleic acid p()iymerases,;' and are ,inactive against a variety
of non-polymerizi.Ilg enzYI11es. , Theinteiactioq.ofpurifiedlWA~directed DNA
polymerase of A1!fJla;n4·~V(MLYlwith2~5-dimethyl-4-N-benzyldemethyl
rifampicin (AF!ABD¥p) W~S s1;lfdiedin detail. The drug '. interact~ with DNA
polymerase , and, not ,oIl: RNA or'D~ template, and isanon-compet:itive
i~hibitor of, the en~yme witJ:>.respectto, templa,te an,d deoxyribonucl~oside
triphosphate substrates: The mechanism of inhihition may involve
cooperative binding toahydrophobicsite(s) on the polymerase I!lolecule
that influences.the;~ni~iaticln.o,fDN:A's~thesis. A series of polycyclic
derivativeslV~re e;a.w.~J;ie<;l with regarcl to the effect ~f the side chain on
DNA polymeraseinl1i,bftoryactivity. These derivatives bind with very high
affinity to nafuraliall~ s~the1:iccP()+~ucleotidesand in this way block the
template activity of P~f\. p()iyni~:rase•.' Inhibition .. of purified AM!J DNA
polymerase; by seve:ral,2' -O-methyl and,} , -Q-ethyl, polyribonucleotides,
was demonstratedat,:i..olo1'J:l0lyme;r concentration. . These. ,cpmpounds apparently
compete with the temp~at:e for:bindiIlgoL the,active site on the enzyme and
are potent inhib:i.to,;s. '?,f DNA Polymerase ,activity.

Adenovirus replicatipIl andc,eii.transrp9na.tion. , Adenovirus DNA sequences
were detected by cytological hybridization in,cellstransform,ed by
adenovirus types 2, 7, and 12, members of three human adenovirus families.
By new mathematical treatment of data frpm reassoeiation~eticanalysis,
it was determined that multiple copies (over 100) of a segment of the viral
genome was present in cells transformed by adenovirus 7. By hybridization
with radioactive.L and H strands of adenovirus DNA, the fraction of the
viral genome integrated was measured and the mode of transcription regulation
was analyzed in transformed cells and early and late afterp;roductive
infection. By the use of separated strands, the individual early mRNA
molecules were isolated.in highly pur,ified£orm from adenovirus 2 infected
cells for use in defini.ng the early functions of the viral genome involved
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in cell transformation and growth control.
which released adenovirus-specific RNA and
has been studied.

A nuC::lear·membrane complex
has poly (A) polyineraseactivity

Analysis of human cancer and normal tissue for RNA and DNA tumor virus
specific nucleotide se<!uences. RNA from normal and-neoplastiC. htiman
tissues was analyzed for RNA sequencesspec.ific. for RD 114 virus and
MSV (MI,v) with non-definitive results. DNA from norma1and; neoplastic human
tissues are being analyzed for sequences specifiC. for the'siDiian sarcoma
virus. Based on our detection of viral' RNA' and bNA sequences in herpesvirus
1 and 2 transformed cells, and the ease of detection of single copies of a
portion of the viral genome in adenovirlls transform~d cells, we have
developed procedures utilizing (1). Berg's nick translation'-method, and
(2) the use of separated viral DNA strp.nds which' can urtequlvoc'a.lly detect
a fraction of a copy of the viralgell0tne in'human cel1.s.'These methods
are presently being applied to the analysis of normal and neoplastic human
tissue.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the PrOgram. of1:he lnstitute:
Within the Virus Cancer Programsequenticd scierid.:ficactivities ,which
must be conducted prior to the development of a means, for the prevention
of virus-induced neoplasia inman,include (a) d~tection of the virus or
virus product in human materials, '(b) identification of the virus as a known
or new agent, (c) selectedbiocheIirl.cal chc1racterization;6f the -agent
(d) verification of oIlcogenicity forman. The basic re~earc~ on the
molecular biology of normal arid virus infected cells may p:tovide the basis
for understanding the mechanism of animal virus irifection'and carcinogenesis,
and for deve19ping a rational chemotherapy-for vi.raldiseases and cancer.

Proposed Course: The following investigations are planned: (1) The
analysis of human cancers for DNA sequences'specific for 'RNA tumor viruses
and for RNA-directed DNA polymerase actiyity; (2) analysis of human
tumors for,adenovirus - and herpesvirus-'- specific DNA sequences;
(3) properties of purified RNA-directed DNA polyineI,"ase of "RNA tumor viruses
and their associated RNaseH activity; (4) properties arid synthesis of
virion and intracellular viral RNA and nascent DNA of "oncQrnaviruses;
(5) mechanism of virus replication and cell transformaiibn by RNA tumor
viruses; (6) synthesis of RNA tumor" viriis2 specific, protei.ns,and their
regulation - in vivo and in vitro studies; - (7) inhibitors of viral and
cell DNA and RNA polymerase mole,cules - all approach to the chemotherapy of
viral diseases and cancer; and (9) human adenoviruses - mechanism of 'virus
replication and cell transformation.

Date Contract Initiated: March 20, 1967

SALK INSTITUTE (NOl-CP4-3243)

Title: Interactions Between RNA Tumor Viruses and Other Viral Agents
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Contractor's Proj ect Director: Dr. Walter Eckhart·

Proj ect- Officer (NC:r): Dr'. Stuart A.Aaronson

Objectives:. To determdnewhether infection with a DNA virus induces the
appearance of RNA tumor virus RNA in infected cells.

Major Findings: Considerable variability in the amounts of RNA homologous
to R.....MLV in uninfected BALBl3T3 cell preparations was noted. Polyoma
infected BALB13T3 do not produce RNA tumor viruses assayed by reverse
transcriptase in the lIledium of i:nfected.cells. An endogenous type C virus
from JLS-V9 cells (derived.froma BALBmouse) was induced and a radioactive
DNK probe to use' in searching for RNA synthesis in polyoma-infected cells
was prepared. We have infected t'wolinesof rat cells with polyoma
(FIll and FI706). Dne of the. infected FIll cultures has undergone
morphological transformation. The s'ize classes of RNA present in JLS-V9
cells was examined by assaying for protection of the R-.MLVprobe. The
35S and 208 species were found but no 70S was observed.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute: The
expression of genes (Viral or cellular) causes an alteration of cell growth.
If it is possible-to understand the factors that govern expression of RNA
virus genes in the mouse system (where the molecules involved can be
identified), much of that information should be applicable to human cells.
Thus, . these stud1.es· serve as a model for the human situation.

Proposed Course: (1) To characterize thetypeC/viral RNA in uninfected
and polyoma-infected 3T3 cells.to see whether size changes occur after
polyoma infection.

Date Contract Initiated: June 5, 1967

SCRIPPS CLINIC AND RESEARCH FOUNDATION (NOI-CP4-3375)

Title: Immunologic Study of RNA Tumor (Type C) Viruses

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. FrankJ. Dixon

Proj ect Officer (NCI) : Dr. Robert J. Huebner

Objectives: This project offers a multidisciplinary study of oncorna
viruses, with special emphasis on the situation in the New Zealand (NZ)
mouse, and the nature of their interaction with their host which may lead
to the formation of tumors or to the development of immunologic diseases,
or both. The disciplines involved are virology, molecular biology,
biochemistry and immunopathology. The immunologic emphasis in this work
relating both to the.immunopathologic consequences of oncorna virus
infection and to the use of immunologic markers of viral presence are
perhaps a unique aspect of this proposaL A better understanding of the
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immunologic consequences of oncorna virus infection is needed if we are
to understand viral oncogenesis and host defense mechanisms,· and to achieve
effective therapeutic and/or prophylactic immunotherapy,and also to
avoid the possible immunopathologic complications of such therapy.

Numerous reports have identified immune responses to many persistent
viruses, including the oncorna viruses, with associated immunological
diseaSes of varying severity. The manifestations· of these immune responses;
i,e, antibodies and sensitize~,~lls, can serve as indicators of the pres
ence of such infections and, in the case of oncorna viruses, provides one
of the best and at times the only evidence of their existence. The fact
that antibody responses to oncorna viruses may be asso~iated with
particular immunologic diseases~· -such as immune complex nephritis, prompts
a search for oncorna viruses in patients with these conditions with
particular emphasis on placentasfr.omlupus patients. In addition,
there is strong evidence linking the oncorna viruses to human immunologic
disease and suggesting that nuclear antigens may be present in a
particularly immunogenic form as a result of oncorna virus infection.
Thus, the pathologic package offered by oncorna virus inf.ection may
include tumors for the immunologically unresponsive ,host and immunologic
disease for the most responsive, with appropriate combinations for those
in between.

The approaches taken are designed to determine how the vir!1s acts to
initiate either tumors or self destructive immune responses, and what
factors in the host. determine the pathological outcome of suchan infection,
with the objective of developing methods of preventing or interrupting the
infectious process and its consequences.

Major Findings: Effects of neonatal infection of mice and rats with SLV:
A major focus of the program is to determine the oncogenic and autoimmuno
genic potential of SLV, the oncorna virus isolated from NZB mouse
lymphoblasts. SLV was in~culated into 16 strains of mice, selected to
include both Band N-tropic types and a variety of H-2 types, so that the
influence of genetic factors in the propa.gation of virus and causation of
disease could be observed. The mice were monitored monthly for serum gs
levels and anti-nuclear antibodies (ANA), and examined pathologically at
autopsy. Results to date revealed an interesting discrepancy between the
two presumed manifestations of autoimmunity--ANAand gloDierulonephritis;
i.e., the C57BL/6J (low leukemic strain) have a 100% incidence of ANA with
no glomerulonephritis, while theC57Br (high? leukemic strain) have a high
incidence of glomerulonephritis and low ANA. The specifIcity of the ANA
in several strains may well give a clue as to how Qncornavirus infections
initiate ANA, and the nature of antibodies in glomeruli of
glomerulonephritic animals without ANA should also aid .inunderstanding
how thes'e viruses may operate asautoimmunogens. Studies .have just been
initiated in nude mice infected with SLV to determine the role of the
thymus in the pathologic events associated with this infection. To date
these studies suggest that the SLV oncornavirus isolated from the NZB
mice is highly oncogenic in all murine :strains except NZBxW, NZWxB and
C57BL/6. However, the way in which the NZ hybrids and the C57BL/6 handle
SLV appears to be quite different since in the former there is little
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elevation of serum gs, while in the latter there is a marked elevation.
While all three strains develop ANA. 'When infected 'With SLV, only the NZ
hybrids alsddevelopglomerulollephritiswithin.the first 6 months of life.
Thus, it seems poss:ible that in developing a means of controlling the
oncogenic effect of SLV, the~Zhybrids develop immunologic disease. These
studies are continuing in mice, as well as in two strains of rats. To date
the SLV has caused lymphoma in the rat, but has not as yet induced either
ANA formation or glomerulonephritis.

Vaccine studies: Immunization of NZBxW female mice with fomalinized SLV
vaccine either produced no effect on the'incidence of glomerulonephritis

.or appeared to accelerate the disease. However, since the SLV is probably
notthe xenotropicor'natural type C RNA virus of the mouse, this probably
represents an increa.se in host response to enha.nced infection. It points
up the absolute necessity of (I) making vaccines to the precise virus(es)
involvedinoncogenesis.and (2). the ne~essity to work out vaccine protocols
in well-defined systems.

Isolation and characterization of an oncorna virus surface glycoprotein:
This group has successfully isolated and purified the major glycoprotein
which appears on lymphocytes transformed by oncorna viruses. Similar
results were also recently reported by Dr. T. August. In both laboratories,
the results indi.catethat this protein is .one of the major targets of
neutralizing antibody and as such is ideal to illustrate the relationship
between vertically inherited viral genes and naturally occurring late
life diseases. This protein is available not only on the surface of the
cell, but.also on viri.on surfaces, a fact which is important for an
understandin,g of the relationship between the host immune response and
oncogenesis. Thus,dnefactor.wb,ichmust determine the fate of the tumor
in the host is 'the balance between the mass of antibodies and the mass of
tumor cells. Sincethema.jorneutralizing antigen is present on two
replicating structures, cells and virions, the mass of virus produced
could compete fiJr cYtotoxic antibody (neutralizi.ngantibody is cytotoxic
for transformed' cells), and thus may be .an important factor in the host...,
tumor balance even if.newly synthesized virus fails to transform:and thus
recruit additi.onal cells. This work i.simportant because of the many
phenotypi.c expressi.ons of i.nheri.ted vinl.l genes; those which result i.n
alterati.ons of the cell surface are among the most important for the
following reasons: (a) altered or unique cell surface polypeptides are
potenti.altargetsfor the host's immune defenses, (b) changes in the cell
surface may indicate that an oncogenic viral genome is present whether or
not it is completely expressed, and (c) changes in the macromolecular
composition of the cell surface may lead to "asocial" behavior of trans
formed cells.

TaxonomyofSLV: SLV was compared in cross neutralization tests to AKR
and Moloney viruses and was found to be distinguished' from both, but much
closer to the Moloney. Studies.ongenotypic relationship of SLV to other
murine leukemiavi.ruses are· well underway and will be reported on' in more
detail at a later date.
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Somatotrophic variation of the molecular properties of oncorna viruses:
In prokaryotic systems it has been known for some time that the phenotype
ofa virus can in a number of ways be controlled by the genotype of the
host cell. In eukaryotic systems there is growing evidence that, at least
as far as leukemogenesis is. concerned, asmilar phenomenon maybe
important. The evidence indicates that c.ells of thym±c'orig1n may playa
key role. The Scripps group has a number ofcontinuQusly growing murine
thymocytes which produced a large amount of virus and thus were able to
propagate the virus on fibroblasts derived from a number of mouse strains.
They are utilizin.g these to study the moleculatdifferencesbetween
"thymocyte derived" and fibroblast derived" viruses which might account
for·their difference in leukemogeriicity. They found a dramatic difference
in the molecular properties of viruses derived from thymocytes or passaged
on fibroblasts. In summary, their.. findings indicated'that, by the standard
criteria used by virologists, their isolateofSLV fromthymoc.ytes would
be considered to contain "defective" virions; whereas~after passage on
fibroblasts it would be considered to contain almost exclusively effective
virions. Furthermore, upon dilution below thefibroblastinfectiiTity dose,
SLV derived from thymocytes was highly'01J.cogenic in vivo. It would thus
appear that the most threatening virus· from the point of., view of
oncogenesis is the s;lefective agent since it may possess sufficient
information to code for polypeptide(s) which render hOst cells oncogenic,
but may lack that portion of the genome which codes for surface antigens,
etc., which allow the host defenses to recognize' cells as neoplastic.
These concepts may directly bear upon where one should search for
"candidate" human tumor viruses.

Lack of viral expression in spontaneous tumors of NZBxWFI and NZB mice: In
contrast to the lymphoblastoid cells established from the spleens of the
NZ mice, spontaneous tumors do riot produce infectious virus, nor is virus
inducible by IdU or BrdU. It is now of extreme importance to determine
why these tumors lack the complete expression of the viral genome and
because of the work done during the last year aimed at developing
representative "probes" it will be possible to determine by reannealing
kinetics if the "producer" lymphocytes and llnonproducer" tumors have the
same or similar numbers of oncorna virus genome equivalents or if the tumors
la~k a full gene complement.

Biophysical properties of plasma membrane associated DNA: By reannealing
kinetics and a number of other physical properties, this group was able to
show that cytoplasmic membrane associated DNA is a unique species and
clearly is not due to contamination of cells'with either 'microplasma or
viruses. Furthermore, a cytoplasmic membrane associated DNA could
represent the potential genetic information for as many as 100,000 diverse
genes of 1,000 .nucleotidepairs each. Iri addition to its genetic potential
and its possible role in the origin of diversity in immunoglobulin producing
cells, the physical location of c~toplaSmic membrane associated DNA
suggested the possibility that itmighf be incorporated into any virion
which would bud from the plasma membral!,e. This is in fact the case; this
group has shown that at least some oncorna viruses pick up cytoplasmic
membrane associated DNA during the process, of budding. These results were
confirmed by showing that another RNA containing virus, vesicular stomatitis,
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also picked up cytoplasmic membrane associated DNA during the maturation
process. Suprisillgly, the DNA is present in the core of both the. "B" and
"T" virion particl,e~. It is not known as yet whether this-"passenger"
DNA hasbiologica.1;significance;but this ra:i!ses the possibility for
rearrangement of genetic information via either vertically or horizontally
transmitted viruses because ofthefr passive pick up of genes from a
genetic compartment with an analytical complexity of atlea.st 100,000 genes.
They are also exploi:ing the possibility of· generalized transduction.

Immunoelectron micr()scopic study of the structure of nucleic. acids: One of
the early aims ()fthe cOlltractwa~to determin.e if antibodies to a variety
of nucleic acids could be useful for isolatioll and/or determination of the
str-ucture of nucl~ic acids. This group had earlier found that these
antibodies were very useful in ~tudying the fate of a variety of nucleic
acids during the cell cycle of eUkaryotic cells. Taking advantage of the
high specificitie:;of t~ese antinucleic acid antibodies and ·different
nucleases and the' r~solution of the electron microscope, this group
developed a highly. seludtive method f~r probing the "ultrastructure" of
nucleic acids•. ' The .U1ethod has a high. degree of resolution (approximately
25 nucleotides) andmay, in combinat±onwith specific nucleases, allow
them to probe very. small regions of nucleic acid molecules.

Quantitation and isolation of plasma membrane a.ssociated immunoglobulin:
Plasmamenibrane associatedinimu:noglobulinboth'gives the specif~city to
the immune process and is involved in the early stages of activation of
lymphocytes. Before being able to determine if these key molecules are
altered in amount and/or structure in immunodeficiency states and/or cancer,
it was necessary to.4E!term.ine theirna.tureon normal lymphocytes . During
the past. contractYea.r~ tb.isgrc)UIJ llascontinued to refine the Ulethods
for quantitation of"the- nuniberof'plasma membrane associated immunoglobulin
molecules per cell anel has succee~ed'inisolciting and characterizing the
structure of the~eniolecules.The'results,since confirmed in other
laboratories, suggest tha.t plasma tnembrarieassociatedimmunoglobulin may
have a unique structu:re whic~ ma:y be important for its role as a' receptor
molecule. .These .st~g.ies provide an excellent framework ,against which to
determine whethe..~.·. 'the aniount or structure of plasma membrane associated

... '.":.. -,', - - :,: :" ,": -:-.";
immunoglobulin is altered in. the' neopl~:stic'state.
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Fusion of lymphc;>cytel:l by feline leukemiavi.rus: One difficulty in utilizing
the technique. ot'. c~ll fusion in the study of immunologic problems has been
the fact thatlymPAocyte-lymphocyte het~roka.ryonsarenot easily formed
with the usual methodst()~u~ec.ells., During the past contract year, this
group conducted a survey ~.ofa nUIIiber of vira.~ agents and found -that some
of the feline oncoru,aviruses, both FeLy and RD 114, caused lymphocytes to
fuse within 1.5 to 3 hours. Inaddit.i,on to overcoming a technical hurdle,
there were several implications of this study. It is llOW known that FeLV
can be transferred horizontally, at le~st among cats; and therefore, any
effect on human cells may be of importance. In addition, they were able
to show that expression of the endogenous EB virus genome was induced in
the human cells fused by FeLV. Thus, although it has been shown by Old,
et. aI, that FeLV was not detected in tha cells of pet owners, the
possibility that FeLV might play a role in human disease by activating an
endogenous viral genome should not be dismissed.
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Search for type C viruses" in humans: Type C viruses were reported recently
in the syncytial, trophoblasts of primates and humans. Because of the
possible,· role 'of similar viruses in the etiology ,~d patl:1.0gellesis,.of
system.iclupus erythematosus '(SLE) , this groupdecidedto~.it~empt'to
isolate a typeC virus from the placentas. of patients with,~SLE. .. To date
four placentas have been obtained, and numerous particl,esEi!asily seen
in the electron mi.croscopein the 0Ile specimen'~3J,Ilinedtqdate•. These
materials are being fixed for histology and electron micrpsc:q,py.and
the trophoblasts are being co-cultivated with a varietyo,ftissues. These
materials will be studied:i,Il.tensively with the, objective of -getting out a
human type C virus capable of replication. . .

Sign.ificance to Biomedical Research·and the Program,oft::heInstitute: This
program is relevant to the goals of the Nat,ionalCancer. Institute in
rehtionto (1) determination of cause, (2) earlydetectioiiof risk, and
eventual (3) effective prevention pf cancer. The etiologic~l association
bet~een ,typeC ,RNA viruses and,ca11cer has beell firmly established in
chickens, mice, hamsters, rats and cats a.nd is,strongly impl~cated in cows,
gibbon apes, woolly monkeys. and baboons, as welL' In addgion, thepa:rticle
has been seen in huma,n placentas to ,a titer suggesting that it is universally
present. Expression of this apparentlyl.lniversal oncogenicpotehtial,
however, is dependent on the ;immunologic responses of the host. Although
these immunologiccontrolsare~ellrecognized, the me.e;ha;nisms are poorly
understood. Characterization of the viruses, viral antigens and host cell
responses will provi4eimportant insights into the etiological rol~ of
the viruses under varying immunologiccondi.t::ion~,and,thetneans of detecting
and interfering with their oncogenic properties through the use of' viral
vaccines.

Proposed' Course:, The project will continue to focus 011 several interrelated
aspects .of the oncogenic and. ~unopathologi~ consequeiiC:~sofoncorna virus
infection,withpal:'ticular emphasis on,thesituationinNZmice. (1) The
possible role. of SLV, an oncorIlfl-:virus(es) obta~ned f:r0tn}lZB lymphoblast
cultures, in the genesis of spontaneoustumors aIld imInun(>!6gic diseases of
the NZ mice. (2) UsingSLV asa model onc0rn.a virus, at~em'Pts arebeing
made to find if> an how in vivo infection' 9f a varietyof murine and rat
strains with this agent ,will cause tumors and immunologic diseases ~
(3) Isolate and characterize the glycoprotein surfaceahtigensof oncorna
viruses and use this antigen as one oJ. the yardsticks' iI{ evaiuad.ngthe
host-virus relationship. (4) Analyze'the number and nattrre of the viruses
produced by continuous thymoblast lines derived from NZB andrelated mice.
(5) Correlate a· variety of virion) c.oded or inducedl'hen(ftypicniarkers of'
infected lymphoblasts with their oncogenic.,or immunologic potential
in. vivo. (6) Study the incorporation of exogenous nucle'i'c acids into
oncorna and other RNA viruses and a.ttempttO determine whether this process
may' playa role in the induction of "autoimmune" respolls'es following
infection with their viruses. (7) Search for human type Cviruses in the
placentas of humans with lupus erythematosus.

Date Contract, Initiated: June 29,1972
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA SCHOOL. OF MEDICINE, UNIVERSITY OF arid CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL
OF LOS ANGELES (N()I-CP5-3500)

Title: A Comprellens:LyeField and Laboratory Research Program on the Etiology
and Epidemi.oliJgy of Human Cancer

Contractor's Project Directors: Dr. Murray B. Gardner (USC)
Dr. Robert M. McAllister (Children's Hosp.)

Proj ect Officer (NCI): Dr. Robert J. Huebner

Objectives: To mounta.multifaceted, highly interrelated program designed
to determine therqles of viruses, physical and chemical carcinogens, and
other facto~s in >:theetiology of'hUmanand animal cancer in a natural urban
ecology. These studies are carried out: i3.t USC School of Medicine and at
Children's Hospital of Los Angeles."

Viral studies: Human, pet and feral animal cancer and fetal materials are
under intensive study for RNA tumor virus expression, utilizing all the
modern in vitro ~swe~las in vivo test systems. Extensi.ve field studies
and procurementeffqr1:s provide large numbers of tissues derived from cancer
patients, genet:i.ca,llYAefective individuals, and spontaneous and therapeutic
abortions. Thes~ mat~rials are utilized for invitro.and in vivo.biological
stud'ies and are:s.ubjectet3, to serological, imm~ological, biochemical and
electronmicrogr,iphicana1.yses designed to detect, isolate and characterize
the RNA viruses.and.vi~s-':'specific ant.igens associated with naturally
occur~ing an~l and. human neoplasms.

Epidemiological studies: This program is providing, through hospital
record surveys and community questionnaire surveys, up-to-date information
of the natural occurrenc~ of human cancer as.it may be influenced by genetic,
viral, environmenfalor .()th~r fact9rs, including exposure to variable smog
components in diffe~ingecologicalareasof Los Angeles County, industrial
and household carcinogens, andpets>withandwithout: cancer. Other factors
such as occupatio\l-.,aging,genetic defects, smoking, hormone therapy, and
immunosuppressants are being studied using classicalepidemiolog:f.cal
methods combined with virological andJserological surveillance.

Environmentals,tuciies: This program is concerned with monitoring focal
environmental ar~a's for levels' of carc'inogens and other air pollutants •.
Materials collected are characterized and supplied to laboratories at USC
as well as to NCLandother VCP contract programs; e.g., Contract
NOl-CP4-3240, for studies to determine the carcinogenic activities of such
pollutants in tissue culture and in animals.

Major Findings: The.C:ancer Surveillance Program is a mechanism for rapid
reporting of all c:.,mcer cases in Los Angeles County. Through the voluntary
cooperation of all, major hospitals (165 in number), approximately 22,000
incident cases annnallyare made available for collaborative epidemiologic,
immun9logic andviro+ogic studies. High~.r lung cancer mortality occurred in
Caucasian males+iving in certain heavily industrialized areas of Los. Angeles
County. These areas were characterized by elevated levels of benzo(a)pyrene



and certain other polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons of primarily industrial
origin in the air and soil. The most likely explanation forth~se excess
lung cancer deaths would be a long-standing-synergisticactionbetween
smoking and neighborhood air pollution. A new class of carcinogenic
compounds which are methanol soluble was isolated from particles in
Los Angeles air. The transforming activity of this extract approaches that
of 3-MC in rodent cell culture systems.

Geometric mean antibody titers to EBV were elevated in patients with three
histologic subtypes of Hodgkin's disease and were normal in patients with
the lymphocyte predominant subtype. Antibody titers to three other herpes
viruses (varicella, CMV, herpes 1) were normal. These results suggest that
EBV is not important in the etiology of .at least the lymphocyte predominant
form of Hodgkin's disease. Patients' with Hodgkin's disease had an increased
frequency of HL-Al. We have observed three clusters of Hodg~in's disease
in Los Angeles County. In a collaborative case control study in two
geographic areas (Los Angeles and New Orleans) no risk associated with prior
tonsillectomy, appendectomy or in£ectious mononucleosis was found, although
an increased risk for dexedrine users wasfourid.

Epidemiologic surveys designed to obtain evidence of a milk transmitted
human breast- cancer virus showed no evidence of an increased, risk of breast
cancer associated with being breast fed, regardless of the age at diagnosis,
and excess familial risk of breast c.ancer occurred equally in both maternal
and paternal lines. A marked protective effect of hormones administered in
menopause was found. Virus particles were not found by EM in·inilk specimens
and there was no correlation between detection of reversetranscriptase
activity in milk samples and family history of breast cancer. These results
fail to support the possibility of a milk agent as an etiologic factor in
human breast cancer.

Cell strains derived from childhood tumors have been characterized and
tested for their capacity to form tumors in ATS-treated hamsters. Tumors
that formed have not released hamster or other type C viruses. Attempts
to induce or rescue type C virus in our established human sarcoma or
lymphoma cell lines, in fresh human leukemia cells, in lymphocytes from
patients with autoimmune disease and in human placentas have been negative.
Type C virus-like particles, few in number, were seen by EM in 10 of 33
human placentas. An enzyme (DNA polymerase) substrate (possibly RNA)
complex has been isolated from the cytoplasm of RD cells. Transfectiori of
RD cells with DNA from RD 114 cells has probably been achieved.

Although wild mice from most trapping areas in Southern California were
"switched-off" for type C virus expression artd were resistant to spontaneous
cancer until old age, young wild mice from two particular trapping areas
were found to be unusually "switched-on" for type C virus activity and to be
remarkably prone to spontaneous lymphomaand{or lower limb paralysis.
Transmission and neutralization studies have established unequivocally the
indigenous type C viruses as etiologic agents of both diseases. The lower
limb paresis results primarily from a direct neurotropic effect of type C
virus upon motor neurons in the lower spinal'·cord. In these two genetically
susceptible colonies of wild mice, type C virus is spread epigenetically
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via milk and transplacentally. Several of these viral isolates also show an
unusually wide in v:ftro. host.range,inc.ludingmouse(N.-;tropic)and human
cells. Virus expression is lar.gely "switched-off" in the progeny of these
mice bred with C57/B1Sn mice as a result of introducing a dominant ·gene
for repression of gs antigen production. Thus, type C RNA viruses must be
considered as potential etiologic factors~in humans as well as mice, not
only for cancer and possibly immunologic disorders, but also for unexplained
neurologic diseases.

Endogenous type C viruses were isolated from rats of five·different strains,
from established cell lines and .secondary embryo cultures. Natural histo'ry
studies ofFeLV and RD 114 showed an excellent correlation between
detection of FeLVarid RDl14gsantigen by;CFin fetal and postnatal cat
tissues and the detection of type>C particles by. EM and isolation in vitro
of the corresponding virus. The··tesultsconfirm.that RD 114 is an-endogeno1.ts
type C virus with a translational block in most cats to production of
detectable gs antigen or infectious~virus. FeLV behaves more as an exogenous
virus, detectable in high prevalence in young cats with lymphoma or unex
plained anemia, in moderate prevalence in cats with infectious peritonitis
and in normal fetal cats, and in 10w'preva1ence in normal postnatal cats
and in old cats Vlithcarcinoma and lYmphoma. The oncogenicity of RD 114
remains undetermined.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute: This
program searches for causes of human, pet and other animal cancers in a
natural ecology, 'utilizing (1) eiperimental animal systems; (2) >basic viral
and chemical carcinogenesis studies; and (3) epidemiological profiles of
cancer incidence iriLos Angeles Area·humans and animals in relation. to
exposure to environmeritalcarcinogens.

In addition, the program con.tinues as a priIile resource for supplying human
and animalmaterials·to the· viI.'al· .onco10gy in"'-house and .VCP contract
programs ,particularly to Microbio10gical··Associates(NOl...,.CP4-3240) ,
Flow Laboratories, Inc. (N01-CP3-3247), St. Louis University (N01-CP770692),
University of California, Naval Biomedical Research Laboratories
NOl-CP3~3237), arid the'Cal·ifornia State Department of Public Health
(N01-CP4-3209).

Proposed Course: Continuation of·(l) efforts to· rescue a human candidate
type C virus and eventual development of vaccines for'trials in cancer
patients; (2) studi:es of the type G v:i.rus isolated from a. feral house
mouse which is responsible for' naturally-occurring early- l:ymphomaincidence
and amyotrophicl~teralsclerosis-like paralysis in the colony understudy
and in other mice as well under experimenEalconditions; (3) epidemiological
studies of factors influencing cancer in.cidence and type; (4) characteri...,.
zation of air pollutants; 'and (5) procurement, growth and distribution of
human and anima:! m.aterials with the VCP.

Date Contract Initiated: June 26,·1968
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA SCHOOL OF MEDICINE;UNIVERS.ITYOF (N01,-,QE4-3242)

Title: Conditional Lethal Mutants of> RNA Tumor,Viruses

Contractor IS Proj,ect Director: Dr. Pete.r K. Vogt;:

Project Officer (NCI): Dr. Gary J. Kelloff

Objectives: (1) To continue the isolation ,of temperature~sellsitivemutants
of avian sarcoma and leukosis viruses; thegolil of this ~ffort.i;; to b~.dld

a collection of, about 300· well....characteri~ed mutant 13 ,of,. differ~nt avian
tumor virus subgroups. Special emphasis iscbeing,placede'on,mutallts which
are affected in their transforming ability. (2)Tp charac,terize each newly
isolated mutant with physiological and. genetic technique~. (3).To determine
the number of viral genes involved in transforma.tion and, identify the
products of these viral genes. .,

Major Findings: The ;isolation of temperature."s~sitiveID,ut,ants of avian
sarcoma viruses was continued. At pr~sent the contiZ::lictpr iscollcentrating
on their collection ofcl~ss T mutants (viruseswhich.cannot induce nor
maintain transformation at 41°). This collection is to be u13.~d;primarily

in complementation studies to see how many viral genes are involved in
the transformation process.

The two early coordinate mutants ts335 and _ts337 _have ,been :~t~!i:i,ed .. fu.rther.
Unequivocal proof . that they have a teII!-perature-sensitive,r.eveI:"s~!':transcriptase

was obtained by purifying the mutant enzymes and studying the.ir,activities
in vitro. Genetic revertants of ts335 andts337 to wild typeaIldto
recombinants with wild type virus strongly indicate that temperature
sensitivity in replication and transformation:. whenever theteIIlperature
sensitive enzyme becomes wild type by recoIllbination or·genet:!,c-reversion,
the replicative and transforming properties of, the virus alsc> ,assume wild
type'characteristics.

Several additional coordinate 'temperature-sensitive mutants have also been
analyzed; i.e., viruses which neither transform nor replicate at 41~. Some
of these mutants could be shown to carry at least two mutations, and the two
mutations were separated by recombination experiments.

Significance' to Biomedical Research" and "the Program of the. Ins.titute: The
work on avian sarcoma virus tsmutant. has.providedand willpr()vide deta;i.leci
information on the function of individual viral. g.eges, on thei'r tiz!1etableof
action and their location on the viral genome. Of particullir value will be
the characterization of viral transform:ing g~nes, theirnu,mber, position oIl
the genome and sequence of activity. Eventually, this work ~A()uld~ead to
the identification and isolation of the primary gene product13 of: trCins-,
forming genes, the hypothetical transforming proteins. The characterization
of such proteins will be a major step towar4s understandiIlg viral
carcinogenesis.

Proposed Course: Assuming 50 complementation groups in RNA tumor viruses,
one would need about 200-300 mutants randomly distributed over the genetic
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map to achieve the degree of map saturation required for a rough genetic
definition of :i.:ridividuaLviral genes. 'The work, therefore, will< proceed
with the isolation of 200-300 mutants which will require 2 to 3 years.
Physiological and genetic studies will be conducted in paraliel with mutant
isolation and can be expected to requireS years.

Date Contract Ini.tiated: October 15,1971

STANFORD UNIVERSITY (NOI-CP4-3244)

Title: (A) 'Study ofH$aIlTumo;r;'Ce]"l Cultures; (B) Operation of a Central
Mycopla~ma Diagnostic Laboratory

Contractor's ProjectD:irectors: Dr:>Leonard Hayflick

Proj ectOfficer (NCI): Dr • James T.·Duff

Objectives: Part Ais for studies on the cultivation and characterization
of human tumor tfssue,growthofhuman tumors in mice treated with anti
lymphocytic sei'tu,n; and. transformation of normal human cells by cheD;lical
carcinogens. PartB serves al;a centraLdi.agno.stic facility for the'
detection and identification of mycoplasma contamination in virus prepar
ations, sera, cell cultures, and clinical materials submitted by other VCP
contractors. Uponreqtlest; identification of isolates is made as to species;
and mycoplasma' antig.ensare\distributed·tothose inve~_tigatorsrequiring

these materials.•

Major Findings:' -Study of human tuinor, cell cultures: Using c:y.tochalasin B
and centrifugation, this grOup has succeeded in enucleating 100%-of mass
cultures of human and animal,:cells. Enucleated normal and .cancer cells are
now being hybridized to reciprocal whole cells to determine the control for
malignancy and activation of endogenous oncogenic viral genomes. Malignancy
is assessed by inoculating cells into antithymocyte treated and thymectomized
mice. Several fundamental questions in cancer biology are being approached
using this technique.

Studies on the transformation of cultured normal human cells to malignant
cells with chemical carcinogens have continued and several chemical
carcinogens have been tested~Onlyone; 4-nitroquinolinel-pxidehas.
shown activity in that WI-38 grown in the presence of this compound has
apparently escaped from control on its finite.1ifetime. Tests fo+,
malignancy are now underway~

A method for detecting histocompatibility antigens on cultured human cells
was developed. D1rect cytotoxicity testing of SV40 transformed cells
showed no loss or gi:iin of HL-Aspecificities with· the exception of cell
strain JTM where cont=rols were negative forHL':'"'A5, but. SV40 infected cells
reacted positively to three different alloantisera. By quantitative
micro-absorption, no loss of HL-A specificities was recorded. However, in
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all cases, with the'. exception rifa Down's strain, the SV40 infected cells
became positive for HL"'""AS,

Operation of a central mycoplasma diagnostic laboratory: ])uring.a 5-1/2
month period, the contractor received and tested 899 samples from VCP
contractors for mycoplasma. Eighty:-threepositive isolations were made.
A new biochemical procedure. for detecting microbial conta.m:iricition of cell
cultures was developed. Studies are in progress on a mycoplasma inhibitor
found in cell cultures that upon dilution reveals the presence of
mycoplasmas which are masked in undiluted cell culture fluids and therefore
yield negative results.

Significance to Biomedical Research .and the Pro,gramoft.the. Institute: The
mycoplasma diagnostic facility is' a testing.and1lJ.onitoringse:ryice available
to all VCP contractors and viral oncology intramural staff. Many of the
most important viral specimens~ cell' cultures,ser-a, e,t;c., used in the
viral oncology program are sent to this facility for niycopl'asIila testing~

Transformation of a human diploid cell line by chemicals could lead to a
more direct testing of the oncogene theory, provide aniri'V'i.tro assay
system for testing the carcinogenic effect of chemicals-on human cells,
and could lead to a "switch-oil" oiahumantumor, virus. ,The .system of
C57/L mice treated with anti-lymphocyte· serum is being;-}.lsed,to tell
whether cells from neoplastic tissues, grown .in vitro, are· "tumor cells
or fibroblasts." -'

Proposed Course: (1) Continuation of mycoplasma festingof samples received
from other VCP laboratori~s. (2) Continu<itionc:>fstudieson (a) effects
of various chemical carcinogens on normal human cells in vitro ,alcme. and
in combination with oncorna viruses; (b) human tumor growth in immunosuppressed
mice; (c) histocompatibility.expression,Qf humancellstransf()rmed by
oncogenic viruses; and (d) enucleation of humannorma:l and cancer cells
with CytochalasinB. .

Date Contract Initiated: June 19, 1969

WASHINGTON,UNIVERSITY OF' (NOl-:-CP3-3372),

Title: Studies on Tumor-Specific 'Transplantation Antige,ns

Contractor's Project Directors: Dr. Karl Erik HellstrCJm
Dr. Ingegerd Hellstram

Project Officer (NCI): Dr.: Robert J. Huebner

Objectives: To detect and characterize tumor-specific antigens, plus
serum-mediated and cell-mediated immune responses tothe'se tumor-spec::i.f~c
antigens, in human tumors.
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Major Findings: (1) Demonstration that sera from certain tumor patients
can increase the specific cytotoxic effect on tumor cells of lymphocytes
from the respective patients (and from other patients with the same tumor)
and can often also bestow a tumor cell cytotoxic effect on lymphocytes
from control donors.

(2) Demonstration that lymphocyte mediated cytotoxic reactions to Rous
sarcoma cells in Japanese quails can be blocked by the tumor-bearers'
serum, and an analysis of this blocking effect. Evidence was obtained
indicating that antigen (in the absence of detectable antibody) can also
block cytotoxicity:'and that antibodies can facilitat:e the formation of
blocking complexes by releasing antigen from the tumor cells. The data
a~ compatible with the hypothesis that the most efficient blockers are
antigen-antibody complexes.

(3) A continued analysis of ~llograft tolerance in rats, which we feel
provides a model to understand some-aspects of tumor immunity. Evidence
for a role of blocking factors in operationally defined allograft
tolerance was obtained. .

Sign~ficance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute: This
important and produc.tive study of human and animal tumor antigens, as well
as cell-mediated and humoraL immune responses to the antigens, has already
given, and promises to continue to give, insights to the understanding of
the body's immune response to tumors, and ultimately may lead to immuno
therapy of established tumors in man.

Proposed Course: Continued investigation of interaction between lymphocytes
and serum factors in animals and patients with tumor and attempts to prevent
and treat tumors by immunological means.

Date Contract Initiated: April 14, 1969

WEIZMANN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE (NOl-CP4-324l)

Title: Study o:fViru.s-Induced Tumor"'"'SpecificTransplantation Antigens

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. Leo Sachs

Project Officer (NCI): Dr~ Robert J. Huebner

Objectives: To investigate the differences between the structure of the
surface of normal cells and of cells transformed by viral and non-viral
carcinogens by studying the differential binding of plant lectins.

Major Findings: Mobility of surface membrane lectin sites on normal and
transformed cells: The results of these studies indicate that the carbo
hydrate-containing structures on the cells that bind Con. A are mobile. The
experiments have provided direct evidence that in cells that are in
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suspension in vivo, malignant transformation is associated with reduction
in mobility~f these sites and that. in cells that form a solid tissue,
malignant transformation is associated with an increase in mobility of
these sites. .

Viscosity of lipids in the surface membrane of normal lytnphocytes and
leukemic. cells: The results of these studies have shown that the
lymphoma cells which have a lower mobility of Con. A sites than the normal
lymphocytes showed an increased ·fluidity of the surface membrane lipids.
This increased fluidity of the lipids was also found in the cells of
eight patients with chronic lymphatic leukemia compared to normal peripheral
blood lymphocytes from eight normal humans. These results suggest that the
amount of cholesterol present in the cell surface membrane may play a
significant role in malignancy.

Membrane c'hanges in the cell cycle: In order .. to determine possible
differences between normal and transformed. cells in the cell cycle, cells
in interphase and mitosis were compared. It was fou~d_tb~t transformed
fibroblasts in interphase and normal fibroblasts in mitosis were
agglutinated by Con. A and the lectin from wheat germ; whereas, normal
fibroblasts in interphase and transformed fibroblasts.inemitosis were not
agglutinated by these lectins. These data suggest that there is a reversed
cyclic change in the mobility of specific surface membrane sites in normal
and transformed cells.

Surface membrane glycopeptides correlated with tumorigenesis: In order to
determine other chemical differences between normal and malignant cells,
the fucose-containing glycopeptides on the surface membrane of normal,
transformed and tumor .cells have been.studied. In all.cases, the gel
filtration profiles of the fucose-containing glycopeptides were similar to
those obtained from normal fibroblasts. In contrast, the profiles
derived from the tumors formed after inoculation into animals or all of
these cell lines showed the appearance of a specific group of glycopeptides
which was not found in the original cells. These results indicate the
existence of a correlation between surface membrane glycopeptides and tumor
formation.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of theJ:nstitute:
Compounds that interact differentially with the surface membrane of normal
and tumor cells are of value in elucidating the chemical nature of the
differences in the surface that are associated with cell malignancy. They
are also of potential value for tumor chemotherapy.

Proposed Course: The contract will terminate at .the end of the current
contract year.

xL

Date Contract Initiated: April 22, 1969
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WISTAR INSTITUTE OF ANATOMY AND BIOLOGY (NOl-CP3-3250)

Title: Extraction and Characterization of Virus-Induced Transplantation
Antigen and Rescue of Virus from Sarcomas and Leukemias

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. Anthony J. Girardi

Project Officer (NCI): Dr. James T. Duff

Objectives: (1) -Studies on attempts to isolate viruses from human sarcoma
and leukemia. patients. (2) Localization of the integrated SV40 genome on
chromosomes of transformed human cells.

Maj or Findings: Sarcoma cells a.r~ being employed in cell fusion
experiments with human leukemia cells; this is being followed by induction
(IDU and dexamethasone) in attempts'- to activate leukemia-sarcoma viruses.
The assay cells used for the hypothetical agents include normal human,
marmoset, avian and murine. species as well as normal cells derived from
sarcoma patients.

Hybrid cells result:ing from fusion of .. mutants of "normal"mouse and
transformed human cells are being -analyzed for SV40 traits. The SV40
genome appears to be specifically integrated on the human chromosomeC7
as indicated by expression of T antigen, TSTA anti.gen and rescuable
infectious SV40 virions. Loss of theC7 chromosome is accompanied by loss
of the above mention~d activities. These studies are being expanded in
attempts to locali.zethe EBV genome, the Rous sarcoma genome and the murine
sarcoma genome .in·h~n cells which were transformed by these agents but
which are now produc~r cells.

Significance to Biomedical Research and. the. Program of the Institute: In
order to establish the·· viral etiology .·of· human cancer, it is essential to
pursue new techniques and methodology for the isolation of a potential
candidate human tumor virus. These studies are attempts to isolate this
elusive agent. The identification of the integration sites of sv40
hybrid genomes in.transformed cells and the determination of their linkage
relationship with other chromosome markers may explain the mechanisms
of virus-induced transformation.

Proposed Course: Continuation of the studies on the isolation of a human
cancer virus and initiate studies involving the relationship among murine
sarcoma virus transformed cells.that differ in the degree of viral genome
expressed.

Date Contract Initiated: February 1, 1971
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7 • TUMOR VIRUS DETECTION SEGMENT

CONTRACT SUMMARY REPORT

Human Studies

Reverse transcriptase purified from three cases of human a.cute myelogenous
leukemia has antigenic properties closely related to those of the woolly
monkey and gibbon ape type C viruses. (Contract #43207)

Terminal transferase activity has been found in six (out of eight studied)
cases of childhood acute lymphoblastic leukemia. It has not been found in
cells from patients with chronic lymphatic leukemia (five 'cases) , lympho
sarcoma cell leukemia (four cases). and acute myeloblastic leukemia (six
cases). It is likewise absent from a variety of cells'in culture and
from normal human· spleen and circulat;'ing lymphocytes. Fractionation
of normal human infantthymocytes has allowed identification of a
sub-population of thymocytes which contain this enzyme. They are small,
buoyant, mitotical~y active cells, the population which predomina~es

during fetal life and may be T lymphocyte precursor cells. (Contract #33348)

No DNA polymerase activity in human milk comRarable to that shown in the
milk of mice producing typeB or C viruses wasobseried by phosphocellulose
chromatography. In addition, there was no correlation between the presence
of endogenous activity and positive simultaneous detection assays for
reverse transcriptase on the one hand and a positive family cancer history
on the other. HBT-3, a human breast tumor cell line, contains an enzyme
strikingly similar to the reverse transcriptases found in type C viruses
with respect to size, template and cation preferences, and.adsorption to
phosphocellulose and oligo-dT-cellulose. (Contract 1143249)

The human papovavirus, BK virus, can transform BHK21 clone 13 cells and these
cells can induce tumors in adult hamsters. BK virus has also transformed
a marmoset fibroblast cell l:;i.ne. (Contract #43318)

The Immunodeficiency Cancer Registry has continued and increased leading
to 164known patients with immunodeficiency who developed malignancies
and nine cases known to be alive with tumors which may b~ available for
procurement. The bulk of tumors in children with primary:iIiJmunodeficiency
diseases are lymphoreticular. Persons with several forms of primary
immunodeficiency (and high cancer risk) almost invariably have decreased
numbers of T lymphocytes and increased numbers of B lymphocytes. Patients
with X~linked (Brutonts) agammaglobulinemia lack lymphocytes with surface
immunoglobulins but have adequate numbers of iymphocytes with receptors
for complement (C3), suggesting that B lymphocytes are present but defective
in immunoglobulin expression. (Contract #33357)

Membrane lipids of human and mouse lymphocytes were studied following
interaction with the mitogens PHA and Con A. Using a fatty acid spin
label and electron paramagnetic resonance, it was found that membrane
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fluidity is significantly increased within 5 m.inutes with return to normal
values at 60 minutes, a time course closely following .that of the rise
in cGMP. (Contract #13357)

Primate Studies

Type C viruses have been fsolatedf"roni baboon tissues. The first isolate
was obtainedfroniaba,boon placenta'and the virus was found to grow well
in a var:i..etybfheter,ologotls cells, but especially ina dog thymus line.
Several additiona.'1viruseswere isolated' from baboon spleen, lung, and
testes. The DNA product of an endogenous reaction hybridizes to normal
baboon cell DNA and also to the cellular DNA of other primates (patas,

'l\:frican green, and two spec1.esof macaques--rhesusa.Iid stumptail). Viral
expression (RNA, gs antigen) can-be detected in normal baboon spleen,
testes, and placenta'. Eight to' 12'DNA copies are found per diploid
genome in allnormaTbaboons teste-g.- This is the first demonstration
of endogenous type Cvirus in primates. (Contract 1143207)

There is partial sequence homology between the endogenous cat type C
(RD-114/CCC) virus group and the endogenous primate virus group; the
gs antigens and reverse transcriptases of viruses of these two groups
share antigenic determinants with one another and their pseudotypes
interfere withoiieanother. The results indicate a closer evolutionary
relationship betweenthesetwogroupsbfviruses that would not have
been expected based on the extensive genetic divergence between the
species. (Contract 1143207)

The 30,000 da'lton' gs'; proteins' purified from< woolly monkey and gibbon ape
type C vJ.ruseswere"fiJund to be highly related immunologically, although
they cross-reacted very little with othermanimalian'typeC viral gs
antigens. (Contract 114'3236)

In contrast to the results with baboon typeC virus, no nucleic acid
sequences homologous to 3H--DNA transcripts 'prepared from woolly monkey
and gibbon apetypeiCvirusescould be dete<:"ted in any primate tissue
examined (includingwoollymonkeiarid gibbon ape). Thus these viruses
do notse~tobeendogenousprimate·viruses. (Contract 1/43207)

Spider monkeys have beerishown to be latent car'riers of H. ateles. Ten
H. ateles stra.ins'havebeen obtained by co-culturing spleen derived
lymphocytes with permissive cultures; all have been determined to be
related to t~e prot9type H. ateles strain by serum neutralization and
fluorescent antibody techniques. (Conttact 1133390)

In owl monkeys (Aotu's ttivirgatus)~ H. ,'s'aimiri lymphoma is a contagious
disease. An epiiootiological trip to the zone of Iquitos and Pucalpa,
Peru indicated that 'the Aotus species'is practically free of H. saimiri,
and is most like:f,y that this agent is transmitted horizontally by the
Saimiri species.' (Contract 1133390)
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H. sa.imiri has been 'passed, seriallr,more than 32 times ind"Qg.fetal lung
(DFL) cultures, bringing the t-iter of H~ saiIniri for OMK cells: from 5. 5/ml
to $.. 0.5/m1. The incubation period and incidence ofmalignan1;; lymphoma
in Aotus species inoculated with DFL-H saimiri passed in DFL cells is
less than that observed with the wild parent virus. (Contract 1133390)

CV-I cells, with a change. to arginine....deficient·meditllIlaft~r.infection
were found to be useful. in obtaining. higheJ:'titersof",lle:rpesvirus. saimiri
(HVS). CV-I cells, overlayed withmethoceL.and argi:niIle;;,.4eficient medium
were found to be the best plaque titl:'ationsystem. Metha,nolprecipitation
of HVSwas found to be useful· to concentrate.virusprio:rtQ fllrther
purification. HVS DNA probably occurs as a s:i;ngle.mole<;:u~~with a
den&.ity in CsClof 1..729 g/cm3 • (Contract t/220158)

The cAMP concentration in contact~inhibited.'cells reprodu.c;ibly drops
two-fold within threehours·after inf~ctionwithSV40, then gradually
rises to the original level over the following 8-10 b,ours. This is the
earliest known effect of SV40 infection upon the host cell. (Contract
/143249)

Murine Studies

A new host range class of endogenous murine type Cviruses has been
identified which are unable to replicate in a.nymouse ce1,l line tested
so far, but replicate welL in a variety of other mammalian cells,
including rhesus monkey, dog, mink and rat cells. Because.- 9F the
sensitivity of the rabbit cell line, SIRC, for detecting this group of
viruses, they.havebeencalled "S-tropic"viruses•. By ho~t.range

properties and by nucleic acid hybridizat:i0nstuc:iies,.this ..new_ class
of viruses can be distinguished from. both "N'7" It and "B_It tropic murine
type C viruses. The S-tropic virus ispreferent:ial~yinducedby
halogenated pyrimidines from the Balb/3T3 line, although low levels of
N-tropictypeCvirus are aJ,soproduced. S-tropic virus has also b.een
shown to be spontaneously released :froU1.>c:ertain.BalbI3T~derivedcell
lines. Balb/csplenocytE:!spref~rentiallyrf:lease S....tropictype C virus
after induction and also after graft-versus~host or mixed splenocyte
reactions. Spleens from .older Balb/.caniJllalsgenerally containS'7"t:ropic
virus, whereas young animals do not. Normal weanling mice of C57BL,
CBA,DBA, NZB,C58~ and AKR.strain~.b,aveS-tropicvirus. TheS-tropic
viruses from Balb/c cells and,.the S-trop:Lcviruses from NTH Swiss cells
are related but different. (Contract 1143207)

Murine leukemia viruses and vesicular stplllatitis virus (ySV) will
phenotypically mix producing pseudotypes in which the VSV genome is
enveloped by a membrane containin,gMuLV-specificprotein.VSVpseudotypes
of both N....tropic and B-tropic mu:rinf:leukeritia viruS. shbiiyery little
restriction in cell line::; derived.e:i,ther from a.nimalshomg~ygousfor
Fv-ln or Fv-lb.Therefore, itwou1,dappear that the Fv....Lrestriction
against murine tumor viruses does not take:place at the,' cell surface
but rather is due to an intracellular restriction. (Contract ·/133348)
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By RNA:3H-DNA hybridization, Kirsten sarcoma virus was shown to possess
two distinct sets of nucleic acid sequences. One'set is contained in
murine type C helper virus and the other set is contained in rat type C
helper virul$es ~ Mqloney sa.r~oina 'lirushad sequences of' murine type C
virus but not of rat type Che1.per virus. The'resultsindic~ted that
Kirstensar,coma virus arose through a process of recombination between
Kirsten leukemiav£rus and nucleic acid sequences found in rat cells.
(Contract #43236)

The mouse cell li.ne Balb/c 3T3andits derivatives transformed" either
spontaneously or by'treatmetitwith'avar±ety of agents including
methylcholanthrene and X-irradiation were analyzed for cytoplasmic RNA
complemehtaryt"DNAproducts~fromtheKirsten strain of ,murine
sarcoma-leukemia virus and from an endogenous type C virus of BalbI<:: 3T3.'
While none of thesk clonal Hnes-spontaneously releases virus they all
c.ontainedRNA which waS partially'-homologous to'a portion of the 35S RNA
isolated from thes~;viruses. 'The'parental cell line, Balb/c 3T3 contained
a low level ofvfral-related"RNA. There was an increased amount of
this RNA in some Of the transformed''-cells ~~ (Contract 1143236')

Mice of the C5~~ x .(C57L x AKR)Fl backcross were examined for genetic
segregatio-rt ofiuFed:iolis leukemia virus (MuLV) , MuLV gs-l antigen, and
the MULV"'ihduc~dcel1surfaceantigens GIX,GCSA, GL, and GT. Segregation
ratios indicate.dthat(l)' virus pr'oduct:ton wa.s controlled by two non-linked
dom:i.nantgenes',(1}expression ofgs':'"l antigen was controlled by three
non-linkeddomi.nflntgenes ;(3) expression of Grx and GCSA antigens was
controlled byomi"'dominant gene,an&(4') expression of ,GL and GTantigen
was controlled by 't:wo non-linked domirl~nt genes. (Contract 1122022)

When 3T3 cells were inf~cted withMSV at an m.o.Lof 20, the gal NAc
transferase activity was reduced by about 50% while levels of other
glycosyltransferases,either;stayed the·sameorincreased. ,This decrease
in gal NAc transferase activity, which is' similar to that'seen in the
polyoma andSV40'transformed'mouse cells, was dbserved two days after
morphological transformation by MSV was complete. Chemically transformed
mouse cells do not show·altered gal NAc transferase activity, nor do
murine leukemia virus ihfected3T3cells. S+1:.- cell lines continue to show
decreased gal NActransferaseactivity six months or more after the
original MSV' fnfe.cd.on. (Contract 1143249)

AKR cells have a cytoplasmic receptor proteinf6r glucocorticoids; Kd for
dexamethasone is approximately 3 x 108 M. Hydrocortisone modulates the
rate of synthesisOfJthe. vira'l'proteins'inAKRcellsafter activation
by IdU has occurred and does not affect the activation process perse.
(Contract /120208)

Reversed. p'hasecolUinri chromatography revealed (a) the 70S-associated
4S RNA of both '·AKRl1lurine letikemiav±rusand the RD-1l4 virus can be
resolved into at least 30 pe'aks at 'the salt concentrations characteristic
of tRNA elutions; ""(by the chromatographic/pattern of the "free" 4S RNA
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isolated from the AKR. murinev:irus is-best interpreted.Cls,~mi.:x:tureof the
70S-associated 45 and of' celhllar .4S RNA; ec) comparisonj of.the 70~

associated 4SRNA preparations from different RNA tumor viru,ses showed an
apparent similarity in position (salt concentration) but: co~siderable
differences in relative quantity of the eluted peaks; (d) no .peak has, ,been
detected unique to the virus 4S·RNA preparation (and not found in the
cellular 45 preparation) ;.and (e) different species of 4~ ~A are
dissociated from the 70S RNA at differentt~mperatures.• - (Contra.ct #20208).

Immune precipates formed by .reactionof 3H-labeled MLVand.;;serum from
BC3Fl mice indicate that the endogeno.usreactioll is agaiIlst.thr~e virus
antigens, of apparent molecular.weights ~O,OOO,43,000, qnd17,OOO witq
titers of· 1:750, 1:80, and 1:100 respec,tiV'~ly.Since the se:p1D.1 titer
against intact virus was about l:SOO,-these results suggesf,tiiat the 60,000
molecular weight component is .the determining component •.. 'Immunoglobulin
and endogenous MuLV antigen(s}, presuinably. tJ:l the formofitmnunecomplexes,
became localized within kidney glomeruli with age. (Contract #20208)

At 100lJg/ml, both poly(adenylic acid) [poly(..!\)]andpoly(2''--O-methyladenylic
acid) [poly(Am)] inhibited the uptake of rad.ioactively labeled leukemia
virus by Swiss mouse embryo cells, but. neither. had a' simiJ,arrffect on
Sindbisvirusabsorption. At lOlJg!ml,poly(Am) did not ·inhib'i.t the uptake
of leukemia virus but'did inhibit vi'I'us<-replicatio~by85%;i~.contrast,
the replication of Sendaivirus and Sindbis,virus'wal;notin:l1ibited' .
significantly at thisconcentration.:Both.compoundswereeffective only
when added prior to or early during virus infection. . Poly(Am) was a much
more effective inhibitorthanpoly(A), probably due to the.. nuclease
resistance of the former compound. Poly (AlII.) at 5lJg/m.1, -ellso inhibit~d

transformation of 3T3 cells by Moloney sarcomav:i,rus.llowever, neither
poly(A) nor poly(Am) at high <toncentrat;ions inhibited tqe.;Lctivati0tl0f
endogenous leukemia virus .by.· iododeoxyuridine in· AKR .mo,",l;~ -~bryo cells.
(Contract 1120208) . ' . ".

When poly (Am) at 10 lJg/ml was given to newborn mice at least four hours
before inoculation with MSV there was sign~~icant prote~tionagainst tumor
development and death. Poly(Am) ellhanced th~humoral tmmune response of
adult mice to sheep red blood cells and to MSV. It stimulated the
response of newborn mice to, MSV ,and also stimulated a;cp:rrma1:u]:e antibody
response to the endogenous leukemia.virus. It did not effect the
transplantation and tumor induction by the (K)MSV trans#~Pned Balb/3T3
cells. (Contract 1120208) ..0 '- -

Employing an 3H-DNA copy of mouse mammary tumor virus (MTV) RNA or the
Kirsten strain of murine leukemia virus RNA, it Was shoWIl:thatth~ DNA
from a va~iety of.mouse cells, even1:hose .notp:poduc,ing:virus, gave
readily detectable hybridization reactions. With thet:yp~ C ;pro.bes, the
DNA from NIH 3T3and feral mouse cultures had lower leve~s of
hybridization than seen with DNA from RIll, Balb/c or C57 Bl/6 mice.
These differences might represent partial homology between the viral
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genomes present in NIH Swiss and feral mouse cells and the Kirsten murine
leukemia probes, and/or might-be related to the fact that neither of
these cells ate inducible to form a complete type C virus, and may lack
an essential viral component necessary for compl~te viral expression.
(Contract #43236)

L8A clone 11 andL8A clone 6 derived from Sykes eCL-51 mouse mammary
tumor cell line, although morphologically similar differed significantly
in their expression of type B viral info:pnation. Clone 11 contained
numerous type B particles and high levels.oftype B specific Sl antigen
and cellular RNA which 'hybridized with MrV3H-DNA product. Clone 6 did
not have detectable particles by electron microscopy, had antigen levels
below sensitivity and very little RNA hybridizable to MrV DNA. Both
clones contained comparable levels·of MTV DNA sequences. Type C viral
expression (gs antigen 'and RNA levels) in both clones were comparable.
(Contract #43236)

Oligo-dT-cellulose chromatography appears to be .. a proml.Sl.ng tool for
the separation of polymerases of type C.viruses from those of· type B viruses.
It is known that enzymes in Mason-Pfizer virus andR3 mouse milk prefer
Mg ++ to Mn++ in copying poly rA:oligo..,-dT. These enzymes do not bind
to oligo-dT-cellulose. A minor enzyme activity from R3 milk binds to
oligo-dT-celluloseandprefers Mn ++ to Mg++. It is believed that it
represents polymerase from type C virus which is known to be present
in R3 milk.' (Contract //43249)

Dexamethasone, a synthetic glucocorticoid, and cortisol increase both the
size and number of polyoma plaques when virus particles are plated on
monolayers of· either primary or secondary mouse embryo or3T3 ·cells. The
hormones" appear to work via the cytoplasmic receptors"~which mediate
other glucocorticoid-sensitive functions. It appears that the steroid
does not promote virus uptake or adsorption but participates rather in
early viral· functions. Experiments on transformation of primary and
secondary hamster embryo cells using polyoma virus showed that dexamethasone
and cortisol increased the frequency of transformation 3 to 6-fold while
inactive steroid, epicortisol, was ineffective. A "sub-optimal inducer,"
progesterone, had intermediate effects but, as expected, prevented
maximal stimulation by dexamethasone. The optimum dexamethasone concen
tration is approximately 10....8 M, consistent with the amount required to
saturate the glucocorticoid receptors. (Contract #3~332)

A skin fibroblast cell. line from an adult marmoset .has been transformed
by a small plaque variant of polyoma virus. The transformation of cell
species other than rodent had not been previously described.
(Contract #43318)
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Avian Studies

It was found that in formamide as in aqueous buffers, the electrophoretic
mobility of the a 'subunit of nondefectiveavian, sarcoma viruses is lower
than that of the Q. subunit of transformation defective or leukosis viruses,
indicating that the a subunit has a higher molecular weight. Comparative
studies by oligonucleotide fingerpr1nting and RNA-DNA hybridization
on the RNAs of corresponding (=same.subgroup and strain)avia,n sarcoma
and leukosis viruses have indicated that'the a subunit of. avian sarcoma
viruses is related to the Q. subunit of leukosis virus by the formula,
a = b +x, wherein x presumably represents a sequence concerned with
transformation of fibroblasts. (Contract 1143212)

Two mutants of Rous sarcoma virus wnichare temperature sensitive in a
function which is necessary only during the very early stage of the viral
growth cycle, both had a reverse transcriptase which was three~fold more
rapidly inactivated by heat than was wild type DNA polymerase. The
ribonuclease H activity of both mutantDNApoJ-ymeraseswas as mU,ch as
ten-fold more heat labile than wild type activity. In a series of
recombinants between avian leukosis virus and mutant sarcoma virus,
in all cases the mutants which showed temperaturesensitiyity for growth,
also showed temperature sensitivity of DNApolymerase ind.icating that the
two characteristics segregate together. Furthermore, reYertants of one
of the mutants showed a normal DNA polymerase and ribonuclea,se H.
(Contract #33348) ,

Density gradient sedimentation in alkaline cesium chloride, of DNA from
normal chicken embryos or leukemic myeloblasts fragmentedtoa size of 138
revealed that the DNA sequences complementary to 70S avian myeloblastosis
virus RNA sedimented in the high guanine plus cytosine region ahead of the
main peak of cellular DNA. An increase.:tnthe cellular content of viral
DNA was detected as early as one hourl!l.fter infection with AMY' or RSV.
Early after infection most of the newly synthesized viral DNA consists of
free small molecular weight molecules •.,Within 24 hours, the viral DNA
becomes covalently linked to host cell 'DNA. (Contract /133283)

H3-labeled 355 AMY RNA was exhaustively hybridized with excess of normal
chicken DNA to remove all sequences which'the virus DNA has in common with
normal cells. The residual RNA hybridized to leukemic chicken DNA but did
not rehybridize with normal chicken DNA. It is concluded.that DNA from
leukemic cells contain viral specific sequences which are absent in DNA from
normal cells and that an RNA probe prepared in this fashion can be used to
screen DNA for leukemic specific sequences. (Contract /133283)

;
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TUMOR: VIRUS DETECTION SEGMENT

Dr. George J. Tod~~o, Chief, VLLB, VO? DCCP, Chairman
Dr. Bernard Talbot, ~LB, VO, DCCP"Vice Chairman

ATOMIC ENERGYCO~U:SSIONej(l1 CP20Z08)
. ~ '; ;

Title: NCI'-AECViral'Carcirtogenesis Program

Contractor's Project Directors: Dr. F.T~Kenney

Dr: R.W. Tennant
Dr. W.'K. Yang
Dr. M.G. Hanna

Project Offic.er (NCT): Dr. Bernarg Talbot

Objectives: In January 1963, an irlteragency agreement was established ,between
theNationa.lCanc;:er 'Institutea.ndthe'Oak Ridge National Laboratory for
carcinogenesis 'i3iudies.In Septembel;'19'T2 ,the Viral Oncology funded
portion was spli.toutasthis separate Interagency Agreement. It is divided
into 4 main areas, i;study~ng Regulati.on ,of Gene Expression (Kenney);,' RNA
Tumor Virus Cell Biologf' (Tennant) ; 'Enzymology of Viral Carcinogenesis
(Yang); and Immunology of Viral Carcinogenesis (Hanna).

Major Findings:, The effect of hydrocortisone on virus activation by IdU
treatment' of>Al{R cell~ ha.s been examined. , It appears that hydrocortisone
modulates the rateofsynthes:Ls of the viral proteins after activation has
occurred and d'oe~not affect the acti.vat:ion process perse.

AKR cells were-feJund'toha.ve'a. cytoplasmic receptor protein for
glucocorticoids; Idi'fo,r dexamethaS()~e isapproximately 3 x 108 M~ The
receptor is similar to other glucoc.orticbid receptors in all respects
tested so far.

34S RNA subunitsofiMLV can be'fractionated into poly (A)-containing and
nonpoly (A)-cont~iIli.ng fractiortsibychromatogretpny on poly (U)"-Seph.arose.
Rates of synthesis and of packaging of RNA into virus particles indicate

- ~ f' ,~

small but significant differences between the two fractions.

Immune precipit:ateS' formed, by reaction of 3Ii-labeledMLV and serum from
BC3Fl mice indibite that, theendogeIlousreaction is against three virus
antigens, of apPa.reht molecular weights 60,000, 43,000, and li,oOOwith
titers of 1: 750,Y:80,and 1: 100 'respectively. Sirtce the serum, titer
against intactvir'u,~ :W'a.s about 1:'500"the.se'results~uggestthat the 60,000
molecular we±ghtconipd'nent is 'the det'erminiIlg component. Similar results
were obtained with serafromC,3H mice:/ Experiments involving reaction of
intact virus with BC3Fl serum. indicate tha.t the same antigens are reactive
as those found in ,assays of disrupted virus.

Using poly (Um}afffnity chromato'graphy,_ when extracts of IdU-activatedAKR
cells are passed over, these columns, the bulk of the cellular DNA polymerase
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passes through. A gradient elutes th~ virus reverse transcriptase as an
apparently single species eiuting at 0.37 M NaGl.

Nuclei from a steroid insensitiv:e rat hepatoma did not fake up stE!roid
bound to its cytoplasmic receptor but did take up the receptor-steroid
complex formed in normal liver cytopl!islD,ic extracts. These results
suggest a defect in the receptor protein,or that some other cytoplasmic
component is required for nuclea,r uptake of,the stero~d7receptor complex.

Reversed phase column chromatography ,,(RPc;-5) .reveal~d (a) the 70S7associa.ted
4S RNA of both AKR murine leu).cemiavirus andtheRD"'114 virus can be
resolved into at least 30 peaks at the ~alt concentrations characteristic
or tRNA elutions; (b) the chrOInatographic pattern of the "free" 4S RNA
isolated from the AKR murine virus is best interpreted as a mixture of the
70S-associated 4S and of cellular4S RNA; (c) comparison of the 70S
associated 4S RNA preparations from~different'RNA tumor viruses showed an
apparent similarity in position (sal~concentration)bu,t:considerable

differences in relative quantity of thE!el1,1ted peaks; (d):nopeak has been
detected unique to the virus 4S RNApr,~paration(and,)10t- fguI'ld in the
cellular 4S preparation); and (~) different species of AS RNA are dissociated
from the 70S RNA at different' temperat:ures~' ,,:rn addit:ion, turnov:er rate
studies suggest that twopopulatiops of RNA species ,ar~ presentint:he 4S
RNA derived from virus 70S RNA. '

lIIl1Ilunoelectron microscopy (lEM) , ciemonstrated th~t B6G3Fl' ser:U:\llpossesses
significant levels of free antibody specific forMuLVenYelopeantigens.
This reactivity was detected cmbudd;i.ngviruses of EG~2, AKR high passage,
K36 and plasmacytoma cells. lIIl1Ilunoglobuiinand~IldogenousMuLVantigen(s),
presumably in the form of iIll1llune complexes, became iocaiized within kidney
glomeruli with age; this deposition correlated~ellwiththe chronic
development Of glomerulonephritis., lIIIIIlup.oglobulfn eluted. from kidpeys cif
aged animals also was shown by":t~ to' be' specific for v1ru~ envelope
antigen(s) • "

At 100 llg/ml, both poly(adenylic a~id) [poly(A)] and <poly(f' -O-methyladenylic
acici) [poly (Am) ] inhibited the uPtake of radioa«:tively labeled leukemia
virus by Swiss mouse embryo cells, but n~itherhad a:5'imilareffect on
Sindbis virus absorption. At 10 llg/ml, Poly (Am) , dido,ot: inhibit the uptake
of leukemia virus but did inhibit virus replication by '85%;' in contrast,
the replication of Sendai virus and Sindbis virusw~s n()tinhihited
significantly at this concentrat:ion. ,Both'~ompounds wer~e.effective only
when added prior to or early during virus infection. ,fPly(Am) was a much
more effective inhibitor than poly(A), probably due tothe:nuclease resistance
of the former compound. Poly(Am) 'at 511g!ml also inhibJ.tedtransformation
of 3T3 cells by Moloney sarcoma v1:rlls. However, l1ei,tper poly(A) nor poly(Am)
at high concentrations inhibited'the activation of endogenous leukemia virus
by iododeoxy:uridine in AKR mouse, embryo cells . . ' ."

When poly(Am) at 10 llg/ml was given to newborn mice at least 'four hours
before inoculation with MSV there was sigp.ificant protestionagainst tumor
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development and death.. Poly-(Am) enhanced the humoral immune response of
adult mice to sheep red blo.od cells and to MSV. It stimulated the
response of newborn mice to MSV, and also stimulated a premature antibody
response to the endogenous leukemia virus. It did not effect the
transplantation and tumor induction by the (K)MSV transformed Balb/3T3
cells.

The reciprocal host:--rangerestriction of N- or B-type mouse embryo cells
for B-tropic orN~tropic mouse leukemia viruses was analyzed by cell fusion.
Fusion of nonpermissive cells in the presence of the restricted virus did
not alter the relative resistance, and radioactively lab.eled virus adsorbed
at the same rate to permissive (N-type) and nonpermissive (B-type) cells.
The fate of N- or B-tropic virus. in heterokarydnsof N- and B-type cells
was analyzed by simultaneous autoradiography and fluorescence microscopy,
which allowed·virus...induced proteins to be scored specifically in
heterokaryons or in cells of either parental type. Heterokaryons restricted
both N:--and B-tropic/virus,but did not restrict NIB tropic virus, which
infects either type' cell with equal efficiency. Fusion of permissive
(N-type) cells withnonpermissive (B-type) cells at intervals after
infection with N~tropic virus indicated that the restriction possibly
affected· some virus function generally occurring within 12 hours after
infection.

Signif~cance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute:

This effort is focused on" the phenomenon of viral carcinogenesis; the
problem is investigated in terms of· enzymology, immunolpgy, cell biology
and control of gene expression. This multifaceted approach studies
primarily themouseleukemiasystetll, but increasingly the findings are
being carried over into work with human tumor cells in an attempt to
understand, and ultimately deal with, the problem of cancer in man.

Proposed Course: Continue to develop a concerted, interdisciplinary
research program in the central aspects of viral carcinogenesis •

.Date C::ontract Initiated: July 1, 1963 (Separate Viral Oncology Contract:
September 1, 1972)

BIOLABS, INC. (NOI CP 22068)

Title: Development and Evaluation of Methods for Large Scale Preparation
of Purified Oncogenic Herpesviruses

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. ClydeR. Goodheart

Project Officer (NCI): Dr. Dharam V. Ablashi
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Objectives: The development and evaluation of methods for large scale
production of purified oncogenic herpesviruses(especial1.yHerpesvirus
saimiri) for biochemical; immunologic and virologic studies.

Major Findings: 1. CV-l cells, with change to arginine-deficient medium
after infection, found to be useful in obtaining higher titers of
Herpesvirus saimiri (HVS). 2. CV-l celis, overlayed with methocel and
arginine-deficient medium, found as best plaque titration system..
3. Methanol precipitation of HVS found to be useful to concentrate virus
prior to further purification. 4. Sucrose· gradient and controlled-pore
glass column chromatography attempted forpurifyingHVS, but with inadequate
results so far. 5. HVS DNA probably occurs as a single molecule with a
density inCsCl of 1. 729 glcm3 • 6. HVS DNA, like HSV2 DNA, transcribes
poorly with E.coli transcriptas~.

Significance to Biomedical Research ..and the Program of" ,the Institute:

Herpesvirussaimiri induces a fatal lymphoma and/or leukemia in various
primates. Mortality is almost 100% even in. animals inoculated as adults;
this is most unusudl for any oncogenic virus. Long term lymphoblastoid
cell lines have been established in suspension culture, ,derived from
primary lymphoid cells of diseased animals. These cell lines resemble the
EBV-carrying human lines both with regard to growth and because only a few
cells produce viral antigens. Another point of analogy between the disease
in non-human primates produced by HVS and that of Burkitt's· lymphoma fn man
is the in Vivo immunological response to early and late antigens. HVS has
more in common with the EBVsystem than any other existing·animal model
system. Extensive studies to continue to follow these <.leads require large
amounts of purified and infectious virus and virus nucleic a\:id which
exceed the present capacity for virus production with the Program. These
materials can be utilized to find new ~ntigens, which may be,similar to EBV.
Eventually this may determine contributions of· herpesvirus to .•. neoplastic
processes in man.

Proposed Course: 1. Continue with present procedures for growing HVS to
be used in hybridization and DNA experiments. 2. Continue to attempt to
improve growth conditions and yields. 3. Finish characterization of HVS DNA.
4. Continue to study transcription of HVS DNA, especially using
transcriptase from permissive host cells.

Date Contract Initiated: December 20, 1971

FOUNDATION CURIE-INSTlTUT DU RADIUM (NOI CP 43219)

Title: Molecular and Genetic Studies of Rous Sarcoma Virus

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. R. Laterjet
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Project Officer, (NCIl':. Dr. Robert Bassin

Objectives: (1) TC) pursue the study of the infectious DNA which has been
found in permissiv~-andnon-p~rmiss:ivecells transformed by RSV and in
cells infected by· lymphomatosis viruses. Some basic questions are: When
is this DNA made and integrated? Can it exist in episomal form? Can it
infect non-permi~si;ire cells as well as permissive cells? This study
facilitates research of cryptic viruses in other systems, notably human.
(2) To study, in,synchronized permissive cells,the events required for
successful infection and transformation. This study may help to define
optimal conditionsfo~successfulinfection and transformation by other
oncornaviruses. (3) To pursue the study of the reasons for non-permissive
ness of RSV-transform,ed. mammalian (hamster BHK21) cells and of the mechanism
of virus induction following fusion of these cells with permissive cells.
(4) To pursue the genetic study of~nformation carried by the RSV genome,
especially .that information on which successful infection and cell
transformation depends. (5) To study further the factors which elicit
cell transformation; Le., virus:-dependent.factors produced in infected
cells and otherfactCl,rs (medium components, etc.).

Major Findings: This is a new contract and major findings have not been
reported.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute:

This work willaid,i.n the goal of dE!termining the relationship of viruses
to the etiology of human cancer. Because of the profound similarities
between oncornavil:'1J.l5el5", Rous sar,comavirus (RSV) is an, excellent model
system for the study of these.viruses,.including those which can be expected
to be found in human leukemias>,and sarcomas or other tumors. Rous sarcoma
virus is, today, the best known and most easily studied oncornavirus.

Date Contract Initiated: October 15, 1973

HERBREW UNIVERSITY (NOI CP 33310)

Title: Studies on Herpesvirus (EBV) and its Role in Human Cancer

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. Yechiel Becker

Project Officer (NCI): Dr. Berge Hampar

Objectives: The proposed work will concentrate on four main areas:
(1) The composition and internal organization of EBV-DNA. The molecular
composition andproPE!rties ofEBV-DNAwill be investigated (the presence
of alkali sensitiye.ponds, denaturation properties, G + C rich regions in
the DNA, electrophoresis in,acrylamide gels). (2) The state of EBV-DNA in
Burkitt's lymphoblasts. The relationship between EBV-DNA and the host DNA
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genome will be studied utilizing ele~trophoresis in acrylamide gels to
separate viral DNA from host cell DNA. The nature of the cellular . DNA
synthesized in Burkitt's lymphoblasts after arginine deprivation, at the
time of EBV-DNA replication, will be studied~. (3) Transcription of
EBV-DNA in the lymphoblasts. The nature ofEBV mRNAsynthesized in
Burkitt's·lymphoblasts will be studied using cells prior and after induction
of virus synthesis with BrdU or arginine deprivation; Poly-A-containing mRNA
species will be isolated and their specificity studied by hybridization
to EBV-DNA. (4) Translation of EBVgenetic.information· in Burkitt's
lymphoblasts. The viral structural peptides synthesized in virus producing
and nonproducing cell lines and their intracellular iocali.zation will be
investigated. Virus specific surface antigens will be characterized.

Major Findings: This is a newcoritract and major findings have not been
reported.

Significance to Biomedical Research ahdthe Program of the Institute:

EBV appears to be associated with Burkitt's lymphoma. Since the members of
the herpesvirus group are usually viruses which cause lytic infections in
sensitive cells, the relationship between EBV and its host, the lymphoblast,
represents a new type of cell-virus interaction. The Burkitt's lymphoblasts
in human tumors contain EBV-DNA in a repressed state. Only when the cellular
mechanisms are changed, expression of the viral genes takes place and EB
virions are synthesized. The nature ·6f the mechanisms inthe.lymphoblasts
that control viral gene functions are not'yet known. The proposed studies
will shed light on the nature of the association of EBV-DNA with the
lymphoblast's genome. The studies on the molecular processes involved in
the regulation of the Herpesvirus DNA genomes in permissive and transformed
cells will provide basic information on·the nature of the EB virus induced
antigens and their role in the ability of the tumorigenic cells to
proliferate and develop tumors in humans. These stl.idies may help to assess
the usefulness of these viral antigens for immunodiagnosis and immunotherapy
of cancer in humans. .

Date Contract Initiated: June 29, 1973

LITTON BIONETICS (NOI CP 43249)

Title: Applications of Animal Virus Model Systems to Human Neoplasia

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. Alan Rein

Project Officer (NCI): Dr. Robert H. Bassin

Objectives: To study the nature of MSV defectiveness and the role of helper
leukemia virus and to assess the applicability of this model system to human
tumors. To establish and characterize r:ew human tumor ··cell lines and develop
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methodology to use iILthe d~tection of viruses and subviral products. To
study the human celL,line HBT-3 and its DNA polymerases.

. . -, . - .
Major Findings: ", Whe,n, S+L- cellsar~ infected with MuLV they undergo, a
dramatic morphologi~alchange,which has been used as the basis of a rapid
MuLVassay. MuLV causes'the S+L- cells to'round-up and become extremely
non-adhesive. The growth of the culture slows considerably and the fraction
of cells synthesizing ,pNA declines,' two-fold by two days after infection.
When individual cells a.:r,es?eded {n,small culture wells after infection, it
is found that 90 - 9'5%<9f them only complete, one or a few cell div,isions.'
They do not seem to ,undergo lysis, but merely terminate their growth. There
is no, loss of "viabilitYcnas determin?dbytrypan blue staining. These
changes representasynergistic:interactionqetweenthe MuLV and the
S+L-,. genomes. A fewS;hL-cellsafte:rin,fect:Lon with MuLV do continue to
grow and yield clones,':which.s.ppearto be producing ,large quantities of
completely noninfectious virus and smaller amounts of infectious viruses.

When normal3T3;cellsare infected with similar high multiplicities (50)
of MuLV there is a, small, ,but highly reproducible reduction in the growth
rate of the. culture within two days after infection.. One important
difference between the effect of MuLV on'norma1 cells and that onS+L
cells is that while MuLV significantly reduces the cloning efficiency of
S+L- cells, ,it does na,~havethis effect on n,orma1 cells, but merely
decreases temporari~ytlie,rateat,whic,h ,the individual cells ca,nmultip1y.
These results imply thatMuLV alone,i~ nqtas"neutra1" in its action on
normal cells as has generaliy been corisider,ed.

Studies of the S+L.,... MSV genome ,in normal rat kidney cells reveal that the
rat S+L- cel1sresembl,e.,mouse S+Ir cells ,in several respects: they display
a transformed m()rphol,ogy, but dQ,no,t reieas~,infectiousMSV unless they are
superinfected witliahelp~rleukeniiavirus. They contain mouse but not rat
gs-1 antigen. ,They r~lease virus-like particles which have a density of
1.16 and contain RNA and reverse transcriptase. The RNA is not a discrete
high molecular weight species. The reverse transcriptase resembles that
found in mouse S+L:E,.s.rticles and,MtlLV v;j..rions with respect to molecular
weight (6.7-7.0 x IQ,daltons), binding to oligo.,...dT-ce11ulose, and
chromatograpq.y",onp~o,s'Pllocel1u1ose.'Th~ enzyme shows the template
preferencescharacterist'ic pf viral reverse transcriptases and can copy
heteropolymericregionspf,RNA extracted from ratS+i- cells or, less
efficiently", RNAfrpm,avian,mye1obia13tosis virus. However, rat S+L- cells,
also differ ,from mouse 8+L-, cells' in severaL ways: the RNA in the rat S+L
particles can easily be copied in. situ in an RNase-.-sensitiveendogenous
reaction; and the S+L- particles are produced in greater quantity than in
mouse S+L-ce11s. 8 tlperinfecting, the r,at S+L.... cells with MuLV, while
rescuing infectious'MSV, does not.increase the total production of physical
particles by thes,e. cells.

The 3T3 mouse cell FLline differs ,from almost all other mouse cell lines
in supporting the growth of both N-tropicand B-tropic viruses.
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The process of, cellular transformat:i.0n byMSV was shown to, be completely
insensitive to the host-range restrictionmechanism~ This may mean that
the target of the restrictionmechan.ismisspecificforMuLV's and may be
concerned with late stages of viral replicat~on. ,An alternative
interpretation would be, that S+L- MSV II1ay 'resemble some' MtiLV' s ("NB-tropic"
MuLV) in being equally infectious,in both N- and,B-type 'cells.

When 3T3 c,ellswereinfected witllMSVatal1 m.o .1. of 20', the galNAc
transferase activity was reduced by about 50% ,While levels of other
glycosyltransfe,rases either stayed the same or' incre;a~~d~ This decrease
in gal NAc transferase activity,whichis similar to that seen in the
polyoma and SV40 transformed mouse cells, was?~servedtwodays,after
morphological transformation by MSV was complete • ,Chemically transformed
mouse cells do not show altered gal NAc transferase ac:t~vity, nor do
murine leukemia virus infected 3T3 ciHls. S+L-cell 'lilies ·continue to show
decreased gal NActrarisferase activity six months or more after the original
MSV in.fection.

Flat revertants of S+L- 3T3 cells ~ithone exception contained MuLV gs
antigen(s) without demonstrable S+L~ virus productionan.dreverse"
transcriptaseactivityinshpernatant fluids.' Revertartis did not show
rescuablemuiinesarcomavirus.

The cAMP concentration in contact-inhibited cells reproducibly drops
two-fold within. three hoursa:fter infection with SV40, then gradually rises
to the original level over the following 8-10 hours~ 'Tlifsistheearliest
known effect of SV40 infectionupontl1e'host cell.

No DNA polymerase activity in human milk comparable to that shown' in the
milk of mice producing' typeB or C' vh·u~es was observed by pnosphocelltilose
chromatography., In addition, there was no correlati()nbetw~en'thepresence

of endogenous activity and positive simultaneous'detectionassaysfor
reverse transcriptase on the one hand and apositiv~familycancer.history
on the other. ' '

HBT-3, a human breast tumor cell line, contains a.n etlzytn~strikingly similar
to the reverse transcriptases found int:ype C viruses with respect to size,
template and cation preferences, and adsorption to' pllo:sphbeeilulose and
oligo-dT-cellulose. Attempts to induce virus' from thisl±ne have been
unsuccessful. The HBT-3 enzyme which binds to ol:1.go-dT....d:llulose· can use
heteropolymeric regions of RNA from avian myeloblastosis virus, but not
from yeast, as a template for DNA synthesis. This is £ "further similarity
between this enzyme and type C viralenzyIDes.

Oligo-dT-cellulose chromatography also appears to be' a.p~omisingtool·for
the separation of polymerases of' type C virusesfroril tho'seof type B viruses.
It is known that enzymes in Mason-Pfizer virus and in R3mouse milk
preferMg++ to Mn ++ in copying polyrA:oligo-dT. ,These, e~zymes do not'
bind to oligo-dT-cellulose. A minor erizyme activity fromR31:nilk binds
to oligo-dT-cellulose and prefers Mn++ to'" Mg +t-.It:i.sbelieved that it
represents polymerase from type C virus which is also known to be present
in R3 milk.
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Significance toB:tom.edic'al Research and the Program of the Institute:

An understanding of'vir~idefectivenessandthe role "helper" viruses
play is of value illdetermining theoccurrEmceand mechanism of viral
oncogenesis by typeC ,j°iruses inman. Idenfification of viruses or viral
products in human breast tuin.or cells is of value iIi assessing the role
of viruses in htJmanbreast ca~serand,ultimately, in developing techniques
of both diagnostic and therapeutic significance:

Proposed' Course: Additional S+L- lines will be isolated from wild-type
stocks ofMSV and their genetic inter""'relationships will be detemined.
Aspects of quantitative transformation 6£ 3T3 cells by MSV will be
studied. The vir~l-like reverse transcriptase present in HBT-3 cells
will be further analyzed,. and the applicability ofdT cellulose column
chromotography to detection of virus""'specific polymerase In human cells
will be ascertained. .

Date Contract Initiated;: June 27,1969

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY' (NOIC;P33348)

Title: Studies of Leukemia Virus DNA Polymerases
..., - ..

Contractor's Projeet Direc.tbr: Dr. David Baltimore

Project Officer (NCI): Dr. EdwardSc'olnick

Objectives:
viruses and
mechanisms,

Characterization of DNA polyxnerases associa.ted with oncorna
normai artdneoplastic 'cells; 'to investigate their function,
and proqucts.

Major Findings :TI.7o'mtitants of Rous sarcoma virus whichare temperature
sensitive in a func;tion which. is necessary oAiy during the very early
stage of the viral 'growth cycle were ex?mined; Both mutants had a
reverse transcriptas~which was three-foldniore rapidly inactivated by
heat than was wildt~peDNA p()lymerase. The ribonuclease H activity of
both mutant DNA pO~ymerases was as~uchas ten~fOld more heat labile than
wild type activity.' 'In a series of recombinants between avian leukosis
virus and the mutant sarcoma virus, in all cases the mJiants which
showed temperature sensitiv:i.ty for growth, also showed temperature
sensitivity of'DNA polymerase indicating that the two characteristics
segregate together. Furthermore, revertants of one of the mutants showed
a normal DNA polymerase and ribonuclease H.

The DNA polymerase in the virions of hamster leukeiiiia virus (HaLV) was'
unable tocarryoutDN:A.synthesisdirec'tedbY the endogenous RNA template~

The 60-70S RNA of tllevirus could, however, act as template for added
avian myeloblastosis virus DNA polymerase. -The'enzyriie couid efficiently
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utilize exogenously addedribo.,- .or de()xyribohomopolyme:rs~steml'latesfor
the synthesis of complementary mIA. B'oth disrupt:ed viiions'·:,:,a.nd purified
HaLV DNA polymerase showed a prE!ference for certain r~l:1ph(»)l1o,pol-ymersas

templates over the homologousdeoxyribohomopolymers •... · p,oly(.t\.). oligo(dT)
was a poor template for the purif:i..ed eJ:'lZyme andglobinmessenger RNA
primed witp.oligo(ciT) as ~eil as ~0-70SHaLyRNAwel:'e inact:i,veas temp+ates.
Neither HaLV DNA polymerase northemurineieukemia vir\ls enzyme exhibited
RNase H ~c tivi ty. Electrophoresisof the HaLV ..DNA pol·ymt:rase in SDS
containing polyacrylamide gels revealed equ~olar amounts of twopolypep
tides of. molecular weight 68,000 and 53,000. Tl1e s~diment:ation rate of
the active enzyme in glycerol gradients~as consistent: with a structure
containing one each of the two polypeptides.

Virus-specific RNA sequences were, detected in mouse cells iJ:'lfected with
murine leukemia virus by hybridizat-ion with radioactively labeled DNA
complementary to Moloney murine leukemia virus RNA. Approx~mately 0.3% .
of the cytoplasmic RNA in MuLV infected JLS V-II cells was virus-specific
and 0.9% of MuLV infected SeRF 60A cell RNAwa~virus-sl'ecific. Uninfected
JLS V-9 cells contained approximal:ely 10-fold less virus...:specific RNA
than infected JLS V-II cells. Moloney leukemia virus DNA completely annealed
to JLS V-II or SCRF 60 RNA but only partial annealing was observed with
JLS V-9 RNA. This difference is ascribed to non.,..homo}ogi,es; be~ween the
RNA sequences of Moloney virus and' the endogenous virus ofJLS V-9' cells.
Virus-specific RNA was found toex:i,st in infected cells inc three major
size classes: 60-70S RNA, 355 RNA, and 20-308 RNA. Agents which remove
material from the cell surface. were effective in r;emovinga majority of
the 60-70S RNA. The 355 and 20-30S RNA is relatively unaffected by these
procedures. Approximately 35% of thec!"toplasmi.s virus-specific; RNA in
infected cells is contained in the membrane-bound material; this RNA
consists of. some residual 60-70S RNA and 35S RNA, but very. little 20-:30S
RNA. Tht: virus-specific messenger RNA appt:ared to beinostly35S RNA~

:- -,' ':, - < :',/:, ":', '

Murine leukemia viruses and vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV) will
phenotypically mix producing pseudptypes in .which t.he. ysv ,genome is
enveloped by a membrane containing M).1I:oV:~specificproteiJ:l.·.Such
pseudotypesofmurine viruse~ will grow in murint:. cellsbp"t not,. for
instance, in Chinese hamster cells .VSV pSt:udoiypesof bqth N-tropic
and B-tropic murine l,eukemia virus .wereproducedbyg'r()~ingVSV in
cells infected by N- and B-tropic viruses. These pSt:udotyp,es show very

.' ."'..;:'.. ' !. ...•. , .
little rt:striction in cell ... lines.derived.either f1:"omanimals homozygous

. for Fv-In or thosehomozygotis for the Fv-lb allele •.' T11erefore, it would
appear. that the Fv-l restriction agains;tmurine tumor .virllses does not .
take place at the cell surface but rather is due to an intracellular
restr:lction.

Two new' kinds of DNA polymerase activity have been identified in the
chick bursa of Fabricius which have not previou,sly be.en seen in any
mammalian tissues. When any dNTP.issuppliedindividually,.incorpora
tion into acid-insoluble material is, seen. But when all·.~our dNTP' s
are supplied togetht:r, inhibition, of.a c-ompetitive type, is seen; the
opposite of what is normally seen with DNA polymerases.
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Observations on terminal transferase activity have been extended to
23 patients withvariQus leukemias. and lymphomas. Detectable terminal
transferase. activity has been found in. six (out of eight studied) cases
of childhood acute),ymphoblastic .leukemia. It has not been found in
cells from patients with chronic lympQatic leukemia (five cases),
lymphosarcoma cell leukemia (four cases) and acute myeloblastic leukemia
(six cases). It is likewise abl?~nt from a variety of cells in culture
and from normal human spleens and circulating lymphocytes. Fractionation
of normal human infant thymocytes has allowed identification of a
sub-population of thymocytes which~ontain this enzyme. They are small,
buoyant, mitoticall~ active cells, the population which predominates
during fetal life and may.be T-lymphocyte precursor cells, which are in
the early stages of "thymic processing'.' after entering the thymus from
the bone marrow.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute:

The characterization.of,theenzyme that produces DNA from the tumor
virus's genetic material (RNA) has avery high priority in the VCP.
It may provide much more sensitive techniques for locating cancer virus
genetic information in human tissues.

Proposed Course: In the coming year, the following specific studies will
be undertaken: (1) further study. of mutants of Rous sarcoma virus
which have a temperature sensitive DNA polymerase; (2) studies on
temperature activation of DNA polymerase from RSV; (3) comparison of
murine versus avian reverse transcriptase; (4) studies of protection
of the enzyme against heat inactivation; (5) study of intracellular
reverse transcriptase; (6) reverse transcription of globin messenger RNA
to study its base composition; (7) study of VSV.pseudotypes of mammalian
tumor viruses; (8) cloning of Moloney leukemia virus in NRK cells and
search for defective genomes; (9) characterization of new DNA polymerase
activities in the chick bursa of Fabricius; (10) screening of human
tumors for terminal transferase; and (11) study of terminal transferase
in murine leukemia.

Date Contract Initiated: May 1, 1971

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY (NOI CP 43266)

Title: Studies of New Papovaviruses Isolated fromMan

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. Richard T. Johnson

Project Officer. (NCI): Dr. ,Bernard Talbot
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Objectives: Study the papovaviruses recently isolated from man.
(1) Attempts to isolate new·papovaviruses,to characterize them, and
to study if viral antigens are present in· human cerebral·. neoplasms.
(2) Epidemiological. studies of the presence of these vitusesand their
antigens in human sera and· urine. (3Y Nucl.eic acid hybridization to
look for the presence of papovavirus information in human pediatric.· tumors.

Major Findings: This is a new contract and major findings have not been
reported.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute:

Papovaviruses are known to cause natural or experimental tumors and to
transform cells to tumorigenesis. in culture. Therefore, htiman viruses of
this group should be studied as possible cancerogenic agents. Since there
is now serological evidence that human infection by certain small
papovaviruses is rather common., it is important to assess the role of
these viruses in human cancer. As a first step, the viruses must be
isolated and characterized biologically and at the molecular level. With
this basic information it should be possible to determine whether human
tumors contain viral genes or viral gene products.

Date Contract Initiated: February 1, 1974

MELOY LABORATORIES (NOI CP 43236)

Title: Immunological and Biochemical Studies of Mammalian Viral Oncology .

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. John E. Verna

Project Officers (NCI): Dr. Wade Parks
Dr. Edward Scolnick

Objectives: To study biochemically and immunologically the role of viruses
in mammalian cancer.

Major Findings: The 30,000 dalton gs proteins were purified from monkey
fibrosarcoma and gibbon ape lymphosarcoma type C viruses and a sensitive
radioimmunoassay developed. The woolly and gibbon gs proteins were found
to be highly related immunologically. However, they cross-reacted very
little with other mammalian type C viral gs antigens and antisera. The
original woolly monkey and gibbon ape tumors contained high levels of
woolly viral antigens. This indicated that the natural tumors from
distinct species contained immunologically related viral antigens.

The mouse cell line Balb/c 3T3 and its derivatives transformed either
spontaneously or by treatment with a variety of agents including
methylcholanthrene and X-irradiation were ana~yzed for cytoplasmic RNA
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complementary toD"NA PFoducts ~rom the Kirst'eristrain of murine sarcoma.
leukemia virus and from an ,endogenous type G virus 0 fBalb / c 3T3. While
none of these clonall,inesspqntaneouslyreleases virus they all contained
RNA which was partially homologous to a portion of the 358 RNA isolated
from these viruses. The parental cell line, Balb/c 3T3 contained a low
level of viral-related RNA., There was an increased amount of this RNA
in some ,of tr,he trc,Lpsformed, cell~ ~ ,

Employing an 3H-DN,~,co,py of mouse mammary tumor virus (MTV) RNA or the
Kirsten strain of mu;ine l~ukem,ia virus RNA, it was shown that the DNA
from a variety of mo~secells, eve~ those not producing virus, gave
readily detectabJ.e hybridization reactions. , With the type C probes, the
DNA from,NIH 3T3a~d feralmouse"cultUl:es had low,er levels of
hybridization tha.~ seen Wit1.l DNA fJ;'()m RIII, Balb/c or C57Bl/6mice.
Thesediffe~ences;'mighFrepresent p~rtial homology between the viral
genomes present'iI,lNI;tl8wissand feralmo:l1se cells a.nd the Kirsten murine
leukemia prob~s"C1ndjormight be reiatedtothe fact that neither of
these, cells ·,ar.e, .inducibleto form" a complete~ype C virus;a.nd may lack
an essential virCil~~~ponent n~cessary for complete viral expression.

The 3H- DNA transcr::lpt:pf the type C viruses isolates from gibbon or
woolly' monkey tumors,rec,Ldily ,hybr:LdizedtotheDNA. from cells infected
with these viruses, 'indicatin,gmultiplecopies of virus in" these
exogenouslyinfecte<l cells. Unlike the murine. systems, h()wever, the
DNA fromnat:Q:ral\lninfec,ted primatet~ors c,Lnd 3 variety of lower
mammalian tissues ,,failed ,,1:;0 hybridize to t~ese ,H-DNA transcripts,
indicatinglessthB:n.o,necomplete 'co,py of. ~ither of these type C viruses
in these tissues. The.lack of reaction with'the uriinfectedprimate'
DNAs examinedrCi::lses q~estionsas to the origin of t.hesetypeC viruses
in primates.

By RNA: 3H-DNA,hybridizCition, :Kirsten sarcoma virus was shown to possess
two distinct sets of nucleic acid sequences. One set is contained in
murine type C helper virus and the other set is co~tained in rat type C
helper viruses. '. Molotl;ey,s,arcoxna vir\ls had sequences of murine type C
virus but not'of rat 'type C helpervirus~ The results indica.ted tha.t
Kirsten sarcoma: virus: Cirose thrOugh a process of recombiIlation between
Kirsten leukemia. virus and nllcleicacid sequencesf()und in rat cells. A
model for the formation of transformipg type Cviruses involving the
transduction of oncogenic information was proposed.

L8A clone 11 and L8A clone 6 derived ,from Sykes CCL-5l mouse mammary
tumor cell line, although morphologic~lly sixnilar differed significantly
in their expression of type Bviral information. Clone lli:ontained
numerous type B particles and high levels o~ type B specific Sl antigen
and cellular RNA which hybridized with MTV H-DNA product. Clone 6 did
not have detectable particles by electron microscopy, had antigen levels
below sensitivity and very little RNA hybridizable to MTV DNA. Both
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clones contained comparable levels of MTV DNA sequences. Type C viral
expression (gs antigen and RNA le:vels) in bothclories' were 'comparable.
T.hese cell lines thus provideaninyitrosystem, for studying the factors
that regulate independently both type B and type Cviral gene
expression.

Other work with MMTV has: (1) standard1zed MMTV production with chemical,
physical and immunological assays as a function of strairiandparity;
(2) developed and/or improved innnunoassays for MMTV proteins by complement
fixation, hemagglutinat~on-inhibitionandra~ioimmunoa'ssays; (3) developed
procedures for th~ purification of two of the major structural virion
polypeptides, the sl antigen and a major internal nucleoid polypeptide
with a MW of 27,000; (4) prepared antiserum to MMiv and to the purified sl
and P27 in goats and pigs; (5) demonstr;lted'that sl is a glycoprotein
and probably not a core or nucleoid protein; (6) determined the amino,
acid content of purified MMTV proteins; (7) .separated and characterized
the MMTV RNA-dependent DNA polymer'ase from milk demonstrating for the
first time its unique features; (8) demonstrated an unexpected biochemical
relationship between MMTVand MP-MV of rhesus monkeys~ Both prefer Mg-t+
as a divalent cation with synthetic templates and elute a.head oftype'C
polymerases by gel chromatography; (9) demonstrated that all mouse
strains examined express MMTV in their milk as a function of genede
control and parity; .(10) documented wide-spread expression of MMTV infection
throughout the organs of the mouse; (11) confirmed and extended earlier
observation that bothhigh and low incidence strains' contain comparable
amounts of MMTV DNA; (12) consistent: with'the concept-that genetj.c
regulation is.' the important . regulator ofMMTV expression, ',' demonstrated

.that F1 off-spring from reciprocal high: and low mammary ,'tumor incidence
crosses, resemble. the low eXIlressorand show 1itt1e'or no maternal ,
influence; (13) demonstrated that the corticosteroid,dexamethasone,
stimulates MMTV in tissue culture thereby providing a possible tissue
culture so~rce of the virus; and (14) described for the first time a
perirectal 'papillary hireadenocarcirioma occurring in RIll female mice
which is highly associated with MMTVproduction.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Institute: '

The ability to detect viral information in transformed cells is basic
to establishment of etiological association, and to an ultimate approach
to prevention or treatment of cancer.

Proposed Course: Continuation to achieve the objectives described.,

Date Contract Initiated: May 25, 1965
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA (NOI CP 43212)

Title: Comparative Studies on the Structure and Replication of Murine and
Avian RNA.· Tumor Viruses

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. Peter Duesberg

Project Officer (NCI): Dr. Bernard Talbot

Objectives: To study the RNA structure and the replication of avian and
murine RNA tumor viruses.

Major Findings: The RNAs of four replication-defective~ transforming
murine viruses, Kirsten, Moloney-, _Harvey and Friend virus ~ were examined
and compared to those of murine leukemia viruses. All four contain an
RNA component that is smaller than "the RNA of their respective helper
leukemia virus. In addition, the replication-defective sarcoma viruses
contain an RNA component which is physically indistinguishable from
that of leukemia helper virus; it is thought to be the RNA of the
respective helper virus present in each stock of replication-defective
transforming virus investigated. The smaller RNA components found only
in transforming viruses are thought to contain genetic information
required forcel1 transformation and to lack at least some of the genes
present in the RNA of helper virus.

It was found that in formamide as in aqueous buffers, the electrophoretic
mobility of the·asubunit of nondefective avian sarcoma viruses is lower
than that of b subunit of transformation defective viruses. This
indicates that the a subunit of nondefective avian- sarcoma viruses has a
higher molecular weight than the b subunit of leukosis or transformation
defective viruses.

Comparative studies on the RNAs of corresponding (=same subgroup and
strain) avian sarcoma and leukosis viruses have indicated that the a
subunit of avian sarcoma viruses is related to the b subunit of
leukosis virus like ~ = ~ + ~, wherein x presumably represents a
sequence concerned with transforming ability for fibroblasts. This
relationship was deduced from comparative oligonucleotide fingerprinting
and RNA-DNA hybridization using DNA transcribed from viral RNA by viral
DNA polymerase. )

Preliminary evidence suggested that a 30-405 precursor could not be
demonstrated in murine virus harvested at 3-minute intervals. The
failure to demonstrate a 30-405 RNA precursor in murine virus, so far,
may reflect a difference in the kinetics of viral release or in the
kinetics of 30-405 to 60-705 RNA aggregation between Rous sarcoma and
murine leukemia virus.

The 5' "endgroup of the 30-405 RNA species ofPR RSV-C was determined to be A.
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The purified DNA polymerase -of two murine viruses, KirstenMSV (MLV)
Moloney MSV (MLV) was compared to that of avian sarcoma viruses. It
was found that the purified DNA polymerase of themurina vi~ses

differs from the avian counterpart in two distinctive properties:
(1) It lacks detectable RNase H. (2) It has a low template activity
with viral RNA and other natural DNA and RNA templates.

Mn- 7" ;1 ncn
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....,.....
.
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Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute:

Basic research on RNA tumor virus structure and replication may provide
the basis for understanding viral carcinogenesis which may ultimately
lead to the cont;rol of human cancer. Studies on thea subunit of
60-705 RNA may pinpoint the localization of the virally.transmitted
oncogenic information.

Proposed Course: The following will be studied: (l)The genetic
relationship between the small RNA components found in replication
defective, transforming murine viruses and the RNA compon~ntsof. helper
leukemia viruses. (2) The DNA polymerase of Friend virus. and Harvey
virus to determine whether it is associated with RNase H land to determine
its ability to transcribe viral RNA and natural DNA templates. (3) Avian
tumor virus RNA-to see if the poly A is at the 3' end. (4) Whether
the 60-705 RNA complex of avian and murine tumor viruses is. segmented
haploid, consisting of different 30-405 subunits, o~ polyploid.
(5) Electronmicroscopy to study the subun,it structure of 60-70S tumor
virus RNA. (6) Analysis of the RNA.of tumor virus recombinants.

Date Contract Initiated: June 29, 1971

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA (NOI CP. 33332)

Title: Hormonal Control of Gene Expression in Tumor Viruses

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. Gordon M. Tomkins

Project Officer (NCI): Dr. Bernard Talbot

Objectives: To study (1) the mechanisms by which viral transformation
disrupts cellular growth regulation, and (2) cellular mechanisms which
control the expression of viral genes.

Major Findings: Using cultured 549 mouse lymphoma cells, it was shown
that cyclic AMP-activated kinase is responsible for the pleiotypic effects
seen. Added cyclic GMP blocks the inhibitory actions of cAMP on membrane
transport suggesting that the two regulatory nucleotides have opposing
effects: cAMP blocking the growth cycle at a critical point in GI, and
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cGMP tending tomaintaince~lproliferation. Considerations suggest that
"oncogene" products block the membrane of transformed cells in a "growth"
conformation, which cannot produce pleiotypic mediator (e.g., cAMP) in
response to physiological signals instructing the cells to stop dividing.

Dexamethasone~ a synthetic glucocorticoid, and cortisol increase both the
size and number of polyoma plaques when virus particles are plated on
monolayers of either primary or secondary mouse embryo or 3T3 cells. The
hormones appear to work via the cytoplasmic receptors which mediate
other glucocorticoid-sensitive functions since the specificity of the
viral response resembles that of the. other responses (e.g., enzyme
induction) and anti-inducing steroids can antagonize glucocorticoid
stimulation. Steroid pre-treated cells showed no increase in viral
function. However, adding dexamethasone later in infection showed that
the steroids exert their effects five to ten hours after exposure of
cells to the virus. It appears that the steroid does not promote virus
uptake or adsorption but participates rather in early viral functions.

Experiments on transformation of primary and secondary hamster embryo
cells using polyo~virus were performed in which cells were treated with
both virus and hormone for 24 hours. The virus was then diluted and the
cells plated in agar. The number of clones appearing under these
conditions was used to score for transformation. Dexamethasone and
cortisol increased the frequency of transformation 3 to 6-fold while
inactive steroid, >epicortisol, was ineffective. A "sub-optimal inducer,"
progesterone, had intermediate effects but, as expected, prevented
maximalstimulati,on by dexamethasone. Dose-response curves show that
the optimum d~xamethasone concen~ration is approximately 10-8 M,
consistent with the amount required to saturate the glucocorticoid
receptors. Pretreatment of cells with dexamethasone (followed by steroid
removal before exposure to the virus) did not increase the number of
transformants, suggesting that the hormone acts only while viral genes
are in the cells. Since transformation probably requires expression
only of early gene functions the hormones may act to promote the
expression of these genes.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute:

There is considerable evidence that the entire gencme of both DNA and
RNA oncogenic viruses may be integrated into the chromosomes of host
cells, whether or not such cells show evidence of their presence.
Malignant transformation appears to depend, to.a large extent at least,
on the degree to which viral "oncqgenes" are expressed, which means
that a major aim of viral oncology must be to understand the biological
factors which regulate virus gene expression. A closely related problem
concerns the mechanisms which control the cellular specificity both
of viral transformation and productive infection. That is, what factors
determine the types of cells in multicellular organisms which are
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susceptible to transformation or infection by particular oncogenic
viruses? Hormones are tissue-specific effectors which selectively
control gene expression ina variety of cell types. It is thus an
important facet of the VCP to· investigate viral gene expression
and cellular specificity in the light of the present (and rapidly
evolving) information about the mechanisms of hormone action.

Proposed Course: (1) Investigation of the mechanism of growth regulation
in transformed and untransformed cells and in cuituredS49 Balblc mouse
lymphoma cells. Do the cyclic nucleotides and theglucocorticoids
inhibit cell proliferation at exactly the same point in the cell cycle,
and if so, by affecting the same underlying process? The relation
between membrane receptors, adenylate cyclase 'and cAMP production. The
effects of serum and insulin on cAMP concentrations inS49 cells and
the influence which various membrane mutations have on this interaction.
The effects of serum starvation and ieaddition and insulin treatment on
cGMP levels. Attempts to achieve cell-free reconstruction of functional
membranes containing components fronC transformed and normal cells with
the aim of identifying regulatory factors which differ between membranes
from transformed and normal cells (2) Continuation of work on the
effects of the glucocorticoids on productive infection and transformation
by polyoma virus. Definition of the steroid sensitive period of the
cell cycle and attempt to discover the precise nature of the reactions
which allow the hormones to promote transformation. Following of the
effects of the glucocorticoids on cyclic nucleotide concentrations,
enzyme induction, DNA synthesis and the appearance of T antigen.
Investigation of whether the transformation of a varietyof'non-permissive
mouse cells (e.g., 3T3) by SV40 is affected by the glucoco,rticoids.
Determination of which serum components are responsible for affecting
steroid stimulation of polyoma infection. Determination of the portion
of the polyoma life cycle which is steroid-sensitive in one-cycle MEF.

Date Contract Initiated: April 25, 1972

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA (NOI CP 33283)

Title: Oncogenesis by RNA Tumor Viruses in Experimental Systems and in
Humans

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. Marcel Baluda

Project Officer (NCI): Dr. George J. Todaro

Objectives: (1) To characterize the nature of the genome of RNA tumor
viruses using AMV and SSAV as models, (2) to search for the presence of
virus specific DNA in human tumor cells, and (3) to investigate whether
oncornavirus specific RNA sequences are'expressed in some human tumor cells.
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Major Findings: Density g-radient sedimentation in alkaline cesium
chloride of DNA fromrtormal chicken embryos or leukemic myeloblasts
fragmented to a size_ ofl3S revealed c that: the-DNA sequences complementary
to 70S avianmyelbblast:osisvirus RNAsedimented in the high guanine
plus cytosine region ahead of th~ main peak of cellular DNA~ When:the
DNA was fragmented into pieces of 6. 6S there was a broader distribution
of the DNA sequences complementary to the viral RNA.

DNA-RNA hybridization studies between 70S RNA from avian myeloblastosis
virus and an excess of DNA from IF AMV;;'induced leukemic chicken myeloblasts,
or 2) a. mixture' o:fnormal and of congenitally infectedK-137 chicken
embryos producing avian leukosis viruses revealed the presence of fast
and slowly-hybridizing virus specific DNA sequences•. However,the
leukemic cells contained twice the level of AMV specific DNA sequences
observed in normal chicken embryonic cells. The fast reacting sequences
were two to three times more numerous in leukemic DNA than in DNA from
the mixed embryos. The slowly reacting sequences had a~eiteration

frequency of approximately 9 and 6, in the two respective systems. Both
the fast and the slowly-reacting DNA sequences in leukemic cells exhibited
a higher Tm (2°) than the respective DNA sequences in normal cells. In
normal and leukemic cells the slow hybrid sequences appeared to have.aTm
which was 2° higher than that of the fast hybrid sequences. Individual
non-virus prdducing cb:i:ckenembryos,eithergs-antigert positive or
negative, contained 40 to 100 copies of the fast sequences and 2~6 copies
of the slowly hybridizing sequences per cell genome. Normal rat cells
did not contain DNA that-hybridized with AMV RNA whereas non-virus
producing rat cells transformed by B-77 avian sarcoma virus did, but only
the slowly-reac·ting sequences. The results demonstrate that leukemic
cells transformed by AMV contain new AMV specific DNA sequences which
were not presentbeforeirtfection.

An increase in the cellular content of viral DNA wasdet~cted as early as
one hour after infection with AM!{ orRSV. Earlyaf·ter infection most of
the newly synthesized viral DNA·cons1st:s· of free small molecular weight
molecules. Within 24 hours, the viral DNA becomes covalently linked to
host cell DNA. In cells transformed for a long time and in normal cells
all the virus specific DNA sequences appear to be integrated.

Denatured DNA from leukemic myeloblasts oruninfected chicken embryos,
immobilized on nitrocellulose filters', .was hybridized to a vast excess
of 3H 70S RNA from purified avian myeloblastosis virus. The viral RNA
was eluted _from the RNA-DNA hybrids, purified and then rehybridized in
solution td an: excess of either leukemic or normal-chicken embryonic DNA.
This study revealed that alT the slow and the fast hybridizing viral RNA
sequences detectable by liquid-hybridization in DNA excess, had.hybridized
to the filter-bound DNA. Bo'th techniques also gave similar values for
the number of 28S ribosomal RNA genes contained in a chicken cell genome.
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the GLV endogenous reverse transcriptase system a~d exhaustively
hybridized with normal human DNA or RNA will be used ,as a probe to look
for oncornavirus specific RNA sequences in h~an tumor cells. Similar
experiments will also be carried out with theprimate.oncornavirus SSAV-l
since this virus might be expected to exhibit a greater homology than
GLV with putative human oncornayiruses. (3) Inadditfon, new isolates
of promising candidate human.oncornaviruses will be characterized and
tested. Once a good RNA or DNA probe is obtained, human tumors will be
screened according to their content of oncornavirusspecific DNA
sequences and the degree of transcription of those sequences. Concomitantly,
different normal tissues from .cancerpatientswillbe .tested to
determine ·(a} whether theoncornavirus DNA sequences are locali.zed in.
the neoplasia, or uniformly distributed in all tissues, and (b) .whether
transcription of virus specific DNA sequences is limited to the tumor
cell.

Date Contract Initiated: June'S", 1972

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS (NOI CP 43318)

Title: Studies on the Molecular Mechanism of Carcinogenesis. by Oncogenic
Viruses

Contractor's. Project Director: Dr. Giampiero di.Mayorca .'.

Project Officer (NCI): Dr. Bernard Talbot

Objectives: The work continues to focus on 1) temperature sensitive
mutants of polyoma virus and 2) the human papovavirus, BK virus.

Major Findings: Seventy-five different·. temperature sensitive mutants
of polyoma virus have been characterazed from the point of view of lytic
cycle and transformation.

Mutant py235,a non-transforming mutant, was found to:be an absorption
mutant, especially defective for BHK21 cells. Gel electrophoresis
revealed no detectable difference in molecular weight or the species of
polypeptides between Py235 and the wild type. Also "fingerprint" peptide
maps revealed no difference.

A "cold" mutant.for transformation was found which is only. slightlyts for
the;ly.tic cycle. Preliminary reversion experiments of cells transformed
by this mutant at the permissive (high) temperature were positive; when
shifted at the low temperature the cells reverted to normal.

A skin 'fibroblast cell line from an adult marmoset, HF-250, has been
transformed by a small plaque variant of polyoma virus (PySP). Under
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H3-labelled 358 AMVRN~wl:ls ex~austiy~lyhybridizedwithexcessof normal
chicken DNA to .remove'. all sequences ,which the virus DNA has in common
with normal cells.' The~ residual H3..RNA which failed to hybridize was
fractionated by hydroxylapatite .. colUlIli:J. ch;romatography to separate hybrids'
from unpaired H3-RNA. The residual RNA hybridized to leukemic chicken
DNA but did not,r~J1Y1:>ridizewitli nCJrnalchicken DNA. It is concluded
that .leukemic cel1.s.' ~N:A,containviralspecificsequenceswhich are absent
in DNA from normal'i:~1.I.s; and that.' an RNA probe prepared in this fashion
can be used 'to screeri.DNAs for leukemic specific sequences.

In normalchicke.~}~ls, oncornavitus' DNA appears to be associated with
cell sequences ,re:i.ter~tjad1200times,and es:ch integration unit appears
to have a maximal size approximately equivalent to the 35S RNA subunit of
the virion. In fnfected'cells some 'viral DNA also appears to be integrated
among similarly reiterated cellular. DNA sequences. However, there are
additional Yiral;l;equencesfn infected cells which behave as if they were
integrated adjacent touniqujasequenC:es. .

Hybridization.of'70SGLVRNA wfthan excesS 6f DNA from normal and
leukemic human ,tissues revealed that sdmeof .the neoplastic human tissues
contained viral specific DNA sequences equivalent to 15% of the viral
genome and that riormal'tissueDNA'lackedhomology with GLV·RNA. Also,
the DNA sequences homologous. toGLV RNA could b.e separated from the bulk
human DNA inalkalin~ ,CsCl beca.usethey have a higher G+C content.

SSAV-l viral RNAc0tltains 50-6'OSRNA and also RNA molecules withsedinlenta
tion coefficients~f 28S, 1.8S"and'4'-10S. Unlike the 50-:-60S' RNA, . these
smaller RNA mol~c.ule~ lackpoly(A) sequences. Upon hea.t denaturation, the
native 50-608 RNA. yields distinct 28Sand l8S subunits which both appear to
containpoly(A) sequences. The G+C content of the SSAV~l 50-60S RNA is
55.5%. The7eSRNA,.A;re>n:lpurified virion,s has a G+C content identical
to 28S, ,ribosomal RNA.'andurilike' the28S ,RNA obtained from the melted
50-60S viral g~l1()me;}t c.c.intains essentiatly no poly(A) sequences •. , In
preliminaryexper:iJn~rit13'60-70SSSAY.;..lRNA did not hybridize significantly
with DNA. from either*6rmal or cal1cerqus tissues.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of, the Institute:

This program will ell1cidate.them~chanismof oncogenesis by RNA tumor
viruses in exper~ehtal,anitIl.alsystems,e. g., avian myeloblastosis virus
in chicken. c~lis',' and sitIl.ian sarcoma associated virus in primate cells '
and will investigate~hetp.ersomehuman malignancies are induced by
putative human RNA tumor viruses. '

Proposed Course: (1:) 'Studieswi,;i.l. continu~ using AMV as a model system
for oncornayiruses•., (2). Gross leukemia virus (GLV). RNA will be used to
look for DNA'sequences in V:arfous human tumors by hybridization of DNA
trapped on filters with an excess of GLV-RNA and by liquid hybridization
of viral RNA.inan~cess of cellular DNA. Also, DNA made in vitro using
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soft agar conditions (0.3"5%) desc:ribed by MacPhers0lJ., the HF':"250 cells
formed discrete colonies by 16 days" arter inrection'"with 100 PFU/cell
of purified PySP. The transf0nIlaEion of cell species other "than rodent,
e.g., BHK,has not been previously de~cribed.

Rat fibroblasts and sister cells persistently infected'by RLV each
transformed by polyoma virus with the same frequen~ywhen colony growth
in soft agar was used as the method for assaying viral cell transformation.

BK virus, a human papova virus, has been successfully grown in high ti_ters
in human embryo.nic ce].ls and has been purified. A quantitative,
reproducible plaque assay has beeri developed forBKvirus usin:g early
passage HEK cells whose 1llonplayers remaill flat and chierly fibroblastic.

The ability of BK virus to transform BHK2l clone 13 cells and the
ability of the BK transformed BHK2 clone 13 cells ,to induce tumors in
adult hamsters has been establishea. In addition to BHK cells, BK is
capable of transfOrming a, primate cell type, Marmoset fibroblast,
designated asHF-250cell line. A dose response relationship of BK

~~:n:~~~:~~~~t~a~/~:~e~~~~~1;:~e:e~~~~~~~:~~kec~~~:u;3a~:~~~ in which

Hemagglutination and hemagglutinatipn inhibition ~ndicatedthat the
distribution of antibodies to the BK virus is consistent with the
published figures for human populations. To date, 39 s.era from 29
individuals have been tested with 78 ~ercent of the individuals tested
positive. In addition, a survey of sera from adu3,.t, colony-born, and
newly imported Marmosets has 'illso been conducted with Cl majority of
sera tested giving positive results.

BK virus proteins have been examineci by SDS-polyacrylainide gel
electrophoresis and peptide mClPping of" tryptic digests. Preliminary
results indicate thatBK. virus contains fewer peptides than either
polyoma or SV40. Preliminary ~tud~es indicate thCit the BK virion
contains two species of DNA which co-sediment with fornis 1 and 11 of
polyoma virus DNA. The data indicate that the DNA of the BK virion is
a covalently closed, circular'molecule of 3 x 106d.iltons.

A recent report from this laboratory described' a conditional state
of malignant 'transformation induced by chemical carcinogens in several
subclones of theBHK ./13 hamster cell lil:le. All subclones tested,
whether transformed ~y dimethylnitrosamine (DMN) ornitrosomethylurea
(NMU), exhibited the transformed phenotype orily at a high temperature
(38.5°C) and not at a lower temperature (32°C)., It was now found
that when these. conditionally transformed subr:lones , are infected with
either hamster sarcoma virus or polyoma virus, they can express the
transformed phenotype at 32°C.

Significance to' Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute:

Studies on small icosahedral DNA viruses as SV40 and polyoma have
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contributed an impressive body of information in recent years on the
interactions between these 'viruses and cells both at the level of the
vegetative growth of-these viruses and of their transforming activity.
The genetic analysis of the genome of these viruses, by the use of ts
mutants may provide a major advance in our knowledge of the mechanism
of transformation at the molecular level, and could if the right kind
of mutants became available, bring information on the nature of the
viral gene responsible for the maintenance of the transformed state of
the cell.

These studies have recently become of great practical importance in
the light of recent reports on BK virus, a new human papova transforming
virus. BK virus is important as a potential candidate "oncogenic"
virus for the human population,' for the following reasons: - (1) BK
virus is capable of malignant transformation of BHK2l clone i3 cells
and marmoset fibroblast, HF-250, cells. (2) BK virus is of human
origin presumably not closely related antigenically to polyoma or SV40.
(3) The BK virus appears as a widespread infectious agent in the human
population based upon hemagglutination inhibition serum studies.

Proposed Course: (1) Continuation of the characterization of the
contractor's large collection of temperature sensitive mutants of
polyoma virus. The most important questions to be answered are: a) Is
the genetic information responsible for the maintenance of transformation
"viral" or "cellular" (in such case the virus would act as a mutagen) '?
b) If the information responsible for the maintenance' of transformation
is viral, is the gene involved necessary for the vegetative growth of
the virus or not (as .in the case of Rous sarcoma virus) '? c) How many
genes constitute the genome of polyoma virus as determined by complementa
tion? (2) Investigations on the status of polyoma genome in hamsters, rat,
and marmoset cells. Patterns of oligonucleotides obtained by digestion
of polyoma DNA will be obtained and the oligonucleotides used for
hybridization experiments to learn what portion of the viral genome are
preferentially integrated. (3) Continuation of the biological
characterization of BK virus, a hUman papovavirus; its antigenic relation
to SV40 and polyoma. Host range studies, transformation attempts with
human cells. EM structural studies both of the viral particle and its
DNA. Biochemical characterization of the viral DNA, its size, base
composition, buoyant density, and Tm. Biochemical characterization of
the proteins of the viral particle in comparison with SV40 and polyoma.
(4) Hybridization experiments between BK DNA and human cell DNA from
a variety of human tumors to find out if BK virus, genome is integrated
in the genome of human tumor cells and in what tumors and how
frequently. (5) Studies of the extent of complementarity between BK,
SV40, and polyoma DNA to find out if they are related from a genetic
point of view. (6) Investigation of the restrict.ion enzyme patterns
of BK DNA and comparison with the patterns of polyoma and SV40.

Date Contract Initiated: December 9, 1971
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA (N01 CP 33357)

Title: The Cell Surface in Lymphoid Malignancies and Virus...,Transformed
Cells

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. John Kersey

Project Officer (NCI): Dr. George J. Todaro

Objectives: To search for viruses in cancer patients with immunodeficiency
diseases, and to study the role of the.cell surface in malignant
transformation.

Major Findings: The Immunodeficiency Cancer Registry has continued and
increased leading to 164 known. patients with immunodeficiency who
develop malignancies and nine cases known to be alive with tumors which
may be available for procurement. The bulk of tumors in children with
primary immunodeficiency diseases are lymphoreticular.

One patient with combined (T and B) system immunodeficiency developed
a lymphoreticular malignancy following use of transfer factor. This
lymphoid malignancy is now in cell culture, Iwas sent to investigators
within the Virus Cancer Program, and is available to others. Tumor
material will probably saon,be available from several other known
patients with immunodeficiency syndromes who are currently bearing
cancers for immunologic and virologic analysis.

An antihuman thymocyte serum has been developed in goats which after
absorption with human. red cells and B lymphocytes (from a patient with
CLL) was found to be very useful for detecting.human thymocytes and
peripheral blood T lymphocytes using a cytotoxicity assay.

Ten of sixteen children with acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) were
found to have lymphoblasts with T cell markers, and thus the apparent
origin of these leukemias was in T lymphocytes. In most cases not all
lymphoblasts bound sheep erythrocytes or carried thymocyte antigen
suggesting that dedifferentiation may be a significant aspect of the
disease. One child was found with extramedullary (su:bcutaneous) origin
of lymphoma with T lymphocyte markers. Another childwiih acute
leukemia had leukemic cells with bothT (E-binding) and B. (EAC-binding)
markers. Preliminary indications are that children with T cell leukemia
have a worse prognosis than those whose leukemias have no detectable
differentiative markers.

In a study of 30 cases of acute leukemia using immunofluorescence to
detect surface immunoglobulins, an acute leukemia with a B cell origin
was found twice. Monoclonal B cell proliferation was observed in
peripheral blood of a child who presented with non-African Burkitt's
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lymphoma with leukem:i.c transformation. The other,patient. was 75 years
old and preseIltedas acute'lympl1oblastic.leukemia with 96% .of, blasts in
peripheral blood•. All these cells were bearing one type of heavy (mu)
and one type of light (lambda) chain.

Fifteen cases of untr~ated HodgkIn's lymphoma revealed normal or low
normal percentages of B lymphocytes with normal distribution among
classes. Approximately 70% of th,ese patients showed a deficiency in
cell mediated i IDIlllJ,Ilitywhellmeasured by several parameters in vivo
and in vitro•. Stud~es of patients with untreated. non-Hodgkin's malignant
lymphcma(not CLL).indicat~.d eviciEmce of monoclonal B cell proliferation
in peripheral blood of 7 of 24 cases.

Persons with several forms of primary immunodeficiency (and high cancer
risk) almost invariably have decreased numbers of T lynl'phcicytes and
increased numbers of B, lymphocytes'. P8:tientswith X__Iinked (Bruton's)
agammaglobulinemia lack lymphocyte~ with surface immunoglobulins but
haveadequatenu~bersoflymphocy,~eswith receptors for complement (C3) ,
suggesting that B lymphocytes are present butdefective in immunoglobulin
expression. ' . .

In a patientwith'~ongenital absence o~ the thymus (Di George syndrome)
who la~ked the Tcell population, B cells were increased in percentage
and also in absolute number. both in peripheral blood and in the removed
lymph node. This child was successfully treated with a fetal thymus
transplant and showed a gradual d,~creaseofB lymphocytes in the
peripheral blood parallel with the restoration of the T cell population
and T cell function,. '.. There i~asimilar over-proliferation of B ,cells
in patients with lepromatous lepro~y who. reguiarly show a depression of
cellular immunity. but have well ~reserved humoral immunity.

In persons with X-linked agammaglobulinemia low percentages of
immunoglobulin-bearing lymphocytes weI."e found in the peripheral blood.
In one patient with'X-liIlked8:gammaglobulinemia lacking serum immuno-:," ..
globulins andB lymphocytes of three major immunoglobulin classes,
there was a normal1evel of serum Ig,E and ,a normal percentage of
IgE-bearing lymphq¢ytes. '

Binding of sheep erythrocytes (SRBCs) to human.T lymphocytes is
temperature:-depend~l1twith maximum binding at ,4-2IoG. Temperature
dependence isabol,ished by pretreatment qflymphocytes with Vibrio
cholera neuraminidase. Binding is inhibited by themembrane--active
drug cytochalasinBb.ut not by colchicine.' Electron/micrographs (scanning
andtr~nsmission)showbinding of SRBCs to microvilli projecting from
the surface of T.I)71llphocytes. The, results s'U,ggestthat active membrane
metabolic processes,probablyassociatedwith s~e degree of receptor
motility is necessary for antigen bind,ing toT lymphocytes.

Cyclic AMP and its analo&dibutyryl cAMP, inhibit SRBC binding to human
T lymphocytes. Cyclic GMP and its analo& 8 bromo cGMP, did not influence
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binding. cAMP inhibited. binding of SRBCs to ~~)Use spleen cells,
cyclic GMPalone had no effect. Cyclic GMP.was laffectively ~ble

prevent the cyclic AMP induced inhibition of antigen binding.

while
to

Membrane lipids of human and mouse lymphocytes· were studied following
interaction with the mitogens PHA and Con A. Using a fatty acid spin
label (6 dexylheptadecanoate) aIid electron paramagnetic resonance, it
was found that membrane fluidity is significa~tly increased within 5
minutes after mitogen binding. .., Maximum increasesiIf fl\lidity. occur at
15-30minutes with return to normal values at 60 minutes.. These data
suggest that enhanced membrane £1uidittiS· avery early eyent in the
lymphocyte triggering process with a time course closely following
that of the rise in cGMP.

Significance to Biomedical Researc~ and the Program of the Institute:

The main premise behind initiation and continuation of this contract
is the idea that there should be a much better chance" of recovering
a complete human tUmor virUs from a tumor in an immunologically incompetent
patient than in an iminunologically competent one. The contract provides
information and materials from patients either with immunodeficiency
diseases or iatrogenically immunosuppressed, which,are investigated for
the presence of tumor Viruses. The recovery of a. cOmplete human tUmor
virus would greatly aid the study of there1at:i.Orishipof viruses to human
cancer, leading towards an effective means of prevention and control.

Basic studies on (a) the role of the cell surface in malignant transforma
tion·and (b) the modulating influenceS of membran~ structure and flu:i.dity
and virus release will aid our understanding of the role of the cell
surface in cancer. This may ultimately lead to ways to control the
process of malignant metastases, and may aid in the development of
anti-cancer vaccines and in immunotherapy.

Proposed Course: 1. Continuation of studies linking innnunodeficiency,
cancer, and oncogenic viruses. (a) Contiiluation of the immunodeficiency
cancer registry. . (b) Procurement of tumors arising ,iUimmuno'deficient
individuals for direct virologic a.nalysis and establishliumt in tissue
culture to search for tumor viruses. (c) Continuation of clinical studies
of tumors arising in immuno-deficient individuals •. (d) Studies of
antitumor immune responses to tumors in immunodeH.cierit individuals.
2. Continuation of studies on the role of the cell stirfacein malignant
transformation, including studies of: (a) Membrane markers found on
human T cell and B cell leukemias and lymphomas.- (b) Use of antithyinocyte
serum to detect thymocytes and peripheral T lymphocytes. (c) Cyclic
nucleotides (cAMP and cGMP) as intracellular regulators of differentiation
of mouse T lymphocytes, human leukemias and human lymphomas. (d) Influence
of vinca alkaloids' and glucocorticoids on the induction of differentiation
in leukemia. 3. Studies of modulating influences of membrane structure
and fluidity and virus release, specific.ally: (a) to.,examine the effect
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of membrane active agents vinblastine, colchicine, lumicolchicine,
cytochalasin B, and.phorbol myristateacetate on the distribution of the
intramembranous particle-intrinsic membrane protein complex, the
organization of the plasma ~embrane lipids, and the extent and pattern
of viral release from known producer transformed 3T3 cells, (b) to
determine the influence of changes in the distribution of intrinsic
membrane proteins<and the order of membrane lipids on virus release
during the cell cycle and in log phase growth cultures, (c) to determine
if increased mem~rane fluidity which accompanies malignant transformation
is in some manner related to the state of differentiation of the cell.

Date Contract Initiated: May 13, 1971

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN (~Ol CP 22022)

Title: Studies on the Role of RNA Tumor Viruses and Related Genetic
Information in Induction of Tumors by Chemicals

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. Robert C. Nowinski

Project Officer (NCI): Dr. GeorgeJ. To4aro

Objectives: To- investigate the role of MuLV and its gene products in
spontaneous leukemia and in chemic~lly mediated oncogenesis. Both in
vivo and cell culture oncogenesis systems are studied by a variety of
immunological, enzymological, hybridization, and genetic techniques.

Major Findings: Twelv.e chemically transformed cell lines and twelve
non-transformed cell lines ~ere classified according to mo~phological type
and were observed for over 300. days in tissue culture. There were no
alterations in the, transformed cell lines which suggested a. progression
to a more malignant morphology. These same lines are-also being used
to determine if there isa.progression or increase of malignant potential
after continued tissu.e culture passage. The transformed cell lines were
inoculated at an early time (2-4 weeks) and again ata later time (6-8
months) after the. original foci were picked. It appears that malignant
potential does incl;eas~as .evidenced by (1) a shorter lat.ent period for
tumors and (2) a greater percentage of cell lines causing tumors.

New contact,.-sensitive. cell lines have been es"tablished fromNZB and
C57BL/6 mouse strains.

A wide variety ofc.ell lines have been characterized for the production of
MuLV. Characterization included: (1) bnmunofluorescence tests "for
MuLV-gs-l antigen, (2) examination of tissue culture fluids for the
release of polyIll.erase containing particles, (3) mixed cytopathogenicity
tests with XC indicator cells, and (4) XC plaque assays of tissue culture



fluids. All normal and transformed cell lines derived from C3H/IOTI/2
were invariably negative for indicators of MuLV production. The AVP cell
line, derived from ventral prostate cells of AKR, was positive for all
viral parameters.

A wide variety of cell lines derived from normal and transformed
C3H!10TI/2 cells were examined for inducibility of MuLV after treatment
with IdU. Cells were incubated (when at approximately 50% confluence)
with 50 Ug/ml of IdU for 24 hours. Three days later the cells were
trypsinized and replated on microscope slides for gs-l immunofluorescence
tests. Cells were grown for 24 hours on the microscope slides prior to
fixation. Induction of MuLV gs-l antigen was observed in several
transformed lines of of C3H/IOTI/2. In contrast, control 10Tl/2 cells
treated in a similar fashion showed only minimal degrees of expression
of gs-l. In general, it appeared that with these conditions the transformed
cells expressed gs-l antigen to a greater extent than their normal
counterparts. These experiments demonstrated that gs-l antigen
production could be induced in both normal and transformed cells, even
though these cells normally repress the expression of this antigen.

Studies have been initiated to examine the relative roles of MuLV
and metabolic activation of carcinogen in chemical oncogenesis. Mice
from the reciprocal backcrosses (C3H x (C3H x AKR)FI and AKR x (C3H x
AKR)Fl have been typed by tail biopsy for the production of infectious
MuLV and then inoculated subcutaneously with 250 Ug 3-methylcholanthrene
to test for susceptibility to chemical carcinogenesis. In subsequent
months, as tumors occur in these mice, each animal will be typed for
inducibility of aryl hydrocarbon hydroxylase.

Mice of the C57L x (C57L x AKR)Fl backcross were examined for genetic
segregation of infectious leukemia virus (MuLV), MuLV gs-l antigen, and
the MuLV-inducedcell surface antigens GIX' GCSA, G

t
, andGT•

Segregation ratios indicated that (1) virus product~on was controlled by
two non-link,ed dominant genes, (2) expression of gs-l antigen was
controlled by three non-linked dominant genes, (3) expression of G

IX
and

GCSA antigens was controlled by one dominant gene, and (4) express~on of
G

L
andGT antigen was controlled by two non~linked dominant genes.

L1nkage analysis between genes controlling virus production and expression
of gs-l antigen revealed three phenotypes--virus+/gs-l+, virus-/gs-l-, and
virus-/gs-l+. These phenotypes segregated in ratios consistent with
control of gs-l by three unlinked genes, two of-these genes being linked
to virus production. Genes controlling the expression of G and GCSA
antigens were closely linked. Expression of G

IX
antigen wa~Xnot linked

to expression of GL or GT antigens or to the production of MuLV. Genes
controlling the expression of G

L
and G

T
antigens were loosely linked;

expression of GL and GT antigens was loosely linked to virus production.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute:

Carcinogenic chemicals can cause cancer in- humans, mice and other animals.
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An essential step toward the objective of the VCP is to determine what role,
if any, viral genetic information might play in this process, as well as in
spontaneous neoplasia. The work in mice under this contract will
provide a guide to the solution of this problem ~n humans.

Proposed Course: Continuation to achieve the objectives described.

Date Contract Initiated: September 1, 1971

BAYLOR COLLEGE OF MEDICINE (NOI CP 43355)

Title: Nonsense. Suppressor Mutants in Mammalian Cells

Contractor's ·Project Director: Dt:. Thomas Caskey

Project Officer (NCI): Dr. Edward Scolnick

Objectives: To develop suppressor mutants of mammalian cell lines and
use these to investigate the genes involved in maintaining the transformed
state in cell cultures.

Major Findings: It has been determined that single step selection of
HGPR~ clones is a rare event. Using a variety of mutagen conditions
and selection protocols, in excess·of 1010 cells have been examined for
the expression of this genetic defect. A number of variant clones have
been isolated that are totally deficient in hypoxanthine-guanine phospho
ribosyltransferase{HGPRT). Many of these clones are HGPRT-, C~,
and can be reverted to HGPRTT and therefore, have properties commonly
associated withnonsense mutations.

A large number of different Chinese hamster cells which are TK- have
been isolated. Also, (1) all mutants studied thus far yield revertants
to the ~ ~tate (with the aid of chemical mutagens) at frequencies of
10-6 to 10- , (2) the revertant ~clones can attain 50% of wild type
activity, and finally (3) the TK revertant clones can then yield TK
mutants with ease (10-5). Since reversion is accomplished in a single
step event, it is more likely that a clone with multiple and'possible
different TK mutations will only re~ert one locus. Thus isolation of
enzyme negative clones fromsuchTK revertants can proceed in a single
step fashion at high frequency since only a single gene need be mutated.
In essence, a gene haploid strain is created by these isolations for study.

A simple and sensitive in vitro approach has been developed for detection
of mammalian suppressor tRNAs; it utilizes RNA isolated from an amber
coat mutant (sus3)of the bacteriophase f2. Extracts from a non-suppressing
strain of E. coli supplemented with tRNA and aa-tRNA synthetases isolated
from cultu;ed Chinese hamster cells, are used for in vitro translation
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of the mutant phage RNA. Addition ofE. coli amber s~ppressor tRNA
to these extracts stimulates [3H]valine incorporation into protein.
The sensitivity for detection of this suppressor tRNA is enhanced if
extracts are pretreated with sheep immunoglobulin directed against the
E. coli release factor, RF-l. Chinese hamster [3H]Val-tRNA or E. coli
[3H]Val-tRNA were both found to be suitable precursors to radioictive
protein when extracts were supplemented with E. coli suppressor tRNA
indicating that Chinese hamster aa-tRNA participates in the synthesis
of protein on E. coli ribosomes. This analytical procedure thus provides
a simple and direct method for examining mammalian cells for amber
suppressing tRNA.

To increase understanding of the mutational alteration of mammalian
cells in culture, the isolation of variants of Chinese hamster lung
cells that have a thermosensitive hy~oxanthine-guaninephosphoribosyl
transferase (HGPRT) was undertaken. Wild-type cells are sensitive to
6-thioguanine (6-TG) because HGPRT converts this analogue to a
ribonucleotide, but they can grow in medium containing hypoxanthine,
aminopterin, and thymidine (HAT) because the enzyme allows utilization
of hypoxanthine when aminopterin inhibits purine biosynthesis. Cells
were first selected that were able to form colonies at 39° in medium
containing 6-TG. Those colonies that continued to grow when changed to
HAT at 33° were isolated for further study. Some of the selected cell
lines were sensitive to 6-TG and resistant to HAT at 33° b~t resistant
to 6-TG and sensitive to HAT at 39°. They incorporated [1 C] hypoxanthine
into nucleic acids at 33°, but that incorporation was. greatly reduced
when the cells were maintained at 39°. HGPRTact,ivity was detectable
in extracts prepared from cells grown at 33°, but not from those grown
at 39°. The enzyme fromtemperature~sensitive cells was precipitated by
antiserum directed toward the wild-type enzyme. However, it could be
distinguished from the wild-type enzyme in vitro. by its increased heat
lability. These data indicate that the thermosensitive variants carry
a mutation in the gene for HGPRT that affects the stability of the
enzyme.

Since definitive assignment of mutational type may require structural
analysis of HGPRT,efforts have been initiated directed toward this
goal. HGPRT was purified from crude cellular extracts >lOOP-fold by
guanine-agarose affinity column chromatography.

Mutant stocks of Sindbis virus have now been prepared using nitroso
guanidine and U.V. mutagenesis. These stocks yield -3 percent temperature
sensit~ve mutants when tested against both Chinese hamster and 3T3 cells.

Significance to Biomedical Research and. the Program of the Institute:

Understanding of the mechanism of action of tumor viruses will require
an understanding of the specific genes of the viruses that are responsible
for transforming a normal cell into a tumor cells. For these studies,
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viral and cellular mutants will be essential. The system of suppressor
mutants that Dr. Caskey proposes to develop has unique advantages over
temperature setlsitive.mutants. They are simpler, less expensive, and
produce "absolute, non-leaky" mutants.

Proposed Course: Work will proceed towards isolation of mammalian cells
with sV+ function.

Date Contract Initiated: January 15, 1972

HARVARD UNIVERSITY . (NOI CP33390)'

Title: Oncogenic Herpesviruses in 'Primates

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. Luis Melendez

Project Officer (NCI): Dr. Roy Kinard

Objectives: To further characterize two oncogenic herpesviruses, H.
saimiri and H.ateles, known to be; oncogenic in Aotus and Saguinus ~.
and two new isolates,H. aotusandH. saguinus,. and to determine if other
new herpesviruses, isolated from primates indige~ous to South and Central
America, are oncogenic in the host or other species.

..
Major Findings: Spider monkeys have been shown to be latent carriers
of several H. atelesstraiIis. H. atelesstrains can easily be obtained
by co-culturing spb~en:derived /lymphocyteswith permissive cultures.
More than 50% of the animals tested are carriers of H. ateles strains •.
Ten H. ateles strains·ha.ve·been'obtained;all.have been determined to
be related to the/prototype H. ateles, strain 8l0,by serum neutralization
and fluorescent antibody techniques. HVA-73 (Chicago straill) is..also
oncogenic in cotton-top marmosets. Strain 16872, stock E460H, .was
inoculated in cotton-top inarmosets;it did not induce malignant lymphoma·
nor did it protect the animals against the challenge with the H. ateles
prototype, strain 810. -

In studies in owl monkeys (Aotus trivirgatus), it was proved for the
first time that H•. saimiri lymphoma is a contagious disease, and not
only an experimental infectious disease. Koch's postulates were proved
with this natural H. saimiri lymphoma in owl monkeys. An epizootiological
trip to the zone of Iquitos andPucalpa, Peru indicated that the ACtus
species is practica.llyfree ofH.saimiri;· .and is most likely that this
agent is transmitted horizontally by the Saimiri species. Several
adeno-virus strains have been isolated from the Aotus species and they
are being characterized.

H. saimiri has been inactivated with ultraviolet light, and the inactivated
virus has been inoculated in cotton-top marmosets, (Saguinus oedipus).
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H. saimiri has been passed serially more' than· 32 times i,n dog '. fetal lung
(DFL) cultures. The serial passage has brought the titer ofH.saimiri.
for OMK. cells from5.5lml to ~ 0.5/ml. Twelve H. saimiri ~ntibody
negative owl monkeys have been inoculated with a 22nd.passage of H~ .
saimiri in DFL cultures. The incubation period and incidence of
malignant lymphoma in Actus species inoculated with DFL-Hsaimiri
passed 22 times in DFL cells is less than that observed with the wild
parent virus.

Antibodies to the numerous isolates obtained from South Ameritan monkeys
are being prepared.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of .the Institute:

The knowledge gained in the study of these herpe~viruseswillprovide
insight into malignant processes of man in which herpesviruses are
considered likely candidates for etiology: Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) in
Burkitt's lymphoma, and Herpes simplex type 2 in carcinoma of the cervix,
and will p~ovide well characterized antigens and other .reagentsfor
testing for presence of related viruses in humans.

Proposed Course: (1) To determine the oncogenic spectrum ofherpe~viruses

in various species of prima.tes from the Old and New World. (2) To
determine if leukemia developsinany·ofthe:susceptiblenon:"""human
primate species, as has been demonstrated earlier with H•. sa:i.miri in
monkeys. (3) To determine susceptibility in small laboratory animals.
This would allow th~selection.·of animal species of lowe.r cost than
non-human primB.tes for these studies •.. ,(4) To further characterize the
viruses by biological procedures (plaqu1.ng; cell stiscepti1.>ility and
serology). (5) To investigate· the epizootiology of H. ateles" H.saimiri
and the new herpesvirus isolates in the natural environment of these
South American monkey species. (6) To determine if herpesviruses
attenuated by passage in.vitro can be employed to prevent;the malignant
lymphoma induced by the parent virus in the susce.pt:i.ble animal species.
(7) To determine if the oncogenic capacity of H•. saimiri or H. ateles
can be modified by U.V. or x-ray treatment.of their DNA.

Date Contract Initiated: June 26, 1972

MELOY LABORATORIES (NOl CP 43207)

Title: Spontaneous and Virus-induced NeoplasticTransformatip~

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. John E. Verna

Project Officer (NCI): Dr. George J. Todaro
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Objectives: To study sPQntaneous andv1rus-induced neoplastic trans
formation, eSpecially focusing on the extent of expression of endogenous
type C viral inform.;i,tion in nOrmal and transformed cells '. and attempts
to recover such complete endogenous tyPe .. Cviruses; and to use. this
information to find 'and characterizett,ml~r'virusinformation in hUman
t~ors, and to att~mpt: to recover a human 1:ypeG virus.

Major Findings: Type.Cviruses.have been isolated from baboon tissues.
The first isolatewa.l5 obtained froJ!!. a baboon placenta and the virus
was found to grow,.weILinavarfety of heterologous cells, but
especially in a dog thymus line. Several additional viruses were
isolated from baboon '.' sp leen, lung ~ and testes. The' DNA product of
an endogenous reaction. hybridized 'to norma.l baboon cell DNA and also
to the cellular DNA;.of other primates (patas , ·African green, and two
species of macaques-__rhesu~ and stumiitail). Viral expression (RNA,
gs antigen) can beAet~cted in n0:t:ma.ll:)aboon spleen, testes, and
placenta. Eight tq 12DNA copies are found ,per diploid genome in all
normal baboons tested • This is the first delllonstra.tion of endogenous
type C virus in primat~~.· . , .

In contrast to the r~splts with baboon typeC 'Virus, no nucleic acid
sequences homologous1:0~3H-~N'A transcripts prepared from ,type C
viruses isolated from. tumor tissue ofa .woolly monkey and a gibbon ape
could be detected,in~any.primate.,tissl,le examined {including woolly
monkey and gibbonap~)•. Thus,theseyir1.lses.donot seem to beendogel;lous
primate viruses.. A.. partialnucleic aCid.h()mology was. found between' .
woolly monkey and gibbon type C vircl1 3H-DNA and normal 'mouse cellular DNA.

There is part1al sequence homology between the endogenous cat type C
(RD-1l4!CCC) virus.gFouP and the endogenous primate virus group; the
gs antigens and reve:J:'setranscrip,t~se~o.f viruses of these two .groups
share antigen~c<ieterm:tnantswith one anotherandtheirpseudotypes
interfere with one another. The results ind~ca1:ea closer evolutionary
relationship betweent:hese two groups of virus~sthat would not have
been expected baseli on the extensive. gen~tic divergence between the
species.

A reverse transcriptase has been purified from "three cases of human
acute myelogenousleuk~mia in collaporation with Dr. Robert Gallo's group.
The enzymes hayeant:igenic properties closelyr.elated to those of the
type C viruses found in woolly monkeys and gibbon apes.

A new host range class of endogenous murine type C viruses has been
identifiedwhi,ch.are unable to replicate in any mouse cell line tested
so far, butrepli.catewell iIl a variety of other mammalian cells,
including rhesus monkey, dog, mink and rat cells. Because of the
sensitivity of the rabbit cell line, SIRC, for detecting this group of
viruses, they have been called "S-tropic" viruses. By host range
properties and nucleic acid hybridization studies, this new class of
viruses can be distinguished from both "N_-J' and "B-" tropic murine
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type C viruses. The S-tropic' virus is preferentially ,induced by
halogenated pyrimidines from the Balb/3T3 line, although 19w
levels of N-tropic type C virus are also produced. S-t'rop'ic iTiruS
has also been shown to be spontaneously r~leased from certain
Balb/3T3 derived' cell lines. Balb/c splenocytes preferen.tially
release S..... tropic type C virus after induction aIidalso aftergraft-versus
host or mixed splenocyte reactions. Spleens from older Balh/c animals
generally contain S-tropic,virus,whereas young animalsdo not. Normal
weanling mice of C5 7BL, CBA,. DBA, NZB, ,C,58; and AKR strains' have
S-tropic virus. The S-tropicviruses' from. BalbIc cellsan.if the
S-tropic viruses from NIH Swiss cells are related butdifferent~

A tissue culture system' using an SV40.....transformed ht.tm3.ncell line has
been developed to study the transforming effect of 'various sarcoma
virus pseudotypes. This continuous line offers several advantages
compared to diploid cells; transformed'foci are recognized within five
days, and the system lends itself toeasyquantitation of<"transformation.
Another transfo.rmation system using a mink cell lineh,as' proven to be
useful for tra.nsformation assays since the S-iropic mouse viruses as'well
as both groups of cat viruses and both the infectious ancl'l:ndogenous
primate viruses grow readily in these cells. Pseudotypes of mouse
sarcoma, feline sarcoma, and woolly monkey sarcoma virus have been
produced and the' same mink cell has been transfonned by' sarcoma vi,ruses
from these three different species. Using'these cells, iF has been
possible to generate feline sarcoma trarisfotmed nonproducer cells as
well as mouse sarcoma virus transformed nonproducer cells. ,Each of
these can be rescued by a variety'oi'type C viruses' enabling the study
of pseudotypes with sarcoma and leukemia virus informat:i.onderived
from different species.

An endogenoustypeC virus has been isolated from a pig'cell line.
The reverse transcriptase and the major gsantf.gen have been purified
and specific reagents have been prepa.red to them. Using these, it is
possible to detect expression of type Cvirusinformatidninpig
tissues. This virus can be readily distinguished from' '~l.ll other
mammalian type C viruses, and DNA copies of the viral information are
found in normal pig tissue.

The spontaneous release of endogenous type C viruses fron(mammalian
cell lines after hundreds of generations:' in vitro appears to be a
relatively common phenomenon, and is not limited to undffferentiated
cell lines or to cells derived from 'connec1:ive tissue or hematopoietic
tissue.

Permanent cell lines were established using explants and trypsinization
techniques from '13 tumors 'including carcinomas,' sarcomas, melanomas
and brain tumors.
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Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute:

Important findings regarding the-mechanism of action of oncogenic
viruses, their effects on cellular growth control mechanisms and their
possibleinvolvE!ment iIl-natural oncogenesis have been developed from
a number of projects on this contract. A number of new type C viruses
have been isolated and characterized. These have provided much
information on the nat~fe of typ~C vi~us~cell interactions. Hopefully,
the techniques employecl.ininducing and growing these viruses may be
used to isolate a complete human typeC virus -which would immeasurably
aid in studies of ~hepossible viral involvement inhuman cancer.

Proposed Course: Continuation to.achieve the objectives described.

Date Contract Initiated: May 25 , 1965
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8. PROGRAM RESOURCES AND LOGISTICS ADVISORY GROUP

"-" ------c""""-,mrc-~-,..---~,.-------~

-._-'-,,----_.~.-.

SUMMARY REPORT

The Vira~ Oncology Program Resources and Logistics Advisory Group was
established by the Associate Division Director in 1972. ThisGroup
constitutes a standing intramural committee'to provide'support and make
recommendations concerning resources and logistics matters, 'and to conduct
appropriate reviews for those contracts administrated by the Office of
Program Resources and Logistics. The Group is chaired by the Chief, Office
of Program Resources and Logistics and is responsible to the Office. The
membership includes three representatives from each of the three Branches
and also representatives from the other major intramural areas of Viral
Oncology. The current membership o~. the Group is listed in a previous
section of this report concerning Program management personnel.

. z'-m

In addition to conducting discussions and making recommendations in an
advisory capacity, the Group is responsible for formal review of resource
and service type contracts. Such reviews consist primarily of an evaluation
of relevance, .priority, and need of proposed or ongoing activities in
relation to the Program objective of investigating the potential viral
etiology of human neoplasia. The types of contracts administrated by the
Office of Program Resources and Logistics, and which are reviewed by this
Advisory Group represent four general areas of activities. These include:

1. Contracts concerned with production and characterization of
purified viruses and viral reagents.

2. Contracts concerned with acquisition, processing, storage,
inventory, and distribution of normal and malignant human
specimen material.

3. Contracts concerned with production, distribution, and
maintenance of various species of experimental animals.

4. Contracts concerned with the provision of specialized testing
services for the examination of experimental materials.

During fiscal year 1974 the Advisory Group was respons~ble for reviewing
nine separate contracts directed toward virus and reagent production,
eleven contracts involving human resource activities, nine contracts
concerned with animal resource activities, and six contracts dealing with
testing, service, or miscellaneous aspects. During this fiscal year the
PR&L Advisory Group and the OPR&L concentrated a major portion of its
effort on developing an integrated and comprehensive resource program,
strengthening contract efforts of high priority and discontinuing unrelated
or nonproductive activities. During the year, three additional new resource
contracts were initiated, two appropriate Virus Cancer Program resource-type
::ontracts were integrated within the OPR&~ contract group, five efforts
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were terminated, and two contracts were transferred to research segments
within the VCP.

The percentage distribution of the total contract effort devoted.to each
of the above resource areas was:

Virus and reagent resources 26%
Human resources 31%
Animal resources 26%
Testing, service; and support 17%

The percent of the total resources funding effort necessary to support these
four types of activities were distributed as follows:

Virus and reagent resources 55%
Human resources 7%
Animal resources 27%
Testing, service, and support 11%

The PR&L Advisory Group conducts the required r.eviews for all exclusively
resource or service type contracts (Type III), and also performs the initial
reviews necessary for research-resource efforts (Type.I) and for extensively
funded or comprehensive resource contracts (TyPe Ii). Because of this
function, meetings are held at rather frequent intervals, usually every
other month. In this respect' the Advisory Group functions in a manner
analagousto the.Virus Cancer Program Joint Segment Chairmen and essentially
reviews for relevanc.e all resourcecoR;tracts during; the course of the
calendar year. Type I and Type II research-resource efforts additionally
receive a second review by the Viral Oncology Branch and Associate Branch
Chiefs for scientific andtechnica:l excellence. In keeping with existing
procedures, review of resources efforts is an intramural function.
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OFFICE OF PROGRAM RESOURCES AND LOGISTICS

Dr. Jack Gruber, Chief, OPR&L, OADVO, DCCP, Chairman
Dr. David McB~ Howell, OPR&L,OADVO, DCCP, Executive Secretary
Dr. Lea I. Seke1y, OPR&L, OADVO, DCCP, Staff Scientist
Mrs. Wilma L. Varrato, OPR&L, OADVO, DCCP, Staff Member

CALIFORNIA, UNIVERSITY OF (N01-CP-3-3237 and N01-CP-4-0201)

Title: Development and Evaluation of Cell Substrates for the Study of
Cancer Viruses

Contractor's Project Directors: Dr. Stewart Madin
Dr. -~ey1an Vedros
Dr. Adeline Hackett
Dr. Walter Ne1son-Rees

Project Officers (NCI): Dr. James Duff
Dr. Jack Gruber

Objectives: The Cell Culture Laboratory (CCL) is physically located at the
Naval Biomedical Research Laboratory (NBRL) , in Oakland. The program of the
CCL is funded by a contract (NOF-CP-3';:"'3237) between theUriiversity of
California and 'the NCT. In addition, maintenance. and 'operaiingexpenses
generated by the CCL are ,repaid to NBRLby an interagency transfer of funds
(N01-CP-4-0201) between NCI and' NBRL. This project inc1udes,the development
and evaluation of cell substrates for the study of cancer viruses,
deve1opment'of large quantit;ies of specific cell substrates, karyotyping of
cell cultures, and performing biophysica.l,viro1ogica1, and cytogenetic
applied research.

Major Findings: The contractor has distributed a large variety of cell
cultures derived from various tissues and from many different species to VCP
investigators. From March 1, 1973 to January 31, 1974 913 cell culture seed
stocks were provided to 139 recipients. Tissues are now procured not only
from Los Angeles area institutions for processing in Oakland, but new
sources in the San Francisco Bay Area have been established permitting
emphasis on rapid initiation of cell culture within 1-2 hours after excision
or biopsy.

The contractor has also received numerous samples of selected established
normal and tumor cell cultures from various VCP investigators. Most
cultures are monitored, preserved, and distributed following antibiotic-free
cultivation, assurance of species and donor specificity, and freedom from
microbial contamination.

Data now in the computer bank and the latest CCL catalogue (May, 1974) list
human and other animal substrates available for distribution.
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Rapid culturing plus techniques developed for selective cultivation of
epithelial cells have resulted in a 24% success rate for establishing
bonafide carcinoma cells and a 13% success for sarcomas. These cell strains
are being extensively characterized for growth properties, morphology, and
tumorgenicity in mice. The contract continues to characterize normal
mouse epithelial cell strains developed in this laboratory as substrates
for studies on viral induced carcinogenesis. Normal liver and mammary
gland strains have been cloned and characterized. The clones vary in their
capacity to be transformed by MSV or SV40.

Studies continue on the effect of DMB-rifamicin on cell transformation. A
derivative of Balb/3T3has been isolated which is resistant to high doses
of the drug; however, MSV focus .formation is still inhibited. Under these
conditions SV40 transformation is' unaffected, suggesting that the drug
specifically interferes with oncornavirus replication.

The contractor continues to study RNA tumor virus interaction with other
viral agents; transmission to other species; induction in tumor-bearing
animals and the characterization of cell surface changes following
productive and non-productive infection.

The karyology reference laboratory continues to function for the .benefit
of monitoring cell cultures within the contract as well as to study and
record the karyotypes of cell cultures submitted by other VCP investigators.

Significance to Biomedical Research. and the Program of the Institute:
The contractor has developed an excellent tissue culture facility and is
supplying cell cultures for cancer research studies to NCI investigators
and VCP contract laboratories. The contract continues to develop tech
niques for the identification and study of tumor cells oriented toward a
study of the fundamental biology of tumor cells, and the interaction
between tumor cells and viruses of oncogenic importance.

Proposed Course: Continue to develop cell reagents as substrates for human
carcinogenesis; attempt to isolate and characterize viral agents from human
tumor cells; continue a reference laboratory for karyology of cells in
culture; continue applied research in the biology of tumor viruses~

Date Contract Initiated: October 1, 1962

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT SAN D~EGO (NOl-CP-02202)

Title: Development and Operation of a Breeding Colony of Domestic Cats

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. Alexis J. Kniazeff

Project Officer (NCI): Dr. Robert Hold~nried
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Objectives: To develop and operate a permanent breeding colony of cats
which will supply offspring for cancer research.

Major Findings: The cat conditioning and breeding colony supplied pregnant
animals to collaborating laboratories in the VCP, especially the Merck
Institute for Therapeutic Research (Contract N01-CP-1-2059). Cats purchased
from pounds after selection for good health and other related criteria
through physical examinations were held for a minimum of two months before
breeding.

The Merck Institute's weekly requirements for. pregnant cats varied
throughout the previous year with regards both to number of animals and age
of embryos. In order to meet this-variable and occasionally unpredictable
demand, at least ten cats were bred per week. The seasonal occurrence of
natural oestrus in cats required artificial hormonal stimulation to provide
gravid animals throughout the year. The contractor successfully developed
a dependable system of artificial stimulation to provide gravid animals
throughout the year.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute:
This colony provided the major source of pregnant cats used in the VCP
for feline leukemia-sarcoma studies, and for viral vaccine developmental
studies.

Proposed Course: Because of a decreased emphasis on animal model systems
and a reduced need for pregnant cats, this contract was. terminated
June 25, 1974.

Date Contract Initiated: June 25, 1969

CHICAGO PARK DISTRICT, LINCOLN PARK ZOO (N01-CP-3-327l)

Title: Marmoset Breeding Colony

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. Lester E. Fisher

Project Officers (NCI): Dr. Roy Kinard
Dr. Jack Gruber

Objectives: To provide marmosets in a quantity and quality sufficient for
the needs of the research on tumor viruses conducted under Contract
N01-CP-3-32l9 with Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke's Medical Center, as well as
for research conducted in otherVCP laboratories.

Major Findings: The Lincoln Park Zoo has continued its mission of breeding
marmosets_for the purpose of furnishing live, healthy baby animals for
cancer research. The medical research work is done at the Presbyterian
St. Luke's Hospital in Chicago.
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At this time the breeding colony numbers 121 adults. There were 83 live
and viable babies born with 29 dead on delivery. Total births during this
report period number 112. There were 20 adult deaths during this period
with primary cause being infectious disease problems.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute:
This contract is part of a program utilizing lower primates for testing
selected laboratory specimens for oncogenic activity. The marmoset, a
small, inexpensive primate, has been shown to be susceptible to several
cancer viruses; newborn and young animals are in demand by VCP investigators.

Pro~osed Course: The ~roject will be continued to insure the availability
of experimental animals of· good quality.

Date Contract Initiated: June 28, 1965

THE CHILD RESEARCH CENTER OF MICHIGAN (NOl-CP-3-3333)

Title: Inter- and Intraspecies Identification of Cancer Cells In Vitro

Contractor's Project Director: C. S. Stulberg, Ph.D.

Project Officer (NCI): Dr. David McB. Howell

Major Findings: The contractor uses species-specific immunofluorescent
antisera, isoenzyme systems, and c:hromosomal methods as the basic procedures
for determining: 1) species identity; 2) levels of "contamination" in
allegedly pure cell populations; and 3) intraspecies differences,
particularly inhumancellsyst~s.

Objectives:
Program with
intraspecies

The purpose of this project is to provide The Virus Cancer
a service that would rapidly establish or confirm inter- or
identity of in vitro systems.

During the first seven-month period of the contract, which was established
in 1973, 56 cell strains were identified and examined for their inter- and
intraspecies characteristics for contractors of the VCP. Detection of
extraneous cells was accomplished with fluorescent-labeled species-specific
antibodies, by genetically determined isozymes,by chromosomes and
chromosomal bandi.ng, and by s'everal or all. of these procedures. Work on
new cell identification procedures (especially lymphoid cell lines) was
begun. Mixed or beginning contamination was determined by the ability to
recognize one extraneous cell of another species in a large population of
cells.

Work on new identifications employing T or B procedures on lymphoblastoid
cell lines was initiated. It is important-to note that 35.7% of the cell
lines submitted have been found contaminated by cells of extraneous origins.
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Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute:
In the search for oncogenic viruses, many cell cultures from the same or
different species are used concurrently, which offer frequent opportunities
for cross contamination. In multiple-species tumor transplan~ations, the
species derivation of induced tumors sometimes comes into question. j

Generally, the significance of virus presence int;i.ssue cells, the ability
to grow virus, or the validity of virus isolator systems are all dependent
upon assurance of the identity of the cell cultures used.

Proposed Course: The contractor will continue to prbvide service to The
Virus Cancer Program and its contractors by rapidly determining interspecies
and intraspecies identity of cell· culture systems. Additionally, the
contractor will extend and develop marker systems in accordance with needs
for identification.

Date Contract Initiated: June 26, 1973

UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO MEDICAL CENTER (NOl-CP-3-3400)

Title: Collection of Neoplastic Tumor Specimens

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. William E. Hathaway

Project Officers (NCI): Dr. David McB. Howell
Dr. Lea I. Sekely

Objectives: To obtain tissues and serum specimens from patients with
various types of malignancies for'collaborative studies with the VCP.

Major Findings: During the past year; l,235 tumor and control specimens
and relevant patient information were obtained and sent t;o investigators
within the VCP as directed by the Project Officer. Specimens were available
from a wide variety of patients with diagnoses including leukemia, lymphoma,
rhabdomyosarcoma, osteosarcoma, various carcr.nomas, neuroblastoma, and a
variety of brain tumors. In addition, sera from close.' relatives of
patients were collected whenever possible and a variety of normal tissues
were made available to interested investigators.

Fresh and frozen tumor tissue (mostly malignant but some benign) from
surgical procedures and autopsies were sent to the Flow Repository for
storage and distribution to collaborating investigators. Additionally,
large amounts of normal and patient sera were procured and sent to the
VCP serum bank at Flow Laboratories.

Under Program direction, the contractor has placed new emphasis on procure
ment of large amounts of fresh, heparini.zed.blood from new leukemia and
Hodgkin's disease patients. Special requests from VCP. investigators for
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cord blood, body cavity fluids containing tumor cells, lymphocytes, and
brain. tumors (fresh tissue) were filled.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute:
This is a resource contract of major importance to the VCP, since it is a
primary source of diverse cancer specimens for NCI and other VCP researchers
on the East Coast. A continuing supply of such specimens is absolutely
necessary to the pursuit of the viral etiology of human cancer.

Proposed Course: Continue to collect serum and tumor specimens as in the
past. Materials will be provided to the VCP at the direction of the Project
Officer for use in investigations by collaborating investigators.

Date Contract Initiated: June 18, 1969

UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT (NOl-CP~3322l)

Title: Development and Maintenance of a Specific Pathogen Free Flock of
White Leghorn Chickens

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. Roy E. Luginbuhl

Project Officers (NCI): Dr. Robert Holdenried
Dr. Roy Kinard

Objectives: Es~ablish and maintain a flock of chickens free of specified
pathogens, including avian leukosis viruses, and to provide eggs for
research use.

Major Findings: A specific pathogen free (SPF) flock of chickens was
developed and maintained by this contractor. Approximately 1000 chickens
ranging from 4 to 75 months of age were maintained free of, and monitored
regularly for, Mycoplasma gallisepticum and synoviae, Salmonella pullorum,
Newcastle disease,. avian infectious bronchitis, avian adenovirus,
infectious laryngotrachei~is, fowl pox, avian encephalomyelitis, .avian
reovirus, infectious bursal agent and RSV (serotypes A & B).

Eggs and chicken embryo fibroblasts were supplied to various researchers,
including Drs. F. Deinhardt, P. Sarma, H. Temin, M. Baluda, and H. Morgan.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute:
The availability of highly controlled and monitored flocks such as this one
was of special importance to avian leukosis research.

Proposed Course: Because of the decreased need for the resources provided
by this contractor, this effort terminated January 31,1974.
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Date Contract Initiated: June 18, 1962

CORNELL UNIVERSITY, NEW YORK STATE VETERINARY COLLEGE

Title: Feline Tumor Viral Diagnostic Laboratory

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. James H. Gillespie

Project Officers (NCI): Dr. James T. Duff
Dr. David McB. Howell

(NOl~CP-O-2224)

I
\

I
Objectives: To produce and evaluate cat viral reagents; to monitor cat cell
cultures and other materials associated with cat tumors for indigenous cat
viruses and other microorganisms.

Major Findings: Since March 1, 1973 to the termination of this effort on
December 24, 1973, approximately 650 feline tissue and swab samples were
examined for the presence of indigenous or contaminating feline viral
agents in cooperation with the NCI participating laboratory at Merck,
Sharpe and Dohme. Samples processed included swabs taken from the eye, nose,
throat and rectum of specific pathogen free cats in their colony as well as
selected tissues taken both from monitor kittens and certain adult cats in
the group. In no instance was a cytopathogenic viral agent isolated from
any of these samples. The cats involved in the sampling were both
caesarean-derived off-spring of conventional cats held in isolation since
birth and naturally born kittens derived from this caesarean population.
In long term monitoring of this colony there were only two instances when
a kitten was found to harbor a cytopathogenic feline virus. TWo kittens
from two caesarean derived litters were found infected with the feline
syncytium-forming virus. The two animals were the only kittens in their
respective litters that were positive for the virus. It was concluded that
congenital infection of the kitten with this agent is a rare event with an
irregular distribution even within a litter.

In contrast to the absence of cytopathic-feline viruses isolated from this
SPF population of cats the rates of isolation of various feline viruses from·
a conventional population of 100 cats (the queens from which the SPF colony
was derived) were as follows: Panleukopenia virus, 0; Syncitium-forming
virus, 20; Rhinotracheitis virus, 9; andCalicivirus, 15.

Numerous requests for the Crandell feline kidney cell line, as well as the
feline tongue diploid cell line were filled during this report period.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute:

This laboratory was a source of reagents and expertise concerning th~ feline
tumor viruses, and made both available to scientists within the VCP. The
contract provided a central laboratory wher~ materials isolated from normal
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cats and cats suffering from cancer could be sent to determine if they
contained indigenous feline agents, as well as for viral identification.

Proposed Course: Because of the decreased need for the resources and
services provided by this contractor, this effort terminated December 24, 1973.

Date Contract Initiated: June 25, 1970

ELECTRO-NUCLEONICS LABORATORIES, INC. (NOl-CP-3-3355)

Title: Development of Propagation Procedures, Purification, and Characteri
zation of Viruses

Contractor's Project Director: Mr. John Lemp

Project Officers (NCT): Dr. George Todaro
Dr. Jack Gruber

Objectives: To develop propagation procedures to produce high virus yields
from cell cultures, arid to purify, determine particle count per ml., and
otherwise characterize the produced virus.

Major Findings: A total of 30 cell lines, sheddingC-type virus particles,
were propagated and the viruses purified and characterized in the
contractor's laboratory; all of thesevirus--yielding lines were new to the
laboratory. The cell lines included murine (ATS-2l4-4B), feline (F679),
gibbon ape (G-204), simian sarcoma (W--20), Mason-Pfizer (CM04) and many
others.

The contractor has concentrated, partiallyp~rified, and characterized 4,299
liters of tissue culture-virus fluid in 173 runs which comprised double
sucrQse density gradient and pelletizing centrifugations.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute:
The search for' evidence of the viral etiology of human cancer must include
studies on viruses present in cell cultures established from animal ·tumors
as well as on those candidate human cancer viruses growing in either animal
or human cell cultures. Large volumes of these well-characterized and
concentrated viruses are essential for the preparation of sp~cific antisera
and for the biochemical, immunological, and epidemiological investigations
necessary in cancer virus research.

Proposed Course: This contract will continue to provide new and improved
tissue culture propagation procedures and optimize methods for providing the
highest yield with consistantly high biological qualities. In addition, the
contractor will cont:i-nue to characterize the virus-yielding cultures by
thin-section electron microscopy when they are received from the researcher,
and during propagation.
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Date Contract Initiated: May 28, 1971

ELECTRO-NUCLEONICS LABORATORIES, INC. (N01-CP-2~3249)

Title: Large-Scale Production of Oncogenic Viruses

Contractor's Project Director: Mr. John Lemp

Project Officers (NCI): Dr. Jack Gruber
Dr. David hcB~ Howell

Objectives: To provide research and service related to the isolation,
large-scale production, concentration, and assay of oncogenic viruses of
animals and potentially oncogenic viruses of humans. Production and quality
control involve tissue culture, electron microscopy, immunology, and various
biochemical/biophysical techniques.

Major Findings: During the past year this contractor proyided The Virus
Cancer Program with approximately 8,292 liters of tissue culture-grown
oncogenic and suspected oncogenic viruses which were concentrated and
prepared for distribution. Agents which have been propagated in large
quantities during this reporting period include Rauscher leukemia virus,
AKR virus, and Gross leukemia viruses~ Additionally, the Woolly monkey
sarcoma virus (SSV-l) was propagated in both a rat cell line (NRK) and in
the human lymphoblastoid line (NC37),and Moloney leukemia virus was
produced in the Dense NIH-3T3 cell line.

These agents were distributed as directed by the Office of Program Resources
and Logistics both to intramural investigators in Viral Oncology and to
collaborating investigators within the Virus Cancer Program.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute:
In order to carry out important research on the biq<::hemistry and biophysics
of oncogenic animal viruses, it is imperative that large quantities of
concentrated virus .be available for analysis. This contract helps meet
this need with oncogenic animal viruses that have been produced under
rigidly controlled conditions, and also serves to find the best means of
producing and concentrating large quantities of new candidate human cancer
viruses as they are discovered.

Proposed Course: The contractor will continue to provide AKR, Gross,
Moloney leukemia virus' and special vaccine preparations, and will provide
Woolly Monkey Sarcoma Virus and other viruses and .special preparations as
requested by the contract project officer. The contractor. will continue
to develop and optimize methods for producing the highest virus yield with
consistantly high biological qualities-with the flexibility to qUlckly
accommodate shifts in Program requirements.
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Date Contract Initiated: March 27, 1972

EMORY UNIVERSITY, YERKES PRIMATE CENTER (N01-CP-3-3343)

Title: Main·tenanceof. a .Colony. of Irradlated, Aging Rhesus MOl1keys

Contractor's Project Dire.ctor: Dr. Harold McClure

Projec:t Officer (NCI): Dr. Roy Kinard

Objectives: To determine the incidence of tumors in a unique group of
irradiated, aging rhesus monkeys and to supply tissue from tumors to VCP
collaborators for transplantation, tissue culture and virus isolation
studies.

Major Findings: Dtiting the past year a group of 80 aging and/or irradiated
rhesus monkeys and 'progeny were 'monitored by daily observations and
triannual physical and hematologic. evaluation. These examinations
specificallyconceIltraEed on the detection of developing neoplasms.
Thirteen of the an±malswere noted to be moderately emaciated despite an
apparent adequate appetite. Thereinainder of the aniIIialswere in fair to
good physical condition, with all animals having maintained essentially the
same body weight throughout the year. Many of the animals continue to have
dental abnormalities such as severely worn teeth, missing teeth and tooth
decay. Two animals have prominent proliferative lesions of the gums.

Skin and or subcutaneous nodules or lesions were noted in 15 animals. These
consisted of wart-like or papilloma-like lesions on the skin, and
subcutaneous nodules or masses. These lesions appear to beaboutth~ same
size as when first noted. One animal has a subcutaneous mass, approximately
6 x 8 cm.,that appe;a.rsto be slowlyiric:reasihg in Size, although a biopsy
indicated that the lesion was a benign tumor of fibrous tissue origin. One
animal shows cOllstriction of the pupil of one eye, and another animal has a
corneal opacity. Three aIlimals haveari enlarged, firm uterus.

During the most recent physical examination, two animals were found to have
palpable masses in the lower abdomina16i"tity. A laparotomy was performed
on each of these animals to determine the nature of these abdominal masses.
In one animal the mass was found to be a cystic ovary with surrounding
fibrous adhesions. In, the otherarilmal, a relatively large, firm, whitish
mass was found in the mesentery, anterior to the uterus and ovaries~

Microscopic examination of a biopsy specimen from this mass indicated that
the lesion was ari.'apparent'caseofendometriosis.

It is of interest to note that 30fthe 4 adult animals in this group that
died during the past year had malignant 'tumors. Another point of interest
is the extended length of time that two of these animals survived after they
were found to have malignant tumors. One-animal lived for more. than 3 years
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FLOW LAOORATORIES,INC. (NO1,..CP,..3-3201)

Date Contract Initiated: May 1, 1971
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Project Officers (NCI): Dr. Jack Gruber
Dr. David McE •. Howell

Contractor's Project Directors: Mr. Harry F. Adkins (Serum:R.epository)
Dr. Aloysius Kuo (Tissue Repository)

Objectives: To provide for the VCP a centrally locateq.l()wtemperature
storage and distribution center for yiralreagents and tissues.

Major Findings: The contractor made 4,66 shipments of viruses, vira,l
reagents, sera, and tissues which comprised a total of 37,280 vials of
material. It received 340 shipments of similar materials whi,ch. comprised
26,051 vials. All incoming shipments were carefully checked for damage in
transit and were cataloged before being pla,ced in the low temperature
repository.

Title: Maintenance of a Repository for Storage and Distr.ibution of Reagents
and Tissue Specimens

Proposed Course: The entire group .of monkeys will continue, to be ,monitored
for neoplasia by physical and hematologic examinations. Ail tumors which
develop will be evaluated by the contractorj)y.light and.ele.ctron
microscopy. Specimens of these tumors ~ill, be· made available to Vep
investigators. Inadclition, a breeding program is underway to evaluate the
incidence of leukemia or other tumors in infants with aging and irradiated
parents.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the. Institute:
The VCP conducts collaborative projects for the study of relationships
between the etiologies of tumors of various primates. Thi,~,proJect provided
tumor tissues and other important specimens from aging non~numan primates
which have been subjected to irradiation for .research within the VCP. At
the same time the contractor conducts a screening operation for the
appearance of virus-like particle's' qr v;iral antigens in, the monkeys.
Malignant changes in these primates may providel,1seful i'Iiformation which
might be applied tohumans, who are"also subjected to various forms of
radiation as well as to the natural aging process.

with an abdominal adenocarcinoma, the other survived for at least 4 years
with a histologically malignant seminoma that did not metastisize during
this period of time. During the past year, tumor specimens were shipped
from the abdominal carcinoma and the testicular seminoma to Drs. Kawakami,
Rabin, Wolfe, and Arnstein.
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During the past year the frozen tissue repository portion of the contract
received 680 tissue and fluid specimens, most of which were from patients
with neoplastic.disease. All specimens. were .examined by Dr. Kuo, a
pathologist, classified as to tumor or tissue type, and either cataloged
and stored or sent to VCP investigators. During this period, 294 specimens
were distributed to .VCP investigators. Clinical data and pathologic
diagnosis withmicroslides supplemented each specimen shipped. The
repository currently has over,I,OOQ normal and neoplastic tissue specimens
on deposit.. available .for .distribution.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the.lnstitute:
An efficient research program must have readily accessible adequate
characterized resource materials·•. The laboratory, storage, and shipping
facilities operated under this contract enable collaborating investigators
to have access to a large inventory· of special research materials without
the burden of procurement, storage, inventory, and distribution.

Proposed Course: It is anticipated that the activities of this contract
will continue'to provide rapid and flexible support to changing needs of
the VCP and its coliaborating investigators.

Date Contract Initiated: June 22, 1965

FLOW LABORATORIES, INC. (NOI-CP-3~3391)

Title: Animal Holding .. Facility to Support Intramural Research on RNA
Viruses and Breeding for Detection of Tumor Virus Information

Contractor's Project Director: Ms. J. Torgerson

Project Officers (NCI): Dr. John W. Pearson
Dr. Arnold Fowler

Objectives: The objective of this contract is to provide a small animal
breeding and holding facility to support intramural research activities.
These activities require large numbers of mice and rats as well as smaller
numbers of hamsters and rabbits for genetic studies, and animals for
inoculations with various agents to be monitored for experimentation and
observation during the aging process.

Major Findings: The contractor receives and maintains mice, rats, hamsters,
and other small animal species as required for the purpose of observation
and experimentation during the aging process for the following research
studies: (a) preventing and/or controlling the incidence of spontaneous
neoplasia during the aging process in high incidence strains of mice,
(b) the effect of various forms of therapy against several viral-associated
transplantable lines in aged rats and guinea pigs which also requires
long-term holding, monitoring, and observation, (c) to determine the role
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and control mechanisms of viral information as it may pertain to human
cancers, a study which requires breeding and holding facilities.

Approximately 3,000 animals have been held and aged for collaborative
studies performed under this contract. Studies on the transplantable Nova
leukemia Iilaintainedinaged Fischer rats that have shown a remission
period of 10-12 days with cytoxan therapy have been continued. In addition,
various types of therapeutic procedures were· applied to study the prevention
and/or control of spontaneous ne6plasiain AKR and C3H/HL mice; The project
on the enhancing effect of long term administration of interferon inducers
on the autoimmune disease of NZB/N~W Fl hybrid mice was discontinued in
June, 1973. This project was replaced by the holding and breeding of
selected strains of mice in order to characterize hormonally influenced
viral gene expression.

In addition, a repository has also been established for frozen stocks of
several rat leukemia and tumor lines as well as the guinea pig transplantable
line.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute:
This contract provides a support service which helps provide experimental
data useful for determining the association and influence of viruses on the
development of the neoplastic process. Investigations of this type,
utilizing chemo-immunotherapeutic and genetic approaches in both rat and
mouse leukemia and tumor model systems, may result in information which will
have considerable application in studies on similar diseases in man.

Proposed Course: The application of chemoimmunostim~lationstudies against
the spontaneous AKR leukemia as well as the described rat leukemia systems
will continue. Immunization studies involving the various rat leukemias
cell lines will continue. Future work in this project will involve cross
matings, backcross matings, and Fl x Fl matings to characterize hormonally
influe~ced viral gene marker expression.

Date Contract Initiated: June 15, 1971

GEORGETOWNUNIVERSITY (NOI-CP-3-3404)

Title: Supply of Blood and Tissue Specimens from Patients with Malignancies

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. Richard A. Binder

Project Officer (NCI): Dr. David McB. Howell

Objectives: To collect fresh blood and tissue specimens from patients
suffering from various neoplasias.
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Major Findings: During the-past year, a total of 176 tissue. specimens;
346 sera, and 51 specimens of-whole blood were collected. Inaddit:Lon,
11 whole units of blood, 1 defibrinated blood, and I gargle were obtained.

Arrangements were made top.i-ovide fresh J>reastt:issue to· the Electron
MicroscopeSect,i<:>n, NCL In addition, serial sera from a-patient with
Burkit.t's lymphoma were obtained and provided to NCI investigators. All
sterile fresh tissues were sent directly to the Resources Processing
Laboratory at Litton Bionetics, Rockville, 'Maryland, for distribution.
Frozen tissue specimens -and sera were sent to the Flow Laboratories serum
and tissue reposito~, and to specified investigators.

Significance to Bioniedica.l Research and the Program of the Institute:
It is vitally important that a continuing supply of specimens from patients
suffering from neoplasias b~ available to researchers seeking the viral _
etiology of cancer. This contract is particularly advantageous because the
contractor is located within a few miles of NCI. This proximity allows the
formulation and alternation as necessary of particularly detailed protocols,
and also allows for the availability of very fresh specimens to VCP
researchers in the Washington area.

Proposed Course: ttis a.nticipated that increasing numbers of fresh tissues
will be procured and provided to The Virus Cancer Program.

Date Contract Initiated: June 28, 1972

GOODWIN INSTITUTE FOR CANCER RESEARCH

Title: - Resource for Germfree Animals

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. joel Warren

Project Offic:er (NCI): Dr • David McB. Howell

Objectives: .This cont1:'actwasdevelopedto provide germfree and specific
pathogen-free animals in an environmentally controlled facility to supIJort
VCP and intramur.a.l'research investiga.tions requiring', .cle~m, well_ defined
animals and viral reagents.

Major Findings: The contractor has provided the well defined animals and
reagents indicated; above. Germfree and specific pathogen-free Fischer 344
rats, Sprague-Dawley' rats or Graffi strain hamsters were supplied to three_
laboratories during .this period.. Timed pregnant SPF rats were also supplied
on a weekly b~sis-to Drs. A. Bogden (Mason Laboratories) and J. Di Paolo
(NCI). Gen:ri:freeBALBlc mice werea.ssigned to Mr. S. Poiley (NCI).
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One small colonyqf cubicle...rearedSprague...Dawley. rats were ,.fransfe;rred to .
Life Sciences, Inc., in St. Petersburg, E'lorida" for prClpagation and future
distribution to VCP investigators.

Significance 'to Bibmedical Research '~n;d '. the Program of .' the Jns titute :
This contract' provided a support germfree ani,mal resource, 6:E,9pecial
importancefor use in experiments on the,role o:t:viruses ina,nimal cancers.
Those studies required specializedanima1.~ f1:"ee, of int;erf eriIlg 'agents which
might modify the course of study and intel:f~re with the interpretation of
results.

Proposed Course: Because of a greatly reduced need for the services
provided by this cQntractor, the contract was. terminated on October 31, 1973.

Date Contract Initiated: April 16, 1965

HEALTH RESEARCH INC. (RPMI) (NOl-CP-4-3392.)

Title: Procurement of Leucbcytes and·.Tissue Specimens from Patients with
Malignancies for the VCP

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. Joseph Sokal

Project Officers (NCI): Dr. Lea I. Sekely
Dr. David McB. Howell

Objectives: To collect tissues and<blood samples from adults suffering from
neoplastic hematologic disorders, particularly Hodgkin's disease and
leukemia, for use by researchers within the vCP.

Major Findings: Health Research, Inc. is located at the Ros't.Ve],l Park .
Memorial Institute in Buffalo, N. Y., one of the major'Ci~nters fortreatmerit
of cancer in this country. The contractor shipped a totaLof.~14 tissue
specimens from 84 patients to the VCP tissue repository at Flow Laboratories
during the past year. The aggregate weight cof these spe.C7im~ns was Ii. 5 Kg.,
The most common diagnoses represented were carcinoma of the lung, carcinoma

,_ . ·c.·· "': .. ' i.-,_. •

of the breast, gastrointestinal. carcinomc:l,·gynecologicmaligIlancies, and
leukemia. In addition, a total of 107 specimens of whole biood or leukocyte
concentrates and 5 specimens of spleen were shipped to the processing
laboratory at Litton Bionetics. Amounts of. material shipped ranged from
10 ml. of whole blood to 15 x 1012 leukocytes, obtained.hY the NCI-IBM blood
separator from'a 'patient with chronic lymphocytic leukemia. ',D:i,agnoses
represented were' Hodgkin's disease, lymphocytic lymphoma, .histiocytic
lymphoma, giant follicle lymphoma, chronic lymphocytic leuketll,ia, chronic
myelocytic leukemia (includiIlgblastic phase), malignant .melanoma, infectious
mononucleosis and idiopathic thrombocytopenic' purpura •.....
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Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute:
A major goal of the VCP 'is tOe identify, isolate, propagate, and characterize
candidate hurila.n cancer viruses.. Of paramount importance in the efforts to
reach this goal is the continued availability of clinical specimens and
histories from patients suffering from cancer. This contractor, which sees
a large number of these patients annually, is in an excellent position to
~elp meet increasing program needs for large quantities of human neoplastic
specimens.

Proposed Course: It is anticipated that the rate of shipment achieved
during the past year will be increased.

Date Contract Initiated: June 22, 1972

HOSPITAL FOR SICK CHILDREN (NOI-CP-2-3266)

Title: Human Leukemic and Normal Tissue Collection and Preservation

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. Peter D~ McClure

Project Officers (NCI): Dr. David McB.Howell
Dr. Charles Boone

Objectives: To obtain serum, plasma, and tumor specimens for a wide variety
of research purposes;frompediatric leukemics, relatives of such patients,
and non-leukemic controls.

Maj or'· Findings: During; the past . year , the contractor continued to collect
serum samples from new> patients with leukemia and from patients on long"-term
follow-up for use by'Virus Cancer Program investigators. Twenty-five frozen
tissue samples and 71· frozen bUffy coats from leukemics were shipped to the
Litton Bionetics Resources Processing Laboratory for distribution to VCP
investigators, while sera from 41 new leukemias, 35 follow-up leukemics,
40 new tumor cases, 21 follow-up tumor cases, 18 normal controls, 21 hemato
logiccontrols'as well as 31 frozen tissue samples were shipped to the Flow
Laboratories Repository for storage and later distribution. Arrangements
have also been made to deliver fresh leukemic cells to 'NCI investigators
within 24 hours of 'collection~

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute:
As the largest pediatric hospital in North America, this contractor supplies
many vital serum specimenstotheVCP not readily available elsewhere. The
contractor also provides an important service to Program by collecting
numerous samples ·of tissue for uses in which the unavoidable delay in
passage through customs is not cri.tical. In addition, the_contractor
consistently refers patients to NCr for study ~hose cases are felt to be
particularly relevant totneresearch needs of Program.
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Proposed· Course: The contractor will continue to ·col'lect solid tumor tissue,
leukemic white cells and any other tissue specifically requested by NCI
investigators~

Date Contract Initiated: February 3,1965

HUNTINGDON RESEARCH CENTER (NOI-CP-3-3223)

Title: Development of Oncogenic Virus Diagnostic Reagents and Services

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. Roger E. Wilsnack

Project Officers (NCI): Dr. Robert Holdenried
Dr. Wallace Rowe-
Dr. David McB. Howell

Objectives: To develop, produce, and characterize special diagnostic
reagents for use in the VCP, primarilyarttisera and antisera conjugates to
viruses, gs antigens, globulins of various animal species~· and to T-antigens
of polyoma and SV40 in tumored hamsters.

Major Findings: The contractor during this reporting period produced and
characterized antisera against a very wide array of antigens· encountered in
cancer research, and added a number of antisera to h±sinventory during the
year. These included new antisera against Woolly Monkey Fibrosarcoma virus,
RD-114 virus, RD-114 gs antigen, avian myeloblastosis virus, guanidine
purified Rauscher and feline leukemia viruses, Epstein-Barr virus, Gross
leukemia virus, Gibbon Ape lymphoma virus,. and rat leukemia virus. It also
made large volumes of donkey antisera against species immunoglobulins for
use in the double antibody radioimmunoassay ~ystem. These reagents were
distributed to 60 investigators of The Virus Cancer Program.

Additionally,·the contractor recently installed a computer terminal which
permitted access to. the NIH Computer Genter. Data cO'Ilcerning the contractor's
inventory of antisera were entered in the computer memory, thereby allowing
the contractor to query the computer. to determine the proper lot of antiserum
to fit a large number of subtle biological parameters. Moreover, access to
the computer has greatly facilitated inventory control.

Goats, swine,· donkeys, rats,·hamsters, and. rabbits are currently being
employed as hosts for antigens used in the continued production of oncogenic
virus antisera.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of. the Institute:
The reagents and test systems developed and produced by the contract are
vital tools in cancer research. The project functions in .close collaboration
with VCP research projects and is of very-significant usefulness to the needs
of the program.
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Proposed Course: To continue development, characterization, and production
of antisera and serological test systems.

Date Contract Initiated: June 2, 1963

JEWISH HOSPITAL AND MEDICAL CENTER (NOl-CP-4-32l5)

Title: Supply of Human Specimen Material from Patients with Chromosomal
Abnormalities and Malignancies

Contractor's Project Director: Harvey Dosik, M. D.

Project Officers (NCI) : Dr. George-Todaro
Dr. Bernard Talbot

Objectives: To conduct systematic clinical, epidemiologic, and cytogenetic
investigations of patients, and relatives of patients with chromosome
abnormalities, increased risk of malignancy, and those on chemotherapy for
malignancy, and to supply NCI investigators with cell cultures, sera, or
other specimens from such patients.

Major Findings: By measuring the .in vitro transformation frequency of
human diplo£d fibroblasts by the oncogenic virus SV40, a number of highly
susceptible groups of individuals were discovered. These included patients
with Fanconi'sanemia and Down's Syndrome, as well as patients undergoing
radiation treatment. Besides increased SV40 transformation these groups
have two other fe.atures in common: chromosome anomalies; and a high
incidence of spontaneous neoplasms. Relatives of patients with Fanconi's
anemia also had increased transformation as well as a high incidence of
spontaneous neoplasms; in addition, there appeared to be an increase in
minor chromosome anomalies.

During the past year 97 skin biopsies, and 136 serum samples and bloods for
chromosome studies were obtained from controls and pat2ents. Sixty sterile
and 35 unsterile tumor specimens have been collected from biopsy and autopsy
material. Skin specimens have been cultured at the. Jewish Hospital and also
sent to NCI investigators for culture and tumor viral studies. Serum samples
have been frozen to provide a serum bank of normal and patient groups.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute:
These st.udies enabletheVCP to determine, on a broader scale, the relation
ship between chromosome anomalies (particularly those which involve an. excess
of genetic material), susceptibility to cellular transformation by oncogenic
agents, and an increased incidence of malignancy.

Proposed Course: Continue to supply and study viral transformability of
normal and neoplastic tissues from individuals with chromosome abnormalities.
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Date Contract Initiated: October 7, 1970

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY (NOl-CP-3-3245)

Title: Pediatric Tumor Resource

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. Herbert Kaiser

Project Officers (NCI): Dr. Paul Peebles
Dr. Jack Gruber

Objectives: To provide fresh tumor specimens from pediatric patients to
collaborating laboratories within the VCP for biochemi~al and virological
investigations.

Major Findings: Since activation of the contract on 1 March 1973 all
specimens have been sent directly t"o The Virus Cancer Program Resources
Processing Laboratory at Litton-Bionetics for disbursement to investigators
of the VCP. Over a period of one year, a total of 75 specimens from 37
different patients have been submitted. While it was only possible to
provide one gram of solid tumor in a few instances, in most cases the
amount of solid tumor or tissue sent ranged from 10-200 grams. In cases
of tumor containing fluids (i.e. blood, ascites, etc.), sufficient volume
to contain 107 to 109 tumor cells was usually submitted. In some instances
it was possible to provide both tumor and normal tissue from the same
patient. In all instances material was delivered within a few hours of the
biopsy time.

While all cases submitted were of interest, tissues of special interest
include a well documented case of Burkitt's lymphoma who subsequently had
a leukemic relapse, a lymphoma with leukemic relapse, several leukemics
with high peripheral "white counts,a·large Wilms' tumor with paired normal
kidney tissue, a medulloblastoma whose cells grew extremely rapidly in
culture and several neuroblastomas from patients who showed no evidence of
increased catecholamine secretion.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institllte:
Detection, treatment, and prevention of human cancer require an accurate
determination of its etiology. Viruses have been implicated as possible
causative agents in human cancer. Unfortunately, a lack of sufficient
tumor material from patients in the pediatric age group limits investi
gations for oncogenic viruses that may have been vertically transmitted from
mother to child. Materials from this contract will help make possible these
imperative human studies.

Proposed Course: It is anticipated that this contractor will continue to
supply unique pediatric specimens to the Program.
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Date Contract Initiated: March 1,1973

LIFE SCIENCES, INC. (NOl-CP-3~32l0)

Title: Production of Germfree and Reagent Grade Specific-Pathogen-Free
Animals

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. Wendall M. Farrow

Project Officers (NCI): Mr. John P. Kvedar
Dr. David McB ... Howell

Objectives: To produce both germfree and specific-pathogen-free (SPF)
animals for research. SPF animals are maintained under environmentally
controlled conditions which preclude intercurrent infection by pathogenic
microorganisms or infestation by parasites and are referred to as "reagent
grade" hosts.

Major Findings: The contractor's supply flock of SPF, leukosis-negative
White Leghorn chickens, housed in a 2600-square-foot area protected by a
shower lock and recirculated, filtered air, was producing about 600 fertile
eggs per week, during this reporting period.

Selective breeding has produced a flock of barrier contained, reagent grade
chickens with 75-80% fertility and 85-90% hatchability. The results of
these efforts were reflected in the quality of the 4,000 eggs and 6,000
chicks from the production flock which were provided to numerous investi
gators within the VCP. All of the production flock were derived from
phenotypically identifiable, pedigreed birds.

A production flock of Japanese quail consisting of 200 birds continued to
supply fertile eggs to VCP users at a rate of about 9,150 eggs/year. In
addition, it provided a steady input (600/year) of 21 to 28-day-old quail
to Program. Representative sampling of aged quail in this production flock
indicated that these birds were freed of the usual avian pathogens.

An inbred, pedigreed foundation colony·of 190 adult BALB/c mice free of all
laterally transmitted viruses tested for, continued to be maintained. Two
random bred production colonies derived therefrom continued to supply
certified SPF mice to certain VCPinvestigators. The demand for barr~er

sustained NIHSw'issmice has increased considerably. Three hundred time-bred
mice were produced in addition to 275 young adult and weanling animals.

One colony of cubicle reared Sprague...Dawley rats has supplied 55 time-bred
animals. This colony will be maintained at low bred maintenance (20 male
and 60 female breeders) until demand increases.
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Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute:
This contract serves as an essential supply of embryonated eggs and day-old
chicks to contract NOl-CP-3-3205, which involves studies on Marek's disease
as a model for herpesvirus-associated oncogenesis. It also provides other
VCP investigators with genetically and microbiologically well-defined
laboratory animals. The advantage of having such animals is that oncogenic
and suspected oncogenic viruses can be administered to them with a minimal
danger of interference from other contaminating, adventitious microorganisms.
Therefore, research can be carried out upon animals with a known and
controlled viral flora, and cell lines can be derived from these animals
which share this same advantage.

Proposed Course: This service-type contract. for the prQductionof germfree
and reagent grade SPF animals will be continued, with the flexibility of
being reoriented as rapidly as possible to meet changing needs of VCP
activities as they occur.

Date Contract Initiated: February 8, 1968

LIFE SCIENCES, INC. (NOl-CP-3-329l)

Title: Study and Production of Avian Leukosis Virus

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. Joseph W. Beard
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Project Officers (NCI): Dr. Michael A. Chirigos
Dr. John W. Pearson

Objectives: The objectives of this project are: (1) to continue quantity
and quality production of BAI strain A avian tumor virus; and (2) to continue
investigations on RNA avian leukosis viruses. The contractor provides an .
average monthly production of approximately 60-80gms. wet weight of plasma
derived AMV.

Major Findings: The current contract represents an extension of Contract
Number NIH-7l-2l32 initiated April 19, 1971 at Duke University in Durham,
N.C., but moved to Life Sciences Research Laboratories in St. Petersburg,
Florida. Transfer of the program was begun in February and March of 1973,
while work on the previous contract was still being carried on. During the
past year, 750 grams of avian myeloblastosis virus was. shipped to 73
investigators in this and other countries, including Russia, Israel,
Germany, France, Italy, Sweden, Japan, Norway, England, South Africa, and
Scotland. Most of the preparations were virus-containing plasma from·
leukemic chickens sent frozen. A smaller amount of virus was sent fresh
from myeloblast tissue culture preparations. A total of 3,109 ml. of
myeloblast cells from leukemic chickens was also shipped to recipients.
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Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute:
One of the major objectives of the VCP is ,to explore fully all important
animal model systems>for the determination of the possible viraL etiology
of cancer inman. Avian tumor viruse's iriduce a variety of diseases similar
to those which occur inman (erythroblastosis, myeloblastosis, myelocyto
matosis,reticu1oettdotheliosis, .and sarcomas); the causative viruses have
been isolated and the disease can be induced in vivo under controlled
conditions which permit the study of the immunology, virology, biochemistry,
and therapy of the tumor virus complex. , Moreover,·· BAI Strain A avian tumor
virus is the only RNA C-type virus which is at present available in large
enough quantities to permit exhaustive investigation into the biochemical
makeup and behavior of both the virus and its components. As such, it
represents an important model for the C~type viruses of higher animals and
is an essential tool in the search for cancer viruses in man. Future
studies will depend upon large quantities of concentrated virus, which the
contractor is uniquely ina position to supply.

Proposed Course: It is anticipated that the contractor will continue to
meet requests for avian myeloblastosis virus and will continue the activities
outlined above.

Date Contract Initiated: April 19,1971

LITTON BIONETICS, INC. (NOl-CP-4-3224)

Title: Investigations of V'ira1 Carcinogenesis in Primates

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. Harvey Rabin

Project Officers (NCI): Dr. Roy Kinard
Dr•. Jack Gruber
Dr. Gary. Pearson

Objectives: The objectives ofthisccontractare threefold: . the maintenance
of monkey breeding colonies and laboratories necessary for inoculation, care,
andmonitoriIigofmonkeys;the evaluation of'long-:-termoncogenic.effects of
human and animal viral inocula . in primates of vario.us species ; and
collaborative research studies of primate virus isolates ·of demonstrated
oncogenic potential which may be involved in the causation of human cancer.

Major Findings: At the end of January, 1974 the total· inventory of primates
in the Bionetics colony was over a thousand animals. Efforts to increase
the number of~anima1sand the diversity of species within the New World
primates, and to establish breeding colonies, continued in this report
period by the addition of a small colony of gibbons (Hylobates lar) to be
utilized for breeding. Animals have been added to the New World breeding
colonies which now have approximately 150 animals representing five species.
Eighty"':four simians were sent to other research centers from the Old World
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breeding colony an,dthePr:i.mate Oncogenes:i,s Sl:ction,which housed a total of
510 animals at the close of the report period. In order to promote breeding
efficiency, efforts in semen evaluation, artificial insemination, and
fertil:Ltyenhancementwere continued. One hundred fifty-'six,live.births
occurred during the report period from 170 recorded conceptions, and the
Nursery received 154 newborn animals. During .the.reportperiod,ninety-nine
simians were transferred from the Nursery to the Primate Oncogenesis Section.
The Hematology, Parasitology, Histopathology, Bacteriology, and' Surgery
Sections provided continued support to.serve the objectivesQf the primate
prog~am.

A project was initiated with Dr. B.Lapin of the Sukhumi Primate Research
Center, U.S. S. R., to examine the production of lymphomas in several species
of nonhuman primateswithvirus-"containingplasmas from theSukhumicolony.
A male baboon (Papiohamadryas) wasreceivedon:December 3,1973, front
Dr. Lapin. The animal was maintained under quarantine and biohazard
containment conditions for approximately one month. During that time, the
animal experienced a gradual loss of condition despite antibiotic therapy
and husbandry efforts. To preclude the loss of valuable. material, the
animal was euthanatized and a complete necropsy performed on January 3, 1974
with over 60 tissues taken for histologic examination. Tissues were also
taken for virologic and cell culture studies. Collaborating investigators
in this project include Drs. Parks, Goldberg, and Dalton of the NCI, .,
Drs. Falk and Deinhardt of Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke's Medical Center, and
Dr. W. Nelson-Rees of the Naval Biological Laboratory. Attempts at
establishing cultures from several tissues are underway in the contractor's
laboratory.

With Drs. G. Pearson, Ablashi, Heine, and Adamson of the ~atiQnal Cancer
Institute, collaborative studies on Herpesvirus saimiri (HVS) were continued
in owl, capuchin, and white-lipped marmoset monkeys.. In owl monkeys the
research was directed at the development of techniques for the analysis of
cell-mediated innnunity and for confirmation and extension'of biological
parameters such as antibody patterns,'innnune dificiency,and virus rescue to
disease. Examination of HVS-inducedtumorsfor evidence of type-C virus has
begun with Dr. Spiegelman's laboratory. In vitro studies were continued in
attempts to raise virus a.ndvi.ral antigen productionby·.HVS-cell lines
primarily by means of nucleic acid base analogues and on d.etection of virus
induced proteins. Studies compar·ing .• surface propertieso.f "lymphoid tumor
cells of various types including those relatedtoHVS, oEBV,and GLV were
continued. A collaborative study onEBV inoculation of marmoset monkeys
prior activation of B-cells was begun.

Ina preliminary study designed to provide background for examination of
coinfection of herpes and type-C~viruses,.SSV-"1of.tissue culture origin was
found to be oncogenic for a normal, a.dult, white-lipped marmoset monkey.

At the direction of the Project Officer, the following materials were.
supplied to the indicated investigators: Sixty"""two rhesus monkeys
(M. mulatta) were sent to Ms.Victoria.Devanney, University of Nebraska
Medical Center, Omaha, Nebraska; Ms. Barbara Fullerton, Boston University
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School of Medicine, Boston; ,Massachusetts; Dr. Gene Bingham, University of
Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; Dr. W. London, National Institutes of
Health, Bethesda, Maryland; Ms. D. Radcliffe, University of Waterloo,
Ontario, Canada; Dr. A. Bogden, Mason Research Institute, Worchester,
Massachusetts; and Dr. E. Taub, Institute of Behavioral Research, Silver
Spring, Maryland. Two term placentae from M. mulatta were sent to
Dr. M. Lieber, Meloy Laboratories, Springfield, Virginia and to
Dr. M. Ahmed, Pfizer, Inc., Maywood, New Jersey. One cc. samples of serum
from each of twenty M. fascicularis were sent to Dr. J.Hilgers, Netherlands
Cancer Institute, Amsterdam, Holland; in addition, Dr. W. Voss, Baylor
College of Medicine, Houston, Texas, was supplied with two baboons (papio
cyanocephalis).

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute:
Inasmuch as experimentation for the biological activity of candidate human
viruses will not be carried out on"humans, it is imperative that another
system be developed for these determinations,andsubsequently for the
evaluation of vaccines· or other measures of control. The close phylogenetic
relationship of the·lower primates to man justifies utilization of these
animals for these purposes.

Proposed Course: Additional numbers of New World animals will be obtained
for experimentation and to increase the breeding effort. Work will continue
on HVS-inducedowlmonkey lymphoma. Attempts will be made to determine the
possible presence of type C virus in virus preparations and tumor tissues.
Isolation and characterization of the antigens of the tumor cells as well as
a series of studies in owl and capuchin monkeys and marmosets infected with
HVS will be continued. ,Marmosets will also be, inoculated with Epstein-Barr
virus (EBV) and with Herpesvirus ateles (HVA). A spontaneous lymphoid
disease in uninoculated owl monkeys as well as HVS-induced lymphoma in the
same species willbest\1died~ Attempts to produce in.vitro .transformation
by EBV of the peripheral blood lymphocytes from several species of monkeys
will continue.

Date Contract Initiated: February 12,1962

LITTON BIONETICS, INC. (NOl-CP-4-3260)

Title: Acquisition of Fresh Human Specimens for Virus Cancer Program
Investigators

Contractor's Project Director: Mrs. Shirley Norris

Project Officers (NCI): Dr. Jack Gruber
Dr. David McB. Howell
Dr. Lea L Sekely
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Objectives: The primary objective of this project is to coordinate.
collection, processing, and distribution of fresh human tissues from Subjects
with malignancies for Virus Cancer P~ogram investigators under direction from
NCr.

Major Findings: During this reporting period almost 1,000 specimens were
received and distributed to 21 investigators and their associates on a
rotating basis. These include 13 NCI researchers and 8VCP cpntractors. As
an additional activity, a serum bank containing serum from more than 3,000
donors is maintained by this contract for The Virus Can~erProgram. Sera
from 1,000 donors were aliquoted and added to the bank during the last 12
months. Sera were shipped on dry ice to investigators upon request from the
Office of Program Resources and Logistics •

..
The Principal Investigator during a one-year period visited VCP human
resources contractors in Baltimore, Washington, D.C., Denver, Tampa,
Montreal, Toronto, and Buffalo to relate program.needsand improve quality
and quantity of tissues. Telephone communication.and written correspondence
were maintained on a frequent basis to keep contractors informed of
continuing changes in priority for tissue collections.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute:
It is' not sufficient merely that sources of human ser<i <ind tumor materials
for cancer research exist; it is also necessary that the capabilities of
these sources be coordinated with the needs of investigators who require
specific, and often fresh, specimens. This contractor serves as a direct
interface between user and supplier, occasionally sending personnel long
distances to pick up specimens of unusual interest and perishability and to
deliver them directly to the researcher, thereby avoiding the usual delays
in shipment that might lead to the loss of an important factor or agent in
the tissue.

Proposed Course: This project will remain responsive to changing program
needs for fresh human tissues and attempt to increase amounts of important
specimens collected.

Date Contract Initiated: November 1, 1973

UNIVERSITY OF LOUISVILLE (NOl-CP-6-0902)

Title: Preparation of Simian Foamy Virus Reagents and Antisera

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. PaulB. Johnston

Project Officers (NCI): Dr. Robert Holdenried
Dr. James Duff
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Objectives: To prepare and test reference reagents (virus and corresponding
antisera) for the simian foamy viruses, types 1-7, and foamy virus from
other laboratory specie~.

Maj or Findings: Thes'even types, of Sl.IIIJ..an foamy viruses and antisera against
them have been prepared, packaged, and tested for homogeneity, potency, and
purity. During this reporting period, foamy viruses and antisera have been
provided toa number of VCP investigators and to OPR&L for general use.

Special efforts wer~ recently made to prepare new antisera to simian foamy
viruses, types 5,6, and 7. Volumes of immune rabbit antisera obtained were
132 ml., 79 ml., and 135 ml., respectively, and serum titrations using the
neutralization test are currently, underway to characterize these
preparations.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute:
The simian foamy virus reagents are.us~d in the identification of viruses and
viral antibodies in primates uSed for cancer research. Theindigenous
viruses of laboratory primates pose husbandry problems, in addition to
contaminating test ,sysrt:ems an.d' comp1.ica,ting the attempts to recover oncogenic
virus from tissu~s amftiss~e.,' extracts. The specific antisera are also
useful in suppress;ingthe growth()f, these adventitious viruses in primate
tissue cultures.

Proposed Course: Because of the decreased need for the reagents provided by
this laboratory, this contract is scheduled for termination on June 30, 1974.

Date Contract Initiated: June 13, 1966

MELOY LABORATORIES (N01-CP74~3263)

Title: Production of Murine Mammary Tumor Virus

Contractor's; Project Director: Dr. John E. Verna

Project Officers (NCr): Dr. Wade Parks
Dr. Dayid McB. Howell
Dr. Lea I. Sekely

Objectives: To pr()p~gate, concentEate, and distribute murine mammary tumor
virus (MTV) for collaborating VCP investigators; to perform immunological
and biological assays for the detection and quantitation of MTV; and to
develop improved methods for the propagatiop and detection of MTV and MTV
antigens.

Major Findings: The primary purpose of this contract is the production of
quality reagents for the study of the mouse mammary tumor virus system as
a model for the further examination of the human breast cancer problem.
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The contractor is purifying M.Tv from the milk of RIll mice By the combination
of rate zonal and isopycnic centrifuga.tion. Purified virus is employed ill
the following ways: (a) as a source of supply to various VCPinvestigators;
(b) asa reagent in the HA, HAl, CF, andID tests; (c) employed to produce
MTVantiserum in goats, swine, rabbits, and guinea pigs; 'and (d) used in
cell culture experiments.

Purified virus and/or viral antisera and skim RIll mouse milk have been sent
during the past year to the followip.g investigators: , Drs.S. Abraham,
M. Ahmed, S. Aaronson, M.Rich, F. Dixon, W~ Feller,J. Keydar, R. Gillette;
V. Hollis,P. Kimble, R. Michalides,W. Parks,R.' Huebner,' J. Schlom, and
others.

Some additional studies that are associated with the contract include the
serological testing of hUIIian milk and"', sera as well as human and mouse tumor
extracts and cloned cell culture lines that are received,thioughthe Project
Officer or that are generatedtbrough tlle deveiopmen.tal phase of this
contract. These samples are examined for the presence ofMTV antigens 'or
antibodies. Experiments are currently in progressw'hich attempt to
demonstrate the specificity of thereactioIls that'have'detected common or
cross-reacting antigens or antibodies ,in human milk and sera~~'Complement

fixation, protein analysis, and assay for reverse transcriptase have been
added to the capabilities of the MTV assay laboratory and serve to
supplement the present assays.

A developmental phase of the contract is concerned with the establishment of
an in vitro cell culture source of MTV.Preliminary data indicate that MTV
synthesis does occur in mammary tumor cell cultures. Current, studies suggest
that the regulation of MTV expression is very different from that previously
described for other viruses of this type. Specifically, virus expression is
associated with differentiated cell functions.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the, Program of the ,Institute:
Breast cancer is a leading cause of death from cancer among women. The
finding of a virus, resembling a TypeB RNA oncogenic virus of mice, in the
milk of a significant number of women from high-risk breast cancer families
strongly suggests a possible viral et{6logy for this dIsease. A major
effort of The Virus Cancer Program is directed toward d~termining the
relationship of viruses to human, breast can~er. This contract was
established for the purpose of obtaIning correlative information on the
detection, isolation, and propagation of a murine mammary tumor virus,
because this is the only available animalmodel system in which approaches
to the study of viruses as a cause of breast cancer in ,humans ma.y be
developed.

Proposed Course: Purified MTV, viral reagents, and mouse milk will continue
to be supplied as needed by VCP investigators. The contractor will also
attempt to establish possible recipient epithelial cultures from normal
mouse mammary glands as substrates for in' vitro maIDIDary tumor virus
infection.
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Date Contract Initiated: December 30,1965

MEMORIAL HOSPITAL FOR CANCER AND ALLIED DISEASES (N01-CP-4-3335)

Title: Acquisition of Human Mater:ials for Use in the Search for Trans
missible Agents in Human Tumors

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. Yashar Hirshaut

Project Officer (NCI): Dr. JackGrube~

Objectives: To gathe,r sera and tiss':!.les from patients with tumors to be used
in the searchfor.t~or-specificantigens~ndhumanoncogenic viruses.

Major Findings: The contractor ope:rates'within one of the largest hospital
centers in the nation devoted solely to the ~are pf the patient with cancer.
D.uringthereporting· period, over 1340 individual sera specimens were
collected from boitll normaLsubjects and f~om patients with malignancies.
Additionally, over 500 surgical tumor specimens were obtained. These
materials were either distributed directly to. cooperating VCP research
laboratories or frozen and st.oredat.their own.:regional reppsitory for
future Program distri~utionas directed by NCI. Clinical information for
each serum and tissu~specimen is periodically entered into the NIH computer
bank, underdirec.tionfrom the OPR&"L, and a computer printout of the
contractpr'sentire inventory of frozen specim~ns is prepared on a monthly
basis.

Numerous samples of a wide variety of materials have been distributed to
collaborating VCP,iIlvestigat:ors, including Drs. Hanafusa, Huebner,
Spiegelman, HerberIDa,n, Schlom, Girardi, Yohn,' Pagano, Gallo, and others.
The VCP Litton-Bionetics resources processing laboratory (4-3260) and the
VCP Flow Laboratories tissue repository (3-3201) also received materials
for distribution and storage.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute:
In the last ten years, rapid progress has been made in the study of oncogenic
animal viruses. Unfortunately, human studies have frequently been limited
by the lack of suitable materials to be used in virus isolation and detection
attempts. The procurement program at Memorial Hospital for Cancer and
Allied Diseases in New York City provides cooperating investigators with
sufficient numbers of specimens from tumor-bearing patients to permit them
to undertake intensive studies of the. possible viral etiology of human cancer.

Proposed Course: It is anticipated that. this contractor will maintain the
present high level of material supplied to the Program.

Date Contract Initiated: March 1, 1971
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UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN (N01-CP-3-3224)

Title: Collection of Leukemia-Lymphoma Specimens

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. Chris J. D. Zarafonetis

Project Officers (NCI): Dr. David McB. Howell
Dr. Charles Boone

Objectives: To collect and distribute specimens and information from
patients with leukemia or 'lymphoma. ,i

Major Findings: The major efforts of the contractor'have been divided
between procurement of specimens ?,nd evaluation of special clinical
situations. ,During the past year, the contractoraddedbver- 4,116 sera
including multiple vials 'from 200 normaFma1esfor wnom, a' complete medical
evaluation is available, 141 plasma specimens and 900 bone marrow aspirates,
bringing the total number of sera to 23;429. Ninety..... two (92) sera from
patients with breast cancer and 164 tissues were supplied to Flow
Laboratories , Litton Bionetics ,and other investiga·tors. The collaborative
study involving HLS testingi.n Hodgkih's disease has heen: coIllp1eted.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Prograinof' the Institute:
Availability of clinical specimens and pertinent inforination on the cases
is paramount in the achievement of a major goal of the'VCP, Le., to identify
rescue, characterize, and propagate a candidate human cancer virus. The
sera which this contractor has provided to the PrograIiJ.haveprovided useful
inforination in studies on the immunological response to cancer and in the
search for antibodies against antigens associated with viruses which may be
involved in human cancer.

Proposed Course: With the completion of scheduled activities, this contract
was, terminated on February 28, 1974. Sera co11ectedwil'l coritinue to be
available through other VCP repositories.

Date Contract Initiated: June 21, 1965

MICROBIOLOGICAL ASSOCIATES, INC., (NOI-CP-6-0914)

Title: Establish and Operate a BALB/c Mouse Colony

Contractor's·Project Director: Mr. Wilbur Athey

Project Officers (NCI): Mr. Samuel Poi1ey
, Dr. Michael Chirigos

Mr. Clarence Reeder
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Objectives: To provide BALB/c mice for laboratory investigations supported
by the VCP, primarily for virus bioassays on Contract NOl-CP-3-3248.

Major Findings: A pedigreed foundation colony was maintained to produce
replacement breeders for the pedigreedfouridatiori,pedigreed expansion, and
the production colonies. All. the weanlings from the production colony and
the surplus weanlings from the pedigreed foundation and the pedigreed
expansion colonies hav~ beenbffered to NCI for issue. From July, 1973 to
January, 1974, the contractor produced 31,874 weanlings and issued 13,807
weanlings, 1191 pregnants, 385 mothers with litters, and 254 retired
breeders. The balance of the production that was not used for replacement
breeders were destroyed as instructed by the Project Officer.

The fecal testing for Salmonella arid Pseudomonas and the serologic testing
for a battery of murine viruses were scheduled as directed by the Project
Officer. Tests for murine viruses inaicated that the colony is negative
for all viruses except ~, which showed a positive test on 2 out of 50
samples.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute:
The murine tumor viruses are being extensively studied as models for human
cancer viruses. The a.vailability of high quality BALB/c mice is important
for assay of thesevirl.lses as well as for other studies in viral oncogenesis.

Proposed Course: With the present wide availability of BALB/c mice, the
need for this specific contract effort was diminished, and contract activities
were terminated on January 31, 1974. I

Date Contract Initiated: June 16, 1966

MICROBIOLOGICAL ASSOCIATES, INC. (NOl-CP-3-3288)

Title: Development of Laboratory Animal Virus Diagnostic Reagents and
Services

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. John C. Parker

Project Officers: Dr. Robert Holdenried (NCI)
Dr. Wallace P. Rowe (NIAID)
Dr. David·McB. Howell (NCI)

Objectives: To develop reagents and tests for the detection of murine and
other laboratory rodent and cat viruses; to apply these and other tools in
the determination of the importance of the indigenous viruses in experi
mental systems; to study means for elimination of viruses from laboratory
populations; and to assist in the characteriza.tion of the gene-dependent
expression of murine leukemia.

(
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Major Findings: During the-past year, 6,701 sera were submitted to the
serodiagnostic laboratory where 40,114 tests were performed. The following
types of specimens we!e received and tested: 4,061 mouse sera (17,645 tests),
183 rat sera (1,632 tests), 582 hamster sera (2,316 tests), 108 guinea pig
sera (648 tests), 1,496 MAP sera (17,616 tests), and 271 coded sera and
antigens (287 tests). The virus diagnostic laboratory received 87 requests
for virus testing by antibody induction tests (MAP, RAP). Twenty-one of
these specimens were found to be contaminated by one or more viruses.
Viruses found as contaminants in decreasing order of prevalencewer~:

minute virus of mice, lactic dehydrogenase virus, polyoma virus, reovirus,
and mouse hepatitis virus. In addition to the diagnostic testing services,
the contract prepared where necessary and maintained an inventory of
mono typic, certified viral antigens and antisera for 20 murine and 17
feline viruses. Antigens are available to investigators in either the
infectious or inactivated form.

The full potential of Sendai virus as an epizootiological agent was realized
when approximately 4,000 rats and mice in an experimental animal colony
became infected with Sendai virus.

Ina collaborative study with Dr. M. Gardner and his associates (NOl-CP-8
1030) at the University of Southern California, a spontaneous lower motor
neuron disease in a wild mouse population which is apparently caused by an
indigenous type-C RNA virus has been studied and described. Additionally,
many aspects of the biology and epizootiology of mouse thymic virus have
been studied and elucidated.

I

Numerous service and research projects were completed or are in progress.
Some of these projects are directed towards unraveling the genetic
complexities of MLV infection in AKR mice, others involve elimination of
virus contaminants from reference reagent pools of The Virus Cancer Program
and still others deal with epizootiological investigation in laboratory
animal colonies.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of. the Institute:
The virus diagnostic capabilities provide the NCI with tne ability to
monitor laboratory rodent and cat colonies and laboratory animal-produced
viral reagents and tumors which have resulted in the production of highly
characterized systems for cancer research. This contract provides
assistance and guidance of particular importance for the detection of LCM
in rodent systems. LCM virus, in addition to being infectious for humans,
is difficult to detect. Significant contributions are being made to the
knowledge of the natural history of several indigenous viruses of laboratory
animals.

Proposed Course: To continue the serodiagnostic services outlined above and
to improve the sensitivity of the tests. To apply the information developed
to reduce and control viral infections in laboratory animal colonies and
materials derived from animals.
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Date Contract, Initiated: April 10, 1961

MONTREAL CHILDREN'S HOSprTAL (N01;;"CP"":3-3377)

Title: Procurement of NOrmal and Leukemic Sera from Children

Contractor's.ProJect Director: Dr. Ronald L. Denton

Project Officers (NCI): Dr. David McB. Howell
Dr. Charles Boone

Obj ectives: To obtaiIl, s.era from a variety of pediatric oncology patients,
family members, and controls for vif6iogic study, to identify special cases
for more extended workyp..

Major Findings: 'Durin~; this reporting. period 383 sp.ecimens of serum and
other special procurements were made which involved 32 new acute leukemia
and solid tum.orpatien,"S. Added effort was also made to obtain more
surgical and post";"'mortem specimens; 55 tissue preparations were .collected
as compared to 30 in the previous year .

. Periodic shippirig 6f;frozenspecimens to the NCI Flow Laboratories
repository as well as'sp~cial specimens to the Litton Bionetics resources
processing laboratoq'was done for storage arid distribution to NCIinvesti
gators.

Significanee,to·BiomedicalResearchandtheProgramofthe Institute:
This contract is one of the Program's priinary'sources of serum from leukemic
children and from suitable, normal controls. The increasing need within the
VCP for samples of this kind makes it essential that·thesupply be continued
to satisfy research requirements.

Proposed Course: Continue to collect serum specimens for distribution to
collaborating investigators within the VCP.

Date Contract Initiated: Septe~er 24, 1965

UNIVERSITY OF PADUA (N01-CP-3-3359)

Title: Collection of.H~n.Tissue Specimens

Contractor's Project Director: Professor Giovanni Dogoj.

~-

Project Officers ,(NCr): Dr. Robert H. Depue, Jr.
Dr. CharlesW. Boone
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Title: Large-scale Tissue Culture Virus Production

Date Contract Initiated: October 27, 1964

Contractor"s Project Director: Dr. Sami Mayyasi

(NOl-CP-3-3234)PFIZER, INC.

Objectives: To provide a service facility for the production of large
volumes of selected oncogenic and suspected oncogenic viruses~ cellular
antigens, tissue culture cel~lines, and specific antisera to various
oncogenic viruses. Production of these materials is supported by appropriate
laboratory groups whose activities include process improvement, product
standardization, quality control testing-, and applied developmental research.

Project Officer (NCI): Dr. Jack Gruber

Proposed Course: To·collect.and culture human skin biopsies and blood
samples as before, and to establish genealogies'ofthe'Sauris population~

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute:
The cell lines established from these skin biopsies will'be used in a project
to detect human gncogenic,viruses,in vitro 'and to determine the significance
of the transformation test to oncogenesis.

Cell lines derived from lymphomas, sarcomas and rhabdomyosarcomas have been
established and are available for distribution.

A sample of each skin biopsy has'been sent to NCr; in addition, blood
samples have been procured from ,each doIlor and genealogies are, being
established for, donors from Saud..s." Family trees have: already been
worked out for the Sappada populatiori. The distribution of stbmach cancer
was uneven between the families from Sappada. The SV40 transf'ormation
rates of the skin biopsy material in tissue culture was high but these
high rates did not correspond to the .indicence of stotriachcancer.

Major Findings: Skin biopsies have been ob,tained from, inbred and isolated
populations in Sappada and Sauris, two isolated comm.llttities in the Dolomite
Mountains of Italy; whose inhabitants.arehighly inbred. Sauris is
particularly interesting, since the frequency of both cancer andnon-canc~r

related suicides is 'very high. Moreov::~r, these frequencies still affect a
group of former Sauris inhabitants who descended into a plain community near
Tolmezzo at the beginning of this century.

Objectives: To establish fibroblast cultures from skin.biopsies takeIl from
inbred and isolated human donors and to provide these cultures to NCI for
use in research programs.
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Major Findings: During the past year, the contractor processed over 30,000
liters of harvest fluids from a wide variety of tissue culture systems and
distributed purified virus concentrates or cells to over 100 different.
laboratories throughout the world. This year there was an increase in the
production of Mason-Pfizer monkey virus (M-PMV), Gibbon ape lymphoma (GALV)
virus, and Woolly monkey sarcoma (SSV-l) virus. New production and process
improvement measures studied by the contractor included the use of roller
bottle apparatus, new cores for zonal centrifuges, and UV monitoring of
gradients. Other virus agents also produced for utilization by VCP
participating investigators included Rauscher leukemia virus from the JLSV-9
and HEK cell lines, Epstein-Barr virus from the P3 and HRlK cell lines,
RD-114Bvirus,Felirie leukemia virus, ~he Stewart Gomez and Worley agents
in special systems, and the AO and' J96 cell cultures obtained by NCI from
the U.S.S.R. as part of the effort to increase international cooperation in
cancer research.

A major effort was directed toward the development of production methods
with the new simian agents. The SSV-l is now in production (200 l/week) in
two cell lines:a marmoset line (HF.-.Deinhardt) and a human lymphoblastoid
line (NC-37) infected in the contractor's laboratories. Both lines yield
abundant virus which has similar biological.and biochemical properties. The
infectivity of SSV-l preparations is monitored on normal rat kidney cells
(RNK). The Gibbon ape lymphoma virus is produced in the original tumor
line (Kawakami) at low yield, but human lymphoblastoid cells (NC-37) infected
with this agent yield 100 times as much virus. The GALV-NC-37 is in
production at 100 l/week, and the GALV (Kawakami) is produced on request.

Quality control was improved by the development of a rapid and sensitive
method for analysis of viral RNA by gel electrophoresis.of detergent
disrupted

9
virus and spectrophotometric scanning of the gel. The.RNA from as

few as 10 virus particles can be detected by this assay, which is 10-20
times more sensitive than sucrose gradient procedures.

The development of a prototype sub-micron particle analyzer continues in
collaboration with General Electsic Co. E~forts are being made to increase
the sensitivity (currently at 10 particles/mi.) and reproducibility of the
instrument and to compare the results with those obtained by conventional
electron microscopic enumerations ~. Additionally, studies are in progress
to utilize a critical-point drying procedure and a specially modified
transmission electron microscope to develop a highly accurate, quantitative,
and computerized virus particle counting procedure.

The contractor is also in the process of initiating a specially equipped
and isolated containment-type quarantine laboratory. This laboratory will
function as a receiving station for viruses, cell lines, or other materials
received from foreign sources which might contain material of economic
significance.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute:
Since its inception, this contract has been an invaluable back-up-to
intra~ural and collaborating investigators involved in virus-cancer research.
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The staff and facilities have been consistently responsive to changing needs
of theNCI Virus Cancer Program. They have provided support to a wide
variety of collaborating investigators making possible stud~es on viruses in
cancer that could not otherwise be conducted.

Recent research developments to determine the association of viruses with
human neoplasia have involved activities concerned w~th th~ molecular
biology, biochemistry and immunology of oncogenic viruses. These types of
investigations may provide clues to the mechanism whereby viruses mediate
the transformation process. Such knowledge could indicate methods by which
neoplastic transformation can be averted or inhibited and provide appropriate
control measures applicable to the human cancer situation. Studies of this
type have created a substantial dema~dfor large quantities of concentrated
and purified oncogenic and suspected oncogenic viruses. This contractor has
both the capability to help meet such needs and the flexibility to quickly
accommodate shifts in Program requirements.

Proposed Course: The production of viruses and cell materials in support of
pertinent research will continue.

Date Contract Initiated: November 6, 1961

ST. JOSEPH'S HOSPITAL (NOl-CP-3-3393)

Title: Study of Human Sarcomas and Their Possible Viral Etiology

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. Jeno E. Szakacs

Project Officers (NCI): Dr. Albert J. Dalton
Dr. David McB • Howell

Objectives: To supply fresh human sarcomas or other tumors which contain
EM evidence of virus particles, to attempt to establish cell cultures from
these tumors, and to detect virus expression by immunologic and biochemical
techniques in those tissues.

Major Findings: During the past year, the contractor cqntinued collection of
human sarcomas. Sixty-two continuous tissue cultures were grown successfully
from the 73 tissues collected. Electron microscope screening yielded one
tumor, a Hodgkin's sarcoma with herpes-type virus. Six tissue cultures were
derived from various tumors. These first grew in monolayer culture and then
developed cells in suspension. Five of these cultures were found positive for
EB virus antigen by immunofluorescence. The sixth, derived from a primary
squamous cell carcinoma of the vagina, was negative for EB virus as well as
for Herpes type 2 antigens.
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and very long duration
EBV was found in line

Induction experiments with IUdR and BUdR of both short
were conducted on '3 cell lines growing iIi suspension.
R 2T}. and the EM findings were reported.

Frozen sections of the accessioned tumor tissues were screened for EB virus
antigens and with autologous serum for> tumor specific antigens, so far with
negative results.

Homogenates from 17 malignant tumors were inoculated into pathogen~free chick
embryo fibroblasts, WI-38,and Vero cells. No cytopathogenic effect was
observed.

Human placentas of term pregnancies and fetal tissues from the first
trimester were screened for C-type particles. Eighteen placentas and 8
cultures derived from' fetal or piacend.l"tissues were screened by EM with
negative results.

A total of 209 h~Ii tumor specimens were collected. One hundred e±ghty-four
of these were shipped to various NCI investigators, primarily through the
Flow Laboratories Tissue Repository or" the -Litton Bionetics Resources
Processing LCiboratpry. Tissue cultures of human sarcomas, cultures of
placental cytotrophoblasts~ blocks embedded for EM were also supplied to
NCI investigators.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute:
This is an important project concerned with the search for viruses in htiIllan
tumors. Extensive and careful examination, by electron microscopy of a
large"number of human tumors and cell cultures established from these
tumors is essential in determining the viral etiology of cancer.

Proposed Course: Collection of specimens, shipping to assigned.laboratories
and screening of cultures for EB Virus by EM and by indirect immuno
fluorescent techniques·willcontinue.· The contractor will screenhuma.n
sarcomas by EM and w:il"lcontinue co-cultiy_ation and chemical induction
experiments on sarcoma cultures. Biochemical studies of isoenzymes of
nucleic acid metabolism and attempts to isolate virus from induction
experiments will continue.

Date Contract Initiated: June 24, 1969

SOUTHWEST FOUNDATION FOR RESEARCH AND EDUCATION (NOl-CP-3-3340)

Title: Housing and Ma±nt:enance.of a Chimpanzee Colony

Contractor's Project-Director: Dr. Seymour S. Kalter

Project Officer (NCI): Dr. Roy Kinard
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Objectives: To supply young chimpanzees to VCP investigators.

Maj or Findings: The chimpanzees on this program conti~1Ue in a breeding _
situation. One famale delivered, during January. Two additional young
females are approaching maturity and should breed. iIi ,the near future. '. Five
animals died during this period. Physical examinations have' been performed
on the remaining animals and all were found to be healthy. The aniIlials
now number 11.

Type-C virus particles, recovered from baboon placentas and cocultivated in
a line of dog thymus cells, were inoculated into newborn chimpanzees by
various routes.

Significance to Biomedical Research <;lnd,the Program ot'the Institute:
The chimpanzee now appears to be the laboratory animal most similar to
humans, biochemically and inununologically. Newborn chimpanzees are
particularly useful in deteI}l;1ining susceptibili,!=y to SU§lpe,cted human cancer
viruses because their resistance to virus infection is.y~rylow. This is
the only source of newborn chimpanzees for the VCP. ' "

Proposed Course: The chimpanzee colony will,be maintained as before and
newborn animals will continue to be snppliedto investigators within the
VCP.

Date Contract Initiated: April 25, 1969

UNIVERSITY LABORATORIES, INC. (NOI-CP-3-3222)

Title: Production of Oncogenic Viruses and Antisera

Contractor's Project Director: Dr. Eugene H. Bernstein

Project Officers (NCI): Dr. Robert Holdenried
Dr. Jack Gruber

Objectives: Production of leukemia and sarcoma viruses and antisera.

Major Findings: The production of Rous sarcoma virus (Prague strain) in
tissue culture roller bottles continued at a very high level. 'The virus
preparations were highly infective to ,chickens, inducin.g wing-web tumors
in 72-96 hours. The average preparation contained in excess of 9 logs of
viral particles per m1. Tissue culture assay revealed more than 7 log
P.F.U./ml. NCI investigators used these virus p~ep~raiions in reverse
transcriptase, hybridization and RNA studies. The current level of
production is 60 liters per week or a total of 3,lOOli'fers(3,120,OOO m1.)
annually.
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The production in tissue culture roller bottles of Feline leukemia virus
using cat thymus cells, was maintained at the high level of 7,200 mI. of
10 fold concentrated virus during the past year. The preparations contained
almost 11 logs of viral particles per mI. Of the concentrated FeLV
produced, over 5,000 ml. were shipped to designated recipients, and the
balance was stored at the Flow Laboratories Repository. The major
recipients were Dr. G; Todaro, Dr. R~ Gallo, Dr. P. Fischinger, of NCr.,
and Dr. R. Wilsnack, Huntingdon Research Center. This program was recently
terminated and replaced by the production of Moloney Sarcoma Virus obtained
from BALB/c mouse tumors.

The production of Rauscher leukemia virus (RLV) from BALB/c mouse plasma
continued uninterrupted during the past year. Mouse whole blood was
diluted 1:1 with sodium citrate ant~coagulantand the resultant plasma
virus preparations proved to be of high infectivity, and very useful in
reverse transcriptase, hybridization-?nd RNA studies. During the past year,
in excess of. 10,000 ml. of Rauscher leukemia virus, plasma 1:1, have been
produced. The virus preparations average well in excess of 9 logs of viral
particles per mI. In assay, they average 4.5-4.9 log F.F.U./ml. on
S+L- cells.

The production of MSV from BALB/c mouse tumors commenced early February,
1974. This virus was produced because of a sizable number of requests
to NCI for this agent. It is anticipated that 50-100 mI. of the virus will
be produced weekly, and shipped to the Flow Repository for dispensing.

RSV (Prague) - approximately 300 mI. of moderate titer antisera to the PR....3
has been produced in chickens. The antisera neutralizes in excess of 2 log
F.F.U./ml. of concentrated Prague virus.

I
I
I
j
•

1
I•

University Laboratories, I~c. also assumed responsibility for the existing
NIH-NCI-E-73-3222 subcontract program with Dr. K. Maramorosch, Boyce
Thompson Institute, Yonkers, N.Y~, August, 1973. On March 1, 1974,
Dr. Maramorosch relocated to Rutgers University Institute of Microbiology,
New Brunswick, N. J. This effort is entitled Electron Microscopic (EM)
Studies on the· Products ofSarcoIlla Viruses and Helper Viruses, and its
function is three fold: (1) The EM evaluation of virus products for
Dr. E. H. Bernstein of University Laboratories, Inc., (2) EM detection of
virus particles associated with human breast cancer in collaboration with
Dr. M. A. Rich of Michigan Cancer Foundation, and (3) other collaborative
studies as request~d by the Contract Officer and Dr. E. H. Bernstein.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute:
The supply of highly standardized oncogenic viruses and antisera produced
by this contractor has been extensively used by VCP researchers and is
essential to the continuation of many important research projects presently
being carried out in the Program.

Proposed Course: Production of needed strains of oncogenic viruses and
their antisera will continue in volumes necessary to meet VCP needs.
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Date Contract Initiated: June 4, 1962

WOLF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CORP. (NOl-CP-4-335l)

Contractor's Project Director: Mr. Edwin Lisiecki

77'

Ms. Wilma Varrato
Dr. David ·McB. Howell
Dr. Lea L S~kely

Project Officer (NCI):

Title: Computer Services in Support of Cancer Research

..... ! .... :.LI! ·"'·~~ccc' ••=ccc··· JllII~m~llill![j:!JlC,

77 'UP am 70T

Objectives: The major objective of this contract is the implementation of
a computerized central inventory system for the various resources of the VCP.

Major Findings: The system now being installed embraces a number of
institutional repository subsystems contributing to the central base
currently in the NCI Office of Program Resources & Logistics (OPR&L). Each
computerized subsystem is used at a given resource repository to inventory
the items produced or stored at that location. Since the types of
resources at the various resource banks differ in kind, the subsystems all
differ to some extent. They are, however, all designed to contribute
compatible information to the central system, thus forming the base for a
program-wide central inventory and,contro.l. .

The resource bank subsystems are also used at storage sites for controlling
materials in functions unique to each institution, and this contributes to
the detailed differences. Some of these secondary functions include
catalog production, lo~al inventory, and retrieval of. clinical information.

During the past year, the contractor extended the central inventory system
for VCP resources to make optimum use of the private disk obtained by
OPR&L, and of direct-access disk programming techniques. The extended
system is now in full operation, and is used for all regula.r maintenance and
production runs of the inventory system. Catalog and management report
programming was completed.

The contractor has continued support of the resource bank subsystems in the
collection of data,. reporting of the central system, and in their own
computer and manual inventory management. Continued support for data
conversion was supplied to Memorial Hospital, and the Naval Biomedical
Research Laboratory. In addition, data from Montreal Children's Hospital
and the Hospital for Sick Children in Toronto were coded and merged into
the central inventory system.

The interactive antisera retrieval system was installed at Huntingdon
Research Center, and is operatirig successfully. An interactive update
system for HRC was completed.
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Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute:
The necessary expansion of the inventory of viruses, sera, tissue cultures,
human specimens, and other materials used in cancer research makes it vital
that close control be exercised over these resources. Computerization of
the inventory will eventually make it possible for the Ncr Office of
Program Resources and Logistics to rapidly obtain information necessary to
determine availability, location, quantity, etc. of all resources within
its jurisdiction, thereby permitting rapid response to the needs of the
Program while avoiding resource excesses or shortages.

Proposed Course: The contractor will continue to extend and refine the
central inventory system. Additional management reports will be generated
for VCP resources control. Addit~onal work on implemented subsystems will
include: regular collection of new data; maintenance of automated
subsystems; addition of interactive ~pdates of test and bleeding data in
Huntingdon Research Center's production of antisera. Work on new subsystems
will be scheduled by OPR&L.as needed.

Date Contract Initiated: May 3, 1971

I
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Dr. Bernard Talbot, Bldg. 37, Rm. 1B22, x-66135
Tumor Virus Detection .
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(CP3.,.3332)

(CP 4..3306)California Institute of Technology'
1201 East California Blvd.
Pasadena, California 91109. . .' '
Electron .Microscope Studies of Tumor Virus NuCleic Acids
Dr. Norman Davidson
AC';'213, 795-6841/795-6811, x-2055
Dr. Edward M. Scolnick, Bldg. 37, Rm. IB22, x-66135
Solid Tumor Virus

Cal ifornia, Univ., of I at San Francisco
San Francisco. California . ,94112
HonnonalContro1. of Gene Expression in Tumor Viruses
Dr. Gordon Tomkins
AC-415, 666-4132
Dr•. Edward M. Scolnick, Bldg. 37, Rm. IB22, x-66135
Dr. James T. Duff, Bldg. 37, Rm. IB17, x-65968
Tumor Virus Detection

California. Uni'l.of/!itOakland' (CP 3-3237)
Naval'BiologiCal Research Laboratory, Naval Supply Center
Oakland. California 94625 .
Development and Evaluation ofC~ll Substrates for 'the Study of
Cancer Viruses
Dr. Stewart H. Madin
AC-415, 642-1055
Dr. James T. Duff, Bldg. 37, Rm. IB17, x-55968.
Program Resources a~d Logistics
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California, Uni". ofl at San Frandsco(CP 3-3293)
San Francisco Medical Center ..
San Franc1!iCO, California 94122
Studies on the Role of Virion-Associated DNAPo1ymerases
in Malignant Transformation by Avian Tumor Viruses
Dr. J. Michael Bishop .
AC-415.666-9000
Dr. Edward M. Scolnick. Bldg. 37, Rm. IB22, x-66135
Solid Tumor Virus

California, Univ. of / La Jolla (CP 4-3298)
P. O~ Box 109
La Jolla, California 92037
The Study of Regulatory Proteins ,in Oncogenic Viruses
Dr. Theodore Friedmann
AC-714, 453";'2000. x..2323
Dr. Edward M. Scolnidc,B1dg. 37, Rm;"lB22, x"66135
Tumor Virus Detection

California,. Univ.of / atL.A. (CP 4-3211)
405 Hilgard Avenue, I.,tlS Angeles, Ca.lifor~ia 90024 .
StiJdiesontheInterre1ationship ofViru~es, Genetics and
Immunity in the Etiology and Control of Cancer .
Dr. Paul I. Terasaki, Department.ofSurgery
AC-213, 825-7651 ,,' ',. .... . .
Dr. Paul Levine,LandowBldg~, RnI.C306.,x-66085,
Dr. Ernest J. Plata. Landow B1dg~. Rm~ C308, x-64534
Dr. Gary Pearson. Bldg. 37, Rm. 1B05, x-62600
Immunology-Epidemiology
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California State Dept. of Public Health (CP 4-3209)
2151 Berkeley Way, Berkeley, California 94704
Role of Oncogenic Viruses in the Causation of Cancer in Man
Dr. Edwin Lennette, Viral and Rickettsial Disease Laboratory
AC-4l5,·S43-7900, 514
Dr. Paul Arnstein, Bldg. 37, Rm~ 1B17, x-65968
Dr; Padman Sarma~ Bldg. 37, Rm. 2D23,x-63301
Solid Tumor Virus

Center for Disease Control (CP 4-0202)
1600 Clifton Road, N. E.,
Atlanta, Georgia 30322
Epidemiologic Studies of Leukemia and Related Diseases
Dr~C1arkW;Heath, Jr., Epidemiology Program
AC-404, 633-3311, x-3961
Mr. Roger Connelly, Landow Bldg., Rm. A506, x-6525l
Immunology-Epidemiology

Chicago Park District (Lincoln Park Zoo)
100 West Webster, Chicago, Illinois 60614
Maintenance of a Marmoset Breeding Colony
Dr. Lester Fisher
AC-312-294-4660
Dr" Lea Seke1y, Bldg. 37, Rm. 1021, x-61718
Dr" David McB. Howell, Bldg. 37, Rm. 1021, x-61718
Program Resources and Logistics

Child Research Center of Michigan (CP 3-3333)
3901 Beaubein Boulevard
Detroit, Michigan
Inter-Intrasp~cies Identification of Cancer Cell in Vitro
Dr. Cyril A. Stu1berg
AC~313, 494-5569
Dr. David McB. Howell, Bldg; 37, Rm; 1021, x-61718
Dr. Robert Bassin, Landow Bldg., Rm. C308, x-64533
Program Resources and Logistics

Children's Cancer Research Fdn., Inc. (CP 3-3333)
35 Binney Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02115
Isolating Type C Virus Cultured Human Leukemic Cells
Dr. George E. Foley
AC-617, 734-6000, x~3173

Dr. Bernard Talbot, Bldg. 37, Rm. 1B22, x-66l35
Tumor Virus Detection

Children's Hospital of Philadelphia (CP 3-3272)
1740 Bainbridge Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19146
Propagation and Seroepidemiology of EB Virus
Dr. Gertrude Henle, Research Department
AC-215, 546-2700
Dr. Paul Levine, Landow Bldg., Rm. C3J6, x-66085
Dr. George Burton, Landow B199., Rm. C309, x-66085
Immunology-Epidemiology
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Electro-Nucleonics Laboratories. Inc.
12050 Tech Road~ Montgomery Industrial Park
Silver Spring. Maryland 20904
Development of Propagation Procedures. Purification and
Characterization of Viruses
Mr. John Lemp. Jr .• Biological Engineering Laboratory
Dr. George Todaro, Bldg. 37. Rm. 1822, x-66135
Dr. Jack Gruber, Bldg. 37. Rm. 1A19. x-61718
Program Resources and Logistics

Duke University (CP 3-3308)
Durham. North Carolina 27706
Studies on the Expression of the RNA Tumor Virus Genome in Animal
and Human Malignant Cells
Dr. Dani P. Bo10gnesi .
AC-919. 684-3541
Dr. Peter J. Fischinger. Bldg. 41. Rm. Al17, x-66588
Or. Maurice L. Guss. Bldg. 47, Rm. 1B14, x-63323
Developmental Research

Electro-Nucleonics Laboratories. Inc. (CP 2-3249)·
12059 Tech Road. Montgomery Industrial Park
Silver Spring. Maryland 20904
Production and Purifica~ion of Oncogenic or Potentially Oncogenic
Viruses
Mr. John Lemp. Jr .• Biological Engineering Laboratory
Ac-301. 652-4923. x-42
Dr. Jack Gruber. Bldg, 37, Rm.1A19. x-61718
Dr. David McB. Howell, Bldg. 37.Rm~ 1021. x-61718
Program Resources and Logistics

Dow Chemical Company (CP 3-3243)
Ocean Science B1 dg., 3 Choke Cherry Road
Rockville, Maryland 20850
Research and Development of Biohazards Containment Facilities
Mr. Cyril B. Henke. Environmental Bio-Engineering
AC-301.869-2700
Dr. W. Emmett Barkley, Bldg. 41. Rm. Al15. x-66981
Dr. Alfred Hellman. Bldg. 41, Rm. A103. x-66758
Program Resources and Logistics

Columbia. University of .. (CP 3-3258)
Institute for Cancer Research. 99 Fort Washington Ave .•
New York. New York 10031
Replication of Oncogenic RNA Viruses and Its Relation to Human Cancer
Dr. Sol Spiegelman
AC-212. 579-8582
Dr. Robert Manaker. Bldg 37. Rm. 1B14. x-63323
Dr. MauriceL~ Guss. Bldg. 47. Rm. 1B14. x-63323.
Developmental Research

Colorado. University of (CP 3-3400)
Medical Center. 4200 East 9th Avenue
Denver. Colorado 80220
Collection of Pediatric Tumor Specimens
Dr. William E. Hathaway. Dept~ of Pediatrics
AC-303. 394-8471 .
Dr. David McB. Howell. Bldg. 37. Rm. 1021. x-61718
Dr. Lea Sekely. Bldg. 37. Rm. 1021. x-61718
Program Resources and Logistics
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Emory University (CP 2-230l)
School .ofl-1edicine, 46 Annstrong.St.
Atlanta, Georgia 30303
Co11aboratorive Project. on the Oncogenic Potential of Herpes
Viruses in Primates
Dr•. Andre Nahmias, Dept. of Pediatrics
AC-404, 659-1212
Dr. Robert Manaker, Bldg 37,Rm. 1B14, x-63323
Dr. Gary Pearson, Bldg. 37, Rm. 1B05, x-62600
Developmental Research

Emory University (CP 3-3343)
Yerkes Regional Primate Research Center
Atlanta, Georgia 30322
Maintenanceofa Colony of Irradiated Rhesus Monkeys
Dr. Ha~ld M. McClure
AC-404. 377-2411
Dr. David McB •. Howe1l, Bldg. 37, Rm. 1D21, x-61718
Program Resources and Logistics

Flow Laboratories, Inc. (CP 3-3201)
1710 Chapman Avenue
Rockville, Maryland 20852
Maintenance of a Low Temperature Repository for Storage
and Distribution of. Serum and Tissue Specimens
Dr. Harry F. Adkins (Respository)
Dr. Fang-tsum Kuo (Laboratory)
AC-30l, 881-2900
Dr. Jack Gruber, Bldg. 37, Rm. 1A19, x-61718
Program Resources and Logistics

Flow Laboratories, .Inc. (CP 3-3247)
1710 Chapman Avenue
Rockville, ,Maryland 20852
Studies of Herpes Viruses and C-Type Viruses in Relations to
Oncogenic Potential
Dr. RaymondV. Gilden
AC-301, 881-2900 .
Dr. Robert J. Huebner, Bldg. 37, Rm. 2D24, x-63301
Dr. James T. Duff, Bldg. 37, Rm. 1817, x-65968
Dr. Berge Hampar, Bldg. 37, Rm. 1B17, x-65967
Solid Tumor Virus

Flow Laboratories, Inc. (CP 3-3247)
1710 Chapman Avenue
Rockville, Maryland 20852
Maintenanceofa Repository for Storage. and Distribution of
Reagents and Tissue Specimens
Dr. Raymond V. Gilden
AC~301~ 881-2900
Dr. Robert J. Huebner, Bldg. 37, Rm. 2024. x-63301
Solid Tumor Virus

Flow Laboratories, Inc. (CP 3-3391)
1710 Chapman Avenue
Rockville. Maryland 20852
Animal Holding and Breeding for Detection of Tumor Virus
Infonnation
Ms. Judy Torgersen
AC-301.881-2900
Dr. John Pearson. Bldg. 37. Rm. 1016, x-6I478
Dr. Adi Gazdar, Bldg. 41, Rm. 200, x-6I200

-Program Resources and Loqistics
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Frederick Cancer Res. Center (Litton Bionetics) (CP2-0207)
Fort Detrick, Frederick, Maryland 21701
Interagency Agreement for Support Servies for the Frederick
Cancer Research Center
Colonel Bast
AC-301, 663'-7309/ NIH dial 9,393-1839
Dr. William Payne, FCRC. 9/393-1839
Dr. Henry Hearn, FCRC, 9/393-1839
Program Management

George Washington University (CP 2-3251)
2300 K Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20006
In Vivo and In Vitro StUdies of the Immune Re~ponse to EBV
Associated Antigens in Lymphoma Patients and Controls
Dr. T. Crandall Alford
AC-202, 676-6562
Dr. Ronald Herberman, Bldg. 10, Rm.· 5B49, x-61366
Dr. Paul Levine, Landow Bldg., Rm. C306, x-66085
Immunology-Epidemiology

Georgetown University (CP 3-3404)
3800 Reservoir Road, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20007
Supply of Blood Tissue Specimens from Patients with Malignancies
Dr. Richard A. Binder
AC-202, 625-7488
Dr. David McB. Howell, Bldg. 37,. Rm. 1021, x-61718
Program Resources and Logistics

Georgetown University (CP 5-0053)
3800 Reservoir Road, N. W•.
Washington,. D. C. 20007
Human Breast Cancer Virus Studies
Dr. William F. Feller
AC-202, 625-7368
Dr. Ernest J. Plata, Landow Bldg., Rm.C308, x-64534
Dr. Takis S. Papas. Bldg. 37, Rm. 1817, x-65967
Breast Cancer Virus

Harvard College (CP 3-3265)
Thorndike Memorial Laboratory, Boston City Hospital
Boston. Massachusetts 02118
Primary Structure and Synthesis of Avian Leukosis Virus Protein
Dr. David W. Allen, Hematology Division
p AC-517, 424-4252
Dr. Padman S. Sarma, Bldg. 37. Rm. 2023, x-63301
Dr. Bernard Talbot, Bldg. 37, Rm. lB22, x-66135
Solid Tumor Virus

Harvard College (Cp 3-3390)
New England Regional. Primate. Center, Pine Hill Drive
Southborough, Massachusetts 01772
Isolation and Characterization of DNA Viruses Associated with
Primate Tumors
Dr. Luis Melendez
AC-617, 481-0400
Dr. Gary Pearson, Bldg. 37, Rm. lB05, x-62600
Tumor Virus Detection
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Harvard· College , (CP 4-3299)
School of Medicine, 25 Shattuck St.
Boston, Massachusetts ~2115,

Studies of Relationship BetWeen Cells Transfonned by DNA and RNA
Viruses and Genetic and BiochemicaLSttidies of MLVand MSV
Dr. Thomas Bfi!njamin .' " " ,
AC-617, 734~3300

Dr. George Todaro, Bldg, 37, RIll. 1822, x-66135
Tumor Virus Detection

Harvard School of Public Health
55 Shattuck Street '
Boston, Massachusetts 02115
Pilot Study of Cancer and Chronic Diseases of Virologic and Laboratory
Workers
Dr. Thomas M. Mack
AC-617, 734-3300; x-595
Dr. Alfred Hellman, Bldg. 41. RIIl.A103, x-66758
Program Managemen~

Hazleton Laboratories, Inc. (CP 3-3212)
9200 Leesburg 'Pike
Vienna, Virginia 22180:
The Roles of Viruses and Experimental Oncogenesis and Human Cancer
Dr. Robert C. Good '
AC-703, 893-5400
Dr. Stuart Aaronson, Bldg. 37., Room 1822, x-66135
Dr. John: R. Stephenson
So.1idTumor Virus'

Hebrew University (CP 3-3210)
HadassahMedica1 School
Jerusalem Israel
Studies on Herpes Virus (E8V) and, Its Role in Human Cancer
Dr. Yechie1.Becker, Department of, Virology
4111, x027 .
Dr. BergeHampar, Bldg. 37, RIll, 1817, x....65967
Dr~ Bernard Talbot" Bldg. 37, RIll. 1822,.x-66135
Tumor Virus Detection ".

Hebrew University (CP 3-3342)
Hadassah Medical School
Jerusalem, Israel
A Multidisciplinary Study of Hodgkin's Disease in Israel
Dr. Natan' Goldblum

Dr. Paul Levine, Landow Bldg., RIIl,C306, x~66085

Mr. Roger Connelly, Landow Bldg., RIIl.A506, x~6525l
Dr. George Burton, Landow Bldg." RIll. C309, x..;66085
Immunology-Epidemiology ,

Hopital St. Louis (CP 3-3365)
Institut de Recherches sur 1es Maladies du Sang
2, Place du Docteur-Fournier
Paris X, France '
Molecular Virology Studies on, Human Leukemia
Dr. Michel Boiron
Cen 9054 '
Dr. George Todaro, Bldg. 37, RIIl.1B22, x.,.66135
Dr. Robert Manaker, Bldg 37, RIll., 1814, x-63323
De~elopmenta1 Research
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Hospital for Sick Children (CP 2-3266)
555 University Avenue
Toronto 2. Ontario. Canada .','. '
Collection of Specimens from Human Pediatric Leukemia Patients
As r~on-Leukemia Controls ' , ' ,
Dr. Peter D. McClure
AC-416. 366-7242 '
Dr. David McB. Howell, Bldg. 37,Rm .. 1021, x-~1718
Dr. Charles Boone, Bldg. 37, Rm~ lC08,. x-65l41
Program Resources and Logistics

Howard University (CP 4-,3287)'
College of Medicine. Freedman's. Hosp'., Cancer Res. Center
6th & Bryant Street. N. W,.Washillgton.D. C. 20001
Correlation of ftI()leeular Virology Studies to Diagnosi~ of Breast
Cancer
Dr. William W. Funderburk
AC-202, 462-2120

Breast Cancer Virus

Huntingdon Research Center (CP:3-3223)
Div. -of Becton -Dickenson & Co, P•.d.. Box 6857
Baltimore, Maryland 21204 " ",' .
Preparation, Characterization arid Distribution of A~tisera to
Oncogenic Viral Antigens '
Dr. Roger Wilsnack
AC-301 .825-3484., ' ,
Dr. Robert Holdenried, Bldg. 41, Rm. AI02, x-64333
Dr. Wallace Rowe. Bldg-. 7,Rm~ 304, x-62613 ,
Dr. David McB. Howell, Bldg. 37, Rm.lD2l, x-6l7l8
Program Resources and Logistics

Illinois University of (CP 4-33l8)
P. O. 6998
Chicago, Illinois ,60680, ' , ' . ,',
Studies of the Molecular Mechanisms of Carcinogenesis by Oncogenic
Viruses , ',,',,' '
Dr. Giampiero di Mayorca, Dept~ .01' Medical Microbiology
AC-3l2,996-7473 : ' , " ,',' " .'
Dr. Bernard Talbot, Bldg.37~ Rm. lB22, x~66l35

Dr. George Todaro, Bldg. 37, Rm. IB22, x-66l35
Dr. Robert Bassin, Landow Bldg., Rm. C308, x-64533
Tumor Virus Detection

Institut du Radium (CP4::3,~19)
26 Rue d'Ulm
Paris Ve, France.. ' "
Molecular- and Genetic Studies of Rous Sarcoma Virus
Dr. Roman Latarjet
907-6467
Dr. Robert Bassin, Landow Bldg., Rm. C308, x-64533
Dr. Bernard Talbot, Bldg. 37, Rm. lB22, x-66l35
Tumor Virus Detection

Institute for Medical Research (CP 3-3339)
Sheridan and-Copewood Streets
CaIliden,New Jersey 08103
Studies of Human Milk and Mammary Tumors
Dr., Dan Moore
AC-609, 966-7377
Dr. Jeffrey Schlom, Landow, Bldg., Rm. C308,x-64533
Dr. Wade P. Parks, Bldg. 37,Rm. lB17, x-65968
Dr. Takis 5. Papas, Bldg. 37, Rm. lB17, x-65967
Breast Cancer Virus
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International Agency for Research on Cancer (CP 4-3296)
150 Cours Albert Thomas
69008 Lyon,. France
Sero-epidemiological Laboratory Studies on Naso-pharyngeal
Carcinoma and Burkitt's Lymphoma
Or. Guy de The
AC-78, 52-32-40
Dr. Paul Levine, Landow Bldg., Rm. C306, x-66085
Or. George Burton, Landow Bldg., Rm. C309, x-66085
Immunology-Epidemiology

International Union Against Cancer (CP 4-3292)
P. O. Box 400
1211, Geneva 2, Switzerland ..
International Investigation on the Epidemiology of Lymphomas
Dr. Jean F. Delafresnaye -

Mr. Roger Connelly, Landow Bldg., Rm. A506, x-65251'
Inmunology-Epidemiology

Jackson Memorial Laboratory
Bar Harbor, Maine 04609
Murine Leukemia-Sarcoma Complex: Natural Occurence of Leukemia
Virus and the Sarcoma-Genome in Mice
Dr. Hans Meier
AC-207, 288-3373
Dr. Robert.J. Huebner, Bldg. 37, Rm. 2024, x-63301
Dr. Wade? Parks, Bldg. 37, Rm. IB17,x-65968
Solid Tumor Virus

Jewish Hosp. and Medical Ctr. of Brooklyn (CP 4-3251}
555 Prospect Place
~rooklyn,New York 11238
Study of Viral Transformation and Chromosome Abnormalities in
Human Tumors
Dr. Harvey Dosik -
AC-212, 240-1211 ,(office) 240-1427 (lab)
Dr. George. Todaro, Bldg •.37 ,Rm. IB22; x-66135
Dr. Bernard Talbot, Bldg;.37,Rm. IB22, x-66135
Program Resources and Logistics

Johns Hopkins University (CP 3-3245)
601 North Broadway
Baltimore, Maryland 21205
Pediatric Tumor Resource

. Dr. Herbert Kai zer
AC-301,366-3300
Or. Paul 1. Peebles, Bldg. 41, Rm. 400, x-66588
Dr. Jack Gruber, Bldg. 37 , Rm. lA19, .x"'61718
Program Resources and Logistics.

Johns Hopkins University (CP 3-3337)
Charles and 34th Streets
Baltimore, Maryland 21218
Anti-tumor Reactivity in Patients with Leuk.emia and Lymphoma
Dr. George W. Santos, Dept. of Medicine
AC-301, 955-3300
Dr. Paul Levine,4:andow Bldg,";im. C306, x-66085
Or. John Pearson, Bldg. 37, Rm. 1016, x-61478
Dr. Ronald Herberman, Bldg.lO, Rm. 5B49, x-61366
Immuno1ogy-Epidemi 01 ogy . .
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Johns Hopkins University (CP 3-3345)
Charles and Fourth Streets
Baltimore. Maryland 21218
Studies on Herpes Virus Antigens and Virions in Neoplastic Cells
from Cervical Carcinoma
Dr~ Laure Aurelian.Div.of Laboratory Animal Medicine
AC-301. 366-3300 .
Dr. Gary Pearson. Bldg. 37. Rm. IB05. x-62600
Dr. Charles Boone. Bldg. 37. Rm. lC08.x-65141
Developmental Research

Johns Hopkins University (CP 4-3266)
School of Medicine
Baltimore. Maryland 21205
Studies of New Papoviruses Isolated from Man
Dr. Richard T. Johnson
AC-301. 955-3726·
Dr. Bernard Talbot. Bldg. 37, Rm. IB22, x-66135
Tumor Virus Detectioo

Karolinska Institutet (CP 3-3316)
Torsplan 7, S-104 01
Stockholm 60. Sweden
Studies on the Significance of Herpes-Type and RNA Viruses in the
Etiology of Some Human Cancer
Dr. George Klein. Department of Tumor Biology
235-480
Dr. Charles Boone. Bldg. 37, Rm. lC08. x-65141
Dr. Gary Pearson. Bldg. 37, Rm. IB05, x-62600
Developmental Research

Life Sciences, Inc. (CP 3-3205)
2900 72nd Street. North
St. Petersburg, Florida 33710
Studies on Marek's Disease as a Model for Herpesvirus-Associated
Oncogenesis .
Dr. Jack W. Frankel and Dr. Vincent Groupe
AC-813, 345-9371
Dr. Charles Boone, Bldg. 37, Rm. lC08, x-65l4l
Dr. Gary Pearson, Bldg. 37. Rm. IB05, x-62600

"Dr. Hichael"Chirigos. Bldg. 37, Rm. ID19, x-6l478
Developmental Research

Life Sciences, Inc. (CP 3-3210)
2900 72nd Street North
St. Petersburg, Florida 33710
Production and Maintenance of Germfree and Selected Reagent Grade
SPF Animals
Dr. Wendall Farrow
Mr: John Kvedar. Bldg. 41, VTPL. x-6534l
Dr. David-McB. Howell. Bldg. 37, Rm. 1021, x-617l8
Program ResourCes and Logistics

Life Sciences. Inc. (CP 3-3291)
2950 72nd Street
St. Petersburg, Florida 33710
Studies of Avian MC-29 Tumor; AMY Production
Dr. Joseph W. Beard
AC-8l3.347-6l9l .
Dr. Michael Chirigos,Bldg.37, Rm. ID19, x-61478
Dr. Jack Gruber, Bl dg. 37, Rm. .1A19, x-6I718
Prograw Resources and Logistics ..
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Litton.Bionetics. Inc. (CP'2-3294)
Frederick "cancer Research Center. Fort Detrick
Frederick. Maryland ':21701
Operation -;of the. Frederick' Cancer .Research Center
Dr. Robert Stevenson "
Dr. William Payne. FCRC.9/393-1839
Or. Henry Hearn. FCRC. 9/393~1839
Program.Management . .

Litton Bionetics. Inc.
7300 Pearl Street
Bethesda. Maryland 20014
Studies on Molecular Events Leading to Transfonnation by RNA
Oncogenic.Viruses
Dr. Alan M. Wu
AC-301. 652-6616
Dr. Robert Gallo. Bldg. 10. Rm 6B18, x-66007
Deve10pmeritalResearch

Litton Bionetics. Inc. (CP 4-3224)
5510 Nicholson Lane
Kensington, Maryland 20795
Investigation of the Carcinogenic Activlty of Selected Virus
Preparation in the Newborn Monkev
Dr. Harvey Rabin and Dr. David P. Martin.
Dr. Jack Gruber, Bldg. 37, Rm. 1A19, x~61718

Dr. Gary Pearson. Bldg. 37. Rm. 1805, x-62600
Program Resources and Logistics

Litton Bionetics, Inc. (CP 4-3249)
7315 Wisconsin Avenue
Bethesda, Maryland 20014
Application of Animal Virus Model Systems to Human Neoplasia
Dr. Alan Rein
AC-301, 881-5600
Dr. Robert. Bassin, Landow Bldg., Rm. C308. x-64533
Dr. Brenda Gerwin, Bldg. 41, Rm~ 300., x;-66178
Dr. Bernard Talbot. Bldg. 37, Rm. 1B22, x-66135
Solid Tumor Virus

Litton Bionetics. Inc. (CP 4-3252)
7315 Wisconsin Avenue
Bethesda. Maryland 20014
Application of ImmUnll10gicTechniqlies to Studies on the Viral
Etiology of Human,Cancer "
Dr. Marieh Gravell
AC-301. 881 ...5600
Dr. Paul Levine, Landow Bldg•• Rm.C306, x-66085
Immunology-Epidemiology

Litton Bionetics, Inc. (CP 4-3260)
7315 Wisconsin Avenue
Bethesda, Maryland 20014
Acquisition of Fresh Human Specimens
Ms. Shirley Norris
AC-301, 881-5600
Dr. Jack Gruber, Bldg. 37, Rm. lA19, x-61718
Dr. David McB.- Howell, Bldg. 37, Rm. lD21, x-61718
Dr. LeaSekely. Bldg. 37, Rm. 1021, x"'61718
Program Resources and Logistics
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Louisville, University of _ (CP;6-0902)
School of Medi cine ,-. Preston and Wa1nut Streets
Louisville, Kentucky 40201,
Studies on· Foamy Viruslteagents and Antisera-
Dr.-Paul B. Johnston, Dept. of Microbiology"
AC-502, 582-2211, x-:-335 _ .;'.
Or. Robert Holdenried. Bldg; 41, Rm.Al02, x-64333
Dr. James T; Duff, Bldg. 37, Rm.lB17, x-65968
Program Resources and Logistics

Mason Research Institute (CP 3-3358)
Harvard Street
Worcester, .Massachusetts. ,01608
Study on the Role of Hormonal Factors on Induction of Breast Cancer in
M-PMV and R33 MTV Infected Animals
Dr. Arthur E. Bogden
AC-617, 752-4601
Dr. Jeffrey SChlonr; Landow Bldg., Rm. C308,x"64533
Dr. Ernest J. Plata, Landow Bldg., Rm. C308, x-64534
Dr. Arnold K. Fowler, ~ldg. 41, Rm. Al03, x-66578
Breast Cancer Virus

Massachusetts General- Hospital (CP3-3366)
John Collins Warren Laboratory
Boston, Massachusetts 02114
Transfer RNA Studies
Dr. PaulC. Zamecnik
AC-617, 726-3651 .
Dr. George Vande Woude, Bldg. 41, Rm. 100, x-66738
Dr. Maurice L. Guss, Bldg. 47, Rm. lB14, x-63323
Developmental Research

Massachusetts General HospitaJ (CP4'-3222r
Fruit Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02114
Activation of Oncogenjc Viruses and Induction of Cancer by Immunologic and Non-
Immunologic Methods' .
Dr; Paul H. Black, Infectious Disease Unit
AC-617, 726-3813
Dr. Michael Chirigos, Bldg. 37, Rm. 1019, x-61478
Dr. Adi Gazdar, Bldg. 41, Rm. 200, x-61200
Developmental Research

Massachusetts Institute of Technology (CP3-3348)
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139
Studies of Leukemia Virus DNA Polymerases
Dr. David Baltimore, Division of Sponsored Research
AC-617, 253-1000,-.x-4725
Dr. Edward M. ScoTnick, Bldg. 37, Rm. 1B22, x-66135
Dr. Bernard Talbot, Bldg. 37, Rm. IB22, x-66135
Tumor Virus Detection ~

Medical College of Pennsylvania (CP 4-3319)
3300 Henry Avenue
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19129
Immunological Characterization of EBV Antigens
Dr. B.A. Zajac

Dr. Gary Pearson, Bldg. 37. Rm. IB05, x-62600
Immunology-Epidemiology
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MeloY Laboratories. Inc. (CP 2-2020)
6715 Electronic· Drive
Springfield. Virginia· .. 22151
Studies of Influenza Virus Enhanced Tumor Inmunity al1dServices for the
Cell Biology Section VBB. NCI .
Dr. Kenneth Blackman
AC-703.354-2600. X"'282
Dr." Charles Boone. Bldg. 37. Rm. 1e08. x-65141
Developmental Research

Meloy Laborato-ries. Irtc~ (CP 2...2306)
6715 Electronic Drive
Springfield. Virginia .22151
Collaborative Projecton·.the 'Oncogenic Potential of Herpes Viruses in
Primates . . .
Dr. John Verna
AC~703. 354-2600~'x~202 and 206
Dr. Robert Manaker.Bldg 3h Rm.1B14. x-63323
Dr. WIn. T. London. Bldg. 36.Rm. 5C19. x-62093
Developmental Research .

Meloy Laboratories. Inc.
6715 E1ectroriic Drive"
Springfie1d~ Virginia.22151
Spontaneous and Virus Induced ·Neop1astic Transformation
Dr. John Verna
AC~703.354-2600

Dr. George_ Todaro. Bldg. 37" Rm.1B22.x-66135
Dr. Bernard Talbot. Bldg. 37. Rm. 1B22. x-66135
Tumor Virus Detection

Me1oy.Laboratories. Inc. (CP 4-3223)
6715 Electronic Drive

. Springfield. Virginia 22151
Molecular Studies of Human and Animal Cancer with Emphasis on Breast
'Carcinoma
Dr. John Verna
AC-703. 354-2600. x-202 and 206
Dr. Jeffrey Sch1om. Landow Bldg •• Rm. C308. x-64533
Breast Cancer Virus

MeloY Laboratories. Inc. (CP 4-3236)
6715 Electronic Drive
Springfield. Virginia 22151. ., .
Study ofMTV Expression in Mice Relative to the Development· of Mammary
Tumors .
Dr. John Verna
AC-703. 354-2600. x-202 and.206 I RocKvi11e-AC-301. 948-9565
Dr. Wade P. Parks. Bldg. 37.Rm. 1B17, x-65968
Dr. David McB. Howell. Bldg. 37; Rm.1021,x"'61718
Dr. Lea Seke1y. Bldg. 37 .Rm. 1021. x-61718·'
Tumor Virus Detection

Meloy Laboratories, Inc. (CP 4-3263)
6715 Electronic Drive
Springfield. Virginia 22151

·MouseManmary Tumor Virus Production Facility
Dr. John Verna .
AC-703, 354-2600. x-202 and 206
Dr. Wade P. Parks. Bldg. 37. Rm. 1B17, x-65968
Dr. ~avid McB. Howell. Bldg. 37, Rm. 1D21. x-61718
Dr. Lea Seke1y, Bldg. 37. Rm. 1021. x-61718
Program Resources and Logistics
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Memorial- Hosp. for Cancer & Anied Diseases (CP 4-3208)
494 East 68th Street '
New York, New York 10021
Colle<:~ion of Human Sera Specimens from Defined Populations
Dr. Herbert F. Oettgen '
AC-212, 879-3000 , , '
Dr. Ernest J. Plata, Landow Bldg., Rm. C308" x-64534
Dr~ Jeffrey Schlom,Landow Bldg., Rm.C308,x-64533
Breast Cancer Virus

Memorial Hosp. for Cancer &Allied Diseases (CP 4-3335)
494 East 68th Street ',',
New York, New York 10021
Acquisition ,of Human Materials to Be Used inthe Search for
Transmissible Agents in Human Tumors '
Dr. Yashar Hirshaut, Division of Cell Biology,
AC-212, 879-3000-
Or. Jack Gruber, Bldg•. 37, Rm. lA19, x.,.61718.
Program Resources ,!,nd Logisti cs

Merck and Company, Inc. (CP 1-2059)
West Point, Pennsylvania 19486
Oncogenic Virus Research,and,Vaccine Development
Or. Maurice R. Hilleman, )irus and Cell BiolQgy Research
AC-215,699-5311,x-5532
Dr. Robert Manaker, Bldg 37,Rm. lB14,x-63323
Or. /o1ichael Chirigos, Bldg. 37, Rm.1D19, x-61478
Developmental Research

Miami, University of (CP 4-3358)
School of Medicine, P. O. Box 7278
Miami, Florida 33155 ,
Immunological Studies on Animal Breast Carcinoma
Or. Michael M. Sigel and Dr. Diana M. Lopez
AC-305, 350-6567
Or. Paul Levine, Landow Bldg., Rm. C306,x-66085
Immunology-Epidemiology

Michigan Cancer Foundation (CP:3-3347)
4811 John R Street
Detroit, Michigan 48201
Studies on Milk in High.,.Risk Breast Cancer Families
Or. Marvin Rich
AC-313, 833-0710 ,,', . '.
Or. JeffreySchlom, Landow Bldg., Rm.C30?,x-64533
Or. Ernest J. Plata, Landow Bldg., Rm. C308~x-64534
Breast Cancer Virus

Microbiological Asso<:iates, Inc. (CP 3-3288)
4733 Bethesda Avenue
Bethesda, Maryland 20014
Mouse Virus Typeing and Diagnostic Reagents
Or. John C. Parker, II
AC-301, 654-3400
Or. Robert Holdenried, Bldg. 41,Rm. A102, x.,.64333
Or. Wallace Rowe, Bldg. 7, Rm.304, x-62613,
Dr. David McS. Howell, Bldg. 37, Rm. 1021, x-61718
Program Resources and Logistics '
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Microbiological Associate", Inc. (CP 4-3240)
4733 Bethesda Avenue
Bethesda, Maryland 20014

,Roles of Viruses and 'Chemicals in the Etiology of Cancer
Dr. Riley Housewright
AC-301', 654.;;3400
Dr. Robert J. Huebner, Bldg. 37, Rm. 2024, x-63301
Solid TlmlOr Virus

Microbiological Assoclates, Inc. (CP 4-3254)
4733 Bethesda Avenue
Beth.esda, Maryland 20014
Studies of Type,C RNA Tumor Viruses
Dr.' Damodar Deshmukh
AC-30l. 654-3400:
Dr. Padman Sarma. Bldg. 37. Rm. 2023. x-6330l
Dr. Robert J.Huebner. Bldg. 37. Rm. 2024, x-63301
Solid Tumor Virus .

Microbiological Associates. Inc. (CP 6-0914)
4733 Bethesda Avenue '
Bethesda. MarylandZCi014
Operation of a BALB/c Mouse Colony
Mr. Wilbur Athey
AC-30l, '654~3400, x-300
Mr. Samuel Polley. Bldg. ,37 • Rm. 5EIO, x-61323
Dr. Michael Chirigos.' B1dg~ 37. Rm. 1019, x.,.61478
Mr. Clarence· Reeder. Bldg. 37. Rm. SEllA, x-61323
Program Resources and Logistics

Minnesota. University of. (CP 3-3357)
College of Medica1 Sciences. 315 Morrill Hall

- Minneapolis. Minnesota 55455
The Search for Tumor Virus Related Information in Human
Immunodeficiency in Patients with Cancer
Dr. John H. Kersey
AC-6l2 373~2793

Dr. George Todaro, Bldg. 37. Rm. IB22. x-66135
Dr. Bernard Talbot. Bldg. 37,Rm.1B22, x-66l35
Dr. Wade 'P. Parks, Bldg. 37,Rm. IB17, x-65968
Tumor Virus Detection

Minnesota, University of (CP.,.4-3285)
School of Public Health
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455
Development of Short Courses on the Principles of Biohazard and
Injury Control for the Biomedical Laboratory
Dr. George Michaelson. Diy. of Enironmental Health
AC-6l2, 373-3167 " '" , '
Dr. W.ElIII1ett Barkley. Bldg. 41, Rm. A1l5. x-6698l

Montreal Children's Hospital (CP 3-3377)
2300 Tupper Street
Montreal 108, Quebec, Canada
Supply of Leukemia and Normal Blood Plasma Specimens
Dr. Ronald L. Denton, Department of Hematology
AC-5l4. 937-8511
Dr. DavicMcB. Howell, Bldg. 37.Rm.lD2l. x-6l7l8
Dr. Charles Boone. Bldg. 37. Rm. lC08. x-65l4l
Program Resources and Logistics
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Mt. Sinai- School of Medicine (CP 4-3225)
Fifth Avenue at lOath Street.
New York, New York 10029
Stimulationof:IlIII\unity to Virus Associated and Tumor Associated
Antigens inAKR andBAlBlc Mice
Dr. James F. Holland and Dr. J. George Bekesi
AC-212, 876-1000, x~6384

Dr. Clarice Gaylord, Landow B1dg•• Rm. C306, x-66086
Dr. Michael R. Blaese, Bldg. 10, Rm. 4N108, x-66781
Dr. John Pearson, Bldg. 37, Rm. 1016, x-6l478
Immunology-Epidemiology

Naples, University of (CP 3-3314)
Instituto di Clinica Medica Generale
Po1ic1inico - Piazza Miraglia
80138 Napoli, Italy
Studies on the Role of Herpes Simplex Virus (HSV), Types I and II, in
Human Malignant Neop1asias.
Dr. Guilio Tarro, Institute of Pathology
218-254 (PBX)"
Dr. Charles Boone, Bldg. 37, Rm. lC08,x-65l4l
Dr. Michael Chirigos, Bldg. 37, Rm. 1019, x-61478
Developmental Research

Naval Biomedical Research-Laboratory
U. S. Naval Supply Center
Oakland, California 94625
Studies of Environmental and Physiological Factors Influencing
Virus-Houst Interactions-
Dr. M. A. Vedros
AC-415, 832-5217
Dr. Alfred Hellman, Bldg. 41, Rm. A103, x-66758
Dr. Arnold Fowler, Bldg. 41, Rm. A103, x-66578
Dr. W.Emmett Barkley, Bldg. 41, Rm. A1l5, x-6698l

Naval Biomedical Research labOratory (CP 4-0201)
U.S. Naval Supply Center -
Oakland, California 94625
Facility Support for Cell Culture Research and Propagation
Capt. James F.Pribnow, MSC, USN -
AC-415, 832-5217
Dr. James T. Duff, Bldg. 37, Rm. lB17, x-65968
Dr. Jack Gruber, Bldg. 37, Rm. lA19, x-61718
Program Resources and Logistics

Netherlands Cancer Institute (CP 3-3368)
Sarphatistraat 108
Amsterdam C., The Netherlands
Immunogenetic Studies on Breast Cancer and Leukemia
Dr. Lourens M. Boot and J. H. M. Hilgers
AC-020, 943-434
Dr. Walter E. Heston, Bldg. 37, Room 2E24, x-610l8
Dr. Ernest J. Plata, Landow Bldg., Rm. C308, x-64534
Breast Cancer Virus -

New York Medical College (CP 3-3398)
Flower and 5th Avenue Hospital, 5th Ave. at 106th Street
New York, New York 10029
Immunological Responses of Breast Cancer Patients Against
Autologous Breast Cancer Tissues
Dr:- Maurice Black
AC 212, 876-5500, x-238
Dr. Clarice Gaylord, Landow Bldg., Rm. C306, x-66086
Dr. Michael Blaese. Bldg. 10, Rm. 4N108, x-66095
Dr. Paul Levine, Landow Bldg., Rm. C306, x-66085
Immunology-Epidemiology
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NewYor-k State Dept~ of Health (CP 2-3247)
Roswell Park Institute. 666 Elm Street
Buffalo; New York . 14203
Supply of Blood and Tissue Specimens from Patients with Malignancies
Dr•.Joseph Sokal
AC-716. 845-3010
Dr. Lea Sekely. Bldg. 37. Rm. 1021. x-61718
Dr. David McB. Howell. Bldg. 37. RIll. 1021. x-61718
Program Resources and Log~stics

North Carolina. University of (CP 3-3336)
School of Medicine. 503 Swing Bldg.
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 25514
Molecular Studies on Herpes-Type Viruses of Potential Oncogenicity
Dr~ Joseph S. Pagano .
AC-919. 966-1183
Dr. Maurice l •. Guss. Bldg. 47.Rm. lB14. x-63323
Dr. Robert Manaker. Bldg 37. Rm. lB14, x~63323

Developmental Re:earch

North Dakota, University of (CP 6-0008)
School of Medicine
Grand Forks, North Dakota 58201 ,
Quantitative Studies 'on the Transmission of Feline Oncogenic
RNA Viruses and Selected Herpesviruses by Certain Bloodsucking
Anthropods
Dr. Robert Fischer. Dept. of Microbiology
AC-701. 777-2411
Dr•. George Burton~ Landow Bldg •• Rm. C309. x-66085
Program Management

Ohio State Research Foundation (CP 4-3217)
1314'Kinnear Road
Columbus. Ohio 43212
Biohazards Control and Containment in Oncogenic Virus Research
Dr. David S. Yohn
AC-614. 422-5661
Dr. Alfred Hellman. Bldg. 41, Rm. A103, x-66758
Dr~ Phyllis Kind~ Bldg. 41. Rm. A109, x-66758, Bldg. 41, Rm. A109, s-66758
Developmental Research

Pennsylvanla. State University (CP 0-2024)
Milton S. Hershey Medical Center
Hershey,. Pennsylvania 17033
S,tudies on the Oncogenic Potential of Defective Human Viruses
Dr. Fred Rapp.Department of Microbiology
AC-717, 534-8254 .
Dr. Robert Manaker.Bldg 37, Rm. lB14, x-63323
Dr. Michael Chirigos, Bldg. 37, Rm. lD19.x-6l478
Developmental Research
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Radiobiological Institute (CP 4-3328)
Organization for Health Research, TNO
151 Lange Kleiweg
Rijwsijk (Z. H.), The Netherlands
The Study of the Release of RNA Tumor Viruses and Its Genetic Control
Dr. Peter Bentvelzen
Dr. Jeffrey Schlom, Landow ..Bldg., Rm. C308, x-64533
Breast Cancer Virus

Salk Institute for 8iological Studies (CP 4-3243)
P. O. Box 1809
San Diego, California 92112
Characterization of Temperature-Sensitive Mutants of Polyoma Virus and
Interaction Between Polyoma Virus and C-Type RNA Viruses
Dr. Walter Eckhart
AC-714, 453-4100
Dr. Stuart Aaronson, Bldg. 37, Room lB22, x-66135
Dr. James T. Duff, Bldg. 37, Rm. lB17, x-65968
Solid_Tumor Virus

Rockefeller University (CP 3-3306)
66th St. &York Avenue
New York, New York 10021
Evaluation of Methods for Isolation of Viruses from Human Neoplasia
Dr. Hidesaburo Hanafusa
AC-212, 360-1782
Dr. Charles Boone, Bldg. 37, Rm. lC08, x-65141
Dr. Robert Manaker, Bldg 37, Rm. lB14, x-63323
Developmental Research

Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke's Medical Center (CP 3-3219)
1753 West Congress Parkway
Chicago, Illinois 60612
Studies of 'Tumor Viruses in Non-Human Primates
Dr •. Friedrich Deinhardt, Dept. of Microbiology
AC-312, 942-5442
Dr. Robert Manaker, Bldg 37, Rm. lB14, x-63323
Dr. Michael Chirigos, Bldg. 37, Rm. 1019, x-61478
Developmental Research

Pfizer, Inc. (CP3-3239)
John L. Smith Memorial for Cancer Research, 199 Maywood Avenue
Maywood, New Jersey 07607
Viral StUdies of Human and Animal Breast Cancer
Dr. M.· Ahmed and Mr. GeorgeSchidlovsky
AC-201, 845-5665-
Dr. Robert Bassin,. Landow Bldg.,Rm. C308, x-64533
Dr. Jeffrey Schlom,.Landow Bldg., Rm. C308, x-64533
Dr. Brenda Gerwin, Bldg. 41, Rm. 300, x-66178
Breast cancer Virus

Pfizer, Inc. (CP 3-3234)
John L Smith Memorial ,for Cancer Research. 199 Maywood Avenue
Maywood, New Jersey 07607
Development of Virus-Cancer Test System;. Virus Production; Production
of Human Virus-Cancer Cell Lines; Immunology
Dr. Sami A. Mayyasi
AC-201, 845-5665
Dr. Jack Gruber, Bldg. 37, Rm. lA19, x-61718
Dr. David McB. Howel1,B1dg~ 37, Rm. 1021, x-61718
Program Resour~es and Logistics .
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Southern California, University Of (CP 4-3242)
School·ofMedicine. 2035 ·Zonal Avenue
Los Angeles, California 90033'
Conditioned Lethal Mutants 'of RNA Tumor Viruses (RSV)
Dr. PeterK. Vogt
AC-213, 225-1511
Dr. Gary J. Kelloff, Bldg. 37, Room 2C07, x-61320
Dr. Stuart Aaronson, Bldg. 37, Room 1B22, x-66135
Solid Tumor Virus

(CP 3-3204)

Southwest Foundation for Research and Education (CP 3-3340)
P. O. Box 28147, 7480,West CORlllerce Street
San Antonio. Texas 78284
Housing and Maintenance of a Chimpanzee Breeding Colony
Dr. S. S. Kalter, Department of Virology

,AC-512, 674~1410

Dr. David McB. Howell, Bldg. 37, Rm. 1021, x-61718
Dr. Lea Sekely, Bldg. 37, Rm. lD21,x-61718
Program Resources and Logistics

Southern Cal ifornia, University of (CP 8-1030)
Cancer Research,Bui1ding,· .1200 .North State Street
Los Angeles, California 90033
A Comprehensive Field and Laboratory Research. Program on the Etiology
and Epiijemiology of Human .Cancer
Dr. Murray Gardner, Dept. of Pathology, and Dr. Robert McAllister
AC-213, 225-1511, x-384
Dr. Robert J. Huebner, Bldg. 37, Rm. 2024, x-63301
Dr. Wade Parks, Bldg. 37, Room 1B17, x-65968
Solid Tumor Virus

Southwest Foundation for Research and Education (CP 4-3214)
P. O. Box 28147, 7480 West Commerce Street
San Antonio, Texas 78284
Study of Latent Virus Infection and Transmission Significance of
C-Type Particles
Dr. R. L. Heberling,Department of Virology
AC-512, 674-1410 '. . .
Dr. James Strickland, Bldg. 41, Rm. 600, x65329
Dr. Arnold Fowler, Bldg. 41, Rm. A103, x-66578

Scripps Clinic and Research Foundation (CP 4-3375)
476 Prospect Street
La Jolla, California .92037
IRlllunologic Study of RNA Tumor (Type C) Viruses
Dr. Frank Dixon
AC-714, 459-2390, x301
Dr. Robert J • Huebner, Bldg. 37, Rm.2D24, x-63301
Dr. Wade P. Parks, Bldg. 37, Rm. 1B17, x-65968
Solid Tumor Virus

Scripps' Clinic and Research Foundation
476 Prospect Street
La Jolla, California 92037
IRlllunopatho1ogic Study.·of Leukemia
Dr. Michael B. A. Oldstone'
AC-714, 459-2390,. x-466 (office) x-472 (lab)
Dr. Tadao Aoki, Bldg. 41, Rm. 300, x-66178
Dr. Vincent Hollis. Bldg. 41, Rm~A110, x-67178
IRlllunology-Epidemiology
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St; Joseph's Hospital (CP 3-3393)
300lW. Buffalo Avenue
Tampa, Florida 33607
,Study on Human Sarcomas and Their Possible Viral Etiology
Dr. Jeno E. Szakacs
AC-813, 877-8161, x-246
Dr. Albert Dalton, ,Bldg. 37, RoomlC15,x-643ll
Program Resources and Logistics

St. Louis University (CP 4-3359)
2681 Park Avenue
St. Louis, Missouri 63110_
Search for the V~rus-Specific Genetic Material in Human Cancers 
A Direct Test of theViraLEtiology of Human Cancer and Studies
on the Mechanisms of Viral Oncogenesis
Dr. Maurice Green, Inst. fclr Molecular Virology
AC-314, 664-9800, x-545
Dr. Robert J. Huebner, Bldg. 37, Rm. 2D24, x-63301
Dr. James T. Duff, Bldg. 37, Rm~ 1B17, x-65968
Solid Tumor Virus

Stanford University (CP 4-3244)
Stanford, California 94305
Procurement, Processing, Storage, Distribution and Study of"Human
Cell Cultures and Operation ofa Central Mycoplasma Diagnostic
Laboratory; Studies on Hodgkin's Disease and Other Malignant Lymphomas
Dr. Leonard Hayf1ick, Dept; of Medical Microbiology
Dr. James T. Duff, Bldg. 37, Rm. 1B17, x~65968

Dr. Robert J. Huebner, Bldg. 37, Rm. 2D24, x-63301
Solid Tumor Virus

Tel Aviv University (CP 2-3237)
155 Herzl Street
Tel Aviv, Abur-Kabir.Israel ,
Isolation, Purification and Propagation ofB-TypeParticles from Human
Milk in Israel
Dr. JafaKeydar
Dr. Wade P. Parks, Bldg. 37, Rm. 'lB17, x-65968
Dr. Ernest J. Plata, Landow Bldg.,Rm. C308, x-64534
Breast Cancer Virus

Texas, University of (CP 1-3135)
Southwestern Medical School, 5323 Harry Hines Blvd.
Dallas, Texas . 75235
Biohazards Information Gathering Center: Surveillance of Laboratory
-Acquired Infection and Accidents
Dr. Robert M. Pike and Dr. Jonathan W. Uhr
AC-214, 631-3220
Dr. Alfred Hellman" Bldg. 41,·Rm. A103, x-66758 .
Dr. W. Emmett Barkley, Bldg. 41, Rm~ A1l5, x-66981

Texas, University of (CP 3-3292)
M-. D. Anderson Hosp. and Tumor Inst.
6723 Bertner Drive
_Houston, Texas 77025
Immunity to Sarcoma-Related Antigens in Patients and Controls
Dr. Joseph G. Sinkovics and Dr. David Kay
Dr. Gary Pearson, Bldg. 37, Rm. 1B05, x-62600
Dr. Paul Levine. Landow Bldg., Rm. C306, x-66085
Immunology-Epidemiology
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Texas, University of (CP 3-3301)
M. D. Anderson Hosp. and Tumor Inst.
6723- Bertner Drive
Houston, Texas 77025
Human Immunity and Immune Response to the Rausche~ Leukemia Virus
Dr. Evan Hersh
AC-713, 526-5411, x-546
Dr. Paul Levine. Landow Bldg•• Rm. C306, x-66085
Dr. Janet Hartley. Bldg. 7, Rm. 304. x-626l3
Dr. Ronald Herberman. Bldg. 10, Rm. 5B49. x-6l366
Immunology-Epidemiology

Texas, University of (CP 3-3304)
M. D. Anderson Hosp. and Tumor Inst.
6723 Bertner Drive
Houston, Texas 77025
Studies on the Relationships of Viruses to Human Leukemia. Lymphomas and
Solid Tumors
Dr. Leon Dmochowski
Dr. Gary Pearson, Bldg. 37, Rm. 1B05. x-62600
Dr. Robert Manaker, Bldg 37. Rm. 1B14, x-63323
Deve1opmental"Research

Tulane Univ.-Delta Reg. Primate Ctr. (CP 3-3396)
Tulane University
Covington. Louisiana 70433
Role of Humoral and Cellular Immunity in Determining the Outcome of
Herpes Saimiri (HSV) Infection in Squirrel Monkeys
Dr. William P. Allen
Dr. Dharam Ab1ashi, FCRC, Bldg. 538, Rm. 205B. 393-1839, x-2181
Dr. Gary Pearson. Bldg. 37. Rm. 1B05, x-62600
Dr. George Burton. Landow Bldg •• Rm. C309. x-66085
Immunology-Epidemiology

University Laboratories. Inc. (CP 3-3222)
810 North Second Avenue
Highland Park. New Jersey 08904
The Production of Sarcoma Viruses, Helper Viruses and Antisera to These
Viruses
Dr. Eugene.Bernstein
AC-201. 246-1146
Dr. Robert Ho1denried, Bldg. 41. Rm. A102. x-64333
Dr. Jack Gruber. Bldg. 37, Rm. 1A19. x-61718
Program Resources and Logistics

Washington. University of (CP 3-3372)
Medical School
Seattle, Washington 98105
Studies on Tumor Specific Transplantation Antigen
Dr. Karl E. Hellstrom. Dept. of Pathology. and Dr. Ingegerd Hellstrom
AC-206. 543-1448
Dr. Robert J. Huebner. Bldg. 37. Rm. 2024, x-63301
Dr. James T. Duff. Bldg. 37. Rm. 1B17. x-65968
Solid Tumor Virus .

Washington. University of (CP 3-3236)
U. S. P. H. S. Hospital. 1131 14th Avenue. South
Seattle. Washington 98144
Immunological and Transplantation Studies on Dogs with Cancer for
Detection of an Oncogenic Virus-Carrier
Dr. Rainer Storb, Dept. of Medicine
AC-206. 543-4043
Dr. Gary Pearson. Bldg. 37. Rm. 1805. x-62600
Dr. Thomas Cameron. Landow Bldg .• Rm. C325, x-64875
Dr. Dharam Ab1ashi, F~RC. Bldg. 538, Rm. 2058, 393-1839, x-2181
Immunology-Epidemiology
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Weizmann Institute of Science (CP 4-3241)
Section of Genetics
Rehovot. Israel
Study on Virus-Induc~tumor Specific Transplantation Antigen
Dr. Leo Sachs

Dr. Robert J. Huebner. Bldg. 37, Rm. 2024, x-63301
Dr. James T. Duff. Bldg. 37, Rm. IB17, x-65968
Solid Tumor Virus

Wisconsin. University of (CP 2-2022)
McArdle Laboratory for Cancer Research
450 Randall Avenue
Madison. Wisconsin 53706
Studies on Induction-af Neoplasia In Vivo and In Vitro Using Known
Carcinogenetic Chemical Methods
Dr. Robert Nowinski
AC-60S. 262-2177
Dr. George Todaro. Bldg. 37. Rm. 1B22. x-66135
Dr. Peter J. Fischinger. Bldg. 41. Rm. Al17. x-66588
Dr. Bernard Talbot. Bldg. 37. Rm. IB22. x-66135
Tumor Virus Detection

Wistar Institute of Anatomy and Biology (CP 3-3250).
36th Street at Spruce
Philadelphia. Pennsylvania 19104
Extraction and Characterization of Virus-Induced Transplantation Antigens
and Rescue of Virus from Sarcomas arid Leukemias
Dr..Anthony Girardi
AC-215. 222-6700. x-226
Dr. James T. Duff. Bldg. 37. Rm. 1817. x-6596B
Dr. Robert J, Huebner. Bldg. 37. Rm. 2024. x-63301
Solid Tumor Virus

Wolf Research and Development Corp. (CP 4-3351)
1530 East Jefferson Street
Rockville, Maryland20B52
Data Processing Support for Biomathematical and Biomedical Research
Mr. Edwin J. Lisiecki .
AC-301. 770-5500
Mrs. Wilma Varrato. Landow Bldg•• Rm.C-30S. x-619S1
Dr. David McB. Howell. Bldg. 37. Rm. 1021. x-61718
Dr. Lea Seke1y. Bld!T.~Rm. 1021. x-6171S
Program Resources and Logistics
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ADDENDUM

Recently Negotiated Contracts

Alabama.' University of
Univers;'ty Station
Binningham.Alabama 35294
Inlnun'ological Studies on the Relationship of Embryonic Antigen
to Virus Induced Tumor Antigens
Dr. Eddie W.lamon
AC~205. 934-4138
Dr •.Gary 'Pearson. Bldg. 37. Rm. lB05. x-62600
Inununology-Epidemiology

Albert Einstein College of Medicine (CP 4-3380)
1300 M()rris Park·Avenue
Bronx. New York 10461 .
Study of the Molecular Mechanism of the Murine FV-l Gene in
Restricting Replication of Strains of Friend leukemia Virus
Dr. RiJy Soeiroand Dr. Bernard Fields
AC-212. 430-2159
Dr. Bernard Talbot. Bldg. 37. Rm. 1B22.x-66135
Tumor Virus Detection

Baylor University (CP 4-3385)
Collegli! ,of Medicjne. 1200 Moursund Avenue
Houston. Texas . 77025
Regulation ofGE!O!! Expression in Mouse Mammary Cancer
Dr. Susan Socher~ Dept. of Cell Biology. and Dr. J. Rosen
AC-713. 529-4951
Dr. Wade Parks. Bldg. 37. Rm. lB17. x-65968
Breas'tCancer Virus

Biotech Research laboratories
12601 Twinbrook Parkway
Rockville. Maryland 20852
Transfonnation of Fibroblast Cells Derived from Patients with
Genetic "'Diseases .
Dr. C. Y. Ting'
AC-301. 770-2740
Dr.Adi Gazda.r.Bldg•.41. Rm. 200. x-61200
Immunology~Epidemiology
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Boston Hospital for Women (CP 4-3379)
Lying-in Division
221 longwood Avenue
Boston. Massachus~tts 02115
Retrospective Cohort Study of Cervical Neoplasia and Herpes
Sil1\pJexVirus •. TypeIl
Dr. (orna D.Johnson
AC-617. 734~5300
Dr. Robert Manaker.Bldg. 37, Rm. lB14. x-63323
Deve1opmenta1" Research

California. Univ. of! a.t'San Francisco (CP4-3381)
School of Medicine. Cancer Research lnst.
San Francisco. California 94143
Isolation of'~umanXenotropicViruses

Dr. Jay A. levy
AC-415. 666-4071
Dr. Robert J. Huebner. B1~g. 37, Rm. 2024. x-63301
Solid Tumor Virus
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Cornell Univ., N.¥.Stat~ Veterinary Coll. (CP3.,3346)
Ithaca, New¥orkl4850
Application of Feline, Virus SysteJils in the Study of Viral
Relationships to,Human Neoplasia .
Dr. Charles Rickard,. Dept. of Pathology
AC-607, 256-3215 .
Dr. Robert Manaker, Bldg. <37, Rm.lB14, ,x-63323
Developmental Research

"
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Department of Agricu1ture (CP 4-0214)
Animal Physi.o]ogyand Genetics Institute, Bldg. 262
Agricultura1Re~earchCenter,Be1tsvil1e, Md. 20705
Studies on Iriheritance and Oncogenicity of, Endogenous RNA Tumor
V5ruses .. " .'. ' . .
Dr. Lyman G. Crittenden, Chief" Avian Physiology Lab.
AC-301, 344-2545 .
Dr. Padman Sarma, Bldg. 37, Rm. 2D23, x-63301
Solid Tumor Virus

Duke University (CP4-3395)
Medical ·Center
Durham, 'NorthCarolina '27706

. Immunological. Studies on the Relationship of Embryonic Antigen
·to Virus Induced Tumor Antigens . ,
Dr. Samuel A. Wells, Jr. and Dr. John P. ~rant
AC-9l9, '. 684~5989
Dr. Gary Pearson,.Bldg.37, Rm. 1B05, x-62600
Immunology-Epidemiology .
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CNTRCT TITLE:
PRINC INVEST:
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PROJ OFFICER:

SEGMENT

Electro-Nucleonics Laboratories, Inc. . (CP 4-3334)'
12050 Tech Road, Montgomery Industrial Park .
5il vel' Spring, Maryland· 20904 "
Virus Production and Processing' Facility
Mr. John F. Lemp, Jr. .
AC-301, 652-4923, x-42 , , "
Dr. George vande Woude ,Bldg•. 41, Rm. 100, x-66788
Dr. David MpB. Howell, 'Bldg.' 37,Rm... 1021 ~ x-G1718.
Program Resources and Logistics .
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Emory University (CP4-3393)
School of Medicine~ 46 Armstrong St., N. E.
Atlanta, Ga. 30303
Cellular ImmunityStud,ies .to Herpes Simplex Associated Antigens
Cancer Patfentsand Controls' ,
Dr. Andre Nahmias, Dept. of Pediatrics
AC-404, 659-1212, x-226
Dr. Paul Levine, Landow Bldg~, Rm. C306.,x-66085
Immuno1ogy~Epidemio1ogy

(b)

*Former1y part of Flow 3-3247

(CP 4-3387)*

\

l

Flow Laboratories, InC.
12420 Parklawn Drlve
Rockville, Maryland 20852 , .
Virus.and ReagentProducfion and Purification
Dr. Raymond V. Gilden '
AC-30l,88l-2900 '
Dr. '.' RObert J. Huebner
Solid Tumor Virus
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Flow Laboratories. Inc. (CP 4-3388)*
12420 Park1awn Drive
ROCKville. Maryland 20852
StudiesonTypeClJirtises in Relation to Oncogenic Potential
Dr. Raymond V. Gilden
AC-301. 881-2900
Dr. Robert·J.Huebner
So1id Tumor Vi rus

Flow Laboratories.lnc.·
12420 Parklawn Drive
RocKville.M1lryland 20852
Studies on'Herpesviruses
Dr. Raymond V• Gi1 den
AC~301. 881-2900
Dr. Berge Hampar. Bldg. 37. Rm lB17. x-65967·
Solid Tumor' Virus

Hoektoen Inst~ for Medical Research (CP 4-3344)
627 South Wood Street
ChicagCl. Illinois. 60612
Supply of Fresh Human Materials Obtained from Patients with
Neoplastic Diseases .
Dr. Paul B. Szanto
AC-312.·738-3100
Dr. Lea SeKel.y.Bldg~ 37, Rm.1B17. x-65967
Pr.ogramResourcesand Logistics

Illinois. University of (CP 4-3345)
Medical Center
P. O. Box 6998
Chicago, Illinois 60680
Human Materials from Patients with Neoplastic Diseases
Dr. Tapas K. Das Gupta
AC-312. 996-6667
Dr. Lea Sekely. Bldg. 37, Rm. lB17, x-65967
Program Resources and Logistics

Johns Hopkins University (CP 4-3330)
School of Medicine,
725, N. Wolfe Street., Baltimore. Maryland 21205
Cellular Immunity Studies to Herpes Simplex Associated Antigens
in Cancer Patients and Controls
Dr. Laure Aure1ian. Dept. of Microbiology &Lab. Animal Medicine
AC-301, 955-3273
Dr. Paul Levine, Landow Bldg., Rm. C306. x-66085
Immunology-Epidemiology

Litton Bionetics, Inc. (CP 4-3333)
5516 Nicholson Lane
Kensington. Maryland 20795
Immunological Assays for DNA and RNA Viruses

_ Dr. Bruce Maurer
AC-301, 881-5600, x-556
Dr. Paul Levine, Landow Bldg., Rm. C306, x-66085
Immunology-Epidemiology .

---~-,

*Formerly part of Flow 3-3247
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Michigan Cancer Foundation (CP 4-3391)
4811 John R. Street
Detroit, Michigan 48201
Collection of Large Quantities of Human Milk
Dr. Samuel Albert
AC-313, 833-0710, x-333
Dr. Ernest Plata; Landow Bldg., Rm. C308, x-64534
Program Resources and Logistics
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Tennessee, University of (CP 4-3325)
Hesler Biology Bldg., Room 419
Knoxville, Tennessee 37916
Imnuno10gica1 Studies on the Re1ationshipoT Embryonic Antigen
to Virus Induced;,Tumor Antigen
Dr. Joseph Coggin, Jr., Dept. of Microbiology
AC-615, 974-2356 . ". ...
Dr. Gary Pearson, Bldg. 37, Rm. 1805, x.;,.62600
Imnunology-Epidemio10gy

Texas, University of (tP4~3370)

M. D. Anderson Hospital &Tumor Inst.
Houston, Texas '77025
Imnun10gica1 Studies on Human· Breast Carcinoma
Dr. James M. Bowen and Dr. K. Maruyama '
AC-713, 792-3330
Dr. Gary Pearson; Bldg. 37, Rm. 1805, x-62600
Immunology-Epidemiology

(d)


